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PREFACE

This book attempts to communicate the central ideas and results of
gametheory and related decision-making models unencumberedbytheir

technical mathematical details: thus, for example, almost no proofs are

included. It is a book about game theory, not a presentation of the
theory itself. By laying bare the main structure of the theory—its assump-

tions and conclusions, its deficiencies and aspirations—we hope that the

book will serve as a useful critical introduction to the theory and a guide
to the literature. We havetried, on the one hand, to make sufficiently
precise statements so that misunderstandings and misstatements will not
result from a reading of the book, but, on the other hand, we havestriven
to keep the language and notation sufficiently familiar and simple that

there will be scientists who will benefit from it who would have found a

treatise on game theory unintelligible. ‘There are many mathematicians,
even among those sympathetic to social science applications, whofeel that

these goals are incompatible, and we cannot deny having reached times

of despondency when wewere readyto agree.
In many ways the overall outline of this book parallels the original
structuring given to the theory by von Neumann and Morgenstern in
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [1944, 1947], but in detail it is
different: First, in the decade since the second edition of their book there
Vii
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have been many additions to the theory, and we havetried to include
most of these. Second, our emphasis is almost totally on the concepts,
and so relatively little attention is given to the detailed “‘solutions” of
specific games. Third, our critical discussion and our examples are
strongly colored—at least as far as a mathematician is concerned—bya
social science point of view. Wehavetried, insofar as we could, to indicate the major intuitive and empirical objections that social scientists
could or have raised against the theory—objections not to the mathematics, but to the applicability of this mathematics to empirical problems.
This book may be correctly accused of having a critical tone. We do
not, however, intend this to be carping, and we would hope that our
readers do notuse it for that purpose. Our aim is to warn andto challenge the readerat just those points where the theory is conceptually weak.
Webelieve that this can be done withrelatively little mathematics, and
so we have gone to considerable pains to reduce the mathematical demands
made upon the reader. If we have not failed completely, then there
should be somethingof interest here for a wide group of scholars: economists concerned with economic theory, political scientists and sociologists
having a methodological bent or a theoretical concern with conflict of
interest, experimental psychologists studying decision making, managementscientists interested in theoriesof “‘rational’’ choice and organization,
philosophers intrigued with the axiomatization of portions of human
behavior,statisticians and other professionally practicing decision makers,
and finally mathematicians—those whose work, for the most part, we are
reporting.
Still one may ask: what exactly are the prerequisites? It is not easy to
say. Certainly neither the calculus nor matrix algebra as such are
required, but neither will hinder, for probably the most important prerequisite is that ill-defined quality: mathematical sophistication. We
hope that this is an ingredient not required in large measure, but that it
is needed to some degree there can be no doubt. The reader must be
able to accept conditional statements, even though he feels the suppositions to be false; he must be willing to make concessions to mathematical
simplicity; he must be patient enough to follow along with the peculiar
kind of construction that mathematics is; and, above all, he must have
sympathy with the method—a sympathy based upon his knowledge ofits
past successes in various of the empirical sciences and uponhisrealization
of the necessity for rigorous deduction in science as we know it.
Our primary topic can be viewed as the problem of individuals reaching decisions when they are in conflict with other individuals and when
there is risk involved in the outcomes of their choices. In very general
and intuitive terms this problem is described in Chapter 1. As a back-
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ground to the theory of gamesitself, and to the other topics we shall discuss, we must examine the modern theory of individual decision making
in risky situations—utility theory. This is done in Chapter 2. From
Chapter 3 through 12 the theory of games is examined: Chapter 3 gives
the general model; Chapters 4, 5, and 6 present theories of two-person
games, and Chapters 7 through 12 the theories of games with more than
two players. Chapter 13 turns to the problem of individual decision
making when the outcomes are not simply risky but, rather, uncertain.
This material, like that in Chapter 14, is included partly because of its
inherent interest as part of the problem of decision making, but also partly
because these models are related in various ways to game theory. The
final chapter, 14, may be described as dealing with problems in group
decision making, in contrast to all the preceding work, which is devoted
to the individual in different ‘‘environmental’’? contexts. The eight
appendices are concerned with more technical topics whicharise naturally
in various parts of the book, but which wechosenotto presentin the body
of the book.
Depending upon his interests and background, the reader may elect
not to read the chapters in order or not to read all of them. Certain
plausible groupings come to mind, and these may be worth mentioning.
i. Chapters 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8 give the general coverage of game theory
without going into some of the more special and controversial topics.
Although this does not include utility theory (Chapter 2), it is probably
an adequate program of reading for a novice who wants some background
in the subject, but who doesnotcare to go into it deeply or to explore the
variousrelated topics.
ii. Chapters 5 through 12 delveinto the conceptually difficult and not
fully satisfactory theory of general games—those which either have more
than two players or are not zero-sum or both. ‘The reader already quite
familiar with two-person zero-sum theory may wantto begin with Chapter
5, although we would also recommendthat he read Chapter 3 where the
basic postulates about the players are introduced andcriticized.
ili. ‘Ihe bulk of the research activity has been on games with only two
players, provided weinclude non-zero-sum, infinite, and recursive games
as well as the more familiar zero-sum two-person games, and manyreaders
can be expected to confine their attention to these topics. For them,
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 and Appendices 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 are relevant.
iv. Chapter 4 is really a sufficient background for reading Chapter 13,
provided the reader has already had some exposure to the axiomatic
method, so if he is interested solely in the problem of decision making
under uncertainty—including statistical decision making as a special
case—then he need only read these two chapters.
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v. What we haveto say about linear programingandits relationship to
gamesis largely conceptual, not computational, and it is covered in Chapters 1 and 4 and Appendices 5 and 6. No attempt is madeto instruct
the readerin the delicate task of actually programing a computerto solve
a linear-programing problem.
vi. Readers interested in such topics as arbitration, group decision
making, social welfare planning, and processesof “‘fair’’ division may wish
to concentrate their reading in Chapters 2, 4, 6, and 14. Perhaps Chapter 11 can be addedto this list, but then one should first read Chapters 7
and 8.
Other combinations are possible, and by consulting the table of contents it should not be difficult to work up one suitable for any particular
set of needs.
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chapter 1

(GENERAL INTRODUCTION
TO THE THEORY OF GAMES

1.1 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
In all of man’s written record there has been a preoccupation with conflict of interest; possibly only the topics of God, love, and inner struggle
have received comparable attention. The scientific study of interest
conflict, in contrast to its description or its use as a dramatic vehicle,
comprises a small, but growing, portion of this literature. As a reflection
of this trend we find today that conflict of interest, both amongindividuals
and amonginstitutions, is one of the more dominant concernsof at least
several of our academic departments: economics, sociology, political
science, and other areas to a lesser degree.
It is not difficult to characterize imprecisely the major aspects of the

problem of interest conflict: An individualis in a situation from which one

of several possible outcomes will result and with respect to which he has
certain personal preferences. However, though he may have some control over the variables which determine the outcome, he does not have
full control. Sometimes this is in the hands of several individuals who,
like him, have preferences among the possible outcomes, but who in general do not agree in their preferences. In other cases, chance events
(which are sometimes known in law as “‘acts of God”’’) as well as other
1
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individuals (who may or maynot beaffected by the outcomeofthe situation) may influence the final outcome. The types of behavior which
result from such situations have long been observed and recorded, andit
is a challenge to devise theories to explain the observations and to formulate principles to guide intelligent action.
The literature on such problems is so vast, so specialized, and so rich
in detail that it is utterly hopeless to attempt even a sketch of it; however,
the attempt to abstract a certain large class of these problems into a
mathematical system forms only a small portion of the total literature.
In fact, aside from sporadic forays in economics, where for the most part
attempts have been madeto reduce it to a simple optimization problem
which can be dealt with by the calculus, or in more sophisticated formula-

tions by the calculus of variations, the only mathematical theory so far

put forth is the theory of games, our topic. In some ways the name
‘same theory’ is unfortunate, for it suggests that the theory deals with
only the socially unimportant conflicts found in parlor games, whereasit

is far more general than that.

Indeed, von Neumann and Morgenstern

entitled their now classical book Theory of Games and Economic Behavior,

presumably to forestall that interpretation, although this does not empha-

size the even wider applicability of the theory.
1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDS

The modern mathematical approachto interest conflict—game theory—

is generally attributed to von Neumannin his papers of 1928 and 1937
(1928; 1937]; although recently Frechet has raised a question of priority

by suggesting that several papers by Borel [1953] in the early ’20’s really

laid the foundations of game theory. These papers have been translated into English and republished with comments by Frechet and von
Neumann [1953]. Although Borel gave a clear statement of an impor-

tant class of game theoretic problems and introduced the concepts of pure

and mixed strategies, von Neumannpoints out that he did not obtain one
crucial result—the minimax theorem—without which no theory of games
can besaid to exist. In fact, Borel conjectured that the minimax theorem
is false in general, although he did proveit true in certain special cases.
Von Neumannproved it true under general conditions, and in addition
he created the conceptually rich theory of games with more than two
players.

Of more interest than a debate on priority is the fact that neither group
of papers—the one in France and the other in Germany—attracted much
attention on publication.

‘There are almost no other papers than those

mentioned before the publication in 1944 of von Neumann and Morgen-
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stern’s book,! and those were confined to the mathematical journals.
Apparently little interest was stimulated in the empirical sciences most
concerned with conflict of interest, but this is not surprising since the
original papers were written for mathematicians, not for social scientists.
Fortunately, von Neumann and Morgenstern attempted to write their
book so that a patient scientist with limited mathematical training could
absorb the motivation, the reasoning, and the conclusionsof the theory;
judging by the attention given it in non-mathematical journals, as well as
in the mathematical ones, they were not withoutsuccess in thisaim. Only
a very few scientific volumes as mathematical as this one have aroused as
much interest and general admiration. Yet we know that much of the
material had lain dormantin the literature for two decades. Presumably
the recent war was an important contributing factor to the later rapid
development of the theory. During that period considerable activity
developed in scientific, or at least systematic, approaches to problems
that had been previously considered the exclusive province of men of
“‘experience.’’ ‘These include such topics as logistics, submarine search,
air defense, etc. Gametheory certainly fits into this trend, and it is one
of the more sophisticated theoretical structures so far resulting from it.
Thoughit is not directly relevant to the theoryitself, it is worth emphasizing again that game theory is primarily a product of mathematicians
and notof scientists from the empirical fields. In large part this results
from the fact that the theory was originated by a mathematician and was,
to all intents and purposes, first presented in book form as a highly formal
(though, for the most part, elementary) structure, thus tending to makeit
accessible as a research vehicle only to mathematicians. Indeed, we
believe that so far the impact of game theory has been greater in applied
mathematics, especially in mathematical statistics, than in the empirical
sciences.
1.3 AN INFORMAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A GAME
Gametheory does not, and probably no mathematical theory could,
encompassall the diverse problems whichare included in our brief characterization of conflict of interest. In this introduction weshall try to cite
the main features of the theory and to present some substantive problems
included in its framework. ‘The readerwill easily fill in examples not now
in the domain of the theory, and as we discuss our examples we shall
point out some other important cases which are not covered.
1 The original edition of Theory of Games and Economic Behavior appeared in 1944, but
the revised edition of 1947 is the more standard reference andit includes thefirst statementof the theory ofutility, which we shall discuss in Chapter 2. All of our references
will be to the 1947 edition.
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First, with respect to the possible outcomes of a given situation, it is
assumed that they are well specified and that each individual has a consistent pattern of preferences among them. Thus, if we ignore the fact
that the player is in conflict with others and concentrate only on the
outcomes, it is supposed that one way or another it can be ascertained
what choice he would make if he were offered any particular collection
of alternatives from which to choose. This problem of individual decision
making is crucial to the whole superstructure we shall discuss, and it is

importantthat there be no confusion about the assumptions that are made.
For this reason we have devoted the whole of Chapter 2 to the topic of

modern utility theory. In order that those familiar with the classical,
and somewhatdiscredited, uses of the word “‘utility’’ not be misled, we
shall expend someeffort in establishing how the modern work on utility
differs from the earlier ideas. In brief, the current theory showsthat if
one admits the possibility of risky outcomes, i.e., lotteries involving the
basic alternatives, and if a person’s preferences are consistent in a manner
to be prescribed, then his preferences can be represented numerically by
what is called a utility function. This utility has the very important
property that a person will prefer one lottery to another if and only if the
expected utility of the former is larger than the expected utility of the
latter. Thus, the assumed individual desire for the preferred outcomes
becomes, in game theory, a problem of maximizing expected utility.
Second, the variables which control the possible outcomes are also
assumed to be well specified, that is, one can precisely characterize all the
variables and all the values which they may assume. Actually, one may
best think of them as partitioned into nm + 1 classes if there are n individuals in the situation or, in the terminology of the theory, if it is an
n-person game. ‘To each person is associated one of the classes, which
represents his domain of choice, and the oneleft over is within the province
of chance.
As wesaid earlier, in this type of conflict situation we are interested in
only someof the resulting behavior. Actually, our curiosity may encompass all of it—the tensions resulting, suicide rates or frequency of nervous
disorder, aggressive behavior, withdrawal, changes in personal or business
strategy, etc.—but of these, any one theory will, presumably, deal with
only a small subset. At present, game theory deals with the choices
people may make, or, better, the choices they should make (in a sense
to be specified), in the resulting equilibrium outcomes, and in someaspects
of the communication and collusion which may occur among players in
their attempts to improve their outcomes. Although much of what is
socially, individually, and scientifically interesting is not a part of the
theory, certain important aspects of our social behavior are included.
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A theory such as we are discussing cannot comeinto existence without
assumptions aboutthe individuals with which it purports to be concerned.
Wehave already stated one: each individual strives to maximize his
utility. Care must be taken in interpreting this assumption, for a person’s
utility function may not be identical with some numerical measure given
in the game. For example, poker, whenit is played for money, is a game
with numerical payoffs assigned to each of the outcomes, and one wayto
play the gameis to maximize one’s expected money outcome. Butthere
are players whoenjoythethrill of bluffing for its own sake, and they bluff
with little or no regard to the expected payoff. Their utility functions
cannot be identified with the game money payments. Indeed, there are
many whofeel that the maximization assumptionitself is tautological, and
that the empirical question is simply whether or not a numerical utility
exists in a given case. Assuming that behavioris correctly described as
the maximization of utility, it is quite another question how well a person
knowsthe functions, i1.e., the numerical utilities, the others are trying to
maximize. Game theory assumes he knows them in full. Put another
way, each player is assumed to know the preference patterns of the other
players.
This, and the kindred assumptions abouthis ability to perceive the game
situation, are often subsumed under the phrase “the theory assumes
rational players.”’> Though it is not apparent from some writings, the
term ‘‘rational’’ is far from precise, and it certainly meansdifferent things
in the different theories that have been developed. Loosely, it seems to
include any assumption one makes about the players maximizing something, and any about complete knowledge on the part of the player in a
very complex situation, where experience indicates that a human being
would be far more restricted in his perceptions. The immediate reaction
of the empiricist tends to be that, since such assumptionsare so at variance
with knownfact, there is little point to the theory, except possibly as a
mathematical exercise. We shall not attempt a refutation so early,
though we feel we have given some defense in later chapters. Usually
addedto this criticism is the patient query: why does the mathematician
not use the culled knowledge of human behavior found in psychology and
sociology when formulating his assumptions? The answeris simply that,
for the most part, this knowledgeis not in a sufficiently precise form to be
incorporated as assumptions in a mathematical model. Indeed, one
hopes that the unrealistic assumptions and the resulting theory will lead
to experiments designed in part to improvethe descriptive character of the
theory.
In summary, then, one formulation of a class of conflicts of interest is
this: There are 2 players each of whom is required to make one choice from
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a well-defined set of possible choices, and these choices are made without
any knowledge as to the choices of the other players. The domain of
possible choices for a player may include as elements such thingsas “‘playing an ace of spades” or “‘producing tanks instead of automobiles,”’ or,
more important, a strategy covering the actions to be taken in all possible
eventualities (see below). Given the choices of each of the players, there
is a certain resulting outcome which is appraised by each ofthe players
according to his own peculiar tastes and preferences. The problem for
each player is: what choice should he make in order that his partial
influence over the outcome benefits him most? He is to assume that
each of the other players is similarly motivated. This characterization
weshall come to know as the normalized form of an n-person game. Two
other forms—the extensive and the characteristic function form—will
play important roles in our subsequentdiscussion; but there is no need to
go into them now.
1.4 EXAMPLES OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Next, we should consider whatsignificant problems of conflict of interest
are included in this formulation. Our brief examination will cite examples in each of three areas: economics, parlor games, and military situations. From these it is easy to generate analogous examples for other
substantive disciplines.
Onebasic economic situation involves several producers, each attempting to maximize his profit, but each having only limited control over the
variables that determine it. One producer will not have control over
the variables controlled by another producer, and yet these variables
may very well influence the outcome for the first producer. One may
object to treating this as a game on the grounds that the game model
supposes that each producer makes one choice from a domain of possible
choices, and that from these single choices the profits are determined.
It seems obvious that this cannot be the case, else industry would have
little need for boards of directors and elaborate executive apparatus.
Rather, there is a series of decisions and modifying decisions which
depend uponthe choices made by other members of the economy. However, in principle, it is possible to imagine that an executive forsees all
possible contingencies and that he describes in detail the action to be
taken in each case instead of meeting each problem asit arises. By
“describe in detail’? we mean that the further operation of the plant can
be left in the handsof a clerk or a machine and that no furtherinterference
or clarification will be needed from the executive.
For example, in the game ticktacktoe,it is perfectly easy to write down
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all the different possible situations which may arise and to specify what
shall be done in each case (and for this reason adults consider it a dull

game).

Such a detail specification of actions is called a (pure) strategy.

There is, of course, no reason why the domains of action need be minor
decisions; they may have as elements the various purestrategies of the
players. Looked at this way, a player chooses a strategy that covers all
possible specific circumstances which mayarise. For practical reasons,
it is generally not possible to specify economic strategies in full, and as a
result a business strategy is usually only a guide to action with respect to
pricing, production, advertising, hiring, etc., which neither states in
detail the conditions to be considered nor the actions to be taken. The
game theory notion of strategy is an abstraction of this ordinary concept
in which it is supposed that no ambiguity remains with respect to either
the conditions or the actions. With this concept one apparent difficulty
in applying the game theoretic model to economic problems evaporates.
The notion of a pure strategy, and some related concepts, will receive
considerably more discussion in Chapters 3 and 4.
At least two problems renderit difficult in practice to put many economic problems in game form. In general, it is hard to specify precisely
the strategy sets available to the players. ‘This may stem from a variety
of causes, but one of the moststriking is the possible modification of the
strategy sets during the execution of the game. For example, this may
result from a new invention or scientific discovery which opens a whole
new rangeof activities to a producer. It is true that such complications
can be encompassed formally by using the theories of decision making
under uncertainty, which are discussed in Chapter 13, but this takes one
outside the realm of games as we have been discussing them. Moreover,
whetherthe currentresolutions of, say, the invention problem are really
useful is, at this time, debatable. If we restrict ourselves to just the
formalism of risk, omitting uncertainty, then such a possibility causes
trouble and so we may only hope at best to obtain limited predictions.
This type of limitation seems to be regarded by manysocialscientists as a
terrible inadequacy, and yet it is a common difficulty in all of physical
science. It is analogous to a physical prediction based on boundary
conditions which may be subject to change during the process, either by
external causes or through the very process itself. The prediction will
only be valid to the extent that the conditions are not changed, yet such
predictions are useful and are used even whenit is uncertain whether the
assumed invariance actually holds. In many ways, social scientists seem
to want from a mathematical model more comprehensive predictions of
complex social phenomena than have ever been possible in applied
physics and engineering; it is almost certain that their desires will never
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be fulfilled, and so either their aspirations will be changed or formal
deductive systems will be discredited for them.
A second complication in describingthe strategy sets of many economic
situations is the fact that most decisions are not just described in terms
of the obvious alternatives but require a specification of time. The
importance of the timing of decisions is too obvious to need illustration.
There is no real conceptual difficulty in enlarging the set of alternatives
so as to includetimeas part of the choice, but any enlarging of these sets
tends to cause severe practical difficulties. ‘The strategy sets become
gigantic very quickly, and so the determination of the quantities needed
to describe the economic situation as a game becomesa practical impossibility. These are importantdifficulties, but, as we shall see, more can be
said which will render them less crucial than they might now seem.
To turn from economics, it is well known that for parlor gamesthere is
always a clear-cut scoring procedure. In some games which are played
for money, such as poker, there is a finely graded ordering of the possible
outcomes. In others, such as chess, the outcome is simply winning or
losing, to which one can assign a moreor less arbitrary numericalscale,
such as 1 and0Q. Very often a player aims to maximize his expected gain
as described by the numerical score of the game; but, as we pointed out
earlier, there are cases when this score function cannot be identified with
the person’s utility, such as when an adult purposely loses to a child.
In a parlor game, as in our economic example, each player makes not
one choice but a whole series whose order and nature depend upon the
previous choices both he and the other players have made, thatis, on the
previous play of the game. In exactly the same wayas in the economic
situation one is able to show that the strategy notion allowsthis extensive
form to be reduced to the above-mentioned normal form. In Chapter 3
we shall do this in some detail.
One commondifference between a parlor game and an economic game
is of the utmost importance in the theories developed. ‘The rules, or at
least the social mores, almost alwaysspecify that there shall be no collusion
among the players of a parlor game. In economics, the concept of a
coalition, i.e., of collusion among some of the producers so that each
coalition memberbetters his position at the expense of the other producers
not in the coalition or at the expense of the consumer,is widely recognized
in theory, in the law, and in everyday discourse. It thus behooves a
theory which purports to have application beyond parlor games to be
concerned with this common phenomenonofconflict situations, and such
is the case in gametheory.
A military conflict is, by definition, a conflict of interest in which
neither side has complete control over the variables determining the out-
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come, and in which the outcome is determined through a series of
‘‘battles.”” We may naively take the outcometo be winningorlosing, to
which we might assign the numerical values 1 and 0. More subtle interpretations of the outcomes are obviously possible, based on, say, the degree
of destruction, etc. Again we have the same twopractical difficulties as
in the economic problem: there is actually a series of decisions on each
side, the timing of whichis of vital importance, and the domain of choices
for these decisions is not usually well specified. The first problem can
be surmounted as before by the notion of a strategy, and, indeed, the concept of a military strategy is common, even if it is not alwaysclearly
formulated. The second problem is again more profound, and it appears
to render difficult a game theoretic analysis of many important military
situations; but certainly some significant ones are subject to the theory.
One of the simplest is the “‘duel,’? which in an elementary form consists
of two players 1 and 2 having p and g “shots” respectively. For each
player z there is a function which gives the probability that a shot fired by
2 at any time ¢ will result in a “hit,” let us suppose a fatal hit. We may

suppose that the domainof ¢ is limited, as it would be by the fuel supply in

an air engagement. ‘The problem is then to determine when each player
best take each of his shots, assuming that he knows how manyshotshis
opponent has already taken, so as to maximize the probability that he
will hit his opponent before being hit. For most duelsituations of interest, the probability of a hit increases with time, as, for example, in the
classical duel of two men walking towards each other with gunsleveled.
Political controversies are still anotherfertile source of situations involv-

ing conflicts of interest.

In addition to the difficulties of the economic

and military problems with respect to ill-defined domains of action, we
know that here there is considerable ambiguity as to the outcome, or
payoff, function even over a known domain of possible actions. Thisis to
some extent true in the other situations we have described, butit is overwhelmingly obvious in the political realm, where, for example, the defeat

of a candidate has sometimes been attributed (after the fact) to a single

sentence out of the hundreds he spoke in a campaign.
A feature suggested by political and economic conflicts is the “‘social
arbiter.”” Often it is felt that conflicts of interest should not be allowed
to resolve themselves in, shall we say, the open market of threats and
counter threats, but that there should exist social devices to take into
account the preferences and strategic potentialities of each of the players
and to arrive at a “‘fair’’ resolution of the conflict. Such a conciliation
device—be it a voting scheme or an individual classed as an arbiter—
must have the property that it is brought forth not to resolve a particular
conflict but a wide class which potentially may arise; and its fairness is
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evaluated in the abstract with respect to this domain of possible
conflicts.
Thus you have the compact summary that game theory is a model for
situations of conflict among several people, in which two principal modes
of resolution are collusion and conciliation. (Several of our colleagues
convinced us that we should not use the tempting, butflip, title Conflict,
Collusion, and Conciliation for this book.)
1.5 GAME THEORY AND THE SOCIAL SCIENTIST

From the above comments we see that there is some hope that the
normalized form of a game includes somesocially important phenomena,
but it is clear that with respect to manysituations there are serious practical difficulties. This, however, is not the entire picture. In developing
the theory of coalition formation in n-person games, von Neumann and
Morgenstern transformed the normal form into a mathematically simpler
structure—simpler in that much of the detail of the normal form is condensed—which, it appears, will allow a broader application of the theory
than the above discussion suggests. ‘This is more appropriately discussed
in Chapter 8 than here, and weshall confine ourselves to remarking that
to attain such applications approximate estimates of the “characteristic
function” will have to be obtained, presumably by empirical techniques.
This does not appear to be beyond the scope of some of the techniques
under developmentin social psychology and sociology, and it is to be
hoped that some empiricists will be attracted to this problem. However,
this is conjectural, and we havethehistorical fact that many social scientists have becomedisillusioned with game theory. Initially there was a
naive band-wagonfeeling that gametheory solved innumerable problems
of sociology and economics, or that, at the least, it made their solution a
practical matter of a few years’ work. ‘This has not turned out to be the
case.
What then is the significance of game theory to the social scientist?
First, because there has not been a plethora of applications in a dozen
years,” it does not follow that the theory will not ultimately be vital in
applied problems. Judging by physics, the time scale for the impact of
theoretical developments is often measured in decades. Second, although
the present form of the theory may not betotally satisfactory—in part,
presumably, because of its so-called normative character—this does not
necessarily mean that abandoningit is the only possible course for a social
scientist. Much of the theory is of very general importance, but some
2 An important addition to the literature of applied game theory will soon be forthcoming: Martin Shubik’s Competition, Oligopoly and the Theory of Games [1957].
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revision may be required for fruitful applications. Attention to the
theory is needed, and not attention from the mathematician alone,asis
now the case. ‘Third, game theory is one of the first examples of an
elaborate mathematical developmentcentered solely in the social sciences.
The conception derived from non-physical problems, and the mathematics—for the most part elementary in the mathematical sense—was
developed to deal with that conception. The theory draws on known
mathematics according to need—onset theory, on the theory of convex
bodies, etc.; furthermore, when knowntools were not applicable new
mathematics was created. Most other attempts at mathematization
(with the exception ofstatistics which plays a special role) have tended to
take over small fragments of the mathematics created to deal with physical
problems. If we can judge from physics, the main developments in the
mathematization of the social sciences will come—as in game theory—
with the development of new mathematics, or significantly new uses of
old mathematics, suited to the problem. No oneof these theories should
be expected to be a panacea, but their cumulative effect promises to be
significant.
The achievement of von Neumann and Morgenstern is remarkable: In
the first major publication on the subject, they formulated a clear abstraction, drawn from the relatively vague social sciences, having both considerable breadth and mathematical depth, and they developed an
elaborate and subtle superstructure with masterful scope. ‘The depth of
their contribution can be partially appreciated from the fact that today
the material still must be presented accordingto their outline; there have
been additions, true, but the main concepts are unchanged.

chapter 2

Unurry THEORY

2.1. A CLASSIFICATION OF DECISION MAKING
The modern theory of utility is an indispensable tool for the remainder
of this book, and so it is imperative to have a sound orientation towardit.
Apparently this is not easy to achieve, judging by the many current misconceptions about the nature of “‘utility.”” It is, perhaps, unfortunate
that von Neumann and Morgenstern employed this particular word for
the concept they created—unfortunate because there have been so many
past uses and misuses of various concepts called utility that many people
view anything involving that word with a jaundiced eye, and because
others insist on reading into the modern concept meanings from the past.
Wecertainly are not going to assert that there are noserious limitations
to the von Neumann-Morgenstern theory, but it can be frustrating to
hear devastating denunciations which, although relevant to theories of
the past, are totally irrelevant to—or incorrect for—the modern theory.
Pedagogically, it might be wise to defer this discussion until it is forced
upon us in the context of game theory. Certainly, the needs of game
theory would provide excellent reason to study the concept; however, it
would also necessitate a sizeable digression in what will prove to be an
already long argument. Furthermore, utility theory is not a part of
game theory. It is true that it was created as a pillar for game theory,
but it can stand apart and it has applicability in other contexts. So we
have elected to present it first. As background, weshall describe in this
12
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section how the problemsof decision making have beenclassified, in this
way showing whereutility theoryfits into the overall picture. In the next
section we shall discuss the classical notion of utility and indicate how,
throughits defects, it led up to the modern concept. No attempt is made
to trace the history of the concept in detail; an excellent history can be
found in Savage [1954]. In sections 2.4 and 2.5 we shall present a version
of the theoryitself, and in 2.6 and 2.7 some of the more commonfallacies
surrounding it. The chapter closes with a brief discussion of the experimental problems. Appendix 1 describes a modification of utility theory
in which preference is assumed to be probabilistic.
The field of decision making is commonly partitioned according to
whethera decision is made by(i) an individual or (ii) a group, and according to whetherit is effected under conditions of (a) certainty, (b) risk, or
(c) uncertainty. To this last classification we really must add (d) a com-

bination of uncertainty and risk in the light of experimental evidence.

This is the province of statistical inference.
The distinction between an individual and a group is nota biological-

social one but simply a functional one.

Any decision maker—asingle

human being or an organization—which can be thought of as having a
unitary interest motivating its decisions can be treated as an individual
in the theory. Any collection of such individuals having conflicting
interests which must beresolved, either in open conflict or by compromise,
will be considered to be a group. ‘These are not clearly defined formal
words in the theory; rather they are vagueclassificatory concepts suggesting the identifications one might make in applications. Depending upon
one’s viewpoint, an industrial organization may be considered as an
individual in conflict with other similar organizations or as a group composed of competing departments.
Asto the certainty-risk-uncertainty classification, let us suppose that a
choice must be made between two actions. Weshall say that we are in
the realm of decision making under:
(a) Certainty if each action is knowntolead invariably to a specific outcome (the words prospect, stimulus, alternative, etc., are also used).
(5) Risk if each action leads to one of a set of possible specific outcomes,
each outcome occurring with a known probability. The probabilities
are assumed to be knowntothe decision maker. For example, an action
might lead to this risky outcome: a reward of $10 if a “‘fair” coin comes
up heads, and a loss of $5 if it comes up tails. Of course, certainty is a
degenerate case of risk where the probabilities are 0 and 1.

(c) Uncertainty if either action or both has as its consequence a set of

possible specific outcomes, but where the probabilities of these outcomes
are completely unknownor are not even meaningful.
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In terms of these notions, even though they are not precisely specified
at present, the general structure and coverage of the book can be given.
With the exception of Chapter 14, the book is concerned with individual
decision making, admittedly muchof it in a social or group context. In
the next two sections individual decision making under certainty is
briefly characterized, and the scope of theories of this type is indicated.
In particular, the problem of linear programing is described and its
relationship to game theory sketched (for a more complete discussion see

Appendix 5).

This we include to show that a topic in one part of the

classificatory scheme may have strong formal relations to one in another
part. Then we turn to individual decision making under risk—utility

theory.

This is followed by the main body of the book—Chapters 3

through 12—on game theory. Intuitively, the problem of conflict of
interest is, for each participant, a problem of individual decision making
under a mixture of risk and uncertainty, the uncertainty arising from his
ignorance as to what the others will do. In game theory one attempts to

idealize this problem in such a way as to transform it into interacting

problems of individual decision making underrisk. In point of fact,
assumptions about the motivations of the players are not sufficient to
eliminate completely the uncertainty aspects of the problem, as weshall
become acutely aware.
Chapter13 offers a brief survey of the area traditionally known as decision making under uncertainty, which is typified by the problem of the
statistician attempting to reach a decision whenthe “‘state of the world”’
is unknown, and the problem of mixed uncertainty and risk when the
uncertainty can be reduced at the cost of experimentation. One of the
tasks will be to explicate the meaning of “‘unknown,”’ and, unfortunately,

this will force us into some remarks about the foundations of probability

theory. Although we have to touch on it, we cannottry to do this topic
justice.
In Chapter 14 we turn from individual decision making to that of

groups.

Weshall review someof the issues raised and clarified by Arrow

in Social Choice and Individual Values [1951 a], where he considered the
problem of how best to amalgamate the discordant preference patterns
of the members of a society to arrive at a compromise preference pattern
for society as a whole. Such material is appropriately included in this
book becauseof its similarity to the problem of arbitration in bargaining

models and two-person cooperative games (see Chapter 6) and to games
against nature (see Chapter 13).

Withthis overall structure in mind, we may nowsay a few words about
decision making undercertainty and about the backgrounds of modern
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utility theory. For more comprehensive surveys of utility theory see
Adams[1954], Edwards [1954 c], and Savage [1954].
2.2. INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING UNDER CERTAINTY
Decision making undercertainty is a vast area! The bulk of formal
theory in economics, psychology, and managementsciences can beclassed
under this heading. Until quite recently, the mathematical tools used
were largely the calculus to find maxima and minima of functions and
the calculus of variations to find functions, production schedules, inventory schedules, and so on which optimize performanceover time—dynamic

programing, so to speak.

Wewill not discuss these topics, for their con-

nection with gametheory is remote, but weshall sketch someof the ideas
which led to utility theory.
Typically, decision making under certainty boils down to this: Given
a set of possible acts, to choose one (orall) of those which maximize (or
minimize) some given index. Symbolically, let x be a generic act in a
given set F of feasible acts and let f(x) be an index associated to (or
appraising) x; then find those x‘in F which yield the maximum (or

minimum) index, i.e., f(x”) 2 f(x) for all x in F.

Very often the heart of the problem is the appropriate choice of the
associated index. In many economic contexts profit and loss are suitable
indices, but in other contexts no such quantities are readily available.
Consider, for example, a person who wishes to purchase one of several
paintings. In asense, we can assert that the essence of the problemis: how
should the subject select an index function so that his choice reduces to
finding the alternative with the maximum index?
Operationally, of course, we can suppress this problem, for all we need
to do is observe his purchase. Alternatively, we can observe his behavior
in a host of morerestricted situations and from this predict his purchase.
For example, in an experimental study one might instruct him as follows.
‘“*Here are ten valuable reproductions. We will present these to you in
pairs and you will tell us which oneof each pair you would prefer to own.
After you have given your answers to all paired comparisons, we will
actually choose a pair at random andpresent you with the choice you have
previously made. Hence, it is to your advantage to record, as best as
you are able, your own true tastes.”” Now, it may be possible to account
for all his choices by assumingthathe has a simple rankingofthe paintings,
from theleast liked to the mostliked, such that the subject always chooses,
in any paired comparison, the one with the higher ranking. [Ifso, his
choices can be pithily summarized by assigning numbers to the paintings
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in such a waythat their magnitudesreflect this preference ranking. For
example, 1 to the least liked, 2 to the next, - - - and 10 to thebestliked.
This can be done provided his preferences satisfy the one condition of
transitivity: if A is preferred in the paired comparison (A, B) and B is
preferred to the paired comparison (B, C), then A is preferred in the
paired comparison (A, C), and this holdsfor all possible triples of alternatives A, B, and C. This concept of transitivity is extremely important
and should be well understood. It is a completely natural notion in
much of our language: if A is larger than B and B is larger than C, then
A is larger than C (or substitute “‘heavier,” “better,” etc.).
If we are able to rank the alternatives and if we assign a numerical
index, then in a totally tautological sense we can assert that the subject has
behaved asif he always chooses the painting with the higher index. From
this it is easy to slip into saying that one waspreferred to another because
it has a larger latent index of “satisfaction” or “utility.” This is an
unrewarding slip—aindeed, it is a trap one must be careful to avoid.
This usage was once a burning issue in the economicliterature, butit has

been totally discredited.

One of the reasons is the striking non-unique-

ness of the index. For example, suppose we have only the three alternatives A, B, and C, where A is the most preferred, B the next, and C the
least. Then, one may summarize this by saying that they are worth 3,
2, and 1 ‘“‘utiles” respectively. Of course, had the associated ‘‘utiles’’
been 30, 20.24, and 3.14, the same manifest response pattern of preference
would be observed. Indeed, any numbers a, b, andcsuch thata > b >c
would lead to the same manifest data. Whenit was conclusively shown
that large segments of economic thought could be maintained by postulating merely an ordinal preference pattern—an ordering—for alternatives without including an underpinning of latent ‘“‘utiles,” the utility
notion was not worth philosophizing about. Still, one may contend that
introducing the numbers does no harm, that they summarize the ordinal
data in a compact way, and that they are mathematically convenient to
manipulate. But, in part, their very manipulative convenience is a
source of trouble, for one must develop an almost inhumanself-control not
to read into these numbers those properties which numbers usually enjoy.
For example, one must keep in mind that it is meaningless to add two
together or to compare magnitudes of differences between them. If
they are used as indices in the way we have described, then the only
meaningful numerical property is order. We may compare two indices
and ask which is the larger, but we may not add or multiply them.
Before we turn to the classical and modern approachesto utility in the
theory of choice underrisk, it would be well to cite an example of a nontrivial problem of decision making undercertainty which requires the use
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of non-classical mathematics. We choose the linear programing problem, which among other things is extremely closely related to the theory

of (two-person zero-sum) games.

*2.3 AN EXAMPLE OF DECISION MAKING UNDER CERTAINTY:
LINEAR PROGRAMING!
This section is not needed in the following development, and one part
of it will be completely meaningful only after Chapter 4 is read.
The following diet problem is an example of a linear programing problem. Suppose that there are given n specific foods Fy, Fo, °° +, Fn.
A “diet” simply prescribes the daily amount of each food to be consumed:
x, units of fF), x2 units of F2,andsoon. To each diet (x1, xo, * * * , xn) we
can associate, i.e., determine, the nutrientyield of any givenlist of nutrients
we care to be concerned about, say, iron, calcium, riboflavin, vitamin QC,
etc. Weobserve that the nutrient yield of the diet (x1, x2, - * * , xn) for
iron, say, is a linear expression of the form
a\x1 + doxe2 + ° + + + anXn,
where a, represents the amountof iron in a unit amountof the food Fy,

a9 the amountin a unit of Fo, and soon. Of course, some of the a; may
be 0, but none may be negative. The sameholds for the x;. Now, medical research has established that there are certain minimal requirements
of the several nutrients, say a units per day of iron. Thus, one wants to
choose only from amongthose diets which provide these minimum requirements. So we demand that (x1, xo, - * ° , *n) satisfy linear inequalities
of the form
Q\X, + doxg + ° + * + anXn 2 a.

This is only the onefor iron; there is a similar expression for each of the
other nutrients. Obviously, these constraints can be met by choosing
sufficiently large quantities of food without regard to cost; however, we
often wish to choose “‘diets’’ so as to minimize cost—such might be the
case in a hospital—and that creates a problem of some complexity. If
Pi, Po, °° * 5 Pn are the unit prices of the foods Fj, Fe, - - - , Fn respectively, then the cost of the diet (x1, x2, °° * , Xn) is
pixi t+ poxe + °° + + pntn.
1 Throughout the book starred sections will be found.

It is unnecessary to read

these to be able to comprehendtherest of the book, and, in somecases, they require

more mathematical sophistication to be understood. Within unstarred sections some
paragraphs are in small print, and to these the same commentapplies.
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So, finally, the problem is to choose a diet so as to satisfy the nutrient
requirements (the linear inequalities) at the minimum cost (the linear
cost expression). This is a typical linear-programing problem.
In the terms of the last section, the most general linear-programing
problem consists of:
i, Acts, each of which consists of the specific choice of n real numbers
(e.g., diets).
ii, The feasibility conditions, which are linear equalities and inequalities which constrain the possible acts (e.g., minimal nutrient requirements).
ili. An index associated to each act which is a weighted average of the
n numbersconstituting the act (e.g., the cost function).
The problem is to find an actsatisfying (ii) and minimizing(iii). It is
clearly a decision-making problem undercertainty; however, it cannot be
handled by the traditional methods of the calculus. What is known as
the theory of convex bodies has provedcrucial.
To the readers who know nothing of gametheory, the following statements on the approximate relationship between linear programing and
game theory will be little more than words; still, some of the ties may
come across. First, to each linear-programing problem thereis associated
a two-person zero-sum game, and conversely, such that whenever the
linear-programing problem is soluble the solution to one problem can
always be interpreted as providing a solution to the other; second, the
proofs of the principal results of both theories use the same formal mathematical tools, e.g., the separation theorem of convex bodies; and, third,
assuming the truth of the principal theorem of onetheory, the truth of the
principal theorem of the other follows readily. Thus, when results of a
game-theoretic type appear unexpectedly in a problem, one can often
discover a natural linear-programing problem lurking in the background.
For a more completediscussion of this relationship, see Appendix 5.
Two other famous problems of decision making undercertainty, both
of which are closely related to the linear-programing problem, should be
mentioned. The first, known as the personnel assignment problem,
assumes there are 7 people and n jobs to be filled. The ‘‘worth”’ or
‘yield’? of man z in job 7is assumed to be known andto be given by a
number which we may denote a;;._ The task is to find the assignment of
individuals to jobs which maximizesthe gross yield. In this problem the
set of feasible acts, /, consists of all those one-to-one assignments of people
to jobs, and therefore there are n! = 1-2-3 .- +--+ n such acts. The
second problem, the traveling salesman problem, is conceptually quite
similar to, but more difficult than, the personnel problem. A salesman
starts from a given state capital, and he mustvisit each of the otherstate
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capitals. Whatis the shortest route he can follow? In this problem there
are 47! different feasible acts (not 48! because theinitial capital is fixed),
where an act is a directed path which toucheseachstate capital, and to
each act the associated indexis the total distance traveled.
Both of these problems have one aspect which is inherently different
from the linear-programing problem, namely, the set of feasible acts is
finite. Thus, in a sense, these problems are conceptually trivial, for in
a finite numberofsteps the indices of all the acts can be checked and the
optimal one chosen. In practice this will not do, not even with modern
high speed computers, for n! is a fantastically large number even for n
of moderatesize, e.g., 20! = 2,432,902,008,176,640,000.
One wayto solve the personnel assignment problem is to embedit into
a linear-programing problem. It can be shown that the finite feasible
set F can be enlarged to an infinite set F*, and that the association of
indices to each act can be extended to the newset in such a mannerthat
the enlarged problem is a linear-programing problem and the solution
to the enlarged problem is actually an actin F. Thus, the solution to the
enlarged problem is also a solution to the original problem. (The linearprograming formulation for 5 cities is given by Kuhn [1955] and for 7 by
Norman [1955].) Paradoxically, but very common in mathematics, by
complicating the problem tremendously we have rendered it more amenable to analysis. Since the linear-programing problem is in turn related
to the zero-sum game, we Can see in how devious a way gametheory can
enter into the picture. Surprisingly, in this case and others, the induced
game-theoretic problem has a neat substantive interpretation which can
aid in making quick intelligent guesses as to approximatesolutions of the
original problem. Weshall meet this sort of thing again in Chapter 13
when weturn to the connections between statistical inference and game
theory.
2.4 INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING UNDER RISK

The problems of making decisions under risk first appeared in the
analysis of a fair gamble, and here again the desire for a utility concept
arose. Consider a gamble in which one of n outcomeswill occur, and let
the possible outcomes be worth aj, ao, *--* , a» dollars, respectively.

Suppose that it is known that the respective probabilities of these outcomesare fj, fo, * * * , Pn, Where each #; lies between 0 and 1 (inclusive)

and their sum is 1. How muchis it worth to participate in this gamble?
‘The monetary expected valueis
b = 41p; + dope + ‘eo + anfpn;
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and, so one argumentgoes, the “‘fair price’ for the gambleis its expected
value b. However, the famous St. Petersburg paradox, due to D.
Bernoulli, casts serious doubt that for most people the money expectation
formulates what they consider to be the “‘fair price.”?> The paradoxis
this: A “‘fair’’ coin, which is defined by the property that the probability
of headsis 14, is tossed until a head appears. The gambler receives 2”
dollars if the first head occurs on trial n. The probability of this occurrence is simply the probability of a sequence of tails on the first n — 1
trials and a head on the nth, which is 14 multiplied n times, i-e., (14)”.
Thus, one receives 2 dollars with probability 14, 4 dollars with probability
4, 8 dollars with probability 1g, and so on. Therefore, the expected
valueis

2034) + 404) + 804) +1646) +--+ =1t14F14tit--:,

which does not sum to any finite number. It follows, then, that one
should be willing to pay any sum, howeverlarge, for the privilege of participating in such a gamble. As a description of behavior, this is silly!
As Bernoulli emphasized, people do not, and will not, behave in accord
with the monetary expected value of this gamble.
Bernoulli suggested the following modification of the analysis in order
to rescue the principle that people behave according to an expected value.
The pertinent variable to be averaged, he argued, is not the actual monetary worth of the outcomes, but rather the intrinsic worths of their monetary values. It is plausible to suppose that the intrinsic worth of money
increases with money, but at a diminishing rate. A function havingthis
property is the logarithm. Thus, if the “utility” of m dollars is logi9 m,
then the fair price would not be the monetary expected value but the
monetary equivalent of the utility expected value
b = (1) logig 2 + (44) logi9 4 + (34) login 8 + ° °°.

It can be shownthat this sum does, in the limit, approacha finite value,
which wehave called 5. Then the “‘monetaryfair price” of the gambleis
a dollars, where logi9 a = 5b.
There are certain obviouscriticisms of Bernoulli’s tack, and these suggest some of the ideas involved in von Neumann and Morgenstern’s
approach to risk. First, the utility association to money is completely
ad hoc. ‘There are an infinity of functions which increase at a decreasing
rate, and, certainly, the association may vary from person to person—but
how? Second, why should a decision be based upon the expected value
of these utilities? The rationale generally given for using expected value
involves an argument as to what will happen in the long run when the
gamble is repeated many times. Although it is easy to see the merit of
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such a frequency interpretation for a gambling house, it is by no means
clear that it should apply to an individual whoparticipates in the gamble
only once.
Thus, what we wantis a construction of a utility function for each individual which, in some sense, represents his choices among gambles and

which has as a consequence the fact that the expected value of utility
represents the utility of the corresponding gamble.

We know from our

previous examination of utility that this would be a hopeless aim if we

considered only a finite numberof certain alternatives, but, once we admit
all possible gambles amonga set of alternatives, we are dealing with an
infinite set and by its very size there will be many moreconstraints on the
utility function. Very roughly, von Neumann and Morgenstern have
shown the following: If a person is able to express preferences between
every possible pair of gambles, where the gambles are taken over some
basic set of alternatives, then one can introduceutility associations to the

basic alternatives in such a mannerthat, if the person is guidedsolely by

the utility expected value, he is acting in accord with his true tastes—provided
only that there is an elementof consistency in his tastes. For the moment,
let us ignore the exact statement of this proviso, which is important; we
will return to it in the next section where wepresent a formal statementof
one form of their result.
There are two points to be emphasized about this result. First, the
utility function so constructed reflects preferences about the alternatives

in a certain given situation, andsoit will reflect not only how the subject

feels about the alternatives (prizes, outcomes, or stimuli) in the abstract,
but howhefeels about them in the particular situation. For example, the

resulting function will incorporatehis attitude towards the whole gambling
situation. Second, the utility associations are introduced in such a manner as to justify the central role of expected value without any further
argument, specifically, without any discussion of long runeffects.

The essence of their idea can beillustrated simply. Suppose that our
subject prefers alternative A to B, Bto C, and Ato C. Any three numbers a, b, and ¢ which decrease in magnitudeare suitable indicesto reflect

this ordinal preference.

But, remember, we are admitting gambles.

Suppose we ask his preference between: (i) obtaining B for certain, and

(ii) a gamble with A or C’as the outcome, wherethe probability that it is

A is p and the probability that it is Cis 1 — p. Werefer to these as the
“certain option” and the “‘lottery option.’”? It seems plausible that if
p is sufficiently near to 1, so that the outcomeofthe lottery option is very
likely to be A, the lottery will be preferred. But, if p is near 0, then the
certain option will be preferred. As changes continuously from 1 to 0
the preference for the lottery option must changeinto preference for the.
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certain option. We idealize this preference pattern by supposing that
there is one and only one point of change and thatat this point the two
options are indifferent. Let us suppose that it is the point 24. If we
arbitrarily associate the number1 to alternative A and 0 to C, then what
numbershould weassociate to B to summarize our information abouthis
preferences when this one gamble is allowed? Naturally, 24. If this
choice is made, then B is a “‘fairequivalent” for the gamble with AandC
as outcomes with probabilities 24, 14, respectively, in the sense that the
utility of B equals the utility expected value of the gamble,

1(74) + 0(34) = %.
There are triples of numbers other than (1, 24, 0) which also can serve to
summarize the information we have about our subject’s tastes, but not
nearly so many as whenall outcomes were certain. Adding the information of just this one gamble restricts the triples to those of the form
a+ b, 44a + 3, d,

where the number a must bepositive.
Wenote thatin all such triples the numerical difference between the
utility assignments to B andC is twice that between A and B. Doesthis
permit us to say that going from B to C is twice as (or even just more)

desirable than going from A to B?

Wethink not!

The number % was

determined by choices amongrisky alternatives, and it reflects attitudes
toward gambling, not toward the two intervals. Suppose, for example,
that, because of his aversion to gambling, our subject reported he would
be indifferent between paying out $9 and having a 50-50 chanceof paying out $10 or nothing. His response could then be summarized by
saying thathis utilities for $0, —$9, and —$10 are1, 14,and0. We would
be unwilling, however, to say that going from — $10 to — $9 is ‘‘just as
enjoyable’ as going from — $9 to $0.
In this theory it is extremely important to accept the fact that the subject’s preferences among alternatives and lotteries came prior to our
numerical characterization of them. We do not wantto slip into saying
that he preferred A to B because A hasthe higherutility; rather, because
A is preferred to B, we assign A the higherutility.
If we add more gambles to the collection and try to assign utilities
as we have done,it is clear that to be successful the subject’s preferences
will have to satisfy some consistency requirements. For example, if he

prefers A to B, B to C, and a lottery which yields A with probability 24
and C with probability 73to a lottery which yields A with probability 34
and C with probability 14, then we are in trouble.

Orif he prefers A
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to B, B to C, and B to any lottery involving A and asprizes so longasit
is a bona fide gamble,i.e., # 1, we are again in trouble.
Once one hasthis idea of utility, then the task is to develop a set of
consistency requirements which, on the one hand, seem plausible as an
idealized model of humanpreferences, and which, on the other, allow one
to prove that the utility assignments can be made. In the next section
weshall present such a set of axioms, but let us first suggest the general
nature of these consistency demands by a few descriptive and intuitive
words:
i. Any two alternatives shall be comparable, i.e., given any two, the
subject will prefer one to the other or he will be indifferent between them.
ii. Both the preference and indifferencerelations for lotteries are transitive, i.e., given any three lotteries A, B, and C, if he prefers A to B and B
to C, then he prefers A to C; and if he is indifferent between A and B and
between B and C;,then heis indifferent between A and C.
iii. In case a lottery hasas oneofits alternatives (prizes) anotherlottery,
then the first lottery is decomposable into the more basic alternatives
through the use of the probability calculus.
iv. If two lotteries are indifferent to the subject, then they are interchangeable as alternatives in any compoundlottery.
v. If two lotteries involve the same two alternatives, then the one in
which the morepreferred alternative has a higher probability of occurring
is itself preferred.
vi. If A is preferred to B and B to C, then thereexists a lottery involving
A and C (with appropriate probabilities) which is indifferent to B.
2.5. AN AXIOMATIC TREATMENT OF UTILITY

The purpose of this section is to make precise both the consistency

requirements and the theorem which wediscussed informally in the last

section. Weshall adopt a set of axioms which are a bit different from
those already available in the literature. At some, butrelatively unimportant, expense in generality, we can employ axioms whichare extremely
simple and which lead to the utility numbers quite directly. For other
axiom systems the reader is referred to von Neumann and Morgenstern
[1947], Herstein and Milnor [1953], and Hausner [1954].
Aswepresent these axioms,it is well to have some interpretation of them
in mind. Wesuggest the following: Suppose that one has to make a
choice between a pair of lotteries which are each composed of complicated
risky alternatives. Because of their complexity it may be extremely difficult to decide which oneis preferable. A natural procedure, then, is to
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analyze each lottery by decomposing it into simpler alternatives, to make
decisions as to preference among these alternatives, and to agree upon
some consistency rules which relate the simpler decisions to the more
complicated ones. In this way, a consistent pattern is imposed upon the
choices between complicated alternatives. Our analysis will follow these
lines. At the outset we will not require that a subject choose consistently
between all pairs of risky alternatives—just between some of the simpler
ones. In the end, we shall show that consistency among the simpler
alternatives, plus a commitmentto certain rules of composition, implies
overall consistency, in the sense that utility numbers can be introducedto
summarize choices.
At the same time, as we introduce each assumption (i.e., axiom), we
shall view it critically to see just how it will restrict the applicability of the
model. Such a model must, inevitably, be a compromise between wider
and wider applicability through less restrictive assumptions and richer
and more elegant mathematical representation through stronger
assumptions.
Thereis little practical loss of generality if we suppose that all lotteries
are built up from a finite set of basic alternatives or prizes, which we
denote by Aj, Ao, --°-, A, A lottery ticket is a chance mechanism
whichyields the prizes A}, Ao, - * * , A; as outcomes with certain known

probabilities. If the probabilities are p1, po, - - - , pr, where each p; 2 0
and the sum is 1, then the corresponding lottery is denoted by (pA,
pode, ° > ° , frA,). We interpret this expression to mean only this: one

and only one prize will be won and the probability that it will be A; is p;.

Operationally, one can think of a lottery as the following experiment: A

circle having unit circumference is subdivided into arcs of lengths py,

p2, °° * 5 fr, and a “fair” pointer is spun whichif it comes to rest in the
arc of length p; meansthat prize A, is the outcome.
The meaning of such a lottery bears some consideration. We are
definitely assuming that there is no conceptualdifficulty in assigning objective probabilities to the events in question by using symmetries of the
experiment and past experience with it. That is to say, we are quite
willing to admit a frequency interpretation of probability when assigning
probabilities to the events. We do not, however, view the lottery itself
from a frequency point of view; it is a single entity that will be conducted
once and only once, not something to be repeated many times. Thisrestriction to events having known objective probabilities will permit us to deal
with most of the conceptual problems of game theory. Those problems
arising from experiments having such abstruse events that the probability
assignments to them are quite unclear will be deferred until Chapter 13.
Weshall now be concerned with an individual’s choice between a pair
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of lottery tickets L = (p1A1, poAe, cy prAz) and L’ = (p1'Aq, poAa,

- + + , p,'A,).

If Lis preferred to L’, this means that the individual prefers

the experiment associated with L to that associated with L’.
Amongthe basic prizes, we use the symbolism A; ~ A; to denote that
A; is not preferred to A;. Equivalently, we say that A; is preferred or
indifferent to A.

Assumption 1 (ordering of alternatives).

The “preference or indiffer-

ence” ordering, ~, holds between any two prizes, andit is transitive.

Formally,

for any A; and Aj, erther A; > A;or A; > A;; and if A; > A;and A; > Ax then

A; > Ax.
These assumptions can becriticized on the grounds that they do not
correspond to manifest behavior when people are presented with a
sequence of paired comparisons. This can happen even over time
periods when it is reasonable to suppose individual tastes remain stationary. There are several possible rationalizations for such intransitivities. For one, people have only vague likes and dislikes and they
make ‘“‘mistakes’’ in reporting them. Often when one is made aware of
intransitivities of this kind he is willing to admit inconsistency and to
realign his responses to yield a transitive ordering. See Savage [1954,
pp. 100-104] for a penetrating discussion of an example due to Allais
which traps people, including Savage, into inconsistencies. Once the
inconsistency is pointed out, Savage claims that heis grateful to the theory
for indicating his inconsistency and he promptly reappraises his
evaluations.
A secondrationalization asserts that intransitivities often occur when a
subject forces choices between inherently incomparable alternatives.
The idea is that each alternative invokes ‘‘responses” on several different
“‘attribute” scales and that, although eachscale itself may be transitive,
their amalgamation need not be. ‘This is the sort of thing which psychologists cryptically summarize by terming it a multidimensional phenomenon.
No matter how intransitivities arise, we must recognize that they exist,
and we can take only little comfort in the thought that they are an
anathema to most of what constitutes theory in the behavioral sciences
today. We maysay that we are only concerned with behavior whichis
transitive, adding hopefully that we believe this need not always be a
vacuous study. Or we may contend that the transitive description is
often a “close” approximation to reality. Or we may limit our interest
to ‘‘normative”’ or ‘‘idealized”’ behavior in the hope that such studies will
have a metatheoretic impact on morerealistic studies. In order to get on,
weshall be flexible and acceptall of these as possible defenses, and to them
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add the traditional mathematician’s hedge: transitive relations are far
more mathematically tractable than intransitive ones.
Since the labeling of the prizes is immaterial, we lose no generality in
assuming that they have been numberedso that A, > Ao > oo > A,

and that A; is strictly preferred to A,. The latter condition is added only
to keep things from beingtrivial.
Suppose that ZL“, LZ), ---, ZL) are any s lotteries which each
involve Ai, Ao, - - +, A, as prizes. If qi, go, ° * * 5 Gs are any s nonnegative numbers which sum to 1, then (qiL‘”, gol‘, - - - , qsL“?)
denotes a compoundlottery in the following sense: one and only one of the
given s lotteries will be the prize, and the probability that it will be L
IS qj.

Assumption 2 (reduction of compoundlotteries). Any compound lottery
is wndifferent to a simple lottery with Ay, Ao, * + * A, as prizes, their probabilities

being computed according to the ordinary probability calculus.
then
where

L” = (pA, 3? Ag, 7" , PyAn),
(qiL™, qoL?,

me

In particular, if

for i= 1, 2, my SS;

fy qsL) ~™ (p1A1, p2Aa,

- , prA;),

bi = Ups? + gp? + +> +40pf.

This assumption is deceptively simple. It seems to state that any complex lottery can be reduced to a simple one by operating with the probabilities in what appears to be the obvious way. However, consider the
lottery L‘”, which we have assumed is described by an experiment
pi? = (Pp, p§P, ---, po), and the more complex lottery whichis
described by the experiment q = (q1, g2,° °°, 9s). It is perfectly
possible that these two experiments mightnotbestatistically independent;
for example, it might happen that, if the first alternative comes up in

experiment q, then the third alternative in experiment p‘” is bound to
occur. If so, the reduction given in assumption 2 makes no sense atall.
It must, therefore, be interpreted as implicitly requiring one of two things:

either that the experiments involvedarestatistically independent or that

such a symbolas ps actually denotes the conditional probability of prize 7
in experiment p“ given that lottery 7 arose from experimentq.
Oncethis interpretation is made, the assumption seemsquite plausible.
Nonetheless, it is not empty for it abstracts awayall ‘“‘joy in gambling,”
‘atmosphere of the game,” “‘pleasure in suspense,” and so on, for it says
that a person is indifferent between a multistage lottery and the single
stage one whichis related to it by the probability calculus. (One neat
example of multistage lotteries is found in Paris, as was pointed out to us
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Throughout that city are wheels of chance havingas

prizes tickets in the National Lottery.)
Assumption 3 (continuity).

Each prize A; is indifferent to some lottery

ticket involving just A, and A,. That is to say, there exists a number u; such
that A; is indifferent to [u;A1, 0A2, °° +, OAp-1, (1 — u;)A,]. For convenience, we write A; ~ (u;A1, (1 — us)A;] = A;, but note well that A; and
A; are two quite different entities.
This is a continuity assumption. If A; > A; > A,, it is plausible that
[pAy, (1 — p)A,] is preferred to A; if p is near 1, and thatthe preferenceis
inverted if f is near 0, so it is also plausible that as p is shifted from 1 to 0
there is a point of inversion when the twoareindifferent.
Although this assumption seemsplausible, at least as a criterion of consistency, there are examples whereit does not seem universally applicable.
It is safe to suppose that most people prefer $1 to $0.01 and that to death.
Would, however, one be indifferent between one cent and a lottery,
involving $1 and death, that puts any positive probability on death?
Whenput in such bald form, some, whom we would hesitate to charge
with being “‘irrational,’’ will say No. At the same time, there are others
who would argue that the lottery is preferable provided that the chance
of death is as low as, say, one in 101°for such an eventis a virtual
impossibility. Even though the universality of the assumption is suspect,
two thoughts are consoling. First, in few applications are such extreme
alternatives as death present. Second, even if assumption 3 is neither
explicitly assumed nor a consequenceof other assumptions, a utility calculus can be derived. A single number will no longer suffice; rather, an
n-tuple is needed; nonetheless, a good deal of game theory can be constructed on this more complicated utility foundation. We will not
describe this theory of n-dimensional utilities; the interested reader can
consult Hausner [1954].
Assumption 4 (substitutibility).

In any lottery L, A; is substitutable for Aj,

that is, (piA1,°**, pidis * ++» prdr)~ (P141,°°°, pid: s

prAr).

This assumption, taken with the third, is reminiscent of what is known
in other work as the assumption of the zndependence of zrrelevant alternatives;
this we shall discuss in Chapter 6 and again in Chapters 13 and 14. If
one asserts A; ~ A;, then in view of assumption 4 wealso assert that not

only are they indifferent when considered alone but also when substituted
in any lottery ticket. Thus, the other possible alternatives must be
irrelevant to the decision that they are indifferent.
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Assumption 5 (transitivity).
tickets are transitive relations.

Preference and indifference among lottery

The comments following assumption 1 apply here even morestrongly.
From these first five assumptions it is possible to find for any lottery
ticket one to whichit is indifferent and which only involves A; and A,.

Let (141, peAe, - - - , prA-) be the given ticket. Replace each A; by
Aj. Assumption 3 states that these indifferent elements exist, and assumption 4 says they are substitutable. So by using thetransitivity of indifferenceserially,
(p1A1,

7" , prAz) ~ (p1A1,

sos prAr)-

If now we sequentially apply the probability reduction assumption 2,it is
easy to see that we get
(p1A1, prAg, 7 » prAr) ™ [pA1, (1 — p)Ar],
where

p= pili t potet -° +> + pry.
A numerical example illustrating this calculation is given at the end of
the section.
Wenowintroduce ourfinal assumption:

Assumption 6 (monotonicity). A lottery [pA,, (1 — p)A-] zs preferred or
indifferent to [p’A1, (1 — p’)A-] tf and only if p 2 p’.
This seems eminently reasonable: between two lotteries involving only
the most and least preferred alternatives one should select the one which
renders the most preferred alternative more probable. But is it always?
A mountain climber certainly prefers the alternative “‘life’’ to ‘‘death,”’
yet when climbing he prefers somelottery of life and death to life itself,
i.e., not climbing. Our trouble here appears to be not so much the
assumption but the alternatives we have chosen in the example. A successful climb does not just meanlife but also the thrill of the climb, publicity, etc. ‘The real alternative is this “‘gestalt’? which is completely
dependent upontheir being the risk of death to be attractive.
As this point is important, let us cite another example where the psychological reaction to an outcome of an experiment depends upon the
probabilities in the experiment as well as on the actual outcome. Suppose X and Y are two people whoare forced to exchange sums of money
depending upon the outcome of an experiment. If X is sensitive to Y’s
feeling, he may prefer that no money be transferred and his preference
may decrease with the amountto be transferred (up to somelimit, say
$100) regardless of who pays. ‘Thus,if
A; means X pays $5 to Y
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A, means Y pays $10 to_X,

X may well exhibit the following preferences:

23A1, }$A2) > (141, 0A2) > (0Aj, 142).
Such a pattern would violate assumption 6. In other words, X prefers
Ag when it occurs by chance to having it outright.
Although these examples may be a bit strained, they do suggest that,
if there is a psychological interaction between the basic alternatives and
the probabilities, it may be necessary to use a richer set of basic alternatives in order for assumption 6 to be approximately valid.
With these six assumptions weare done,for if two lotteries L and L’ are
given, the first five assumptions permit us to reduce them to the form of
lotteries in assumption 6, and then we decide between them onthebasis
of assumption 6. That is, for lotteries L = (~141,°°-, ~,A,) and

L’ = (py'A1, - + * , pr’Ar), we compute

pili t+ polo t+ +> + pty

and

py'uy + po'ue + ++ + + pty,

andif the formeris larger we prefer L to L’, if the latter L’ to L, andif they
are equal LZ and L’ are indifferent. Put as a formal theorem:
If the preference or indifference relation ~ satisfies assumptions 1 through 6,
there are numbers u; associated with the basic prizes A; such that for two lotteries

L and L’ the magnitudes of the expected values
pili + pote + - °° + fu,

and

prvui t+ pelt2et +++ +h,u,

reflect the preference between thelotteries.
Let us introduce the following terms which will be used in therest of the
book. Ifa person imposesa transitive preference relation ~ overa set of
lotteries and if to each lottery Z there is assigned a number u(L) such that
the magnitudes of the numbersreflect the preferences, i.e., u(L) 2 u(L’) if

and only if L ~ L’, then wesay there exists a utzlity function u over the
lotteries. If, in addition, the utility function has the property that
ulgL, (1 — q)L’] = qu(L) + (1 — g)u(L’), for all probabilities g and

lotteries L and L’, then wesay the utility function is linear.2

The above

2 Sometimesthis property is referred to as the expected utility hypothesis since it asserts
that the utility of a lottery is equal to the expected utility of its componentprizes.
Not only is this terminology more explicit (if less brief), but it would help to avoid
confusion. The much overworked word ‘‘linear’’ will also arise later with a different
meaning. We will sometimes assume that the utility of money is linear with money
meaning that a plot of utility versus money forms straightline.
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result can then bestated: if assumptions 1 through 6 are met, then there
is a linear utility function over the set of risky alternatives arising from a
finite set of basic alternatives.
Specifically, such a utility function uw is given by:
u(A1) = 1,

u(A;) = uj,
and

for 1 <i <r (see assumption 3),

u(A,) = 0,
u(piAi, °° * , prAr) = pili + pote t+ ++ + prur,

where uw; = 1 and u, = 0 by definition.
If a and 6 are any two constants such that a > 0, then the function uw’,
where

u'(L) = au(L) + 6

for any lottery ZL, is also a linear utility function, as is easily shown.
Technically, we call u’ a positive linear transformation of u. It can also
be shownthat, if u* as well as uw is a linear utility function representing the

ordering ~, then there exist constants a* and 5*, a* > 0, such that

u*(L) = a*u(L) + 6*
for all lotteries L. That is, if u* is a linear utility function, then it is a
positive linear transformation of u.
A concrete numerical example mayclarify the whole procedure. Consider a person choosing amonglotteries involving the four alternatives
A, Az, A3, and Ag, which he prefers in the order given. Of the two
lotteries,

L = (0.25A),0.2549, 0.2543, 0.25A,),

L’ = (0.15A}, 0.5042, 0.1543, 0.20A,),
which should he choose? Suppose that we determinethat heis indifferent
between A> and A» = (0.6A,, 0.444) and between A3 and A3 = (0.2A),
0.844). We know by assumption 3 that some such lotteries involving
A, and A, must exist. Now, by assumptions 4 and it follows that
L ~ [0.25.A,, 0.25(0.6A), 0.444), 0.25(0.2A,, 0.844), 0.25A4],
which according to assumption 2 simplifies to
L~w (0.45A), 0.55A4).
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A similar calculation shows that
L’ ~ (0.48A,, 0.52A4).

Thus, if this person is to be consistent with our six assumptions and at the
same time have the stated indifferences between Ay and A» and between
Az and A3, then he mustprefer L’ to L.
Two possible linear utility indicators are given in the following table:
Lottery |

u

wv

Ay

1.0

1.6

|

Ae

0.6
0.8

|

A3

0.2

0.0

|

Ag

|

(p1A1, poAo, p3As, psA)

0.0] p1(1) + p2(0.6) + p3(0.2) + pa(0)

—0.4| p1(1.6) + 62(0.8) + 63(0) + p4(—0.4)

The first of these is the one described above, and the second oneis the
linear transformation of it obtained by using the constants a = 2 and
b= —0.4.
Given that a subject’s preferences can be represented bya linear utility
function, then he behaves as if he were a maximizer of expected values of utility.
It is important to recognize that a subject’s manifest behavior may be
summarized by a linear utility function without his being consciously
aware of making his choices in this manner. About his subconscious
awareness we will not comment.
The general theory of utility is not confined to a finite set of basic alternatives nor to cases where a least or a most preferred alternative exists.
We have only examined a simple special case, but one with sufficient
complexity so that we can see just what is involved when weuseutility
theory in game theory. [If oneis interested in the more general theories,
which are correspondingly more complicated, see the papers referred to
at the beginning of this section.
2.6 SOME COMMON FALLACIES
Newcomers to modernutility theory tend to be critical of the idea, and,
to be sure, there are valid reasons, but as criticisms are so often based on a
fallacious understanding of the construct we haveelected to point out some
of the more common misinterpretations.
Fallacy 1. (p1Ai1, -°°, prA-) ws preferred to (p\’A1, °° *, prAr)
because the utility of the former, pyuy + °° + + prur, ts larger than the utility of

the latter, py’uy + ++ > + p,'u,.

Some care must be taken to see whythis is a fallacy, for there are two
quite distinct ways of interpreting utility theory. First, we may think
of the theory as a description of preference, in which case the causal
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relationship of the fallacy is the exact opposite of the truth; the preferences
among lottery tickets logically precede the introduction of a utility function. Second, we maythinkof the theory as a guide to consistent action.
Here, again, certain (simple) preferences comefirst and certain rules of
consistency are accepted in order to reach decisions between more complicated choices. Given these, it turns out that it is possible to summarize
both the preferences and the rules of consistency by meansofutilities, and
this makes it very easy to calculate what decisions to make when the
alternatives are complex. The point is that there is no need to assume,
or to philosophize about, the existence of an underlying subjective utility
function, for we are not attempting to account for the preferences or the
rules of consistency. We only wish to devise a convenient way fo represent
them.

Fallacy 2.

Suppose that A> B > C> D and that the utilities of these

alternatives satisfy u(A) + u(D) = u(B) + u(C), then (446B, %C) should be
preferred to (414A, 46D) because, although they have the same expected utility, the
former has the smaller utility variance.
This is a completely wrong interpretation of the utility notion, and
again it results from a failure to accept that preferences precedeutilities.
It misses the point of utility theory. ‘The principal result of utility theory
for risk is that a linear utility index can be defined which reflects completely a person’s preferences amongtherisky alternatives. If the fallacy
actually madesense, then it would be a beautiful example to show that a
utility function is impossible. This is not to say that, if the prizes are
money, we will not find a person preferring the gamble with the smaller
money variance when the expected values of money are the same. We
probably will, but this only goes to show that the utility of money (if the

concept is meaningful) cannot be linear with money.
Fallacy 3.

Suppose that A > B > C > D and that the utility function has

the property that u(A) — u(B) > u(C) — u(D), then the change from B to A ts
more preferred than the change from D to C.

Again, if we consider how the utility function is constructed from
preferences between pairs of alternatives, not between pairs of pairs of
alternatives, it is clear that the above statementis not justified. Indeed,
empirically, it may well be false. ‘This does not mean that one should not
consider constructing a theory of utility which is able to compare utility
differences. We only want to emphasize that the present theory does not
permit such comparisons. The example on p. 22 illustrates this point.
Our fourth fallacy is so important, and in many waysreally an unresolved problem, that weshall treat it separately in the next section.
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2./ INTERPERSONAL COMPARISONS OF UTILITY
There is one thing which we stressed when discussing the classical

attempts to devise a numerical utility for decision making undercertainty
which we have not adequately discussed for utility functions when there

is risk: the uniqueness of the function.

Under certainty, one of the

difficulties was the almost complete lack of uniqueness—any order-pre-

serving transformation of the numbers was equally acceptable.

It is also

true in the risky situations that any order-preserving transformation of a
utility function is again a utility function, but such a transformation of a
linear utility function does not generally result in a denear utility function.
One must, therefore, keep in mindtheclass of transformations which take
a linear utility function into one of the same type. As we pointed out
before, the appropriate class consists of those transformations known as
the positive linear ones, i.e., if w is a linear utility function over a set of
risky alternatives and if a and 6} are any constants so longas a is positive,
then u’ = au + 5 is again a linear utility function over the set. Conversely, if wu and uw’ are twolinearutility functions for a preferencerelation
over the sameset of alternatives, then there exist constants a and b, where

a is positive, such that uw’ = au + 5b.

Another way of stating this uniqueness result is that the consistency
axioms (such as assumptions 1 through 6 of section 2.5) determine a
linear utility function which is unique up to its zero point and its unit.
If we choose any two alternatives which are not indifferent, then we can
always set the utility of the less preferred to be zero andtheutility of the
more preferred to be one. As weshall cometo see, the non-uniqueness of
the zero point is of no real concern in any of the applications of utility
theory, Dut the arbitrary unit of measurementgives trouble. ‘The trouble
maybeillustrated most easily by a fictitious example in the measurement
of distances. Suppose two people areisolated from each other and each
is given a measuring stick marked off in certain and possibly different
arbitrary units. The one subject is given full-scale plans for an object
to be constructed to the samesize by the other, and he is permitted to send

only messages stating angles and lengths (in his units) of the object.

With such limited communicationit is clearly possible for the second man
to construct a scale model of the object, but it will only be of the correct
size if it happens that both measuring rods are marked in the sameunits.
Clearly, once the barriers on communication are dropped, the two men
can determine with fair accuracy the relationship between their two units
by measuring things they each have and which are known to have
about the samesize, e.g., the span of a hand, or the width of a trouser
leg, etc.
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In utility theory, if we should want to compare utilities between two
people much the same problem exists: we do not know the relationship

between the two units.

The big difference between utility and length

measurement is that we do not seem to have any “outside thing’? which
can be measured by both persons to ascertain the relation between the
units. Certain proposals for an “‘outside’’ standard of unit utility have
been offered; for example, it has been suggested that for each person in
the situation his most preferred alternative be assigned the value 1 andhis
least preferred the value 0. Often, however, this seemsto fail to capture
one’s intuitive idea of an interpersonal comparisonof utility: in a gamble
between a rich man and a poor one which involves moneyin the range of
—$1 to +$1, it is hard to believe that a gain of $1 should have the same

utility for each of them. In somesense, the poor manis far more “‘sensitive’ to a fixed monetary changethanis the rich one, and his preference
for it is correspondingly more “‘intense.”? Just exactly what this means
we do not know, but it seems to mean something to each of us. We are
forever trying to decide whether one outcome means more orless to
another person than a different outcome means to us. For more discussion of these matters in the context of game theory, where they play havoc,
see Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 14.
Thus, the fact that a linear utility function is defined only up to a linear
transformation leads to the problem of interpersonal comparisons of
utility when there is more than one person in the situation. Since it is
not solved, one can either assume that such comparisons are possible,
knowing that this creates (at least at present) an Achilles’ heel in the
theory, or one can attempt to devise theories in which comparisons are
not made. Both approaches have been taken in gametheory.
*2.8 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS OF UTILITY

Given such an axiomatic theory as that presented in section 2.5, can we
find the utility function for an individual in a given situation? If the
question is meant naively, the answer is surely No. If it is refined in
various ways, the answer is Maybe—at least several people havetried.
Wedo not propose to examine such work in detail but rather to discuss

the general problem very briefly and to guide the readerto the (limited)
literature on such problems. For a more detailed guideto this literature,

plus someof the purely theoretical work, up to the beginning of 1954, see
Edwards [1954 c].
The most obvious difficulty in attempting to confirm the theoryis that
it rests upon an infinity of paired comparisons, but there are others too.
Obviously, in an experiment one will only makea relatively few paired
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comparisons, so one way or anotherthe verification will have to be based
upon these. One procedureis to determinetheutilities of a few alternatives experimentally, using the assumptionthat a utility function exists and
that it is linear. Suppose wearbitrarily assign utilities of 0 and 1 to two
alternatives and then we determinethe utility of a third by finding the
lottery of the first two which is indifferent to it. For example, suppose

C ~ [pA, (1 — p)B]; then by linearity u(C) = u[pA, (1 — £)B] = pu(A) +

(1 — p)u(B) = p. If this is done for several more points, then one soon
knows enoughvalues on theutility scale (assuming it exists) to make predictions. For example, suppose it was found that u(D) = g. Then we

could predict whether the lottery [rA, (1 — r)C] is preferred or not to the

lottery [sD, (1 — s)B] for a particular choice of r and s._ If these predictions are confirmed experimentally, we then have some confidence that
we have obtained a portion of the utility function. This is the method
which was used by Mosteller and Nogee [1951].
A more elegant, if more difficult, alternative to starting with a model
having an infinity of comparisons is to devise one in which only a finite
number are to be made. Such a model must be quite different from the
one we havedescribedif it is to lead to a linear utility function which is
unique upto a linear transformation. However, such axiom systems are
possible as has been shown by Suppes and Winet [1955] and for this case
Davidson, Siegel, and Suppes [1955] have devised an experimental setup
in which it can be checked. ‘This work is probably the most experimentally elegant in the area, and the results have been very encouraging.
A second difficulty in attempting to ascertain a utility function is the
fact that the reported preferences almost never satisfy the axioms, e.g.,
there are usually intransitivities. Furthermore, if the samepair is offered
several times, then in some cases the subject will not be consistent in his
reports. One cannot expect the datato fit the model perfectly, but how
does one determine which model they fit most closely and how does one
measure how good the agreement is? Such problemspose the following
intriguing and importantstatistical problem: to formulate a model which
assumes that a subject is actually (or latently or genotypically) a von
Neumann-Morgenstern utilitist in the sense of ‘“‘having’’ a linear utility
function, but that his responses yield this underlying order confounded

by random disturbances and errors.

We need not consider the question

whether or not a true utility function exists, for we may take the pragmatic approach that such a postulate makes more precise what weshall
mean by a “‘reasonable,”’ or ‘‘approximate,”’ or “realistic” fit of the data
to theory. To date, little has been published on this problem.
A third, and possibly the most puzzling, difficulty arises from the basic
probabilities in the model. Wehave, in our discussion, identified them
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with certain physical experiments, and certainly in a normative theory
this is what one would want to do. But, if we are trying to describe
behavior, it may be unreasonable to suppose that people deal with objective probabilities as if they satisfy the axioms of the calculus of probabilities
or that they only cope with situations in which objective probabilities are
defined. ‘This leads one to consider introducing the idea of subjective
probabilities, on the basis of which people are assumed to act. If such
exist, little is known about them—how they combine with one another,
how they interact with the utility values, how theyare related to the objective probabilities, etc. Edwards (see references [1953, 1954]) has run a
series of experiments on this question, and he has considerable evidence
to support the view that people react in, shall we say, strange ways to
objective probabilities. In their experimental work, Davidson, Siegel,
and Suppes had to work with an event having subjective probability 14
and they found that many of the obvious things having objective proba-

bility }4 would not do.

While writing this book one of us becameintrigued with these last two
problems—the probabilistic nature of preferences and the role of subjective probability—and devised a probabilistic theory of utility which
closely parallels some models of psychophysical discrimination. For
example, subjective probability is axiomatized by properties somewhat
similar to those of objective probabilities, but it is then shownthat subjective probability possesses the defining property of a subjective (Fechnerian)
sensation scale as the term is used in psychophysics. Since this discrimination model of utility seems particularly amenable to experimental
verification and is of some conceptual interest, we have formulated the
axioms and presented theprincipal results in Appendix 1.
There can be no question that it is extremely difficult to determine a
person’s utility function even under the most ideal and idealized experimental conditions; one can almost say that it has yet to be done. Indeed,
should it be done? Since we think it should, let us consider it carefully.
If it is so difficult to determine utility functions under the best of conditions, there is certainly no hopeat all that it can be done underfield
conditions for situations of practical interest. Thus, if the theories built
upon utility theory really demand such measurements, they are doomed
practically; if they can be useful without making such measurements, then
why go to the trouble of learning how? Asin the physical sciences, we
would claim that a theory may very well postulate quantities which cannot be measured in general, and yet that it will be possible to derive some
conclusions from them which are of use. To be sure, if the measurements
could be made, more could be concluded; butthis is not the same as saying
that, if the measurements cannot be made, nothing can be concluded.
Wetherefore move on to the second part of our conditional question:
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why, then, make any measurements in the laboratory? ‘The main purpose
is to see if under any conditions, however limited, the postulates of the
model can be confirmed and, if not, to see how they may be modified to
accord better at least with those cases. It will still be an act of faith to
postulate the general existence of these new constructs, but somehow one
feels less cavalier if he knows that there are two or three cases where the
postulates have actually been verified.
Every indication now is that the utility model, and possibly therefore
the game model, will have to be made more complicated if experimental
data are to be handled adequately. Although one such complication
of the utility model is discussed in Appendix 1, its domain of applicability
is limited and it is completely unclear how it can be utilized in game
theory. Furthermore, neither it nor any of the present utility models
take into account the intuition, now bolstered by a staggering amountof
empirical data for a wide variety of psychological dimensions (see Miller
[1956] for a partial survey), that people rarely categorize a single dimension into more than seven or so distinct levels. The major exceptions
seem to be cases where the culture provides a simple, fine, and unambigious scale, such as money. Since, however, most decisions, even when
moneyis a factor, are not based entirely on monetary considerations, discrete categorization of preferences may be the basic case to study. As
no theoretical work has been carried out on such problems, we can only
turn in the following chapters to what has been done to give a model for
conflict of interest within the present utility framework.
2.9 SUMMARY
The primary purpose of this chapter was to introducethe central ideas
of modern utility theory, which is a cornerstone of much decision theory.
As background, we classified decision making according to whether a
decision is reached by an individual or a group, and whetherit is effected
under conditions of certainty, risk, uncertainty, or a mixture of uncertainty and risk in the light of experimental evidence. Using these cate-

gories, we described the general structure of the book.

Decision making under certainty encompasses much of formal theory
in social science. This problem can be viewed as follows: given a set of
possible acts, to choose those which maximize (or minimize) a given index.
In many traditional applications, the solution can be formulated in the
language of the calculus, but some of the more interesting modern problems require more sophisticated techniques. Although wedid not gointo
decision making undercertainty, the example of linear programing was
discussed briefly because of its close relation to game theory andits inherent importance in applications.
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This led to the question whether any individual decision problem can
be represented by a numerical index called utility. This is not only
possible but also possible in a great many ways, provided the preference
relations are transitive. Historically there have been so many misusesof
this representation that it has been totally discredited. However, once
decision making under risk became an issue the idea of a numerical
utility reappeared. Since numbers would have to be attached to the
infinity of possible gambles, it seemed conceivable that there might be
sufficient constraints on the index to make it unique, or nearly so, thus
avoiding someof the troubles usually associated with utility.
To achieve such a result, it is necessary that the preference relation
meet certain more or less plausible consistency requirements. A set of
axioms, closely related to those given by von Neumann and Morgenstern,
were stated and discussed. Among the more important requirements
were these: preference shall be transitive, i.e., if A is preferred to B, and
B to C, then A is preferred to C; any gamble shall be decomposedintoits
basic alternatives accordingto the rules of the probability calculus; and if
A is preferred to B and B to C, then there shall exist a gamble involving
A and C which is judged indifferent to B. From these and other axioms
it was shown that numbers can beassigned to the basic alternatives in such
a fashion that one gambleis preferred to anotherif and onlyif the expected
utility of the formeris larger than the expected utility of the latter. IRfu
is such an index, anyotheris related to it by a linear transformation,i.e.,
there is a positive constant a and a constant 6 such that au + 6 is the

second index.

Such an index is called a linear utility function, where

‘linear’? means that the utility of a gamble is the expected value of the
utilities of its components.

Certain cautions must be maintained in interpreting this concept: One

alternative possesses a larger utility than another because it is more preferred, not the other way round. All the preference information is summarized by the expected value of utility—in particular, utility variance
hasnomeaning. ‘Thefact that one utility difference is larger than another
does not permit us to say that the one changeis subjectively larger than
the other, for the utility function was constructed in terms of subjective
responses to gambles, not in termsof the subjective evaluation of two different changes. Since neither the zero nor the unit of a utility scale is
determined,it is not meaningful in this theory to compareutilities between
two people.
The chapter closed with a brief sketch of some of the experimental problems associated with utility theory, and references were given to several
experimental studies. It was suggested that a less idealized theory is
needed, one more amenable to empiricalstudy.

chapter 3

ExTENSIVE AND
NORMAL FORMS

3.1 GAME TREES
The mathematical abstraction of a game assumes the three forms we
mentioned in the introduction: the extensive, the normal, and the characteristic function forms. ‘Thefirst is our topic throughout most of this
chapter; it is an attempt to capturethesalient features of certain conflicts
of interest, such as those found in a parlor game. ‘The rules of any parlor
gamespecify a series of well-defined moves, where each moveis a point of
decision for a given player from amonga setof alternatives. The particular alternative chosen by a player at a given decision point weshall
call the chowce, whereas the totality of choices available to him at the
decision point constitutes the move. A sequence of choices, one following
another until the game is terminated, is called a play. ‘These familiar
words, particularly the word “‘move,”’ are being used in somewhat unfamiliar ways. For example, in chess and other board games the word
moveis used in two ways whichdiffer from our meaning. It is sometimes
used to refer to the physical act of moving a piece from one position to
another. It is also used in such phrases as “‘the fifth move.” This refers
to the set of all possible moves in our sense following any of the possible
sequencesof four choices from the beginning of the game. Similarly, by
39
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a ‘play’? we do not meanthe act of participating once in the game,asis
intended in ordinary language, but rather a detailed statement of the
actual decisions made.
Let us suppose that in one game (at somestage of a play) player 1
has to choose among a king of hearts, a two of spades, and a jack of
diamonds, and that in another game a player, also denoted 1, has to
choose among passing, calling, and betting. In each case the decision is
amongthree alternatives, which may be represented by a drawingas in
Fig. 1.
But how can these two examples be considered equivalent? Certainly
it is clear from common experience that one does not deal with every
three-choice situation in the same way. One might if they were given
out of context, for there would be no other considerations
to govern the choice; but in a game there havebeen all the
choices preceding the particular move and all of the
potential moves following the one under consideration.
That is to say, we cannot truly isolate and abstract each
Fic. 1
move separately, for the significance of each move in the
game depends upon some of the other moves. However, if we abstract
all the moves of the gamein this fashion and indicate which choices lead
to which moves, then we shall know the abstract relation of any given
move to all other moves which have affected it, or which it mayaffect.

0
Fic. 2

Such an abstraction leads to a drawing of the type shown in Fig. 2.
The numberassociated with each moveindicates which player is to make
the choice at the move, and therefore these numbers run from 1 through
n when there are n players. In the example of Fig. 2, n = 4, and we see
that all the moves, save the first, are assigned to one of the players; the
first move has 0 attached to it. A move assigned to “‘player” 0 is a
chance move, as, for example, the shuffling of cards prior to a play of
poker. ‘To each chance move, which need not be the first move of the
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game, there must be associated a probability distribution, or weighting,

over the several alternative choices.

Ifa chance moveentails the flipping

of a fair coin, then there are two alternatives at the move and each will

occur with probability 4.

A drawing such as Fig. 2, when considered abstractly, i.e., as a mathematical system, is known as a connected graph. A connected graph consists
of a collection of points (called nodes or vertices) and branches between
certain pairs of nodes such that a path can betraced out from each point
to every other point. A graph may have closed loops of branches, such
as abca or abdeca in Fig. 3. A connected graph with no such loops of
branches is called a tree. The graph of a gameis a tree, which is called
the game tree. It may not seem reasonable to assume the graph of a game
is a tree, for in such games as chess the same

arrangement of pieces on the board can be

arrived at by several different routes, which
appears to meanthatclosed loops of branches
can exist. However, in game theory we choose I

to consider two movesasdifferent if they have /

different past histories, even if they have exactly

the same possible future moves and outcomes.

b
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Fic. 3

In gameslike chess this distinction is notreally
important and to makeit appears arbitrary, but in many ways the whole
conceptualization and analysis of gamesis simplified if itis made. The
tree character of a gameis not unrelated to the sinking feeling one often
has after making a stupid choice in a game, for, in a sense, each choiceis
irretrievable, and once it is made there are parts of the total gametree
which can never again be attained.
The tree is assumed to be finite in the sense that a finite number of
nodes, and hence branches, is involved. ‘This is the same as saying that
there is somefinite integer NV such that every possible play of the game
terminates in no more than NW steps. Suchis certainly trueof all parlor
games, for there is always a “‘stop’’ rule, as in chess, to terminate stalemates. To say thetreeis finite is not to say that it is small and easy to
work with. For example, card games often begin with the shuffling of a

deck of 52 cards, and so the first 0 move has 52!, 1.e., approximately
8.07 X 10°’, branches stemming from it. Clearly, for such games no one
is going to draw the gametree in full detail!
3.2 INFORMATION SETS

The next step in the formalization of the rules of a gameis to indicate

what each player can know when he makes a choice at any move.

We
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are not now assuming whatsorts of players are to be postulated in game
theory but only what is the most that they can possibly know without
violating the rules of the game. Clearly, there is the possibility that the
rules of the game do notprovide a player with knowledgeon anyparticular

move of all the choices made prior to that move.

This is certainly the

situation in most card games which begin with a chance move, or where
certain cards are chosen by another player and placed face down on the
table, or where the cards in one player’s hand are not knownto the other
players. Indeed, it may be that a player at one move does not know
what his domain of choice was at a previous move! The most common
example of this is bridge where the two partners must be considered as a
single player who alternately forgets and remembers what alternatives he
had available on previous moves(see sections 7.4 and 7.5).

Fic. 4

To suggest a method to characterize the information available to a
player, consider a game whosetree is that shown in Fig. 4. The dotted
lines enclosing one or more nodes are something new in our scheme; as
weshall see they can be used to characterize the state of information when
a player has a move. Let us suppose the rules of this game assert that
on move 1 player 2 must choose amongthree alternatives, denoteda, 8,
and c. Regardless of player 2’s choice, player 1 has the second choice in
each play. Weshall suppose that the rules of the game permit player 1
to know whetheror not player 2 selected choice a. If player 2 chooses 3,
the rules are such that player 1 can only knowthateither 5 or c was chosen
but not which. Although verbally this may seem complicated, graphically all we need dois enclose in a dotted line those moves of player 1
which end up ond orc. The dotted line simply meansthatfrom the rules
of the gametheplayer is unable to decide where he is among the enclosed
moves. The single move at the end of choice a is also enclosed,for if that
choice is made player 1 knows it. If choice } was in fact made, and if
player 1 then makeschoice f’ (of course, he does not know whetherheis

making f’ or f’’) the next moveis up to player 4.

Note that according to
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the diagram,the rules of the game makeit impossible for him to determine

whether he is choosing between k’ and /’ or between k” and 1”.

In general, the rules of any game must specify in advance which moves
are indistinguishable to the players—the sets we have enclosed in dotted
lines. Abstractly, there are two obviousnecessary features to these sets of
moves—which are known as information sets. Each of the moves in the
set must be assigned to the same player, and each of the moves must have
exactly the same numberof alternatives. For if one move has 7 alternatives and another s, where s ~ 17, then the player would need only count
the numberof alternatives he actually has in orderto eliminate the possibility of being at one move or at the other. A third condition, which may
be less obvious, is also assumed, namely: a single information set shall not
contain two different moves of the same play of the game tree. The reason
for this condition is that it seems to be generally met in practice, and having it makes the theory simpler.
Returning to Fig. 4, consider player 1’s information set which has two
moves. Since they are indistinguishable, each choice on one move must
have a corresponding choice on the other move. It is convenient in these
diagramsto pair them systematically, so f’ correspondsto f”, g’ to g’’, and

h’ to h’’.

It is clear that this correspondence can be generalized to infor-

mation sets having more than two movesandother thanthree alternatives
at each move.
When an information set consists of a single move, the playeris totally
informed in that he knowsexactly where he is on the tree. Whenall the
moves are of this type, we say that the game has perfect information.
Ticktacktoe and chess are examples of games whoserules result in perfect
information.
3.3, OUTCOMES
The final ingredient given by the rules of the game is the outcome
which occursat the end of each play of the game. Almost anything may

be found to be the outcome of some game; for example, the subjective

reward of victory in a friendly game, or the monetary punishment of
seeing someone else sweep in the pot, or death in Russian roulette. In
any given system of rules for a game there is some fixed set of outcomes
from which specific ones are selected by each of the plays. Each of the
end points of the gametree is a possible termination point of the game,
and it completely characterizes the play of the game which led to that
point, for there is only one sequenceof choices in a tree leading to a given
end point from a fixed first move. We may index these end points and
denote a typical one by the symbol a. Now,if Q is the set of outcomes,
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the rules of the game associate to each a an outcome from 2 which we may
denote by w(a). For example, in a gamelike ticktacktoe the set of out-

comes is {player 1 loses and player 2 wins, player 1 wins and player 2

loses, draw}. In this case, and in a wide class of games, it would be
sufficient to state the outcomes for only one of the players, but in other
situations whichare notstrictly competitive it is necessary for the elements
of the outcomeset to describe what happens to each player.
In summary, then, the rules of any game unambiguously prescribe the
following:
i. A finite tree with a distinguished node (the tree describes the relation of each
move to all other moves, and the distinguished node is the first move of the game).
ii. A partition of the nodes of the tree into n + 1 sets (telling which of the n

players or chance takes each move).

ili. A probability distribution over the branches of each 0, t.e., chance, move.
iv. A refinement of the player partititon into information sets (which characterizes
for each player the ambiguity of location of the game tree of each of his moves).
v. An identification of corresponding branches for each of the moves in each of the
information sets.
vi. A set Q of outcomes and an assignment w of an outcome w(a) to each of the

end points a (or plays) of the tree.

3.4 AN EXAMPLE: THE GAME OF GOPS
Gops, which stands for “‘game of pure strategy’? > and which also goes
under the nameof goofspiel, is a two-person card game which,in addition
to being easy to describe and illustrative of the preceding formulation,is
amusing to play and very revealing of some of the problems and ideas of
game theory. A deck of cards is divided into suits, one of which (say
clubs) is discarded, a second (spades) is shuffled and placed face down on
the table, and each of the two players has, as his hand, a complete suit.
In the course of play the spades are turned over one by one and eachis
captured by one of the players. They are valued: ace = 1, numbered
cards their numerical values, jack = 11, queen = 12, and king = 13.
The player capturing the larger total value of spades wins. Since the
value of the entire suit is 91, the winner must capture 46 or more except
whenthere are ties. The procedure of play is as follows: The first spade
is turned over so that the players can see it. Each player then selects
whatever value card he wishes from his hand, and these are shown
simultaneously; the one having the higher value takes the spade which was
showing. But, if they are of equal value, then the victor on the next
move takes both spades. If a draw does not occur, the first spade is
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captured, and the second spadeis turned over and the process repeated,
the only difference being that each hand is now depleted by the card used
for the first spade. ‘The process continues until the cards are exhausted or
until one of the players has spades totaling at least 46 points. ‘Two variations are possible which from the point of view of game theory are not
different, but, given the fallibility of human memory, tend to turn out
differently. Either the cards played from the player’s hands are turned
face down after each spade is captured, or they remain showing. The
game seems to be moretaut with the latter procedure, since the outcome
depends entirely upon wit and chance, not upon memory.
D
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D

w

iL

D

WwW

w

WwW

W

W
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Fic. 5

To get an idea of the interest of the game, suppose thefirst card turned
over is a 10, 1.e., a fairly valuable card. One can becertain of not losing
it by playing the king, but this places one in a weakened condition when
later the king or queen of spades arises. Ifone plays a jack, then, although
there is a fair chance of getting the 10, it is an expensive loss if one’s
opponent plays the queen. If you play a 6 andif the opponentplays a
queen, he winsthe 10 at considerable expense to himself andlittle to you;
on the other hand,if he plays a 7 he has won lotatlittle cost to himself.
Try it to get an idea of the complex reasoning required.
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Clearly, there is nothing inherent in these rules requiring suits of 13
cards, so in drawing part of the gametree of Gopslet us supposethe suits
have only three cards—this makes the game dull, but it illustrates the
principles just as well. The first move of the game is a chance one—the
shuffling of the deck—from which there are 3! = 6 branches, each having

a probability of 1é of occurring.

Next, the top card isturned up.

It has

one of three values, and the remaining two cardsare in one of twopossible
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Fic. 6

orders, so for player 1 there are three information sets of two moveseach,
as seen in Fig. 5. Rather than fill out the gametree in full, which would
be messy, we shall extend it from just one of these information sets. At
this point, player 1 must choose amongthe three cards in his hand. Since
he does not show his card until player 2 has madea selection, all the possible end points are enclosed in a dotted line. Player 2 must thenselect
one of his three cards. When this is done, both players turn over the
cards and the nextcard in the deck is turned over. Since there are only
three cards in the deck this means that there is no longer any ambiguity
as to location of the play on the game tree. The next move is up to
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player 1 who mustselect one of two cards, and the final moveis up to
player 2 whoin the absence of knowledge of player 1’s choice must choose
one out of two cards. Naturally, the outcome of the last card is completely determined by the previous moves. The play is then terminated,
andthe victoris the player having the largest sum of cards from the deck.
Since the sum is 6, there is the possibility of draw as well as win and lose.
The numbers alongside the branches denote the card chosen, and W on an
end point means player 1 wins, D means a draw, and L that he loses. In
other words, the set of outcomes consists of three elements for each player:

W, D, and L.

> It should be noted that for a given set of rules there is not, in general, a unique
tree representing them. For example, it is clearly immaterial whether we put
player 1’s move before or after player 2’s move onthetree, for the information

sets are so chosen to make them simultaneous in effect.

A more profound change

in the tree can be effected by replacing the single chance move by two chance
moves. Wecan either view chance as selecting with probability 14 one of the six
permutations of the three cards, or, as is shown in Fig. 6, we mayview thefirst

chance moveas selecting one of three cards with probability 14, and after players
1 and 2 have each taken a move chanceselects one of the two remaining cards with

probability 14.

The tworepresentations are equivalent to the rules of the game.

<

3.5 EXTENSIVE FORM
So far we have characterized what we shall mean by the rules of the
game, but no players have really been introduced. It is true that we
have spoken of players who will make choices at the moves, but they
cannot be considered to be introduced until they are characterized by the
properties which describe their behavior. It is clear that we may have
the same set of rules but very different conflict of interest situations—
games—depending upon the nature of the players. In total we shall
make three assumptions about our players; these assumptions will characterize them.
The first assumption is that each player has a pattern of preferences over
the set of outcomes whichsatisfies the axioms of utility theory. It will be
recalled that we established in Chapter 2 that if this is the case then we
can assign a numerical andlinear utility function to the outcomes. More
formally, we suppose:
vil. For each player 1, there ts a numerical and linear utility function M; defined
over the set of outcomes YQ.
It is easy to see that we can combine conditions (vi) and (vii) into a
single condition, for by (vi) an outcomeis assigned to each play and by

(vii) a utility to each outcome, hence a utility, which we may denote by
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M(a), is assigned to each play a. The function M; defined over plays
is known asplayer 2’s payoff function. If we formally combine these conditions we have
vii’. For each player i there is a numerical and linear utility function M; defined
over the set of end points of the gametree.
It is important to recognize that M;is defined over the outcomeset and
not just over the direct returns received by player 7; it is a response to
the total situation and may therefore take into account what happensto
other players. In this fashion, such notions as altruism and spite are
included.
The system consisting of the first five parts of the rules of the game and

(vii’) is known as a game in extensive form.

Weobservethatit is not identi-

cal to the rules of the gamefor it includes the preference patterns of the
individuals participating in the game, and so introducing different individuals into a situation having the samerules will, in general, yield a different extensive form.
The original description of a gamein extensive form (see von Neumann
and Morgenstern [1947]) differs somewhat from and is less compact than
this one, which we have paraphrased from the formal definition given by
Kuhn [1953 6].
In this extensive description of a gameall the subtle differences between
games are apparent. No matter how intuitively similar two gamesare,
if there is a formal difference as given by therules or if the rules are the
same butthere are differences in individual preferencesit will show up at
this level of abstraction. At such a detailed level the problemsof analysis seem overwhelming. This is particularly true for many conflicts of
interest arising in economics and the othersocial sciences, where, at the
intuitive level, the moves do not fall into a pattern of well-specified,

temporally ordered moves.

In these situations, the timing of decisions

plays an important role. Now,it is true that such timing problems can
be cast into the game mould, either by admitting an infinity of alternatives at each move or by subdividing time into sufficiently small discrete
units. In the second case, a finite game in extensive form results if, for
example, we suppose that each player decides at each second whether to
make oneof a set of “‘positive’’ choices or not to take any action at that
point (whichis itself a choice). It is not difficult to see that such a construction reduces any timing problem into an extensive game, butit is
also clear that even the simplest such situation leads to an exceedingly
complex gametree.
A limited amount of theoretical effort has been spent on games in
extensive form. One group of papers has been concerned with the condi-
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tions on the extensive form necessary to ensure the existence of a pure

strategy equilibrium point (see sections 4.6 and 7.8).

Another, which we

shall not discuss, has been devoted to defining the notion that two extensive games are equivalent; the readeris referred to Dalkey [1953], Krentel,
McKinsey, and Quine [1951], McKinsey [1950 a], and F. B. Thompson
[1952]. A third group, whichis discussed at some length in sections 7.4
and 7.5, introducesan intuitively natural conceptof strategy which differs
from the one usually used, and the relations between these two strategy

concepts are explored.

Finally, Berge [1953 a, 5] has proposed a some-

whatdifferent concept of two-person extensive games which, among other
things, need not have a finite numberof alternatives at each move nor a
finite number of moves.
3.6 RATIONALITY AND KNOWLEDGE

Aswesaid in the last section, the players in the gameare to be characterized by three assumptions, only one of which has so far been given,
namely: each player has preferences over the outcomes which meet the
axioms of utility theory. The other two assumptions concern what the
players know andthe basis on which theyarrive at decisions.
Let us take up the question of knowledge first. It is assumed that:
vill. Each player is fully cognizant of the game in extensive form, 1.e., he zs fully
aware of the rules of the game and the utility functions of each of the players.
It hardly seems necessary to point out that this is a serious idealization
which only rarely is met in actual situations. If one systematically
examines the several features of a game in extensive form, it is clear that
human beings do not generally have the knowledge assumed.
Is there, then, any reason to pursue the theory of games further except
as a mathematical topic; can it possibly have any relevance to social
science? The answer Yes can be supported by three distinct reasons.
First, the theory can be used normatively to tell a person that this is the
knowledge he should acquire, and, once he hasit, the theory establishes
the decisions he should make in order to achieve certain specified ends.
Second, the knowledge assumption does not seem nearly so grave when we
move to the next level of abstraction—the normal form. Since most of
the theoryis actually at that level, we should not yet abandon it. Third,
it may be possible to weaken the knowledge assumptions of the classical
game model. In section 12.4 we shall briefly examine a model where
each of the players is supposed to have “‘misperceptions’’ concerning the
utility functions of the other players; in that model each player has only
partial knowledge of the entire postulated structure. We do not want to
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underestimate the difficulties arising from this knowledge assumption with
respect to social science applications, but we do argue that one should
examine more of the theory before making a judgment.
Finally, we must consider a “‘law of behavior’’ for the players. It
should be noted that nowhere in the eight conditions so far stated have we
introduced any principle of behavior; rather we have simply described a
set of conditions under which any law wepostulate must be operative.
Recall that for each of the players the word ‘‘preference’’ has already
entered as the underlyingrelation giving rise to the utility functions. We
then postulate that
ix. Of two alternatives which give rise to outcomes, a player will choose the one
which yelds the more preferred outcome, or, more precisely, in terms of the utility
function he will attempt to maximize expected utility.
The logical quality of this postulate bears some consideration. We
shall take it to be entirely tautological in character in the sense that the
postulate does not describe behavior but it describes the word ‘“‘preference.” With this interpretation, the problem isnot to attemptto verify
the postulate but rather to devise suitable empirical techniques to determine individual preferences. It is not the least bit obvious that the
‘‘preference’’ implicitly defined in (ix) will be the sameasthe “‘preference”’
defined by an arbitrarily given set of experimental operations, such as
asking a person to state his preferences amongthe set of outcomes. ‘The
alternative to the tautological interpretation is to accept certain experimental operations as defining “‘preferences’’ and then to attemptto verify
postulate (ix). This is basically much simpler for the experimentalist,
but experience indicates that it is not always successful.
The social scientist will immediately recognize that this is not an
entirely happystate of affairs, even if we take postulate (ix) to be tautological. ‘To make applicationsit will be necessary to devise ways to determine
those preferences which satisfy (ix). Since exhaustive testing of subjects
is impractical outside the laboratory, if even there, a psychological theory
is needed which will allow the prediction of utility functions from a
knowledge of the objective payoffs and from a relatively few measurements
or observations of the subjects. These underpinnings simply do notexist
at present, and it remains to be seen whether experimental psychologists
working with utility theorists can provide a satisfactory theory.
Postulate (ix) is often described as a postulate of rational behavior.
Thisis all right provided only that one does not impute to rationality more
than is contained in postulate (ix); there is a tendency for the word to
assume a derogatory character whichresults from forgetting the tautological character of the postulate. Of course, if one attempts to identify
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utility with some objective measure of the outcome, such as money, then
people are not generally rational in the sense of satisfying postulate (ix).
But this is irrelevant; it merely implies that the preference patterns of
people are not simply related to expected money returns.
3.7 PURE STRATEGIES AND THE NORMAL FORM
One wayto ascertain the outcome of a gamein extensive form is to let
the players play it and observe the outcome. Indeed, many would say
this is the only way, but they would be wrong,for in principle we could
cause each player to state in advance what he would do in eachsituation
which might arise in the play of the game. From this information for
each of the players, an umpire could carry out the play of the game without
further aid from the players and thereby determine the payoffs. Sucha
prescription of decision for each possible situation is known as a pure
strategy for a player.
For many gamesthe actual preparation of a pure strategy in a form an
umpire could use without ambiguity is a hopeless task; however, certain
simple examples of pure strategies are easily given, though in general they
would be poor ways to play. For example, if we suppose that each branch
stemming from a moveis given a number, 1, 2, - - - , 7, where r is the
number of branches, then one pure strategy is to take branch 1 at each
move. Another is to take the branch with the largest number. Indeed,
if player z has g different information sets, which we may number1,
2, °° ° , 4, then any pure strategy can be represented by a set of gq numbers, where the jth numberrepresents the branch chosen when, andif, the
play reaches the jth information set. Thus g-tuples of integers,
(y1, V25

7 > Iaq)s

represent pure strategies. For example, the strategy in which branch 1
is always taken is represented by

(1,1, ---°, 1).
But each y; has as its range only a finite number of integers, since each
move has only a finite number of branches, and there are only a finite
numberof y’s, namely g, so there are only a finite numberofstrategies.
Without any loss, we may label the strategies by numbers 1, 2, - - - , é,
where ¢ is the total number of strategies available to the player. The
number¢ is finite, but it need not be small. A game having but 10 information sets for a player and 10 branchesat eachsetis exceedingly simple,
but it can have millionsof essentially different strategies for the player.
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> The formulation and use of strategies can be simply illustrated for the game of

gops with three card suits (see section 3.4). Let us suppose player 1 employs the
following pure strategy which is independent of the behavior of player 2:
Card Appearing
in Deck

1
2
3

Card Played

2
3
1

For player 2 we shall suppose a more complex strategy in that it depends upon
player 1’s choice in thefirst move: for the first card turned up, player 2 matchesit,

and for the second card turned up he plays the larger of his remaining two cards

if player 1 used card 3 on the first move; otherwise he plays the smaller one.
From these we can ascertain what happensfor each of the six possible arrangements
of the deck:
Deck
123
132
213
231
312
321

Player 1
231
213
321
312
123
132

Player 2
123
123
231
231
312
312

Cards Won by Outcomefor
Player 1
1,2
1, draw on 2
2, draw on 3
2,1
1,2
2, draw on 1

Player1
Draw
Lose
Win
Draw
Draw
Lose

<

Let s; be the label for player z’s typical strategy choice, and S; be the
label for the set of all his possible strategy choices. Now, as we pointed
out, when each player hasselected a strategy, an umpireis in a position
to play the game and to determine the payoffs. That is to say, from the
given payoffs of the game in extensive form we may determine a payoff
function defined over n different variables, the zth having as its domain the
strategies available to playerz. First, if there are no chance movesin the
extensive game, the selection of the strategies (51, 59, °° * , Sn), one
strategy selected by each player, determines a play a. So we define 2’s
utility for this strategy complex as
M;(51, $29 °° 7 Sn) = M,;(q@).

If, however, there are chance moves, then theselection of the strategies
(51, 52, ° * * 5 Sn) does not uniquely determine a play, but rather thereis
a probability distribution overall possible plays (of course, the probability
for some plays may be 0). Denote by f(a) the probability of play e@
occurring. Now, as the payoff associated with thestrategies (51,52, °° - ,
Sn) we take the expected value! overall the plays, that is,
1 There has been some misconception that numerical utility is not needed at this
point but only whenthe notion of mixedstrategies is introduced, and that as far as pure
strategies are concerned we maystill deal with orderings of preferences. But, in the
case where there are chance moves, a linearutility function is necessary if we are to
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M;(s1, $2, °° * 5 Sn) = > pla) Mi(a).
Wearejustified in forming this sum because we have assumed the outcomes are measured in a linear utility, i.e., if outcomes a@ and B have
utilities 7;(a) and M,(@), then the utility of the outcome in whicheither
a or B arises, the former with probability » and the latter with probability
1 — p, is equal to pM;(a) + (1 — ~)M,;(6).
Observe that by meansof the strategy notion every gamein extensive
form has been reduced to a gameof the following form: each player has
exactly one move(a choice amonghis several strategies), and he makeshis
choice in the absence of any certain knowledge about the choices of the
other players. The payoff to the players is determined from the functions M; and the values of s;. This is a reduction of every game to a
simple standard form which is called the normal form of a game.
Whatsleight of hand is this? We began by abstracting parlor games
and arrived at the extensive form of a game, which,in general, led to an
oppressively complex game tree. For games of any reasonable complexity, the numberof possible trees and of variationsarising from different
information sets immediately led us to believe that thereis little hope of
finding detailed classifications of games in extensive form or of analyzing
player behavior at that level. Then, by introducing the idea of a pure
strategy, we suddenly reduceall games to a comparatively simple standard
form. ‘Thus, the sleight of hand is to trade the conceptual complexity
of a gametree for the numerical tedium oflisting all available strategies.
The reduction of any specific game, except the simplest, to normal form
is a task defying the patience of man; but, since the normal form of all
possible games is comparatively simple, one may hope to carry out successfully a mathematical examination ofall possible games in normal form.
The study of specific games may beclose to impossible, but it may now be
quite feasible to classify, analyze, and determine the featuresof all games.
For some empirical purposes that may be sufficient.
Wesee that the normal form of the gameis exactly the general problem
which was evolved and discussed in the introduction to the book: each
player has limited control over the variables which determine what he
shall receive, and each wishes to maximizehis return.
3.8 SUMMARY
Morethan half of this chapter was taken up with a detailed description
of the concepts required to present a conflict of interest in extended form.
assign a payoff to a selection of strategies, and, without such a payoff, the development
of the theory would be considerably more complex.
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The simplest prototype for the abstraction is a parlor game, but other
conflicts extending in time canalso be formulated in the same framework.
The formal structure of the conflict, the rules of the game, were presented
separately from the assumptions about the players involved. In essence,
the rules give all the formal relations among the players: who moves when,
what information he has when he moves, what alternatives are available
to him, and the ultimate outcome to each sequence of choices. More
formally, the rules of the game consist of:
i. A finite tree (whose nodes represent the moves, and whose branches
represent the alternatives available at each move) with a distinguished
node (which tells which move occursfirst).
ii. A labeling of each moveinto one of n + 1 classes, which tells which
of the n players, or chance, takes that move.
ili. A probability distribution over the branches of each moveassigned
to chance.
iv. A partition of each player’s moves into subsets (called information
sets) of moves which he cannotdistinguish from one another because of
imperfect information about what happened on previous moves.
v. An identification of corresponding branchesfor all the moves in each
of the informationsets (such must exist, otherwise the movesin an information set could be distinguished).
vi. An assignment of an outcomefrom a given set of possible outcomes
to each end point of the tree, i.e., to each possible sequence of choices.
Wenext introduced the three properties which are taken to characterize
the players. First, it was assumed that each player 7 has a pattern of
preference over the outcome set which satisfies the von Neumann and
Morgenstern utility axioms. Hence, his preferences can be represented
by a linear utility function M;. This assumption, (vii), was combined

with (vi) of the rules to give:

vii’. For each player z, there is a linear utility function, knownas his
payoff function, defined over the end points of the gametree.
The first five rules plus assumption (vii’) form what is known as a
game in extensive form.
The remaining two assumptions were:
vill. Each player is assumed to have full knowledge of the game in
extensive form: not only is he assumed to know therules of the game in
full detail, but also the payoff functions of the other players.
It was pointed out that this is a particularly strong assumption.
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ix. Each player is assumedto be “‘rational’’ in the sense that, given two
alternatives, he will always choose the one heprefers, i.e., the one with the
larger utility.
Although this assumption of rationality in game theory is often subjected to ridicule, logically it is not really an assumption but a tautology.
The knowledge assumption appears to be the real source of unreality in
the model; however, treating rationality as tautological does create serious
experimental complications.
The remainderof the chapter was devoted to the normal form of a game,
which is a radical conceptual simplification of the extensive form. It is
achieved by introducing the idea of a pure strategy: a detailed prescription
of what a player shall do in each eventuality. Given this notion, a game
in normal form consists of:
1. The set of n players.
li. m sets of pure strategies S;, one for each player.
ili. m linear payoff functions M;, one for each player, whose values
depend uponthestrategy choicesof all the players.
As in the extensive form, part of the description of the players is contained in the payoff functions and therest is given by a knowledge assumption (now of the game in normal form) and a rationality assumption.
Each player attempts to maximize his utility in a situation where his
outcome depends not only upon his choice, but upon the choices of each
of the other players; in turn, their choices are influenced by the choice
they think he is going to make,for they too are attempting to maximize a
function over which they do not have full control.

chapter 4

‘Two-PERSON
ZERO-SUM GAMES

4.1 INTRODUCTION
‘T'wo-person games play a central role in the whole theory of games.
Onepart of the present theory for games with more than twoplayersis
devoted to games in which cooperation amongthe playersis prohibited,
and theprincipal notion in that theory is a generalization of the important
equilibrium idea which arises very naturally in two-person games.
Another part of n-person theory assumes that the players are free to
cooperate to their mutual advantage. With this assumption, one
examines what happens in the two-person games which arise when a
coalition forms and it is opposed by the coalition consisting of all the
remaining players. These two reasons alone would be sufficient motivation to study the two-person case, but, of course, it is of interest in its
ownright, since much conflict of interest involves only two protagonists.
> In addition, both historically and in relation to other mathematical theories, the
two-person theory has played a more central role than the rest of game theory.
First, until Nash’s work in 1951 all equilibrium notions for n-person games rested

on the two-person theory.

Second, mathematics as a whole and two-person

theory in particular have received mutual benefit and stimulation from theinterplay between the methods of proof of the principal theorem of the two-person-

game (the minimax theorem) and the formulation of new variants of the Brouwer
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fixed-point theorem in topology and the development of the theory of convex

bodies. Third, the economic theories of linear programing and activity analysis
received much oftheir initial impetus from their interrelations with two-person

games. Fourth, Wald’s contributions to the theory ofstatistical decision functions
are intimately related to two-person theory. Indeed, it is quite possible that

ultimately the theory of gameswill be considered important in mathematics mainly
becauseofits historically significant relations to other parts of mathematics rather
than for its own sake. Finally, one should not fail to recognize that the mathematical elegance of the two-person theory has served to attract some mathema-

ticians to the study of mathematical applications in the behavioral sciences.
Thus, even if the final verdict should be that game theory has nothing substantial
to contribute to the social sciences—this we do not believe will be the case, but

assuming it so—the by-products of the two-person theory wouldstill be significant

for the social sciences.

<q

All that has been said about the role of two-person theoryis, in fact,
about a special class of two-person games: those which in normalized
form have a finite numberof purestrategies and have a special property
which later we shall call ‘‘zero-sum.’’ This chapter is devoted to this
class of two-person games.
To find what we mean by a two-person game in normalized form, the
reader need only specialize the general definition of section 3.7 to the
case n = 2. Thus, we have two players 1 and 2 and a game in which
each player has only one move—the moves are taken simultaneously or,
what amounts to the samething, they are taken in succession in such a
mannerthat the player who movessecond does not know the choice made
by the other player. We may denote the twosets of pure strategies as
follows:
§,;=A= {@1, Qo, mS » Xm},
So = B= {Bi, Bo,

7"

- Bn}.

The assumption that the game has a finite number of pure strategies is
built into the notation we haveused, for the number m denotes the number
of strategies available to player 1 and n the numberavailable to player 2.
To a strategy choice for each of the players, a; for player 1 and 8; for

player 2, there is a certain outconie which will be denoted O;;.

An out-

come O;; can take on a wide variety of possible interpretations, such as:

i. Player 1 pays player 2 $10.

il. Player 2 “‘wins” the game.
iii. Player 1 is killed and player 2 is maimed.
iv. Player 1 can choose any book he wants from player 2’s library.
v. Player 2 receives player 1’s record collection.
vi. Player 1, who is an employer, shuts down production for six weeks
and player 2, the set of employees, loses six weeks’ wages.
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vii. An honest coin is tossed; if heads occurs player 1 receives player 2’s
library, and if tails occurs player 1 gets player 2’s address book.
Three things should be noted: first, the one player does not always get
whatthe othergives up[see (iii) and (vi)]; second, the players need not be

individuals but may be aggregates of people [see (vi)]; and, third, the out-

come may not be a fixed payment but rather may depend upon chance
[see (vii)]. In the last case, the outcomeconsists of the several possibilities
each with a designated probability of materializing.
Since the normalized form of the rules of the game consists of just the
two strategy spaces A and B andtheset of associate outcomes, we may
symbolically represent them as follows:
Bi

Player 2’s Pure Strategies
Bet tt
BG
tt

Bn

a,

101.

O1

*°°

01;

-s

On

Player 1’s
Pure Strategies a;

O71

Oj

°° *

Oj}

+ * +

Oi

Om?

soe

Om;

a

Omn |.

a2

|Oo

Am Om

One

Oo;

*

+

Oon

Thus, player 1’s choice of strategy a; and player 2’s choice of strategy 6;
is equivalent to the choice of row z and column j. The outcome O;;
results from these choices.
Asin the general theory, the following assumptions are made:
1. Each player knows the alternatives available both to him and to his opponent,
and he knows how the outcome depends upon these choices, i.e., he knows the above
table.
li. If the outcome of the game involves a chance mechanism (case (vii) of the
examples of outcomes], then each player ts aware of the different possibilities
and their respective probabilities.
ill. Each player has a preference ordering over these outcomes, i.e., for any pair
of outcomes, he either prefers one to the otherorheis indifferent between
them, and these paired comparisons are consistent with regard to their
transitivity.!
iv. Each player knows his opponent’s preference pattern for the outcomes of the
game.
1 See section 2.2.
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It is obvious that these assumptions are very restrictive; it is equally
obvious how to generalize or relax them, provided that one does not
worry about creating an interesting theoretical superstructure. ‘These
assumptions havethevirtue that they do allow significant theory, and it
is felt that they possess sufficient generality to include many interesting
cases of interest conflict. Of course, the assumption that each player has
only one moveis notrestrictive, for it will be recalled that in section 3.7
we showed that any n-person extensive game with many moves can be
treated as a game with one moveperplayer, i.e., it can be put in normalized form.
Player 1, through his choice of an alternative from A, attempts to contro] the outcome accordingto his tastes, and player 2 similarly strives for
an outcome he desires by his choice from B. ‘The problem, then, is:
under the given conditions, what choices should the players make? Or alternatively, if you were player 1, what should you do in order to achieve your
desires? The study of two-person games amounts to formulating possible
meanings for these questions and giving answers to them. Ourfirst step
toward formulating the questionis to limit, for the time, the class of games
to which it applies—to limit it to those games wherethe oneplayer has a
preference pattern exactly opposite to that of his opponent.
4.2 STRICTLY COMPETITIVE AND NON-STRICTLY
COMPETITIVE GAMES

The analysis of some gamesis trivial and, presumably, inherently different from non-trivial ones. For example, if both players have the same
preference pattern over the outcomes, then everythingis trivial since both
players prefer the same outcome aboveall others. There is no conflict of
interest. It is doubtful that one should try to incorporate the analysis
of such games with, say, those of the opposite extreme: if player 1 prefers
outcome x to outcome y, then player 2 prefers y to x; and if 1 is indifferent
between x and y then so is player 2. In such cases, we say that players1
and 2 are strict adversaries of each other and that they havestrictly opposing
preference patterns for the outcomes of the game. If the players of a
game have strictly opposing patterns among the lotteries of outcomes,
then weshall call it a strictly competitive game.
Are there in fact such games? Orbetter, are there games for whichthis
category is not too gross a miscarriage of the mathematician’s privilege of
abstraction? One might be tempted to take war as the most extreme
example of interest conflict, but at the global level it is probably not
strictly competitive since both factions presumably prefer a draw to mutual
annihilation. However, an individual engagement or an air duel can
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perhaps be considered, as a first approximation, a strictly competitive
game. In the realm of less serious examples, many parlor games are
strictly competitive—atleast, the rules are designed to makethem strictly
competitive provided each player has a preference pattern that coincides
with some natural quantity attached to the outcomes. Actually, win-lose
parlor games are sometimes not played in a strictly competitive fashion,
for often a player will ignore an almost certain loss in order to take an
exciting risk or to impress his opponent with his audacity at bluffing.
Often, however, games in which oneplayer pays the other a money pavoff
will be assumed to be examples of strictly competitive games, which
amounts to supposing players whose utility for moneyis linear with money
(see footnote 2, p. 29).
> Care must be taken in treating games whose outcomes require monetary
exchangesas strictly competitive. Consider the following example: Outcome x

requires player 1 to pay player 2 $2, and outcome y requires 1 to pay 2 the sum of
$500 with probability 1499, and nothing with probability 49% 9 9. Depending
upon the players’ attitudes toward gambling we mayfind bothpreferring x to y,
or both y to x, or one x to y and the other y to x.2 Nonetheless, our general point

remains that there are some games which can be usefully treated as if they are

strictly competitive, and equally there are others such as the labor-management
game, the duopoly or duopsony game, the game of foreign trade between two

countries, etc., which should not be treated as strictly competitive if misleading
and erroneous conclusions are to be avoided.

It is true that we shall use the

strictly competitive theory as a building block to understand these more general
cases but not by ignoring the differences.
<
4.3, REASONING ABOUT STRICTLY COMPETITIVE GAMES

In this section, and for the remainder of the chapter, weshall restrict
our attention to strictly competitive games, i.e., to situations where the
lotteries of outcomes are appraised in strictly opposing manner. A
knowledge of the preference pattern of one player implies a knowledge of
the pattern of the other.
In the following example we shall suppose that the outcomeresults in
a money payment from player 2 to player 1, where a minussign (if any
existed) would represent a negative payment from 2 to 1, and hence a
(positive) payment from 1 to 2. Wesupposethatthe sole guidingprinciple for 1 is to get as much money from 2 as possible, and that for 2 the
motivation is to give 1 as little as possible. (We assume, of course, that
both players are required to play the game.) The exampleis:
2'The player’s attitudes toward gambling are sometimes pertinent even when the
outcomes associated with pairs of pure strategies are free of probabilistic elements,
since it will be shown thatit is often expedient for the players themselves to inject
probabilistic considerations into their choices of pure strategies.
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If player 1 chooses ag and player 2 chooses 83, then 2 pays 1 $8, since 8
is the entry of the second row andthe third column.
Let us first examine this game from player 1’s point of view. If player
1 knew what 2’s choice would be, there would be no difficulty in determining his best counterchoice:
If player 2’s choiceis:
By
Player 1’s best counterchoice is: a1
The return to 1 is:
18

Be
@30raQ4
4

B3
Qe
8

Ba
a4
25

Since the counterchoice does in fact depend upon player 2’s choice, and
since at this level of analysis that choice is not known,it is unclear what 1
should do. It is, therefore, “‘natural’’ for player 1 to attempt to see
whether his opponent’s analysis of the situation would lead to a specific
strategy choice for 2 which 1 would counter with the appropriate response,
e.g., if it turned out that 2 should clearly take 83, then 1 should take
a. Thus, player 1 is led to prepare a similar table for player 2’s best
counterchoice:
If player 1’s choiceis:
QQ, Qo 3
Player 2’s best counterchoice is: 83 81 Be

The return to player 1 is:

0

0

4

As Os
B3 B3

2

90

Again, player 2’s choice depends upon player 1’s choice, which would be
unknownto player 2, and therefore at this level of analysis player 1 has
no way of deciding upon the best strategy. We have a fully circular
argument.
Onthe other hand, these tabulations do suggest a possible resolution for
player 1. From the second tabulation, he sees that if he takes a, heis
assured an amount Q, similarly for a» and a5, but from a3 he can be sure
of 4 and from a, of 2. Let us say that the least amount he can receive
from a strategy choice is the security level of that choice. Strategy a3 has
the property that it maximizes player 1’s security level, i.e., by adopting a3
he can guarantee himself a return of at least 4, and noother strategy can
guarantee a return of as much as4.
Let us repeat this same argumenttakingplayer 2’s point of view. From
the first table it is seen that strategies 61, Be, 83, and 64 have security levels

for player 2 of —18, —4, —8, and —25 respectively; thus, 82 maximizes
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player 2’s security level. Strategy 82 has the property that it limits the
paymentreceived by 1 to at most 4, and no otherstrategy available to
player 2 limits 1 to that amount.
Thus, there appear to be good reasonsto expectplayer1 to use strategy
a3 and player 2 to use 82; however, these reasons would collapse into
nothing if the fact that player 1 could expect 2 to use GB» would lead him
to choose a strategy different from a3, or if player 2 were inducedto use a
strategy different from B» just because he expected 1 to use a3. Suchis
not the case, for if we return to the two tabulations wesee that a3 is the
best counterchoice against 8B», and conversely. Thus, we are led to say
that a3 and Be are in equilibrium in the sense that it does not behooveeither
player to changehis choice if the other does not change.
Returningto player 1’s point of view, we have singled out a3 as a likely
choice for 1 on the groundsthat it has the two properties:

1. It maximizes player 1’s security level.

li. It is the best counterchoice against the maximizer (62) of player 2’s
security level.
Should player 1 choose a3? Certainly (ii) is not a very convincing
argumentif player 1 has any reason to think that player 2 will not choose
Bo, which he might expect if he feels the above analysis exceeds 2’s capabilities. Also, (i) implies a rather pessimistic point of view; to be sure, a3
does guarantee at least 4, but it also yields at most 5. He might reason
that player 2 would be tempted to take 83, for the sum of paymentsin this
column is a minimum. Furthermore, $3 has the property that it is the
best counterchoice against strategy a4, and player 2 might anticipate that
1 would adopt a, since it yields the maximum row sum. Thus, player 1
can give a rationalization for 2 choosing 63, and thus he wouldselect a»
as the best counterchoice, and so he would expect a return of 8. One may
give player 1 pause by suggesting that player 2 might be aware ofthis
process of reasoning andthat, therefore, instead of taking 63 he will actually take 8,, which is best against ao, holding 1 down to a paymentof 0.
So it goes, for nothing prevents us from continuing this sort of ‘‘I-thinkthat-he-thinks-that-I-think-that-he-thinks - - - ” reasoning to the point
whereall strategy choices appear to be equally reasonable.
Whatthen should player 1 do? Even though he comesto therealization that a3 will guarantee him 4, that player 2 can hold him downto that
return by playing Be, and that a3 and B» are in equilibrium,it is still a
moot question whether he should play a3. If for any of numerous reasons
1 does not believe 2 will play Be, he would be ill-advised to play a3.
What should he do? Gametheory does not attempt to prescribe what he should
do! It does point out that player 1 can guarantee himself 4 by selecting
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a3 and that no other choice has as high a guarantee, but what 1 should do
the theory is careful to avoid saying.
One might argue: if it is pointed out to both 1 and 2 that a3 and B» are
in equilibrium, then 1 should choose a3. Possibly, but nothing in game
theory saysso. If we were player 1 in this case, we certainly would choose
a3, but we would notcall another “‘irrational’’ if he did otherwise. Even
if we were temptedatfirst to call an a3-non-conformist ‘‘irrational,’’ we
would have to admit that player 2 might be “‘irrational’’ in which case it
would be “rational’’ for player 1 to be “‘irrational’’—to be an a3-nonconformist. We belabor this point because wefeel that it is crucial that
the social scientist recognize that game theory is not descriptive, but rather
(conditionally) normative. It states neither how people do behave nor
how they should behave in an absolute sense, but how they should behave
if they wish to achieve certain ends. It prescribes for given assumptions
courses of action for the attainment of outcomes having certain formal
‘‘optimum” properties. ‘These properties may or may not be deemed
pertinent in any given real world conflict of interest. If they are, the

theory prescribes the choices which must be made to get that optimum.
4.4 AN A PRIORI DEMAND OF THE THEORY

In the preceding section we noted a particular property of the pair of
strategies (a3, 82) which we may formalize as a demandto be met by any
theory ofstrictly competitive games. It seems plausible that, if a theory

offers a;, and 6;, as suitable strategies, the mere knowledge of the theory

should not cause either of the players to changehis choice: just because the
theory suggests 6;, to player 2 should not be groundsfor player 1 to choose
a strategy different from a;,; similarly, the theoretical prescription of a;,
should not lead player 2 to select a strategy different from 8;,. Put in
terms of outcomes, if the theory singles out (a;,, 8;,), then:

i. No outcome O;;, should be more preferred by 1 to O;,;,.

ii. No outcome O;,; should be morepreferred by 2 to O;,;,.

Any a;, and 6;, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) are said to be in equilzbrium, and the a priori demand made on the theory is that the pairs of
strategies it singles out shall be in equilibrium.
There is no serious loss of generality if we replace the outcomes O;; by
their utilities a;; for player 1 and b;; for player 2. Since the two players
have strictly opposed preferences for lotteries of outcomes, the utility of
the first person is in effect exactly the negative of the utility of the second
one. ‘The only ambiguity that exists is in the value of the units and zeroof these functions, which are not determined in the von Neumann-
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Morgenstern theory of utility. Since, in the present context of noncooperative games, we shall have no occasion to compareutilities in any
way, it does not matter what choices we make of units and zeros. Thus,
we may choose them so that
aij = — bj;.

In other words, the strictly competitive game may be represented in such
a fashion that the sum of utility payments to the playersis zero:
aij + b; = 0.

For this reason, strictly competitive games are known as zero-sum games,
and weshall use these two terms interchangeably. Clearly, it is sufficient
to present the matrix of payments ofthe first player.
It is not difficult to show that the pair (@;,, 8;,) is in equilibrium if and
only if
Zinjg = max aijg = min Qinjs
t

Jj

thatis, the entry a;,;, is the maximum ofits column j9 and the minimum of
its row zo. For example, in the game discussed in section 4.3, (@3, 82) is
in equilibrium since the entry 4 in the third row and the second column
is the maximum ofits column and the minimum ofits row.
This notion of an equilibrium pair, though abstractly arrivedat, is not
a pure figmentof the theoretical mind; it has its counterpart in such practical affairs as battles. Haywood [1950, 1954] has explored the relation
between military-decision doctrine and two-person zero-sum gametheory.
A military commander may approach decision with either of two philosophies.
He mayselect his course of action on the basis of his estimate of what his enemy

1s able to do to oppose him.

Or, he may makehis selection on thebasis of his esti-

mate of what his enemy zs going to do. The formeris a doctrine of decision based
on enemy capabilities; the latter, on enemy intentions.

The doctrine of decision of the armed forces of the United States is a doctrine
based on enemy capabilities. A commanderis enjoined to select the course of
action which offers the greatest promise of success in view of the enemy capabilities. [1954, pp. 365-366.]
If, and this is a big if, a military situation can be viewed as a two-person
zero-sum game, then this philosophy can be translated into the rule:
maximize one’s security level. If both commanders evaluatethesituation
in the same wayandif both adoptthis philosophy, then the outcomeis an
equilibrium pair, provided such a pair exists. ‘These points heillustrates
by two examples drawn from World WarII; we shall examine one: the
Battle of the Bismark Sea.
In the critical stages of the struggle for New Guinea, intelligence reports
indicated that the Japanese would movea troop and supply convoy from
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the port of Rabaul at the eastern tip of New Britain to Lae, whichlies
just west of New Britain on New Guinea. It could travel either north
of New Britain, where poorvisibility was almost certain, or south of the
island, where the weather would be clear; in either case, the trip would
take three days. General Kenney had the choice of concentrating the
bulk of his reconnaissance aircraft on one route or the other. Once
sighted, the convoy could be bombed until its arrival at Lae. In daysof
bombing time, Kenney’s staff estimated the following outcomes for the
various choices:
Japanese Strategies
Northern Route

Southern Route

2
1

2
3

Kenney’s Strategies:
Northern Route
Southern Route

It is easily seen that there is one equilibrium point: (northern route,
northern route), with an expectation of two days of bombing. These in
fact were the choices made; the convoy wassighted about one dayafterit
sailed; and the Japanese suffered severe losses. However, as Haywood
emphasizes, ‘‘Although the Battle of the Bismark Sea endedin a disastrous
defeat for the Japanese, we cannot say the Japanese commandererred in

his decision.””

[1954, p. 369.]

Given the total strategic situation, which

was not particularly bright for him, his choice was wise in the sense that
his northern route strategy was at least as good as his southern route
strategy against either one of Kenney’s strategies.

4.5 GAMES WITH EQUILIBRIUM PAIRS
There are a numberof questions that come to mind about equilibrium
pairs: questions of existence, uniqueness, and properties that they may
possess. ‘These we must examine.
i. Do all strictly competitive games have equilibrium pairs?
~

The answer is No. This is easily seen by exhibiting an array, [a;,],
where there is no entry which is both the minimum of its row and the
maximum of its column, for example,

> 4]

Thus, we are forced to divide the totality of zero-sum games into two
classes: those which have an equilibrium pair and those which do not.
Wepostponediscussion of games of the latter type to sections 4.7 and 4.8.
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u. Lf a game has an equilibrium pair, is this pair necessarily unique, or may
there be several equilibrium pairs?
No, such pairs are not unique.
4
3

For example, in the game
5
0

4
1

both (a1, 8,) and (a@;, 83) are equilibrium pairs.
il. Does the existence of several equilibrium pairs in a game cause any difficulty
in the sense of creating a conflict of interest among them?

Twosourcesof difficulty seem a priori possible.

Suppose (a;,, 6;,) and

(a;,, 8;,) are equilibrium pairs. If a;,;, were greater than a;,;,, then player
1 would prefer the first pair and player 2 the second. ‘Thus, the solution
of some games would be another game in which the conflict centered
about the equilibrium points of the first game. Second, however we
might chooseto resolve thefirst difficulty, there certainly is the possibility
that player 1 would choose a, and player 2 B;,. Is (aj), 8;,) also an
equilibrium point?
Fortunately, allis well. If (@;,, B;,) and (a@;,, 8;,) are equilibrium pairs,
then it can be shown? that:

1. (@%,, Bj,) and (a@;,, B;,) are also in equilibrium.

2. Gingy = Gig = Fight = Firjo

Because of these results, it is appropriate to call a; an equilzbrium strategy
for player 1 if there exists a strategy 6; such that (a; 8;) is an equilibrium
pair. ‘The results may then be paraphrased as saying that any pair of
equilibrium strategies, one for each player, is an equilibrium pair, andall
equilibrium pairs give rise to outcomes with the same utility payment.
To phrase the next two questions we must generalize the definition of
security level given in the discussion of the example (section 4.3). We
shall call min a;; the security level for player1 of strategy a;, since if he chooses
j

a; he cannot receive less than min a;;.
j

$ The proofs are simple: We knowthat(ai, 8j9) is an equilibrium pair if and onlyif

Gijy < aiggg < aij, for alliandj.

pair implies a;;, £ aij, £ aij, so
Qiojo

<

Similarly, the fact that (a;,, 8;,) is also an equilibrium

<

<

Qioj1 < Gigi S Gisjo S ojo-

Since the same numberappears bothat the left and theright, all the inequalities must
be equalities, which proves 2.

for all ¢ andj.

Gi,

To show (aj, 8;,) is an equilibrium pair, we note

<

<

Gig, = Foj, = 2iojg S Fiods
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iv. Does an equilibrium strategy maximize a player’s security level?
By this question we mean: if a@;, is one of player 1’s equilibrium strategies,
then does it have the property that the security level for any otherstrategy
a; is not greater than that for a;,?

‘The answer is Yes.4

Sincethere is an

equilibrium pair (a@;,, 8;,), the security level of a,, is
min Qing = Giojos
J

SO

max (min ai;) = Qinjo
2

J

The strategy a;, is said to be a maximin strategy since 79 has the property
that it is a maximizer over z of the expression min
; a;;.
For player 2, an analogoussituation obtains.

Let max a;; be called

the security level of strategy 8;, and so, to obtain the best security level,
player 2 should choose 8; to minimize max a;;. It follows readily that 2
can achieve this goal by choosing an equilibrium strategy 8;, and that
this choice gives a security level of max a;j;, = @jgj,. Thus,
i
min (max a;;) = Qinjo
Jj

t

The strategy 6, is said to be a minimaxstrategy.

Wehave thus shownthatif there exists an equilibrium pair (a;,, 8;,),
then
max 4;;, = min (max a;;) = max (min a;;) = min aij, = aig;
2

J

+

t

Jj

J

To summarize, an equilibrium strategy not only attains the best security
level for player 1 butit is also good against that strategy of player 2 which
attains his best security level.
v. If a strategy maximizes a player’s security level, ts ct an equiltbrium strategy?
4 To see this assertion, we note that

(Security level of aj.) = aipjp 2 aij, 2 (Security level for a;, any 2).
5 The existence of an equilibrium pair is seen to imply
min (max aij) = max (min aij),

j

i

tj

i.e., the operators min and max are commutative.
J

1

From the above argumentit can

also be seen that the converse holds: that if the operators are commutative, then an
equilibrium pair exists. Incidentally, it is not customary to include the parentheses,
as we have donefor greater clarity, but rather to write min max a;j; = max min ajj.
j
i
ar)
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The answer cannot be an unqualified Yes, since a strategy yielding the
best security level is always defined, whereas some games do not have
equilibrium pairs. But, if a game has an equilibrium pair, then the
answer is Yes. Operationally, therefore, one can search for equilibrium
strategies by first finding those strategies which attain the best security
level. Unless it is known that the game has an equilibrium pair, it is
necessary to verify that these maximizers of security level do result in
equilibrium pairs.

*4.6 EQUILIBRIUM PAIRS IN EXTENSIVE GAMES
Since, as we have seen, not all games in normalized form have equilibrium pairs, the following question is natural: If a gameis given in extensive form,is it possible to tell directly from the gametree structure (without computing the normal form) whether or not optimal—minimax and
maximin—strategies exist? It turns out that it is not too difficult to
show that they exist for such games as chess, checkers, and ticktacktoe,
and indeed for any games with perfect information (von Neumann and
Morgenstern [1947]). It will be recalled (section 3.2) that a game has
perfect information if at any movethe player has complete and unambiguous information concerning the choices made at previous moves. This
condition is sufficient, but it is by no means necessary; for a necessary and
sufficient condition see Dalkey [1953].
To see intuitively that perfect information is sufficient, we may argue
as follows: At a terminal choice point—we are assuming that all games
have a stopping rule, and this enables us to work backwards—the player
whose moveit is will naturally adopt the choice which suits him best.
Thus, since the last choice is determinate, we may as well delete it and
place the appropriate payoff directly at the terminal move position. If
this is done for each terminal move, the penultimate moves now play the
role of terminal moves, and so the process may be carried backward to the
starting point. The crux of the argument, which incidentally indicates
where the assumption of perfect information is needed, depends upon the
fact that in any partial play of the extensive game the players are precisely aware of their position in the gametree.

4.7 GAMES WITHOUT EQUILIBRIUM PAIRS
For games with equilibrium pairs, we have seen that we can demand
that the theory lead to such pairs. There remains, however, the nontrivial case of games without equilibrium pairs. One tool that we know
exists for all games are the maximin and minimax strategies—the ones
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Let us examine how they
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which does not have an equilibrium point. By choosing a player 1
obtains his maximum security level of 2, and player 2 attains his, 3, by
choosing 8}. Not only do ag and f; attain the maximumsecuritylevels,
but 81 is good against ag. These two arguments tend to reinforce player
1’s belief that player 2 will choose 81, in which case 1 is better off taking
a, than a. But, if player 2 follows this argument, then he clearly will

take B2 rather than 6;.

That being the case, player 1 should take ag,ete.

This cyclic effect is all the more reason why both players should stick to
the maximin and minimaxstrategies, in which case player 1 should defect
to a1, etc., and we go aroundincircles again.
Such an argument seems to force us to assert that player 1 should be
indifferent between a; and a2.

If so, then he should be willing to toss a

coin to decide between them. Clearly, if player 2 chooses 61, then tossing
a coin is preferable to a2; if 2 chooses Bo, tossing the coin is preferable to
aj.

But if 1 does not know whether f; or B2 will be chosen, should he

prefer a toss of the coin in preference to either a) or ag?

After all, we

have argued ourselves into the position where weare indifferent between
a, and a, so whathelp is tossing a coin to decide?

‘The answeris thatit

raises the security level. Let us see how.
If 8; is used, then player 1 receives 3 with probability 14 and 2 with
probability 14, which is certainly preferable to a certainty of 2. If Be is
chosen, then player 1 receives 1 with probability 44 and 4 with probability
14. In this case the direction of preference is less clear, but we note that
the expected value of the gamble is 5. Can onesaythis is preferred to 2?
Certainly there is no such assurance if we are talking about money, but
this difficulty is avoided by assuming that these numbersareutilities, i.e.,
numbers which arose from the individual’s preference patterns over outcomes which may have been moneyor other stimuli. As we pointed out
in Chapter 2, if the preference pattern over gamblessatisfies certain consistency requirements, then the expected value of the utility function
represents the preferences. Thus, the gamble with the expected value
54 is preferred to the sure thing of 2, even though in the gamble player1
may get as little as 1. If this were not so, we would have to conclude
that the numbers 1, 2, and 4 are inappropriate numerical indices of the
subjective worth—utility—of the outcomes they purportto reflect.
Perhaps the argument that a chance event such as thetoss of a coin
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may raise the security level can be reinforced by noting that it enables
player 1 to hedge against the 1 entry with the 4 entry in the second column, just as one mayraise one’s “‘security level” in betting on the horses
by not placing all of one’s money on single horse.
The technique of considering a probability mixture of pure strategies
in order to raise a player’s security level turns out to have somestartling
and elegant consequences. Von Neumannexploited this notion to create
a beautiful order among those zero-sum games without equilibrium points
—an order quite analogous to that exhibited by games with equilibrium
points.
Let us denote the strategy of choosing a; and a, each with probability
V6 by (44a, Mae), or in the general case where the probabilities are
x, and x2 by (x1@1, x2a@2). Since the numbers x; and x2 form a probability

distribution over the two alternatives we know that x; 2 0, x2 2 0, and

x1 + x2 = 1.

The strategy of choosing a; with probability x; and ae

with probability xo, i.e., (x1@1, x2@2), is called a mixed (or randomized)
strategy to contrast it with a pure strategy such as choosing a;. It isa
‘“‘mixture”’ of pure strategies. Of course, each pure strategy is a special
case of a mixed strategy in which all the weight is on one component.
If player 2 chooses the pure strategy 81, then player 1’s expected value
from: the mixed strategy (x10, x2@2), i.e., his utility for the lottery (+1011,
x20 12), is 3x1 + 2x2, whereasif 2 chooses Bo it is 1xy + 4xe. The security
level of the mixed strategy is then the minimum of these two quantities.
Since (144a1, 4a) gives rise to an expected value of 54 for both 8; and Be,
its security level is 94. It can be shown that no other mixed strategy
(x1@1, xa) has as high a security level, so (14a), a2) is said to be player
1’s maximin strategy in the mixed strategy sense.
For player 2 we havesimilar concepts. If y; and y2 form a probability
distribution, (y181, y282) represents the mixed strategy whichselects B
with probability y; and 62 with probability ye = 1 — y;. Player 1’s
return when he selects a; against this mixed strategy is 3y; + lye and
whenheselects ag it is 2y,; + 4yo. Player 2’s security level with the given
mixed strategy is the maximum of 3y,; + lyg and 2y; + 4yo.

It can be

shown that:2 attains his best security level with (3481, 1482), and so this

is called 2’s minimax strategy in the mixed strategy sense. For this strategy, the
return to player 1 when he choosesa, is (34)3 + (4)1 = 5% and when
he choosesag it is (34)2 + (44)4 = %.
In summary, then, there exists a number 54, a mixedstrategy (14a,

lgae) for player 1, and .a mixed strategy (3461, 4482) for player 2 such
that

i. (14401, 4a) gives player 1 a security level of 54, and no other mixed
strategy has a better security level for him.
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ii. (3461, 1462) gives player 2 a security level of 54, and no other mixed
strategy has a better security level for him.
iil. ‘hese two mixed strategies are in equilibrium in the sense that there
is no advantage for one player to change from his strategy if the other
player holds his strategy choice fixed.
The first statement says that by playing his mixed strategy player 1 can
be certain of an expected (utility) return of at least 54, and the second one
says that player 2 can hold him down to at worst that expectation by
playing his mixed strategy. The final statement says that neither can
improve his expectations by changing his choice of mixed strategies.
4.8 THE MINIMAX THEOREM
The gist of this section is an informal statement of the central theorem of
two-person zero-sum theory; in effect, it says that the analysis given in the
last section of a specific example did not rest on any peculiar features of
that example, but that the same properties hold for any zero-sum (strictly
competitive) game. In Appendix 2 a self-contained and rigorousstatement of this theorem is given, and if the reader desires more formality
at this point he should turn to that appendix.
Let us first recall the result that holds for strictly competitive games
which have an equilibrium pair among pure strategies (sections 4.4
and 4.5):

There exists a number v, a pure strategy (a maximin strategy) for player 1 which

guarantees him at least v, and a pure strategy (a minimax strategy) for player 2
which guarantees that player 1 gets at most v. These pure strategies are in equilibrium, and any pair of pure strategies which are in equilibrium yield a maximin and
a minimax strategy for t and 2 respectively.

Nowlet us considerall strictly competitive games with a finite number

of pure strategies, whether or not they have equilibrium pairs. It is
clear that we shall want to generalize the notion of a mixed (or randomized) strategy as given in the last section. If player 1 has m purestrategies
Qi1, @2, * * * , @m, then a mixed strategy is a probability distribution over
m points, i.e., it is a set of m numbers x1, x9, * °° , xm such that
x, 20

for? =1,2,-°-,m,

and

xy txot ++: +x, = 1.

The mixed strategy can be symbolized by (x1a1, xea2, °° * , %mQm).
A similar definition holds for the mixed strategies of player 2, except that
the probability distribution is over n points.
The principal theorem—known as the minimax theorem—asserts that
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the italicized assertion for games with equilibrium pairs is valid for all
zero-sum games with a finite number of purestrategies provided that the
domains of chotce of the players is enlarged from their sets of pure strategies to their
sets of mixed strategies.
The mixed strategies isolated by the theorem are called maximin and
minimax strategies, and, extending the previous terminology, they are said
to form an equilibrium pair. As with games having pure strategy equilibrium pairs, the value v in the theorem is unique and any maximinstrategy
together with any minimax strategy forms an equilibrium pair. ‘Thus,

there does notresult any conflict of interest among the equilibrium mixed

strategy pairs. ‘This unique numberz is called the value of the two-person
zero-sum game.
At about the time von Neumann proved that every two-person zerosum game has an equilibrium point when randomizedstrategies are permitted, at least two other authors had also cometo realize the importance
of randomization in analyzing games, but they failed to achieve this
central theorem. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, Borel in the early ’20’s
published several papers on games in which randomization played a
crucial role. Later, but independently of both Borel and von Neumann,
R. A. Fisher, who introduced randomization so effectively in experimental
design, came up with the sameideato resolve an old enigma in the game
“le Her’ which had earlier attracted somescientific attention through an
exchange between Nicolas Bernoulli and Monyfor. Both men had
agreed that in reality each player had only two reasonable (technically,
undominated) strategies and that the resulting two by two gamelacked a

pure strategy equilibrium point.

Fisher [1934] showed that by introduc-

ing randomization “the chances of the gamearestabilized at the saddle,”’
which is to say that he stated and proved the minimax theorem for the
two by two cases, but apparently he was unaware of its generalization.
> Oneinteresting result on the utility of money rests upon the preceeding analysis

of strictly competitive games.

itG.

Suppose that a money payoff matrix is given; call

From player 1’s pointof view,it is not this gameheis playing but rather the

one obtained by substituting his utility for money for the monetary payoffs in G.

If u denotes his utility function, then welet u(G) denote his utility payoff matrix
for the given monetary game. Now, observe that if we add the same constant
amount of money, /, to each entry in G weleave the objective strategic problem

unchanged. If we let E be a payoff matrix whichis the samesize as G but has 1
for every entry, then the payoff obtained by addingA to each entry ofG is given by
G+ hE. The corresponding utility payoff for player 1 is, of course, u(G + hE).
The question raised by Kemenyet al. [1955] is: What possible form may uw takeif

it is strictly increasing and differentiable function of money (both very plausible
conditions) and if the set of maximin strategies in u(G) is the same as that in

u(G + hE)? Thelatter condition is assumed to hold for all possible monetary
payoff matrices G and for all values of h. They show that u mustbeeither linear
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or exponential with money,or, to be more exact,if x denotes the monetaryvariable,
then either
u(x) = ax + 3,
where a > 0,

or

u(x) = ae’ + ¢,

where ab > 0.

The primary assumption leading to these conclusions is that the twosets of
maximin strategies should be the same. Put in another and more intuitive way,
it requires that the absolute level of a person’s wealth—which is what changes
when a constant amount is added to each payoff entry—shall not result in a
utility payoff which alters his strategic considerations. As a normative condition,
this is acceptable andinteresting; as a description of behavior, it is very doubtful.
Absolute levels of wealth do appear to influence behavior.
<
4.9 COMPATIBILITY OF THE PURE AND MIXED
STRATEGY THEORIES

Although there is no conflict of interest among the mixed strategy
equilibrium pairs nor among the pure strategy equilibrium pairs when
they exist, one might fear that there would be between the twoclasses of
equilibrium pairs. In other words, one mightfear that the mixed strategy
theory and the purestrategy theory would differ for those games having a
purestrategy equilibrium pair, that the optimal security level using mixed
strategies would differ from that using pure strategies. It can be shown
that this is not the case. Furthermore, the pure strategy equilibrium
pairs are also mixed strategy equilibrium pairs; hence, with respect to
the best security levels and equilibrium pairs, no complications result by
introducing mixed strategies into games with pure strategy equilibrium
pairs.
It remains true, however, that even thougha player has a pure equilibrium strategy andrealizes it, he may havereasonsto play differently if he
thinks that his opponent maynotplay an equilibrium strategy. One may
depart from an equilibrium strategy to exploit an opponent’s supposed
ignorance, but it may be sensible to use a mixed strategy as a hedge
against extremely unfavorable situations and against the possibility that
one’s opponent has moreinsight into one’s behavior than anticipated.
It will be recalled that we have gotten to this point by the following
chain of steps. In section 4.4 we set up an a priort demandof any theory
leading to pure strategy selections, and we showed that this meant that
an acceptable theory would have to single out equilibrium pairs. In
section 4.5 we established,first, that notall strictly competitive games have
pure strategy equilibrium pairs, and, second,that, in those games whichdo,
they are substantially interchangeable, since an equilibrium strategy from
each player results in an equilibrium pair andall equilibrium pairs have
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the same security level. For games without equilibrium pairs, we were
led in section 4.7 to use mixedstrategies, and all of the above statements—
including the a priori demandof section 4.4—hold in the general case with
the mere substitution of mixed for pure strategies. Furthermore, the two
notions are in agreement whenthereis a pure strategy equilibrium pair.
Thus, we are led to say that any adequate theory ofstrictly competitive
two-person gamesshould single out mixed strategy equilibrium pairs, and,
since they are all substantially equivalentin the sense of leading to the same
security level, we are led to accept the equilibrium pairs as the theory of
such games.
4.10 ON THE INTERPRETATION OF A MIXED STRATEGY
Whatwehavejust related is certainly mathematically above reproach,
but the skeptical reader may question whether it possesses any meaning
conceptually. What does it mean to select a mixed strategy and would
one ever really choose one?
As to the meaning, this depends very greatly upon one’s interpretation
of probability. We shall take the point of view that the selection of a
pure strategy by meansof a mixed strategy is equivalent to performing an
experiment. Let us suppose player 1 has the purestrategies a}, a2, °° ,
Qm, and let x be the symbolic representation of the mixed strategy where

player 1 adopts one and only one purestrategy, but where the probability
of adopting a;is x;, 1.e.,
K = (xXjQ@), X22, °° * 5 XmOm).
To employ x we say that player 1 must perform an experiment in which
he partitions a set of possible outcomes into m mutually independent and
exhaustive events whose probabilities are x1, x2, - - * , xm and to which
he associates the strategies aj, @2, °° * , @m, respectively. In practice
one might use a table of random numbers for this purpose; however, for
didactic purposes it is more convenient to take the following ‘“‘physical’’
experimentas typical. The playeris given a “‘fair’’ spinner centered at a
disk of unit circumference, and he partitions the circumference into m
arcs of lengths x1, x2, °° * , xm. If the spinner comesto rest in the zth
arc of length x; (some arcs may be of zero length), then strategy a; is
adopted, Weshall refer to this experiment as experimentx.
Let x‘” denote one of player 1’s maximin mixedstrategies, and let us
supposethatat time fg he sets up but does not perform the experimentx .
At time f; > fp experiment x ®) is performed, yielding the pure strategy
he will use later at time ¢2 when the gameis played. Let v(x) denote the
security level associated with the mixed strategy x,1.e., it is the minimum
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utility expected by player 1 against all the mixed strategies available to
player 2. Clearly, in the interval from fo to ¢, (prior to conducting
experiment x °) player 1’s security level is v(x”). At time ¢) the spinner
yields some pure strategy, say ag; thus, from ¢; to tg player 1’s security
level is changed to v(a¢).
Now, if we are motivated solely by security levels, as might be the case,
we may be quite unhappy with the outcome of the spinner—it may be
that some other strategy, say a9, has a much highersecurity level than
ag—and so we may be temptedat fy to adopt a pure strategy different from
the one dictated by the spinner! But, if we are going to tamper with our
fate as given by the experiment, whybesosilly as to construct and perform
the experimentin the first place? After all, if we are cognizant that we
will not abide by the experiment x”, then oursecurity level is not v(x‘)
from fp to ¢.

Indeed, let us suppose that the player is offered one of two options:
In option 1 he does not have the privilege of ignoring the dictate of the
spinner, and in option 2 he need notfollow its dictates. Since option 2
includes all the possibilities available to him under option 1, plus others,
it would seem that it should be preferred. In that case, a critic of the
randomized strategy concept can argue that between ¢, and ¢2 the player
knows what pure strategy the spinner has selected, and so the mixed
strategy x‘) used to arrive at it is strategically irrelevant. One must
compare that pure strategy on its own merits with the other purestrategies.
Consequently, the concept of a mixed strategy is a convenient mathematical tool but it completely fails to be realistic.
‘The most common counterargument in defense of mixed strategies is
the observation that they withhold from our opponents knowledge of the
pure strategy we will use. ‘This, it.1s contended, is important, for such
knowledge can be exploited. Although granting that this is often a pertinent point, some authors feel that it certainly cannot be a complete
defense, for mixed strategies are appropriate even when we knowthat the
other playeris not in any way concerned with one’s behavior. ‘This may occur
if the other player is not aware of the game payoffs, or in games against
nature. But, if the defense of mixed strategies should not be confined
solely to a secrecy argument, what should it be based on? The supplementary defense is that, psychologically, option 1 should be preferred to
option 2, contrary to our assumption above, just because it does not permit us to fall prey to our humanfrailty. It is not unlike the person who
wants to go on a diet. He announceshis intention, or accepts a wager
that he will not breakhis diet, so that later he will not be free to changehis
mind and to optimize his actions accordingto his tastes at that time—e.g.,
to eat an ice-cream sundae.
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There are some whofeel strongly that this argument is spurious and
who contend that the only valid argument for randomization in games
rests on the secrecy aspect. When we discuss games against nature and
statistical inference in Chapter 13, we shall have occasion to deal again
with the conceptual pros and cons of randomization. For example, we
shall describe Chernoff’s [1954] eloquent defense for using pure strategies
in statistical decisions, but we must point out that many statisticians
remain unconvinced.
A strategy which is good in the total context of the conflict of interest
may appearto be poorin a limited context. In evaluating strategies this
distinction between contexts is, of course, important, but it is often difficult to maintain when considering particular cases. This is particularly
true after the outcome of the game is known and the wisdom ofthe choices
is under consideration. The problem can be vividly illustrated by two
military examples. Compare the role of an aerial strategist whoselects
one of several strategies for fighter pilots in dog fights with the roles of the
pilots themselves. Suppose thestrategist has arrived at a mixedstrategy
x, which he tells to a briefing officer who in turn determines a pure
strategy for each pilot. This the briefing officer does by performing the
experiment x (presumably in private) and then instructing each pilot
in the strategy he is to assume. The conflict of point of view becomes
apparent if we suppose the experiment has led to an unhappystrategy
for a pilot with whom thebriefing officer is friendly. From thestrategic
point of view the mixed strategy is profitable. From the individual point
of view it does not seem so. ‘This example may seem special in that there
will probably be many simultaneous occurrences of the same game, and
so a mixed strategy would mean, roughly, the fraction of games in which
each strategy is employed. Actually, however, the argumentis just as
valid for a single foray. A mixed strategy will still be considered best (in
the sense of security level) to the military strategist—but perhaps not to
the pilot who has to adopt the specific pure strategy dictated by the outcome of the experiment.
Asthe second example, imagine a congressional investigation of a military commander, or an agency chief, who has adopted a specific pure
strategy which has been ruinous. What would be the reaction if his
defense hinged onthe fact that he adopted this pure strategy by a throw of
dice? Or equally, imagine a commandersoill advised that on being commended for a brilliant successful strategic move disclosed the fact that
his choice had resulted from the toss of a coin. Unfortunately, the
strategist is often evaluated in terms of the outcome of the adopted
choice rather than in termsofits strategic desirability in the whole risky
situation.
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4.11 EXPLOITATION OF OPPONENT’S WEAKNESSES
Let us suppose that the value of a gameto player 1 is v, and that he can
achieve this by playing the optimal (maximin) mixed strategy x .
Even tf player 2 does not employ his optimal strategy, there are many games
where 1’s return will be v or only slightly more than v if he plays x;
hence we are led to consider how a player may exploit his opponent’s
‘‘mistakes.”? Weshall still assume a conservative philosophy by concentrating on security levels.

Payoff

Curve of payoffs
corresponding to x

a a ee a ee ae 4

v(x)

|

y

Player 2’s strategy domain
Fic. 1

It will be helpful to employ the pictorial representation shownin Fig.1.
Let each point on the horizontal axis represent symbolically a pure or
mixed strategy for player 2, and let the vertical axis represent the payoffs
to player 1 when he employs the strategy x. Thus, to each y for player 2
there is a value M,(x, y) for player 1; therefore for each x we can draw
a curve representing the payoff to 1 as the strategy for 2 varies overits
domain. Each such curveis associated with a specific strategy x, so when
we wish to consider more than onestrategy for player 1, we shall have to
deal with several curves, each labeled by its associated strategy.
In Fig. 2, strategy x“! is clearly as good as x”) for all values of y, and
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for some y’s it is better. In such a case wesay that x) is inadmissible and
that it is dominated by x‘. If the curves are as in Fig. 3 we cannot conclude that either strategy dominates the other. It is true that x“is

better than x‘*), for all y’s not in the neighborhoodof the strategy y,
-—

\
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but it is possible that player 2 is aware of this and so will adopta strategy
in that neighborhood.
Even if both xand x are optimalstrategies for player 1, one may
dominate the other, as x‘ dominates x in Fig. 4. Against an optimal
strategy y‘” for player 2 they both yield the same payoff v, but not in

other cases.

It seems obvious that 1 should prefer x‘? to x.

Indeed,

if 1 has reason to suspect that 2 will not play y°, then he might use a
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strategy such as x‘”), which has a lower security level but which exploits

deviations from 2’s optimal strategy much better than a maximinstrategy.
Just how great a reduction of security level 1 should risk depends upon
the value v, upon 1’s subjective appraisal of 2’s intellectual capacity, etc.
In short, the answerlies outside the present mathematical model.
Some of the above points are most sharply illustrated by considering
games in extensive form. ‘There is no loss of generality in supposing the
value of the game is zero. Again weshall take player 1’s point of view,
and weshall suppose that heis fully aware of the game-theoretic analysis
and that he is capable of makingall the calculations needed-thelatter is
no small assumption. Suppose after players 1 and 2 have each taken some
moves, 1 takes stock of the situation. From his current partial knowledge
of the play of the game, which is equivalent to his knowledge of the information set he is in, he can treat the remainder of the game as a new game
with a restricted set of strategies for both 2 and himself. Suppose when
he doesso hefinds that, because of the previous moves made,heis able to
guarantee himself a security level larger than 0, say 4. We may suppose
that he governs his choice at the following move to squeeze out this
advantage. Similarly, at each later stage he can calculate his security
level relative to the information set he is in and he can act to guarantee
that higher level. Now the following question arises: Suppose during the
course of play, 1 finds that his opponent has repeatedly madeserious mistakes thereby allowing 1 to increase his security level, should 1 still play
conservatively in the sense of guaranteeing himself his latest security level,
or, anticipating 2’s future mistakes, capitalize on them by playingless
conservatively?
An example will make 1’s problem vivid. Suppose they are playing a
game, I’), with perfect information and with the gametree shown in Fig. 5.
The value of this game is 0 since 2 can obviously hold 1 down to 0 by
taking choice } at move 1, and, if 2 chooses a on move 1, player 1 can be
certain of 0 by choosing don move 2. Although the choice of d following

2’s (non-optimal) choice of a is a maximinstrategyfor 1, it is not admissible,
for at move2 the security level for 1 is 14 and selecting c achieves it. If
at move 3 player 2 adoptse, player 1 is in a position at move 4 to get 34
by choosing h. However, at move 4, player 1 is well aware of the two
serious mistakes 2 has already made and he might be tempted to choose g
rather than 4 depending upon the outcomes denoted by Tg and T3. Let
us suppose that the choice of 7 at move 5 results in a complicated game

tree I’. whose value is — 14 andthat the choice of z leads to a complicated
gametree I'3 whose value is 3.

If 1 chooses g instead of h at move 4, then

he gives up a sure 34 to play, possibly, a game with a security

level of —14. Player 1 can argue that this makessense, for he already
knowsthat 2 has made somestupid mistakes at elementary moves, so there
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appears to be a good chancethat 2 will take choice: at move 5. This argument might be particularly forceful if several of the outcomes of game
I's with overall value 3 are particularly attractive to player 2, say with
returns of —10, whereas none of the outcomes of I, are less than —1.
In summary, a strategy whichdictates choices c and g on moves2 and 4,
respectively, cannot be maximin for this game, but it can very well be
admissible (non-dominated) and perhaps psychologically desirable—but
this is a metatheoretic statement, for such considerations are not formally
encompassed by the theory. The difficulty of including them is illustrated by the case where player 2 plays 1 for a sucker: By making mistakes

To new game
tree T's

To new game
tree Tp

Fic. 5

2 induces player 1 to choose g at move 4 and then respondsbyselecting
j and playing the game I'2 impeccably. Weshall return from time to
time to the psychological problems which beset the shrewd player pitted
against an antagonist who is shrouded in some mystery; however, this
topic is best resumed under such headings as game learning in the nonstrictly competitive case and games against nature.
It should be pointed out that our using the extensive rather than the
normal form for this discussion was not accidental. It is true that the
reduction to the normal form leaves the strategic aspects of the game
intact, but often it does not seem best suited to dealing with pertinent
psychological, i.e., descriptive, information which we may have.
#4.12 A GUIDE TO THE APPENDICES ON
TWO-PERSON ZERO-SUM GAMES
Several books have been written concerned with the mathematical
details of the two-person strictly competitive game, yet, for the most part,
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we have notgiven these details any consideration. ‘The reason is that our
purposein this book is to give a critique of the conceptual aspects of game
theory, not a presentation of its mathematical intricacies; however, the
two are not unrelated. For this reason, and in order to give a more adequate survey of the field, we have included in the appendices a survey of
this mathematical material.
Appendix 2 presents, in a relatively precise and self-contained manner,
the principal theorem—the minimax theorem—of the two-personstrictly

competitive (zero-sum) theory.

A topological proof is given whichrests

on the Brouwerfixed-point theorem.
Appendices 3 and 4 give two different geometrical insights into the
algebraic structure of games. The geometry employed in Appendix 3
is very intuitive, and it makesplausible the truth of the principal theorem,
although making the argumentrigorousis a bit messy. ‘This geometrical
model provides the basis for the double description method of solving
games (see Appendix 6). The geometry described in Appendix 4 illustrates clearly the mathematical relationship between the theory of games
and the theory of convex bodies and their supporting hyperplanes. The
proof of the principal theorem follows readily from an understanding of
this geometry.
Appendix 5 describes the relationship between two-person zero-sum

game theory andthe theory of linear programing (see section 2.3).

The

reduction of a gameto a linear-programing problem is examined,andthis
relationship is utilized to suggest the duality theory of linear programing.
That theory is then stated precisely, and the major theorem, whichis (not
quite) proved, is then employed to give the converse reduction ofa linearprograming problem to a game problem.
Appendix 6 is concerned with finding solutions to games with a finite
numberof strategies. ‘This is important, for the principal theorem establishes the existence of solutions but it does not indicate how to find them.
Here, at best, the story is quite discouraging. Although several methods
are known and discussed for solving. games, these algorithms usually
require a fantastic amount of work, at least for games which purport to
be realistic replicas of actual conflicts of interest. The realism is achieved
only at the expense of introducing a fabulous number of purestrategies.
One might hope that cases involving such a large numberof strategies
could be idealized by a continuous model and that refined analytical
methods could be brought to bear on the idealization. In part this is
possible, as we shall see in our discussion of infinite games in Appendix 7.
However, in all honesty, we must admit that the number of existing
techniquesfor the infinite case is small, and even in examples which have
their “‘natural”’ description in the infinite case the usual hopeis to reduce
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them to approximate finite games (cf. discussion of polynomial and

polynomial-like games in Appendix 7).

There are two saving features in the solution of many games whicharise
in practice. First, although a game may involve a huge number of
strategies, one can sometimes use the practical context to help reduce the
model to its bare essentials by discarding many of the inadmissible strategies. Second, the context of the game often leads one to shrewd guesses
about solutions or, in iterative procedures, about intelligent starting
points.
Webelieve, and probably most of our colleagues would agree, that
many important and interesting games will never be solved. ‘This does
not imply that game theory will never contribute anything to the understandingof these realistic games. Often, a modus operandi for a complicated
case is to consider an auxiliary game which is motivated by and related
to the original one in such a way that many of the important phenomena
of the original are retained while the auxiliary remains solvable. From
the solution of the auxiliary game one speculates informally how the
results are modified in the original game. Thus, for example, there are
simplified variants of both poker and bridge in the literature (see Bellman and Blackwell [1949], Bellman [1952 5], Gillies, Mayberry, and von
Neumann [1953], Kuhn [1950 6], and Nash and Shapley [1950]). Such
studies are in much the same spirit as economic analyses of idealized
Robinson Crusoe and Swiss Family Robinson economies which, by meansof a
lot of hand waving, are used ‘“‘to explain’? economic phenomena andto
reach policy decisions concerning the economyat large. ‘This is dangerous, yes! Yet it is quite stimulating to ourcreative intuitions and often
helpful in purely literary, pseudological (not said deprecatingly, but

rather pragmatically) theorizing.

Contentwise, Appendix 6 begins with a discussion of the trial-and-error
technique. <A few guide posts are suggested for those who have occasion
to indulge in this guessing game. Next, a rough geometrical (Appendix
3) explication of the Shapley-Snow algorithm is given andits relation to
the double description method is explained. The simplex method—the
most common wayto solve linear-programing and game problems—is
described, and its relation to the dual simplex method is illustrated
geometrically. Finally, iterative techniques for finding solutions are
given, e.g., a differential equations approach to equilibrium is examined.
An iterative solution of gamesbyfictitious play, due to Brown and von
Neumann [1950], is of particular interest here since it has conceptual
overtones for a descriptive theory of games. Brown [1951] states: ‘“The
iterative method in question can be loosely characterized by the fact that
it rests on the traditional statistician’s philosophy of basing future deci-
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sions on the relevant past history. Visualize twostatisticians, perhaps
ignorant of min-max theory playing many plays of the same discrete
zero-sum game. One might naturally expect statistician to keep track
of the opponent’s past plays and, in the absence of a more sophisticated
calculation, perhaps to choose at each play the optimum purestrategy
against the mixture represented by all the opponent’s past plays.” ‘The
punch line is that such iterations generate a solution of the game. The
exact sense in which we mean “‘generate’’ is discussed in Appendix 6.
Consequently, if one wants to find the solution of a game which is to be
played but once, he can set up twofictitious players, generate a fictitious
iteration of games with the players behaving as naivestatisticians, and
observe the outcomes which generate a solution.
Appendix 7 is devoted to two-person strictly-competitive games with an
infinite numberof pure strategies. An extension of the minimax (equilibrium) theorem to a special class of these games wasfirst accomplished by

Ville [1938].

During the late 1940’s a great deal of research at the RAND

Corporation was devoted to these games. This work was largely motivated by games of timing (when to shoot in a duel) and by games of
partitioning (what proportion of one’s resources should be allotted to a
given endeavor). In many of these gamesit was suitable to identify each
pure strategy with a real number on the unit interval; hence there now
exists a sizable (unclassified) literature on gamesover the (unit) square, a
point (a, 8) of the square corresponding to strategy a for the first player
and a strategy 8 for the second. It is only fair to remark that a partition-

ing-like game—the deployment of military forces—with an infinite

number of pure strategies was extensively and elegantly treated by Borel
[1938] before Ville’s systematic treatment of a special class of infinite
games.
At much the same time, but independent of Ville, Wald published a
series of works [1945 a, 1945 b, 1947 6, 1950 a] on statistical decision
theory in which he developed an extensive theory of two-person games

with an infinity of pure strategies.© Much that Wald did instatistical

decision theory, using the theory of gamesthat he so aptly developed, can
perhaps be accomplished now more elegantly without game theory, but
probably today’s refinements would not have been achieved so readily
without the hindsight of Wald’s pioneering game-theoretic framework.
Once weallow aninfinity of pure strategies the neatlittle story of games
with a finite number of pure strategies—the existence of a value and
optimal equilibrium strategies—can be violated in several different ways.
Some of these complications are presented in Appendix 7.
® The interrelations between gametheory andstatistical inference are discussed at
some length in Chapter 13.
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In the.final appendix we survey theliterature of an importantclass of
two-person games in extensive form, which, at the time of writing, constitutes one of the most active areas of research. ‘Their major featuresare:
i. A succession of stagesortrials.

ii. At each trial the players have complete information about past

choices.
iii. At each trial the players make simultaneouschoices.
iv. The numberoftrials, finite or infinite, may or may not befixed in
advance, but usually the length of play is determined by chance and by
the actual sequence of player’s choices.
The strategic problem at each trial can be visualized as a two-person
game in normal form, whichitself is treated as a single componentof the
dynamic supergame.
In the class of games knownasstochastic, the strategy choices in a component game not only determine the positional payoff—an exchange of
money or goods—but also control the probabilities governing which

component gameis to be played at the nexttrial, if any at all.

The

structure is so restricted that the play is almost certain to terminate in an
undetermined butfinite numberof trials. In a recursive game payoffs are
not made duringthe play; rather they occur at termination if the play is
finite. For plays of infinite duration a convention is adoptedfor assigning
payoffs. Such ‘real world’? problems as games of (military) survival,
attrition games, economic ruin games, dynamic programing, or compoundstatistical decision problems(e.g., classifying a stream of subjects)

fall—admittedly a little unnaturally at times—into these categories of
dynamic games.

4.13 SUMMARY
In this chapter we have covered what is probably the most central
aspect of game theory: the existence of pairs of equilibrium strategies in

two-person zero-sum games.

A strictly competitive (or, equivalently, zero-

sum) two-person game is one in which the two players have precisely
opposite preferences. It is, therefore, a game in which cooperation and
collusion can be of no value. Any improvement for one player necessitates a corresponding loss for the other. The term ‘‘zero-sum” is used
because it is possible to choose the zeros and units of the two utility functions so that they always sum to zero. Such games are most compactly
represented by matrices: the rows representing player 1’s pure strategy
choices; the columns, player 2’s strategies; and the entries, the utility
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payoffs (by convention, those to player 1). The central problem was to
devise a suitable theory for strategy choices in such games.
The theory was arrived at by the following metatheoretical condition:
If the theory states that a;, and £,, are suitable (pure) strategy choices for
players 1 and 2 respectively, this knowledge should not be sufficient
reason for either player to make a different choice. In terms of the
payoffs, this means that
and

Binjy 2 Ajo

for every 2,

Bingo S Gigj

for every 7.

In other words, the strategies selected by the theory must have the property
that the resulting utility is the maximum entry in its column and the
minimum entry in its row. Such strategies are said to be in equzlibrium,
and each is called an equilibrium strategy.
It was shown that not every zero-sum two-person game has a (pure
strategy) equilibrium pair, and that when one doesexist it is not necessarily unique. The non-uniqueness does not, however, generate a new
conflict of interest, for equilibrium pairs are equivalent in the sense of having
the same utility payoff, and equilibrium strategies are interchangeable in
the sense that any pair, one from each player, forms an equilibrium pair.
Finally, any equilibrium strategy maximizes a player’s security level, and,
provided that an equilibrium pair exists, a strategy which maximizeshis
security level is an equilibrium strategy. Because of these properties,
there does not seem to be anyreason torestrict the theory to a subset of the
equilibrium pairs.
This does not provide a theory for the games lacking pure strategy
equilibrium pairs. By examining ways of raising security levels in such

games, wewereled to the idea of a mixed (or randomized) strategy: a proba-

bility distribution over a player’s pure strategies. This resulted in a
unified theory for all zero-sum two-person games, which is summarized
in the famed minimax theorem: In the domain of mixed strategies, every
zero-sum two-person gamehasat least one equilibrium pair, and when
there are several they are equivalent and the equilibrium strategies are
interchangeable. ‘The commonutility v of the equilibrium pairs is known
as the value of the game.
The pure strategy and the mixed strategy theories are not in conflict:
Every pure equilibrium strategy is also a mixed equilibrium strategy, and
so the twotheories yield a common value for the game.
How should a mixed strategy be interpreted, and of what valueis it toa
player? We advocated that it be interpreted as the selection of a pure
strategy by a simple physical experiment. But this casts doubt on its
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worth, for, if in the final analysis a pure strategy is to be used, shouldn’t
the ‘‘best’’ pure strategy be selected in the first place? Keeping the pure
strategy choice secret is often suggested as the reason for using mixed
strategies. Although this is perhaps the most compelling reason, for some
it cannot be the only reason since they advocate mixed strategies in
games where it is immaterial whether the pure strategy choice is known.
It was argued that they present a more flexible and profitable hedge
against the total strategic situation than any of the purestrategies.
Equilibrium strategies possess certain optimal properties if both players
use them, but what if one fails to? It was pointed out that the other
player might profit by also deviating from an equilibrium strategy, but
that this carries with it the risk of a more serious loss than could occur
with an equilibrium strategy.

chapter 45

Two-PERSON NON-ZERO-SUM
NON-COOPERATIVE GAMES

5.1 INTRODUCTION
A non-strictly competitive game is exactly what it says: a game which
fails to be strictly competitive because there is at least one pair of lotteries
LI and L’ over the outcomes of the game such that one player prefers

L to L’ and the other does not prefer L’ to L.

For such gamesit is impos-

sible to choose the utility functions of the players so that they sum to zero;
hence we may use the terms “non-strictly competitive’’ and ‘‘non-zerosum” interchangeably. Most economic, political, and military conflicts
of interest can berealistically abstracted into game form only if their nonstrictly competitive nature is acknowledged.
Naively, one would suspect that the element of agreement between the
players would simplify the analysis; certainly in the extreme case where
there is perfect agreementthe analysis is trivial. In general, however,it
is not simplified! We shall see that partial agreement confounds the
issue to such an extent that there is neither as elegant nor as cohesive a
theory as has been constructed for the strictly competitive game. In
practice, an adequate discussion of non-zero-sum games seems possible
only in terms of special cases, and, even so, oneis often forced into extratheoretic questions such as the “bargaining psychologies of the individuals,” 99 668“interpersonal comparisons of utility,” etc. The extent and
88
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complexity of this penumbra of indeterminateness, even in an idealized
mathematical model, should invite speculation and experimentation
among economists, sociologists, and psychologists, and at the same timeit
should give them pause when formulating a hasty verbal generalization or
explanation.
In strictly competitive gamesit is impossible for the players to achieve
mutual benefit by any form of cooperation; however, in non-strictly competitive games such mutual gain is always a possibility. ‘Thus, we are
forced to consider explicitly whether or not the players are permitted to
cooperate. Weshall only examine the two most extreme assumptions.
By a cooperative game is meant a gamein whichthe players have complete
freedom of preplay communication to make joint binding agreements. In
a non-cooperative game absolutely no preplay communication is permitted
between the players. The latter games with two players are our present
topic; the two-person cooperative games will be taken up in the next
chapter. However, even in this chapter we shall from time to time
attempt to indicate the differences preplay communication introduces.
As before, we denote the players by 1 and 2, their respective strategy

sets by A = {a}, °° * , @m} and B = {6;, -- - , Ba}, and the outcome

associated with (a;, 8;) by O;;. We assume that each player haspreferences among mixtures of outcomes whichlead to a linear utility function;
let a;; denote the utility of outcome O;; for player 1, 6;; for player 2. This
leads to a table of the form:

Bi
Q)

a

OL;

Boss:

B;

mt Br

-

"+ (aij, bij) 0°

Am |
Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that both players are awareofall
the data contained in the abovetable.
5.2 REVIEW OF THE SALIENT ASPECTS OF ZERO-SUM GAMES

It will be useful once again to summarize some of the important properties of the strictly competitive game, for these will be found notto hold in
some non-zero-sum games.
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If player 1 uses the randomized strategy x = (x1@1, °° * , Xm@m) and
2 uses y = (y181, ° * * 5 YnBn), the outcome O;; occurs with probability

xy; The utilities associated with it are a;; and b;;, so the expected
utility of the choice (x, y) is

My(x, y) = > XiQigVj
4,9

for player 1 and

M2(x, y) = > xii)j
tJ

for player 2. The motivation of 1 is to choose x so as to maximize M,
and of player 2 to choose y to maximize Mp». In thestrictly competitive
game weSelected the units and zerosof the utility functions so that
M(x, y) = — Mi(x, y),

which led to the term zero-sum.
Wenotedthe following properties of zero-sum games:
i. It is never advantageous to inform your opponent of the (pure or
mixed) strategy you plan to employ. (Of course, if a player plans to use
an equilibrium strategy, his security level is not diminished by disclosing
his intentions—butnothingis gained by the disclosure.)
11. It never benefits the players to communicate prior to the play and
to decide upona joint plan of action.
ili. If (x, y) and (x’, y’) are both in equilibrium, then:
(1)

(x, y’) and (x’, y) are both in equilibrium,

and
(2)

M(x, y) = M,(%’, y’) = M(x, y) — M(x’, y)s

and

M(x, y) = M2(x’, y’)

Max, y’) = M2(x’, y).

iv. If x is a maximin strategy and y a minimaxstrategy, then (x, y)
is an equilibrium pair, and conversely.

The next section is devoted to an analysis of a very simple two-person

non-zero-sum gamefor which all four of these properties are violated.
5.3 AN EXAMPLE: BATTLE OF THE SEXES
The game weshall discuss is the following:

By
ay

(2, 1)

a2|(—1, —1)

Bo
(—1, 5

(1, 2)

.
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Variousinterpretations are possible, but one seems most familiar; we may
call it the “battle of the sexes’: A man, player 1, and a woman,player2,
each have two choices for an evening’s entertainment. Each can either
go to a prize fight (a; and 8) or to a ballet (ag and Be).

Following the

usual cultural stereotype, the man muchprefers the fight and the woman
the ballet; however, to both it is more important that they go out together
than that each see the preferred entertainment. Let us see whetherthis
game possesses any of the four characteristics of zero-sum games.

The powerof disclosing one’s strategy.

tent with (a1, 8;) whereas 2 prefers (a2, 82).

Player 1 would be most con-

If 1 announcesthat he plans

to choose a; and that no argumentswill alter his choice, andif 2 has faith

in 1’s stubbornnessin sticking to his announced intentions, then she has no
alternative but to choose 8;. A similar argument holds if 2 announces
her intentionsfirst. ‘Thus, we see that it is advantageous in sucha situation to disclose one’s strategy first and to have a reputationfor inflexibility.
It is the familiar powerstrategy: ‘“This is what I’m going to do; make up
your mind and do what you want.” If the second person acts in his own
best interests, it works to the first person’s advantage.

Preplay jockeying andits effect on utilities.

In connection with the

preceding point, we should like to recognize another phenomenon which
will play havoc in much of the subsequent discussion; however, having
raised it, we wish to de-emphasize it for now and to return to deal with it
more fully later.
If, in the preplay discussion, the man says he is already committed to
the prize fight and demonstrates his intention of going by producing the
ticket he has already purchased, this may cause the woman to submit to
his will, as argued above. But, to*some spirited females, such an offhand
dictatorial procedure is resented with sufficient ferocity to alter drastically
the utilities involved in the payoff matrix. Preplay communication is
considered outside the gamestructure of the payoff matrices, yet in some
cases it may result in a radical change of one player’s preference pattern
and therefore of the payoff matrix. In such cases we could, perhaps,
enlarge the space of strategies and complicate the game to include the
preplay negotiations. Later we shall return to such points, but for
now we shall suppose the payoff matrix remains invariant during the
negotiations.

Some complications in the equilibrium concept.

Continuing with

the same payoff matrix, we note that both (a, 8:;) and (a@e, Be) are
equilibrium pairs, since each strategy in oneofthepairsis best against the
other in the same pair. However, neither (a1, 62) nor (ae, 81) is an
equilibrium pair. Furthermore, (a1, 81) and (ae, B2) do not yield the
same returns to the players. Note well how completely these observations
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contrast with the properties of equilibrium pairs in zero-sum games (property i, 1 and 2, of section 5.2).
Let us suppose that the players have no preplay communication and
that they must make their choices simultaneously, i.e., they are to play
the non-cooperative version of the game. Player 1 might reason as follows: ‘‘I want (a1, 61) and clearly my opponent wants (ae, Be), but if I

take a; and she takes Bo, then we both lose out. Suppose, then, that I
give in and take a—Istill will do pretty well. But player 2 may reason
the same way and give in to me, and again we would both lose with the
a2, 81) pair.

Indeed, whateverrationalization I give for either a; or ae

there is, by the symmetry of the situation, a similar rationalization for
player 2, and so it seems inevitable that we both lose. This approach is
none too promising, so let me consider maximizing mysecuritylevel. I
want to choose a mixed strategy x= (x(%a1, x?a2) such that x
maximizes the minimum of the two quantities
M(x, 81) and Mi(x, Be)
associated with each x.’”’ After some calculation, 1 finds that his maximin strategy is (24a, 34a) and that this results in a security level of 1.
Furthermore, he sees that if 2 selects 8; the returns are (14, —14) and
with B2 they are (1%, 44).
Player 1 continues his monologue: ‘““Hmm, by taking mysafe strategy
x‘) IT can guarantee myself at least 14, but if 2 has any idea I’m going to

play it safe she will play B2 and get 44. Thatis, if I can rationalize x‘

for myself, then I can rationalize B2 for player 2, in which case it would
be best for me to choose ag, and here we go again.”

Similarly, 1 can compute 2’s maximin strategy, which is y‘° = (3¢A,,

2682), and the resulting returns, which are (4%, 1%) if 1 plays a; and
(—14, 45) if he plays ae. Thus, if he expects 2 to play her maximin
strategy, then he should play a, for the return of 4. But, if both take
the “‘double cross”’ strategies (a1, G2), then the return is (—1, —1), which
is all the more reason to play the “‘safe’? maximinstrategies, whichis all
the more reason to “‘double cross,” etc.
Thedifficulty, of course, is that the pair of maximinstrategies (x, y‘)
is not in equilibrium.
With this, we see that this single simple example fails to have all four
properties of the zero-sum game; and it is for these reasons that the
analysis of non-zero-sum games is so much wilder and (depending upon
one’s viewpoint) so much moreinteresting than is the zero-sum case.
The nature of the difficulties is very clearly illustrated by the following
‘““giveaway program.” Let two contestants play the following game: Each
has a “‘safe’’ and a “‘double cross’ strategy. The safe yields a return of
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$1 to the player; double cross yields $1000 to a player provided the other
player selects safe; and a pair of double crosses causes each player to give
up $.05 to the house. The players are incommunicado, and they must
announcetheir choices simultaneously. They are explicitly told that the
house wants both to use the double cross strategy but that, after all, it is
a fair gameto the contestants since they are sure to get $1 if they playsafe.
The gameis played only once by contestants who have never met. It
should be cheap advertising!
A geometrical representation of the game. Another way to see the
complexities of the non-cooperative version of the game we have been discussing is to make a geometrical plot of the possible payoffs. Along the

Player 2’s utility

(1, 2)

Player 1’s utility

(=1, -1)

Fic. 1

horizontal axis we plot player 1’s utility, and along thevertical, player 2’s.
Only certain combinations can arise; these are shown as the shaded area
of Fig. 1. To each pair of mixed strategies (x, y) there corresponds a
payoff whichis one of the points in the shaded region; conversely, to each
point in the region there correspondsat least one pair of strategies with

this point as payoffs.

> It is worth noting that the pair of mixed strategies [(35a1, 24a), (2681, 3482)]

is a (symmetric) equilibrium pair with a payoff of (34, 4).

Thereis little reason,

however, to expect the players to choose these strategies, for if 2 were to choose
(2481, 3682), then all of 1’s strategies are equally good against it in the sense that
they all have an expected return of 14, and player 1’s maximinstrategy (34a,

34a) guarantees him 14 against any strategy 2 mightselect.

Thus, the maximin

strategy seems preferable to the strategy of the symmetric equilibrium pair; yet
it produces the complications we discussed above. Although this seemingly
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innocuous game possesses some symmetries, it is difficult to see how to exploit
4

them.

On using the cooperative game to solve the non-cooperative one.

A player of this non-cooperative game might wonder what he and his
opponent would do if the game were actually cooperative, for if their roles
are clear in the cooperative context then each mightact as if he were in
collusion with the other player even though no preplay communication is
possible. Although this suggestion is natural, as we shall see it is not
profitable, and, in fact, a much moreuseful idea is to reverse the theme:
to analyze a cooperative game by constructing an appropriate auxiliary
non-cooperative game.
Cooperatively, it is clear that the players would try to arrive at (a1, 81)
or (ae, B2), and an “‘equitable”’ solution is for them to toss a coin, heads
meaning that (a), 8;) is jointly chosen, and tails that (ae, Be) is jointly
chosen. In the language of our interpretation: heads, the couple goes to
the fight; tails, to the ballet. The utility for this jomntly arranged randomized strategy is (144)2 + (44)1 = 3% for each player. Note, however,
that in the non-cooperative context a return of (34, 34) is never possible—
it lies outside the shaded region of Fig. 1. The strategy which randomizes
between (a, 81) and (a, 82) can never be achieved if each player randomizes his strategies zndependently—which is exactly what must occur in the
non-cooperative context. Thus, contemplating the cooperative situation
is merely frustrating for those prohibited from preplay communication.

Temporal collusion.

Before we turn to a different example, let us

briefly consider what might happenif this game were played not once but
repeatedly in time and the payoffs were made after each gameprior to
the next play. Even when no preplay communication is permitted,
there is, nonetheless, a form of involuntary communication. The players
signal to each other via their choice patterns on previous plays. Introspectively, we would suspect that, after some preliminary jockeying, the
players would settle on a pattern of alternation between (ai, 81) and

(ae, B2).

In this case the players can be thought of as playing (14a,

V6ae) and (14481, Be), but their choices cannot be independent—they
“‘correlate’’ their mixed strategies. Weshall return again (in sections 5.5
and 5.6) to this notion of temporal collusion in games without preplay
communication.
5.4 AN EXAMPLE: THE PRISONER’S DILEMMA
Weturn nowto a different example of a non-zero-sum game. This one
is attributed to A. W. Tucker, and it has received considerable attention
by gametheorists. ‘The payoff matrix is:
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(1,0)
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Be

(0, 1)
(0.1, 0.1) |.

The following interpretation, knownasthe prisoner’s dilemma, is popular:
T'wo suspects are taken into custody and separated. The district attorney
is certain that they are guilty of a specific crime, but he does not have
adequate evidence to convict them at a trial. He points out to each
prisoner that each has two alternatives: to confess to the crime the police
are sure they have done, or not to confess. If they both do not confess,
then the district attorney states he will book them on some very minor
trumped-up charge such as petty larceny and illegal possession of a
weapon, and they will both receive minor punishment; if they both confess they will be prosecuted, but he will recommendless than the most
severe sentence; but if one confesses and the other does not, then the confessor will receive lenient treatment for turning state’s evidence whereas
the latter will get “‘the book’? slapped at him. In terms of years in a
penitentiary, the strategic problem might reduceto:
Prisoner 1:
Not Confess
Confess

Prisoner 2
Not Confess
Confess
1 year each
10 years for 1 and
3 monthsfor 2
3 months for 1 and 8 years each
10 years for 2

If we identify a; and 8; with not confessing and a2 and 2 with confessing,

then—providing neither suspect has moral qualms aboutorfear of squealing—the above payoff matrix in utilities has the right character for the
prisoner’s dilemma. The problem for each prisoneris to decide whether
to confess or not. The gamethedistrict attorney presents to the prisoners
is of the non-cooperative variety.
Anotherversion of this payoff matrix which will be intuitively more useful in someof the following discussionis
By
, Al

(5, 5)

HM: a2 | —4)

Be
(—4, 6)

(—3, 5 |

This will be given the interpretation that an entry (—4, 6) meansplayer1
loses $4 and player 2 receives $6, and we shall suppose that each player
wishes to maximize his monetary return. Note that if we take the utility
of money to be linear with moneyandsetthe utility of $6 to be 1 and of

—$4 to be 0, then the gameG results from H.
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Let us examine first from

1’s point of view. If 2 chooses 8; or Ba, 1’s secondstrategy is preferred to
his first, since 1 is larger than 0.9 in the first case and 0.1 is larger than 0
in the second. Thus, ag strictly dominates a;. Similarly, Be strictly
dominates 6;.

Since the players each want to maximize utility, a2 and

B, are their “rational” choices. Of course, it is slightly uncomfortable
that two so-called irrational players will both fare much better than two
so-called rational ones. Nonetheless, it remains true that a rational
player (an @ or Be conformist) is always better off than an irrational

player. In further support of these strategy choices, we may point out
that (a2, Be) is the unique equilibrium pair of the game and qa and Be are
also the unique maximin strategies for 1 and 2 respectively. However,
the really important fact is that a strictly dominates a, and Bez strictly
dominates 8}.
One might try to argue that the differences between 1 and 0.9 and
between 0.1 and 0 are so small that even a criminal’s ethics would make
him select the first strategy so that they would not both be caughtin the
“stupid”? (0.1, 0.1) trap. Such an argument is inadmissible since the
numerical utility values are supposed to reflect all such “‘ethical’’ considerations. No, there appears to be no way around this dilemma. We
do not believe there is anything irrational or perverse about the choice of
a2 and Bs, and we must admit that if we were actually in this position we

would makethese choices.
Cooperative aspects. Let us suppose that the players of the game G
could cooperate; then it is clear that they would enter into a binding pact
to stick to (a1, 81), since the only real alternative is (a@2, 82) which neither
prefers. But (aj, 81) is not in equilibrium, whichis but a formal way of
saying that there is good reason for each of them to defect on the bargain.
The good reason is that, if a player defects and his opponent does not,
then he profits; whereas, if he fails to defect and his opponent does, he
loses more than he would if they were both to defect. Within the criminal
context, such a “double cross’? may engenderserious reprisals and so it
might be argued that it would not be worth while. This seems, however,
to deny the utility interpretation of the given numbers. If we have
ignored such considerations in abstracting a game from reality, we had
better include the breaking of a binding agreementas an integral aspect
of an enlarged game purporting to summarize the conflict of interest.
Alternatively, we may suppose thatthe effect of breaking a binding agreement is so disastrous that it is not considered.
If we accept the second alternative, then clearly (a@;, 81) is the choice.
Does this knowledge help to resolve the non-cooperative game in any way
different from (a, Be)? We think not! The hopelessness that one
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feels in such a gameas this cannot be overcome by a play on the words
“rational” and “‘irrational’’; it is inherent in the situation. ‘There
should be a law against such games!” Indeed, some hold the view that
one essential role of government is to declare that the rules of certain
social ‘“‘games’?’ must be changed wheneverit is inherent in the game
situation that the players, in pursuing their own ends,will be forced into a
socially undesirable position. That such social and economic games
exist is illustrated in the next paragraph.
An alternative interpretation. As an n-person analogyto the prisoner’s dilemma, consider the case of many wheat farmers where each
farmerhas, as an idealization, two strategies: ‘‘restricted production” and
‘full production.” If all farmers use restricted production the price is
high and individually they fare rather well; if all use full production the
price is low and individually they fare rather poorly. The strategy of a
given farmer, however, does notsignificantly affect the price level—this
is the assumption of a competitive market—so that regardless of the
strategies of the other farmers, he is better off in all circumstances with full
production. Thus full production dominates restricted production; yet
if each acts rationally they all fare poorly.
In practice the equilibrium may not occur since the farmers can, and
sometimes do, enter into some form of weak collusion. In addition, a
farmer does not play this game just once. Rather it is repeated each
year andthis introduces, as weshall see in the next section, an element of
collusion. Finally, sometimes the governmentfeels as we do, steps in, and
passes a law against such games. Of course, in this analysis we have
neglected the consumer. When heis included collusion may not be
socially desirable even if it is desirable for the farmer.
5.5 TEMPORAL REPETITION OF THE PRISONER’S DILEMMA
Let us consider a game which is analogous to the prisoner’s dilemma in
the sense that it has the same strategic one-play aspects but which can be
meaningfully repeated in time. Let it be of the form
By

Bo

-af(5,5) (4,6)
BP a, te —4) (-3, 5 |
and suppose that it is repeated successively in time. Weshall suppose
that at each repetition (trial) the players make their choices simultaneously
and that after each trial they receive the payoff resulting from thattrial.
This amounts to assuming that one’s utility for the sequence of outcomes
is the simple sum of the utilities in each component game. ‘There is, in
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fact, nothingin utility theory to justify forming this sum, for it may or may
not reflect one’s overall preference. What we are assuming explicitly in
the following discussion is that it does reflect their preferences. If this
seems too gross an abuse of the utility notion, consider players who are
only interested in the maximization of their own expected monetaryreturn,
and let the numbers in the payoff matrix represent moneyreturns.
Let us suppose that the players have in one wayor anotherarrived at a
pattern of selecting (ai, 61). Since player 1 then has reason to suppose
that his opponentwill “‘probably” choose 81, he may be tempted to squeeze
a bit more out of the next game by choosing ag. However, he may—and
probably should—anticipate that the occurrence of (a, 81) will ensure
B2 in the next game, in whichcase heis driven to play a in that game, and
so in total he will lose more than is compensated for by a 6 instead of 5.
Thus, we may argue that his contemplation of the resulting chaos tendsto
keep 1 in line, and,if he is unable to reason so clearly about the future, a
little experience should soon set him straight. From these arguments, we
see that in the repeated gametherepeatedselection of (a1, 61) is in a sort
of quasi-equilibrium: it is not to the advantageof either player to initiate
the chaos that results from not conforming, even though the non-con-

forming strategy is profitable in the short run (onetrial).

It is intuitively clear that this quasi-equilibrium pair is extremely
unstable; any loss of “‘faith’? in one’s opponent sets up the chain which
leads to loss for both players. Let us examine this in more detail. Suppose the players are told that game is to be played exactly twice, and
suppose that each player is shrewd enough tosee that his secondstrategy
strictly dominateshis first one in a single play of the game. Thus, before
making their first move, each realizes that in the second gametheresult
is bound to be (a, 82), for, after the first game is played, the second one
must betreated as if H is going to be played once and only once.!' The
second play being perfectly determined, the first play of the game can be
construed as H being played once and only once. ‘Thus, it appears that

(a2, 82) must arise on both trials.

The argument generalizes: Suppose

they know that H is to be played exactly 100 times. ‘Things are clear on
the last trial, the (a2, Be) response is assured; hence the penultimatetrial,
the 99th, is now in strategic reality the last, so it also evokes (ae, 82);
hence the 98th is in strategic reality the last, so it evokes (ag, Be), etc.
1 One might object that the particular choices made on thefirst trial will alter the
utilities on the second, since these arise not only from the “‘physical”? outcomes but also
from one’s attitude toward the opposing player. Although this is sometimes true,it
need not always be. For example, if the outcomes are sufficiently important the
changes in one’s attitude will not alter the qualitative nature of the component payoff
matrix. Or we can assume that the outcomes are changed in such a manneras to
compensate for the attitudinal changes. In any case, the abstraction is clear enough!
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This argument leads to (a, Be) on all 100 trials. Indeed, if player 2 is
a Bo-conformist on all trials, then player 1 is best off choosing qa, on all
trials, and conversely, i.e., (a@2, Be) on all trials is an equilibrium pair.
This series of 100 trials of the component game H can easily be conceived of as a supergame in extensive form involving 100 simultaneous
moves, where at each move each player has a pair of choices. A play of
the supergameis the selection of a particular sequence of 100 pairs of
choices, and the payoff is merely the sum of payoffs generated by the component games.! A strategy for player 1 in this new game is complex
since it must prescribe what choice 1 is to make on each move and it may
explicitly take into account the past history of all preceding moves.
Complicated or not, it is certainly possible to consider the supergame in
normalized form where each player merely chooses one overall strategy
which dictates his full behavior pattern. It turns out that any equilibrium
pair of strategzes will result in the repeated selection of ag and B2 on each of the 100
moves. Furthermore, repeated use of a2 and B2 are maximinstrategies.
Therefore, if one wishes to maximize his security level he should play the
second strategy in each component game, andthis strategy is reinforced

by being in equilibrium.

Although any equilibrium pair will result in

the repeated use of a2 and Be, this does not mean that each player has a
unique equilibrium strategy. For example, an equilibrium pair results
when each player adopts the strategy of playing a2 or Be for the first 99
moves and then changes to a, or 6; on the 100th moveif his adversary
has used his first strategy for the first 99 moves. There are many other
such pairs. The point, however,is that, even though thereis not a unique
equilibrium pair, there is a unique equilibrium outcome.
An indication of the technique used to provethis result will prove useful, for the method applies to other situations. Let us list the overall
strategies of the supergameas:
A, = {15 T2)

°

*

* Twi}

By =

{515 S23

°

7

"7 sui}s

where Jis a finite but fantastically large number. Onefirst notes that
some of 1’s strategies may be strictly dominated, 1.e., there is at least one
pair 7; and 7; such that 7; is never worse than 7; no matter whatstrategy
2 employs and for some of 2’s strategies it is better. These dominated
strategies may be thrown away with no loss to 1, leaving a new pure
strategy set Ag with Ne < Nj,strategies. Similarly, player 2 has some
strategies which arestrictly dominated relative to A; and these may be

thrown awayleaving a set By with (because of the symmetry of the supergame) Ne strategies. Now, as long as 1 knowsthat 2 will confine himself
1See footnote on opposite page.
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to Bg (2 would bestupid not to!), he may be able to throw away more
strategies that are strictly dominated relative to any choice 2 may make
from By (note: not from B,). This results in a set A3 with N3 pure
strategies, where N3 < No < Ny. Similarly, we define B3. In this
manner we go back and forth throwing away more and morestrategies
for 1 and 2. A strategy which is thrown awayatanystage of this process
is said to be dominated in the wide sense. For the supergame generated from
H, one showsthat any pair of strategies not dominated in the wide sense
requires that the secondstrategy be used at every move. Furthermore,it
can be shownthat a strategy which is dominatedin the wide sense cannot
be part of an equilibrium pair.
If we were to play this game we would not take the second strategy at
every move!
Let us see why. Denote by a$” the strategy in which a is used
exclusively from trial z on to trial 100, and for trial 7 < 7, a, is used if and
only if player 2 has used 8; on trials 1, 2, - - - ,7;— 1. In other words,
we use a, so long as 2 uses 6; or until trial 7, whichever comesfirst, and

after that we use a. Clearly, a$! is the equilibrium strategy of playing
a2 on each of the 100 trials. In a similar way, BS” is defined. Now,if
player 1 knowsthat 2 plans to use 65") for k > 1, then his best responseis

aS*—)) | and if k > 2 his worst response is the equilibrium strategy a§”,

assuming that he mustselect one of these 100 strategies. If we wereplayer
1 and were confined to these strategies, probably we would select a
strategy a$”, where 7 is some numberin the nineties. Our particular
choice would depend upon our subjective probability distribution over
the set of strategy choices available to our adversary.
In practice, of course, one is not restricted to these strategies and
probably would not choose from among them. strategy like a{9®
seems too harsh in that an early aberration by player 2 is punished with
an unrelenting ferocity—so much so that we would be “cutting off our
nose to spite our collective face.’” Rather, we want to punish 2 for each
choice of B» early in the game by using series of a’s, but at the same
time we wantto give him anotherchanceto get into the (a), 81) routine
until we are ready to defect to a2. Thus, after a series of punishingtrials
we would play a again to see if he will accept it—a sort of game teaching,
if you please. For this payoff matrix, we might reasonably allow 20
trials, say, for teaching purposes during which we would punish a Be
choice against an a, choice by countering with an ag on the nexttrial.

The total return to 2 for these twotrials is less than the 10 he would have
received had he played 6; both times. If in that time he did notlearn,
then we would resort to playing a2. Of course, it must not be forgotten
that it is actually penalizing to 1 if he attempts to teach an opponent who
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is committed to the equilibrium strategy, but the opponent can benefit
himself if he will cooperate a bit.
It should be mentioned that a dangerous butenticing strategy principle
exists for this supergame: play dumbinitially, and let your opponent teach
you. In this way you are able to cash in a few times on your second
strategy before settling down to (a1, 61). This becomes particularly
temptingif, instead of playing H 100 times, the following are the payoffs:

(50, —50)

(—3, —3) |.

This game has the same qualitative characteristics as H in that the second
strategy dominates the first for each player; however, there is a much
stronger temptation to play the second strategy. In this case a strategy

like a’, literally interpreted, seems “‘reasonable.”’
Let us recapitulate.

If His played but once, wefeel thatit is ‘“‘reason-

able” to single out (aa, Bz) as the “‘solution” of the game provided that

there is no preplay communication. By reasonable we mean that we
predict that intelligent players will play accordingly and, furthermore,
that they will stz// do so even after a full airing of the “‘theory”’ of such a
game. ‘True, players will find themselves completely frustrated; nonetheless they have no real alternative. (Incidentally, in some contexts, if
the two players are frustrated, it may be beneficial to society.) In contrast, we do not think it “‘reasonable’’ to single out (a§, BS”) as the
“solution”? when #7 is iterated n times, even though an equilibrium point
results from this type of behavior and even though each of these strategies
is undominated in the wide sense. It is not ‘‘reasonable’’ in the sense
that we predict that most intelligent people would not play accordingly.
Unfortunately, we know someindividuals who, althoughbrilliant in other
ways, insist they would choose a§!). Yet, we feel that, as long as our
“subjective a priori probability’ for our opponentselecting 8$” is less than
1, we should not single out a$. Wefeel that in most cases an unarticulated collusion between the players will develop, much in the same wayas
a mature economic market often exhibits a marked degree of collusion
without any communication among the participants. This arises from
the knowledge that the situation will be repeated and thatreprisals are
possible. One cannothelp reflecting that, unfortunately, in the military
and political spheres the participants all too often have a single-play
orientation.
Flood [1952] has performed some empirical work on the 100-fold iteration of the above game. His running dialogue of the players’ move-bymove reactions is amusing as well as instructive.
The iterations we have been discussing are of a somewhat special
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nature, namely: we assumed that both players knew exactly how many
iterations would occur. Does the analysis alter markedly if we suppose
this number is not known exactly, or not knownat all? Intuitively, it
seems plausible that the strategy of playing a; so long as 2 uses 6; anda
changeto q@ if 2 uses B2 is an equilibrium strategy if H is repeated indefinitely. Actually, there is some difficulty in showingthis to beso,sinceitis
difficult to make precise the interpretation of the overall supergame.
Whatis the payoff? There are an infinity of moves (games H) each of
which has a finite payoff, so the sum of payoffs does not exist. ‘Three
methods for dealing with this have been suggested: First, to introduce a
constantdiscount factor and tolet all payments in the future be discounted
back to the present (this serves to make the payoff sum convergent). Second, to let the numberof trials be a random variable with a knowndistribution of the exponential type, i.e., the conditional probability of exactly n
moretrials, given that k trials have already occurred, is independentof k.
An equivalent formulation of this stopping rule is to terminatethe playat
each trial with probability 1 — p and to repeat the game again with
probability
#1. Games of this general type, which are known as
stochastic games, are studied in Appendix 8. If, in the first case, the
discountrate is not too small and,in the second,the “‘repeat”’ probability
fp is not too small, then it is possible to show an equilibrium pair exists
which results in the repeated use of the first strategy by both players.
The third method assumes that the numberoftrials is fixed but unknown
to the players. This last suggestion can be catalogued under the heading
of a two-person, non-zero-sum, non-cooperative game against nature.
In the extensive form, nature has thefirst move, so to speak, a choice of a
number, and the other players cannot in any objective fashion assign a
probability distribution over the possible choices of nature. This game,
so far as we know, has not been analyzed, but we conjecture that a
reasonable optimality criteria could be concocted so that repeated choice
of the first strategy is optimal.
5.6 ITERATIONS OF ZERO-SUM GAMES

In our preceding discussion the numbersin the payoff matrices reflected
the player’s preferences; however, one might argue that a playeris far
more concerned with his relative advantage. ‘Thus, we are led to the
question: how does the analysis develop if we suppose that the game is
interpreted in terms of a monetary payoff and oneis not interested in the
amount of money one obtains but in one’s relative monetary advantage?
It is clear that in such cases each componenttrialis a strictly competitive
(zero-sum) game, so werestrict our attention to that case.
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As a special case of the results in Appendix 8 we can concludethat, in a
supergame comprising iterations of a zero-sum game, an overall strategy
of choosing a maximin strategy at eachtrial is itself maximinin the supergame. Furthermore, since the supergameis zero-sum, any such pair of
strategies Is an equilibrium pair. ‘This is an important difference between
zero-sum and non-zero-sum games. For zero-sum games, the repeated
use of strategies which are optimal in the small constitutes a strategy which
is optimal in the large; for non-zero-sum games, the repeated use of
strategies which are optimal in the small might be unrealistic in the large,
although if both players choose these strategies they are in equilibrium.
Actually, when a zero-sum gameIs iterated oneis in a position to gain
and exploit statistical information about one’s opponent. Clearly, this
is importantin life, and it emphasizes the difference between a descriptive
and normative theory. An example may point this up. Consider the
zero-sum game of matching pennies in which each player has two pure
strategies: heads (a1, and 8) andtails (a2, and B2). If they both choose
the samestrategy, 1 receives $1 from 2; if they differ, 2 receives $1 from 1.
The money payoff matrix for player 1, therefore, is:

Bi

Be

Qy]

1

—1

a9

—1

1

|.

Let us assume that each player attempts to maximize his expected monetary return. Player 1’s maximin strategy places a probability of 14 on
each strategy; this yields an expected return of zero no matter what2 does.
Thus, even if 2 fails to play his minimax strategy this deviation is not
exploited by 1’s maximinstrategy. This is the story we outlined in sec4.11. Ifthe gameis iterated, 1 can obtain sequential information about
his opponent’s strategy and, if it appears not to be optimal, then he can
attempt to exploit the deviation. ‘To take an extreme example, suppose
2 is playing heads with probability 34; then 1 should play heads with a
probability greater than 144. Mathematically, at least for a singletrial,
his best choice is heads with probability 1; however, in an iterated game
2 would soon spotthis strategy. Player 1 must try to exploit 2’s blunders
without, however, teaching him the error of his ways. If 1 judges his
opponentto be shrewd, but not as shrewdashe, a more subtle tactic might
be used: 1 departs slightly from optimality, and helies in wait knowing
that ultimately 2 will notice it and attempt to exploit it. When 2 alters
his strategy, 1 detects the change quickly since he is anticipating it and,
since this strategy cannot be optimal, 1 subtly changes his strategy
accordingly. When 2 again catches on, 1 1s ahead.
Such considerations as these seem realistic and would have to be encom-
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passed in a fully descriptive theory, but the present theory of games cannot
cope with such non-normative aspects in any formal manner.

5./ THE ROLE OF EQUILIBRIUM PAIRS IN NON-ZERO-SUM GAMES
The game

a oy a 5|
discussed in section 5.3 illustrates the complexities involved in constructing
a normative theory for the non-cooperative non-zero-sum case. If there
is to be a non-cooperative theory for this game, the least we can expectit
to do is to suggest a strategy or class of strategies for each of the players;
yet if the pair of strategies chosen is not in equilibrium there are reasons

for the players not to act in conformity with the theory (see section 4.4).

But since in the example (a, 81) and (@e, B2) are both in equilibrium,

yet (a1, Be) and (ae, B,) are not, what can the theory suggest to the
players?
One might expect, however, no difficulty if each player had but one
equilibrium strategy, as in the game

on 0.9)
(1,0)

(0, 1) |
(0.1, 0.1) ].

The pair (a2, B2) is the unique equilibrium pair, and, although we can
sympathize with the frustrated player of this game, we are willing to subscribe to (@e, B2) as the “‘solution.”? On the other hand, a 100-fold

iteration yields a non-zero-sum game with equilibrium behavior in which
both players adopt their second strategies on all moves. We are not
willing to subscribe to this as the “‘solution”’ of the iterated game.

Do these examples sound the death knell for the equilibrium concept as

the principal ingredient of a theory of non-cooperative non-zero-sum
games? In our opinion, the answer must be Yes if one demands a
realistic theory for all possible non-cooperative non-zero-sum games, but
it is No if one is willing to restrict the set of games for whichit is asserted
that “‘a solution exists.”” We shall ultimately make this precise.
It is unfortunate (or fortunate, depending upon your viewpoint) that
a unified theory for all non-cooperative games does not seem possible.
The only alternative seems to be to complicate the problem by introducing
more initial information in the form of boundary andinitial conditions—

information referring to personality traits, psychologies of the players, etc.
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On the other hand, there are some workersin the field who are notparticularly disturbed by this state of affairs since they hold that almost no
important realistic games are played in the non-cooperative context.
We cannot help feeling that the realistic cases actually lie in the hiatus
between strict non-cooperation andfull cooperation, but that one should
first attack these polar extremes.
We mayalso add that, even if it is possible to produce pathological
examples which throw doubt uponthe universality of a concept, this does
not necessarily undermine its importance. It merely establishes that
care must be exerted to check whether the concept is plausible in the
specific cases to which it is applied. Ideally, one should attempt to
investigate the mathematical restrictions which should be placed on the
domain of admissible games so that the concept is plausible. In the case
of the equilibrium point concept for non-cooperative games, we know
that several major difficulties exist; nonetheless, it is an exceptionally
important tool for the analysis of wide classes of economic games.
Even if we were to decide to reject equilibrium points as a normative
theory for non-cooperative games (and rememberthereis no real alternative) it maystill be that the notion is relevant in a description of behavior.
Althoughnot “‘all life is a game,”’ at least not in our sense, we cannotfail
to recognize that people are constantly jockeying to better their lot in a
manner whichis quite analogous to playing in an extremely complicated
many-person game. For a given society, a set of mores and patterns of
behavior gradually build up and then remainstationary for long periods
of time; yet another society, with approximately similar initial conditions,
will evolve to a quite distinct pattern of cultural norms. Loosely speaking, we may regard these as two possible equilibrium “‘solutions” to this

“same.”

‘They are equilibria in the sense that an individual usually

finds it disadvantageous to buck the tide of society’s opinion. It is our
impression that players of a game do, in somesense, evolve to an equilibrium position—notnecessarily a unique one— and wecansaythat, froma

descriptive, though not a normative, point of view, the set of equilibrium

points of a game do constitute a “‘characterization of the solution”’ of the
game. Although the following 1s not grounded in anyspecific empirical
studies, we can imagine the participants of a complicated game floundering about using trial and error methods to arrive at a suitable mode of
behavior and finally settling down to a pattern which is not in any sense
a ‘social optimum,”’ but which nevertheless is in equilibrium, since it does
not profit any player individually to pioneer in new directions. Much of
the n-person theory weshall discuss, if it is to be interpreted descriptively,
must be interpreted in this manner.
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*5.8 EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM PAIRS
In an extremely elegant proof, Nash [1951] has shown that every noncooperative game with finite sets of pure strategies has at least one mixed strategy
equilibrium pair. The idea involved in the proof (see Appendix 2) is

delightfully simple: to each pair of mixedstrategies (x, y) there is associ-

ated, by means of a mapping TJ, a new pair (x’, y’) in such a mannerthat
(x, y) is in equilibrium if and only if (x, y) = (x’, y’). The nature of
the mapping T is such that from a general existence theorem (the Brouwer
fixed-point theorem) one can concludethat there is at least one element
which remains fixed under 7,i.e., there is at least one equilibrium pair.
Considering our previous discussion, it is reasonable that we should
want to distinguish games in which the equilibrium pairs are equivalent
and those in which they are interchangeable. So wegive the following
formal definitions: Two equilibrium pairs (x, y) and (x’, y’) are equivalent if the returns to each player are the same,1.e.,
M(x, y) = M(x’, y)

and

M 2(x, y) = M(x’, y).

They are said to be interchangeable if (x, y’) and (x’, y) are also in
equilibrium.
Property 111 of section 5.2 1s equivalent to saying that for a zero-sum

game any two equilibrium pairs are equivalent and interchangeable.
*5.9 DEFINITIONS OF ‘“SSOLUTION”’ FOR
NON-COOPERATIVE GAMES

A non-cooperative gameis said to be solvable in the sense of Nash if every
pair of equilibrium pairs are interchangeable.
Thus, the prisoner’s dilemmais solvable in the sense of Nash as is the
supergame generated from it by a fixed numberofiterations, but the
battle of the sexes

(2,1)

(1, 0

is not since (a1, 8) and (ae, Bg) are in equilibrium and are notinterchangeable.
The solution of a gamethat is solvable in the sense of Nash is its set of

equilibrium pairs.
A Nash-solvable game need not have equivalent equilibrium pairs, so

Nash wasled to define the upper value for a player as the most he can get
2 This section tends to be more technical than most and not correspondingly more
rewarding, so many readers mayprefer to skip it.
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from some equilibrium pair and the lower value as the least he can possibly

get.

In the game

|‘ 3) (2, |
(1,1) (2, 1)

every pair of pure or mixedstrategies is in equilibrium andso it 1s auto-

matically Nash solvable. Observe that a player’s strategy choice has
absolutely no influence on his return; this is entirely governed by his
opponent’s choice. Such a gameis particularly frustrating since all it
amounts to is this: 1 can give 2 from oneto three (utility) units of satisfaction while remaining completely indifferent himself amonghis choices;
similarly, 2 can give 1 from one to twounits of satisfaction while remaining
completely indifferent among his choices. Player 1’s upper and lower
values are 2 and 1, 2’s are3 and1. Naturally, if the players could communicate they would makea binding agreementto adopt(a1, B2) yielding
(2, 3), but in the non-cooperative context all strategies are indifferent for
each of the players. In cases where the equilibrium concept does not
lead to a unique mode of behavior, the players probably do well to contemplate the cooperative game.
A strategy pair (x, y) is said to be jozntly inadmissible if there exists a

strategy pair (x’, y’) such that each prefers the latter to the former,1.e.,
M(x’, y’) > M(x, y)

and

M(x’, y’) > M 2(x, y).

In this case, (x’, y’) is said to jointly dominate (x, y).

A pair (x, y) is

jointly admissible if and only if it is not jointly dominated by anotherpair.
A non-cooperative gameis said to have a solution in the strict sense i:

i. There exists an equilibrium pair among the jointly admissible
strategy pairs.
ii. All jointly admissible equilibrium pairs are both interchangeable
and equivalent.
The second condition prohibits confusion in the case of non-unique
jointly admissible equilibrium pairs.
The pairs (a, 81) and (a, Be) are in equilibrium in the game

oo eal

but they are not interchangeable, so the gameis not Nash solvable; however, (a, 81) is jointly dominated by (ae, Bz), so the latter is the solution in
the strict sense. The prisoner’s dilemma has no jointly admissible

equilibrium pair, hence it is not solvable in the strict sense, but it 1s
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solvable in the Nash sense. Similarly, when that gameis iterated a fixed
numberof timesit is not solvable in thestrict sense but again it is solvable
in the Nashsense.
We now wish to weaken this last concept in such a waythat there is a
‘‘solution’’ when the prisoner’s dilemmais played only once but not when
it is iterated.
The first thing we must dois to introducea suitable definition of domi-

nation for mixed strategies.

Let X and Y be arbitrary subsets of the sets

of mixed strategies for players 1 and 2, respectively. If we suppose that
player 1 knows that he will restrict his attention to X and that 2 will
restrict his attention to Y, then it is actually possible that 1 need only
attend to a subset X* of X. This would beso if every strategy whichis in

X but which is not in X* were dominated by some mixed strategy in X*.
Clearly, we would want to consider the smallest such set.

Thus, we are

led to the following definition: Given X and Y,the subset X* of X is said
to be a minimal complete class of strategies of X relative to if:

i. For any x in X but not in X* thereis at least one x* in X* such that

M,(x*, y) 2 M(x, y) for all y in Y, and greater than holds for at least
one y in YL.
ii. No proper subset of X* has propertyi.

An analogousdefinition holds for player 2. It can be shown that minimal complete classes of mixed strategies over a finite number of pure
strategies exist and are unique.
Now,if we have a non-cooperative game with spaces X and Y of mixed
strategies each based on a finite numberof purestrategies, then player 1
might just as well confine himself to the minimal complete class for X
relative to Y, call it ¥‘, and 2 to the minimal complete class for Y rela-

tive to X, call it Y‘”.

In general, this will effect some reduction of the

numberof strategies under consideration. If (X, Y; M1, M2) denotes a
non-cooperative game with mixed strategy spaces X and Y and payoff
functions M,, then the associated reduced game is defined to be (X‘”, Y°);

M,, Mz).

In other words, it is the same game except that the players

confine themselves to their minimal complete classes. For example, the
associated reduced gameofthe prisoner’s dilemmais trivial: there is only
the one strategy pair (a, Be).
Weshall say that a gameis solvable in the weak sense if its associated
reduced gameis solvable in the strict sense.
The prisoner’s dilemmais solvable in the weaksense, but n-fold iterates
of it are not.
Since the players have nothing to lose by confining themselves to the
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sets of strategies X‘and Y‘”, one is tempted to define X‘”as the minimal
complete class for X“relative to Y¥, and Y™as the minimal complete

class for ¥“relative to X‘”, and to argue that they should attend only

to X°) and Y, But there are dangers, for although player 1 has
nothingto lose in considering only X‘, we can say the same for X‘” only
provided (and this is the rub) that 2 confines himself to Y‘?. If 2 does

not confine himself to Y“ (which seemssilly, but empirically it is at least
plausible) then 1 might suffer a disadvantagebyrestricting himself to X‘”.
In like manner, we maydefine sets X“and Y“), X¥™ and ¥™, etc.,

where X™)is the minimal complete class for X¥“~»relative to ¥“—and

Y™) is a minimal complete class for ¥—”relative to X—. As far as 1
is concerned, a reduction from X¥— to X¥™is only safe if he feels confi-

dent that 2 will confine himself to Y“—; if 2 does not and 1 keeps on
reducing the set of strategies he will consider, he may be asking for
trouble.
If 1 and 2 both keep reducing their strategy spaces, the process must
eventually terminate in the sense that there is an integer N such that

XM) = XNtYD and YX = YAtTD, XM and ¥% are called the

completely reduced strategy spaces and (X“, ¥“); My, M2) the completely
reduced game associated with (X, Y; !@1, Mz). A non-cooperative gameis
said to be solvable in the complete weak sense if the associated completely
reduced gameis solvable in the strict sense.
Any pair of strategies in the completely reduced strategy spaces of the
n-fold iterate of a prisoner’s-dilemma-type game reducesto the choices of
a2 and G2 from thefirst move on, so it is solvable in the complete weak
sense.

5.10 sOME PSYCHOLOGICAL FEATURES
Although we have considered manyspecial definitions of what constitutes a “‘solution’”’ of a non-cooperative game, the above analysis is
pitifully incomplete. One might be temptedto arguethat, in the absence
of any adequate theory, the players should, as a last resort, choose the
maximizer of their security level; however, it can be shown that the
resulting maximin value (optimalsecurity level) never exceeds that of any
equilibrium pair. Thus, even from a very conservative point of view, the
equilibrium pairs are worthy of a great deal of consideration.
Within the realm of equilibrium pairs, one might hope to extend the
domain of analysis further by introducing a more subtle partial ordering
of the equilibrium points by taking into consideration psychological factors. For example, in the game
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a2

(8, 8)
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Bo

(10, |
(5, 4)

the pairs (a2, 61) and (a), 82) are jointly admissible equilibrium pairs,
but they are neither interchangeable nor equivalent. Thus, there is no
solution to this game inthestrict, weak, complete, or Nash sense. Nonetheless, if 2 has any reason to fear that 1 will take a, then he dare not

take 8 for fear of getting —30 (change this to —300 or —3000 if the point
is not clear), but 1, knowing this, has every reason to take a1, which gives
him his best return. But now the argumentis cyclic, for 2, having some
rationalization for 1’s adoption of a, has all the more reason to avoid {).

Thus, the equilibrium pair (a1, B2) “psychologically dominates” (ae, 8;).
In this analysis it is not only the qualitative ordering of the numbers which
counts; the quantitative aspects are extremelysignificant.
In the game

(4, —3000)
(12, 8)

(10, 3 |
(5, 4)

the equilibrium pair (a1, 62) is jointly dominated by (ae, 6) since the
former yields a return of (10, 6) versus (12, 8) for the latter. Thus, the
latter point is a solution in thestrict sense. Yet if we were player 1 we
would hesitate to use a2 on the groundsthat player 2 would arguethat Be
psychologically dominates $1, and so long as 2 can give any rationale for
1’s choosing a1, 2 does not dare choose 61. ‘The argumentis cyclic and
it reinforces (a1, 82) even thoughit is jointly dominated by (ag, 1).
No doubtthere are other psychological aspects of a similar sort, and at
present the theory seems inadequate to cope with them. Although
admitting that the structure developed in these sections does not adequately reflect many of the psychological factors of the non-cooperative
games, wefeel that there is some elementof realism in most of these concepts—enough,at least, to demand scrutiny of these ideas before coming
to a decision in a non-cooperative game.
5.11 DESIRABILITY OF PREPLAY COMMUNICATION

One might hope that some of the many difficulties in analyzing noncooperative games would evaporate once preplay communication and the
existence of binding agreements were assumed. At least this seems to
have beenthecase in all the examples up to now. In actuality, although
some of the difficulties are ameliorated, preplay communication generates
a new crop of puzzling features which demandclarification. The following chapter is concerned with them, but before that we can consider the
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question whether the members of a non-cooperative game should always
elect to have preplay communication if it is offered to them.
If there is no preplay communication, the analysis of the game

2)

(0, —200)

(3, 1)

(2, —300)

is simple because qa strictly dominates a2, and @; strictly dominates Bo.

Furthermore, the pair (a, 81) is the unique equilibrium point which is
jointly admissible, so it is the solution (in any sense) of this non-cooperative game. Now supposethe players were forced into preplay communication. Player 1 can demandthat they enter into a binding agreement
to choose (a1, 82) by the threat to choose ag if 2 does not agree.

To be

sure, 1 does not want to take a2, which would give him only 0, but if he

does 2 is faced with a loss of 200 (which cannot be said to give 1 any

satisfaction beyond 0 since we are already dealing with utilities). It is
reasonable to suppose 2 will succumbtothe “‘threat’’ if the same numbers
for players 1 and 2 somehow denote changes of comparable importance.
Regardless of some of the potential pitfalls of the above analysis, it is to
2’s advantage to refuse to come to a conference table, for to confer would
only allow 1 to browbeat him into an agreement.
If this non-cooperative gameis iterated, then it might as well be cooperative, for 1 can force his desires on 2 by taking a2 a few times until 2 learns

the “‘score.”?

This is a vivid example of ‘‘collusion through iteration.”

In this example we have some preview of coming attractions in the
cooperative game: the threat powers of players and their attendant
interpersonal comparisons implied in such phrases as “this will hurt you
more than it does me.”’

5.12 SUMMARY
The analysis of non-strictly competitive, i.e., non-zero-sum games, is
inherently different from that of strictly competitive ones. In the zerosum case, it is never advantageousto disclose one’s strategy, equilibrium
pairs are equivalent, equilibrium strategies are interchangeable, and
maximin and minimax strategies are in equilibrium. An example served
to show that all these assertions are false, in general, for non-zero-sum
games. Further examples exhibited other pathologies. In the prisoner’s
dilemma, each player has one undominated pure strategy, but the payoff
to that pair, even though it is in “‘equilibrium,”’ is not jointly desirable.
Thus, although a “‘rational’’ player cannot do better than play his undominated strategy (assuming a single-shot game without preplay communica-
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tion), two “irrational’’ players will always fare better than two “‘rational’’
ones.
When a non-zero-sum non-cooperative game is repeated manytimes,
certain of the strategic aspects change. For example, even without any
formal preplay communication, the players can develop some form of
temporal collusion. This can assume the form of a temporal patterning
of their choices of pure strategies, resulting in a correlated joint strategy
(e.g,, the pair (a1, 81) is chosen on oddtrials and (ag, 82) on eventrials);
or it can involve threat strategies to police an informal status quo agreement. For example, in the prisoner’s dilemma, the players may, after
some experience, each repeatedly select his first pure strategy—the dominated strategy when the game is viewed as a single-shot affair. But,
should one player succumb to the temptation of a short range gain, the
other can resort to punitive action by also defecting to his undominated

strategy for the next few trials.

This same game, when repeated a known

fixed numberof times, can be analyzed as a supergame from an equilibrium point of view. The unique overall equilibrium behavior demands
that each player employ his undominated strategy on each trial, which
seems contrary to ordinary wisdom. ‘Though we conclude from such
examples that the equilibrium notion is not universally applicable to
non-zero-sum games,it still remains an important analytic tool for a wide
class of games. In addition, even if it is rejected as the basic tool for a
normative theory, we argued that it may be of pragmatic importance in
descriptive studies.
In twostarred sections, 5.8 and 5.9, we stated the important theorem
that mixed-strategy equilibrium pairs always exist, and we gave alternative definitions for what might reasonably be meantby a “‘solution”’ of a
non-zero-sum game. In section 5.10, the possibility was raised that a
subtle partial ordering of the several equilibrium points of a game could
be effected by considering psychological factors. Although this was
illustrated by several examples, the analysis is pitifully incomplete, and
such considerations remain in the realm of “‘artful judgments.”’
Weassumedat the outset that in this chapter preplay communication
would be prohibited by the rules of the game. However, in most of our
examples, it appeared asif life would be considerably simpler were preplay communication allowed. To avoid theillusion thatthis is alwaysso,
an example was given (section 5.11) where one player would definitely
prefer not to have the privilege of preplay communication, for with it
would cometherealistic possibility of his opponent threatening to hurt
him badly, even at some expense to the opponent, if he did not agree to a
strategy particularly beneficial to his opponent. Moreof this in the next
chapter.
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Someauthors are not disturbed by the inadequaciesof the non-cooperative theory, since they feel that preplay communication is usually possible
in realistic contexts. Other authors feel, on the contrary, that the noncooperative theory is of paramount importance, even were preplay communication invariably permitted. Their goal is to formalize the preplay
communication as precise moves, thus yielding an extensive game which,
so to speak, is grafted onto the beginning of the normalized game. This
enlarged game is then to be treated as non-cooperative in character.
Again, more of this in the next chapter.

chapter 6

‘Two-PERSON
COOPERATIVE GAMES

6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapters we have prohibited both preplay discussion
and binding agreements between the players, except to the extent of considering them aspossible (and nottoo successful) intuitive aids to finding
solutions of non-cooperative games. In this chapter we turn full attention
to the other extreme: cooperation in two-person games. Explicitly, we
assume that:
1. All preplay messages formulated by one player are transmitted without distortion to the other player.
ii. All agreements are binding, and they are enforceable by the rules
of the game.
i. A player’s evaluations of the outcomes of the game are not disturbed by these preplay negotiations.
Of these assumptions, the third is the least palatable for many applications. Should it be an unreasonable assumption for a particular abstraction of somereality, then an alternative abstraction must be effected which
includes the negotiations as an integral aspect of the strategic possibilities.
In this way the outcomes can be made to depend uponthe negotiations.
114
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Since most of our examples will suggest that cooperation is valuable to
all concerned, it is worth recalling that games can be constructed (see
section 5.11) such that one player can be expected to resist coming to a
conference table, because his willingness to cooperate would subject him
to realistic threats without, at the same time, benefiting him. Thisis to
say, there may well be strategic considerations in agreeing to negotiate;
these weshall ignore, and weshall assume that negotiation iscompulsory.
Most authorsfeel that, if such economic problems as duopoly, labormanagementdisputes, trade regulations between two countries, etc., can
be treated as gamesatall, then it will have to be in the cooperative context. In like manner, one may hopethatit will prove possible to formulate cooperative game models whichreflect limited aspects of the diplomatic relations between two countries or of the political conflict between
two parties within a single country. To be sure, such small parcels of a
complex social or economic problem can berealistic only to the extent
that the utility functions chosen doreflect the subtle interrelations between
the game-in-the-small and the overall problem. Given the present state
of game theory, we are indeed skeptical that many such problems can be
given a realistic formal analysis; rather, we would contend that a case can
be made for studying simplified models which are suggested by and related
to the problem of interest. The hope is that, by analogy, their analysis
will shed light—however dim and unreliable—on the strategic and communication aspects of the real problem.
6.2 THE VON NEUMANN-MORGENSTERN SOLUTION

Consider again (see section 5.3) the payoff matrix

By
ay

(2, 1)

a2{(—1,—-1)

Be
(—1, 5

(1, 2)

It will be recalled that the set of possible payoffs can be given in a drawing
as shown in Fig. 1. To any point in the shaded area thereis a pair of
mixed strategies (x, y) such that the payoffs [M/i(x, y), Mo(x, y)] are the
coordinates of that point; and, conversely, to every pair of mixedstrategies, the corresponding pair of payoffs constitutes a point in the shaded
area.
Recall that if this game is repeated in time, it is reasonable for the
players to alternate, in phase, between their first and secondstrategies.
This yields (2, 1) and (1, 2) as alternate payoffs, and the average payoff
pertrial is (34, 34). This expected payoff cannot be achievedin single
trial if the players randomize without any preplay communication; how-
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ever, if they can communicate, then they can achieve the single trial

expectation of (34, 34) by tossing a fair coin to decide whether to choose
(a1, 81) or (@e, Be). Thus, by correlating their mixed strategies, which
is possible with preplay communication, the players are able to enlarge
their potential payoff set in this game. Let us call the region generated

by consideringall correlated mixedstrategies R’.

Player 2’s utility

(1, 2)

(2, 1)

Player 1's utility

erent te:
ete

(~1, -1)

Fic. 1

>In general, not every joint randomization which yields a pure strategy pair
(ai, B;) with probability z;; is realizable from the independentselection of mixed
strategies. For example, in the above example the randomization of probability
6 on (a1, By) and % on (ao, Bo), 1.€.,
[4 (a1, 8), O(a, Bo), O(ae, 8), 16 (ae, B2)],

whichyields the expected payoff (34, 34) is not realizable if the players use independent randomstrategies.
through preplay communication.

It is, of course, possible if the players act cooperatively

Any randomized strategy agreed upon by both players will be termed a joznt

randomized strategy.

‘Typically, the symbol z will be used for a joint randomized

strategy, and thesetof all such joint randomizedstrategies will be denoted by Z.

The expected payoffs from the choice of a joint mixed strategy z are, of course,

M\(z) = > QijZijy
7

M,(z) = > b:i2%%,
where, it will be recalled,

aij= My(ai,B;),

7

bi; = Mola, Bj),

and 2z,; is the probability assignment of the pair (@;, 8;) for mixed strategy z.
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As in the non-cooperative case, when z runs overall its possible values in Z,
the set of points [A/;(z), M2(z)] generates a region in the plane, which will be
denoted by R’. For the game given at the beginning of the section, the associated region is shownin Fig. 2.
In general, the region R’ can be describedin the following way: Plot the points
in the plane associated to all (a;;, b:;) pairs (e.g., the points (1, 2), (2, 1) and

Player 2's utility

(—1, —1) in Fig. 2); then R’ is the smallest (polygonal) convex body containing
these points. This definition is clear except for the words “convex body.” A set
of points in the plane (or in any Euclidean space, for that matter) is called convex

Player 1’s utility

(-1, -1)
Fic. 2

if whenever twopoints lie in the set the line segment joining them also lies in the

set. ‘Thus, for example, all the points interior to a circle comprise a convex set—
but not a convex body. A convex body is a convex set which also containsits

boundary! and which is bounded in the sense that there is a circle about the
origin which includes the whole set if the radius is chosen to be sufficiently large.
Another way to describe R’ is as the “‘convexification” of R: the least addition of

points to R which results in a convex body.

<

Suppose that the region R’ of some gameis of the form shownin Fig.3.

By acting jointly, the players can achieve any point of R’ as their payoff.
A point (u, v) of R’ is said to be jointly dominated by a different point (u’, v’)

of R’ if both u’ 2 u and vo’ 2 v.

Clearly, the players need not consider

any point which is jointly dominated by another one of R’. Thus, after
a little preliminary negotiation, they can be expected,if they are rational,
to confine their attention to the jointly undominated outcomes, which in
1 Formal mathematical definitions of such words as “‘boundary,”’ “‘interior,’’? and
“exterior” can be given, but it is hardly appropriate to do so here.
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this case form the darkerline a, b, c, d of R’ (see Fig. 3).

These undomi-

nated outcomes are called the joint maximal set of R’ (the term Pareto

Player 2’s utility

optimal set is also used). Let it be clear that the knowledge assumptionsof
the underlying game model meanthat the region R’ and the joint maximal
set are known to each of the players; there is no element of ‘“‘hidden
strategies” or of blufiing permitted in the presentanalysis.
Clearly, player 1 desires the point d most and player 2 the point a.
Moreover, on the joint maximal set the player’s preferences are strictly
opposing; hence, once they confine themselves to consideration of the
joint maximalsetit is not possible for them to cooperate further for mutual
benefit. Nonetheless, although each player may prefer an end point of
the joint maximal set, it is easy to see that such desires are generally
totally unrealistic. For example,
by treating the game in a noncooperative manner, player 1 can
guarantee himself an amount 2,
and player 2 an amount vg, the

maximin values,? and it is unreasonable to suppose either player
will accept less than his maximin
value in the negotiations. These
acceptable points—the points of
the joint maximalset of R’ which
yield each player at least as much

Player 1'sutility
Fic. 3

as he can secure independently by

playing his maximin strategies—
form whatis called the negotiation
set of the game; this set is denoted by Xt. In Fig. 3 the negotiationset is
the part of the dark line markede, J, c,f.
The cooperative two-person theory of von Neumann and Morgenstern
[1947] singles out the negotiation set as the “cooperative solution” of the
game. In words, the players act jointly to discard all jointly dominated
payoff pairs and all undominated payoffs which fail to give each of them
at least the amounthe could be sure of without cooperating. They have

argued that the actual selection of an outcome from the multiplicity of

points in the negotiation set 3( depends upon certain psychological aspects
of the players which are revelant to the bargaining context. They
acknowledgethatthe actualselection of a point from N is a most intriguing
problem, but they contend that further speculation in this direction is not

2 Of course, knowing the region R’ is not sufficient to calculate these values; the
payoff matrix is required. ‘Thus, their location in Fig. 3 depends uponthe payoffs, and
these we havenotspecified. So our choice of their location is arbitrary.
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of a mathematical nature—at least, not with the present mathematical
abstraction.
6.3 SOLUTIONS—IN WHAT SENSE?
Although von Neumann and Morgenstern do not feel that further
restrictions can be placed upon the outcome of the cooperative game,
several other authors have attempted to single out a unique payoff from
Jt which they put forwardas a “realistic” solution to the abstract problem.
For example, in section 6.9 we shall discuss a scheme due to Nash which
formalizes in a precise, but particular, fashion the preplay communication
and bargaining. ‘The resulting extensive gameis treated as a non-cooperative game without preplay communication, and one of its equilibrium
points which has a special mathematical property is taken to bethe solution to the cooperative game. ‘This will be preceded by a discussion of
Nash’s bargaining model (section 6.5) which is a stepping stone for his
treatment of the general cooperative game.
In what sense can any such unique point be considered a solution?
For example, in the game

ey Wa?
there are many who would object to choosing (34, 34) as the cooperative
solution. ‘To be sure, they would agree that the symmetry of the matrix
affords some argumentfor choosing the symmetric outcomein 0, but they
would question whether a possible asymmetry of the roles of the players
has not been overlooked. For example, player 1 may refer to a whole
labor union and 2 to a single entrepreneur; or 1 may be the government
serving the interests of the nation, whereas 2 is a monopolist. But if such
role asymmetry exists, then surely “‘solution”’ is not meant in an ethical
sense—as a concept of a just outcome. Furthermore,it surely cannot be
meant in a descriptive sense, since the players may also be asymmetric in
bargaining ability, one being a tough bargainerand the otherindifferent.
So, in whatsenseis it a solution?

Indeed, one can argue that the whole of Nt is probably not suitable as a

solution in a descriptive sense.

Consider the game

(0, 100)
(—1, —200)

(100, 0)
(—40, —300) }.

Let us suppose that the payoffs are in dollars and that the two players are
in roughly equivalent financial positions. In the non-cooperative game
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a, dominates a, and 8; dominates Be, and therefore the pair (aj, 63),
whichgivesrise to the payoff (0, 100), is clearly the solution; however, in

the cooperative game player 1 can reasonably demand the (100, 0)

payoff by threatening to take a» if 2 does not comply with his wish.

Note

that the threat strategy a2 is inadmissible from 1’s selfish viewpoint in the

non-cooperative game, but in the cooperative gameit is a possible threat
since, presumably, 2 will be hurt more than 1 if it is used. If 2 does not
agree to the (100, 0) payoff, player 1 cannot very well merely threaten to
play the non-cooperative game; either he must continue to bargain or he
must be willing to play out his threat a». In turn, player 2 might
threaten to take 6» if 1 does not agree to (0, 100); but this does not seem
very convincing since it punishes 2 ‘‘more” than it does 1. At this point
the bargaining personalities of the two players will begin to enter: Each
can hurt the other in differing degrees and so they will dicker, threaten,
withdraw, bluff, etc., until an outcomeis reached.
To predict what will in fact happen without first having a complete
psychological and economic analysis of the players seems foolish indeed.
We would claim no descriptive limits: anything is liable to happen—
including the (—40, —300) payoff! Specifically, we would not claim that
an actual observed outcome will lze in the negotiation set.
Whatthenis the point and interpretation of a solution? Our views are
given in the next section where wediscuss arbitration schemes.
Before we turn to that, it will be useful to catalogue three possible and
extreme interpretations of payoffs of agame. How a cooperative gameIs
treated dependssignificantly on which of these, or other, possibilities is
assumed:
i. Payoffs are in utility terms, no interpersonal comparisonsof utility
are permitted, and no side paymentsare allowed.
il. Payoffs are in utility terms, interpersonal comparisons are meaningful (or partially meaningful), and no side payments are allowed.
iii. Payoffs are in monetary terms, utility is linear in money, interpersonal comparisons are meaningful, and monetary side payments are
allowed.
A fourth case, not discussed in this chapter, is partially explored in section 10.4. There the payoffs are assumedto be physical commodities and
interpersonal comparisons are not assumed to be meaningful, but side
payments in physical goods are permitted.
In all cases it is assumed that the payoffs are fully known to the players
and that the preplay communication doesnotalter the utilities. We agree
that such extreme assumptions are probably not quite realistic, yet, in
somespecial contexts, one or another mayserve as a reasonable abstraction.
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6.4 ARBITRATION SCHEMES
Let us suppose that the players of a specific cooperative game have
restricted their attention to the negotiation set and that they are bitterly
bargaining over which point to select. The harder each bargains, the
more he will probably get—except, of course, if he is forced to carry out a
threat! This is the rub about cooperative games. It is well known that
in such situations so-called ‘“‘rational’? people (and countries) frequently
have failed to reach an agreement, and the threats have had to be carried
out, to their mutual discomfort. For these reasons players are often
willing to submit their conflict to an arbiter, an impartial outsider who
will resolve the conflict by suggesting a solution.
We may suppose that the arbiter sincerely envisages his mission to be
‘‘fairness” to both players; however, there are not, as yet, any simple and
obviouscriteria of ‘“‘fairness,’’ so, in effect, he is being asked to express a
part of his ethical standards when resolving the game. ‘The arbiter can
be assumed to want to suggest a solution which will seem ‘‘reasonable,”’
both becauseheis sincere and because he may wish to be hired for such
tasks in the future. Thus, for example, he would be mistaken to suggest
a solution having an obvious alternative which is preferred by both
players. Or suppose there are two different conflict situations and that
everyone agrees player 1 is strategically better off in the first than the
second; then the arbiter should not give player 1 less in the first than the
second. In short, an arbiter will (or should) try to satisfy some consistency
requirements. In addition, as with most adjudicators, he will be anxious
to defend his suggested solutions with some fairly good rationalization.
All of this means that he should be prepared to formulate and to defend
the basic principles which lie behind his suggested compromises—they
should not be completely arbitrary!
Whatever principles may be involved, the net effect is to associate to
each possible conflict of interest a single outcome. ‘Thus, we define an
arbitration scheme to be a function, 1.e., rule, which associates to each conflict, 1.e., two-person non-strictly competitive game, a unique payoff to the
players. This payoff is interpreted as the arbitrated or compromised
solution of the game. Without further specification, there are clearly an
infinity of such functions. We could try to select one on an intuitive basis
and attempt to defend it; however, we should always fear that someone
might concoct a hypothetical situation for which the arbitrated solution is
at variance with ourintuitive ‘‘ethical norms.”’ Rather than dream up a
multitude of arbitration schemes and determine whether or not each
withstands the test of plausibility in a host of special cases, let us invert
the procedure. Let us examine our subjective intuition of ‘‘fairness”’ and
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formulate this as a set of precise desiderata that any acceptable arbitration
scheme must fulfill. Once these desiderata are formalized as axioms,
then the problem is reduced to a mathematical investigation of the
existence of and characterization of arbitration schemes which satisfy
the axioms.
It may turn out that no arbitration scheme can exist whichsatisfies all
the requirements—that is, the desiderata as formulated may be selfcontradictory. If so, and it is not uncommon, then weare forced to an
‘“‘agonizing reappraisal’’ of our intuitive norms. Let there be no mistake
that one need not worry about this happening: the inner inconsistency
need not be the least bit obvious. Such a possibility should give many
social scientists pause, for think how futile is a search for a subjectively
‘“‘reasonable” arbitration scheme when our notions of what is reasonable
are inconsistent.
Or, it may turn outthat there is exactly one arbitration scheme compatible with our desiderata. This is the ideal: the desiderata can then be
considered a full characterization of that arbitration scheme, and, of
course, they help in defending the reasonableness of the scheme.
Or, finally, it may turn out that many schemes are compatible with the
axioms. In that case, the desiderata are a partial characterization of the
set of compatible schemes. Any scheme of this set may serve as an
acceptable arbitrator of conflict situations. If, however, certain of them
still yield arbitrated results which we deem “‘unfair,’’ then one mustsearch
for further stipulations as to the meaning of “fairness” to add to our
axioms and thereby eliminate those we consider undesirable.
The problem of multiple arbitration schemes may appearto giverise to
a dilemma, since each scheme will compromise a particular game in a
specific manner. This situation seems hopeless, for each player will
clearly prefer that scheme whichyields him the largest payoff. Thus, in
terms of a particular game each player will rank the schemes according
to their desirability to him, and these rankingsare strictly opposed; this
substitutes another game over the arbitration schemes for the original
bargaining conflict over payoffs of a game. Not muchis accomplished.
Butis this the problem? Oris it to confront the samepair of people with
the sameset of arbitration schemes before these individuals are concerned
with the arbitration of a specific game? Put more precisely, they should
evaluate the schemes with respect to a wide class of possible games. It is
now more difficult to rank the schemes, to be sure, but also there is much
more hope that they may agree as to the most desirable or the “‘fairest”’
one. In a sense, this is the problem weall face when we vote for one
amonga slate ofjudges. Eachoffers himself as an arbiter for an unknown
group of legal contests, and in principle he is required to offer a platform,
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i.e., a set of reasonable principles, which characterizes the nature of the
decisions he will make if elected. By and large, a commoncultural background results in considerable unanimity about basic legal principles
which renders such elections perfunctory, except in those occasional cases
whenthere is a burning legal issue which forces the electorate to evaluate
the principles of the several candidates not in general terms but in terms
of this specific issue.
The power of the axiomatic methodis this: By means of a (small) finite
number of axioms we are able ‘‘to examine” the infinity of possible
schemes, to threw awaythose which are unfair, and to characterize those
which are acceptable. ‘The only alternative—to examine in detail each
of the infinity of schemes for each of the infinity of possible conflicts it is
supposed to arbitrate—is not practical.
What are some reasonable principles for an arbitration function to
fulfill? At this time we do not wish to go into great detail, and so the
reader should betolerant of the following formulations; they are stated in
a very rough manner—ambiguities exist and misinterpretations may be
anticipated. However, such ambiguities will be eliminated once we make
the conditions mathematically precise.
i. The arbitrated solution of a specific conflict situation (two-person
non-strictly competitive game) should be an element of the negotiation
set of the game. In other words, the arbitrated solution should give each
player as much as he could be expected to gain if he played non-cooperatively, and there should not be any other feasible payoff preferred by both
players to the solution.
ii. The arbitrated solution, as seen in terms of the real underlying conflict, should not depend uponthe particular utility units used in abstracting the problem into a formal framework.
ili. The arbitration scheme should be egalitarian in the sense thatit is
independent of the namesorlabels of the individuals in the conflict.
iv. If two gamesare ‘“‘close to each other” in somestrategic sense, the
arbitrated solutions should also be close. Put another way,slight perturbations or errors of measurement should not drastically alter the
arbitrated solution.
v. The arbitrated solution should reflect the threat capabilities of the
players in the conflict situation. (This condition, in particular, needs
considerable clarification.)
It is all too easy to say ‘‘Ah yes, these are very reasonable conditions,”’
so let us append a word of caution. It is often difficult to assess how
reasonable an axiom actually is in its abstract setting; we must seek its
meaning in concrete contexts, looking particularly for cases whereit leads
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to peculiar outcomes. In this way its real limitations become apparent.
Furthermore, if we accept a set of conditions as reasonable, we also
accept their consequences. It is perfectly possible to cite examples of
seemingly reasonable conditions, each appearing to be innocuous in
itself, which collectively yield unpalatable consequences. In this case,
by going back to the original conditions, we can usually see why one or
more are not as reasonable as they first seemed. Consequently, before
committing ourselves on the acceptability of a set of axioms or conditions,
we are well advised to investigate some of the consequences with an eye
to ferreting out the hiddenjokers.
Otherprinciples, some of which will appear in later sections, could be
listed. But, rather than dothis, our strategy will be, first, to consider a
special class of conflicts, called bargaining games, in which wecanillustrate in detail the mathematical counterparts of some of the above verbal
conditions. ‘Then, second, we will turn to the more complex case of the
general two-person non-strictly competitive game; however, we shall not
study it in the same detail as the bargaining games.
6.5 NASH’S BARGAINING PROBLEM
‘““The economic situations of monopoly versus monopsony, of state
trading between two nations, and of negotiation between employer and

labor union may be regarded as bargaining problems.”

[Nash, 1950 8.]

The task is to give a formal definition of a bargaining problem and to
solve it; this Nash has attempted, and weshall discuss his work on bargaining in this and the followingsection.
Consider two individuals, 1 and 2, who ‘“‘are in a position where they
may barter goods but have no moneyto facilitate exchange,’’ but who do
have the facilities to perform randomized experiments. Each comes to
the market with an initial bundle of goods, and a trade takesplace if and
only ifeach consents toit. By a trade we mean an actual reapportionment
of the joint bundle of goods held by them. Let 7, 7”, etc., denote different possible trades. In theclass of all possible trades there is one which
is distinguished, namely, when no trade actually occurs—thestatus quo.
This we denote by 7%.
3 For example, we might impose the condition that an arbitration schemeshould not
hedge in the following sense: In one situation, the compromise is grossly unfair to
player 2; whereas, in another, it is grossly unjust to 1. Its unreasonableness in both
situationsis rationalized on the groundsthat the overall expected payoffs are reasonable
since it is not known whichsituation, if either, will arise.

‘To defend such a schemeit

really would be necessary to make an a priori probability assignment to potential conflict situations, and, although it may be possible to do so in some contexts, we will
restrict our attention to applications where such hedging would be unacceptable.
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Weshall suppose that each player’s preferences over randomized outcomesare consistentin the sense of Chapter 2, and so they may be mirrored
by a numerical utility index. Thus, associated to each trade T is a pair
of utilities (u, v) representing, respectively, the utility of 7 for 1 and 2.
Denote the utility pair of T* by (u*, v*). In this way, each trade T
can be represented as a point in the plane. If T is represented by (u, v)
and T”’ by (u’, v’), a randomization between T and T’is represented by a
specific point on the line segmentjoining (u, v) and (u’, v’); and, conversely,
any such point represents a randomization between these trades.
Let R denote the set of all points representing trades and randomizations between trades. R is bounded, convex, andclosed (i.e., it contains

Player 1’sutility
Fic. 4

its boundary). In Fig. 4 a typical R is shown. The region will be
polygonal, as shown, if the underlying set of trades is finite, i.e., if no

commodities are infinitely divisible; otherwise it need not be.

The choice of utility functions is not unique, as has been stressed, but,
if we had madeother choices having different units of scale and different
origins, the new region would be merely a translation and stretching of

the old one.

Thus, the same underlying bargaining problem has an

infinity of simply related abstract versions.
In summary, then, a bargaining problem is characterized by a region

R of the plane and a special point (u*, v*) of R.

We denote such a

bargain by [R, (u*, v*)]. The following interpretation holds: If no trade
occurs, the payoff is (u*, v*), and a trade takes place if and only if both
players agree upon a unique point of R which then constitutes the payoff.
Naturally, 1 desires a trade represented by a point as far to the right as
possible in R, and 2 wishes to obtain a point as high in R as possible. In
general, of course, these are incompatible desires; nonetheless, it behooves
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them to perform some trade so long as there are any points in R both
above and to the right of (u*, v*). The existence of such points will be
assumed throughout.
Now,for each such game [R, (u*, v*)], we wantto single out a unique

payoff (uo, vo) whichis a “fair” outcome for the players.

In the termsof

the preceding section, we wish to prescribe a precise formula which will
arbitrate any such bargaining problem. Symbolically, we want a function F which operates on [R, (u*, v*)] to give a point (uo, vo) of R. We
shall first present such a function, one due to Nash, and then present the
desiderata which lead to it and whichare its defense. The “‘formula”’ 1s:

i. Change the origin of measurementof utility for each player so that
the point (w*, v*) is transformed into (0, 0), and let the resulting transformation of R be denoted by R’. In words, we choose utility functions
such that the status quo gives zero payoff.

ii. In the region R’ find the unique‘ point (u9’, v9’) such that uo’v9’is
the maximum ofall products uv, where (u, v) is in R’, i.e.,
a.

(uo’, v9 ) is a point of R’, Uo’ > 0, vo > 0.

b. uo’v9’ 2 uv,for all (u, v) belonging to R’ such that u 2 0 and v 2 0.
The point (uo’, vo’) is the ‘‘Nash solution” to the bargaining game
[R’, (0, 0)]. The solution to [R, (u*, v*)] is obtained by inverting the

utility transformations on (uo’, vo’).

This point can be characterized

more directly—though perhapsless suggestively for the proof below—as
the uniquepoint (uo, v9) of R such that

(up — u*) (v9 — v*) 2 (wu — u*)(v — 0*),

for all (u, v) belonging to R, and such that u 2 u* and v 2 o*.

But why this scheme rather than any numberof other possible choices?
The primaryreasonis thatit is the only arbitration scheme whichsatisfies
the four properties given below, and it is mainly in the light of their
‘“‘reasonableness,”? plus experience with the schemefor specific examples,
that we can judge the plausibility of the formula.
Let F denote an arbitration scheme which mapsa typical bargaining
game [R, (u*, v*)| into an arbitrated outcome. We demandthefollowing:
Assumption 1 (invariance with respect to utility transformations).
Let [Ri, (ui*, v1*)] and [Re, (ue*, ve*)] be two versions of the same bargaining
game, 1.¢., they differ only in the units and origins of the utility functions. Then
the arbitrated values F(R, (uy*, v1*)] and F[Re, (u2*, v2*)| shall be related by
the same utility transformations.
4 Such a point exists because R’ is bounded and closed. It is unique because R’ is
convex and because we are assuming the existence of a point (u, v) in R’ such that
u > Oandv > 0.
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have the following properties:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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An arbitrated outcome (uo, v9) shall

uo 2 u* and vg 2 v*,
(uo, vo) zs a point of R,
There is no (u, v) in R, different from (uo, v9), such that u 2 ug and
U 2 vo.

In words, the arbitrated value must be: (2) at least as good as the status quo, (it)
feasible, and (ait) not bettered by any other feasible point.

Assumption 3 (independenceof irrelevant alternatives).

Suppose that

two different bargaining games have the same status quo point and that the trading
possibilities of the one are all included in the other. If the arbitrated value of the
game with the larger set of alternatives is actually a feasible trade in the game with
the smaller set, then it shall also be the arbitrated value of the latter game. Put

another way, if certain new feasible trades are added to a bargaining problem in
such a manner that the status quo remains unchanged, either the arbitrated solu-

tion is also unchanged or it becomes one of the new trades. In symbols, suppose
[Ri, (u*, v*)] and [Ro, (u*, v*)| are the two games and that
(i)

Ry 7s a subset of Ra,

(ii) F[Re, (u*, 0*)] ts in Ri,

then

F[R,, (u*, v*)] = F[Re, (u*, 0*)].

Assumption 4 (symmetry). Suppose the version [R, (u*, v*)] of a bargaining game has the following properties:
(i)
(ii)

u* = 0%,
If (u, v) is in R, then (v, u) ts in R,

(iii)

(uo, v0) = FIR, (u * v*)|,

then
ug = Vo.

In words, if an abstract version of a bargaining game places the players in com-

pletely symmetric roles, the arbitrated value shall yield them equal utility payoffs,
where utility 1s measured in the units which made the game symmetric.

Now werepeat the punch line: The Nash formula described above not only
satisfies these four assumptions, it is the only function which does so. Put another
way, these desiderata implicitly define a unique arbitration scheme for

bargaining games.

>The proof is simple, so we will outline it for the mathematically oriented.

Consider a version [R, (u*, v*)] of a bargaining game, andlet [R’, (0, 0)] be the
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translation of it which puts the status quo at the origin. Find the point (uo’, v0’)
in R’ such that wo’v9 > wu for all (uw, v) in R’. Next, change thescales of utility
measurement in such a waythat(uo’, vo’) mapsinto (1, 1), and call this representa-

tion of the game [R’’, (0, 0)].

We now showthat(1, 1) is the solution of [R”,

(0, 0)], from which it will follow by assumption 1 that (uo’, vo’) is the solution of

[R’, (0, 0)] and so (uo’ + u*, vo’ + v*) is the solution of [R, (u*, v*)].

There

exists a symmetric set R’’’ which contains R’’, and so (1, 1), but no other point
(x, y) such that x 2 1 and y 2 1. According to assumptions 2 and 4, (1, 1) isa
solution of [R’’’, (0, 0)]; hence by assumption3 itis also a solution of [R’’, (0, 0)].

Thus, the Nash formula is a solution to the problem. To show thatit is the
uniquesolution is easy, for suppose F” is a function distinct from F whichis also a
solution. If it disagrees with F at some version [R, (u*, v*)], then the above con-

struction is contradicted. ‘This shows that if a solution exists to Nash’s axioms
it must be this one; it is straightforward to show thatin fact it does satisfy them. q

6.6 CRITICISMS OF NASH’S MODEL OF THE BARGAINING PROBLEM
A numberof criticisms can and have been made of Nash’s model; some
that we shall examine do not appearto us to be relevant, but others seem
more serious. Some confusion has resulted from Nash’s presentation of
the problem. He has always confined himself to formal versions of the
bargaining situation in which thestatus quotradeis at the origin, or, in
other words, the zeros of the individual utility functions were arbitrarily
chosen to be the case of no trade. ‘Ina bargainingsituation oneanticipation is especially distinguished; this is the anticipation of no cooperation
between the bargainers. It is natural, therefore, to use utility functions
for the two individuals which assign the number zero to this anticipation.
This still leaves each individual’s utility function determined only up to
multiplication by a positive real number.” [1950 5, p. 157.] This has
caused confusion, for many readers havefalsely interpreted this to mean a

definite loss of generality.

‘They have argued that notonlyis this choice

unnatural but that it implicitly establishes an interpersonal comparison
of utility. It has been held that it is a serious flaw in an otherwise
ingenious argument. In our presentation we purposely departed from
Nash’s discussion so as to give a simple refutation of these contentions.
A second groupof criticisms surround the meaningof this ‘‘solution”’
concept. Certainly, it is not a prediction of what actually happens in
bargains—it is easy to cite empirical cases where an agreementis not
reached and the players end up at the status quo point. Nash contends
that his solution is a ‘‘fair’’ division which purportedly should reflect the
‘reasonable expectancies” of “rational bargainers.’® ‘‘Now, since our
solution should consist of ratzonal expectations of gain by the two bargainers, these expectations should be realizable by an appropriate agreement between the two. Hence there should be an available anticipation
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It is

reasonable to assume that the two, being rational, would simply agree to
that anticipation or to an equivalent one. Hence we maythink of one
point in the set of the graph as representing the solution andalso representing all anticipations that the two might agree uponasfair bargains.”’

Oo
oO

p=

It is not easy to make these statements moreprecise,

Player 2’s utility

[1950 5, p. 158.]

other than to say that assumptions
1 and 4 stipulate the principle of
‘‘fairness’?; nonetheless, the spirit
of the argumentis clear.
If this is accepted, then most
remainingcriticism takes the form
of examples whereit is contended
that the Nash solution is notfair.
Wefeel that often these criticisms
are not just to the arbitration
scheme,since the critics seem to be
demanding that a “‘fair’’ arbitra-

tion schemeyield a “‘fair’’ solution

:

=

ee

eT

when applied to an “‘unfair’’ situaPlayer1's utility
tion. Consider the game where
Fic. 5
two players are to divide $100
between them if they can reach an agreement, or where they will receive

nothing if they do not agree.

‘The region of possible outcomesis shown in

Fig. 5. If they can agree upon a point in this region, bargainer 1 will
receive the value of the first coordinate and bargainer 2 the value of the
second one; if not, they each get zero. If utility is assumed to belinear
with money, then the Nashsolutionis (50,50). However, supposethereis
an asymmetry in the economicroles of the players. For example, suppose
1 is rich andselfish and 2 is poor. Player 1 may then make a goodcase
for (75, 25), let us say, on the groundsthat the utility incrementto 2 of
$25 is at least as great as the gain to 1 of $75. He would argue that an
ethically fair division of the proceeds is a fair division of utility, not of
money. For example, suppose that (part of) the utility functions were
these:
Monetary Payoff

Utility

1

2

1

2

Product of Utilities

$0
25
50
75
100

$100
75
50
25
0

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

1.00
0.98
0.90
0.73
0.00

0.000
0.245
0.450
0.548
0.000
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Recall that we give these numbers the following interpretation. ‘The
values of zero and one are chosen to be the extremevalues, and thereis no
loss of generality since any linear transformation of a utility function is
acceptable. Any other value represents an outcome whichis indifferent
to a lottery between the two extremes, e.g., for player 1, the rich man,
($75, $25) is indifferent to the lottery which gives him $100 (and player

1 $0) with probability 0.75, and gives him $0 (and player 1 $100) with

probability 0.25; for player 2, the same outcomeis indifferent to ($0,
$100) with probability 0.73 and ($100, $0) with probability 0.27. For
the points indicated, the outcome ($75, $25) has the maximum utility
product, andit is clear that we canfill in all other valuesofutility in such
a way that this remains true, in which casethis “‘unfair’” division is the
Nash solution to the bargaining problem.
Note well how the asymmetryin theroles of the players enters into the
solution. ‘The model does not equate the status quo positions of the
players, but the asymmetry of economicrolesis partially reflected in the
shape oftheir utility functions. Ethically, this may be unfortunate, since
the economic asymmetry works to the detriment of the poor man and to
the benefit of the rich one. This has been cited as an example to show
that the Nash axiomsarenot “‘ethically fair.” We must point out, however, that Nash’s solution only purports to give a “fair” arbitrated value
of the bargain whenthestrategic aspects are taken into account. ‘These are
captured by the utility functions, and, had the utilities of the rich man
been more‘‘socially ethical,’”” the poor man would havereceived a better
break. As an illustration, keep the sameutilities for the poor man and
change those of the rich oneto:
Monetary payoff
Utility

$0
0.00

25
0.30,

50
0.85

75
1.00

100
0.90

Then it is possible to fill in the rest of the values so that the Nash solution
is ($50, $50). We observe that this function is chosen so that it takes
player 2’s preferences into account in that, for example, the ($75, $25)
split is preferred by 1 to ($100, $0).
Having rejected these general objections, let us turn to a critical evaluation of each of the axioms. With respect to assumption 1, we hold that
the applicability of the model is restricted just because it does not allow
for some interpersonal comparison. Contrast this with the fact that
Nash’s solution has been falsely accused of establishing an implicit interpersonal comparison of utility. An example will make this difficulty
clear. Suppose that the players must, without using any side payments,
agree upon a point in the region shown in Fig. 6. If we suppose that
each player’s utility is linear in money, then Nash’s solution is (5, 50). Is
this fair?
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Suppose, first, that the players are in roughly equivalent economic
positions, then player 1 can make a good case for the point onthe line

joining (10, 0) to (0, 100) in which both players get the same rewards,
approximately (9.09, 9.09). His argument can be

Player 2’s utility

based on two grounds: First, the threat that, if 2 holds
out for ($5, 50), then 1 will not agree toit. This he can
afford to do since he will lose much less than 2 will.
Second, the ethical argument that the reference point
really should be (0, 0) and that each should be madeto
gain equally. Player 2 would surely argue thatif they
movefrom (5, 50) to (9.09, 9.09), then he will have given
up $40.91 and 1 will have only added $4.09. Again, 1
would question why (5, 50) is the reference point rather
than (0, 0), claiming that the asymmetryof the problem
is far more apparent than real. ‘‘For instance,” he
might argue, “‘suppose that there were two games under
consideration: the one we are playing, which I shall call
Player 1’s utility
A, and another, B, which has the payoff region shown
in Fig. 7. In B it is reasonable that we should each get
Fic. 6
$5. This is how much yousaythat I should receive from
game A; however, I personally would muchprefer to play in A than in B.
That I do presumably meansonly that I expect to get more out of A than
out of B, and not that it gives you a muchbetter return with no benefit to
me. I am not reluctant to let you have more in A than in B so long as I

get something out of it.

You

oO

p=

should not get false aspirations
because of the asymmetry of the
region of payoffs in A—afterall, I
control the outcomeas well as you

Player 2’s utility

and (0, 0) looks awfully symmetric

to me!”
Such an argumentimplicitly assumes the existence of an interpersonal comparison of utility.
Nash feels that such comparisons
are not meaningful and that such
an argument cannot, therefore, be
10
made sound. We would agree that
Player 1’sutility
interpersonal comparisons have not
Fic. 7
been given a rigorous meaning, but
we feel that an abstraction completely omitting such considerations is
perhaps departingtoo far from reality zn certain contexts. In many bargain.

es
ete
te Fos
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ing parleys, reference is made—vaguely, to be sure—to interpersonal com-

parisons of values, and presumably mathematical abstractions of such
situations should incorporate comparisons.
The second assumption, Pareto optimality, seems quite innocuous from
a normative point of view, and since we are unaware of any serious mis-

givings on this score we shall not discuss it normatively.

However,it is

most clearly open to doubt as a description of behavior. This is worth
some consideration. One reason that the players may not reach a
Pareto optimal point in practice, even if they achieve agreement and do
not resort to implementing threat strategies, is that they hide their true
utilities. This point will be discussed later, but we may mention here that
such behavior violates the basic knowledge assumption of game theory
and so is not really relevant in the present context. More to the pointis
the fact that the dynamic process usually takes the form ofa series of small
changes commencingat the status quo point and ultimately terminating in
a local optimum. It can happen that this is a Pareto optimum; however,
often it is only a local optimum in the sense that there exist drastically
different outcomes which would be preferred by both players if brought to
their attention. ‘This appears to be a phenomenonsubject to laboratory
investigation. For example, let two subjects bring to a bargaining table
a set of objects, such as books, records, etc., which do not have an obvious
price tag. Prior to the bargaining, obtain from each of the subjects a
confidential statement of his preferences. Conjecture: in many cases it
will be possible to suggest to the players a trade which each prefers to the
one upon which they have agreed. In cases whereit is suspected that the
preferences have changed as a result of the bargaining, these can be
checked again; the nature of such changes should be interesting. L.
Hurwicz has suggested an ingenious modification which may makethis
experiment easier to carry out. Instead of using books, each player can
be given marked tags which will be redeemable for money and a key
which discloses the monetary worth to him of each tag and set of tags

(certain complementarities can be introduced).

He may be given only

partial information as to their worth to his adversary, or in a variant he
may be given full information. It is plausible that in such a bargain
individuals will falsify certain aspects of their true preferences. If so,
will they achieve a Pareto optimal solution?
The independence ofirrelevant alternatives assumptionis the source of
considerable contention. In social welfare economics, a stormy controversy centers about an analogous assumption (see Chapters 13 and 14),
and many, butnotall, of the criticisms raised there can be carried over
into the bargaining context. Consider the two bargaining games with
the payoff regions shown in Fig. 8. In both gameslet us suppose that the
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payoffs are in money, thatutility is linear in money for both players, and,
if they do not agree upon a commonpoint, neither player receives anything. In each game the Nash solution is (5, 50). Let us not question
whether (5, 50) is a reasonable solution for game A, but rather whether
it should be for game B ?f it is for game A, as follows from the assumption
of the independenceofirrelevant alternatives.
In judgingtheplausibility of a potential solution for a game, one may try
to evaluate the “‘levels of aspiration” of the players, for that is certainly one
of the psychological factors often
involved in bargaining tempera499
100
ments. The critics of the third
assumption argue that whatever a
“fair” solution to game A maybe,
a ‘fair’? solution of game B should
yield less to 2 than the solution of
game A, for in game A his potentialities are far greater. Put
another way, let us suppose the
players have agreed upona solution
to game B, and then theyaretold
that actually the game is 4; it is
reasonable for player 2 to argue

that he now deserves more.

If so,

assumption 3 is violated.
Wefeel at this time—the implica-

Player1's utility

Player 1's utility
Game B

Game A

Fro.

IG.

8

tion being that we have changedour
minds in the past—that this argument against assuming independenceof
irrelevant alternatives loses its appeal when applied to bargaining problems; the reasonis that the naturally distinguished trade, the status quo,
serves to point out that certain aspirations are merely empty dreams.
A word of caution about this assumption: although it may itself be
reasonable, there are numerous related assumptions which appear to be
equally plausible at first glance but which are not. For example, consider this one: If new trades are admitted in a bargaining game and the
status quo pointis held fixed, this should either not affect the solution or
the new solution should be one of the new trades. Furthermore, if there
are new trades which both players prefer to the old solution, the solution
to the new gameshould be one of these preferred new trades. This
assumption, while apparently reasonable, is contradictory if Pareto
optimality is assumed. Weshowthis by considering three games—A, B,

and C—whose associated regions Ry, Rg, and Rg are shown in Fig. 9.
The region Ry, is simply the straight line from the origin to the pointa,
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Rg the straight line from the origin to the point b, and R¢ triangle with
the two axes as sides and including the points a and 5. In game 4,
Pareto optimality requires that a be the solution. In game B it requires
that 5 be the solution. Now, according to the principle we havestated,
any solution of C must dominatethe solution of A, so it must bein thelittle
triangle with origin at a and with the dotted sides. Equally well, any
solution of the game C’ must dominatethe solution of B, so it must be in
the little triangle with origin at b and with the dotted sides. But these
two triangles have no points in
common, so we are led to an
inconsistency.
Symmetry, assumption4, is open
to major ethical criticisms in
certain contexts. For example,
player 1 might be a single individual and player 2 a whole community, then whether or not we

wish to assume symmetry—say,

equality before the law—very
much depends upon the context.
Nash asserted [1950 5] that this
Player 1’s utility

assumption ‘‘expresses equality of

bargaining skill,” but later [1953]
he disavows this interpretation.
Wewould agree with his second stand, for otherwise one has the impression that the solution describes what players of “‘equal bargaining skill”
Fic. 9

will do or what they can “rationally”? expect from the situation.
In closing this section of criticisms, we should point out (again) that

one of the basic assumptions of game theory, and of the bargaining
model in particular, is extremely doubtful, namely: that each player
knowsthe true tastes—theutility functions—ofthe others. For example,
suppose that in a bargaining situation the players agree to submit to an
arbiter who is committed to Nash’s assumptions. To resolve the conflict,

the arbiter mustfirst ascertain their utility functions; hence the situation
deteriorates into a game of strategy where each playertries to solve the

problem of how best to falsify or exaggerate his true tastes. In most
situations, a player’s preferences are only partially knownto his adversary,
and falsification of one’s true feelings is an inherent and important bargaining strategy. An arbiter, to be successful, must skillfully ferret out
at least a part of the truth. This reality is seriously idealized in game
theory, and thereby the theory is severely restricted. ‘This is not to say
it is useless in all situations, but only that there is always the fear that the
real problem may have been abstracted away.
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6.7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THE BARGAINING PROBLEM
Harsanyi [1956] notes that Zeuthen’s [1930] solution to the bargaining
problem is mathematically equivalent to Nash’s product maximization
solution, and he feels that Zeuthen’s formulation has the added merit of
“supplying a plausible psychological model for the actual bargaining
process.”” In examining this formulation we shall continue to use our
former terminology, but the spirit of the Harsanyi-Zeuthen remarks will
be conveyed.
Let a bargain be given with the region R of possible payoffs and the
status quo at the origin. Suppose that player 1 is holding outfor a trade

with utility payoffs (uy’, uo’) and 2 is demanding (u;’’, w2’’), where the
two points are different and each is Pareto optimal. Who should make a
concession? ‘The argument is, and weshall examine it in detail later,
that player 1 “should”? make a concession if and only if
’
”
”
’
uyo— uy
< ug
— uo
——————. £ ———— ’

uy’

u2

a

and player 2 should makeit if the inequality is reversed.
that this inequality is equivalent to

It is easy to see

uy'us’ \ uy’.
~

Concession need not necessarily mean accepting the opponent’s demand;
rather, the conceding player can suggest an alternative trade which will
not require him to makea further concession in the next round of negotiations. But, for this to be so, he must propose some (u}’, u;) having a

component product u}’’u," at least as large as the component product of

his opponent’s demand, and larger if possible. Clearly, this procedure
raises the component productat each stage, and so it inexorably leads to
the point for which the component product is a maximum—Nash’s
solution.
Aspresented, the concession principle is totally arbitrary, but Harsanyi
and Zeuthen have attempted to provide some rational underpinning for
it. When the two demandsare (uy’, uo’) and (u 1", ue’’), then very crudely
(uy’ — uy’) /uy’ and (ue’’ — ue’)/u2’’ measure, respectively, the relative
losses incurred when players 1 and 2 concede. The assumption, then,is
that the player whoserelative loss is the smaller will concede.
A further derivation of the concession principle is presented by Harsanyi
which is based on postulated human behavior. He assumes, among
other things, that each player knows his opponent’s subjective probability of conceding, in which case it becomes meaningful to consider the
(expected) utility of conceding or not conceding. ‘This assumption, plus
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the usual ones about symmetry and Pareto optimality, leads (by the
tautological utility maximization principle) to the same concession
principle.
It is again difficult to interpret such results either as a descriptive model

of human behavioror as a piece of (conditionally) normative counseling.

Wecan, however, see merit in the concession principle as a negotiation
scheme which two players might agreeis “fair in the abstract”? and which
they would use to resolve any specific conflict. In this sense, the Har-

sanyi-Zeuthen result seems to help one accept the Nash solution—orvice
versa.

uo

(u;', o')

|
|

\

|
|
|
|

|

‘
'
N
(u, 1 Uo ys_—_—_—ooOoroo-

Uy
Fic. 10

Raiffa [1951] also envisaged using such “‘fair’’ negotiation models to
motivate more abstract arbitration schemes. Beginning at the status quo

point, which need not betheorigin, the negotiation modeleffects step by
step improvementsin the player’s positions until a Pareto optimal point1s
reached. ‘This point is offered as a “‘reasonable” arbitrated value. For
example, suppose that at somestage of the process the players are at the

point (w’, we’) shown in Fig. 10. Player 1’s most selfish demand would
be the Pareto optimal point (;’, ue’), and player 2’s would be (uy’, i’).

As a compromise, one ‘“‘reasonable’’ negotiation model would suggest a
simple average of the utilities for each of the players, i.e., the point

(uy’’, uo’), where

uy’’ = (uy! + ay’) /2

and

us!’ = (ug! + iQ’) /2.

In a variation of this model, Raiffa suggests not moving in discrete
jumps as above, but in a continuous motion—thinkof it as a limiting
case of making more and morediscrete jumpsof smaller and smaller size—

such that the slope of the movementat (uj’, uo’) is the same asthe line
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joining that point and (uy”’, we’’).__ This idealization leads, in general, to a
non-linear motion from the status quo along what may becalled the
“negotiation curve’ to the arbitrated value.
Both of these schemessatisfy all of Nash’s axioms save the independence

of irrelevant alternatives, and depending upon one’s point of view this may

or may not bea fault.
It should be pointed out in conclusion that, in the continuous motion
model, the slopes of the negotiation curve and of the Pareto optimal curve
are of the same magnitude at their point of intersection, but of opposite
sign. If one “‘linearizes’’ this model by demandingthat the negotiation
curve be a straight line having this samerelation betweenits slope and that
of the Pareto optimal curveat their pointof intersection, then the arbitrated point is Nash’s point where the product is a maximum.
6.8 ARBITRATION SCHEMES FOR NON-STRICTLY COMPETITIVE
GAMES: THE SHAPLEY VALUE

Having digressed into the philosophy of arbitration and discussed
simple bargaining games, we return in this and the following two sections
to the general case of non-strictly competitive games. It will be recalled
that we denote by R theset of all possible pairs of payoffs when the two
players use uncorrelated mixed strategies and by R’all possible pairs of
payoffs whenthe players cooperate and adoptjoint randomizedstrategies.

Every point in & is in R’, but the converse is not necessarily true.

By

(v1, v2) we denote the payoffs representing the security levels of the players,
Le., player 1 can guarantee himself an expected return of v; by a suitable

strategy choice, and v¢ is similarly defined by changingtheroles of 1 and
2. The negotiation set SU is the part of the northeast boundary of R’

which dominates (v7, vo). The problem is to single out a point of the
negotiation set of each gameasits “‘solution.”’
One simple wayto do it is to treat the cooperative game as the bargaining game [R’, (v1, v2)|. That is, a given non-strictly competitive
game induces a bargaining game wherethe status quo is taken to be the
security level of the players, and the solution of the gameis takento be the
Nash solution of the bargain associated with the game. ‘This procedure
has somenice properties: it picks out a unique point of the negotiationset,
it is invariant with respect to the origin and the scale of utility measurement, and it is symmetric or egalitarian in that it does not look at the
labels of the players.

Wemaycall this the Shapley procedure on the groundsthatit is a slight

generalization of a very special case of the Shapley value of an n-person
game. ‘Thelatter notion will not be discussed until section 11.4, but it
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will suffice here to say that it gives the a priori payoff expectation of each

Player 2’s utility

player in cooperative n-person games where side payments are allowed.
Consider, then, the two-person game in which bribes, or side payments,
are allowed, and let us suppose that the possible outcomesare anypairthat
does not sum to more than some number c. The region of possible payoffs is shown in Fig. 11, and suppose (v1, v2) is the point shown.
e
negotiation set of this gameconsists of all points on the line segment from

Cm Vet yy ert ¥¥2)
2

Player 1's utility

2

¢

Fic. 11

(¢ — ve, ve) to (v1, ¢ — v1).
solution

The induced bargaining game has the

[(¢ — ve + 01)/2, (¢ — v1 + v)/2)];
whichis also the Shapley value of this game. ‘The payoff to player1 is the
average of the following two payoffs: v1, the amount he can definitely
secure for himself, and ¢ — ve, the marginal amountthat he contributes

whenhe joins player 2 in a coalition. This interpretation of the Shapley
value generalizes in an appropriate manner for cooperative games with
more than two players. Alternatively, the payoff may be written as
(c/2) + (v1 — ve)/2, that is, player 1 receives half the maximumtotal ¢
plus half of the relative (dis)advantage in optimumsecurity levels (maximin values) of the non-cooperative game.
Weshall now offer an example which casts some doubt on this proce-
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dure for solving two-person cooperative games. Let the game have only
two pure strategies for each player and let the payoff matrix be:

By
Q)

Be

(1, 4)

ao|(—4, —1)

(—1, >|

(4, 1)

Player 2’s utility

The bargaining region R’ is that shownin Fig. 12, and the security levels
are (0, 0). The maximinstrategies are (4401, ae) and (1481, B62).

Fic. 12

Since the induced bargaining situation for this game, [R’, (0, 0)], is symmetric, it is easily seen that the Nash solutionis (54, 54), whichis the midpoint of the negotiation set, i.e., the midpoint of the line segment from
(1, 4) to (4, 1).
Observe that this induced bargaining game, andthesolution, are perfectly symmetric between the two players, but that the gameitself is not
—player 2 has a distinct advantage. For suppose 2 threatens to play
strategy 8), then whatalternatives has 1? If he plays a, then the payoff

is (1, 4)—the best possible for 2 in the negotiation set of the game.

There-

fore 1’s only realistic counter threat is a2, leading to the payoff (—4, —1).
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Hence the status quo for the bargaining game should not be (0, 0) but

rather (—4, —1).

With this as the status quo, the bargaining game

[R’, (—4, —1)] is not symmetric and the solution of the bargain is easily
seen to be (1, 4). The asymmetryis even clearer if we are willing to make
an assumption of interpersonal comparisons, for then we see that strategy
8, commandsa relative advantageof three units for player 2 regardless of
1’s choice.
To summarize: the Shapley ‘“‘solution” is not sensitive to the obvious
advantage that player 2 has in this gameas reflected in his effective
threat strategy 8;. Thus, one argument against the Shapley value (for
two-person games!) is the inappropriateness of the maximin pair (7, v2)
as the basis for bargaining.
6.9 ARBITRATION SCHEMES FOR NON-STRICTLY COMPETITIVE
GAMES: NASH’S EXTENDED BARGAINING MODEL
By selecting a different status quo point than in the Shapley procedure,

Nash [1953] has extended his analysis of the bargaining model in much

the same wayto yield an analysis of all two-person non-strictly competitive games. Roughly, his idea boils down to this: Each player adopts a
mixed strategy as a ‘‘threat’’; the pair of threats establishes a payoff,
which,in turn, acts as the status quo pointfor future bargaining; and the
bargaining problem is resolved in the manner discussed in section 6.5.
Therefore, the problem is reduced to selecting the threat strategies so as
to influence the status quo—which controls the ultimate payoff—in the
most favorable manner. ‘Thus, the given game G induces a new noncooperative game G*, andit has a well-behavedsolution in the following
sense: There is a payoff (v,*, vo*) such that:
i. Player 1 can guarantee himself at least v;* by a suitable strategy

choice x*.
ii. Player 2 can guarantee himself at least vo* by a suitable strategy
choice y*.
iii. x* and y* are in equilibrium, i.e., each is good against the other.
iv. If x’ and y’ are in equilibrium,then x’ will guarantee 1 atleast 7; *
and y’ will guarantee 2 at least v2*.
It can be shown that (v1*, v2*) is Pareto optimal and thatit lies on the
negotiation set of G. The pair (v1*, ve*) is called the Nash solution of G,

and the optimalstrategies x* and y* of G*, which need not be unique,

are Called the optimal threat strategies for the game G.
Nash attempts to defend this solution in two ways: by constructing a
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non-cooperative gameof whichit is an equilibrium point and by axiomatizing the solution of a general cooperative game. Let us examine each
of these.
The first procedure reflects Nash’s belief that the non-cooperative
games are more basic than cooperative ones; that one should extend any
cooperative game to a non-cooperative game having as formal welldefined moves any negotiation and bargaining movesthat are admissible.
In this case, he proposes that it be done in the following manner:
Move 1: Player 1 chooses a mixedstrategy x.
Move2: Player 2, with no information about the choice made at move
1, chooses a mixed strategy y.
Move 3: Player 1, knowing the choices at moves 1 and 2, makes a
demand qd, 1.e., chooses a numberd.

Move 4: Player 2, knowing the choices at moves 1 and 2, but not at
move 3, chooses a number do.
Moves 1 and 2 and moves 3 and 4 can be thoughtofas pairs of simultaneous moves. Any play of this extensive game can be described as a
4-tuple (x, y, d1, do). The payoff associated with such a play is defined
as follows:
i. If (dy, de) is a point of R’, ie., if it is a feasible payoff in the game G,
then players 1 and 2 receive d, and dg», respectively.
ii. If (di, dz) is not a point of R’, then the payoff is [M41(x, y), Mo(x, y)],
where M, and Mzare the payoff functions in the gameG.
A strategy for player 1 in this extensive gameis a pair (x, d1), where d

may depend upon x andy; for player 2, a strategy is a pair (y, d2), where
dg may depend upon x and y. Nash asserts that optimal strategies for
the players are (x*, v;*) and (y*, v2*), where these quantities are defined
above.
It is true that these strategies are in equilibrium and thattheyyield a
Pareto optimal payoff; however, as Nash is well aware, there is in general
a continuum of other inequivalent equilibrium pairs. The weak link in

the argument is-te-singleout this particular pair.

Nash offers an ingeni-

ous and mathematically sound argumentfor doing so, but we fail to see
whyit is relevant.

Thus the equilibrium points do not lead us immediately to a solution of the

game. But if we discriminate between them bystudyingtheir relative stabilities
we can escape from this troublesome non-uniqueness.

To do this we “smooth” the game to obtain a continuous payoff function and
then studythe limiting behavior of the equilibrium points of the smoothed gameas
the amount of smoothing approaches zero. [1953, p. 131.]
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Nash then showsthathis “‘solution’’ is ‘‘the only necessary limit of the

equilibrium points of smoothed games.”

Indeed, this is true, but isn’t it

a completely artificial mathematical ‘‘escape from this troublesome nonuniqueness”? Would it have any relevance to the players?
Thus, we take exception to Nash, because we feel that the extensive
form of the negotiation game associated with a given cooperative game
does not have a meaningful unique “non-cooperative solution.’» We
would claim that a solution of the negotiation game can only besaid to
exist if the players are committed to Nash’s solution— which weinterpret
as an arbitrated solution.
As an alternative defense, Nash has offered an axiomatic definition
consisting of seven axioms whicharesatisfied only by his solution of the
negotiation model. As could be expected, five of these constitute an
‘“‘appropriate modification” of the principles used in the bargaining
model, namely: (1) feasibility, i.e., the solution should be in R’; (2)
Pareto optimality; (3) invariance with respect to utility scales; (4) symmetry, i.e., independence of labels of players; and (5) independence of
irrelevant alternatives. ‘The remaining two axiomsdescribe the behavior
of the “‘solution’’ when the domainsof available strategies are modified,
but the payoffs remain fixed. Axiom 6 requires, roughly, that, if a
player’s choice of strategies is restricted while at the same time the other
player’s strategy space is unchanged and the payoffs are held fixed, then
his return from the solution cannot increase. ‘‘A player’s position in the
gameis not improvedbyrestricting the class of threats available to him.”
Axiom 7 requires that if, say, player 1 is restricted to a single strategy,
there exists a way of restricting 2 to a single strategy without increasing
the return to 1 above that given by the solution. Nash states that: ‘“The
need for Axiom 7 is not immediately obvious. Its effect is to remove the
possibility that the value to a player of his space of threats should be
dependent on collective or mutual reinforcement properties of the
threats.” [1953, p. 138.]
The real problem with this axiom system is how to rationalize axioms
6 and 7. In this connection, Nash makesthe following puzzling remarks:
[These] axioms - - - lead to the samesolution that the negotiation model gave
us; yet the concepts of demand or threat do not appear in them. Their concern
is solely with the relationship between the solution (interpreted here as value) of
the gameandthebasic spaces and functions which give the mathematical description of the game.
It is rather significant that this quite different approach yields the samesolution.
This indicates that the solution is appropriate for a widervariety of situations than
those which satisfy the assumptions we made in the approach via the model.

[1953, p. 136.]
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Whatpuzzles us is how one canrationalize the last two axioms other

than by contemplating a negotiation model similar to Nash’s and by

employing his ‘‘threat”? and “‘demand’”’ notions. Wefeel that the negotiation model and the axiomatic approachare quite similar in spirit and that
they serve to complement each other very well.
6.10 ARBITRATION SCHEMES FOR NON-STRICTLY COMPETITIVE
GAMES: THE CASE OF MEANINGFUL INTERPERSONAL
COMPARISONS OF UTILITY

In the preceding sections we have been concerned with arbitration in
situations where interpersonal comparisons of utility are assumed to be
meaningless; in this section weshall suppose that they can be given meaning. Raiffa [1953] considered both cases in his work. For the case
where they are meaningless, he suggested a class of procedures out of
which he singled one for special attention. Even though the two authors
worked independently and devised quite different rationales for the
procedure, Raiffa’s special scheme is operationally identical to Nash’s
extended bargaining model(section 6.9). Of these two rationalizations,
Nash’s is the less ad hoc. In the context of meaningful interpersonal comparisons, Raiffa has offered an arbitration scheme which deals directly
with the cooperative game and which is independent of Nash’s solution of
the bargaining problem. This weshall now discuss.
Depending uponthesituation, we may or may not wish to permit side
payments, which simply means we choose to deal with different regions
of payoff pairs; the analysis is the same in both cases. Forease of discussion, let us suppose that the individual security levels are both zero, and
so the negotiation set is the northeast boundary of R’ from a to 3, as
shown in Fig. 13. If we take any point (wu, ua) of R’, then the relative
advantage to player 1 is uj — ue. All points of R’ having the samerela-

tive advantage obviously lie on the 45-degree line passing through
(uj, ue), so the contour lines of constant relative advantageareall the
45-degree lines.

Suppose, for the moment, that player 1 has a strategy x* such that,

regardless of player 2’s choice, his payoff in the non-cooperative gameis
on or below the contourline passing through some point c in the negotiation set. Similarly, suppose 2 has a strategy y* such that, independentof
1’s choice, his payoff is on or above the same contourline. If so, then we
submit that ¢ is a ‘“‘reasonable’? candidate for the arbitrated solution.
The reason is this: If 2, for example, wishes to move from c, then 1 can
threaten to use x* which will maintain or increase the relative advantage
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1 has with respect to 2 at the point c. A similar argument holdsfor 1.
Let it be clear that, if such a threat is carried out, each player may suffer

an absolute loss, but the relative advantage of the player not agreeing to ¢

will not be increased. For example, if 2 demands 6 then 1’s threat x* is
cogent, for, relative to b, player 2 has moreto lose than does 1 if the threat
is Carried out.
To find the point c, one proceeds as follows: For each strategy pair
(x, y) the relative advantageto player 1, R(x, y) = Mi(x, y) — Mo(x, y),

Fic. 13

can be taken to be the payoff function of a two-person zero-sum game.
By the results of section 4.8 we know there exists a value v and optimal

strategies x* and y*, and

(i)

Mi(x*, y) — M2(x*, y)

(ii)

M(x, y*) — Mo(x, y*) < 2, all x.

2 v, all y,

On the contourline of constant relative advantage z, i.e., the locus of
points (u1, ua) such that wu; — ue = 2, find the point of intersection with
the boundary of R’ in the northeast region. This amounts to adding a
constant to the minimax payoff for each of the players. If this boundary
point is Pareto optimal, asc is in Fig. 13, then this is the arbitrated solution;
if it is not Pareto optimal, proceed along the boundaryin a northeasterly
direction from this point of intersection until a Pareto optimal pointis
reached, then this is the arbitrated solution. In other words, the players
first engage in a strictly competitive game of relative advantage, and after
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it is resolved they cooperate fully to increase their payoffs as much as
possible while preserving the relative advantage.
The procedure maybeillustrated for the game matrix

ey en?

studied in section 6.8. It is easy to compute that the induced zero-sum
gameof relative advantage yields player 1 the following payoffs:

Bi

Be

oy |=? |
ag|—3

31}.

The value to 1 of this game is clearly —3. Since the point (1, 4) of the
gameyields a relative (dis)advantage of —3 to 1 andis also on the northeast boundary of the region (see Fig. 12), we concluded that it is the
arbitrated solution. ‘This, it will be recalled, was the solution we obtained
before when we admitted that the game is not symmetric in the sense that
(—4, —1) should be thestatus quo point, not (0, 0).
Such a procedure does not depend upontheorigins of the utility functions, but it is sensitive to changes in units of measurement. Thus, when
we speak of relative advantage, we are assuming that there is a common
unit of measurement. For many situations money serves this purpose.
In some contexts where moneyis not appropriate, it may be possible to
determine a common unit by choosing two stimuli to serve as reference
points for equating tastes. In still other cases, interpersonal comparisons
may be deemed entirely inappropriate, in which case this procedureis
useless. It would be desirable to have a method for establishing interpersonal comparisons within the framework of the gameitself, equating
certain distinguished values of the game. ‘Two ad hoc methodsfor doing
so are discussed in the next section, and they areillustrated by a specific
example.
6.11 TWO DEFINITIONS OF INTERPERSONAL COMPARISONS
IN TWO-PERSON GAMES

To illustrate the definitions which will be presented, consider the following amusing conflict situation introduced by R. B. Braithwaite in

Theory of Games as a Tool for the Moral Philosopher (1955):

Suppose that Luke and Matthew are both bachelors, and occupy flats in a

house which has been converted into two flats by an architect who had ignored
all considerations of acoustics. Suppose that Luke can hear everything louder

than a conversation that takes place in Matthew’s flat, and vice versa; but that
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sounds in the two flats do not penetrate outside the house. Suppose that it is
legally impossible for either to prevent the other from making as muchnoise as he

wishes, and economically or sociologically impossible for either to move elsewhere.
Suppose further that each of them has only the hour from 9 to 10 in the evening
for recreation, and that it is impossible for either to change to another time.

Suppose that Luke’s form of recreation is to play classical music on the piano for
an hour at a time, and that Matthew’s amusementis to improvise jazz on the

trumpet for an hour at once. And suppose that whether or not either of them
performs on one evening has no influence, one way or the other, upon the desires

of either of them to perform on any other evening; so that each evening’s happen-

ings can be treated independently.

Suppose that the satisfaction each derives

from playing his instrument for the houris affected, one way or the other, by

whetherornotthe otheris also playing; in radio language,thereis “‘interference”’
between them, positive or negative.

Suppose that they put to me the problem:

Can anyplausible principle be devised stating how they should divide the proportion of days on which both of them play, Luke alone plays, Matthewaloneplays,

neither play, so as to obtain maximum productionof satisfaction compatible with

fair distribution?

[1955, pp. 8-9.]

Let us suppose that we haveascertained their utility functions for this
situation and that the strategy matrix is
Player 2 (Matthew)

a, (play)

Player 1 (Luke) | (not play)

Bi (play)

(1, 2)

2 (not play)

(7, 3)

(4, 10)

(2, 1)

|

Luke, the pianist, we observe, most prefers that he play alone, next that
Matthew play alone, then that neither play, and finally that both play;
whereas the trumpeter would rather he play alone, that Lukeplay alone,
that they both play, and finally that neither play. Of course, the numbers chosen are not unique: those associated to each player can have a
constant added and can be multiplied by a positive constant without
altering the structure of the game.

Raiffa [1953] suggests one such transformation, namely, set the utility of

the worst payoff to be 0 and of the best to be 1 for each player.
scales, the matrix becomes
M

By

Be

a 0,46) (1, 6)
ael(24,1)

In these

(%, 0)

|.

Although there is no adequate rationale for doing so, one can assumethat
this choice establishes an interpersonal comparison of utility (for the
purposes of this game!) and can solve the game using the arbitration
scheme discussed in the preceding section. The diagram of payoffs is
shown in Fig. 14. One can easily verify that Luke, by using strategy
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a1, can keep the payoff on or below the dotted line, and that Matthew,
by playing 61, can keep it on or above the line. Thus, the arbitrated
solution yields a payoff of 0.652 utiles, i.e., Luke is indifferent between the
arbitrated solution and a lottery which weights his most preferred alternative (a1, Be) with probability 0.652 and his least preferred alternative

(a;, 81) with probability 1 — 0.652 = 0.348.

Similarly, Matthew’s

payoff is 0.763 utiles. ‘To achieve this arbitrated result, Matthew should
play while Luke remainssilent, (a2, 61), on 16 out of every 23 nights,
while Luke should play and Matthew besilent, (a1, 82), 7 out of 23 nights.
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The overall procedure, then, is to take the arbitrary payoff matrix,
reduce it to canonical form by transforming the utility scales so that the
most preferred outcome has utility 1 and the least preferred 0, find the
solution as given in section 6.10, and then convert the answer back to
utiles in the original measurementscales. ‘This procedure has twointeresting features: First, it yields an arbitrated solution whichis znvariant with

respect to origins and units of utility measurement—even thoughas a technical

device a specific pair of scales were singled out as an integral part of
the analysis. Second, it satisfies all save one of the axioms demanded by
Nash for ‘‘any reasonable value.” The exception is the independenceof
relevant alternatives. But for this reason, the procedure is open to
serious Criticism. For example, one can addirrelevant strategy alternatives, any pair of which will certainly not be adopted by the players, which
alter the least favorable outcomes, and hence mayalter the arbitrated
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solution. The counterargument is that one should first delete such
extraneousstrategies before arbitrating the game. The counter-counterargument: “‘Ah, but how?”
Braithwaite [1955] has proposed a related, but more sophisticated,
scheme for normalizing the utility functions, which, unfortunately, possesses the same weakness as the above procedure. Letusalso illustrate it
in terms of the Matthew-Luke problem. Consider the following four
(distinguished) strategies:
i. x, is player 1’s (Luke’s) maximin strategy (14a1, 34a2), which yields
him a security level of 3.25.
ii. yi is player 2’s maximin strategy (1561, 4682), which yields him a
security level of 2.80.
iii. x2 is player 1’s minimax strategy (%0a@1, 4oe@2) against 2, which
holds 2 to at most 2.80.
iv. y2is player 2’s minimax strategy (961, 3g62) against 1, which holds
1 to at most 3.25.
In tabular form, the payoffs corresponding to these strategy choices are:
M
Y1

x, (3.25, 2.80)
“x,
(5.46, 2.80)

L:

y2

(3.25, 5.56)
(3.25, 2.80) |.

Braithwaite claims that a natural method to obtain a commonunit of
utility measurementis to assume that each player benefits equally by a change
from his maximin strategy, which guarantees an optimal security level for himself,
to his minimax strategy, which guarantees a minimalsecurity level for his adversary,
assuming that the adversary is holding to his maximin strategy. In this example,
if M holds to his maximinstrategy y1, then the incrementto L is 5.46 —
3.25 = 2.21 utiles as he changes from x; to xg. Similarly, if Z holds to
x,, the increment to M is 5.56 — 2.80 = 2.76. ‘The ratio is 4 to 5, so the
payoffs in the original game are normalized by dividing L and M’s
utilities by 4 and 5, respectively, yielding

By
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(1, 2)
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°

The corresponding payoff regions R and R’ are shown in Fig. 15.
If L plays a1, he can hold M downto the 45-degree line passing through
(44, 25); and M can hold LZ on or abovethis line by playing 6;. Thus,
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using Braithwaite’s procedure of interpersonal comparison, the arbitrated

solution is (1.29, 1.45), which amounts to letting M play 26 out of 43

nights while L remainssilent, and letting L play 17 out of 43 nights while
M remainssilent.
This solution is somewhatless favorable (about 60% versus 70% of the
nights) to Matthew than the one given before. Nevertheless, ‘““This
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arrangement is relatively advantageous to Matthew, and it is worth
examining whythis is so. Matthew’s advantage arises purely from the
fact that Matthew, the trumpeter, prefers both of them playing at once
to neither of them playing, whereas Luke, the pianist, prefers silence to
cacophony.” [1955, p. 37.] Matthew has the threat advantage.
Braithwaite makes two other observations which seem,to him,to bolster
his arbitrary normalization of the utility scales. First, the northeast

boundary of the region RF is actually a parabola whose axis makes a

45-degree angle with the horizontal when his procedure is used to normalize the payoffs. In general, then, he chooses contours of constant
relative advantage which are parallel to the axis of the parabola which
forms the northeast boundary of R. Second, his choice of scales also
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meansthat the line segmentjoining (a) the midpoint of the line segment
between the two least favorable outcomes to ()) the midpointof the line
segment between the two most favorable outcomesin parallel to the axis
of the parabola, and hence has a 45-degree slope. [In this caseit is the
line joining (34, 349) to (414, 13{0).] Thus, there is a ‘‘somewhatsophisticated sense of ‘symmetry’ - - - and this symmetry may, to some people,

be intuitively obvious as a criterion for fairness.””

[1955, p. 42.]

He is

eloquent in defense of his procedure, and his small book can be recommended as the best way to decide for one’s self. Among other things
in its favor is the fact that it is a procedure whichis invariant upto arbitrary origins and units of utility measurement, and thatit satisfies most
of Nash’s axioms. Again, the one which fails is the independence of
irrelevant alternatives.
Nonetheless, we considerhis procedure, in particular the rationalizations
of his definition of the common unit of measurement, arbitrary. This is
not necessarily to be interpreted as an unfavorable criticism of the ‘‘reasonableness” of the procedure, but rather as a recognition that a clinching
argument, showing how this method is better than others, has not yet
been produced. With this, we are sure Braithwaite would agree.
> Wehave considered two apparently quite different methodsof arbitration: In
sections 6.8 and 6.9 the analysis depended upon a negotiation game whichin turn
rested upon a prior analysis of bargaining games. In section 6.10 and this one

no explicit mention was madeof either negotiation models or bargaining games;

rather, the analysis hinged upon contourlines in R’ of ‘‘equal relative advantage”
(or ‘‘isorrhopes” to use Braithwaite’s term). Actually, these two procedures are
technically very similar.
To see this, consider first the case where we have the contour lines, and let us

give a negotiation-bargain interpretation.

Ifthe status quo point (uw, ue) in R’is

given, then define a solution of this bargaining problem to be the point where the
contour through (uw, we) intersects the Pareto optimal set of R’. Given this as the
solution to the bargaining problem, then the negotiation problem simply entails

that the players play a non-cooperative threat game to determinethe status quo

position.
Conversely, we want to give contour line interpretation of the negotiation-

bargain solution.

Weneednotrestrict ourselves to Nash’s solution of the bargain-

ing problem, but we do suppose that a specific solution criterion is given.

We

now define contourlines in R’ as follows: two points of R’ lie on the same contour
line if and only if they yield the samearbitrated solution (according to the given
criterion) when the two points are taken to be the status quo points.

With these

contour lines we define an arbitrated solution as before (section 6.10), which it

will be recalled is a point ¢ with the following property: each player has a strategy

(xand y, such that, no matter what the other does in the non-cooperative

game, the payoff to thefirst will fall on a contour whichyields him returnsat least
as good as those on the contour passing through ¢. ‘This point ¢ will also be the

solution of the Nash negotiation-bargaining game, andthestrategies xand y
will be the optimal threat strategies for that game.
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*6.12 STABILITY OF ARBITRATION SCHEMES

Whenthe bargaining model, or any other game theoretic mechanism for
that matter, is applied to an empirical problem,theutilities used must be
determined by experimental techniques. They are, therefore, certainly

going to be in error, and so it would be most unfortunateif small perturbations in the utilities could produce drastic changes in the arbitrated
solution. In other words, we should demand of an arbitration scheme
that the arbitrated solution be a continuous function of changes in the
utilities.
Weshall say that an arbitration schemeis stable
b
(or, equally well, that the arbitrated solution is
i
continuous) if it possesses the following property. £2
Let G™, where n = 1, 2, - - - , be a sequence of 3

games, with the nth game having the joint payoffs
(a>, bf) and arbitrated values (v\”, v{). Suppose

that the sequence approaches the game in the

\%
%
Q.

sense that the numbers aj}? and 0} approach,

respectively, the corresponding payoffs a;; and );;
of G as napproachesinfinity. The schemeisstable
if for each such convergent sequenceit is also true

a

Player 1's utility
Fic. 16

that the numbers v{” and v‘}’ approach, respectively, the arbitrated values

v, and vg of G.

It is easy to give examples of unstable schemes. Consider bargains
where the status quo Is at the origin and whereutilities are interpersonally
comparable. Let the arbitrated value be that point on the negotiation
set having the largest utility component, provided this point is unique;
otherwise, let it be the point of the negotiation set which gives each bargainer the same utility. In the problem shownin Fig. 16, the arbitrated
valueis:
(a, 0),
(0, 5),
(a/2, a/2),

ifa> b,
ifa <b,
ifa = b.

Obviously, in the neighborhood of a = J, slight perturbations in the
utility values can alter the arbitrated solution drastically—from (a, 0) or
thereabouts to (0, a) or thereabouts.
None of the schemes which have been considered seriously either here
or in the literature exhibit such a trivial pathology; however, they universally possess a more subtle instability. We may illustrate it in a
representative special case. Consider the two bargaining regions shown
in Fig. 17. In this example weshall not suppose that utilities are inter-
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personally comparable. With any “reasonable”? scheme, the arbitrated
values of R, should be (1/n, 1) and of R,’ should be (1/2n, 4%). As n is
increased, both bargains approacha region & consisting of the line segment
from (0, 0) to (0, 1). But (1/n, 1) approaches (0, 1), and (1/2n, 1)
approaches (0, 14). So, what should be the arbitrated value of R?
Obviously, such a scheme cannotat the same time bestable andyield a
unique solution for R.
There are two obvious ways out of the impasse, and which is adopted
seems mainly a matter of convenience or taste. We can retain the stability condition unchanged and deny that RA has a uniquesolution. This
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we tend to favor, for among other things the region FR fails to meet the
condition, which was needed earlier to obtain Nash’s result, that there be
a point in R whichis better than the status quo for both players. The
alternative is to weaken the stability requirement to the extent of not
demanding that it hold for a limiting game which containseither a vertical or horizontal line segment in its northeast boundary.

6.13 SUMMARY
In a cooperative two-person game the players are permitted to communicate prior to playing the game, to make binding agreements, to use
joint (or correlated) randomized strategies, and, in some variations, to
make side payments.
The negotiation set consists of all undominated payoffs (the Pareto optimal
set) for which each playergets at least his maximin value. Von Neumann
and Morgenstern feel that, within the framework of gametheory, further
restrictions are not possible and that in any bargaining context the actual
selection of an outcome from the multiplicity of points in the negotiation
set depends upon certain psychological characteristics of the players.
Other authors, noting that in many realistic examples players rarely
agree on a jointly acceptable point of the negotiation set, have attempted
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to restrict the “‘solution” to a single point. Attention was given to what
possibly can be meant by such a solution, and we concluded that it can
be neither a descriptive nor an ethical statement. We elected to interpret
such solutions from the point of view of an arbiter attempting to devise a
“‘fair’? scheme to arbitrate all such games, where “‘fair’’ is meant in the
tautological sense that the schemesatisfies certain reasonable desiderata.
For the two-person cooperative games, it was suggested that reasonable
axioms might specify that the point lie in the negotiation set; require that
the point be independent of the utility units used and of the labeling
of the players; require stability in the sense that slight perturbationsof the
payoff entries not drastically affect the arbitrated value; and reflect the
threat capabilities of the two players. The rest of the chapter was
devoted to more precise statements of specific axiom schemes.
The first of these was restricted to the class of cooperative games where
only exchanges of goods occur: bargaining problems. Nash assumes that
solutions to this problem should satisfy: invariance with respect to utility
transformations, Pareto optimality, independence of irrelevant alternatives, and symmetry. From these it follows that there is a unique solution which may be obtainedasfollows: translate the utility scales so that
the status quo pointis at the origin, find the point for which the product
of the two coordinates is a maximum, and then invert the utility transformations. A numberof criticisms of the axioms were presented and
discussed.
Several approaches to unrestricted cooperative games were described.
The first, which we called the Shapley procedure becauseit is a slight
extension of the Shapley value from n-person theory, takes the maximin
values as the basis of bargaining. An asymmetric game which is symmetrically resolved by the procedure wasoffered asa criticism.
Second, we described Nash’s extension of his solution to the bargaining
problem. ‘The easiest way to present it is as a reduction of the cooperative game to a non-cooperative one; however, this is completely ad hoe.
Alternatively, an axiomatic method for obtaining the same result was
sketched. In essence, two axioms were addedto those for the bargaining
problem, but their rationalization did not seem adequate. Although we
were critical of both of Nash’s separate approachesto this problem,wefelt
that each helped to support the other, and that collectively they have
much merit. The Nash solution was independently arrived at by
Raiffa who used a different type of rationalization.
The next procedure, one of several suggested by Raiffa, rests upon an
assumed intercomparability of utility. ‘The cooperative game is transformed into a zero-sum gameof relative advantages, its value is obtained,
and the corresponding contour of relative advantage is found in the
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cooperative game. Ignoring some exceptional cases, the intersection of
this contour with the Pareto optimalset is taken to be the solution. This
solution is not independentof changesin utility units.
In cases where interpersonal comparisons are notinitially meaningful,
Raiffa presents the following scheme: transform the utility scales of the
players in the game underconsideration so that they satisfy some specific

requirement for that game; assumingthat this choice establishes an inter-

personal comparison of utility (for the purposes of this game!), find the
arbitrated value; and then transform the solution back into one for the
original game byinverting the utility transformations. As an illustration
of the procedure, the utility scales can be transformed so that the most
preferred outcomehasutility 1 and the least preferred has0. Braithwaite
suggests an alternative transformation in whichtheutility interval from a
player’s maximin strategy (based upon his payoffs) to his minimax
strategy (based upon his opponent’s payoffs), under the condition that
his opponent uses his maximin strategy, is taken as the unit. Both proceduressatisfy all of Nash’s axioms save the independenceofirrelevant
alternatives. Note that the solutions are independentof separate changes
in utility units for the players.
A strong technical similarity was established between these last procedures, which rest upon contoursof relative advantage, and Nash’s extension of his bargaining solution.
Finally, the stability of an arbitration scheme was defined, roughly, to
mean that the arbitrated solution is continuous in changesin theutility
scales. All schemes exhibit an instability for regions where, for example,
there is no point better for both players than the status quo, but this does
not seem to be a serious difficulty.

chapter 7

‘THEORIES OF 1-PERSON GAMES
IN NORMAL FORM

7.1 INTRODUCTION
The theory of games would be a very incomplete edifice, both esthetically and practically, if it were restricted to the two-person case. It is
not. In this and the following five chapters we examine the general
theory which is, in the main, very different from the two-person theory
and, we are forced to admit, less satisfactory.
Intuitively, it is reasonable to suppose that the two mostsignificant
notions of the two-person theory—mixedstrategies and equilibrium points
—can be extended to games with more than two players, and this extension we shall discuss in the present chapter. Were these generalizations
and the resulting theoremsthetotality of n-person theory, we should have
presented it in a unified mannerfor all n 2 2. However,it has long been
recognized in sociology, and in practical affairs, that between two-person
situations and those involving three or more personsthere is a qualitative
difference which is not as simple as the difference between 2 and 3.
Georg Simmelwrites, ‘“Theessential point is that within a dyad, there can
be no majority which could outvote the individual. This majority, however, is made possible by the mere addition of a third member.”” [1950,

p. 137.]

Again, ‘““The typical difference in sociological constellation,
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thus, always remains that of two, as over against three, chief parties.”’
(1950, p. 144.] The recognition of this feature—of the possibility of
coalitions in the language of von Neumann and Morgenstern—hasresulted
in an n-person theory markedly different from two-person theory.
A major obstacle to developing a satisfactory theory of coalition formation is that in the present formalizations of a game no explicit provisions
are made about communication and collusion among the players (see
section 7.6 for more discussion of this point). Thus any theory ofcollusion, 1.e., of coalition formation, has a distinctly ad hoc flavor. ‘The difhculties in making explicit assumptions about communication appear, at
least superficially, to stem from the variety of rules which are found in
empirical situations. Collusion in parlor gamesis prohibited by social
sanctions and bya sense of sportsmanship; that the rules are well heeded
is, one supposes, a reflection of how little is usually at stake. Of course,
there are known exceptions in the history of gambling. In the economy
one finds the whole gamut from norulesat all, through moral sanctions,
to elaborate legal codes as in the antitrust laws. In international affairs,
coalitions and their disruption bulk large throughout Western history;
the rules obeyed seem to have been few.
In addition to the conceptual complications of collusion, there are
inherent practical complications as n gets larger, for the numberof possible coalitions increases at a fantastic rate; the difficulty of a detailed analysis of a two-person game such as chess is minor compared to a similar
analysis of most n-person games. One of the principal features of the
current theory is to bypass such a detailed analysis. ‘That we can successfully avoid combinatorial problems at the conceptual level does not necessarily mean that we can do so when dealing with empirical situations.
Naively, it appears that in an empirical study one must deal with specific
gamesin all their complexity; however, this presumption does not seem to
cover the issue entirely, for ways have been proposed to avoid some of
these difficulties in empirical work, but we must postpone morediscussion
to Chapter 12.
Before digging into the conceptual problemsof n-person theory, let us
re-emphasize that for the most part we are following the frameworkset
up by von Neumann and Morgenstern—a framework which they and
others have criticized but not replaced.!. To some extent this may be due
to inattention, for the vast majority of work in the dozen yearssince the
first printing of their book has been devoted to the finite two-person
1'‘Von Neumann and Morgenstern raised objections to the two distinct theories to
which they were forced, and they suggested that when the theory is more matureit
may be unified for all n 2 2 and the now importantcharacteristic function will appear
only as an unnecessary technicality. [1947, p. 606-608, particularly p. 608.]
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theory, to extensions of it to infinite games and sequentially compounded
games, and to related topics such as linear programing andstatistical
decision theory; the published papers on n-person games number few
more than a score. Several facts may be mentioned which seem relevant
to this phenomenon: therelation of the two-person gameto linear programing and to statistics has attracted considerable attention because of
the known importance of the latter two subjects; mathematicians have
been intrigued by the two-person theory because it draws on more
advanced mathematics than does n-person theory; and many workers have
felt dissatisfied with the present formalization of n-person theory and
rather than meet the conceptual challenge they have, for the most part,
withdrawn to otherissues.
Nonetheless, it is the n-person theory which must be of greater interest
in sociology and economics. It is here, more than in two-person theory,
that game theory as a part of social science, though not as a part of
mathematics, will stand orfall.
7.2 MIXED STRATEGIES AND THE NORMAL FORM
Back in section 3.7 we arrived at the normal form of an n-person game
in pure strategies; it will be recalled that it consists of:
(i)
(ii)

Theset J, of n players,
Then strategy sets 51, So, °° -° , Sn,

and
(iii)

The n real-valued payoff functions My, Mo, ---, Mn, where
M (51, 52, ° * * 5 Sn) is the utility payoff to player z when player 1
uses strategy 51, 2 uses strategy se, - - - , and player 7 usessy.

In addition it was assumed that each of the players knowsthe entire
structure of the game in normal form and that each is governed in his
behavior by an inflexible desire to maximize expected utility. Beginning
with this structure and specializing it for n = 2, the discussion of two-person games forced us to introduce the concept of a mixedstrategy,1.e., of a
probability distribution over the set of pure strategies. It seems reasonable that if this concept was neededthereit will also be needed for n > 2.
The generalization is practically obvious, but for the sake of completeness
we shall present it here.
> If s, is a typical pure strategy in S;, then a mixed strategy o; for player z assigns

a probability to each s;

If we denote this probability by o.(s;), then we must

have o,(s:;) 2 0 and the sum ofall these quantities over all s;in S; must be 1.

Let

us suppose that player z chooses the mixed strategy 0; and that each of the players
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chooses a purestrategy, say sf) for player j, 7 ~ 7, then the outcome resulting from

this n-tuple of strategies (5, 5§, + + + 5 oi, °° + 5 58) is a lottery among the
outcomes associated to n-tuples of pure strategies. Specifically, the outcome
associated with the pure strategy n-tuple (s{%, 5§°, -- + , 5, °° ° , 56) occurs

with probability o.(s;).

The utility evaluation of this lottery for player j is

simply the expected utility of the outcomes associated with the pure strategy
n-tuples, 1.e.,
(0)

M;(s}

(9)

» 59

9
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If we proceed in this fashion to each of the other players, it is clear that the payoff
functions can be extendedto the spaces of mixedstrategies.

7.3 CONSTANT-SUM AND ZERO-SUM GAMES
In the theory of two-person gamesa strictly competitive game was
called zero-sum because it is always possible to choose the zeros and units
of the player’s utility functions in such a mannerthat the sum of the two
utility functions for any strategy choices is zero. This only reflected the
fact that the interests of the players were strictly opposing; these choices
of units did not make an assumption that utility is comparable between
the players. For games with more than two players this notion can be
directly generalized: an n-person gameis zero-sum if there is a choice of
utility unit and origin for each of the players such that the sum of the
utility numbersassociated to each n-tuple of strategies is zero. Formally,
the units and zeros of the utility functions M; can be so chosen that, for
every n-tuple of strategies (51, 52, °° * 5 Sn),

> M;(s1, 52

°°

* y Sn) = 0.

If this is possible, it is also always possible to choose the zeros of the functionsso that they add upto anyarbitrary constant, and conversely. This
has led to the introduction of the term constant-sum, which is widely used
in n-person theory, but it is well to keep in mind that this means nothing
more norless than zero-sum.
If we have a game, such as a parlor game, where the payoffs to the
players are money andthey always sum to a constant, and if each player’s
utility is linear in money, then the gameis zero-sum. Such an assertion
does not require any interpersonal comparison of utility. In general,
however,utility functions are not linear in money, so the resulting game
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is not zero-sum. Most economic processes, even if they are games, cannot
be treated as zero-sum games.
*/.4 BEHAVIORAL STRATEGIES AND PERFECT RECALL

It has surely occurred to the reader that, although these notions of

strategies, both pure and mixed, maybefinetricks for the mathematical
development of game theory, people almost never pick a strategy on such
a grand scale. Even for most parlor games, the domain of strategiesis
just too large ever to have been completely given; in all the years that
chess has been played and analyzed, only a small fraction of partial
strategies has ever been discussed and listed. Thus, one might wonder
about a theory of games with a more modestviewofthe strategy notion.
One of a somewhatspecial and limited nature has been examined and the
results are interesting, for in a certain importantclass of gamestheyjustify
a theory based on mixedstrategies.
Instead of giving a mixed strategy to the umpire, a player mightspecify
for each of his information sets a probability distribution over the alternatives of the set. Such a class of distributions—one for each information
set—is known as a behavioral strategy for the player. Now, although itis
still a monumental task to list behavioral strategies for most games, it
maybefelt that in effect a player has such a distribution in his mind when
he makes decisions during a play of the game, and that by making him
play it manytimes (after learning has occurred) and observing his choices
we could get experimental estimates of these distributions.
A neat way of viewing the difference between mixed and behavioral

strategies has been suggested to us by Harold Kuhn.

Onecan think of

each pure strategy as a book of instructions where each pagerefers to just
one information set and states exactly what should be doneatthat information set. The strategy set is a library of such books. A mixedstrategy
chooses one bookoutof the library by meansof a chancedevice having the
probability distribution of the mixed strategy. A behavioral strategy, on
the other hand, is a book of a different sort. Although each pagestill
refers to a single information set, it states a probability distribution over
the alternatives at that set, not a specific choice.
It will help in understanding the several points to be madein this section to have a specific example in mind. Consider the game tree shown
in Fig. 1. Player 1 has four purestrategies (a, ¢) (a, d), (6, ¢), and (8, d)
which we may denote by a, ae, a3, and a4, respectively. As we proceed
wewill illustrate the several concepts in terms of this game.
It is reasonably clear—and it can be shown—that each mixedstrategy
for a player induces a unique behavioral strategy for him, namely, the
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induced probability distribution at each information set. Less obvious,
but also true, is the fact that if we are given a behavioral strategy for a

player there alwaysexists a (not necessarily unique) mixed strategy whose
induced behavioral strategy is the given one.
Asan illustration, consider the mixed strategies
a1 = (gai, Oa, Oa, Yas)

and

oy" = (401, Yao, Yas, Yas)

in the game of Fig. 1. Both of these induce the same behavioralstrategy,
namely: use a and b,each with probability 144, on move 1 and ¢ and d, each

with probability 14, on move 3.

From a collection of behavioral strategies, one for each player, one can
compute the probability distribution
over the end points of the gametree,
and thus one can compute the expected
payoff to each of the players.
Two n-tuples of mixed strategies
(o1’,

o2', mT sy

on)

and

(01;

a2";

* , On’) will be said to be behav-

torally equivalent if both oa,’ and oa,”
Fic. 1

induce an identical behavior strategy
for 7 = 1, 2,---,n. For example,

in the game of Fig. 1, (o1’, 72) and

(o;", o2) are behaviorally equivalent
for any of player 2’s mixed strategies gp. It is of interest to classify
those games for which every pair of behaviorally equivalent mixed
strategy n-tuples results in an identical pair of payoff n-tuples to the
players. For in games of this type a player does not suffer any loss of
strategic versatility by confining himself to his behavioral strategies.
Stated in a slightly different form, in games of this type a player’s set of
behavioral strategies are sufficient for strategic purposes in the sense that
any mixed strategy chosen by him canbestrategically matched as far as
payoffs are concerned by its induced behavioral strategy—regardless of
the strategies chosen by the other players. (The role played by behavioral
strategies is conceptually analogous to the role played by a sufficient
statistic or a sufficient partition in statistical inference.) This problem
was first posed by Kuhn [1953 5], and he gave the solution weshall
discuss.
Roughly, this class of games is characterized by the property that each
player remembersat each of his moveseverythinghe did prior to it, asina

game with perfect information (section 3.2), but unlike these games a

player may not always know what choices the other players have made.
Mostparlor gamessatisfy this condition, but bridge is a notable exception
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because the pairs of partners are single players who alternately ‘“‘forget’’
their choices. To illustrate the idea more concretely, again consider the
game tree shown in Fig. 1. It fails to have perfect recall because when
player 1 is in his second information set he is unable to recall the choice he
made at the first move. For a fixed strategy choice by player 2, the
behavioral strategy which uses a and ), each with probability 14, and c
and d, each with probability 14, and the mixedstrategy 0; = (1401, 4ao,
l4a3, b4a4) result in the same distribution over end points; but replacing o;’’ by the behaviorally equivalent mixedstrategy ¢,’= (14a, Oae,
Oa3, 44a4) results in a different distribution. The principal feature of
the mixedstrategy oj’ is that it produces a correlation between the choices
in the first and the second information sets; this is not possible with
behavioral strategies. ‘The possibility of correlating the choices on different informationsets is related to the signaling phenomenadiscussed below.
With the payoffs to player 1 indicated in Fig. 1, it is clear that pure
strategies a2 and a3; are dominated by a; and a4 respectively. ‘The mixed
strategy is maximin for 1 guaranteeing him security level of 44. Butits
induced behavior strategy results in a constant pay8ff to 1 of 0 units.
Intuitively it is clear what we are trying to say. Now the only problem
is to give a suitable general definition. ‘There are several ways this can
be done, but possibly the simplest is to introduce a concept due to Thompson [1953 a] which weshall also need in the next section. He defines an
information set U of player z to be a signaling information set? if we can find
some other information set, say V, later on in the game tree which also
belongs to player z and a branch numbered 7 leaving the set U such that:
i. There is at least one move in V which can be reached by a path

starting with the rth branch of a move in U.

ii. There is at least one move in V which cannot be reached by any
path starting with the rth branch of a movein U.
Weseethat, if U is a signaling information set for player 7, when heis
at V he findsit impossible to know whetheror not he chose the rth alternative at U. For example, the first information set of player 1 in Fig.1, ie.,
the first move, is a signaling information set since one of the movesin his
second information set can be reached by a path beginning with theleft
branch of the first move and the other cannot.
A gameis said to have perfect recall if there are no signaling information
? The term “‘signaling’’ used here arises, presumably, from a consideration of bridge,
which has to be treated as a two-person game with a pair of partners constituting a
single player. The choice(s) of one partner often serves to signal considerable information to the other (and the term “‘signal’’ is part of the vocabulary of bridge), but
rarely, if ever, is the ambiguity totally removed by suchsignals.
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sets. As we mentioned earlier, it is easy to see that a game with perfect
information has perfect recall, but the converse is not true.
The theorem proved by Kuhn [1953 6] is that, if a game has perfect
recall and if (81, B2, - - * , Bn) are the behavioral strategies induced by
the mixed strategies (01, 72, * * * , Gn), then for each player z
M;(61, Bo,

ne) Bn) = M;(01, 02,

°°

* 5 on)3

furthermore, this equality holds in general only in games with perfect
recall. In interpreting this result, remember that for each behavioral
strategy there may be many mixed strategies which induce it. This
result means that for such gamesit does not matter to the players whether
they take the global view of mixed strategies or the morerestricted (and

plausible) view of behavioral strategies.
«7.5 COMPOSITE STRATEGIES

Given that in games with perfect recall the analysis can be at the level
either of behavioral or mixed strategies without affecting the expectations
of the players, the question arises whether anything more canbesaid for
games without perfect recall. Thompson [1953 a] attacked this problem,
and he has given anintuitively satisfactory solution.
Let A; denote the set of all signaling information sets for player 7 (see
the preceding section for the definition of a signaling information set).
It will be recalled that, if A; = @ (= the emptyset) for all 7, the gameis
said to have perfect recall and behavioral strategies are as good as mixed
strategies. Presumably in games without perfect recall we must focus
our attention on those information sets—the signaling ones—which prevent perfect recall.
Earlier we defined the notion of a pure strategy overtheset ofall information sets; we can, of course, do the samething overthe set A;, and we
call this a pure signaling strategy for player z. In like manner, a probability
distribution over the puresignaling strategies of player z is called a mixed
signaling strategy. ‘(hese notions are exactly the same as those given in
sections 3./ and 7.2 except that the domain of definition is restricted to
the signaling information sets rather than to all informationsets.
An associated behavioral strategy for player z is a behavioral strategy over
the information sets of player z which are notsignaling information sets.
A composite strategy is the pair consisting of a mixed signaling strategy (over
the signaling information sets) and an associated behavioral strategy

(over the remaining information sets).

That is, over the informationsets

having perfect recall we continueto use behavioral strategies, and overall
other information sets we use mixedstrategies. It is easy to see that for
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games with perfect recall composite strategies are the same as behavioral
strategies.

To each mixedstrategy there is a naturally induced (unique) composite

strategy, and to each composite strategy one can find a (not necessarily
unique) mixed strategy whose induced composite strategy is the given
one. Again, as in games with perfect recall, the payoff to player 7 using
a composite strategy is defined in the natural way, and Thompson

[1953 a] has shown that the payoffs associated with an n-tuple of mixed

strategies are identical to the payoffs of the induced composite strategies.
Thus “‘ + - - any payoff which players can obtain by means of mixtures
of pure strategies, they can also obtain by means of composite strategies.”’
[1953 a, p. 275.]
This result is of considerable importance in the examination ofspecific
games without perfect recall. Thompson remarks, ‘“This theorem,

together with the fact that the normalized form of the game obscures

signaling strategies, explains one reason why the normalized form of the
gameis not always the best form in whichto solve actual games.” [1953 a,
p. 275.]
In another paper, which weshall not go into here, Thompson [1953 8]
uses the notion of signaling strategies to examine a simplified form of
bridge.
7.6 COMMUNICATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
With the last section we have completed the discussion weshall give of
games in extensive form. From now on weshall deal only with gamesin
normal form and with an abstraction derived from them, the characteristic
function.
Under the assumption that individuals are interested in maximizing
their expected utility, the aim of present-day gametheory is to construct
a notion of equilibrium social behavior and to investigate the properties
of such a concept. The word “‘equilibrium”’ indicates that the theory is
in some sense a static one, and for, at least, practical purposes this must
be considered a serious limitation of the present theory. Once one has
fixed upon the normal form, then there can be no consideration of the
dynamic process whereby the equilibrium states are achieved nor can any
learning be admitted at that level. The individual preference patterns,
as given by the payoff functions, are assumedto be invariant both in time
and with the unfolding experience of participating in the extensive form
of the conflict of interest. Furthermore, the strategy spaces are assumed
invariant, whichis certainly false for the many economic processes which
are subject to modification by technological developments and research.
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All in all, it is very doubtful that much social behavioris actually equilib-

rium behavior for any naive characterization of the situation as a game in
extensive or normal form.
The above points are not theoretically correct, or, at least, they can be
misleading. It is always possible to conceive the extensive form of a
situation in a sufficiently complicated way to include manyof the dynamic
features. Or, sometimesit is possible to embody the dynamicsas a repetition of games in normal form, which creates a supergame. In these
ways the dynamicsof learning, of invention, and so on canall be included
formally in the static game models. In practice, however, our initial
comments are at present largely correct. Usually, it is most difficult to
describe an extensive form of a game whichtakes into account the dynamics, and, in general, very few results are known which will help us to
understand social dynamics via an extensive game model. This is even
true if we restrict ourselves to the construction of supergames from simpler
ones in normal form. However, some exceptionsexist (see the discussion
of section 5.5, Shubik [1957], and Appendix 8). Moreover, the theory of
repeated normalized games, especially two-person ones, is one of the
most active topics of mathematical research at the present time, and so we
suspect and hope that these comments may soon be dated.
As we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, as soon as the
numberof players exceeds twothere is the possibility for communication
and collusion among them, and in most gamesit is possible for a player
to increase his expected payoff by collaborating with other players in the
choice of strategies. We feel that it is exactly this feature of n-person
theory which is (or should be) of particular interest to the social scientist.
Clearly, coalition formation is a sociological phenomenon and one which
has received considerable descriptive attention. ‘This literature, and
common observation, suggests that one important aspect of the phenomenon aretherestrictions society places upon coalition formation and coalition changes. The exact natureof these restrictions and sanctions seems
to depend upon the specific situation, its history, the general mores of
the society, the legal structure, etc. It is perfectly clear that the
characterization of a game in normal form—thestrategy spaces and the
payoff functions—plus the postulates of complete knowledge and of
rational individual behavior (see Chapter 3)—includes no features corresponding to sanctionsor restrictions upon coalition formation.
Weshould judgethis omission of sociological assumptionsat the level of
the normal form to be one of the two majorpractical faults of present-day
n-person theory, the other being the previously mentioned static character.
The task of formalizing the communication process, especially the prohibitions against communication among the players, is far from trivial.
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It appears that to includeit in a generalization of game theory will be an
exciting major theoretical step. Lacking such a generalization, several
tacks have been taken, each of which is unhappily special and arbitrary.
It is somewhatconsoling to observe, however, that we can find an analogous situation in the physical theories of continuous processes, but more
of that later. Weshall cite three different approaches to the problem of
restricted collusion.
First, there is the one extreme in which anycollusion logically possible
is allowed to occur. ‘This is characteristic of the von Neumann and
Morgenstern theory of solutions, which will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 9. In their theory such freedom to cooperate leads to vast
numbersof “‘solutions”’ with no criteria to select among them. ‘They are
forced, as we shall see, to the ad hoc assumption that in practice there exist
social standards which determine the solution which actually occurs, but
no attempt is made to exhibit a theory of these standards.
Second, there is the other extreme which prohibits anycollusionatall.
Such a condition may notbe nearly so limiting asit first seems. Certain

authors, notably Nash [1951], hold that non-cooperative gamesare theo-

retically basic and that cooperative games can and should be subsumed
under that theory by making communication and bargaining formal
moves in a non-cooperative extensive game. ‘The resulting normalized
game would simply enlarge the domain of the various strategies,
and the payoff functions could be extended to these larger sets in
the natural manner. Were it possible to give an explicit and intuitively
acceptable way of enlarging an extensive gameso as to include communication the argument would be very convincing. Specific criticism is hard
to make since this view has never been fully elaborated, but McKinsey
(1952 a, p. 359] has pointed out, ‘“‘It is extremely difficult in practice to
introduce into the cooperative games the movescorrespondingto negotiations in a way which will reflect all the infinite variety permissible in the
cooperative game, and to do this without giving one player anartificial
advantage (because of his having the first chance to make an offer, let us
say).”
In a way, this conceptualsolution to the formalization of preplay communication simply buries some of the most interesting aspects of the problem. Oneis interested in understanding the forces which lead groups to
cooperate, in the cohesiveness of coalitions over repeated plays of the
game, and so on, and we do not want to prejudge these problems by
entering them into the extensive form in somespecial manner.
But whether or not we acceptthe belief that all games can or should be
recast in terms of non-cooperative games, one part of the theory certainly
should be devoted to such games, and presumably it should be a ‘‘natural’’
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extension of the (non-cooperative) two-person zero-sum theory.

Nash has

offered such a theory, and weshall discussit in section 7.8.
The third tack attempts to characterize, in whatis surely an oversimplified manner, some types of restrictions on collusion. Weshall describe it
fully here, for it will be useful in the discussion of section 7.9 and it is
necessary in Chapter 10; for other discussions of the idea see Luce [1954,
1955 a]. It seems plausible to suppose, at least as an approximation to
reality, that the collusion among the players results in non-overlapping
coalitions within which there is perfect cooperation and among which
there is ruthless competition. Such a partition of the players into coalitions will be termed a coalition structure. For example, the partition

({1}, {2}, - - - , {n}) represents the case where there are no non-trivial

coalitions, i.e., there is no cooperation.

The partition ({1, 2,--°-,

n — 1}, {n}) represents the case wherethe first n — 1 players have joined

forces in a coalition against player7.
Let us now supposethat at somestage of the bargainingin a given conflict of interest the players are arranged in coalitions according to a partition, which we shall denote by 7. Since each playeris a ruthless rationalist, we must assume that each is considering various potential changes
of alliance in an attempt to better his own outcome. ‘These changes may
be thought of as all occurring prior to the play of the game,or,if it is
repeated many times, they can occur one at a time prior to each play.
Some of these alliances are undoubtedly rejected because they are not
profitable, but, if our intuition is correct, sometimes there are alliances
which are simply never considered even when theyare profitable. This
may occur because of sanctions against them, or it may be that the change
is simply too complicated to be considered practical. One presumes that
in economic situations communication and changesofalliance are expensive, and so many logically possible changes are ignored as too costly.
Another, and possibly more important reason, is the ever present fear that
a radical change will upset the status quo, and who knowswhere he will
end up following a “revolution.”? The complication of the other players
not reacting passively to the changes made by one, or by a few players,

will return to plague us again (sections 7.8, 7.9, and 10.2).

On the other

hand, the addition of one player, or the expulsion of one, from a coalition
and other similar simple changes do occur, and, of course, a long sequence
of such changes can radically alter the original coalition structure.
A rule of admissible coalition changes, denoted y, states for each coalition
structure 7 precisely those coalitions of players which, for whatever reasons,
possess the freedom of unrestricted preplay communication and can
potentially act jointly, e.g., by choosing a joint strategy. For any coalition
structure 7, the class of such coalitions—which are said to be admissible
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changes according to the rule y from the structure 7—is labeled (7).
It will be convenient to make the convention that all the coalitions in the structure r
are always members of the list (7). An example may be illuminating.
For three players, suppose we explicitly write down the rule which permits as an admissible change anycoalition formed simply by the addition
of a single player to an already existing coalition:

T
({1}, {2}, {3})

¥(7)
{1}, {2}, 13}, 1, 2}, (1, 3}, (2, 3}

({1, 2},

{1, 2},

{3})

({1, 3}, {2})
({2, 3}, {1})
({1, 2, 3})

{3},

(1, 2, 3},

{1, 3},

{2, 3}

{1, 3}, {2}, {1, 2, 3}, 1, 2}, (2, 3}
{2, 3}, {1}, {1, 2, 3}, 11, 2}, {1, 3}
{1, 2, 3}

Mathematically, a rule ¥ can be identified with the table composed of
the lists ¥(r) for each vr. That is, y can be thought of as a function
which mapseach into a Class of coalitions.
It may be worth appending that this third notion includes the other

two (i.e., no changes permitted and all possible changes permitted) as
special cases: Define the function y’ to have the property that (7) is the

class of all coalitions in a structure 7 for each 7; then no changesare permitted. Define the function w”to consist of all subsets of J, for all values
of 7, then all logically possible changes are permitted.
There seem to be at least two major objections to postulating such a
function y: first, we have no theory to justify it; and, second, we have no
idea howit is to be determinedin particular cases. Withoutattempting to
dispute these points, it may be worth observing that such functions seem
to play a role not unlike boundary conditions in some of the continuous
flow theories of physics, whereas the given coalition structure 7 can be
thought of as an initial condition. ‘The boundary conditions of, say, a
heat or air flow problem are not given by the physics of the flow process
but rather are supposed to represent certain salient facts about the particular physical configuration under study. ‘The form of the boundary
conditions is in part determined by the equations representing the flow
process, but their detailed selection is arbitrarily given by the scientist
performing the analysis, who calls upon one’s intuition to accept his
choice. There is clearly an art to making such choices, an art which in
physics and engineering has gradually become highly sophisticated as the
result of past failures and successes in relating theory to data.
The role of the function yY may also be viewed in another way: In
the normal! form of the game the payoff functions represent, in a sense,
the economics of the model, i.e., they prescribe the returns accruing to
certain choices. The rationality postulate—the desire of individuals to
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maximize utility—amounts to the psychology built into the model.

where is the sociology of the model?

[7.7
But

Nothing within the basic structure

of the model describes any limitations on the interactions between the
participants. So far we have not directly established the need for any
sociological assumptions in the model, andit is conceivable that none are
needed; however, our interpretation of results to be presented in Chapters
9 and 10 is that there does seem to be such a need. In anycase, the
functions y just described fulfill such a role, and, althoughit is clear that
other sociological postulates are possible, they are the only ones which
have been investigated in the literature.
7.7 CLASSIFICATION OF CONTEXTS FOR 7-PERSON GAMES
Onceone leaves two-person zero-sum games, there are serious questions
of extra-game-theoretic assumptions. One—thelimitations on collusion
—wasdiscussed in the precedingsection, but it is by no means the only
one which has been considered in the literature. It seems appropriate
to specify these here and thentoclassify the several theories (and suggestions for theories) in terms of these. This will permit the reader to find
his way around the complexities of n-person theory a little more simply.
Most of the past work in n-person theory has supposedthat, in addition
to receiving the payoffs prescribed by the rules of the game, the players
are permitted to make additional transfers—side paymentsin the delicate
languageof the theory, considerations or bribes in more direct vocabularies (see section 8.1). Indeed, a far stronger assumption is made whichis
generally subsumed underthe phrasethat utility is “‘unrestrictedly transferable.”” Of course, it is never utility as such that is transferred, for
utility is a derivative concept, but commodities to which utility can
indirectly be attached by the players. To make anysenseof theelliptic
concept of unrestricted transferability and of the mathematics employed,
one must supposethatthere exists an infinitely divisible, real, and desirable
commodity (which for all the world behaves like money) such that any
reapportionment of it among the players results in increments and decrements of individualutilities which sum to zero according to some specific
set of utility scales for the players. This can happen if money exists,

provided that each player’s utility for moneyis linear and that the zero

and unit of each utility function is so chosen that the conservation of money
implies conservation of utility. When else it can realistically happen is
obscure.
It might be thought that this selection of a zero and a unit, in essence
setting the utility of money to be equal to money, constitutes a decision
as to the interpersonal comparison of utility. Such is not the case, pro-
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vided that nowhere in the mathematics these scale choices are compared
one with another, as for example in making threats. Since, as weshall
see, direct threats are one of the missing componentsof n-person theory, no
trouble arises on the score of interpersonal comparisons. While we are
mentioning this concept, it should be pointed out that assuming interpersonal comparisons plus unrestricted side payments in an infinitely
divisible and desirable commodity does not imply transferability of utility
as it is presently meant in n-person theory, for it does not imply conservation of utility under reapportionments. The question of side payments
will be dealt with more fully in section 8.1.
If the assumption of unrestricted transferability is dropped, then it is
clear that there is a whole complex of possible cases ranging from perfect
transferability to none at all. It seems hopeless to try to develop a theory
covering all cases, and it is much too tedious to examine many of the
intermediate assumptions, so, as is often done in mathematics, only the
polar extremes are studied. Thus, a theory will assumeeither that perfect transferability is possible using someinfinitely divisible and desirable
commodity whichis conserved, or that no transferability is possible at all.
The latter assumption is not lacking in interest, for in manysituations
the mores and legal codes prohibit bribing.
Stull another question of context 1s whether, when preplay communication can occur, the players are able to employ correlated (i.e., joint)
strategies, or whether they must only agree upon individual strategies
which, although possibly coordinated choices, are not correlated, i.e.,
independentin thestatistical sense. ‘To correlate strategies when a game
is not temporally repeated necessitates preplay communication.
Only certain combinations of these contexts have received muchattention in the literature. In a way, the cases of neglect are curious, for it
is among them that one finds some of the natural generalizations of the
central notions of two-person theory. ‘The following table presents all
these possible combinations of contexts, lists the sections wherethe corresponding theory is discussed, and states the name of the theory (if one
exists). Under the column Preplay Communication, the word “‘partial’’
includes, as a special case, no limitations on communication whereas “‘all’’
refers only to total freedom to communicate.
Possibly the most surprising omission in the literature is the case of no
side payments and partial preplay communication. In section 7.9 we
discuss some suggestions toward such a theory, under the assumption
that communication enables the players of a coalition to choose joint
strategies but does not allow intercoalition communication. In particular, one coalition is not allowed to threaten another. Were this permitted, then, in all likelihood, interpersonal comparisonsof utility would
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be necessary. Thus, when side payments are prohibited westill do not
have a full generalization of two-person theory, for in that theory there
were two aspects to preplay communication: threat and collusion. In the
theories admitting side payments, the threat phenomenon is partially
included, but in an indirect manner so as to bypass direct confrontations
of the form “‘you will be hurt more than I will” and henceto bypass interpersonal comparisons.
Side
Pay-

ment

Preplay
Correlation
|Communi-| of Strategies
cation

None
No

Partial

All
Yes
Partial

‘Transferable

Section

Name

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

7.8

Equilibrium Points

Yes

Irrelevant

7.9

No

Irrelevant

7.9

|in Coalitions;

Yes

Yes

Utility

Yes

9.1-9.7

No

10.4

Yes

10.1, 10.2

No

10.4

Solutions

P-stability

No

7.8 NON-COOPERATIVE GAMES: EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
This section is devoted to what may be described as an extension of
non-cooperative two-person games to non-cooperative n-person games.

Nash [1951] first introduced the notion of an equilibrium point, and he

showed that every game possesses such a point in mixed strategies and
that for two-person zero-sum gamesthe definition is identical to the maximin concept. This was an importantstep, for, previously, no one had
seen how to extend the maximin notion beyond n = 2.
Let us suppose we have a game in normal form with payoff functions
M,;, and let us also assume that no cooperation among the players can
occur, 1.e., several players cannot get together and agree upon a joint
selection of strategies. Now suppose through a normative analysis of the
game, or from experience in it, or whatever, the strategy n-tuple (51,
50, °° * 5 Sn) is singled out for consideration by the players. These
strategies will be in equilibrium provided that no playerfindsit is to his
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advantage to change to a different strategy so long as he believes that the
other players will not change. Thus, if we look at player z it must be
that he cannot expect to benefit by employing strategy 7; instead of 5;.
Now, it may well be that, if player z could communicate to player j and
they agreed upon some joint changeof strategies, they could both benefit,
but we have assumedthat no collusion is permitted. ‘Thus, player z can
only consider changes which are underhis direct control, i.e., changes in
his own strategy choice, and it is argued that, if none of these changes
benefit him, he will not change. If (51, 52, - + + , s,) should be chosen
so that whatis true for playerz is also true for all the other players, then
there are no resulting forces to change the given system of strategies, and
hence the n-tuple of strategies is in equilibrium. ‘To say that player z
does not benefit by changing his strategy choice simply means that his
payoff does not increase by any other choice, L.e.,
M,(s1, 52,

mT

ty Sy

- 5 5n) 2 Milsi, 59,

m8

8 5 Tt

°°

- 5 Sn).

Thus, one is led to the following definition: An n-tuple of pure strategies
(s1, 52, °° * 5 Sn) is an equalibrium point in pure strategies if the above
inequality holds for every z and for every choice of 7; in the set S; of pure
strategies for player z. It is not difficult to show that when n = 2 this
definition is the sameas that given earlier in the two-person theory(sections 4.8 and 5.7).
As in the two-person case, there is no assurance in general that an
equilibrium point exists in pure strategies. It is known that a sufficient
condition for games to have equilibrium points in purestrategies is that

they have perfect information [Kuhn, 1953 5], but this is not a necessary
condition. Dalkey [1953] and Otter and Dunne[1953] have given neces-

sary and sufficient conditions, but the statement of these results is too

complicated to warrantinclusion in this book.

Birch [1955] has extended

these results by giving a sufficient condition for a game to have a mixed
strategy equilibrium point (see below) in which certain players use pure
strategies.
Fortunately, the parallel with the two-person case extends to the point
where mixed strategies again suffice to establish existence. The above
definition of an equilibrium point in pure strategies can obviously be
reworded to give a definition of an equilibrium point in mixedstrategies
by the simple formal substitution of “mixed strategies co; for ‘‘pure
strategies 5;..’ Nash’s principal theorem [1951] shows that over the
domain of mixed strategies every finite game has at least one equilibrium
point. This result shows that Nash’s definition has one extremely

desirable property of an equilibrium notion: existence.
in Appendix 2 generalizes to any 7.)

(The proof given
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However, just as with the two-person non-zero-sum theory, the properties of interchangeability and equivalence, which held for two-person
zero-sum games, do not hold in general. To be more specific, suppose
that (1,09, ° * *- ,on) and (Aq, Ag, - * * 5 An) are both equilibrium points
of a general game,then,first, there is no assurance that an intermixtureof
strategy choices, such as (Aj, 9,03, °° *° 5 Ady °° * 9 Gjy °° * 5 An) Is also
an equilibrium point; and, second, there is no assurance that the payoff
to a player is the same for twodifferent equilibrium points, i.e., in general:

Mi(o1, 02, ° * * 5 on) A Mery, Av, + * +, An).
The failure of the general equilibrium notion to have these two properties raises much moreserious questions as to its merits than could be raised
against the minimax concept. These points have already been made
when we talked about non-zero-sum two-person games, but we shall
repeat them here. First, if each player were to confine his strategy choice
to those which are a part of some equilibrium n-tuple, the resulting problem faced by each player is again a game. It is a contraction of the old
game, but it maybe just as difficult to analyze conceptually as the original
game. Indeed, in some sense it may be more difficult for a player to
analyze it because it crystallizes the difficulties involved. Thus, the
equilibrium notion does not serve in general as a guideto action.
Second, one may look upon thenotion as possibly descriptive in nature.
If a game is repeated many times, one may hope that ultimately an
equilibrium point will be found. ‘There are, however, various doubts
that can be raised. It will be recalled that in our discussion of the prisoner’s dilemma(sections 5.4 and 5.5) we argued that temporal collusion
wasa verylikely possibility, and this can also be expected for more general
games. Onthe other hand, as the numberofplayers increases the chance
of successful inarticulated collusion seems more remote. Another point
that is descriptively relevant for repeated gamesis just how far ahead does
a player see. If not at all, the equilibrium notion is reasonable, but, if he
considers several steps ahead, it is doubtful. For example, a player whose
expected payoff is low in a given equilibrium point may be expected to
argue that, by selecting a strategy different from the equilibrium one, he
can create a situation of flux which after several repetitions of the game
will terminate in a different equilibrium point. ‘This new point may be
more advantageous to him. Intuitively, it is perfectly clear that people
do take actions whose immediate effect is disadvantageous but whoseultimate effect is thought or expected to be beneficial; the part of the puritan
ethic which leads to saving and reinvestment in the economyisofthis
nature.
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Nonetheless, we continue to have one very strong argumentfor equilibrium points: if our non-cooperative theory is to lead to an n-tuple of
strategy choices and if it is to have the property that knowledge of the
theory does not lead one to make a choice different from that dictated by
the theory, then the strategies isolated by the theory must be equilibrium
points.
The complications of non-equivalence and non-interchangeability of
equilibrium points lead one to ask whether there is not some plausible
condition which may be addedto isolate a single equilibrium point as
more acceptable than the others. For games with perfect information
(see section 3.2) Gale [1953] has presented the following idea. He calls
twostrategies equzvalent if they yield the same payoff to a player against all
combinationsof strategies for the other players, and he defines onestrategy
to dominate anotherif the former neverresults in a smaller payoff than the
latter and yet they are not equivalent. Within a given game, two operations are defined: first, st¢multaneous averaging of all equivalent strategies
for each of the players; and, second, simultaneous deletion of all dominated
strategies for each of the players. Gale’s theorem then states that, if we
begin with a game having perfect information and if these operations are
applied recursively in the order given, after a finite number of applications
a gameresults which has but one strategy for each player. ‘These unique
strategies are in fact mixedstrategies of the original game, and they constitute an equilibrium point in that game; this Gale calls the “‘solution.”’
Against this idea, at least as a plausible descriptive notion, one can
argue that there is no compelling reason why a player should put equal
probability weights over all equivalent strategies. Why not put all the
weight on the strategy in the equivalence set which yields the best average
return to his opponents? Or whynot a hostof other possibilities? Also,
can one expect players to go through the averaging and deleting process as
described? What about otheralternatives? For example, in a game with
three players, 1 might carry out the process conceptually with only player
2, holding 3’s strategy space fixed. When that reduction is completed,
suppose he engages in the mental process of averaging and deleting with
player 3, then back to 2, and then back to 3, etc. It is possible that this
too might lead to an equilibrium point, and, indeed, it might be preferred
by the players to the one given by Gale’s procedure. In other words, we
object to the arbitrary and implausible nature of the process assumed.
Nonetheless, it does have the distinct merit of being completely symmetric
among the players, and it has the propertythat, ifm — 1 players are committed to this suggestion, the mth player might as well go along. It will
be recalled that in connection with the temporal repetition of the prisoner’s
dilemma(section 5.5) we described an analogous procedure.
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7.9 COOPERATIVE GAMES WITHOUT SIDE PAYMENTS
Let us suppose that we have an n-person gamebeing played in a social
context which prohibits side payments, which allows (at least) some
cooperation, and which does not prohibit players who have agreed to
cooperatefrom correlating their strategy choices. Ifn = 2, then we have
the theory that was discussed in section 6.2. It will be recalled that our
typical example was the game with the payoff matrix

re my a 5|
and that cooperation between the players allowed them to correlate their
strategies so as to randomize between (2, 1) and (1, 2). It will also be
remembered that, if we plot the set of feasible payoff pairs, we argued
that the players should restrict themselves to the northeast corner of the

area—to the Pareto optimal set.

Furthermore, it was argued that neither

player should acceptless in the cooperative context than he can guarantee
for himself in the non-cooperative version of the game by using his maximin strategy. ‘The set of Pareto optimal points which exceed the maximin values for each player was called the negotiation set, and this was
taken to be the “solution” of the cooperative game by von Neumann and
Morgenstern. Weshall now describe one possible general definition of a
solution to an m-person cooperative game in which side payments are prohibited, but in which correlated strategies and partial preplay communication are possible. When specialized to n = 2 and when preplay communication is not restricted, this definition is the same as that of the
negotiation set.
As in Nash’s theory of equilibrium points, we shall look for equilibrium
behavior when it is assumed that each of the players is attempting to
maximize his own expected utility, but we shall allow for some measure
of cooperation. The Nash theory offered n-tuples (¢1, 2, - - - , gn) of
mixed strategies which were in equilibrium. Actually, however, one can
argue that he foundpairs consisting of an n-tuple of strategies and a coalition structure, 1.e., pairs of the form
[(o1, 02° °° 5 on), 7],

which were in equilibrium. But the assumption of non-cooperation meant
that only the coalition structure having no non-trivial coalitions,i.e.,
7™= ({1}, {2}, m8 Ty {n}),

could arise, and, since it remained fixed, there was no necessity to specify
it explicitly. In a generalization to cooperative games such is not the
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case, so one mightbeled to search for pairs [(o1, 72, - * - , on), tT] which
are in equilibrium when cooperation is allowed. But this will not do, for
we have assumed correlated strategies are possible, and such a strategy
n-tuple does not allow for that. ‘To symbolize the correlation of strategies
within a coalition, let r = (71, Ts, - + +, T;) and let o(T;) denote a
typical correlated mixed strategy jointly chosen by the players in the
coalition 7;. Then, the aim of the theory will be to characterize those
pairs [(o(T)), a(T>), a) o(T;)), (Ti, T2, ar) T:)] which are in

equilibrium when cooperationis allowed.

The next question to consider is: what cooperation? Our assumption
will be that there are limitations upon the contemplated changes of

coalitions from a given coalition structure 7.

Or to put it in another

fashion, given a coalition structure, not all the possible subsets of players
are allowed to have preplay communication and to adopt joint mixed
strategies. That 1s, we shall suppose that there are given sociological
restrictions which can be summarizedas a function y of the type discussed
in section 7.6.

Consider the following argumentfor the equilibrium of a pair [(¢(7}),

- ,o(T;)), r]. If Sis an element of (7), i.e., S is a possible coalition
change whentheplayers are arranged according to the coalition structure
7, then S may be expected to form and to disrupt the given pair if each of
the players in the set S can be made to gain by the change. ‘Thus, a
necessary condition for the pair to be in equilibrium is that, for each
S in ¥(7r) and for each selection of a cooperative strategy a(S), there shall

be at least one member of S who does not profit by the change.

Since

we have assumedthat there are no side payments, this simply meansthat
the payoff as given by the rules of the game is no greater than it was in
the equilibrium state.
Let us try to formalize this: The pair [(¢(T1), - - - , o(T;)), 7] is in

equilibrium if, for each S in ~(r) and for each correlated mixed strategy

a(S), there is at least one player 7 in S such that
M,{o(T1), a(T2),

7" , o(T;)] > M,[o(S),

The question is how to fill in the dots on the right.

i

‘].

If. were to form, 7

is disrupted, andso, in general, the original strategies ¢(7T;) become meaningless since some of the coalitions J; no longer exist. It is surely not
reasonable to suppose that the remaining groupsof players will carry on
as if the change had notoccurred, and, indeed, one may expect the change
involving the formation of S to cause those players not in S to reappraise
completely their collusive arrangements. So S will not know the reaction
to its contemplated actions, but if the players in S are conservative they
will expect the worst—they will expect all the remaining players, —.S, to
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form a coalition against $. Furthermore, the most effective way that —S
could go after the coalition S would be to seek out the weakest memberof
S and to attack him with unrelenting pressure. In other words, the dots

will be filled by a mixed strategy o(—S) which is so chosen as to minimize
the payoff to 7.

definition.

Let us emphasize that this is an extremely conservative

It fails to take into account that —S very likely might not

form, and that, even if it did, it mightfind it distinctly to its disadvantage
to try to disrupt S. However, if these conservative conditions are met,
then weclaim that the resulting pair is certainly in equilibrium. In summary, then,the definition reads: A pair [(¢(T1), - - - ,¢(T;)),7] is y-stable
(for a cooperative game without side payments but with correlated
strategies) if, for each Sin ¥(r) and for each mixedstrategy a(S), there is
at least one player 7 in S vulnerable to an attack by —S,i.e., —S has a

strategy o(—S), say, such that

M;lo(Ti), > + + ,o(T:)] > M;{e(S), o(—S)].
When wereach Chapter 10, we will see that this notion is conceptually
similar to y~-stability theory for cooperative games with side payments.
In addition, it is a generalization of the negotiation set, as we now show.
» Since we are considering cooperation, r = ({1, 2}). Therefore, the definition
requires that, if [o({1, 2}), 7] is Y-stable, then for every other joint mixed strategy

o’({1, 2}) either

M [o({1, 2})] 2 M,[o'({1, 2})]

or

M,fo({1, 2})] 2 M2(6"({1, 2})],

which simply says that the joint strategy o({1, 2}) must be Pareto optimal.
changes from the coalition are possible, that is all one can say.

If no

If, however,

defections are possible, then we have, for every mixed strategy o1 for player 1,

Myfo({1, 2})] 2 min M1@i, a2).
Thus,

M{o({1, 2})] 2 max min M,(@, a2).
G1

o2

Similarly, for player 2,

Mfo({1, 2})] 2 max min M2(@,, a2).
o2

Oo.

The right-hand terms are the maximin values.

Thus, when changes are per-

mitted, the definition yields the negotiation set, as it should.

<q

For more than two players, this generalization of the negotiation set
becomes more complicated since it depends upon the coalition structure
and upon the admissible changes from the coalition structure. No work
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has been done on this conceptfor n larger than two, and so no comments
can be offered as to its properties, faults, or merits.
For cooperative games without side payments and in which correlated
strategies are prohibited, a similar definition is possible. The idea, of
course, is that among the admissible coalition changes coordinated (but
uncorrelated) changes of strategies will always fail to yield a profit to at
least one memberof the coalition. If we let 6 = (01,02, - * * ,¢n) denote

an uncorrelated mixed strategy n-tuple, 7 a coalition structure, and (7)

the class of coalitions capable of disrupting 7, then [6, 7] is not y-stable if
and only if there exists a coalition S in y(r) whose memberscan so coordi-

nate their choices of mixed strategies (without correlating them) that each
improves by the defection when the remaining players hold fixed to their

original strategy choices. Such a pair is y-stable if this condition does
not hold, i.e., if for every coordinated choice of mixed strategies by S

there is at least one memberof S whofails to improve by the defection.
It is easily seen that, ifr = ({1}, {2}, ---, {n}) and if y admits no
changes from 7 (which describes the non-cooperative case), then a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that [6, 7] be y-stable is that 6 be a Nash
equilibrium point; in other words, the definition is a generalization of
Nash’s notion. One might wish to generalize this notion to allow the
members of a disrupting coalition § to correlate their strategies.
Farquharson [1955] and Shubik [1957] have given this definition for

the special cases wherer = ({1}, {2}, - - - , {n}), and where p({1}, {2},

- , {n}) consists of all coalitions with k or fewer players. In other
words, they consider simultaneous changesof k or fewer players, whereas
Nash considered only the case where k = 1. Shubik used the term k-stability for this notion (the sameterm will be used in section 10.2 for a somewhat different but related idea), and Farquharson speaks of equilibrium
points of order k.

7.10 SUMMARY
For the most part, this chapter has been concerned with the extension
of some concepts from two-person theory to games with more players and

with some new distinctions which seem necessary.

Among the ideas

extended were: mixed strategy, zero-sum game, and equilibrium point.
The new distinctions were largely in the realm of extra-game-theoretic
concepts including side payments, coalition structures, limitations on

collusion (communication boundary conditions), correlated strategies,

transferable utilities, and interpersonal comparisonsofutility.
As in two-person theory, a mixed strategy is simply a probability distribution over a player’s set of pure strategies. His payoff function is extended
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to the domain of mixed strategies by taking the appropriate expected
values of pure strategy payoffs—a procedure justified by the central
theorem of utility theory. Once we had this concept, it was possible
(in the two starred sections 7.4 and 7.5) to formulate and presentthefinal
extensive game problem to be studied. A behavioral strategy—a more
modest concept than a mixed strategy—is simply a collection of probability distributions over the branchesof each of a player’s informationsets.
It differs from a mixed strategy in that choices in two information sets
cannotbe correlated; therefore, although a mixed strategy always induces
a behavior strategy on the information sets, the payoffs in the two cases
need not be the same. Kuhn has shownthatthey are the same when and
only when a player remembers(in the sense of information sets) his previous choices; he need not, however, recall the choices made by the other
players. Thompson has extendedthis result to general games by showing
over which information sets mixed strategies must be used and those for

which behavioral strategies suffice to achieve the same expectation as

with mixed strategies.
A second central notion from two-person theory which was generalized
is an equilibrium point: a collection of strategies, one for each of the n players,
such that no playeris able to increase his payoff by changinghis strategy
choice when the others hold theirs fixed. Nash has shown that every
game has at least one mixed strategy equilibrium point, but not necessarily a pure strategy one. In general, equilibrium points are neither

equivalent (yield the same payoffs) nor interchangeable (yield an equilib-

rium point when strategies are intermixed). The same questions of
interpretation therefore exist as for two-person non-zero-sum games. To
bypass this problem, one could wish for a way of selecting a unique one.
Gale’s method for doing so in gameswith perfect information wasdescribed
and criticized.
It was madeclear that Nash’s theoryis very special in that it only makes
sense if the players are not permitted to cooperate. Once the possibility
of collusion is admitted, then a variety of extra-game-theoretic assumptions had to be discussed. We interpreted the need for these assumptions
as reflecting the fact that the game model, although embodying economic
and psychological assumptions, fails to include any sociological ones.
One proposed assumption postulates limitations on the changesof collusive arrangements from any given arrangement. In particular, it was
assumed that such arrangements always result in a partitioning of the
players, called a coalition structure, such that there is cooperation within the
subsets and competition among them. For each such structure 7, a set
of admissible changes, ¥(r), was postulated. At the one extreme, no
changes from r are permitted, which is part of what Nash means by no
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cooperation; and, at the other extreme,all possible changes are admitted,
which is the assumption made by von Neumann and Morgenstern in

their theory of solutions (chapter 9).

In addition to these communication boundary conditions, several other
distinctions are neededin the cooperative case. Can the players within a
coalition use correlated (joint) strategies or not? Can utility sede payments
among the players be effected or not? If so, does utility possess that
special feature, known asunrestricted transferability, which makes it behave
like money, i.e., is it infinitely divisible and is it conserved when transferred? Depending upon which choice is made in each case, different
theories arise; these were charted in a table in section 7.7.
Of the eight cases, only three have been extensively studied in the
literature. Of the omissions, the cooperative case in which side payments
are prohibited seemed most surprising, for that appears to be a natural
generalization of two-person theory. In thefinal section, two definitions
(depending upon whethercorrelated strategies are permitted or not) for
the no side payment case were proposed but not explored. ‘These are
both based upon an assumed boundary condition y. ‘The general idea
is that a pair consisting of strategies (correlated or not, as the case maybe)
and a coalition structure will be in “equilibrium” provided that at least
one person in each of the admissible coalition changes (as given by y) is
placed in danger of suffering a loss by participating in the change. It
was shownthat the uncorrelated case is a generalization of Nash’s equilibrium point theory and that the correlated case is a generalization of the
concept of a negotiation set.

chapter &

CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS

8.1 SIDE PAYMENTS
Whatwehavestudied in the last chapteris not the mainstream of work
on n-person games. It is true that the extensive form and, more especially, the normal form of a game are necessary backgroundsto further
work, butlittle of the effort expended has been on the study of cooperative
behavior whenthe players are assumedto receive only the paymentsprescribed by the rules of the gameandare notallowed to pay and to receive
‘“‘bribes.”? Most of the work, which will be discussed in this and the following three chapters, assumes side payments among the players, i.e.,
exchanges among the membersof a coalition to equalize any inequities
arising from their cooperation.
The possibility of side payments introducesserious practical, if not conceptual, complications. However, considerable simplification can be
achieved if we assume that side payments may be madein terms of a

“transferable utility.”

We will make this assumption in the remaining

chapters on game theory, and weshall see that it leads to an extremely

compact representation of a game. In section 10.4 some tentative suggestions are made for the case where side payments of real commodities
are allowed but where no assumption of a “‘transferable utility’ is made.
180
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In section 7.7 the distinction between assuming that utility is interpersonally comparable and assuming that it may be conserved in transfers
from one player to another was pointed out. We emphasized thatit is
possible to make the one assumption without implying the other.
Weagainstress (see section 7.7) that in making side paymentsit is goods
or money whichare transferred, not utility, which is a subjective quantity.
Whenwespeak elliptically of a “‘transferable utility”? we mean that there
exist a set of utility scales for the players and an infinitely divisible homogeneous commodity such that the changes in individual utilities which
result when this commodity is transferred conserve thetotal utility sum.
In terms of these utility scales it is meaningful to talk about the total
utility accruing to a coalition and about a partition of this utility sum
among the participants of the coalition. Of course if utilities are based
on other scales (i.e., different origins and units), the utility changes which
will occur with transfers of physical goods need not necessarily conserve
the utility sum.
The assumption of a transferable utility is reasonable if monetary side
payments are allowable and if each player’s utility for money is approximately linear in the range of potential payoffs of the game. Although
these conditions are sufficient they are not necessary. Moneyis not the
only commodity which can serve the purposeof transfering utility. For
example, labor may play a similar role in some contexts (e.g., side payments in the husband-wife coalition may consist of the transfer of household chores). Also, if monetary side paymentsare allowable, it is mathematically possible— but not very probable—that money transfers may
be made which conserve utility even though each of the players’ utility
for money is non-linear.
To each outcome of a game—an outcome which might involve monetary as well as non-monetary consequences—each player can associate an
equivalent pure monetary returnin the sense that heis indifferent between
this outcome and this amount of money. Monetary equivalences for outcomes do not constitute a suitable utility indicator unless the players’
utility functions for money are linear in money. In this case, the set of
utility scales which agree with the scales of monetary equivalences are
especially convenient, for in terms of these scales we can speakelliptically
about transferring utility with conservation. We emphasize again that
this in no way implies an interpersonal comparison ofutility.
Wesuggest that, if the above remarks are kept in mind, the readerwill
not go astray in the sequel by interpreting all payoffs in terms of monetary equivalences and assuming each player’s utility for moneyis linear in
money. One does not have to assume that money has the same “‘worth”’
—whatever that means—for each player.
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8.2 DEFINITION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
From now on weshall take for granted the existence of a transferable
utility. Let us restrict our attention initially to zero-sum games, 1.e., to
those for which the sum ofutility payments to the several players is always
zero no matter whatstrategies are selected. Suppose that S is a subset of
the players who have decided to form a coalition in the sense that they
shall decide as a group uponindividual courses of action which, together,
cause the group to do as well as possible. How the individual payments
come out does not, for the moment, matter, as long as the summation of
these over the membersofS is, in a sense to be specified, as good as possible.
Still, one might object that, if each time the coalition did its best one of its
players did no better, or even worse, than he could have alone, it might
indeed be difficult to persuade him to remain in the coalition. As long
as the payoff is in somesort of transferable commodity whichresults in the
transferability of utility, this is no problem. ‘The other membersof the
coalition may simply extend him side payments in order to keep him in
the coalition. The extent of the side payment is a difficult problem of
prediction, but it presumably depends, in part, upon his contribution to
the total strength of the coalition and upon the damage he can cause to
the coalition if he defects to another coalition. This suggests that it may
be sufficient in developing a theory to look at the total payments which
may be expected bycoalitions.
The worst possible strategic situation met by a coalitionis for the remaining set of players, —.S, also to form a coalition. Thestrategic effects of
any other possible system of coalitions opposing S' can always be achieved
by coalition —S, and in general it can achieve some outcomesnotpossible
were it divided into several subcoalitions. Coalition § versus coalition —S
is, of course, a two-person zero-sum game—a type of game we have
already examined in Chapter 4 and for which there is a unique (conservative) value given by the minimax theorem. Let this value for the coallition § be denoted by v(S). Thatis, if coalition S forms, then the members
of S can employ a joint mixed strategy which will guarantee a return

(expected value) of v(S) regardless of the joint strategy employed by the

strictly competing coalition —S. At the same time the coalition —S can
employ a joint strategy which will hold § down to, at most, v($). In
other words, S has a strategy which insures v(S) but it has no strategy

which can insure it more than 2(S).

Since v(S) may be computed for each possible coalition, i.e., subset of
players, we have therefore obtained a function v with domain the subsets

of I, = {1, 2, - - - , n} and range the real numbers, i.e., a real-valued
set function.

If the strategy spacesare atall rich in possibilities, the cal-
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culations involved in determining v are generally very complicated. This
however, does not weaken the power of the theory to study all such
functions!
The function v is not without certain restrictions; it may be shown that

in the zero-sum caseit satisfies
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

vIn) = 0,

v(S) = —v(—S), for all subsets S of J,,
v(d) = 0, where ¢ is the emptyset,

and

(iv)

If R and S are any two disjoint subsets of players,
v(RUS) 2 v(R) + 2(S).}

(Note that, given condition ii, conditions i and iii are equivalent.)

The

first two conditions simply reflect the zero-sum character of the game.

The third is a formal statement of the “‘obvious fact’? that the subset
involving no players neither loses nor wins anything. The important
condition is iv, which, on reflection, is extremely plausible. It says that
the whole does not obtain less than the sum of its parts, or, put another
way, a coalition composed of the disjoint sets R and S can do anything R
and § can do as separate coalitions, and possibly more.
The function v has been namedthe characteristic function of the zero-sum
game from which it was derived.
It is interesting and important that any real-valued set function v satis-

fying conditions 1 through iv is the characteristic function of a zero-sum
game. ‘That is, given any such gz, it is possible to construct a game in
normal form which hasas its characteristic function the given function ».

The extension of the conceptof the characteristic function v to non-zero-

sum games is completely straightforward.

For any coalition § we let

v(S) be the maximin value (optimal security level) of the coalition § in the
non-cooperative two-person non-zero-sum game S versus —S (see
Chapter 5).

Of course, the function v no longer has two of the properties

of the zero-sum case, v(J,) = 0 and v(S) = —o(—S), but it doessatisfy
the other two, namely:

(i) og)=0,

Gi)

If Rand S are any two disjoint subsets of players,
vu(RUS) 2 v(R) + 2(S).

> Property (i) is essentially a convenient definition, but (ii) has to be established.
By a mathematical trick its proof is reduced to proving the correspondingstate1Tf R and S aresets, RUS denotes the set of elements which are in R,or in S, or in
both R and S.
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mentfor the zero-sum case. To the non-zero-sum game with n players we add a
fictitious player, who is not truly a free agent in the game. He has nostrategy
choices and does not play a significant role in coalition formation, but his payoff

is so chosen that the (m + 1)-person gameis zero-sum.

The characteristic func-

tion of the augmented zero-sum gamesatisfies property (ii), and whenitis restricted

to the subsets of the original n players it agrees with the definition of v for that

game.

<

If, in addition, the gameis constant-sum (not necessarily zero-sum, but

not excluding that case) then:
(iii)

v(S) = vZ,) —v(—S), for all subsets S of J,.

Ofcourse, if we assume the gameis zero-sum, then o(J,) = 0, and(iii)
becomesthe old condition(ii).
When weuse the term characteristic function we shall mean anyrealvaluedset function satisfying (i) and (ii), for it is again true that for each
such function v there is a game in normal form (no longer zero-sum)
which hasas its characteristic function the given function v.
Asin the case of zero-sum games,thefirst condition reflects the strategic
inconsequenceof the null set, and the second that anycoalition is at least
as potent as any pair of disjoint subcoalitions. Now, these conditions
have been derived from gameconsiderations, first, of a game in extensive
form, then in normal form, and then using the two-person theory. But,
it must be admitted that we could not require less were we to think about
coalition formation among rational agents removed from any specific
theory of games. ‘That is, were we to suppose the potencyorstrength of
a coalition could be measured by a single number,” then we should, at the
very least, require that conditions (i) and (ii) be met—indeed, we would
probably try to specify more. It is surprising that by restricting our
analysis to a game we do not obtain further requirements to be met by
characteristic functions. Thus, although we shall makecertain criticisms
of the characteristic function as an interpretation of the structure of a
game, the abstract notion appears to be very well suited to a simple
numerical representation of the “power’’ of coalitions in humansituations.
Of course, the numerical values obtained from a gameanalysis may well
differ from those we might assign by some other considerations. This
suggests—and it is easy to confirm—that the study of characteristic
functions, which is completely related to gametheory, is also more general,
since situations which are not games in normal form cangiverise to such

functions.

For example, let there be a given set of people and a pre-

scribed function v which associates to each possible coalition of players S
a monetary value v(S) which is paid to the coalition when, say, a certain
2 This is not a weak supposition; for further discussion see section 8.5.
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period of time has elapsed and the membersof S have in fact agreed to be
a coalition. Certainly this is a conflict of interest which will lead to
jockeying for the most advantageous agreements. It is true that, if v
satisfies conditions i and ii above, we can produce games in normal form
which have v as their characteristic function. Yet it is artificial to say
that the given situation is a game in normal form. Nonetheless, in conformity to present usage, weshall refer to a set of players and a characteristic function defined over the subsets of players as a game, and whenever
it is necessary to avoid ambiguity we shall add ‘‘in characteristic function
form.”’
This last discussion suggests that one interesting and comparatively
easy way to study people’s responses to a characteristic function experimentally is to present the game in terms of the payoffs to coalitions, i.e.,
in the form of the characteristic function. One can then observe the steps
of coalition formation, the resulting coalitions, and how thespoils accruing
to a coalition are divided among its members. Exactly such an experiment has been performed; it is discussed in section 12.3.
Our next step is to divide characteristic functions into twoclasses. It
is conceivable that there are games in which no coalition of players is
more effective than the several players of the coalition operating alone, in
other words, that for every disjoint R and S,
v(RUS) = o(R) + 2(S).
Such games are called inessential; any game which is not inessential is
called essential. It is not difficult to show that a gameis inessential if and
only if the total paymentto thesetof all players is exactly the sameas the
sum of paymentsto all the individual players,i.e.,
Tr

vIn) = ) o({i}).
w=1

Since nothing is gained by forming coalitions in inessential games, it is
clear that we cannot expect any theory of coalition formation in thatcase,
and so weshall be concerned only with essential games from now on.

8.3. S-EQUIVALENCE AND NORMALIZATION OF
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS
Frequently in mathematics, and in its applications to science, a large
class of objects is defined, all of which satisfy certain conditions; characteristic functions form such a class. Commonly, such a class can be partitioned into a number of non-overlapping subclasses, the elements of
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each subclass being equivalent insofar as theories about them are con-

cerned. Whensuch a partitioning exists, a representative is selected from
each class and the theory is developed in terms of those representatives.
It is always necessary to show that the theory is invariant under the
equivalence concept which originally allowed the partitioning. We must
turn to this problem for characteristic functions. ‘The intuitive idea of
equivalence which we want to isolate may be described as “strategic
equivalence,” i.e., we want to consider as equivalent two characteristic
functions which lead to the same strategic considerations on the part of
the players.
Suppose that one characteristic function v differs from another v’ only
by a multiplicative positive constant ¢, 1.e.,

v(S) = cv’(S),

for all subsets S of J,;

then the two characteristic functions differ only in the unit whereby we
measurethe utility. One example would be to transform a characteristic
function originally in dollars to one incents. It is clear that such a change
of unit cannot possibly affect the strategic character of the game to
rational players.
Next, suppose that we have a game with characteristic function v and
suppose that, in one way or another, each player z is paid (or is caused to
pay, depending uponthesign) an amounta;prior to the play of the game.
Certainly these payments do notalter the strategic considerations of the
game, and so they should not have an effect upon the rational selection
of strategies nor on the outcomes of the game.* But, if this is done, then
the total paymentto a coalition § is not just the v(S) of the game,for that
ignores the payments a;. The fixed payments to (or from) the coalition
S are

a;, so the total paymentto S 1s:
sin S

v(S) + > a;.
tin S

It is easy to show that this last function is a characteristic function, and

our argumentthat the paymentsa; should notalter the strategic considera-

tions shows that we should want to treat this function as strategically
equivalentto v.
If we combine these two conditions into a single one, we may make the
3 Empirically, it is doubtful that behavior is independentof total wealth, as we have
assumed in this argument. Gambling experiments and observations strongly suggest
that many people become more conservative after major losses and more rash after
large winnings, which, of course, can be interpreted as meaning that a person’s preferences (utility function) are changed by changes in wealth.
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following definition: Two n-person games with characteristic functions

v and v’ defined over the sameset of players are S-equivalent if it is possible
to find n constants a}, ae, ° * * , dn and a positive constant c such that

v'(S) = cv(S) + > a;

tin S

for every subset S of Jp.
It may not be obvious, at this point, that this definition of equivalenceis
a suitable one, and that no further grouping is needed; but the results we

shall cite near the end of section 9.1 show that it is adequate, at least for

the von Neumann-Morgenstern theoryof solutions.‘
The relation of S-equivalence, defined over the set of all characteristic
functions on n players, can be easily shownto satisfy the conditions of an
equivalence relation; that is, one can show:
(i)
(ii)

It is reflexive: for all v, v is $-equivalentto z,
It is symmetric: if v is S-equivalentto v’, then v’ is S-equivalentto zu,

and

(iii)

It is transitive: if v is S-equivalentto v’ and if v’ is S-equivalentto v”’,
then v is S-equivalent to v’’.

Whena relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive it behaves in
very much the same wayas the notion of equality (or sameness), and in
particular it divides the elements of the set over which it is defined into
non-overlapping subsets such that the elements within anyoneset areall
equivalent and any two elements from different subsets are not equivalent.
These subsets defined by an equivalence relation are called equivalence classes. Within each set the characteristic functions entail the
same strategic considerations, and those in different sets require different
considerations.
Assuming that S-equivalence is the appropriate grouping of characteristic functions, we must next confrontthe task of selecting one representative from eachclass in terms of which weshall construct our theories and
examples. ‘Two suggestions have been offered, each of which has certain
advantages, primarily in the simplicity of stating certain games and certain definitions. ‘The principle behind both of them is the same: it is
possible to require that part of the representative characteristic function
4 Experimental data will be cited in section 12.3 in which two S-equivalent games
appear not to have been subjected to the samestrategic considerations by the players.
This suggests that the arguments leading to the definition of S-equivalence are not
valid, but another interpretation is possible if the underlying knowledge postulate of
game theory is weakened (see section 12.4).
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be the same in all equivalence classes. Ignoring the (single) class of
inessential games, von Neumann and Morgenstern [1947] have shown
that there is one, and only one, characteristic function in each of the
equivalence classes whichsatisfies

v({z}) = —1

and

for every z in Ip,

vIn) = 0.

This they called the reduced form of an equivalence class of characteristic

functions; we shall use the more specific and more popular term, —1, 0
normalization.
A second normalization, which is knownasthe 0, 1 normalization, results
from stipulating that

o({z})

and

0

for every z in In,

vIn) = 1.
As in the other normalization, there is one and only one characteristic
function in each equivalence class meeting this condition. It is our
impression that, by and large, the 0, 1 normalization results in greater
simplicity of statement so we shall use it throughout.
It is instructive to consider the characteristic function in the two-person
non-zero-sum case. The 0, 1 normalization conditions show that there
is but one such game, namely:

v({1}) = o({2}) = 0,

of 1, 2$) = 1.

Thus, the players can be looked on as engaging in the following bargain:
they have one unit to share between themselves provided that they can
come to an agreement; otherwise, each receives nothing. This is exactly
the form of the two-person bargain discussed in section 6.5.
> If we are given the characteristic function of an essential game, the question

arises how to find those constants ¢ and a; which transform it into either of the

normalizations.

Let v’’ denote the given characteristic function, then it is not

difficult to show that

»'(S) _

v(S)— Y ota)
(In) - ) o({i})
tin S

tin In

is the 0, 1 normalization corresponding to v’’.

The further transformation

v(S) = no'(S) — |SI,
where|S] denotes the number of players in S, yields the —1, 0 normalization.
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The first of these two transformations makesclear the necessity of restricting our

attention to essential games, for only then is the denominatorofthe fraction different from zero.
<
*8.4 SET FUNCTIONS
Oneof the first advantages—possibly the most important—of the 0, 1
normalization is its emphasis on therelation between characteristic function theory and the concept of a probability measure over the subsets of a
finite set. Let us place side by side the conditions for a characteristic
function in 0, 1 normalization and for a probability measure:
0, 1 Normalization
Probability Measure
1, V 1S a non-negative real-valued set p is a non-negative real-valued set
function.

function.

ii. v(7,) = 1.

pn) = 1.

iv. If R and S are disjoint subsets of Z,,

If R and S are disjoint subsets of ,,

iii. v(d) = 0.

o(RUS) 2 v(R) + v(S).

v. vo({z}) = 0.
vi. if the game is constant-sum, v(S)
= 1 — o(—S), for all subsets S.

b(¢) = 0.

p(RUS) = p(R) + pS).

It follows from (ii) and (iv) above that
p(S) = 1 — p(—S), for all subsets S.

Although the resemblance between v and p is marked, there are differ-

ences, the most important being the inequality in the former and the
equality in the latter for (iv), and the lack of the fifth condition for p. We

cannot have f({z}) = 0 for all z, for, if this were the case, by repeated

application of (iv) we could conclude p(J,,) = 0, which contradicts condition (ii). Weshall return to this correspondence again when wetry to
characterize the principal problem of n-person gametheory (section 8.6).
This comparison suggests that the study of general games by means of
characteristic functions could have been entitled the study of ‘“‘finite
superadditive measures.’? Conditions(i), (iii), and (iv) above suggest the
name “‘superadditive measure,”’ and condition (ii) simply means that the
measures are normalized, as in the theory of probability. However, con-

dition (v), v({z}) = 0, is most unusual in measure theory.

It is worth

pointing out, at least for the mathematician, that we may drop this condition when weare studying theories invariant under S-equivalence, since
under the transformation

v’(S) —

o($)— ) o({é})
vIn) — Y o(fi})
tin S

z1in In

v’ satisfies v’({i}) = 0 even if v does not.

;
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These remarks serve to place the study of characteristic functions in a
more general mathematical framework, namely, in the study of arbitrary,
finite, normalized, real-valued set functions. If R and S§ are any disjoint
subsets of a finite set and if the difference

v(RUS) — o(R) — v(S)
is always equal to zero, then the measureis additive and the theoryis that
of discrete probabilities. If the quantity is always less than or equal to
zero, then the measureis called subadditive. Some work has been done
on these functions in conjunction with the theory of additive measures.

Now in gametheory the study of the other extreme is begun,i.e., of finite

superadditive measures. This work has, so far, resulted in a theory very
different from the subadditive or additive one. Probably this is an inherent difference and not simply a reflection of the game terminology and
motivation.

Shapley in his thesis [1953 c] has undertaken an elegant studyof arbi-

trary finite set functions; he has obtained results which show that under
certain conditions the general study can be reduced to a study of these
three special types of functions. His important work is beyond the scope
of our book, but the reader interested in research in characteristic function theory should be familiar withit.
8.5 CRITICISM

Before turning to theories based on the characteristic function idea, we

should, in all honesty, point out that the simplification in passing from
the normal form of a gameto the characteristic function form presentsits
own difficulties. Indeed, it would be surprising if such a radical simplification could be madeof the theory of all n-person games with side payments without overlooking somesignificant aspects. Possibly the simplest
way of illustrating these difficulties is via an example presented by
McKinsey [1952 a, p. 351] which shows that they exist even when n = 2.
In this gameplayer 1 has but one strategy and player 2 has two, and the
payoff matrix is

[((0, —1000)

(10, 0)].

Even though player 1 has no strategy choice, it is clear that he is in a
much more advantageous position than player 2 (assuming interpersonal
comparability of utility) for he is almost certain of getting 10 even though
player 2 can hold him down to 0. The cost of this action to player 2,
namely — 1000, is so great that we must anticipate his choosing the second
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strategy. Compare this analysis with a calculation of the characteristic
function:

v(@) = 0,

o({1}) = ({2$) = 0,

-a({1, 2}) = 10.

Thus, although the normal form is distinctly asymmetric, the characteristic function is perfectly symmetric, reflecting no difference between the
two players. It would be difficult to deny that an analysis of this situation based upon its characteristic function would necessarily miss the
governing aspect of the normal form.
This example is merely a special case of the more general observation

that characteristic functions tend to be inadequate representations of nonconstant-sum games. ‘There is considerable question whether the num-

bers so assigned to coalitions can usefully be conceived as the “‘strength”’
of the coalitions. Certainly, the above example suggests that they cannot.
Such remarks do not invalidate our earlier commentthat, if one wishes
to represent coalition strength in a conflict of interest by a single valued
numerical function, it is intuitively plausible that it should satisfy the two
conditions of a characteristic function. They do, however, raise serious
doubts as to the formal procedure, now current, of obtaining these numbers for non-constant-sum games.
Unfortunately, it is also a question whether characteristic functions
ever adequately represent a game,at least insofar as a descriptive theory
is concerned. Let us restrict our attention to zero-sum games. It will be
recalled that the characteristic function is derived by supposing S and
—S§ form opposing coalitions and v(S) is the value to the “player” S of the
two-person zero-sum game. A theory based on this characteristic function seems reasonable if it is supposed that, whenever S forms, —S also
forms. But does that not prejudge the theory by demanding thatall
conflicts of interest always reduce to two opposing coalitions? Certainly,
this is not observably true, and, to the extent that the formulation of the
game situation demandsit, the formulation is probably inadequate for
social science. In actual fact, the several theories now current do not
necessarily stipulate that the game reduce to two opposedfactions. Yet,
the calculations are based on the characteristic function, which meansthat
the model assumes each coalition takes the most pessimistic view of the
opposition it will face. The players of these theories are conservative in
the extreme. Presumably, an adequate descriptive theory will incorporate the expectation of each potential coalition as to the reaction of the
remaining players if that coalition should actually form. How these
expectations should be calculated is far from clear.
Weshall not deny that we feel these two groupsof criticisms are very
serious indeed, and as a consequence we havelimited faith in the ability
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of n-person theory, as it now stands, to deal with the sociological phenomena of coalition formation. At the same time we would urge the
social scientist to continue exploring what theory exists. Granted that
its grave inadequacies limit—but do not eliminate—the possible applications, still, one may obtain some insights into coalition formation and

learn further how “‘qualitative” ideas are given mathematical form.

It

is, we would insist, a merit of the mathematization that the flaws and
weaknesses of the theory can be made so apparent; to be sure, it would
not have been difficult to have slurred over them, but at least it is not
necessary to do so.
8.6 IMPUTATIONS AND THE CORE
So far we have dealt with only one ingredient of the n-person game with
side payments: the strength of the different coalition possibilities as measured by the characteristic function. Distinct from this, though presumably influenced by it, are the payments that the individual players
finally receive. Since we have assumed payments in terms of unrestrictedly transferable numerical utilities, the direct payments as prescribed
by the normal form of the game and any side payments resulting from
agreements arrived at during coalition formation can all be added up for
each player. Let x; denote this summary paymentfor player z; then the
total set of payments to the n players forms an n-tuple of real numbers
which we may write as x = (x1, 2, °° * 5 Xn).
We maylook uponthetask of n-person (characteristic function) theory
to characterize which of these n-tuples may arise in an equilibrium state,
1.€., we may expect the theory to take the form of a series of defensible
restrictions on the x’s. The developmentof these restrictions traditionally
falls into two stages: In the first, which we present in this section, two
fairly weak conditions are stipulated. These are commonto theseveral
equilibrium theories to be discussed, and they are conditions which seem
to be more readily accepted than those embodied in whatare called the
equilibrium theories. The second stage involves the conditions of the
theories themselves, which, as we have indicated, are subject to more
controversy. ‘The following three chapters are devoted to these conditions and their discussion.

Of the tworestrictions imposedin thefirst stage, thereis little objection

toone. Whethera playeris in a coalition or not, it is difficult to imagine,
if he is rational, that he will accept a final payment less than theleast he
can expect to receive if he were to play alone against a coalition of all
other players. Indeed, such an occurrence would be a direct violation
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are therefore led to impose the condition of individualrationality:
(i)
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o({z}) < x,, for every 7 in Jy.

The second condition results if we use an analogous argumentfor the
set of all players, but this argumentis far less acceptable, as we shall see.
It runs that rational players, no matter how they constitute themselves
into coalitions, should not accept a total payment > x; less than v(I,),
tin In

for, if they did, each player could be made to gain without loss to the
others. For example, each could be made to gain the amount

|tn) — > xe] /n.
tin In

If this argument is accepted, we must then require that v(I,) <

Xi.
tinIn

Since v(Z,) represents the most that the players can get from the game by
forming one grand coalition, it is impossible for
this condition, Pareto optimality, amountsto:

(ii)

iin In

x; to exceed v(I,), so

> xz = (In).
tin In

Any n-tuple x of real numberssatisfying (i) and (ii) is called an impu-

tatton of the game with characteristic function vz, and it is held that any

equilibrium payment must beselected from among the imputations.
The controversies about imputationsare entirely restricted to the second
condition.

First of all, it is clear that if > x; 1s less than v(J,) each of
iin In
the players can be madeto profit withoutloss to the others. Yet, it is by
no means clear that players will be able to reach agreements effecting
this. The argumentleadingto grouprationality, i.e., Pareto optimality,
is an attempt to extendthe postulate of individual rationality to groups of
players; however, the notion of group rationality is neither a postulate of
the model nor does it appear to follow as a logical consequence of individual rationality. One might attempt to argue it as follows: Any imputation which does not add upto v(J,) will not be in equilibrium because
the individuals will see that their own position can be bettered, and,
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being rational, they will certainly refuse to stay put.® But, if we accept
this, why then should the argument have force only for the whole set J,?
Does it not equally apply to each coalition S$? That is to say, should we
not also impose the condition on admissible n-tuples x that:
(iii)

v(S) <

> x; for every subset S of I,?
tin S

[Observe that (iii) includes both (i) and (ii) as special cases.]
It is hard not to say Yes; however, as weshall see, this leads to trouble.
So oneis led to look hard for a defense to keep condition (ii) while dropping
(ii1). The following is a weak, but possible, argument: Suppose x is an
imputation such that the sum of payments to players in S is less than a(S).
The above argument wasthat the membersof S would not be content with
x because they can command v(S) and therefore each can receive more
than x; But suppose that the coalition —S forms and threatensto disrupt S through attractive offers to one or more of its members if S does
not accept the imputation x. Such pressures seem at least a possibility
for all coalitions save I,, for it can be threatened only by the emptyset.
Thus(ii), but not necessarily (iii), should hold, according to this argument.
Theset of n-tuples satisfying condition (iii) has been termed the core,by

Gillies [1953 5] for the very good reason that these n-tuples shouldbe

included in any definition of equilibrium we propose. Thedifficulty in
setting up the core as the equilibrium definition for characteristic function
theory is that for very many games it is empty, i.e., no n-tuple meets
condition (iii). For example, suppose vz is the characteristic function of a
constant-sum game and suppose x meets condition (iii), then for any S
v(S) <

Xis
tinS

v(—S) <
Adding, we have

>

Xie

sin —S

o(In) = 08) + o(-S) < ) x.
tin In

5 This argument would have considerable force were there but one imputation, but
there are many, and so a problem arises of selecting among them. Failure to reach
agreement, which is quite possible since individuals will differ in their preferences
among them, mayresult in an outcome whichis not an imputation. This is not a new
problem; it is similar to the discussion in Chapter 6 about Pareto optimal points,
where, it will be recalled, disagreements about which optimal point should be chosen
could result in the players ending up at a point whichis far from Pareto optimal.
Certainlv, this has been observed to happenin practice.
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But from our previous argument, the inequality on the right must in fact

be an equality, henceit follows that for every S
v(S) = > Xie
iin S

If we choose S to be a single player, then we see v({z}) = x;, so we have
shown that for every §

o(S) = ) o({i}).
tin S

That is, we have shown that, if the core of a constant-sum gameis nonempty, the game mustbe inessential. Therefore, if the core is taken as the
definition of equilibrium, all essential constant-sum games lack equilibrium n-tuples of payments. We may fairly conclude that we are in
serious trouble if we accept the full consequences of the argument leading
to condition (ii); up to the present we can find in the literature three ways
to avoid or bypass these troubles.
The most obvious way to avoid them is not to impose condition (ii) and
therefore not condition (iii). This tack has not been fully explored, but
as we shall see in section 9.7 Shapley and Gillies have examinedtheeffect
of dropping condition (ii) within the framework of the solution theory of
von Neumann and Morgenstern, and they haveestablished that for solution theory it makes no difference. Nonetheless, since the solution theory
was presumably devised as a way of keeping condition (ii) and bypassing
condition (iii), one can raise the question whetheran entirely new equilibrium theory different from solutions should not be devised when condition
(ii) is omitted.
The resolution offered by von Neumann and Morgenstern, which
retains condition (ii) but not condition (iii), involves the idea that it is
not an imputation whichis in equilibrium but rather a set of them. These
sets of imputations—whicharecalled solutions—possess certain properties
of inner stability which weshall discuss in the next chapter.
The third major approachto bypass the difficulty of condition (iii) is to
demandthatit hold only for certain coalitions §. Luce [1954, 1955 a] has
argued that, if the game model included appropriate sociological assumptions, in general the contemplated changes from an equilibrium state
would be restricted (see section 7.6) and that, therefore, condition (iii)
would not have to hold for all coalitions S. Milnor [1952] in his suggested reasonable outcomes has, in effect, allowed condition (iii) to be
violated for certain coalitions S. These ideas are discussed in detail in

Chapters 10 and 11.

It must be emphasized that these resolutions of the

difficulty say, in effect, that there are some significant restrictions in
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actual conflicts of interest which are not embodied in game theory. It
may well be that nosatisfying theory of n-person games can be developed
until these intuitions are made a formal part of the underlying structureof
the game. As we noted before, general game theory seemsto be in part
a sociological theory which does not include any sociological assumptions,
and, although one might hope one dayto derive sociological theory from
individual psychology, it may be too muchto ask that anysociology be
derived from the single assumption of individual rationality.
>

For those readers who did not skip section 8.4, we may phrase, in a simple way,

the problem of characteristic function theory when condition (ii) is accepted. If
we substitute the condition of 0, 1 normalization into the definition of an imputation, we find that for an n-tuple to be an imputation it is necessary that
(i)

x; 2 0, for all zin Jp,

and

(ii) > x = 1,
tin In

In other words, the set of imputations corresponding to the 0, 1 normalization
is identical to the set of all probability distributions over the elements of Jn, i.e.,

an imputation is a distribution to the individual players of the total payments
received by all of the players.

If x = (x1, x2, °° * , Xn) is a probability distribution over J,, then it is easy
to showthat the set function

(8) = ) x:
zin S

is a probability measure over J, (see section 8.4).

x(S) is simply the sum of pay-

ments to the members of S, whereas we interpreted v(S) as characterizing the

strength of §. It is, of course, by the interplay of coalitions and possible coalitions, by threats to form new coalitions or to defect from old onesif certain agreements are not accepted, that the final payment x must be determined. The aim
of any theory is to determine this outcome payment by formalizing what the

threats must be, but it is clear that any of these theories must have the property
that if v(S) is much larger than x(S) there will be strong forces for the coalition S
to form and to demand a new outcome,say x’, such that x’(S) is close to v(S).
Thus, the equilibrium problem of game theory involves finding a probability
measure x which in some sense approximates the normalized superadditive measure v. The heart of each theoryis the specification of the intuitive idea behind the

phrase ‘‘in some sense approximates.”

4

8.7 SUMMARY
Weconfined our attention in this chapter, as we will in the next three,
to the special class of n-person games whereutility side payments among
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the players are allowed and whereutility acts like money—thatis, it is
freely transferable in any amount up to the maximum held and corferves
its numerical value whenever a transfer occurs. For such games, two
central concepts are introduced: characteristic functions and imputations.
If a subset S of players forms a coalition, its worst strategic prospect is
for the remaining players, —.S, also to form a coalition. In that case, a
two-person game, S versus —S, results. ‘The maximin valuefor “‘player”’
S can be computed; let it be denoted v(S). These numbers, which are
defined for every subset of players, form what is called the characteristic
function of the game. It can be showntosatisfy:
(i)

v() = 0, where¢ is the emptyset,

and

(ii)

If R and S are disjoint coalitions, vo(RUS) 2 0(R) + o(S).

By considering the effect of changing the unit of the characteristic function and of making preplay payments to or from the players, we were led
to a concept of strategic equivalence. Formally, two characteristic
functions v and v’ on the sameset of players are said to be S-equzvalent if
there exist a positive constant ¢ and constants a;,i = 1, 2, - - - , n, such
that

0!(R) = oR) + ai,
tink

for every coalition R. ‘This relation partitions the set of all characteristic
functions on n players into non-overlapping subsets of equivalent charac-

teristic functions.

It is held that any equilibrium theory should yield

correspondingresults for all members of the samesubset; thus, it is suffcient to examine just one representative from each. The one chosen for

essential gamessatisfies v({z}) = 0 and v(J,) = 1, andit is called the 0, 1

normalization of the membersof its subset.
These ideas capture something of the strategic potentialities of the
several coalitions, but they fail to deal with the returns to individual
players. It was argued that the special assumptions aboututility allow
us to summarize the total payment to player z by a single number <;.
From the individualrationality assumption, it follows that

(i)

xz; 2 v({z}), for each player 2.

It was also argued that for the same reason theset of all players cannot be
expected to accept less than the total paymentavailable, 1.e., the group as
well as the individualis rational:
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> x = v(I,).
tin In

An n-tuple satisfying these two conditions is called an zmputation.
Actually, the group rationality (Pareto optimality) assumption as
embodied in requirement(ii) does not appearto be a logical consequence
of the underlying assumptions of game theory. But, should the argument
for the reasonableness of (ii) be accepted, a slight modification of it leads
to the requirement that every subset of players be rational, 1.e.,

(iii)

> > 0(S), for all coalitionsS.

iin S

The set of imputations satisfying (iii) is called the core of the game z.

Many games, including all essential constant-sum ones, have a vacuous
core; thus, serious doubt is cast on the appropriateness of (ii). What
happensto the several theories when (ii) is not assumed will be discussed
as they are presented.

chapter 9

SOLUTION5

9.1 THE VON NEUMANN-MORGENSTERN
DEFINITION OF A SOLUTION

In the published literature of n-person games one definition, based on

characteristic functions and imputations, has received primary attention;

this definition, introduced at length by von Neumann and Morgenstern

[1947], was offered as the “‘solution” to the n-person cooperative game—

indeed, it was given the namesolution. Following their exposition, we
mayfirst suggest the idea by anexample. It is not difficult to see that the
0, 1 normalization of an essential constant-sum three-person game is

unique, andthatitis:

(i)
of }) = of {2}) = o({3}) = 9,
(ii) o({1, 2}) = o(f4, 3}) = o( 2, 3}) = 1,
(iii)
o({1, 2, 3}) = 1.
[Note: properties (i) and (iii) are specifically required by the 0, 1 nor-

malization (section 8.3), and (ii) follows from these and the constant-sum

requirement.|

Suppose, for the moment, that the coalition {1, 2} forms.

Accordingto the characteristic function it may command a paymentof1,

and since players 1 and 2 have symmetric roles (in the sense that if we
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were to changetheir labeling so that 1 were 2 and 2 were 1 the characteristic function would be unchanged), it is not unreasonable to suppose that
they would divide the payment equally. But, arguing by symmetry
again, there is no reason to single out the coalition {1, 2} as superior to

{1, 3} or to {2, 3}, and so any of the three imputations
(44,

by,

0),

Ch,

seem to be reasonable outcomes.

0,

Wy),

(0,

ly,

Ww)

Let us call this set of imputations FP.

Now, return to the case where players 1 and 2 have formed a coalition
and have agreed upon the imputation (44, 14, 0). Player 3 can, for

example, propose to player 2 that they form the coalition {2, 3} which can
command the payment 1. Since, of course, player 2 is already assured a
paymentof 14, it would besilly of 3 to propose the imputation (0, 4, 14)
of F; rather he must offer somethinglike (0, 34, 44) in which both members of the coalition receive equal incremental benefits. Since both would

benefit, the change should occur.

Wesaythat (0, 34, 14) ‘‘dominates”

(14, 4,0) with respect to the coalition {2, 3} because both 2 and 3 benefit and the imputation can be enforced. It is easy to see that for any
imputation in # there exist imputations not in F whichare better for two

individuals and which can be enforced by them if they form coalition,1.e.,

each imputation in F is dominated by one or more imputations notin F.
On the other hand,it is also true that for any imputation not in F thereis
one in F which dominates it. This latter statement seems unlikely, for
there are only three imputations in F, whereas there are an infinity not in
F; however,it is not difficult to show that this is the case.

> Suppose x = (x1, x2, x3) is not in F, and suppose that the largestentry is x;. We
show that both of the other twoentries are less than 44. Ifx; > 14, then the other
two are each less than 14 because x1 + x2 + x3 = 1 and x; 20,j = 1, 2,3. If
x; £ 44, then since x; is the largest entry, the other two are <1. If one of
these = 14, then x; = 44, which means x is in F, contrary to assumption. So
both are <14. Thusthe elementin F with its 7th entry 0 dominates x.
<

Continuing our special example, if players 1 and 3 form a coalition,
then (4, 0, 14) can be enforced, and it dominates (0, 34, 44) with respect
to {1, 3}. Finally, it should be observed that none of the imputations in
F dominate either of the other two.
Weare thusled to suspect that a set of imputationslike F has a peculiar
inner stability: every imputation outside the set is dominated by onein it,
and nonein the set dominates any of the others in the set. There is a
further property of F suggested by our example which should insureits

stability.

Player 2, who initially had a paymentof 4, not only failed to

achieve 34 permanently by his coalition with player 3, but ultimately he
lost everything. Such a possibility would seem to reduce the chance that
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he would ever get involved with player 3 to begin with. The question
arises whether these notions of stability can be generalized. Actually,
von Neumann and Morgenstern’s generalization ignores the second property of F—player 2’s ultimate loss due to his defection from F—and deals
only with the first. The work of Vickrey discussed in section 9.6 takes
the second property into account.
Clearly the argument which led to calling F stable is dynamic in nature,
and yet we conceive of gamesituations as one-shot affairs. How, then,
can we possibiy formalize such reasoning? ‘The answeris that we do not;
we only characterize those sets of imputations which ultimately possess
the inner stability relative to the notion of domination. It should be
remembered that, although the gameitself is played but once, thereis
nothing which prevents the pregame negotiations among players (which
are not now formalized in game theory) from having such a dynamic
quality.
Von Neumann and Morgenstern give the following definitions which
generalize those of the example. Let the game have characteristic func-

tion v; then an imputation y = (y1, ya, ° * * 5 Jn) dominates an imputation

x = (x1, X92, °° * 5 Xn) with respect to the coalition T provided that T is not
the empty set and the following conditions are met:

@) o(T)> ) x
tin T

and
(ii)

y; > x; for every z in T.

The first condition admits y as dominating x onlyif y is feasible in the
sense that the members of TJ can expect to have the amountprescribed by

y to distribute among themselves.

‘The second condition says that every-

one in strictly prefers y tox. The set 7 in such a dominationis called
an effective set.
Observe that exactly this condition was met when, in the example, we
said that (0, 34, 14) dominates (44, 14, 0) with respect to the set {2, 3}.
Wesay that an imputation y dominates x (without specific reference to

the effective set) if there is at least one effective set J such that y domi-

nates x with respect to 7. It is not difficult to see that all the logically
possible cases can arise, namely:

i. y dominates x, but x does not dominate y.

ii. y dominates x, and x dominates y (with respect to non-overlapping

coalitions, of course); e.g., in any five-person game with o({1, 2}) =
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v({3, 4}) = 14,x = (4, 4 %% %) dominates y = (1, 6, 14, 4 %)
with respect to {1, 2} and y dominates x with respect to {3, 4}.
iii. Neither y nor x dominates the other.

Furthermore, dominance is not in general a transitive relation. For
example, in the three-person constant-sum game, (14, 14, 0) dominates

(34, 14, 4) (with respect to {1, 2}) and (14, 14, 14) dominates (0, 34, 74)

(with respect to {1, 3}), but (44, 4, 0) does not dominate (0, 34, 14).

Having now a general notion of domination, we may simply substitute
this into our characterization of the set F in orderto get a general notion
of a stable set of imputations: A solution of a gamein characteristic function
form is defined to be any set A of imputations such that:
‘N

i. If x and y are imputations in A, then neither x nor y dominates the

other.
li. If z is an imputation not in A, then thereis at least one imputation
x in A which dominatesz.
It must be emphasized again that the definition of solution in no way
precludes the existence of imputations not in A which dominate one,
or several, of the imputations which are in A. This occurred in the
example we discussed. Weshall return to this point, which is not without complications.
Some properties of the set F were used to suggest the definition of a
solution, and it is easy to show that F does in fact meet the conditions of
the definition, 1.e., / is technically a solution.

Wementionedin section 8.3 that we want theories based on characteristic functions to be invariant under S-equivalence; i.e., two S-equivalent
games should lead to results which are mapped into each other by the

transformation of S-equivalence. This has been shownto bethecase for
the domination concept, andsoit is true for solutions (von Neumann and
Morgenstern, [1947]; McKinsey, [1950 5]).

If J is the set of imputations of an n-person game, the notion of dominance
imposes a relation over I. We symbolize this relation by >, where x > y
means x dominates y. If J and I’ are the sets of imputations of two different
games, we say that there Is a one-to-one correspondence between them if there can
be found a singled valued function f from J onto I’ with the property thatif x’ is in
I’ there is only one x in J such that f(x) = x’. The twosets of imputations are
said to be isomorphic with respect to the relation of dominanceif there is a one-toone mapping between them which preserves the dominancerelation,i.e., if x and
y are in J,

x>y

ifandonlyif

f(x) > f(y).

In effect, then, two imputation sets which are isomorphic have the same dominance structure.
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Now,there is a possible converse to the theorem that dominanceis preserved

under S-equivalence, namely, that, if two games have imputation spaces which are
isomorphic under domination, the two gameshave characteristic functions which
are S-equivalent. This much more subtle result has been shown, by McKinsey
[1950 4], to hold for zero-sum games.

<q

9.2 SOME REMARKS ABOUT THE DEFINITION

Before discussing the mathematical results which have been obtained—
and some which have not—concerningsolutions, certain questions about
the intuitive adequacy of the definition must be considered. The notion
of “‘dominance with respect to a Coalition 7”’ is the conjunction of two

quite distinct notions: The first condition, v(T) 2 > yi, formalizes the
zin T

idea that “‘y is ‘feasible’ with respect to 7,” and the second one, y; > xz,

for all z in 7, states that “‘y is ‘better’ than x so far as the members of T
are concerned.” Of these two, there seems little reason to question the

second but the first is open to some debate. Thecriticisms of feasibility
are not so much an objectionto the definition of a solution itself as to the
representation of a normalized gamebyits characteristic function—adiscussion begun in section 8.5. These objections evaporate completely in
the special case where only the characteristic function is given, where the
payoffs are assigned to coalitions, not to individuals.
For zero-sum games, it can be arguedthatif the coalition T forms it can
never enforce more than o(7) since the remaining players, who are
assumed to be rational and unconstrained by any social limitations, will
certainly form the coalition —7. In other words, for zero-sum games

and unlimited collusion, an imputation y with v(7) < > yz is certainly
not feasible.

tin T

If, however, we drop either of the conditions—either zero-

sumness or unlimited collusion—then the condition of feasibility is subject

to doubt. Furthermore, descriptively it is doubtful even in the zero-sum
case, for the coalition mayrealistically count on the remainingplayers not
to agree on a division of v(— 7) and so not to form thecoalition — T.
Consider, then, the role the solution concept may play. A descriptive
theory must be concerned with economic, military, and social conflicts of
interest, and certainly not all of these reduce to the opposition of two
coalitions. Yet if limitations on collusive arrangements prevent the
opposing coalition — 7 from forming, there is no a priort reason why the

coalition T will be limited to receiving v(T).

Thus, it is questionable

whether the theory of solutions can possibly be descriptive; of course, it
may still play a normative role. But, as we pointed out, the feasibility

condition is subject to doubt for non-zero-sum games.

It is perfectly
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possible for the players in T to receive more than v(7), even if — T forms,
since the cost to — T of holding 7 down to v(7) may be excessive. At the
same time, most socially interesting conflicts of interest are not zero-sum.
Thus, there is at least a doubt whetherit is a suitable normative notion for
those games which areof social interest. Finally, one may ask, in what
sense is it normative? It certainly does not tell the players how to play
the game, nor, indeed, does it specify what coalitions should form.
Apparently a solution must be interpreted as a description of a set of
possible payments, any of which mightarise if the players choose strategies and form collusive arrangements as they “‘should.”’
It should be noted that solutions are only concerned with imputations
and that they do not specify the coalition structures associated with each
of the imputations, or even thesetof all possible coalition structures associated with the imputations of the solution. One can arguethat this, too,
is a questionable feature of the definition, for an equilibrium state is presumably described not only by the payments received but also by the
coalition structure. Certainly, in attempts to relate such a theory to data
it is often easier to observe the coalition structure than the imputations.

Wefeel that the abovea prior? criticism is severe and not wholly idio-

syncratic, since we find on p. 303 of McKinsey [1952 a] the statement:
‘‘Although a large part of von Neumann and Morgenstern’s book (roughly
400 out of 600 pages) is devoted to games with more than twoplayers,
mathematicians generally seem to have been dissatisfied with the theory
there developed.’ Nonetheless, the conceptof solution is of great importance. ‘To be sure, its importance is somewhathistorical, but not entirely.
The notion has afforded insights into problems which, prior to game
theory, had received considerable analysis—analysis which, however,
failed to bring out some of the subtleties involved (see, for example, section 9.4). Mathematicians, at least, have had warm admiration for the
ingenuity of the definition, and it has received considerable study—to
which we now turn.
9.3 SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE DEFINITION

Our first main point is that a solution does not generally consist of a

single imputation but, rather, of several. ‘This is the case for the solution
F of the three-person zero-sum game,discussed in section 9.1, and, indeed,
it can be shown that a game which has solution consisting of but one
imputation is inessential (for definition, see end of section 8.2).
In addition to solutions having a finite number of imputations, such as
the three in F, some solutions consist of an infinity—and not necessarily
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a countable infinity— of imputations.!. Weshall give an example of such
a solution below.
The second main pointis that, aside from the multiplicity of imputations
in a solution, most games that have been studied have manysolutions.
This possibility was suggested by our earlier observations that there may
be imputations not contained in a solution which dominate imputations
of that solution and that the relation of dominance is not transitive.
Even in the three-person zero-sum gamethesolution F is not unique: If
we choose ¢ to be any fixed numberin the range 0 < c < 4,andif we
let x; and x2 be chosen so that neither is negative and x; + x2 +c¢ = 1,

then the set of imputations of the form

(x1, X25 C),

where x; and x2 vary, forms a solution for each
denote this solution by F3(c), where the numbers3
fixed amount c goes to player 3. Equally well, the
obtained by moving c to player 1 and to player2,
(c, X25 x3)

and

value of c. Weshall
and c indicate that the
two sets of imputations
1.e., the sets

(x1, Cy x9),

are also solutions, which we shall call Fi(c) and Fo(c).

Since there are

solutions for each possible value of ¢ in the interval from 0 to 14 (but not

including 14), there is a continuum of solutions, each of which contains a
continuum of imputations. Indeed, every possible imputation for the
constant-sum three-person game is included in at least one solution!
‘Therefore in the case of the essential three-person game we have an
embarrassing richness of solutions.”” [McKinsey, 1952 a.]
This abundanceis notrestricted to the three-person case.

The immediate question is how to interpret these solutions. Von Neumann and Morgenstern divide the discussion into two parts. First, they

say that, of the several solutions, the one which is accepted depends upon
‘“‘standards of behavior’? which are moral or conventional rules imposed
by society. Thus, they say, if society accepts discrimination, one may
find a solution of the type F;(c) where the position of c in the range 0 to 4

is determined by the degree of discrimination tolerated by the society.

Assuming c fixed, there is a question howthe other twoplayerswill divide
the amount 1 — c, and this is a problem in bargaining which depends
upon the relative bargaining abilities of the two players. They do not
1 A set contains a countable infinity of elements if we can enumerate them,i.e., if
we can speak of a first, a second, and so on in such a way that each element has an

integer associated to it. Shapley [Kuhn, 1953 a] has conjectured that no solution ever
contains a countable infinity of imputations.
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say howit will be decided which player will be discriminated againstor,
in the case of the non-discriminatory solution Ff, which imputation will
arise. Apparently this isa chance matter depending upon whichcoalition
wasfirst formed, or again, it may depend upontherelative bargaining
abilities of the three players. It is such discussion whichgives this theory
the ad hoc character mentionedearlier (see section 7.6).
Von Neumann and Morgenstern argue at somelength that solutions are
“‘stable.”” They point out that, although an imputation notin a solution
may dominate one in a solution and although it may be “‘preferable to an
effective set of players, [it] will fail to attract them, becauseit is ‘unsound’”’

(1947, p. 265].

And

- the attitude of the players must be imaginedlikethis: If the solution [A] °° -

is ‘““accepted’’ by the players 1, - - - , nm, then it must impress upon their minds

the idea that only the imputations ° - - [in A] are “sound” waysof distribution.
[1947, p. 265.]
And

- the above considerations make it even moreclear that only [A] in its entirety

is a solution and possesses any kind of stability—but none of its elements individually. The circular character - - - makes it plausible also that several solutions [A] may exist for the same game. _I.e., several stable standards of behavior
may exist for the same factual situation. Each of these would, of course, be

stable and consistent in itself, but in conflict with all others.

[1947, p. 266.]

The full flavor of their argumentis hard to recapture, and it can only
be recommended that the reader turn to the discussions of solutions in
their book. That not all students of game theory have been completely
persuaded by their arguments is indicated by the comment of McKinsey:
‘Some people havefelt dissatisfied with the intuitive basis of this notion,
however; and the question has been raised as to whether knowinga solution of a given n-person game would enable a personto play it with greater
expectation of profit than if he were quite ignorant of this theory.”
[1952 a, p. 332.] Ofcourse, the force of this criticism depends upon one’s

view as to what is—or should be—the object of gametheory.
9.4 THE SOLUTIONS OF A MARKET WITH ONE
SELLER AND TWO BUYERS

To a social scientist the ultimate value of any theory is the help it can
give him in understanding and predicting the observed behaviorof people
in specific situations. ‘To show that the solution notion may servethis
purpose, and because examples often crystalize an idea, we shall consider
in detail an example of a market which consists of only three persons: a
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seller and two buyers. This example is particularly suited to illustrative
purposes because it is sufficiently simple to be analyzed by a “‘common
sense’” economic argument. Its game theory solution has been presented
by von Neumann and Morgenstern [1947, pp. 564-573], and it is also
possible to analyze it in detail in terms of the other theories which have
been offered (Chapters 10 and 11). A comparison of the common
aspects of these several analyses, and of their differences, is instructive.

Let the seller be called player 1 and the two buyers 2 and 3.

Weshall

suppose that the seller is in possession of a single indivisible commodity
whichheis willing to sell for a price. Furthermore, we shall supposethat
among the players there is an infinitely divisible and transferable commodity, which weshall call money, in terms of which the objectis priced.
Let the players 1, 2, and 3 value the object a, 5, and ¢ units of money
respectively. There is no loss of generality if we assume that b < c, and
we may as well assume that a < 3, for otherwise player 2 is not really a
part of the market (since, if a > b, he values the object less than the
person whoalready possesses it), and so there would be no pointin treat-

ing it as a three-person game.

Because of the different valuations of the

object, it is clear that this is a non-constant-sum game. ‘The question to
be answered by any analysis we perform is what coalitions, if any, will
form and what exchanges of money may be expectedto take place.
Let us first determine the characteristic function of the game. Since
player 1 has the object andis not forced to sell, he can guarantee himself a
value of a—the value he places on the object. Since the otherplayers are
not forced to buy he cannot be certain of a value greater than a, so

v({1}) = a.

Equally well, since the other players do not possess the

object and cannotbe certain of getting it, they cannotbe certain of a value
in excess of 0; but since they are not forced to participate in the bargaining

they can becertain of 0, so o({2}) = v({3}) = 0.

If the coalition {1, 2}

were to form, then the object would bein their possession and its worth to
player 1 is a and to player 2 itis 6. The object cannot be removed from
the coalition by a paymentless than ), for, if player 1 were tempted to
sell it for less, player 2 would pay him that much and continue to keep the
object in the coalition. On the other hand, the coalition cannot assure
itself a value greater than b, so v({1, 2}) = 6. Similar arguments show

that the value of the gameto {1, 3} isc, to {2, 3} it is 0, and to all three
players it isc.
ized) is:

So, in summary, the characteristic function (not normal-

v({1}) =a,

o({1,2}) = 6,

—o({2$) = o({3}) = 0,

=f, 3) = «6,
v({1, 2, 3}) =.

a {2, 3}) = 0,
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By definition, an imputation for this game is any triple (x1, x2, x3)
such that
xy + xo + x3 = 6,

and

x1 2 4,

xo 2 0,

x3 2 0.

The task now is to specify further which imputations mayarise.
The first ‘‘theory’” we shall present is the common sense economic
analysis: Since there is only one unit of good under consideration, one
buyer will be includedin the transaction and the other excluded. Clearly,
the stronger buyer, player 3, will be the one included, except when b = c,
in which case either can participate. Since player 2 will pay up to d for
the commodity player 1 can get at least 5, and since player 3’s limitis c
he can get no more than that. If ¢ > 5, player 3 can always exclude
player 2 from the bargaining by paying something more than bd for the
object. Thus, the only imputations which mayarise, if this argumentis
valid, are those satisfying:
bx Xe,

xo = 0,

x3 = C — X1.

(1)

As weshall see, these imputations are very important and common to
all the theories; the several theories differ in what other imputations they
include.
The second theory we shall consider is that of the core. It will be
recalled (section 8.6) that when the argument used to limit n-tuples to
imputations is carried to its logical conclusion (assuming no limitations
on coalition formation) it results in the condition that
v(S) < > x;
tin S

for every subset S$. The set of imputationssatisfying this inequality was
called the core. In terms of our new terminology, the core consists of those
imputations which are not dominated. It was shown that for constant-sum
games the core is empty, but for more general gamesthis is not the case.
If these inequalities are set up for the present example, It is easy to show
they are equivalent to the three presented in eq. 1, i.e., the common sense
argumentleads to the core.
The third theory is that of solutions. It can be shown, for example,
that the imputations described by eq. 1, plus those of the form
(<=? ae —7))
>

3

’

3

’

where a < x < 6, form one particular solution. There are others!
This solution clearly contains many imputations not given by the common
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sense argument; presumably, the reason for the difference is that the
definition of a solution takes into account the possibility of coalitions.
These extra imputations presumably arise when players 2 and 3 form a
coalition and agree not to pay more than 0 for the commodity. The
exact location of the price between a and b depends upontheir bargaining
ability relative to player 1. Having bought the commodity, the problem
of dividing the spoils remains—the one who keeps it must pay the other
for his cooperation. ‘The exact price, in terms ofthe selling price x, is
given as one-third and two-thirds of c — x. Clearly, this function is
highly special, and there mustbe other solutions with different schemes for
splitting up the payment. Actually, it can be shownthat, if f and g are
any two monotonic decreasing functions of x such that

f(x) 20,

g(x) 20,

x4+f(x) +e(%) = <6,

for a < x < b, then the imputations of the core (eq. 1) plus those of the
form

(x, f(x), g(*)),

where a < x < 6, forma solution. Furthermore,all solutions are of this
form. The core alone does not form a solution to this game because
there exist imputations outside the core which are not dominated by any
member of the core. However, the core must be in every solution, for if
it were not then the imputationsin the core,i.e., the undominated imputations, would fail to be dominated by an elementof the solution, whichis

impossible.

(Shapley [Kuhn, 1953 a] has conjectured that the intersec-

tion of all solutions of a gameis the core, but this has not yet been proved.

Gillies [1953 5] has given a necessary condition for the core to be a solu-

tion.) Now, according to von Neumann and Morgenstern, the choice of
the pair of functions f and g, which determinesthe division of the spoils in
terms of the selling price, and hence the choice of the solution, depends
upon the “‘standards of behavior’ of the society. Put more colloquially,
it depends upon the “‘going’’ price for this type of cooperation.
One might be tempted to inquire whythe interpretation of the solution

involves mention of only the coalition {2,3}.

Although we could discuss

this now,it will be more illuminating to reserve our commentsuntil later
(section 10.3).
9.5 FURTHER RESULTS ON SOLUTIONS

There exists a considerable literature on solutions that presents partial
but detailed results about solutions for various classes of games. We do
not propose to examine these theorems in great detail, for that would
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require too much space and too complex notation in comparison with the
resulting gain in conceptual understanding of the theory. Instead, we
shall only attempt to sketch out our impression of the state of the field.
For the mathematically inclined reader we have supplemented this by an
annotated set of references to the literature.
As we already know, for the three-person constant-sum gamethere are
a plethora of solutions; this also appears to be the case for many of the
four- and five-person constant-sum games. Yet, with this great richness
of solutions for games with small n, it is still not known if every game
possesses a solution. For example, it is not even known if every fiveperson game has a solution. From the first systematic presentation of
n-person gametheory to the present, the existence of a solution to every
game has been considered the most important unresolved problem. The
reader is referred to discussions in Kuhn [1953 a] and Wolfe [1955] for
von Neumann’s views on this problem and his suggestions as to research
directions.
Previous results demonstrate that, at least for some games, there are
vast numbers of solutions, but in these examples the structure of the solutlons was comparatively easy to characterize. This would tend to suggest, and a mathematician would certainly hope, that solutions always
possess a high degree of regularity which makes them comparatively simple to describe. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as Shapley [1952 c]
has demonstrated. ‘The exact nature of his result is not easily described

(see below), but the gist of it has been neatly captured by Nash: Shapley’s

theorem showsthat, if you sign your name in the geometrical space of
the imputationset, then there is a game havinga solution which contains,
as an isolated part, your signature!
Wehave notcited all the results known about solutions, and, of those
presented, we have eliminated so much detail that it may be difficult to
appreciate fully their nature without consulting the original references.
We hope nevertheless that enough ofthe ‘“‘feel’’ of the situation has been
conveyed so that the following summaryobservations will seem warranted.
The variety and complexity of solutions in the gamesso far studied are
overwhelming; their characterization and the corresponding proofs are
involved and often subtle. It is doubtful that a mathematician could be
found today holding any hope for a moderately simple and general
characterization of solutions; the most optimistic goal is to classify a large
portion of games into a number of subclasses such that the solutions of
games in each class can be gradually characterized. ‘This is surely an
optimistic hope, for it has not yet been possible to characterize completely
the solutions of games in any of the classes (except the three-person con-

stant-sum game) so far isolated.
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We mayfairly conclude that, in addition to the conceptual difficulties

mentioned in section 9.2, there are mathematical difficulties surrounding

the solution notion, or, at least, the mathematical problem is difficult.
At this stage it is not clear whetherthis will stimulate deeper insights into
the concept or whetherit will prove so discouraging that little more will
be discovered about solutions.
Assumingthat at least some people will be discouraged, there appearto

be two otherpossibilities: (1) to single out some of the more regular solu-

tions as more important than others and to study only these, and (2) to
introduce new concepts more or less in competition with the solution
notion. In section 9.6 we shall deal with an example of the first approach
and in Chapters 10 and 11 with several examples of the second. But,
before pursuing these topics, a more technical summary of the solution
literature will be given for the mathematically oriented.
> In attempting to prove that solutions exist for all games, one possible procedure

is to treat the domination relation over the space of imputations as an abstract

relation over a set of points. ‘The definition of solution can be given in this context without reference to the fact that, in game theory, the points will be imputations. The problem then becomes one of finding conditions which ensure the

existence of a solution. In von Neumann and Morgenstern [1947] it was shown
that, if a relation meets a condition, which we need not specify here, then a solu-

tion exists and it is unique; however, the condition is much too strong to be of
general interest in the theory of games. Richardson [1946, 1953 a, 1953 5, 1955]
has pursued this direction much further and has shown the existence of solutions
underdifferent and fairly weak assumptions, but to date he has not obtained a
theorem which guarantees a solution to every game.
Earlier we mentioned very briefly the example produced by Shapley [1952 c],
which showshowirregular solutions may be. ‘The solution he presented is based,
in part, on an arbitrary closed set C of an (n — 3)-dimensional subset of the space
of imputations. ‘This paper “ - * ° provides at one stroke a large fund of ‘pathological’ examples against which conjectures on the bahavior of ° - - solutions

can be tested.”

[1952c¢, p.1.]

‘‘The arbitrariness in the choice of C (for exam-

ple, C may be a Cantor-type discontinuum) makesit easy to dispose of many con-

jectures concerning the regular behavior of - - - [solutions].” [1952 ¢, p. 2.]
The remaining papers on solutions are all concerned with the (partial) characterization of the solutions of specific classes of games.
It is known that every four-person constant-sum game has atleast one solution,
and the solutions of a few of these games have been studied in detail.

Von

Neumann and Morgenstern [1947] showed that these games can be put into
one-to-one correspondence with the points of a cube, and they investigated some
of these gamesin considerable detail; however, the only ones for which they gave
all the solutions are those corresponding to the vertices of the cube. Later Mills
[1954] determinedall solutions correspondingto the edges of the cube, and he has

some results concerning the faces. In the area of general-sum four-person and
constant-sum five-person games, Nering [Kuhn, 1953 a] has found somesolutions.

Anotherclass of games for which detailed results are known arethe simple ones,

defined by the property that (in 0, 1 normalization) either o(S) = 0 or 1 for every
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coalition S. Asimple gameis thus completely characterized bylisting its so-called
‘“‘winning”’ coalitions. Won Neumann and Morgenstern studied various simple

games for n = 4, 5, 6, and 7 and also certain more general cases.

They focused

muchoftheir attention on a type of solution known as the main solution.

Follow-

ing the same tack, Gurk [Wolfe, 1955] has raised and answered a number of
questions about the main solutions, and he has introduced another general and

“natural” solution for simple games; in this connection, also see Isbell [1955].
Richardson has studied the main solutions of simple games which arise from a

finite projective space in a natural way.
Bott [1953] introduced a special class of simple games called the (n, k), or

majority, games.

‘These are defined by the property

_

fo.

(S) = {4

iftisi<k

sls b

where k > n/2 and |S| denotes the number of players in S. In this paper he
examined the symmetric solutions. In [1953 a], Gillies studied the non-symmetric or discriminatory solutions to such games. In the words of Kuhn and
Tucker, “Dropping symmetry, D. B. Gillies exhibits - - - a surprising variety of
other solutions of (nm, k)-games, all derived from Bott’s symmetric solutions.
Gillies’ solutions are obtained by several methods which maycarry over to a more

gencral context: (1) by the addition of ‘bargaining curves’ (von Neumann and

Morgenstern [1947], p. 501), (2) by inflation to larger games(zbid., p. 398), (3) by

‘discrimination’ (zbid., pp. 288-289) in which the non-discriminated players

divide their take accordingto anysolution to a smaller game,or (4) by partitioning

the players into fixed subsets, assigning the spoils arbitrarily (i.e., in all admissible

ways in one solution) among these subsets, and then dividing the spoils in any one

subset according to the symmetric solution to a smaller game the players think
they are playing.” [Kuhn and Tucker, 1953, p. 304.]
A third class of games which has received attention was defined by Shapley
[1953 a]. A quota game is one for whichit is possible to find » numbers 1, wa,
* > w, such that

and

vIn) = O +wetss* +On
o({z,7}) = wo; + w;,

for all i and 7,2 # ;.

‘“‘Shapley obtains families of solutions for the entire class of quota games, a class

that contains some three-person games, all constant-sum four-person games, and
a sizeable swath of all games with more than four players. In a typical imputa-

tion in one of these solutions, all but two or three of the players receive their
‘quotas’ w,;.”’ [Kuhn and Tucker, 1953, pp. 304-305.] Kalisch [Kuhn, 1953 a],

has generalized these results to what he calls m-quota games, 1.e., games for which

there exists an imputation @ = (w1, We, ° * * , Wz) such that v($) = > Ww; for
zin S

all coalitions S with m members.
Several other references should be mentioned. A game is symmetric if v(S)
depends only upon the number of elements in S. Gelbaum [Kuhn, 1953 a] has
presented somesolutions to symmetric games. Shapley [Wolfe, 1955] has charac-

terized solutions for a type of gamearising from a consideration of certain economic
markets. One interesting feature of this study is the existence of a phenomenon
in the solution which can beinterpreted as the market price. The summaries of
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the two Conferences on Game Theory, held at Princeton in 1953 and 1955 [Kuhn,
1953 a; Wolfe, 1955], contain, in addition to reports of specific results, some discussion of the solution notion andthe opinionsof various workers aboutthe future
direction of the theory. Finally, many of the papers referred to above which

either are unpublished or have only appeared as technical reports will in fact
appear in print at about the same time this book is published; see Luce and
Tucker [1958].

Our reason for not using this reference is that their table of

contents was notsettled at the time we were writing.

<

9.6 STRONG SOLUTIONS”: 2
The principal question to be discussed in this section is whether, aside
from “standards of behavior,’ there are game-theoretic requirements
which impose a greater stability on one solution than on another. This
problem and the ideas here discussed were raised by Vickrey in some
unpublished work [Kuhn, 1953 a; Vickrey, 1953].
The central idea is this: An imputation in a solution is likely to be
adhered to if and only if any contemplated deviation to an imputation
outside the solution will invite a corrective action, leading back into the
solution, which results in a net loss to one of the players effecting the
deviation. It will be recalled (section 9.1) that the solution
f= {(4, hi, 0), Ch, 0, Ww), (0, hi, 1)}

of the three-person constant-sum gamehas the property that, although
the imputation (0, 34, 14) dominates (4, 4, 0) of F, it is in turn domi-

nated by (14, 0, 14) of F, and thenetresult for player 2 is to pass from a

payment of 14 to one of0.
With respect to a specific solution A, an imputation in is called conforming; one not in A, non-conforming. Among the non-conforming imputations some dominate one or more conforming imputations; these are
called heretical imputations, and an effective set for such a domination is
called a heretical set. Vickrey discusses the example of the solution F as
follows:
- in this case the movement to a non-conforming imputation * ° - requires
the cooperation of player 2, who though he may gain immediately, finds that

although it may have been difficult to move from (14, 14, 0) to (0, 34, 14) it is now
much easier for the couple {1, 3} to organize a movement to the conforming

imputation (14, 0, 14) to the great discomfiture of 2. - - - If 2, finding himself
2 Nothing in the remainderof this book depends upon the material in this section;
however, it has not been starred becauseit is largely conceptual andthe level of difficulty does not exceed that of other sections.
3 Whenever we quote Vickrey in this section we shall change his symbols for imputations, coalitions, and solutions so that the notation is in conformity with therest of the
book.
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now in the excluded position, attempts to negotiate with either 1 or 3 to move
away from (14, 0, 14), not only will 2 have to propose a heresy in which hegets
less than the \% hestarted with in (4%, 44, 0), but he will find that 1 and 3, having

observed what happened to 2, will be very reluctant to join any such heretical
coalition, and in fact may refuse to do so altogether. Either because the players
all foresee this, or because after a short time they come to the conclusion as a
result of experience that heresy is in the long run likely to lead to disaster for at

least one of the heretics, they eventually will cometo stick to the policy of staying
at one of the approved imputations - - - [1953, p. 8.]
One might hope that all solutions would have this property, for it
would serve as an addedrationale for accepting them as a description of a
stable social pattern, but they do not. ‘To show this, we consider one of
the discriminatory solutions of the three-person constant-sum game.
Suppose we take F3(14), which consists of all imputations of the form

(x1, x2, 44), where x1 + xo = 34 and x; 2 0 and x2 2 0.

Suppose that

the players are at the imputation (7 9, 242, 14) of this solution. The nonconforming imputation (0, 4, 14) is heretical since it dominates the given

imputation of F3(44), the effective set being {2, 3}.

Of course, it is

dominated by a conforming imputation, for example, by (22, “2, 14),
the effective set being {1,2}. But, observe, the neteffect of the heresy has
been a temporary gain for player 3 and a permanent gain of %{2 for
player 2.
To be sure, there is no assurance that player 2 will always gain from a
heresy. But
even if a return from [a heresy] to a conforming imputation - - - is made indirectly * * - so that it is possible for player 2 to be worse off [than originally], it is

by no meanscertain from the characteristics of the game that player 2 will not be
able to avoid such an eventual worsening of his position. And even if after one

particular heretical excursion player 2 finds his position - - + worse : °° , there
is now nothing to prevent him from trying another heretical excursion, since

player 3 whose cooperation he needs has nothingto lose by it in any event and
stands to gain at least temporarily. In effect any player whois willing to

engage in heretical excursions is at an advantage in bargaining for position

among the approved imputations, over a player who eschewssuch tactics. It
thus appears thatin this case it will take a much strongersocial sanction to compel
adherence to the approved standard of behavior than where the standard of
behavior conforms to the symmetrical solution - * - [1953, p. 9.]
Vickrey proposes the following two definitions. Let A be a solution,
X an imputation of A, y a heretical imputation dominating x with the

effective set 7, and the set of elements of A which dominate y.

A is

said to be a strong solution if for every such x, y, and T andfor every z in
U there is at least one player 7 of T such that z; < x; That is, a solution
is strong if and only if every heresy necessarily results in a worsened posi-
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tion for at least one of the heretics once it is corrected by a dominating
imputation of the solution. It is important to recognize that the heretic
who will be punished is not in general uniquely determined, which of
course means that the argumentagainst heresies occurring is much weaker
than it would otherwise be. On the other hand,A is said to be weak if for

every x of A there exists at least one heretical y with effective set T such
that for all z of A which dominate y, and all7z in T, z; 2 x.

For the constant-sum three-person game, as we have suggested, the
symmetric solution F is strong, and all discriminatory solutions F;(c),
2 = 1, 2, 3, are weak.
For games with more than three players there are solutions which are
neither strong nor weak, but rather there are intermediate notions of
strength. Primarily, however, one is interested in the strong solutions,
for which every heresy is dangerous to some memberofits heretical set.
At present, the only procedure available to determine the strong solutions is to determine all solutions and examine each one separately. Thus,
Vickrey has beenrestricted to studying such cases whereall the solutions
are known, 1e., to some four-person and some simple games. In summary, he finds that
For constant-sum games, the concept of the strong solution has thus far appeared
to be fairly effective in narrowing down the numberofsolutions that have to be

accepted. When it comes to the variable-sum games, unfortunately, it appears
that muchof the selectivity of insistence on strong solutions disappears. For one

and two person games, all solutions are already strong, while for three person

games, it appears that insistence that - : - solutions be strong offers only a rela-

tively small reduction in the range of possible imputations. [1953, p. 32.]
No attempthas as yet been madeto try outtheeffect of insisting on strong solutions for variable-sum games for more than three persons, so there is no way of

telling whether the concept would prove morerestrictive in such cases or not.

The complexities and variations possible between the extremes of strong and
weak solutions already observed for the four-person constant-sum gameindicate
that the analysis of such games may prove to be extremely difficult. On the basis

of the experience with the three-person games, oneis inclined to be not too san-

guine. ‘The strong solution, that appears to be such a potent device for the
simplification of the results of constant-sum games, may, it appears, be of relatively little value for the variable-sum games, although this tentative hypothesis is
hardly more than a conjecture.

[1953, p. 35.]

*9,7 SOLUTIONS OVER DOMAINS DIFFERENT FROM IMPUTATIONS

Whenthe concept of an imputation was first introduced (section 8.6)
the question was raised whether it was not toorestrictive; in particular
the second condition, v(J,) =

> x;, was challenged as not following
sin In
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demonstrably from the principle of individual rational behavior.
Shapley has written,

As

The propriety of this restriction to the set of imputations may be challenged on
several grounds. In thefirst place, it is not at all obvious that the notion of group

rationality, as exemplified by the solution of an n-person game, must necessarily

be a refinement of the principle of individual rationality, as embodied in the
inequalities [x; 2 v({z})]. In the second place, it would seem methodologically

more correct to study the consequences of the domination process separately from
those of the blocking process.4- One might even hopethat the former, apparently the

more powerful, might make the latter superfluous. (In thatcase, the restriction to
[imputations] would be only a technical convenience, and would notprejudice the
conceptual substructure of the theory.) Failing this, the restriction to [imputations] might better be applied (if it is desired to exclude “‘irrational’’ solutions)
after stability under domination has been secured. [1952 4, p. 3.]

Shapley [1952 5] and Gillies [1953 b] have isolated the following four

classes of n-tuples of payments:
E is the set of n-tuples x such that

Xz < v(In).
tin In

E is the set of n-tuples x such that

> x; = v(In).
iin In

I is the set of n-tuples in E such that
x; 2 v({z})

for all players 7.

I is the set of n-tuples in E such that

x; 2 v({z})

for all players z.

Weobserve that J is the set of imputations, that J is obtained from J
by dropping the grouprationality condition, that F is obtained from J
by dropping the individual rationality condition, and that £ results from
dropping both rationality conditions.
If the reader will turn back to section 9.1 he will see that neither the
definition of domination northat of solution directly employsthe fact that
we were dealing with imputations; they are concepts defined for any given
set C of n-tuples, and at that time we specified C = J (= theset of imputations). Shapley introduces the term C-stable for those sets A of C which
satisfy the conditions of a solution,i.e.:
4 By the “blocking process’” Shapley meansthe refusal of player z to accept a payment
of less than v({z}).
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i. No element in A dominates another element in A.

il. Every element of C not in A is dominated by some elementof A.
An I-stable set is therefore another way of speaking of a von NeumannMorgensternsolution.
There are four theorems and several examples which establish the relations among the C-stable sets for the four classes of outcomes which have
been defined. First, a set A is E-stable if and onlyif it is E-stable [Shapley,

1952 5].

That is to say, if one is concerned with stable sets, then it 1s

immaterial whether one choosesE or asthesetof n-tuples, for no E-stable
set has outcomes lying outside the set E. Thus, with respect to theories
of stable sets where we do not choose to impose the condition of individual

rationality, there is no loss of generality in imposing the condition of group

rationality. However, as we have made clear earlier, the condition of
individual rationality appears to follow directly from the basic postulates
of game theory, so our real concern is with the sets J and J. Gillies
[1953 6] has shownthata setA is /-stable if and onlyif it is J-stable. Thus,

when the condition of individual rationality is imposed, there is no loss of
generality so far as solution theory is concernedin the further restriction
to imputations. This theorem eliminates insofar as solution theory is
concerned any a priori objections (such as those discussed in section 8.6)
to restricting attention to imputations, but, of course, it does not obviate
our remarks of section 8.6 that the solution notion is a means of bypassing
the logical extension to all coalitions of the intuitive argument supporting
group rationality. Since the solution notion, or more generally that of a
C-stable set, is not clearly acceptable, it may be desirable to create an
entirely different theory—one in which the condition of group rationality
may not be immaterial.
In the quotation given at the beginningof this section, Shapley points
out that it would be interesting to know whetheror not the notion of domi-

nation between outcomesimplies individual rationality.

Given the above

results, this reduces to an examination of the relation between /-stable and
E-stable sets. He has shown thata set A whichis E-stableis also J-stable
if and only if every outcome in A is an imputation,i.e., if A is a subset ofJ.
In the reverse direction, he has shownthatif A is a solution,i.e., an J-stable

set, then A is E-stable if and only if for each player7 it is possible to find

an n-tuple x in A such that x; = v({z}). These results strongly suggest
that it is possible to have E-stable sets in which some, or indeedall, of the

n-tuples are not imputations, i.e., in which individual rationality is
violated.

‘They also suggest that there may be solutions which are not

E-stable. Shapley has exhibited examples of both possibilities (an
E-stable set of any quota game with a weak player which includes no
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imputations, and the discriminatory solutions of the three-person con-

stant-sum game which are not £E-stable).

The picture, then, is clear insofar as solution theory is concerned. ‘The
condition of individual rationality must be imposed independently and asa
direct consequence of the basic postulates of the model, because it does
not follow from the notion of a stable set. ‘The condition of group rationality, which seems a priort objectionable, may be assumed in solution
theory becauseit results in no loss of generality.
9.8 SUMMARY

Solutions, the central equilibrium concept for games in characteristic

function form, has been our topic throughout this chapter. An imputation y is said to dominate another imputation x with respect to the coalition T
if it is both feasible, i.e.,

() oT) 2p)
ys
iinT
and better than x for T,i.e.,

(ii) yz; > x: for every z in T.
y simply dominates x if there is some J such that it dominates x with
respect to 7. In terms of these concepts, a solution is defined to be set
A of imputations such that:

i. If x and y are in A, neither x nor y dominates the other.

ii. For any imputation z not in A, thereis at least one x in A such that
x dominatesz.
A number of general qualitative facts about the concept were cited:
most games have multiple solutions, and each of these consists of a (not
necessarily finite) number of imputations; it has not been possible to
characterize all the solutions of any very wide class of games; Shapley’s
example demonstrates that there are solutions with most irregular properties; and it is not known if every game has solution. Quite a few papers
have been published which characterize some of the solutions in many
games, including all four-person constant-sum ones and some simple,
quota, and symmetric games.
Conceptually, there seemed to be two difficulties. First, the feasibility
condition of the domination concept seems none too plausible for nonconstant-sum gamesor for situations where collusive changes are limited.
Second, from among the many solutions, how is one to beselected, and,
from that solution, how is an imputation isolated? Von Neumann and
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Morgenstern argue that these are questions beyond the game framework,
that the former depends upon “‘standards of behavior’’ in society and the
latter upon the “‘bargainingabilities’’ of the players.
These difficulties and criticisms notwithstanding, the concept gives
considerable insight into at least some situations in which coalition formation is allowed. ‘This was illustrated by the simple example of a threeperson market.
Vickrey’s concept of a strong solution is the only attempt to narrow
down the numberofsolutions to be considered. Roughly, a solution is
called strong if the sequence—an imputation in thesolution, a change to
a non-conforming imputation, and a return to an imputation in the

solution—always meansthatat least one of the players participating in the

original deviation ultimately suffers a net loss. Thus, a strong solution has
an inherent stability not possessed by other solutions, and so it might be
expected to occur rather than one of the weaker solutions. ‘There seem
to be relatively few strong solutions in constant-sum games, buttherestriction is not so effective for non-constant-sum ones.
Earlier we raised a question aboutrestricting our attention to imputations, for there seems to be no valid argument based on individual rationality for imposing group rationality. In the final section we examined
results concerned with this problem for solution theory. ‘The central
conclusion is this: so long as individual rationality is imposed, no loss
of generality results in solution theory from the further restriction to
imputations.

chapter 10

W -STABILITY

10.1 yW-STABLE PAIRS
Aside from the solution concept and its ramifications, there are three
other topics in characteristic function theory which havereceived attention. Although twoof these (y-stability and reasonable outcomes) continue to be concerned with outcomes which can be argued to be reasonable,
all three notions differ appreciably from the solution concept. For example, one of the salient differences of the definition we shall present in this
chapter is that it does not deal with imputations or sets of imputations
alone, but following the suggestion in section 7.6 it isolates pairs consisting
of an imputation and a corresponding arrangement of the players into
coalitions.
A second major difference between the present approach and the one
previously examined will be the assumption that sheer profit is not always
sufficient cause for a coalition to form. Intuitively, one senses that there
are constraints in society limiting changes in coalition structures and that
these are to a large degree non-rational. Nonetheless, one may conjecture that these constraints are a source of considerable social stability. Of
course, one wonders what there is about society that introduces them,
particularly if everyone is free to bribe or, to be less evaluative, to compensate others for their cooperation. It is doubtful that there is a single
answer, but we would argue that one factor must be the expense and
220
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difficulty of complex communication which prevents players in a game
from considering at one moment any but the simplest modifications of
their alliance structures. Roughly speaking, society seems to exhibit a
form of ‘“‘friction.”? If such is the case, the problem then becomes one of
formalizing these limitations on coalition changes so that the resulting
model is both somewhatrealistic and at the same time mathematically
tractable. One proposal—the one we shall examine—was discussed in
the latter part of section 7.6, namely, that these limitations be given by a
rule w of admissible coalition changes which states for each partition of

the players into coalitions those (admissible) sets of players which can take
joint action. Since the following material rests heavily upon this notion,
it may be advisable to reread section 7.6.
Assuming that such a function describing the limits of coalition change
is given, Luce [1954, 1955 a, 1955 b| has attempted to construct a theory
for games with side payments which parallels in spirit both the suggested
approach to a cooperative theory when side payments are prohibited
(section 7.9) and the definition of the core (section 8.6). In this approach
one searches for equilibrium outcomes where, as we mentioned, one part
of the outcomeis the arrangementof the players into coalitions as given
by a partition 7. Although one mightlike to use the strategies employed
by the players as the other part of the outcome, these will not work here
any more than in solution theory, for they do not tell what side payments
were effected, and hence do nottell the total payment to each player.
Thus, we are led again to use imputations rather than strategies as a
description of the second aspect of the outcome. ‘The task, therefore,
becomes oneof describing those pairs [x, 7], where x is an imputation and
7 is a coalition structure, which are in equilibrium when the gameis
described by its characteristic function v and when changes in collusive
atrangements are limited according to a given function y.
Suppose that [x, 7] is a candidate for an equilibrium pair, and let S
be any of the coalitions in (7), i.e., Sis any of the coalitions which might
form if the players involved so desired. Suppose that the players who
would constitute the coalition S add up the total amounttheyarereceiving
in the imputation x andfind that this sum is less than the total amountthe
coalition S may expectto receive, i.e.,
xi < v(S).
zinS

Then they havea distinct motive to change from their arrangementsin 7,
whatever they may have been, to form the coalition S; for by employing
side payments—andthis is their crucial role—each player of S can receive

more than heis assigned in the imputation x.

Such a disruptive forceis
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contrary to the idea of an equilibrium, so it would seem that a necessary
condition for the pair [x, 7] to be in equilibrium is that

v(S) < > Xj.
in S

Weobserve that this is exactly the same condition which seemed to hold
for all coalitions if we accepted the logical consequences of the argument
for group rationality needed to limit payments to imputations(section 8.6).
The only differenceis that here it is not imposed for all coalitions but only
for those determinedby the coalition structure 7 and the given function y.
A second condition seemsplausible if the pair [x, 7] is to be in equilibrium. A player whoparticipates in a non-trivial coalition (one having at
least one other member than himself) must thereby benefit in the sense
that he must receive more than he can assure himself under the most
adverse circumstances, namely, opposition by a coalition of all the other
players. ‘This is, in a sense, an extension of the argument, based on indi-

vidual rationality, which led to the condition x; 2 o({z}) for any equilibrium payments.

It is now argued that not only must this condition be

satisfied but, if 7 is in a non-trivial coalition, then x; > o({z}).

These two conditions are taken to characterize the equilibrium pairs,
so in summary we make the following definition: A pair [x, 7], where x is
an imputation and 7 is a coalition structure, is ¥-stable for the game with
characteristic function v and given “‘boundary condition”’ y if the following
two conditionsaresatisfied:

(i) For every Sin ¥(r), o(S) < > i
zin S

and

(ii)

If x; = v({z}), then in the coalition structure 7 player 7 is not in a

coalition with any other players, i.e., {7} is in 7.

In section 8.3 we pointed out that for an equilibrium definition to be
satisfactory in characteristic function theory, it is necessary that it be
invariant under S-equivalence. So, for this definition to be acceptable, two S-equivalent games should have corresponding y-stable pairs.
They do.
A gamehavingat least one y-stable pairis, itself, called y-stable; otherwise it is called y-unstable.
As was pointed out above, the core is, in effect, a special case of the
y-stability concept. ‘To be specific, if x is an imputation in the core,
the pair [x, ({1}, {2}, - - - , {n})] is p-stable for every y. Furthermore,

if y’’ denotes the function which admits every coalition as a possible
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change (see section 7.6) from every coalition structure, and if there is no

y’’-stable pair of the form [x, ({1}, {2}, - --, {n})], then the core is

empty.
If the characteristic function v and the boundary condition y are left
unspecified, as in the definition, little more can be said aboutthe existence
and nature of y-stable pairs. If, however, certain specific functions y
are chosen, then it is reasonable to expect some theoremsto hold for various special classes of characteristic functions. So far in the literature only
one class of functions y has been examined; it can be roughly described
as including some of those functions with the property: S is in ¥(r) provided that there is a coalition TJ in 7 whichis not “‘too different” from S.
For these functions certain general theorems do hold. At the beginning
of the next section we shall give the precise definition of this class and
state some of the theorems; the casual reader may, if he chooses, skip over
this material, which is in small print, to the discussion of the faults and

virtues of the ¥-stability concept.
10.2 CRITICISM

As backgroundfora critical discussion of ~-stability we shall present a
summary of some of the theorems which have been proved:
> A special class of boundary conditions mustfirst be defined.

Let k be a fixed

integer lying in the range 1 to n — 2, where 7 is the numberof players.

We shall

also denote the function we are aboutto define byf, i.e., for any 7, k(r) will denote
the set of admissible coalition changes from 7. ‘The coalition S is included in

k(r) if and only if there is a coalition T in 7 such that the sum of the numberof
players in S who are not in T and the numberof players in T who are not in S

does not exceed the integer &.
exists a J in 7 such that

Put in symbols, S is in k(r) if and only if there

(is — THU(T — $8) = |S- T+ |T-S] <4,
where|.S| denotes the numberof players in S.!_

If we take the point of view that

I is a basic coalition which is modifying ‘‘itself” by adding and subtracting
players, we demand that the numberof players expelled from T plus the number

of new ones addedin orderto form S' shall not total to more than k players.
we are using this function we shall, of course, speak of k-stability.

When

In all the following discussion weshall not admit the coalition of all players as a
possible coalition structure. Under thatrestriction, the function (n — 2) is the

same as the function which admits every coalition as a possible change.

It is not difficult to see that increasing the size of k admits more coalitions as
possible changes, and so, if k’ > k, a pair which is k-stable may very well not be

k’-stable; but a pair whichis k’-stable is surely also k-stable.

1If S and T are sets, S — T denotes the set of elements in S which are not in 7,
S\UT the set of elements in S or in T or in both, and S/T the set of elements in both
Sand T.
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[Manyof the following theorems also hold for functions which differ from their

k(r) counterpart only by also including all coalitions which, themselves, have no

more thank + 1 elements. This may be a useful modification for applications,
e.g., if k = 1, then the modified function will always include the coalitions {2,7},

whereas they need notall be in 1(7).]

It can be shown thatthe three-person constant-sum gameis 1-unstable.

This

is only a special case of the more general theorem that any constant-sum gamewith
n players is (n — 2)-unstable. It is also a special case of a theorem for simple
games whichfollows.
It will be recalled (section 9.5) that a game (not necessarily constant-sum) is
called simple if, for every S, v(S) = 0 or 1. Those coalitions with o(S) = 0 are
called losing; those with v(S) = 1, winning.

Theorem: A simple gameis k-stable

if and only if either there is no winning coalition of k + 1 membersorif there is at
least one player who is a memberofall such winning coalitions. Now consider

the three-person constant-sum game: It is simple, and all two-element coalitions
are winning; since no player is commonto all of them, the gameis 1-unstable.
More detailed results on the i-stability of simple games are known. For
instance, it is possible to describe the form of the 1-stable pairs, although that

description is too complex to present here. More interesting and easier to
describe are those simple games which are 1-unstable. ‘To do so, we shall need
the concept of a decomposable game, whichis one consisting of two non-interacting games on complementarysets of players. To be precise, if there exists a set
of players T such that for every coalition S
v(S) = o(S(\T) + ofS — T),
then the gamez is said to be decomposable into games on Tand —T.

Probablythis

notionis oflittle applied interest, but it must be considered, for there is nothing in
the definition of a game which precludes the formal composition of two inde-

pendent games into a third. Theorem: Any 1-unstable simple game with n
players is decomposable into the three-person constant-sum gameandthe(n — 3)person inessential game (for the definition of an inessential gamesee section 8.2).
In other words, aside from the three-person constant-sum game andthetrivial

modifications of it to larger n by composing it with inessential games, all simple
games are 1-stable.

The symmetric games form another class which has received some attention in the
literature of solutions. ‘They are characterized by the property that the value of
a coalition depends only upon the numberof elements in the coalition, i.e., we

may write v(S) = v(|S|). Theorem: If v(z) is the characteristic function of a symmetric gamein 0, 1 normalization, then the gameis k-stable if and only if o(z) < i/n
for all integers 7 from 0 to and including k + 1.
A third class of games for which somestability results are known consists of
Shapley’s guota games, which,it will be recalled (section 9.5), are defined by the
property that there exists an n-tuple @ = (w1, we, * * * , Wn) such that
and

v7n) = 1 = wi twetes + +on,
v({z, 7}) = wit w,;,

for alli andj in J,,i #j.

Since o({2, 7}) 2 0, it follows directly that there is at most one player z such that
w; <0. Such player, if he exists atall, is called weak. ‘Theorem: A quota game
is 1-stable if and only if it has no weak player. Someconditionsfor the k-stability
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interest are the following results on the nature of k-stable pairs. ‘Theorem: If
[x, 7] is a k-stable pair of a quota game, then,eitherif n is odd orif n is even and

k 2 2, x must be the quota o; in the case n is even and k = 1, then either x = wor
each of the coalitions JT in 7 must have an even numberof elements and x and »
must satisfy

u(T) =

> x= > Wi.
iin T

iin T

The study of four-person constant-sum games, which are all quota games,
becomes simply a matter of specializing the above results. We know by the
constant-sum condition that they are all 2-unstable, but only those with a weak
player are also 1-unstable. For those with no weak player,it is not very difficult

to show that the only imputation which can arise in a 1-stable pair is the quota.
The pair fw, ({1}, {2}, {3}, {4})] is always 1-stable in such games, and, for

most of them, it is the only 1-stable pair; however, there are certain games in
which other coalition structures combined with w are also 1-stable.
<q

Before criticizing the concept of y¥-stability, let us make certain summary comments concerning its virtues. Mathematically, the more
restricted concept of k-stability is comparatively easy to work with, much
easier, say, than the solutions of von Neumann and Morgenstern. Evidence of this is the fact that k-stability results are known for all constantsum four-person games, for all simple games, for all symmetric games, and
for all quota games; whereas, to date it has been possible to obtain information about solutions only for special cases of these classes of games. In
cases where results are known from both theories, the k-stability results
are generally the simpler to state but are still not intuitively obvious.
Although the notion is mathematically plausible, for social science more
is needed: the definition must have someintuitive merit and, possibly, some
empirical usefulness. ‘There are two points in its favor conceptually, and
the first may also be valuable empirically. First, the state of equilibrium
is described both in terms of an imputation and coalition structure; conceptually, both seem to be relevent. Empirically, it is often easier to
determine the coalition structure of an existing situation than to determine the payments madeto the players (see, for example, the illustration
discussed in section 12.2). Second, the spirit of both conditions of the
definition is the same as that underlying the limitation of payments to
imputations; in solution theory the defining properties depart somewhat
from the considerations which led to imputations.
The discussion of the empirical merits and inadequacies will be left to
Chapter 12, where a comparison with experimental data is made.
The criticisms of the notion fall naturally into six groupings:

i. Restriction of payments to imputations.

When wefirst discussed n-tuples

of payments to players we raised serious objections to the condition of
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> x; and we pointed out that its
tinIn

acceptance should force us to limit payments to the core, since, if the
whole group of players could be rational, there was no reason to suppose
that subgroups could not also be rational. ‘The main idea of y-stability
is to limit the subgroups to which this argumentis applied, and, in general, one suspects these to be coalitions not very different from those
already existing in the given coalition structure 7. By and large, these
coalitions will not include theset of all players; yet the restriction of payments to imputations amounts to includingtheset of all players in y(z).
This is unacceptable. If, however, one examinesthe definition of y-stability, there is no reason why x cannotbe anyn-tuplesatisfying x; 2 v({z}),
for every 7, and so the restriction to imputations did not actually create a
basic flaw. Of course, it does not follow that any of the theoremsstated
for imputations are true in this more general context. By and large, the
results are not greatly changed, but there is no point in going into the
details.
ii. Introduction of the functions y. A very serious criticism of y-stability
theory is the very introduction of the peculiar functions y, functions which
are not explicit in most social situations. Wherethere are “standards of
behavior” which are implicit, or at least vague, and whicharenotrigidly
enforced, then, evenif it is possible to estimate y, there is no assurance that
the players will live up to one’s estimates. (Someindication of howestimates of these boundary conditions can be made and used in socially
meaningful situation is given in section 12.2 where we discuss a gametheoretic analysis of certain congressional powerdistributions.) Assuming
that in general such functionsare not suitable, is there any hopeof devising
a morerealistic theory which preservesthe intuitive idea behind y-stability?
One possible approach would be to replace the rules of admissible
changes by probabilistic statements. Presumably, one should assumethat
to each pair consisting of a coalition S and a coalition structure 7 thereis
assigned a probability p(S, 7), which is interpreted as the probability that
a change to S will be considered when the players are arranged in coalitions according to r. We do notintend these to be interpreted as subjective probabilities existing in the player’s minds; rather they are objective descriptions of the probability that a certain event will occur, namely:
given that the arrangement 7 exists, the probability that the membersof
the set § will in fact consider forming a coalition. ‘These probabilities
would, therefore, subsume a great number of facts about ease of communication, social limitations, intellectual limitations of the players, and
so on. It is perfectly clear that it would be extremely difficult to get
objective estimates of them, except, possibly, in situations which have
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recurred so often that frequencies can be observed. In anycase, if they
are assumed, the theory can presumably be constructed as before, except
that assertions of the form ‘“‘[x, 7] is y-stable’’ will have to be replaced by
sentences such as “[x, 7] is stable with probability p.”’ ‘The successful
developmentof such a theory appears to rest heavily upon the imposition
of suitable regularity conditions on the probabilities—conditions which
parallel the restriction of the general functions y to the particular class of
functionsk.
If, as may bethe case, this whole direction seemstoo unreal, then it may
be necessary to return to the foundations of game theory and to reconstruct them. ‘The role of these functions is to introduce somesociological
assumptions into the model. Such assumptions do notoccurin its understructure, and evidently they are not necessary in two-personsituations
with strictly opposed interests, but we would suggest that both the difficulties of n-person theory and an intuitive consideration of conflict of
interest indicate that sociological assumptions are necessary in general.
It would be well to have them in the foundations.

il. The expectations upon which the equilibrium 1s based.

Basic to the notion

of y-stability is the idea that the individuals who might potentially form
the coalition S will compare with v(S), i.e., with their total expected return
when both S$ and —S form coalitions, the sum total of their existing payments. ‘This comparison might serve for a normative theoryif the coalition structures of all y~-stable pairs consisted of but two coalitions—
actually this is rarely the case—but empirically it seems ridiculous. In
society, we can observethe creation of coalitions which could not possibly
benefit their membersif all remaining participants in the conflict of interest were to band against them. Of course, such a unified opposition is
not expected, and, experientially, this view is justified. Presumably,
the participants in a coalition do have some expectationas to the reaction
and reorganization of the other players to the new coalition, and it is on
the basis of these estimates, which may be very long range, that the decision is reached whether to cooperate or not.
There are really two parts to this criticism. Thefirst is, in large measure, a repetition of our earlier comments that in general the characteristic

function is an inadequate representation of a conflict of interest.

None-

theless, whatever expectations the players have for the coalition S, it cannot be less than v(S). ‘Thus, v(S) is a conservative estimate of their prospects. It follows that, whatever their estimates are, any pair which is
y-stable using their estimates is also y~-stable using the characteristic
function, but the converse is not true. ‘Theset of ¥-stable pairs based on
the characteristic function will include anything that is actually in
equilibrium, plus, in general, some pairs which will not be in equilibrium
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in a more accurate model. Provided that the set of y-stable pairs is
sufficiently restricted, as seems to be the case judging by the theorems
proved, the idealization based on a characteristic function canstill afford
considerable information.
Another escape from this objection is to apply y-stability theory only to
games which are actually given in characteristic function form: if S forms

a coalition, it gets v(S) regardless of what the other players do.

In that

case, we would probably want to add the condition that each coalition
only divide up whatit actually gets, i.e., we would only consider pairs
[x, 7] such that for every T in 7, > xj = u(T).
tin T

The second criticism is much more profound. Once one admits that
the players make predictions about the future in determining the worth of
a change, one cannot argue that only immediately profitable coalitions
will form. <A coalition whichresults in an initial loss to its members may
count on a reactionary realignment of the other players which is so
unstable that, in turn, it will pass to another structure which allows substantial returns to the given coalition. Such possibility seems meaningful only whentherearelimitations on coalition changes, but in that case
it does seem realistic. We do not see how to cope with such possibilities
within the present framework.
iv. The unrealistically limited view of the players. In contrast to the preceding criticism which suggested that there may be y-stable pairs which are
not, in fact, in equilibrium, we shall now offer the criticism that there may
also be w-unstable pairs which are actually in equilibrium. The basic
point is substantially the same as that raised by Vickrey with regard to the
solution concept (see section 9.6). A pair [x, 7] is y-unstable if there

exists an § in ¥(r) such that v(S$) is larger than the sum of paymentsto
players in S' as given by x, and the argumentis that, since each can be
madeto profit, the change will be made. Itis, however, quite conceivable
that once the changeis made,this will lead to other changes, and the net
result may be an overall loss to one or more of the membersparticipating
in the change. Put another way, if the players have any foresight and
predictive ability, they may reject certain immediately profitable changes
on the groundsthat ultimately they will be punished. If this is possible,

it means that there may be pairs which are observably in equilibrium
which are not predicted by the theory.

In section 10.3, where we shall discuss the y¥-stability analysis of the

market of two buyers and oneseller, we shall see that this is a real possibility. In that case it will be shownthat an a priori analysis of the situation
is sufficient to cause us to modify the y¥ function to take into account
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simple long-range considerations. Whether this technique is generally
useful to cope with such problems is not known.
v. Existence. Given a game v and a boundary condition y, there may
not exist any y¥-stable pairs. ‘This can even be true when the boundary
conditions are extremely restrictive; for example, the three-person constant-sum gamehas no1-stable pairs. As might be expected, relaxing the
restrictions tends to reduce the number of stable pairs: when there are
no restrictions, the only games with stable pairs are those with a nonempty core. Certain authors, notably von Neumann, have apparently
felt it extremely important that, as for two-person zero-sum games,
equilibrium states exist for all games, whatever the equilibrium concept
may be. Von Neumannfelt, for example, that the most important problem of n-person theory is a proof or counterexample to the theorem that
every gamepossesses a solution [Kuhn 1953 a], and the implicationis that
a counter example would be very damagingto solution theory. Wecertainly agree that, mathematically, an existence theorem is very elegant to
have. Furthermore, if we accept a solution as our idea of social equilibrium, then a proof would establish the existence of social equilibria under
incredibly weak assumptions. Yet if the theorem does not hold for solutions— as it does not for ¥-stability—we should not be unduly disturbed,
for it is perfectly plausible that there are social arrangements, just as there
are physical ones, which are incapableof sustaining a state of equilibrium.
This is not to say that these situations are uninteresting—an explosion
hardly epitomizes dullness—but only that they are transient. To study
transience a dynamic theory is essential, and, as we have repeatedly
emphasized, gametheory is not dynamic.
With the failure of general existence, the mathematical tasks are not
eliminated nor, in general, is their difficulty reduced. Attempts must be
made to characterize those games which do and those which donot possess
equilibrium states and, for those with equilibrium states, to describe them.
vi. Uniqueness and occurrence. Most games which have a y-stable pair
have more than one, just as most games have more than onesolution.
The uniqueness problem can be bypassed here in exactly the same wayas
in solution theory: by mentioning standards of behavior, bargaining
ability, and the like. To us, this is no more acceptable now than it was
before. What, then, can we say? It appears that one point of view is
required if we treat the theory as normative, and anotherif we think ofit
as an attempt at description, howeveridealized. If it is normative, or if
it is to be used in that way, the lack of uniqueness seemsto beserious in
much the same wayas it was in Nash’s equilibrium theory for non-cooperative games(section 7.8) and in solution theory. There will, in general, be
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a conflict of interest among the stable pairs with one player preferring
one, anotherpreferring a different one. In no sense, then, does the theory
tell a player how to behave,for if each attempts to arrive at his preferred
pair without regard to the behavior of the others, a state of equilibrium
will not usually be achieved.
If we look upon the theory as descriptive, then uniqueness does not
seem to be a serious question. Although it maystill be charged that an
adequatesocial theory should beable to predict, at least in probabilistic
terms, whichstate will arise, the inability of an equilibrium theory to do
so is not so mucha criticism as a reminderthat the evolution to an equilibrium point is a dynamic process for which there is no theory at present.
Thesituation is reminiscentof certain physical problems in whichthereare
several points of equilibria: the one which occurs depends, among other
things, upon the initial point of the dynamic system, and to predictits
occurrence requires a full dynamic theory, not just an equilibrium theory.
The analogy seems close enough, and at least for the present, we shall
assign the failure to predict the occurrence of equilibrium states to a lack
of a full dynamic theory of coalition formation.
If this be true, then great care must be taken in assigning meaning to
these equilibrium states, for, just as with physical systems, it appears that
there can be equilibrium states which cannot be reached from any other
state. Consider, for example, a game having a y-stable pair [x, 7] such
that all the coalitions T ofr are losing,i.e., in 0, 1 normalization, v(T) = 0.?
The question is whether such a pair could possibly have been reached
from some otherstarting point througha series of intermediate steps using
as the mechanism for change the one implicit in the y-stability concept.
This mechanism is, of course, the following: when the payments are
arranged according to the imputation y, a change to a coalition T will
occuronly if (7) > > y;

But all the coalitions in 7 are losing, so this

ain T

would mean that 0 > > yi, Which is impossible for an imputation.
ain T

Thus, such a pair cannot arise by a dynamic hunting process, and so we
can only conclude that, although it is in equilibrium, its probability of
occurrenceis small.
Finally, among those equilibrium states which are likely to occur, there
may be some which by our usual standards, and so presumably by the
standardsof those playing the game, would be described associally undesirable. Naturally, a static theory must be ignorant of such evaluations,
° This does occur. Anypair involving the coalition structure ({1}, {2}, - - - , {n})
has this property. Thus, for example, most four-person constant-sum games have only
1-stable pairs of this form.
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but society is not. We should not, therefore, be surprised to find apparently stable states evaporating. One mechanism whereby this may be
effected without changing the underlying game is to change the boundary
conditions. We may expect to find a dynamic interaction between the
equilibrium states given by a function ¥ and the function itself—an inter-

action that first produces a modification of the boundary conditions, and

the modified boundary condition, in turn, determines some new and,
hopefully, more desirable equilibria. The boundary conditions may,
first, be reiaxed to render the undesirable equilibrium unstable, and later
tightened to produce new equilibria. It is possible to think of the antitrust lawsas a socially conscious attempt to increase the restrictions against
the formation of new coalitions, thereby tendingto preserve the status quo.
The conscious manipulation of sociological restrictions to achieve predetermined states of equilibrium in conflict of interests is an important, if
dangerous, social tool.

10.3 THEy-STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A MARKET WITH ONE
SELLER AND TWO BUYERS
This section continues the example of a market consisting of seller,
who possesses a single indivisible commodity which he values at a units
of money, and two buyers, who value it at 5 and ¢ units respectively (section 9.4). The characteristic function was established to be:

v({1}) =a,
v({1,2}) = 6,

—-o({2$) = o({3}) = 9,
o(f1, 3J) =e,
a {2, 3$) = 0,~
v({1, 2, 3}) =.

The imputations arrived at by a commonsense argument werethe core:
bine,

xo = 0,

x3 = C6 — X4.

(1)

All of these imputations were found to occur in every solution; however,
the possibility of collusion as embodied in the solution concept led to the
inclusion of other imputations.
Let us examine the results of ¥-stability theory for this example using
the same assumption as in solution theory, namely: there are no limitations on coalition change. First, it is not difficult to show that any parti-

tion which contains either {1, 2} or {2, 3} as a coalition is unstable, so

there are only two different 7’s to consider:

i. A pair [x, ({1}, {2}, {3})] is stable if and only if x is in the core,i.e.,

it meets the conditions of eq. 1.
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ii. A pair [x, ({1, 3}, {2})] is stable if and only if x meets the following

slight modification? of eq. 1: b S x1 <c¢, x2 = 0, x3 = ¢ — 1.

In other words, when there are no limitations on the possible realignments into coalitions, y-stability and the common sense argumentarein

substantial agreement, even though the stability notion takes coalition

formation explicitly into account. Onthe other hand, von Neumann and
Morgenstern have accounted for the existence of imputations other than
those in the core—in particular, those in which player 2 gets more than
O0—as a consequence of coalition formation. Where is the discrepancy?
In practice, at least, it is easy to see why the y-stability result is probably
wrong. Player 3 is in a position to threaten 2 in such a way that the
coalition {1, 2} is not really an admissible change—even though technically itis. For 3 can point out to 2 that if they (2 and 3) form a coalition,
then 2 will receive more than 0 (the amounthegetsif the threatening and
bargaining leads into the core); and if 2 tries to use a threat of defection
from the coalition {2, 3} in order to demand too muchfrom 3, then 3 can
threaten to force the outcome into the core. Of course, if {2, 3} forms
and agrees not to let 1 get more than a, then 1 can cometo 2 and offer him

a little added profit in the coalition {1, 2}.

According to y-stability

theory, this offer would be acceptable; however, at this point 3 would go
to 1, offer him little moreto join 3 in a coalition, leaving 2 with nothing.
Either 2 has the foresight to see this, or 3 can point it out to him, and in
effect the coalition {1, 2} is outlawed. Equally well, player 3 in this
process must agree not to accept overtures from 1, for this would just as
surely put them into the core, with 1 getting more than they can hold him
downto if they cooperate. Apparently, therefore, if 2 and 3 agree toa
coalition these long-range argumentslead to self-imposed communication boundary condition of no changes. The y-stability analysis of that
case yields
ain <e,

xo > 0,

x3 > 0,

xi txotx3 =.

This set of imputations includes almostall the imputations containedin at
least one solution.

The exceptions are when x; = c, or when x2 = 0,

or when x3 = 0. These imputations are permitted in the solutions
becausetheinitial feasibility of a point in the solution is never questioned;
whereasthe second partof the ¥-stability definition says, in essence, that
some otherwise stable imputations are not really feasible. The present
analysis also includes some imputations not in the solutions, namely,
3 The modification is introduced via the second condition in the definition of y-stabil-

ity, namely, that a person will not participate on a non-trivial coalition unless heis
made to do better than he could alone under the most adverse conditions.
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those with
b<x<e

and

xo > 0.

These extra cases seem to arise from the following possibility: Since 2 and

3 have agreed not to break up their coalition, the problem first amounts
to a bargaining problem between 1 and {2, 3}, in which it is not obvious

that 1 should get less than 5, and after that is settled then 2 and 3 have a

bargaining problem to divide the spoils.

In practice, the latter bargain

would probably be carried out first for all possible spoils, and then the
former.
Although it is probably not reasonable to suppose that an arbitration
scheme would be employed in this context, it is nonetheless amusing
to see the results one obtains using Nash’s scheme (section 6.5). Consider
first the division of the spoils d between players 2 and 3. The status quo
point for this bargain is (0, c — 5), since 2 can certainly get 0, and by
threatening to form a coalition with 1 player 3 can keep 2 downto 0.

Similarly, 3 can get at least c — 5 in a coalition with 1, and byoffering to

buy at the price } player 2 can prevent 3 from getting more than c — 6.
The Nash solution to this bargain yields a return (d —¢ + 6)/2 to
player 2 and (d+ c¢ — b)/2 to player 3. In the bargain between player
1 and the coalition {2, 3} the amount to be divided is ¢ and thestatus
quo pointis clearly (a, 0), so according to the Nash schemeplayer1 receives
(c + a)/2 and the coalition (¢ — a)/2. Substituting d = (¢ — a)/2, we
find that player 2 gets (2b — a — c)/4 andplayer 3 gets(3c — a — 26)/4.

Three points are worth noting: First, for such an arbitration to make

sense it is necessary that c + a < 2b; otherwise player 2 receives less than
0. Second, the nearer 6 is to ¢, the more equal are the paymentsto 2 and
to 3, as seems reasonable. Third, from the condition ¢ + a < 25 it follows that the paymentto player 1 lies in the interval between a and b, and
so this resolution of the conflict is in one of the solutions.
In summary, this example exhibits quite clearly one majorfault of the
y-stability notion, namely, that it does not grant the players any foresight, and so when there are norestrictions on communication it renders
inadmissible the coalition structure ({1}, {2, 3}). Having a player react
to immediate offers of gain without considering the long-rangeeffects of
the realignment sometimes yields conclusions at variance with one’s
intuition.
10.4 NON-TRANSFERABLE UTILITIES
The assumption in this and the preceeding two chapters that there
exists a transferable utility in which side paymentsare effected is exceedingly restrictive—for many purposesit renders n-person theory next to use-
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less. Ideally, one wants a rich theory which abandonsthetransferability
assumption while permitting side payments of the physical commodities
resulting from a play of the game. Asweshall see, it is perfectly possible
to extend such definitions of equilibrium behavior as solutions and y¥-stability to cover this more general case, but the theories are not at the
momentrich; the resulting complexity is so great that nothing is known
of their properties.
Abandoningtransferability means that we shall no longer assume that
there is a set of utility scales for the players and an infinitely divisible and
desirable commodity such thattransfers of this commodity result in increments and decrements of utility which sum to zero. ‘The transfer of
physical goods will in no wayberestricted except by their inherent indivisibility. To be sure, such transfers will always causetransfersof utility,
but we shall not assume that the utility sum is conserved for every side
payment transaction. Of course, once the transferability assumption
is dropped, the characteristic function form of an n-person gameno longer
makes any sense, for a coalition will not have a unique jointutility for its
commodity outcome—thejoint utility will depend upon the distribution
of goods among the players. ‘The task is to find an appropriate substitute for the characteristic function.
Instead of having a numberattached to each coalition S, we shall suppose that there is a known lottery whose prizes are various bundles of
goods, services, obligations, etc., which accrue to S as a whole. To
simplify the discussion, suppose the lottery is degenerate in the sense that
there is but one prize. Conceptually, there is no loss of generality in this
restriction and the general case would be far more cumbersometodiscuss.
Let C(S) denote the commodity bundle accruing to the coalition § and

let 3(S) denote theset of all feasible physical distributions of C(S) over the

members of S. If 7 represents one possible trade in 3(S) and if z is a
memberof S, then let u;(7) denote the utility of T for player i, where i
chooses and fixes his unit and zero of measurement independently of the
choices madebythe otherplayers.
A coalition S is defined to be effective for an n-tuple ofutilities x = (x1, xo,

* | Xn) if there exists at least one T in 3(S) such that
u(T) < x;,

for all z in S.

The n-tuple y is said to dominate the n-tuple x if there exists a (non-

empty) coalition S such that:

(i)

S is effective for y,

and

(ii)

y; > x;, for all z in S.
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This binary relation of dominance ontheset of ordered pairs of n-tuples
allows us to extend the von Neumann and Morgenstern definition of a
solution to the case of non-transferable utilities. Shapley and Shubik
[1953], in an abstract in Econometrica, present a similar argument to show
that transferability is not essential to n-person theory. They feel, as do
we, that the conceptual validity of game theoretic applications does not
depend upontheexistence of a transferable utility.
The modification of y-stability is just as easy: A pair [x, 7] is y-stable if
and onlyif:
(i)

There do not exist Sin ¥(r) and T in 3(S) such that x; < u;(T) for
allz in S,

and

(ii)

x; 2 ufC({z})], and the equality holds only if {z} is a coalition of r.

As we said, next to nothing is known about these definitions. Presumably, their properties depend upon particular assumptions one might
make about C(S), for it is clear that the mechanicsof effecting side payments of physical commodities can be very complicated. For example,

suppose thatthe joint payoff to the coalition S = {1,2} isC(S) = {A, B, C},

where A, B, and C are non-homogeneous non-divisible goods such as a
house, a painting, andacar. Supposethat, if 3 were tojoin § to form S’ =

{1, 2, 3}, C(S’) = {D, E}, where again D and E are non-homogeneous

and non-divisible goods. ‘The monetary equivalents for the commodities
A, B, C, D, and E may differ widely from individualto individual, and it
is not at all clear at this point how coalition should decide whetheritis
profitable to add another player nor how it should go about dividing up
the joint return. ‘This is true even if they agree in advanceto theprinciple of ‘‘equal’’ shares. In Chapter 14 we shall discuss some mechanisms for fair division in groups which conceivably maybe relevant to such
a theory, but no direct attack has been made using that or any other
approach.

10.5 SUMMARY
There were two major points of contrast between this chapter and the
preceeding one. First, the outcome of a gamein characteristic function
form was not taken to be simply an imputation, or even a set of them, but
an imputation together with a coalition structure. Second, equilibrium
behavior was assumed to arise not only from the strategic possibilities
inherent in the game butalso from communicationlimitations, i.e., a sort
of social “‘friction.”? We took this to mean an idealized boundary condi-
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tion of the type described in section 7.6, and the equilibrium theory presented amounted to requiring that the restrictions of the core shall be met
by just the admissible coalition changes. Put another way,a pair [x,7],
where x is an imputation and 7 a coalition structure, is unstable if one of
the admissible changesis profitable. Formally, in a game with characteristic function v and boundary condition y, the pair [x, 7] is called
y-stable if:
(i)

ofS) <

> x;, for every S in (7),
zin S

and

(ii)

x; = v({z}) implies {2} is one of the coalitionsofr.

Some properties of the definition were given for a restricted family of
functions y and several broad classes of games, including the four-person
constant-sum, simple, quota, and symmetric games. ‘These results seem
to have the virtues of being both non-obvious and compact.
A numberof criticisms were examined, of which three seem serious.
First, the function y is not generally explicit in social situations, and no
theory has been offered as to how it can be determined. Nonetheless, as
weshall see in Chapter 12, it is possible to make plausible choices for some
situations. Second, y¥-stable pairs are not generally unique, so, as in
solution theory, the problem remains how toselect just one. We had no
better answer here than in the preceeding chapter. Third, the players
are assumed to have far too limited views of the future. Specifically, a
pair [x, 7] is unstable whenever there is an admissible and immediately
profitable change, no matter what that change mayprecipitate. Judging
by our analysis of the three-person market, this fault is serious.
Clearly, the utility assumptions underlying characteristic function
theory are highly idealized and cannotoften be expected to be metinlife;
hence, one wonders whether the theories developed and the concepts
introduced have any applicability to more realistic situations. In the
final section we outlined how it is possible to extend both the idea of a
solution and of a y-stable pair to the case where goods aretransferable,
but where the utilities do not meet the restrictive assumptions previously
made. ‘Thus, characteristic function theory, although idealized, does not
appearto be a totally special case; this is important since the more general
theory has not been worked onatall.

chapter 11

REASONABLE OUTCOMES
AND VALUE

11.1 REASONABLE OUTCOMES: THE CLASS B
Another author whohas considered possible limitation on the outcomes

of a game is Milnor [1952].

He has suggested three different systems of

“reasonable”? conditions, each of which isolates a subset of the set E of
outcomes, i.e., of the set of n-tuples x such that

> xi < v(In).
in In

In doing so, he has taken “ - - - the point of view that it is better to have
the set too large rather than too small. ‘Thusit is not asserted thatall
points within oneof our sets are plausible as outcomes; but only that points
outside these sets are implausible.” [1952, p. 2.]
The status of these three notions, the first of which will be described in
this section, tends to be a bit obscure because very little work has been
done on them and so only a few of their mathematical properties are
known. In the literature their only use has been in the analysis of an
experiment which weshall describe in section 12.3. We may,therefore,
be charged with devoting too much space—three sections—to their dis237
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cussion; however, we feel that each one has some conceptualinterest and
that their relationships to other concepts should be explored.
Our pattern of presentation will be to devote a section to each of
Milnor’s concepts, giving his defense of it, some criticisms of it, some ofits
mathematical properties, variations on the concept, its relation to other
concepts, and its analysis of the market example we have previously
studied (see section 9.4). Because some of the arguments weshall use
require consideration of potential changes of coalition alignments, these
sections may tend to seem a little involved; we can only ask the reader to
bear with us.
The first set, B, consists of all those outcomes x of E such that for every player 1,

x; < b(2), where b(i) is defined to be the largest incremental contribution player i
makes to any coalition, 2.¢.,

b(i) = max [vu(S) — o(S — {z})].
The argumentoffered by Milnor in supportof this condition is extremely
simple: ‘‘In any play of the game, player 7 will wind up in somecoalition S.

The players S — {z} would befoolish to keep 2 in their coalition if he tries

to get so much that they could do better without him.” [1952, p. 3.]
To us, this supporting argument seems quite weak and perhapsless reasonable than the formaldefinition of B itself, for there exist games having the
following property: There are non-overlapping coalitions § and 7, and
players 2 and 7 in S such that z is not tempted to move out of S provided
that j stays in S, but if 7 moves to T then z can profit by moving from

S— {j} to TU{j}.

In such case, if 7 is important to S, it may behoove

the coalition to pay 7 more than his incremental contribution in order to
keep both z and j.!
From a normative point of view, we are inclined to agree with Milnor
that it seems unreasonable to pay any player more than his maximal
incremental contribution to amy coalition, for that seems to be the strongest

1 A specific example of the situation described is any simple game(seesection 10.2
for definition) where S contains at least three players, including 7 and j, T is the complement of S, and

(i)

S,S — {jy}, and T\){i, 7} are winning,

and
(ii)

S — {2}, T, TW {i}, and T\){j} are losing.

It seems reasonable for S to pay j more than o(S) — v(S — {7}) = 1 — 1 = 0 in order
to keep both 7 andj in the coalition, for, should j bolt to 7, then T\_){j} might attempt
to attract 7 to form the winning coalition T\_){i,7}. Were they successful, the remaining players of S, S — {i, 7}, would lose everything.
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threat that he can employ against a particular coalition. Descriptively,
however, this may not be correct. Consider, for example, that S has
formed, where 5S is one of the coalitions in which player z makeshis largest
incremental contribution, i.e., v(S) — v(S — {z}) = 6@). Player 7 might
attempt to demand more than b(z) on the groundsthat if he does notget
more hewill defect from S, that this in turn will cause several other players
to defect from S, and that in the ensuing chaos and realignmentinto coali-

tions the members of S — {7} would probably be worse off than if they

had paid him. Of course, the other members of S might counter with the
equally plausible argument that z too will be worse off, since no other
coalition will allow him more than d(z). At this point arguments involving interpersonal comparisons of utilities could enter. It is difficult to
see how to give this formal meaning. However, from a normative position—e.g., were we asked to arbitrate such a game—wefeel that no more
than b(z) should be paid to player 7. Moreover, judging by the data
reported in section 12.3, we would suspect that “‘most”’ people in a characteristic function game would agree to limit imputations to the set B.
The following properties of the set B are known: For the three-person
constant-sum game, 8 contains the set J of imputations. For four-person
constant-sum games, B does not containall of J, but, in at least one of these
games B doesinclude a sizeable portion of J. In general, it can be shown
that B includes both the Shapley value (to be discussed in section 11.4)
and all the von Neumann-Morgenstern solutions.” It is not difficult to
show that the imputationsof the k-stable pairs of any simple game and of
any four-person constant-sum gameare in B, but this is not generally the
case.2 The reason for the incompatibility of these two concepts is that
Milnor considers all potential coalition structures and allows only one
player defections, whereas y¥-stability considers only restricted changes
from the coalition structure 7 in the pair. (Incidentally, from the fact
that the imputation of a y-stable pair need not be in B, coupled with
Milnor’s result that every imputation of a von Neumann-Morgenstern
solution must be in B, it follows immediately that the imputationsof stability theory are not necessarily included in any of the solutions.)
2 Gillies [1953 6], as well as Milnor, has obtainedthis result.
3 An example is the game with characteristic function

»(S) = { 0,

|S|/n,

if the numberof players in S is not more than 2,

if the numberofplayers in S, |S|, is more than 2.

The pair [(0, - - - , 0, 1), ({1}, {2}, - - - , {2})] is 1-stable since o({z,7}) = 0.
easily seen that for this game b(:) = 3/n, so for n 2 4,
Xn = 1 > 3/n = b(2).
Thus, the imputation (0, 0, - - - , 0, 1), which is in a 1-stable pair, is not in B.

It is
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Let us apply this concept to the market example described in section 9.4.

is not difficult to show:

b(1) =,

b(2) = b —a,

and

It

b(3) =c¢— a.

As can be seen from our previous discussion of this example, these are not strong

limitations. As a special case of the result mentioned above, B includes all imputations in von Neumann-Morgensternsolutions; it also includesall the imputations
in any of the y-stable pairs.
<
11.2 REASONABLE OUTCOMES: THE CLASS 1

Milnor’s second class of reasonable outcomesis, in some ways, conceptually allied to ¥-stability, and so to the core. If we make the following
suppositions about coalition formation, the condition arises naturally:
i. The bargaining in a gameleads to the formation of a coalition which
is opposed by its complement.
ii. There are no limitations on preplay communication, so any coalition
deemed profitable may form.
iii. In order for a coalition S to form, it must distribute its total payoff
in such a mannerthat each subset 5S’ of S is given at least v(.S’).
If x is any imputation and S a coalition, let x(.S) denote the sum of pay-

ments to the players in S, i. x(S) = > x;
iin S

Suppose that x is an

imputation which arises and is in equilibrium when the players are
arranged accordingto the coalition structure r = (7, — 7), and suppose
that(iii) is satisfied. ‘Then, for any set of players S, condition (iii) implies
that

x(S’) 2 v(S’),

where S’ = S(\T (the part common to S and T), and

x(S — S’) 2 o(S — S’).
Adding these two inequalities, we get as a necessary condition
x(S) 2 v(S’) + o(S — S$’).
These coalitions S and S$” depend upon theparticular coalition structurer,
whereascondition (ii) implies that any such structure may form as needed;
thus, we wish to suppress any particular reference to r. So as a weak
lower bound on the imputation x it is reasonable to take the minimum of
the right-hand expression overall possible coalitions 7, which amounts to
finding the minimum overall subsets S’ of the set S:
x(S) 2

min
S’ a subset of S

[v(S’) + vo(S — S’)].
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The expression on theright is denoted by /($) and the set of imputations
satisfying this inequality for all S is called the set L. Summarizing: L
consists of all those outcomes x of E such that, for each S,

x(S) 2 I(s) =

min
Ss’

[v(S”) + 0(S — S’)].

S’ a subset of S

> Given the above motivation for the class L, the following morerefined bound

may be suggested. If both the coalition structure (7, —7) and the outcome x
result, then, by the argumentused for y-stability, it is untenable that either

x(T) < 0o(T)

or

x(—T) < o(—T).

Thus, we should restrict our attention to those cases where the opposite inequalities hold, i.e., for each S, x should satisfy

x(S) > min {e[SAT] + 7ASA(—-T)]},
where the minimum runs overall those coalitions T such that

x(T) 2 o(T)

and

x(—T) 2 o0(-—T).

<

The following results concerning L are known. For the three- and
four-person constant-sum games, L is exactly the intersection of the set B
with the set J of imputations. This cannot be generally true, however,for
we know that the intersection of B and J includes the von NeumannMorgenstern solutions and the Shapley value, and an example can be
given of a game witha solution not wholly in Z and with its value notin L.
It is not known if LZ is always non-empty, but at least for many classes of
games it is not the empty set. Indeed, for many games the condition is
far too weak to be of muchinterest (see the market example below and the
experiment in section 12.3).
> For the market of two buyers and oneseller, a simple computation showsthat

W{1}) =a,

(423) = 1433) = 0,
1({2, 3}) = 0,

and

C41, 2}) = a,

U1, 33) = ,

I({1, 2, 3}) =a.

Thus, the set of outcomes L consists of all x such that x1 2 a, x2 2 0, and x3 2 0,
which means, for example, that all imputations are included in LZ. Inthis case,
then, the condition imposes noreallimitations.
<

There are possible variants on the class L which stem from the same or
weaker assumptions. Let us dropthe first assumption that a coalition is
invariably opposed by its complement, but let us retain (ii) and (iii). If
the coalition T forms we may suppose that its members will decide how to
share the spoils accruingto it, provided it remains intact. Such decisions,
however, will not generally be disclosed to the other players in the game.
If a subset T’ of — T enters into negotiation with a subset S$’ of T to form
a new coalition, it behooves the membersof S’ to mislead the others as to
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their actual joint return in TJ as a meansof trying to get more from the

new coalition.

It thus can happen that «(T’US’) < 0(T’US’), where x

is an outcome (not an imputation), without the participants knowingit.
Imperfect information as to the imputation under consideration can,
therefore, prevent certain profitable changes from occurring even though
there is completely free preplay communication. On the other hand, if
a subset of a coalition in a coalition structure 7 is to receive less than it can
commandin the most adversesituation, it will know it and either demand
more from its “‘parent’’ coalition or defect. Thus, it is reasonable to
require as a necessary condition for a pair [x, 7], where x is an outcome, to
be in equilibrium that x(S) 2 v(S), for every S whichis a subsetofa coalition Tins. This is simply a case of y¥-stability theory where (7) consists of all subsets of the coalitions inz. Note that when weintroduced the
idea of the boundary condition y we described it in terms of lack of com-

munication, whereas here we have assumed completely free (but not
quite honest) communication.

Wemaygo on to add a second condition which is in a somewhatdifferent spirit. Suppose 7; and 7; are two coalitions in the structure 7, and
suppose o(7;\/T;) > o(T;) + 0(7;). It should then be clear to the
members of 7;\/T; that they can come to a mutually profitable arrangement, andso the coalition structure will be disrupted. ‘Thus, we conclude

that [x, 7] will be in equilibrium onlyif:
(i)

For every subset S of a coalition in 7, x(S) 2 v(S),

and
(ii)

For every subcollection of coalitions in 7, say T;,, Ti, ° °° » Tas

(THOTHU + + + UT3) = (Ts) + (Ta) 4 $0(TY).

If 7 consists of but the single coalition of all players, then [x, 7] is in
equilibrium if and only if x is in the core.
This definition is closely related to, but by no meansidentical to, the
y-stability notion when y(7) consists of all subsets of coalitions in 7 and
the union of anyset of coalitions inz. A boundary condition of this general sort is used in section 12.3 to analyze some experimental data.
11.3 REASONABLE OUTCOMES: THE CLASS D
Milnor’s final concept of a reasonable outcomeis alsosomewhat similar
in spirit to the y-stability definition. If we denote by 6 a possible total
paymentto a coalition S, then the question to be raised is the conditions
under which it is reasonable for S to demand 6. We attack this by
examining when 6 is unreasonable. If the complement of S, —S, can
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effectively keep S from receiving 6, then it seems reasonable to say that 6
is unreasonable. This —S can do, it is argued, if there exists an outcome
x with these two properties:
(i)

It is feasible for —S in the sense that it can get its part of x,

and
(ii)

x(S) < 6 and, so long as S demands as muchas6, S$ is unableto disrupt the coalition —S by causing defections to occur.

The outcome x is feasible for —S if

(’) x(—S) < o(—S).
In a similar way, let us try to give formal meaning to the second property. Suppose that a subset T of —S were to defect to S, then, if S
demands and gets an amount 6 asits share of the total income, there
remains an amount v(S\/T) —6 to be distributed among the players in
T. To make the defection attractive to T, it is necessary that the amount
that they can receive as a result of the defection exceed the amount they
were assured of by the outcome x. ‘Thus, S will be unable to disrupt —S,
and demand 6 for itself at the same time, if

ii’)

x(T) > o(SUT) — 6, for every subset T of —S.

By setting 7 = —S in (ii’) and noting that vn) 2 x(n) we obtain

6 > vIn) — x(—S) 2 xUn) — x(—S) = x(S).
So the following formal definition is set up: a payment6 for a coalition §
is an unreasonable demand if there is an outcome x such that conditions
(i’) and (ii’) are both met. We observe that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for 6 to be unreasonable is that 6 > v(S); this follows from

(ii’) when is the emptyset.

Conversely, 6 is called reasonable if it is not unreasonable, i.e., if and only
if, whenever x is feasible for —S [x(—S) < v(—S)], S can lure a subset T to

defect from —S [by giving T more than x(T)]| andstill have at least 6 left for

itself {i.e., 00ST) — x(T) > 56].
The set D is defined to consist of all outcomes such that the sum of payments to each subset of players is reasonable.
>A more formal definition of D can be given.

Consider any outcome x, then,

if S is to get some set T to defect from —S, it cannot expect to get any more than

vX(S\IT) — x(T).

maximum return:

Presumably, S would try to attract that T which allowsit the
max
T a subset of —S

[(SUT) — x(T)].
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If we now lookat this from —S’s point of view, x will be so chosen that it both is
feasible and minimizes the above quantity. Thus 6 is unreasonable if and onlyif

5>d(S)=

min

x
z(—S)=v(—S)

{

max

T
Tasubset of —S

[v(SUT) — “(7)]\.

So the set D of reasonable outcomesconsists of those outcomesx such that for each

subset S, x(S) < d(S).

In other words, d(S) is the most that S can enforce if it

considers joining forces with various subsets of —S, assuming that —S doesits best
to hold S down.
<q

Relatively little is known about the set D, but an example can be given
(see the market example below) where neither the Shapley value nor a von
Neumann-Morgenstern solution are included in D.
Onthe other hand,
for the three-person constant-sum game,the intersection of D and of E
(see section 9.7) is very closely related to the symmetric solution F. It is
the set of payoffs spannedby the three imputations (14, 14, 0), (14, 0, 14),
and (0, 4, 14) of F—.e., the set of imputations of the form
1

1

1

1

1

1

tvs sf s5,x0 + 29),

=) => 0
a5;
)+a(5-,0,-5) ta, 3) ( 2

2

2

where x1, x2, x3 are non-negative and sum to 1.
> For the market example, d({1}) = c, d({2}) = 0, d({3}) =e — 6, d({1, 2}) =c,
d({1, 3}) = c, and d({2,3}) = c—a. Thus, for x to be in D it is necessary that

xq = 0, so D neither includes the von Neumann-Morgensternsolutions norall the
imputations from the y-stable pairs.

It does, however, include the core, and, if

we restrict our attention to zmputations in D, that subset of D is identical to the

core.

<q

Onecan raise conceptual objections to the class D, and the simplest way
is to consider an example. Suppose we consider the three-person game
with characteristic function (in 0, 1 normalization):
o({1, 2}) = lo,

v({1, 3}) = 1,

v({2, 3}) = 0.

(This is the market example with a = 0, b = 144, ¢ = 1.) Consider the
imputation y = (46, %6,1%6). Player 2’s return of 4g is an unreasonable demand because {1, 3} can enforce (14, 0, 44) and 2 cannotlure

either 1 or 3 into acoalition.

But, ify is the initial point of the argument,

why should player 3 be instrumental in reducing 2 from 4 to 0 at the expense of
reducing himselffrom 1446 to 14? ‘This suggests that, at least in this case, the
discussion leading to the notion of a “‘reasonable demand”’ collapses, unless
it can be arguedthaty is not a feasible initial point to begin a hypothetical
preplay process leading to equilibrium. To forestall this escape, let us
establish that it is a plausible starting point. Clearly, the coalition {2, 3}
can form initially and, as a unit, bargain with player 1. As we know
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from Chapter 6, anything can happen in the bargainingsituation, and in

particular 1 might get 4g and {2, 3} might get 1545.

Again, 2 and 3

must bargain for the quantity 154g. Player 3 can insist on giving 2 only
4g and if 2 objects and combines with 1, 3 can easily lure 1 away and
reduce 2’s return to zero. Of course, player 2 can also threaten, and
what will happen depends upon psychological variables not included in
the model. ‘This is not our problem here; all we wish to dois to point
out that the imputationy is not a ludicrousstarting point. In summary,

one maysaythat thestability of the coalition {2, 3} with the imputation
y arises from the fact that the demandsof both the players are unreason-

able, and any attempt by one to hurtthe other will in fact hurt both.
The following summary comments on Milnor’s three subsets of outcomes
seem to be justified. As we shall see in section 12.3, in one experiment
the outcomes did for the most part lie in the sets B and L but not in D.
Furthermore, conceptually it seems reasonable that they should lie in both
B and L, for the conditions defining B and L are quite weak and they do
not attempt to take into accountthe interlocking threat relations among
the several coalitions. ‘The set D is more difficult to commenton,forits
rationalization is somewhat complicated. We like the spirit of the idea
in that it brings into play the threat power possessed by subsets whichwill
defect from a coalition if there is an assured profit to that action, butit
does not follow the argument through to see what reactions and counterreactions will probably ensue. ‘The above example suggests that it fails
to capture certain salient aspects of the threat situation. In addition,
when there are a large numberof players the following doubts about D
as a descriptive idea seem relevant: its defense is based upon the supposition that a coalition is always opposed by its complementary coalition;
the condition is required to hold for all subsets which, we have previously
argued, may not be reasonable for a descriptive theory or for certain types
of normative theories; and there is absolutely no indication of the coalition
structure which one should find associated with an outcomelying in D.
11.4 VALUE
In contrast to the two preceding chapters andthefirst sections of this
chapter, we shall no longer be concerned with possible equilibrium outcomes for games, but rather with the notion of an a priori evaluation of the
entire game byeachof its players. Shapley writes,
In attempting to apply the theory [of games] to any field, one would normally
expect to be permitted to include, in the class of “prospects,” the prospect of
having to play a game.

critical importance.

The possibility of evaluating games is, therefore, of

So long as the theory is unable to assign values to the games
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typically found in application, only relatively simple situations—where games
do not depend on other games—will be susceptible to analysis andsolution.
[1953 6, p. 307.]

For two-person zero-sum games we have seen (Chapter 4) that the
maximin value yields a sensible and unique evaluation of the gamefor
each of the players. But certainly the value o({z}) arrived at using twoperson theoryis not a suitable evaluation of the worth of an n-person game
to player z, since the whole pointof joining coalitions in essential gamesis
to do better than v({2}).
Suppose that there were a perfectly acceptable equilibrium theory for
n-person gamesandthatfrom it one could show,for a particular game, that
the imputations x"), x‘), - - - , x™ were in equilibrium. Then player i
could expect to get one of the amounts x$?), x, - + - , x{™, depending
upon which equilibrium imputation obtained. In order, therefore, to
find his a priori expectation it is necessary to know the probabilities of
occurrence of each of these various equilibrium states, and that presumably requires a dynamic theory. ‘This, then, is a blind alley, and some
other approach must be found. Not all is wasted, however, for viewing
the problem of a priori evaluations in this way makes at least one thing
clear. There is no reason to expect the evaluation to be one of the
equilibrium outcomes. Suppose the imputation x” occurs with probability p;, then the a prior: expected return to player7 is

ye = pry? + pox? +o + pry,
and, in general, y = (y1, yo, °° * 5 yn) will be different from any of the
xs, Thus, however wearrive at an evaluation, there is no reason to
expect or to desire that it fall within one of the classes of outcomes that
have beenisolated so far: the core, a solution, those of y-stability theory, or
the sets B, L, or D.
Since an approach based upon equilibrium imputations appearslikely
to fail, we must backtrack to the notion of the characteristic function which
underlies the present equilibrium concepts and find an evaluation which
depends upon theset of values of v(7) for all coalitions 7. Just what
function of the characteristic function would be reasonable to select is not,
on the face of it, obvious, and certainly any arbitrary definition would be
questioned and countered by other suggestions. An alternative procedure—one of extreme power and persuasiveness, and one which is too
little known in the social sciences—is to specify the function by certain
properties one feels it must have. ‘These should be chosen so thatall, or
most, readers would agree that they are intuitively acceptable in a function whose purposeis an a priori evaluation of the game. Oncethey are
set down formally, the mathematical task is to determine whether there
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are any functions meeting the given requirements, and, if so, whether
there is only one or more than one. It is also useful, but sometimes diff-

cult, to give a formula for the function(s), or a systematic procedure

whereby it can be determined for specific cases. Such was the approach
taken by Shapley [1953 5]; he listed three apparently weak conditions, and
then, surprisingly, he was able to show that these uniquely determine an
evaluation function—that there can be only one function satisfying the
three conditions, and that there is one. He has called the function so
determined for each player the value of the gamefor that player.
Westart outfirst with the idea that a player’s evaluation of a game is a

real number, so we may symbolize it as ¢;(v), where z denotes the player
and v the characteristic function of the game. Since the numbering of
the players is arbitrary, we may always renumberthem in any waywelike
by a permutation of the original system. This will cause the characteris-

tic function to look different even though it represents the same underlying

game, but, since these are only notational differences, players whocorrespond under the relabeling should have the same value. So Shapley’s
first conditionis:
i. Value shall be a property of the abstract game, i.e., if the players
are permuted, then the valueto player z in the original game shall be the
same as the value to the permutation of player z in the permuted game.
Stated a bit differently, the value to a player should not depend upon the
labeling used to abstract the game.
If we considera fixed game with characteristic function v, then, although
the n-tuple of values [¢1(v), $2(v), - * + 5 @n(v)] may not occur as an
equilibrium outcome, it would be strange if it could not be an outcome.
For example, it would be unacceptable if the sum of the individual values
were to total to more than could possibly be obtained from the game
situation. Surely then, one of the players would be overevaluating the
worth of the game to himself. Consequently, one is tempted to impose
the requirement that the n-tuple of values be an imputation; it is actually
sufficient to requirea little less.
u. ‘The individual values of the game shall form an additive partition
of the value of the whole game,1.e.,
di(v) + do(v) + - * + +én(v) = on).

On the other hand,if value to a playeris to be interpreted as an a priori
expectation, it seems that the equality sign in condition (ii) is much too
strong—indeed, it represents an n-fold combination of wishful thinking.
Next, consider a player z whois participating in two different games
with characteristic functions v and w, say. He has an evaluation for each
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of these games: @¢,(v) and ¢;(w). Now if we could think of these two
games as being a single game, let us call it u, then he would have an
evaluation ¢;(u), but, since we assumethat u is but a renamingof the two
given games, we should have

bi(u) = di(v) + o,(w).
‘The next thing to consider is whether we can treat the two gamesas a
single one. Let us suppose that v is a game overtheset of players R and
that w is a game over the set §. Although in our preceeding discussion
we assumed that R and S overlapped, at least to the extent of player z, we
shall now be more general and suppose that they may or maynotoverlap.
It is a trivial matter to extend both z and w to thesetof all players, RUS.
If 7 is a subset of RUS, we define
u(T) = o(RON“T)

and

w(T) = w(S’\T).

This is to say, in the game z, a coalition T has exactly the strength given
by those members of T who are actually in the game, i.e., those of T
whoare also in R; the members from S whoare not in R contribute nothing. Now, the two games are defined over the same set of players.
Consider what may be called the sum* of these two games, denoted by
u = v-+w, and defined by the condition that, if T is a subset of RUS,
u(T) = o0(T) + w(T).
It is easy to see that uw is a characteristic function, and so it will serve as the
single game representing the two given ones. Thus, the third condition
can be written as:
i. If v and w are two games and if v + w is defined as above, then

div + w) = iv) + o:(w).
The last condition is not nearly so innocent as the other two. For,
although v + w is a game composed from v and w, we cannotin general
expect it to be played as if it were the two separate games. It will have
its own structure whichwill determine a set of equilibrium outcomes which
may be very different from those for v and for w. ‘Therefore, one might
very well argue that its a priort value should not necessarily be the sum of
the values of the two component games. ‘This strikes us as a flaw in the
concept of value, but we have no alternative to suggest.
If these three conditions are accepted, then Shapley has shown that one
need not—dare not—demand more of a value, for they are sufficient to
‘ This notion includes, as a special case, the concept of a decomposable game defined
in section 10.2.
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determine ¢; uniquely, and, indeed, one can obtain an explicit formula for
it, namely:

(0) =

)

S a subset of In

ra(s)[o(S) — ofS — {8})],

where s is the numberof elements in S and yn(s) = (s — 1)!(n — s)!/nl.
The symbol k! stands for k(k — 1) -- - 3-2-1, when & is a positive
integer, and 0! = 1. Let us examine this formula in more detail. It is
a summation over all subsets of the set of players, with a typical term
consisting of a.coefficient—which weshall discuss presently—multiplying
[u(S) — v(S — {2})]. Ifzis not a memberof S, then S — {z} = S, so the
term becomes zero; thus the formula depends only upon those coalitions
involving z. It amounts, therefore, to a weighted sum of the incremental
additions made by 7 to all the coalitions of which he is a member. It
may be useful to carry out the calculation in a few simple cases. First,
consider the general two-person game:
O!!
1!0!
b: = [o(f4,
23) — o(f2))] + SP
Bot) — 20)

= Yalo({l, 2)) + otf) — 0(23$)].
If the two-person game is zero-sum, i.e., v({1, 2}) = 0 and o({2}) =
—v({1}), then @,; = o({1}), which establishes that the Shapley valueis in

fact a generalization of the minimax value.
For the general three-person game:

bx = 2= Do({A, 2, 3}) — of, 3))] + 111—- (o((1, 24) — oC(2))
+

O!2 !
=r Wt, 31) — oD] +
[2({1}) — o(¢)].

1 11!

If we substitute into this formula the values of the characteristic function of the three-person constant-sum gamein 0, 1 normalization wefind
¢@1 = 1%, which, considering the perfect symmetry of that game,is the
desired answer.
>The Shapley value for the market situation previously discussed in sections

9.4, 10.3, 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3 is:

o1 = a/3 + 6/6 + ¢/2
go = —a/6 + b/6
$3 = —a/6 — 6/3 + ¢/2.
It is easy to show that, ifa < 6 <c, then ¢; > $3 > ¢e. This ordering conforms
well to one’s intuition about the situation, except that, possibly, the previous

results would suggest that player 3 is not invariably worse off than 1.
not be the case, otherwise we could have deduced only ¢1 2 3.

Such must
<
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To return to the coefficients, any one who has dealt at all with simple probability models will recognize them as very familiar. Indeed,
Shapley’s
- result can be interpreted by imagining the random formation of a coalition
of all the players, starting with a single member and addingoneplayerat a time.
Eachplayeris then assigned the advantage accruingto the coalition at the time of
his admission. In this process of computing the expected value for an individual
player all coalition formations are considered as equally likely.

Tucker, 1953, p. 303.]

[Kuhn and

The above theorem, which has beenstated here (and wasfirst presented)
only for characteristic functions, is actually a special case of a similar
theorem proved by Shapley [1953 ¢] to hold in a much more general
context.

11.5 VALUE AS AN ARBITRATION SCHEME
In addition to the questions we have raised about the axioms for an
a priori value, one can also question why we should ever be concerned with
such an evaluation of the entire game by each ofits players. What operational use will be made of it? So longasthis is uncertain,it is difficult to
criticize the axioms in a fully convincing manner. What we propose to
do in this section is to consider an alternative interpretation of the axioms
and to criticize them from that point of view. Weshall look on the value
in the samespirit as in our previous discussion of arbitration schemes for
two-person games—as an arbitration scheme for n-person games in characteristic function form. In fairness to Shapley, we must point out he
has never given this interpretation, and so the fact that the value possesses
difficulties as an arbitration scheme should notbe laid at his doorstep.
Suppose that an n-person gamearises directly in characteristic function
form; this assumption permits us to bypass the question whether or not
the reduction from normalform hasretained thefull strategic flavor of the
game. It is certainly possible that the dynamics of preplay bargaining
and threatening may actually result in an outcome which is not Pareto
optimal, i.e., a different and achievable outcome maybe preferred byall
the players. Suppose that the players are aware of this possibility in
advance and wish to avoid it; then they might turn to an impartial outsider to suggest an outcome whichis “‘fair’’ to each of them in termsof the
strategic aspects of the game. In other words, the game will be resolved
by an arbiter, whose role was discussed at length in Chapter 6. ‘The
question is whether we can accept Shapley’s conditions as desiderata for
an arbitration scheme.
The first condition merely requires that the arbiter shall be guided by
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the strategic role of each player and not by his label. ‘The second condition demandsthat herestrict his attention to Pareto optimal outcomes,
1.e., the players should not be able to point out to him outcomes which they
would all prefer. The third condition is harder to rationalize. It says, in
effect, that, if a game can be decomposed into two games, the value
assigned to a player shall be the sum ofthe values assigned him in each of
the component gamestreated in isolation.
Although we took exception to the second condition when value is
interpreted as a reasonable a priori expectation, there is certainly no objection to it as an-arbitration condition. ‘Thefirst seems equally acceptable.
It is only the third that seems to give trouble—serious trouble. ‘This we
may best illustrate by examples. Suppose v and w are two characteristic
functions in 0, 1 normalization on three players, where:

o({1, 2}) = o({1, 3}) = 9,
v({2, 3}) = 1
w({1, 2}) = 1,
w({1, 3}) = w({2, 3}) = 0.
If u = v + w, then the characteristic values of the one-person coalitions
are still zero, and

u({1, 2}) = w(t2, 3}) = 1,
wid, 3}) = 0,
u({1, 2, 3}) = 2.

For the games v and w, the imputations (0, 14, 14) and (44, 4, 0) respectively seem to be reasonable arbitrated outcomes, and they are in fact the
Shapley values. Thus, the Shapley value for the game uw is (14, 1, 4).
Is this a reasonable arbitrated outcome for u? ‘To us it seems questionable. Certainly, if either the game v or w istreated in isolation, then
the coalition {1, 3} makes no sense at all. But in the game uw, or whatis
the same thing if v and w are being jointly considered, it does make good
sense. It remains true that, as a coalition, they command nothing, but

they also can hold 2 to nothing.

So a bargain exists between {1, 3} and

{2} with two units for them to share. There are two possible outcomes,
each of which seems plausible. Either:

i. Each coalition {1, 3} and {2} receives an equal share of the total

incremental gain, 2 units, and the outcomeis the Shapley value, or
il. Each player receives an equal share of the incremental gain of 2
units, giving rise to the arbitrated outcome (44, 24, 24), whichis different
from the Shapley value.
To anyone accepting case (ii) as the fair arbitration of this game, the
Shapley value is discredited for that purpose; thus, we need only give our
attention to those who find the reasoning leading to case (i) agreeable.
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Whatweshall do is this: modify the characteristic functionsslightly so that
the argument whichledto case(i) fails to yield the Shapley value, whereas
the argumentleading to case (ii) does yield the value.

To this end, let v be modified into v’ by changing the paymentto {2, 3}

so v’({2, 3}) = 0. In this case the Shapley value is (44, 144, 44).
welet u’ = v’ + w, then

If

u’({1, 2}) = 1,
u’({1, 3}) = u'({2, 3}) = 0,
u’({1, 2, 3}) = 2.
The Shapley valueis, of course, (5, 56, 14).

In the game w’ one would

expect the coalition {1, 2} to form and to bargain with player 3 abouthis
potential contribution of 1 unit to {1, 2}.
seem plausible:

Again, two possible divisions

i’. {1, 2} and {3} each get one-half of the marginal unit, which gives

rise to the outcome (34, 34, 14), which is not the Shapley value, or
ii’. Each player gets an equal share of the marginal unit, giving rise to

(5%, 5, 44), the Shapley value.

Thus, whicheverof these plausible arguments you prefer for arbitration,
there is an example whereit fails to yield the Shapley value and the alternative argumentdoesarrive at the value. The basic trouble, as weseeit,
with Shapley’s third condition is that it is unreasonable to demand that
players involved in two gamesplay each in isolation of the other. Nonetheless, zf we were called upon to arbitrate an n-person game in characteristic function form, we would use the value for lack of any explicit
alternative.
Since we have proposed this interpretation of value as an arbitration
scheme, it would be well to close by examining howit relates to arbitration
in the two-person case (Chapter 6). Let the characteristic function be
denoted
v({1}) = 71;

v({2}) = 02;

and

v({1, 2}) = C.

In this form, players 1 and 2 are engaged in a bargain for a total of ¢ units
where (vj, v2) is the status quo point.

The Nash bargainingsolution for

this case is easily shown to be identical to the Shapley value. On the
other hand, it will be recalled that for two-person cooperative games in
normal form we found fault with the Shapley value. However, the
trouble in that case stemmed from the fact that value depends only upon
the characteristic function, and in manycases this does not adequately
reflect the threat powers of the players in the normalized game(see the
example of section 8.5).

chapter 12

APPLICATIONS OF
n-PERSON THEORY’

12.1 THE A PRIORI POWER DISTRIBUTIONS OF VOTING SCHEMES
Possibly the most interesting published application of n-person game
theory (as of late 1956) to a social science problem is an attemptto estimate the a priort powerdistributions inherentin variouslegislative voting
procedures. In a very readable article, Shapley and Shubik [1954] have
suggested that the notion of value discussed in the preceding chapter is
suited to this purpose. Indeed, if one accepts the three conditions Shapley stated as necessary for an a priori evaluation of a game, it is the only
function which is suitable.
Consider the passage of bills at the federal level in the United States.
In most cases, there are only two ways a bill can be passed: either by a
simple majority in each house of Congress plus the president’s signature,
or by a two-thirds’ majority in each house overriding the presidential veto.
All other combinations fail to pass a bill. Let us treat the president, the
senators, and the representatives as the players in a simple game, Le., a
game whose characteristic function assumes only the values 0 or 1. A
“‘coalition”’ is defined to be winning andto havethe value 1 if it can pass
1 We have not attempted to summarize the complex of applications to economic
theory discussed by Shubik in Competition, Oligopoly and the Theory of Games [1957].
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a bill in one of these two ways; if not, it is called losing and hasthe value 0.
In effect, this postulates that the power of all coalitions which can pass
bills is equal and that the powerof all which cannot pass them is equal—
more of this later. It is easy to show that for any reasonable legislative
scheme, where by reasonable we mean that two non-overlapping coalitions cannot both be winning, this definition results in a characteristic
function.
It is now possible to compute the Shapley value for each of the persons
in this simple game using the formula given in section 11.4. The interpretation of that formula reduces to the following: the probability that a
given individual will be pivotal in transforming a losing coalition into a
winning one whenthefinal winningcoalition is built up by random selections from among the players. It is true, of course, that in an existing
legislative body the formation of coalitions is not random; however, when
considering a voting scheme in advance one cannot know whatdeviations
from randomness will occur, so it may be argued that the value gives a
suitable a prior: estimation of relative powerpositions.
Whether weare willing to accept the value as such an estimate depends
largely upon ourwillingness to accept Shapley’s third, and controversial,
condition. For this situation, it says that, if a player participates in two
such legislative schemes, his a priort evaluation of the two together is
simply the sum of the values he would assign to the two schemes independently. Thus, for example, were we to consider not only Congress as
a voting body but also congressional committees as a separate scheme,
then Shapley’s third condition requires that we assume the value of the
gameconsisting of Congress together with its committees to be the sum of
the values of the two component games. In effect, then, the condition
stipulates that, insofar as an a priori evaluation is concerned, we must suppose that there is no power interaction between Congress and its committees; this strikes us as unrealistic.
Be that as it may, it continues to be interesting to see what the value
ylelds in specific instances. Considering Congress, the indicesfor a single
representative, a single senator, and the president are in the proportions
2:9:350. In terms of the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the
presidency the a priort power proportions are 5:5:2. Had Congress not
been permitted to override the presidential veto, the power indices would
be approximately 1:1:2, with the House having slightly less power than
the Senate. This result is not at all obvious and entails considerable
calculation.
‘The effect of a revision [of legislative procedure] usually cannot be
gauged in advance exceptin the roughest terms; it can easily happen that
the mathematical structure of a voting system conceals a bias in power
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distribution unsuspected and unintended by the authorsof the revision.”’
[1954, p. 787.] Without committing ourselves as to the naivete or intentions of its authors, it is amusing to computethe a priori powerdistribution
of the United Nations Security Council and to speculate on the propaganda value these figures might once have had. It will be recalled that
the Council consists of eleven members of whom five—the ‘‘Big Five”—
have vetoes. ‘To pass a substantive resolution there must be no vetoes and
seven affirmative votes. Shapley and Shubik report that 98.7% of the
powerlies in the handsof the “‘Big Five’’ and onlya total of 1.3% resides
with the other six members. ‘“‘Individually, the members of the ‘Big
Five’ enjoy a better than 90 to 1 advantage over the others.”? [1954,
p. 791.]
There is little point in reporting the calculations of other special cases;
if the readeris interested in the a priori powerdistribution of a particular
legislative scheme he will find that the computation is straightforward,
though it may be laborious.
It is important to emphasize the nature of the measure used in these calculations; Shapley and Shubik makethe point forcefully:
In a multicameral system such as - - - [Congress], it is obviously easier to
defeat a measure than to pass it. A coalition of senators, sufficiently numerous,
can block passage of any bill. But they cannot push througha bill of their own
without help from the other chamber. This suggests that our analysis so far has
been incomplete—that we need an index of ‘‘blocking power’’ to supplement the

index already defined. ‘To this end, we could set up a formal schemesimilar to
the previous one, namely: arrange the individuals in all possible orders and
imagine them casting negative votes.

In each arrangement determine the person

whose vote finally defeats the measure and give him credit for the block.

‘Then

the “‘blocking power’’ index for each person would be the relative numberof times
he was the “‘blocker.”’

Nowit is a remarkable fact that the new index is exactly equal to the index of

our original definition. We can even makea strongerassertion: any scheme for
imputing power among the members of a committee system either yields the power index defined
above or leads to a logical inconsistency. [1954, p. 789.]

The precise formulation of the last statement, which we would regard as
misleading as it stands, is the theorem stated in the preceding section.
Shapley and Shubik’s assertion is true if we accept the three conditions as
necessary to a “‘scheme for imputing power,” and not otherwise.
12.2 POWER DISTRIBUTIONS IN AN IDEALIZED LEGISLATURE
An a priori evaluation of powerdistributions based upon a randomselection of participants to form a winning coalition may besuitable for discussing proposed legislative schemes, but it will hardly satisfy a political
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scientist faced with the analysis of an existing legislature, whose behavior
depends upon certain moreorless limiting social and political factors, in
addition to the formal prescription of winning andlosing coalitions. In
Congress, for example, the members of both chambersare divided into two
parties, and party affiliations create a basic coalition structure which is
reflected, to some degree, in almost every vote. In other words, certain
coalitions have a much greater than chance expectancy of occurring and
others a much lower expectancy. An analysis of congressional power
structures must take, at least, this empirical fact into account.
In the remainderof this section we shall describe such an analysis using
y-stability theory applied to an idealized model of Congress. ‘This example should not be taken as an attempt at an accurate analysis of congressional power distributions—it is much too simplified for that—but rather
as an effort to demonstrate that some of the techniques of game theory
may be suited to such a study.

As in the Shapley-Shubik model, Luce and Rogow [1956] suppose that

the legislative schemeis described by the characteristic function of a simple
game. ‘The result of passing a bill is certain ‘““‘power’’ rewards which are
distributed among the members of Congress; in our previous language,
such a powerdistribution is taken to be an imputation. Oneidealization
occurs here: it is supposed that poweris a divisible and transferable commodity, and in some measureit is but certainly not in the neat ways of
game theory. ‘The general problem is to find which powerdistributions
coupled with which coalition structures are stable. A simpler problem,
the one Luce and Rogow attacked, is to choose a particular coalition
structure such as the two-party system and ask what powerdistributions
render it stable. ‘This particular structure is of interest because it has
existed for so long.
Obviously, the problem as formulatedis vague, since the word stable has
not been defined. If we take it to mean y-stable for some function y,
the heart of the problem is to decide what to take for y. Note that, by
restricting their attention to one coalition structure, they need not know
yY except for that one structure! This makes life very much simpler.
They choose ¥ to representlimitations on defections from the party structure. Without going into full details, they divide each party in Congress
into two non-overlappingsubsets: the potential defectors and the diehards,
i.e., those who are unwilling to defect from their party (for the bill under
consideration). In the case that they have examined,the potential defectors may defect to the other party or not, but the formation of a coalition
by the defectors from both parties is excluded. It can be included, if one
chooses, at the expense of some more labor in the calculations. The
remaining specification of the functions Y depends upon whether or not
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the president can defect from his party to the other or not. Several different cases of the function arise depending uponthesizes of the resulting
coalitions: whether they form a two-thirds majority, a simple majority,
or a minority (it is assumed, for simplicity, that similar majorities exist in

both houses of Congress).

Considering each of these special cases along with the several assumptions one can make about the two-party coalition structure—the majority
party has simple majority only or a two-thirds majority, and the president
is or is not a memberof the majority party—thereresult a total of 36 different cases. Each case is examined separately, using the definition of
y-stability, to determine which imputations with the two-party coalition
structure are stable. Actually, Luce and Rogow did not use the definition as it is given in section 10.1; rather, they waived the second condition
which states that a person is not a memberof a non-trivial coalition unless
such membership is profitable. Their rationale for this change was that
passing a bill is not a one-shot affair but part of an ongoing process, and
so coalition membership might well be sustained, at least for a period,
even if it does not produce immediate rewards. This difficulty, and its
arbitrary resolution, raises the question whether it is often feasible to
isolate a game from its more general social context and to suppose thatit
can be played without regard to these outside factors. In principle there
is no problem, for either the game can be enlarged to include these factors or the utility functions of the players can be chosen to take them into
account. In practice, however, neither alternative is particularly useful,
and so certain ad hoc tricks have to be employed.
Note well how oversimplified this model is. It fails to take into account
many facts of known importance: the interaction among bills, the disparate returns of power and prestige depending upon which coalition
passes the bill, the whole role of the important congressional committees,
the possibility of filibuster in the Senate, etc. On the other hand, such
limitation on party defection as pressure from constituents, party discipline, pressure from lobbies, etc., are built into the description. To be
sure, it would be very difficult to specify exactly what function y holds
at the timeof a particular vote, but this does not prevent us from examining all possible functions of the given general type to determine what general conclusions hold.
The calculation of the stable distributions for a particular function wy
is very easy, and the readeris referred to the Luce-Rogow paper for an
example. It is worth noting that for the given assumptions it amounts to
little more than a formalization of the ordinary arguments one uses when
discussing the location of power. It may be charged that considerable
machinery has been employed to find out whatis nearly obvious by com-
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mon sense arguments, and that, therefore, it is all a fraud. Soit is if no
more sophisticated studies are undertaken; however, with the formalism
illustrated by a simple case, it is comparatively easy to see how to generalize the elementary analysis to more complex cases—to both more
complicated characteristic functions representing the rewards accruing to
coalitions and to more complex boundary conditions representing the
sociopolitical limitations on coalition change.
From the calculations of the 36 special cases, six qualitative conclusions
were drawn, which weshall repeat. Whether or not they accord with
reality, they are in a form which is meaningfulto a political scientist and
they can be evaluated by him in the light of current theory and data.
They are:
1. In all cases the arrangement of Congress into two opposed party coalitions is
stable provided the poweris distributed as indicated. In very many cases, how-

ever, it is necessary to form coalitions other than along party lines in order to
produce a winningcoalition, i.e., to pass a bill.

In only one case are the limita-

tions so stringent that no working majority can form: this is when the presidentis
of the minority party and will not defect to the majority, the majority has only
a simple majority even with the defectors from the minority, and the minority
does not have a simple majority even with the defectors from the majority.
Whatis interesting is that in only one case of the 36 can such an impasseresult.
2. In all circumstances, the president is weak when the majority party—

whether he is a memberof it or not—has a two-thirds majority.

If this model

has any relation to reality, we must conclude that a president should fear a real

congressional landslide for ezther party.
3. The president possesses power (from voting considerations) only when

neither party can muster more than a simple majority even with the help of the

defectors from the other party.
4. The only circumstances when the minority party is the holder of any power
is when the presidentis in the minority party and he is unwilling to defect to the

majority.
5. Underall conditions, if the defectors from [the majority] party added to

[the minority] party fail to form a majority, then the diehards of [the majority]

party possess power.

‘The only other case in which they possess power is when

the president is a memberof[the majority] party, he is unwilling to defect, and
[the minority] party plus the defectors from [the majority] party form only a

simple majority °
6. The only case when the [minority] party diehards possess any poweris
when the president is a member of their party, he is unwilling to defect, [the
majority] party has only a simple majority, and [the minority] party plus the
defectors from [the majority] party form either a majority or a two-thirds majority

[1956, p. 91.]

There can be no question that the model describedis too idealized to
be of much interest itself; its principal merit is in illustrating how one
equilibrium theory of n-person games might be used to study Congress.
With refinements, which will complicate both the characteristic function
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and the boundary conditions and so create hundreds—instead of tens—of
cases to examine, qualitative conclusions of a similar, but much more
subtle, nature shouldresult.

12.3 AN EXPERIMENT
Notably lacking in all of our discussion have been data, or even the
mention of data. In part this may be attributed to the realization that
game theory is inadequate as a descriptive theory; human beings simply
do not have the perception, the memory, or the logical facility assumed
by any of the theories. But two other reasons are actually more important. Assuming that we wish to carry out empirical studies of a coalition
theory, it is necessary to know the characteristic function, and this would
seem to entail knowing the normal form. Wehave already pointed out
the great difficulty of determining the normal form of most existing game
situations and, even assuming that known, the extensive calculations
required to solve the two-person games on which the characteristic function is based. Yet without the characteristic function, we cannot know
what any of the theories predict. A second difficulty exists even if the
characteristic function is assumed to be known: what does the principal
theory—von Neumann and Morgenstern’s solutions—predict? In discussing the outcome of an experiment performed at RAND, Kalisch,
Milnor, Nash, and Nering remark,
It is extremely difficult to tell whether or not the observed results corroborate
the von Neumann-Morgenstern theory. ‘This is partly so because it is not quite
clear what the theory asserts. According to one interpretation a ‘“‘solution”’
represents a stable social structure of the players. In order to test this theory
adequately, it would probably be necessary to keep repeating a game, with a
fixed set of players, until there seemed to be somestability in the set of outcomes
which occurred. One could then see to what extent the outcomesof this final

set dominate each other and to what extent other possible imputations are not
dominated by them. [1954, p. 313.]
Of these two difficulties, the second seems less important, for even if it

is not possible to interpret solution theory there do exist other theories

which are easily given empirical meaning. The problem of determining
the characteristic function is more profound, and it seems to us that the
most important development for empirical verification will be a practical
method to calculate the characteristic function of actual situations.
Probably the most significant contribution social scientists can makein this
area is a feasible method for the approximate determination of characteristic functions. In section 12.4 we shall describe one such proposal,
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but we mightas well admit now that it appears to raise as many problems
as it solves.
In the laboratory these problems can be bypassed, at least in part, by
presenting the gameto the subjects directly in terms of the characteristic
function. ‘This is exactly what Kalisch, Milnor, Nash, and Nering did

(1952, 1954].

Weshall report only the portion of their experiment which

was concerned with two four-person constant-sum games. ‘To some of
the subjects these games were presented in what amountedto 0, 1 normalization, and to others in an S-equivalent form. ‘The subjects were
told what each coalition would receive if it formed, and they were given
10 minutes to form coalitions and to agree upon payments, the agreements
being reported to an umpire. He announced the agreements to the
group, and if there was no dissension he held the players rigidly to their
formal agreements at the end of the bargaining. ‘The authors point out
that there were, in addition, numerous informal agreements which were
not processed through the umpire but which were kept in good faith.
Wefeel that the general qualitative impressions of the authors are of
sufficient importance to be quoted at length:
There was a tendency for members of a coalition to split evenly, particularly
amongthe first members of a coalition. Once a nucleus of a coalition had formed,
it felt some security and tried to exact a larger share from subsequent membersof a

coalition.

The tendency for an even split amongthe first membersof a coalition

appeared to be due,in part, to a feeling that it was more urgent to get a coalition
formed than to argue much aboutthe exact terms.

Another feature of the bargaining was a tendency to look upon thecoalitions

with large positive values as the only ones worth considering, often overlooking
the fact that some players could gain in a coalition with a negative value to their
mutual benefit - - :
Coalitions of more than two persons seldom formed except by being built up
from smaller coalitions. Further coalition forming was usually also a matter of
bargaining between two groups rather than more.
A result of these tendencies was that the coalition most likely to form was the
two-person coalition with the largest value, even though this coalition did not

always represent the greatest net advantage for the participants; and this coalition
usually split evenly. Thus it frequently happened that the player with appar-

ently the second highest initial advantage got the most of the bargaining. ‘The
player with the apparently highest initial advantage was mostlikely to get into a

coalition, but he usually did not get the larger share of the proceedsof the coalition.

Initially the players were more inclined to bargain and wait or invite competing

offers.

This remained true to some extent in those games wherethesituation did

not appear to be symmetric. However, later and in those games which were
obviously symmetric, the basic motive seemed to be a desire to avoid beingleft
out of a coalition. Hence there was little bargaining, and the tendency was to

try to speak as quickly as possible after the umpire said “‘go,”” and to conclude
some sort of deal immediately. Even in a game which wasstrategically equivalent to a symmetric game, the players did not feel so rushed. A possible reason
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might be that some players felt they were better off than the others whetheror not
they got into coalitions, while others felt that they were worse off whether or not
they got into coalitions. They seemedto paylittle attention to the fact that the
net gain of the coalition was the same to all: -::.
Personality differences between the players were everywhere in evidence. The
tendencyof a player to get into coalitions seemed to have a high correlation with

talkativeness. Frequently, when a coalition formed, its most aggressive member
took charge of future bargaining for the coalition. In manycases, aggressiveness
played a role even in the first formation of a coalition; and whoyelled first and
loudest after the umpire said ‘‘go”’ made a difference in the outcome.
In the four-person games, it seemed that the geometrical arrangement of the

players around the table had no effect on the result; but in the five-person game,

and especially in the seven-person game, it became quite important. Thus in the
five-person game, two players facing each other across the table were quite likely

to form a coalition; and in the seven-person game,all coalitions were between

adjacent players or groups of players. In general as the number of players
increased, the atmosphere became more confused, more hectic, more competitive,

and less pleasant to the subjects.

explosions of coalition formations.

‘The plays of the seven-person gamewere simply

Despite the exhortation contained in the general instructions to instill a completely selfish and competitive attitude in the players, they frequently took a fairly
cooperative attitude. Of course, this was quite functional in that it heightened
their chances of getting into coalitions. Informal agreements were always
honored. Thus it was frequently understood that two players would stick
together even though no explicit commitment was made. ‘The two-person
commitments which were made were nearly always agreements to form a coalition

with a specified split of the profits, unless a third player could be attracted, in which
case the payoff was not specified. This left open the possibility of argumentafter
a third party was attracted, but such argument never developed.

the split-the-difference principle was always applied in such cases.
306-308. ]

In fact,

[1954, pp.

Wehave quoted at such length for three reasons. First, it is important
when evaluating the results that the reader have someflavor of the procedure and of the performance. Second,it is interesting that the coalition
changeswereeffected, in the early stages, one person at a time and, in the
later stages, by one small coalition joining with another. ‘Third, certain
aspects of the experimental procedure seem undesirable and could easily
be eliminated. ‘The geometrical effects, though possibly interesting in
some applications, are not desirable in a study of human response to
characteristic functions. To eliminate these one might employ telephone
communication or a variant on the Bavelas partitioned table for small

group studies [Christie, 1956].

The latter would require the use of

written messages, which incidentally would give a permanent record of
the bargaining. It would have the slowing effect that any written communication has, but it is not clear that this would be any disadvantage in
this case. Further, in the small group work it was observed that a high
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Results From RAND Experimentfor the Four-Person Constant-

Sum Game: v({1, 2}) = 94, v({1, 3}) = 34; w({1, 43) = 34
Imputation
Coalition

Players

Game 1
Runs

1

2

3

4

1
2
3

00
00
13

40
43
38

30
43
38

.30
15
13

{1}, {2, 3, 4}
{1}, {2, 3, 4}
{1,4}, {2, 3}

5
6
7
8

25
43
19
44

50
43
44
44

13
00
38
00

13
15
00
11

{1, 2}, (3, 4}
{1, 2, 4}, {3}
(1,2, 3}, {4}
(1,2, 4}, {3}

4

Average
Game 4

1

Runs

Average
Value

Quota

Structure

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

13

44

44

00

20

.43

25

12

.38

.00

225

.38

24

.18

00
29
38
37
13
38
29
.28

42
00
54
53
38
54
00

.30

42
46
00
00
38
00
42

25

.33

25

25

50

25

17
25
08
10
13
08
29

{1, 2, 3}, {4}

{1, 3, 4}, {2}

{1}, {2, 3, 4}
(1, 3, 4}, {2}
{1, 2, 4}, {3}
{1, 2, 4}, {3}
{1, 4}, (2, 3}
{1, 2, 4}, {3}
{1, 3, 4}, {2}

.17

.00

These data have been adapted from Kalisch et al. [1954] by transforming them
into 0, 1 normalization. Game 1 waspresented to the subjects in what amounted
to normalized form; game 4 was in an S-equivalent form.
degree of anonymity was preserved, and this might allow more ruthless

competition than was obtained at RAND.

One mayalso question the

decision to have a 10-minute time limit; it probably created a sense of
urgency which did not permit the players to reflect about their decisions.
It is doubtful that a sophisticated response to the situation can be expected
in 10 minutes.
Each of the four-person games was played eight times, a total of eight
subjects being employed. Changes in the grouping of players were made
for each play of the gameto prevent the formation of permanentcoalitions.
Since the games were constant-sum, the characteristic functions in 0, 1
normalization can be described bytheir values for three two-person coalitions. The first gameis described by:

o({1, 2}) = 34, o({1, 3}) = 14, and o({1, 4}) = 143
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Results from RAND Experiment for the Symmetric FourPerson Constant-Sum Game: v({1, 2}) = v({1, 3}) = v({1, 4})

=

Imputation

Coalition

Players

Game 2
Runs

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

.45
.48
.19
.25
21
.28
.00
00

.13
.20
.19
31
.19
.19
40
30

.38
33
31
.44
31
31
51
43

.05
.00
31
.00
.29
.23
.09
.28

{1, 4}, {2, 3}
{1, 2, 3}, {4}
{1, 4}, {2, 3}
{1, 2, 3}, {4}
{1, 4}, {2, 3}
{1, 4}, {2, 3}
{1}, {2, 3, 4}
{1}, {2, 3, 4}

1
2
3

.23
225
.00
34

.23
.25
.26
.33

.38
.25
36
.34

.16
.25
.38
.00

{1, 2}, {3, 4}
{1}, {2, 3, 4}
{1, 2, 3}, {4}

.25
.00
.25
.25
21

.25
.36
.25
.25
.29

.25
.28
.25
.25
.25

.25
.36
.25
.25
.25

Average
Game 3

Runs

Structure

4
5
6
7
8

Average
Value

Quota

38

25

25

36

.25

25

.00

.25

25

26

{1, 2, 4}, {3}
{1, 3}, {2, 4}
{1}, {2, 3, 4}
{1, 2}, {3, 4}
{1, 2, 3, 4}

.25

.25

These data have been adapted from Kealisch et al [1954] by transforming them

into 0, 1 normalization.

Game 3 was presented to the subjects in what amounted

to normalized form; game 2 was in an S-equivalent form which concealed the

symmetry.

the second gameby:

o({1, 2}) = o({1, 3}) = o(f{1, 4}) = 4.
Weshall refer to these respectively as the non-symmetric and symmetric
games. ‘To see the exact form of the characteristic functions given to the
subjects, consult p. 305 of Kalisch et al. [1954].
A summary of the imputations (normalized) and coalition structures
which arose in these experiments is given in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. Probably the most striking feature about these data is the apparent difference

between the behavior in the S-equivalent games.

Whether or not there

is a real difference is, however, difficult to say. It is by no means adequate to look at the two average n-tuples and to state that these exhibit
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differences which are beyond experimentalerror, for it is not clear what
the average means. If we possessed what we were certain was a correct
equilibrium theory, then we could expect any of the imputations which
occurred to be predicted by that theory; however, there would be no
reason to expect the average imputation to be one of those predicted by
that theory. Nonetheless, intuitively one senses that there is a difference
in the response of the subjects to S-equivalent games, and one might be
tempted to conclude that the subjects did not always get to the base of
the matter. Some of the analysis given below suggests that the results
must be given a somewhat moresubtle interpretation than this.
Let us consider the relation between data and theory for the several
theories which have been offered.
Core. Since these are constant-sum games, the core is empty.
Solutions. As we suggested by the quotation at the beginningof this
section, the experimenters did not know what the von Neumann-Morgenstern theory asserts for the experiment, and so no comparison was made
by them.
y-stability. The prediction of stability theory depends, of course, upon
the choice of the boundary condition Y. For example, were we to choose
the function defined in section 10.2, i.e., any coalition may consider adding
a player not in the coalition or it may consider expelling any one from it,
then the only stable imputation is Shapley’s quota. In the symmetric
case (Table 12.2, games 2 and 3) the only stable coalition structure is
({1}, {2}, {3}, {4}); in the non-symmetric case (Table 12.1, games 1 and
4) both that structure and ({1, 2, 3}, {4}) arestable. Wesee that almost
without exception these predictions are not confirmed; however, so far
as the imputations are concerned the predictions tend to be in the right
direction for the gamesin 0, 1 normalization,as is argued in Luce [1955 a].
All this is none too convincing, however.
Let us, therefore, reconsider the experimenters’ comments. ‘There is a
suggestion that a different function y should be used, namely: a coalition
may consider expelling a single member, as before, but it can only consider adding a member whois not already in a coalition. ‘Thisis to say,
for example, if ({1, 2}, {3, 4}) exists, no changes can occur except the
breakup of a coalition; whereas, if ({1, 2}, {3}, {4}) exists, coalition

{1, 2} may consider addingeither player 3 or 4 as well as breaking up, and

players 3 and 4 may consider forming a coalition.

Using this boundary condition, Luce [1955 c] has obtained the predic-

tions shown in Tables 12.3 and 12.4. For clarity, the data have been
regrouped according to the equilibrium coalition, and a comparison
between the data and the predictions is given. We have required that
the data be within one percentage point of the predicted value, for this is
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the magnitude of the round-off error introduced in the reduction to 0, 1
normalization. It should be noted that, with this boundary condition,
the limitations on the imputationsareless restrictive than with the original
suggestion. For example, when there are two two-person coalitions, the
predictions are essentially trivial, and so we shall not consider those cases
further. In the other cases non-trivial predictions are obtained. For
the symmetric game, the data are compatible with the predictions in 8
out of the 9 non-trivial cases. Run 8 of game 3 probably should not be
interpreted as a failure for the following reason: the theory says that the

pair consisting of the quota and ({1}, {2}, {3}, {4}) is stable, but by the

nature of the experimentthis structure could never achieve an imputation,
since the total paymentto the players would be 0. Thus, in practice, the
only way to achieve an imputation with this coalition structure is for the
four players to call themselves a coalition, and divide the proceeds according to the quota; this is how they were, in fact, divided. For the nonsymmetric game there are 13 non-trivial cases (i.e., cases where there are
no two person coalitions), of which 10 confirm the theory. In one of the

failures (run 1 of game1) theerroris five percentage points in a prediction

of 75. In the other two (runs 4 and 7 of game 1), the observed coalition
structure is stable only if the imputation is the quota, and the data differ
considerably from that.
Thus, if we ignore the questionable case of the coalition of four players,
there were a total of 21 non-trivial cases, of which 18 yield data in agreement with the theory. Ofthe three failures, one disagrees by only a small
amount. In all three cases of failure, the runs involve the S-equivalent
form of the non-symmetric game, not the 0, 1 normalization. If we are
willing to accept this theory as accurate, then these results certainly recon-

firm the belief that the subjects did not fully grasp the logic of the (non-

symmetric) games presented in §-equivalent form. Furthermore, if
Tables 12.3 and 12.4 are examined, there appears to be a tendencyfor a
particular coalition structure to appeareither in the 0, 1 normalized game
or in the S-equivalent game, but notin both. ‘This certainly suggests that
the mode of presentation affected the dynamics of arriving at a stable
pair, and therefore the chance of it arising, but that it had less effect—
thoughstill some—on the group decision whethera pair was stable or not
once it was reached.
Reasonable outcomes. Only once in the four-person games did a
player get as much as or more than the bound b(z)._ In no cases did the
outcomes of these gameslie outside the set L; however, it is quite a weak
restriction for these two games. In both cases /(S) = 0 for S having 0, 1,
or 2 players and /(J4) = 1. Inthe symmetric case, /(S) = 4 for S having
3 players. In the non-symmetric case /({1, 2, 3}) = 4, andforall other
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Comparison of Results from the Non-Symmetric Four-Person
Constant-Sum Game (RAND Experiment) with y-Stability
Predictions

Coalition structure Game Run
and Corresponding
Y-Stable Imputations No. No.
({1}, {2, 3, 4})

xe + x3 >0.75
xo + x4 > 0.50

1

1

Observed
Imputation
123
4

Incompatibilities
between y-Stability
Theory and Data

|.00 .40 .30 .30|/ xe + +3 = 0.70 <0.75

1
4

2
2

|.00 .43 .43 .15| None
|.00 .42 .42 .17| None

4
4

1
3

|.38 .00 .25 .38} None
|.29 .00 .46 .25| None

1

6

x3 + x4 > 0.25
ay =

.00

({2}, {1, 3, 4})
xy + x3 > 0.50
xy + x4 > 0.25

4

8

|.29 .00 .42 .29|] None

x3 t x4 >0.25
xo = 0.00

({3}, (1, 2, 4)

xj + x2 > 0.75
xy + x4 >0.25
xo + x4 > 0.50
x3 = 0.00

|.43 .43 .00 .15]None

1
4
4
4

8
4
5
7

|.44
|.38
1.37
|.38

1

4

|.13 .44 .44 .00| Incompatible

({1, 4}, {2, 3})
xy + x4 = 0.25

1
4

3
6

|.13 .38 .38 .13} None
|.13 .38 .38 .13} None

({1, 2}, {3, 4})

1

5

|.25 .50 .13 .13} None

({1, 2, 3}, {43)

x, = 0.25,x2 =0.50)

x3 = 0.25, x4 = 0.00

xo + x3 = 0.75

x, t xe = 0.75

1

7

.44
.54
.53
.54

.00
.00
.00
.00

.11}]
.08]
.10)
.08)

None
None
None
None

1.19 .44 .38 .00} Incompatible

x3 + X4 = 0.25

The function y is described in text.

In all predictions, the condition x; > 0 for

members of non trivial coalitions is omitted; it was always confirmed.

The com-

parison is required to hold only to the nearest hundredth, the round-off error of the

computations.

three-person coalitions /(S) = 14. For these games, the variation on the
set L described at the end of section 11.2 yields exactly the same conditions
as the y-stability analysis—provided, of course, the y suggested aboveis
selected. For treating data of this type, this variation of L appears to
have the important advantage over y-stability that no arbitrary decision,
i.e., choice of W, is required. Furthermore, it says something about
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Comparison of Results from the Symmetric Four-Person Constant-Sum Game (RAND Experiment) with y-Stability

Predictions
Coalition Structure
and Corresponding

Game!

Run

No.

No.

({1}, {2, 3, 4})
xo + x3 > .50

2
2

7
8

.00 .40 .51 .09
.00 .30 .43 .28

None
None

xo + x4 > .50
x3 +x, > .50

3
3

2
6

.00 .26 .36 .38
.00 .36 .28 .36

None
None

3

4

38 .36 .00 .26

None

2

2

.48 .20 .33 .00

None

2
3

4
3

.25 .31 .44 .00
.34 .33 .34 .00

None
None

1

.45 .13 .38 .05

.19 .19 .31 .31
.21 .19 .31 .29
.28 .19 .31 .23

None

None
None
None

.

y-Stable Imputations

j=

Observed
Imputation

12

3

4

Incompatibilities
between y-Stability

Theory and Data

.00

({3}, {1, 2, 4})
xy +t x2 > .50
xX} + x4 >

. 50

x9 + X4 > .50
430

.00

({1, 2, 3}, {4})
xy + x2 > .50
x1 + x3 > .50
x9 + X3 >

.50

x4 = .00

({1, 4}, {2, 3})

2

({1, 2}, {3, 4})

3

1

.25 .25 .25 .25

None

3

7

.25 .25 .25 .25

None

3

5

.25 .25 .25 .25

None

3

8

.25 .25 .25 .25

Incompatible

xy + x4 = .50
xo + x3 = .50

xy +t xe = .50
X3 + 44 =

3
5
6

.50

({1, 3}, {2, 4})
xX, + x3 = .50
X9 + x4 >=

2
2
2

.50

({1, 2, 3, 4})
None

(see text)

The function yw is described in text. In all predictions, the condition x; > 0
for members of non-trivial coalitions is omitted; it was always confirmed. The
comparison is required to hold only to the nearest hundredth, the round-off error
of the computations.
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restrictions on + independent of any consideration of imputations [see
condition (ii) on p. 242], and these maybefar from trivial in more complicated games. In their original presentation of this material [1952],
Kalisch et al. also compared the data with the upper bound d(S), and they
found that in most of the experimentalrunsat least one set S' received more
than d(S). They concluded that ‘‘ - - - the function d($) seems to have
no relation with the way the game wasactually played.” [1952, p. 27.]
Value. Although there is no particular reason to expect any specific
equilibrium outcometo be the Shapley value, one might argue, much as
we did whenintroducing that concept, that it should predict the average
equilibrium outcome. If so, then it makes sense to compare the average

imputation with the value.

In the symmetric game the value and the

quota are identical. It will be seen from Table 12.2 that the average
imputation for the game presented in 0, 1 normalization (game 3) is
quite close to the value, whereas the average for the S-equivalent gameis
not. For the non-symmetric game, the reverse pattern seemsto betrue.
Actually, the value is not a bad indicatorof a player’s expectation when we
simply average over the 16 cases of each game, without regard to the
differences in presentation of the characteristic function. However, if
our comments above about the form of presentation of a gameaffecting
the dynamics of coalition formation but not affecting the existence of
equilibrium outcomes are substantially correct, we cannot generally
expect the value to predict the average imputation. For, by varying the
mode of presentation, we should be able to change the probability of
various equilibrium imputations occurring, and thus change the average
imputation.
What are we to conclude from this experiment? This is difficult to
say, for, although it is clear that the results do not coincide exactly with
any present theory, it is a question how muchthe outcome wasinfluenced
by the experimental technique. Onesenses from the author’s comments
that the time pressure was heavily felt, and that seems to be an ideal way
to prevent the players from being all knowing—a basic assumption of the
model. Furthermore, the geometrical obstacles to coalition formation are
certainly not a phenomena encompassed by the theory, except possibly in
stability theory by means of an appropriate choice of the boundary
function ¥; however, it is doubtful that these obstacles played an important role in the four-person games. As far as confirmation of theories
is concerned, one would conclude from these data that an equilibrium
imputation doeslie in the sets Band L. Also, with a few exceptions which
may be the result of experimental technique, there does exist a boundary
function w such that the outcomes are y-stable pairs. Of course, there
may exist other functions which would do better. Atleast for this experi-
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ment, the value seems to be an adequate predictor of the average imputation, but we doubt thatthis is a general proposition. ‘Thestability analysis certainly suggests that it is reasonable to treat the outcome as a pair
consisting of an imputation and a coalition structure, since the data
become quite coherent when grouped according to coalition structures.
Possibly the most significant fact suggested by this experiment, and one
we expect to be generally true, is that subjects not only respond to the
strategic aspects of the characteristic function but they are also influenced
by its modeof presentation. ‘This is almost certainly true for the dynamics
of coalition formation, and there is some indication that it may betrue for
the equilibrium behavior of players.
12.4 ARE ‘“SREAL”’ GAMES EVER ‘SABSTRACT’” GAMES?
It is trivial to create an experimental situation which satisfies the rules
of an extensive game(see section 3.3), but this does not ensure thatit will
be a game in extensive form, as we took pains to point out in section 3.5.
Three conditions beyond the rules were added which must be met before
it is a game. ‘These were interpreted as describing the players: each
player has a utility function over the set of lotteries generated from the
outcomes, each attempts to maximize his own expectedutility, and each is
assumed to know the extensive game in full—in particular, to know all
of the utility functions. If the game is taken in normal form, these
assumptions remain the same except that the players are each assumedto
knowthe structure of the normal form in full, i.e., each knowsthestrategy
sets and the payoff functionsof all the players.
Since we interpreted the maximization principle in such a waythatit
is tautologically true, the first two assumptionsare both verified simply by
showing that a utility function exists for each player. Certainly, at
present it cannot be claimed that this has been shown to be true (even
approximately) in a wide variety of situations, but there is someslight
evidence from simple experiments on the utility of money in gambling
situations suggesting that it may notbetotally unrealistic (see section 2.8).
At least there is the-possibility that such functions exist, which leaves the
third—the knowledge—assumption to be considered. Possibly it is met
in certain extremely simple situations, but in any experimentofsignificant
complexity or in any situation occurring in life we seriously doubt that this
assumption is tenable, even as a first approximation. If that be so, then
we are forced to admit that the answerto oursection heading is No—that
most interesting cases of conflict of interest are not in fact gameseither in
extensive or normal form.
Having admitted this, the question arises as to what they are. ‘There
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seem to be two conceptually different suggestions. One—probably
the more realistic—says that each player is to some degree uncertain as
to the utility functions of the others, and that he is forced to treat his
problem as one of decision making under uncertainty. This point of
view will be explored to some extent in the next chapter, where we enter
into the general problem of individual decision making under uncertainty. The other suggestion attempts to extend the game theory framework slightly in such a way as to weaken the knowledge assumptions, but,
at the same time, to continue to utilize some of the formalism of game
theory. Possibly the most important feature of this generalization is the
technique it suggests for overcoming some of the difficulties in finding
characteristic functions. However, the generalization is full of weaknesses. In addition to those of its own, it has most of the shortcomingsof
gametheory: there are no suitable sociological assumptionsin the underlying structure, and it supposes the existence of a transferable utility (see
sections /./ and 10.4). Be that as it may, let us examinetheideabriefly;
for a fuller statement see Luce and Adams[1956].
Although each player may notcorrectly perceive another player’s payoff function, it is still conceivable that he will behave as if he postulates
utility functions for each of the other players which he “‘believes’’ they
are trying to maximize. ‘This we shall assume. ‘Thus, to each player z
there will be associated n payoff functions M,’,j = 1,2,°-:-:,n M/?
denotes player 7’s true payoff function, M,’ the payoff function he believes
player j is attempting to maximize (whenin fact it is Af;’), and M;' the
payoff function k believes z is attempting to maximize. Except for this
change, the model remains the same: each player has a set S$; of pure
strategies, and the others know this, and each attempts to maximize his
own payoff function M;'. The only difference is that each player thinks
he is participating in a different game, e.g., player z thinks he is in the

game with the payoff functions M,!, M,’,---,

Me,---:, Mi" jin

the game with payoffs M;', M,;’, my M,’, - ++, M;", etc. Sucha
structure is called a game with misperceptions, or an m-gamefor short. It
reduces to an ordinary game when there are no “‘misperceptions,”’ 1.e.,
when M,? = M,’,for all i and j.
Obviously, this model is far from the most general possible, andit is
not at all clear that existing and experimental game-like situations can be
realistically abstracted as m-games. Another generalization which avoids
dealing with uncertainty directly is to suppose that the players do not
correctly perceive each other’s strategy sets. Such must be the case, for
example, in much technological competition, where research may change
the strategies available to a particular producer. By keeping such developments secret he deludes the other players as to his strategy set. Still
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another form of erroneous perception seems common. Player j may have
a perception of 2’s perception of k’s utility function which is, in fact, different from 2’s perception of ’s utility function. Of course, such misperceptions of misperceptions can be carried as manysteps as one chooses,

but with little likelihood of profit.

Indeed, whetherit is valuable to go

from a game to an m-gameis debatable; certainly it has yet to be conclusively shown.
But to continue with the idea, since each playerz believes he is in a game
with payoffs M,’/, a characteristic function v; can be computed; this is
called player 2’s subjective characteristic function. From the objective game
M1}, M22, - - - , M,” an objective characteristic function v can also be
computed, but it appearsto be ofless interest. Clearly, if the m-gameis

in fact a game, v; = v for allz.

There are now two questions to be con-

sidered, one theoretical and the other practical: Whatsort of theoretical
superstructure can be raised on n subjective characteristic functions, and
in what way is it possible to determine these subjective functions?
The question of a theory is far from adequately handled by Luce and
Adams, and there seemslittle point is reproducing their discussion here
except to say that they attempt to reduce the structure once again to a
single set function. As they recognize, their attempt is unsatisfactory
because it rests on an ad hoc interpersonal comparison ofutilities.
Of more interest is their idea for dealing with the practical problem,
which is, of course, of some magnitude. Determining a characteristic
function was a serious problem when we had only one in gametheory,
and n of them surely does not makeit easier. In principle, the solution
exists: from each person find not only his own preference pattern, but also
his beliefs as to the patterns of the others. From these construct the subjective payoff functions and then solve the necessary two-person zero-sum
games to get the subjective characteristic functions. But this is simply
not feasible.
Within the context of m-games it may makesenseto try to determine
these characteristic functions directly without passing through the normal
form. ‘The idea is almosttrivially simple. ‘The subject is to report his
preferences in paired comparisons between coalitions and lotteries involving coalitions (including those coalitions he would not actually be in).
If his preferences meet certain consistency requirements, then a characteristic function can be constructed which, for reasons that will be given,
is plausibly interpreted as his subjective characteristic function. We could
let the word ‘“‘preference” be an undefined primitive, as in utility theory,

which must be given a suitable realization by the experimenter.

How-

ever, since coalitions are fairly specific alternatives, let us try to spell out
what we wantthe subject to have in mind whenhesays that he prefers one
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coalition to another. We would instruct him to forget, for the moment,
which player he is. Rather he is to approach the whole conflict structure
as an outsider who, on the basis of his choices, would be assigned to a
player role in the situation. When deciding between twocoalitions, heis
to imagine that he would be placed randomly in oneof the playerroles of
the coalition he chooses. ‘Thus, he is to decide whether he wouldlike to
be an “‘average’’? memberof onecoalition or the other. For a lottery, a
chance device with known probabilities will decide which coalition he is
to imagineheis in, and, as before, his role (and therefore payoff) within
that coalition will be randomly decided. A mathematical result is given
below which arguesfor this particular interpretation of preference.
In whatever way we attemptto realize the primitive idea of preference,
we shall suppose thatit satisfies the several axioms of Chapter 2 which
lead to a linear utility function. In addition we shall impose another
axiom, one which makesa certain amountofsense for coalitions, though in
general it is not meaningful. Consider two disjoint coalitions R and S$

with |R| and |S| members, respectively.

We shall assume that RUS is

preferred or indifferent to the lottery in which R arises with probability

[R|/({R| + |S|) and S with probability [S|/({R| + |S])..

We may argue for

this condition as follows: The probability of taking a particular player
role in the two alternatives is exactly the same, since in the coalition RUS

it is 1/(|R| + |S|) and in the gamble the probability of being any member
of R is |R|/(|R| + |S|) -1/|R| = 1/(|R| + |S]) and of being any member
of S is |S|/(|R| + [S|) -1/|S| = 1/(|R| + [S|). However, just as in game

theory, the strategic possibilities of R/S are never inferior to those of the
separate subcoalitions R and S, so, given that the probabilities of being a
particular player are the same in both cases, he should never prefer the
gamble to RUS.
From the assumption that preference meets the utility axioms, we
know that it can be represented by a linear utility function u which is
unique up to a positive linear transformation. From this function we
generate a wholeclass of functions defined over the coalitions of the game.
A typical one is v, where for all coalitions S$

0(S) = e|S|fu(S) — olay] + ) ai,
tin S

and where¢ is a positive constant, and a, a2, *- * * , @, are arbitrary constants. ‘The class is generated as we let c, a}, a2, °° * , and a, vary
over their possible domains. ‘This class of functions has these pertinent
properties:
i. Every memberof the class is a characteristic function.
from the extra axiom that was imposed.)

(This follows
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ii. Any two membersin theclass are S-equivalent, and any characteristic function S-equivalent to a memberof the class is also in the class. In
other words, a given utility function u generates a whole equivalence class
of characteristic functions.
ii. Any positive linear transformation of u, au + 5b, where a > 0, generates exactly the same equivalence class of characteristic functions as
does u.
Summarizing these three points: if a subject’s preferences among lotteries of coalitions satisfy the axioms we have assumed they do, then an
S-equivalence class of characteristic functions is naturally associated with
his preference relation. The suggestion is that these functions be interpreted as the class of characteristic functions S-equivalent to his subjective
characteristic function. One strong argumentfor doingsois the following.
Suppose that a person actually does have a subjective characteristic
function v for the given situation; this could be the objective characteristic
function of the game, or it could be his calculation of his subjective characteristic function, or it could be arbitrarily given. It does not matter
so long as he knows it numerically. Suppose that he is placed in the
experiment described above and that he proposesto use v as best he can
to arrive at his decisions. If his choice is between two coalitions R and S,
and if he is to be randomly placed in the role of one of the players, a
plausible index for comparing R and S is

v(R)

|R|

versus

v(S)

S|

For a lottery in which R occurs with probability and S with probability
1 — p, a plausible index is the expected value of the index for each coalition separately, 1.e.,

o(R)
|R|

o(S)
+p)

Should he actually use this index to determine his answers, then it can be
shownthat the resulting preference relation mustsatisfy all the axioms we
have assumed andthat the S-equivalence class of characteristic functions
generated by the above schemeincludesthe given characteristic function v.
One apparent objection to this last result is the observation that, had
our subject not used v but rather some S-equivalent v’, in general the
preference relation would be different. Indeed it would, but one can
easily show, nonetheless, that the two different patterns must generate the
same S-equivalence class of characteristic functions.

It is not known at present whether this technique is experimentally
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realizable and, if it is, whether the axioms are met. ‘The alternatives
involved here are, it is true, special cases of the abstract alternatives of
Chapter 2, but they also possess certain peculiar features which lead one
to doubt whether the utility axioms hold. ‘These alternatives are very
complicated: a person must evaluate dispassionately both the coalitions
he is in and those heis not in, he must imagine whatit is like to be an
‘“‘average” member of each of these coalitions, and he must consider
lotteries having coalitions as prizes. ‘This seems so taxing to the imagination that one can fairly doubt that he will be consistent in the sense of the
utility axioms. Furthermore, the added axiom, which ensures superadditivity, is also suspect. To be sure, the coalition RUS should be preferred to the lottery whenall of the players are thoughtto be rational, for
it has the greater strategic potentialities; but, when the evaluations are
obtained as suggested, it may well happen that a person will prefer the
lottery on the groundsthat effective cooperation in a larger group is more
difficult to achieve than in a smaller one.
Assuming, however, that the techniqueis feasible, it would certainly be
interesting to know whatpattern of coalition preferences the subjects would
have in an experimentsimilar to the one describedin the last section, and
in particular whether they would faithfully reproduce the monetary
worths of the coalitions. ‘There is reason to supposethat utility for money
is not linear with money, butin all likelihood this would be a small effect.
Possibly a morestriking effect would arise from the failure of the subjects
to respondto the true relative advantages of the coalitions when the characteristic function is not presented in normalized form. It will be recalled
that the experimenters had the impression that their subjects were much
impressed by large monetary values and paidlittle regard to the actual
incremental effects. If this is generally so, we might expect to determine
subjective characteristic functions somewhat at variance with the objective
ones—atleast for non-normalized games—whichin turn would mean the
S-equivalent objective payoffs are not truly S-equivalent as games, if they
are gamesatall.

chapter 13

INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING
UNDER UNCERTAINTY

13.1 INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Possibly the best way to begin this chapter is to reread section 2.1,
where we discussed the classification of decision making according to
whetherit is by a group or an individual and according to whetherit is
being carried out under conditions of certainty, risk, or uncertainty. For
the ten intervening chapters we have been concerned with individual
decision making in a very particular context of uncertainty known as a
game. Ina game the uncertainty is due entirely to the unknowndecisions of the other players, and, in the model, the degree of uncertaintyis
reduced through the assumption that each player knows the desires of the
other players and the assumption that they will each take whatever actions
appear to gain their ends. ‘Traditionally, the game model is not called
decision making under uncertainty; that title is reserved for another
special class of problems which lie in the domain of uncertainty. These
problems, which weshall discuss presently, have for the most part grown
up and been examinedinthestatistical literature, for they are very much
involved in an understanding of experimental evidence and in drawing
appropriate inferences from data.
275
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A choice must be made from

amonga set of acts Ai, Ao, * * * , Am, but the relative desirability of each
act depends upon which “‘state of nature’’ prevails, either 51, 52, - °° , Sn.
The term “‘state of nature”’ will be morefully explicated later, but we hope
the idea is intuitively clear. As the decision maker, we are aware that
one of several possible things is true; which oneit is is relevant to our
choice, but we do not even knowtherelative probabilities of their truth—
or, indeed, if it is even meaningful to talk about probabilities—let alone
which one obtains. A simple example will illustrate the dilemma; this
one is due to Savage [1954]:
Your wife has just broken five good eggs into a bowl when you comein and
volunteer to finish making the omelet. A sixth egg, which for some reason must
be either used for the omelet or wasted altogether, lies unbroken beside the bowl.
You must decide what to do with this unbroken egg. Perhapsit is not too great
an oversimplification to say that you must decide amongthreeacts only, namely,
to break it into the bowl containing the other five, to break it into a saucer for
inspection, or to throw it away without inspection. Depending onthestate of

the egg, each of those three acts will have some consequence of concern to you, say
that indicated by Table 13.1.

TABLE 13.1
Act

State

Good

Break into bowl

Six-egg omelet

Break into saucer

Six-egg omelet and a saucer
to wash

Throw away

Five-egg omelet, and one
good egg destroyed

Rotten

No omelet, and five good eggs

destroyed
Five-egg omelet and a saucer
to wash

Five-egg omelet

In general, to each pair (A;, s;), consisting of an act and state, there
will be a consequence or outcome. We assumethat our subject’s preferences among these outcomes, and among hypothetical lotteries with these
outcomesasprizes, are consistentin the sense that they may be summarized
by meansof a utility function (see Chapter 2). If we arbitrarily choose
some specific utility function, in other words, choose the origin and a
unit of measurement, then we can summarize the decision problem under
uncertainty (d. p. u. u.) asin Table 13.2. Here u;,; is the utility associated
to the consequence of the pair (A;, s;). So the problem reduces to:
Given an m by n array of numbers u;;, to choose a row (act) whichis
optimal in some sense—or, more generally, to rank the rows(acts) according to some optimality criterion.
Somewhat more must besaid aboutthe states of nature. With respect
to any decision problem,theset of “‘states of nature”’ is assumed to form a
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mutually exclusive and exhaustive listing of those aspects of nature which
are relevant to this particular choice problem and about which the decision maker is uncertain. Although this characterization is quite vague,
often there is a natural enumeration of the possible, pertinent, states of the
world in particular contexts. We assumethatthereis a ‘‘true’”’ state of
the world which is unknownto the decision makerat the time of choice.
TABLE 13.2
States

Acts

51

Sg

°° *

Sj

o*% °°?

Sq

A,
Ao

|u11
Ua1

wWi2
Ue2

***
°° *

Uy
Ua

°°
°° *

Un
Uap

A;

uit

ui2

Am

Uml1

Um2

ur;

°° °

Umjg

Uin

° * *°

Umn

One extreme possibility we know how to treat—namely, risk. In that
case a probability distribution over the set of states is known—or, better
yet, the decision maker deemsit suitable to act as if it were known. For
example, suppose in the omelet problem described above, the husband—a

scientifically minded farmer—‘knows”’ that in a random sample ofsix

eggs the conditional probability of the sixth egg’s being rotten when the
other five are good is 0.008. Thus, he may view breaking the sixth egg
into the bowl as the lottery: 0.992 probability of the six-egg-omelet prize
and 0.008 probability of the no-omelet-and-five-good-eggs-destroyed prize.
In other words, an a priori probability distribution over the states ‘“‘good”’
and “‘rotten’’ allows oneto structure the problem as oneof decision making
under risk—as a choice among lotteries.
In general, if an a priort probability distribution overthestates of nature
exists, or is assumed as meaningful by the decision maker, then the problem
can be transformed into the domain of decision making underrisk. In
particular, if the probabilities of states 51, 52, ° > * , Snare pi, po, °° * 5 Pn;

respectively, (where > bj = 1, p; 2 0), then the utility index for act A;
j=1
is its expected utility, 1.e., wifi + uepe + °** + Uinfpn.

The act having

the maximum utility index is chosen, and wesay that this act is “‘best

against the given a priort probability distribution.”” (Equivalently, we
can think of the decision problem as a game: the decision makeris player
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1 who hasstrategies 41, Ao, -- - , Am; “nature” is player 2 who has
strategies 51, 52, °° * 5 Sn; the payoff to 1 for the strategy pair (Aj, s;) is

u;;; and, if 1 knows that 2 is employing the mixed strategy (151, poo,

- + * . baSn), 1 should adopt a strategy (act) which is best against this
mixed strategy, i.e., against the given a priori probability distribution.)
Thus, one extreme assumption leads us to a problem we have already
examined in detail. Let us, therefore, turn to the other extreme in which
we assumethat the decision makeris “‘completely ignorant” as to which
state of nature prevails. ‘This phrase “‘completely ignorant” is vague, we
know, and it has led to much philosophical controversy. ‘The vagueness
will be considerably diminished when later we attempt to cope axiomatically with decision making under uncertainty; however, perhaps it
can now be reduced some byanillustration. Let us again examine the
omelet problem, but with the cast changed. Instead of a scientific
farmer, suppose the omelet is completed by a city boy unaccustomedto the
ways of eggs. Furthermore, assume that the five eggs already broken
were white, whereas the sixth is speckled brown and (to the city boy!) of
unusual size. He doesn’t have the faintest idea what to expect, having
had no previous experience in matters of this kind. Nonetheless, he must
make a decision, which leadsto the question of criteria for decision making
when the states are completely uncertain.
13.2 SOME DECISION CRITERIA
Weshall nowlist, but only partially discuss, certain criteria which have
been offered to resolve the decision problem under uncertainty, which we
shall abbreviate asd. p. u. u. A criterion is well-defined if and only if it
prescribes a precise algorithm which, for any d. p. u. u., unambiguously
selects the act(s) which is (are) tautologically termed “optimal according
to the criterion.”
In each of the following criteria we shall suppose that we are given a
d. p. u. u. having acts Ai, Aso, * > * , Am, states 51, 50, °° * , Sn, and
utility payoffs u;;,2 = 1,-°--+,mandj=1,-°---:,72.

The maximin criterion.

To each act assign its security level as an

index. Thus, the index for A; is the minimum of the numbers u;1, u;o,
- , Ujn» Choose that act whose associated index is maximum—.e.,
choose the act which maximizes the minimum payoff. Thus, each actis
appraised by looking at the worst state for that act, and the “‘optimal
choice” is the one with the best worststate.
Wehaveseen in the theory of games that the optimal security level often
can be raised by allowing randomizations over acts. Consider, for
example:
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SQ

A,|0O
Aoi1

1
O}.

In this case, the security level for each actis 0, but if we permit randomiza-

tion between A; and Ap the security level can be raised to 44 by using
(4441, %4A2). This is the hedging principle discussed in section 4.7. It
is suggested that the reader review section 4.10, which dealt with the
appropriateness and interpretation of a randomized strategy (act).

The maximin principle can be given another interpretation which,
although often misleading in our opinion, is sufficiently prevalent to
warrant some comment. According to this viewthe decision problem is
a two-person zero-sum game where the decision maker plays against a
diabolical Miss Nature.! The maximin strategy is then a best retort
against nature’s minimax strategy, 1.e., against the “least favorable”? a

priort distribution nature can employ.

Werecall that in a two-person

zero-sum game the maximin strategy makes good sense from various
points of view: it maximizes 1’s security level; and it is good against player
2’s minimax strategy, which there is reason to suspect 2 will employ since
it optimizes his security level and, in turn, it is good against 1’s maximin
strategy. Ina game against nature, however, such a cyclical reinforcing

effect is completely lacking.

Nonetheless, just because a close conceptual parallelism between a

d. p. u. u. and a zero-sum game is lacking, it does not follow that the

maximin procedureis not a wise criterion to adopt. It has the merit that
it is extremely conservative in a context where conservatism might make

good sense.

Wewill have more to say aboutthis later.

(It is customary in the literature to consider negative utility, disutility,
or loss, as an index appraising consequences. With that orientation the
decision maker, therefore, attempts to minimize the maximum loss he
runs from adopting an act—1.e., he ““minimaxes” instead of ‘‘maximining.”’
Consequently, the principle described aboveis usually called the minimax

principle.)

The following simple example exhibits a possible objection to the maximin principle:
S1

A,|9
A2g|1

SQ

100
1 |.

1In a recent lecture to statisticians one of the authors spoke of “‘diabolical Mr.
Nature.” The audience reaction was so antagonistic that we have elected the path of
least resistance.
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Since A; and Ag have security levels of 0 and 1 respectively, Ae is preferred
to A, relative to the maximin criterion.

‘This remains true even if ran-

domized acts are considered. Some consider this unreasonable, and to
emphasize their objection they point out that this criterion would still
select Az even if the 1 were reduced to 0.00001 and the 100 increased to

10°.

These critics agree that act A» is reasonable zf player 2 is a con-

scious adversaryof 1, for then 2 should choose s;, and Ag is best against 51;

but, they emphasize, nature does not behave in that way, and if we are
completely ignorant about the true state of nature, then they claim A, is
manifestly better.

The minimax risk criterion (suggested by Savage [1951] as an

improvement over the maximin (utility) criterion). This criterion can
be suggested by continuing the analysis of the above d. p. u. u. If s1 is
the true state, then we have no “risk’’ or “‘regret’”’ 1f we choose Ag, but

some “‘risk’’ if we choose Aj; if 52 is the true state, then we have norisk if

we choose A, and a good deal of risk if we choose Ay.
Utility Payoffs
$1

$2

0

100

Ao|1

1

Ay

Schematically:

‘Risk’? Payoffs
$1
—_

Ay

1

Ao|0

S2
0

99].

In termsof ‘risk’? payoffs, A; has a possible maximum risk of 1, whereas
A, has a possible maximum risk of 99. Consequently, A; minimizes the
maximum risk. However, if randomization is permitted, neither A, nor
Age 1s optimal.

The general procedure goes as follows:

i. Toad. p. u. u. with utility entries u;;, associate a new table with risk

payoffs 7;;, where 7;; is defined as the amountthat has to be addedto u,;;
to equal the maximum utility payoff in the jth column.
11. Choose that act which minimizes the maximum risk index for each
act.

To illustrate the “‘reasonableness” of a criterion based upon risk payoffs rather than utility payoffs, consider somed. p. u. u. with money payoffs and a decision maker whose utility function is linear with money.
Now suppose this d. p. u. u. is modified by giving a $10 bonusto the
decision maker, regardless of his choice, provided a particular state, say
53, turns out to be the true state. This bonus, so it is argued, cannotalter
the strategic aspects of the decision problem, hencethe preference pattern
among acts should be identical for both the original and the modified
problem. ‘This amounts to saying that adding a constant to any column
of the payoff array should not change the preference ordering of acts. In
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particular, then, the arrays

0

1

100

1

an

4

ite

ita

ore

should bestrategically equivalent for any a and b.
—1 and b equal to — 100, we get

—1
QO

1+6

By setting a equal to

0
—99],

which is the negative of the risk payoff array. Therefore, the maximin
criterion for this payoff array is the same as the minimax criterion for the
risk array.

In criticism of this proposal, we quote from Chernoff [1954]:

Unfortunately, the minimax regret [risk] criterion has several drawbacks.

First, it has never been clearly demonstrated that differences in utility do in fact
measure what one maycall regret [risk]. In other words, it is not clear that the

“regret” of going from state of utility 5 to a state of utility 3 is equivalent in some
sense to that of going from state of utility 11 to one of utility 9. Secondly, one

may construct examples where an arbitrarily small advantage in onestate of
nature outweighs a considerable advantagein another state. Such examples tend

to produce the samefeelings of uneasiness which led manyto object to the [maximin utility] criterion.
A third objection which the author considers very serious is the following. In
some examples the minimax regret criterion mayselect a strategy [act] Az among
the available strategies? Ai, A2, A3, and Ag.

On the other hand,if for some reason

A, is made unavailable, the minimaxregretcriterion will select Az among Aj, Ag,

and A3. The authorfeels that for a reasonable criterion the presence of an undesirable strategy A4 should not have an influence on the choice among the remaining
strategies.

Chernoff’s third objection to the minimax risk principle is a variation on
our old theme of the “‘independenceofirrelevant alternatives.” There is
an obvious modification of the minimax risk principle which copes with the
problem of non-independence of irrelevant alternatives—but, unfortunately, it has its own, more serious fault. Roughly, the idea is: instead
of comparing an act withall others to ascertain the risk, which introduces
the difficulties when new acts are added, simply make paired comparisons
between acts. Relative to the universe of any two acts, and for each state,
determine the risk of taking each act. Of the two acts, choose the one
whose maximumrisk is least. An optimal act is then defined as one which
is preferred or indifferent, when compared in this way, to every otheract.
This procedure is unsatisfactory because there are d. p. u. u.’s in which
2 Chernoff uses letters d1, do, d3, and d4.
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intransitivities occur, and so for these casesit fails to lead to an unambiguous optimal act. An example is the d. p. u. u.
S51

SQ

A,|10
Ao|

A3|

S3

5

0

1

10

5

4

2

10

(payoff in utility units).

The procedure outlined yields the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

A, over Ag for: Ay has a maximumrisk of 5 (from se) whereas Ae
has a maximum risk of 10 (from sj).
As over A3 for: Ag has a maximum risk of 6 (from s3) whereas A3

has a maximum risk of 8 (from se).

A3 over A; for: A3 has a maximum risk of 5 (from s,) whereas A,
has a maximum risk of 9 (from 53).

Consequently, none of the three acts can be optimalsince eachisless preferred (in a paired comparison) than oneof the others.
This same example also illustrates Chernoff’s third objection to the
minimax risk criterion.

Restricting ourselves to acts Ag and A3, that

criterion selects Aj as optimal and A3 as non-optimal.
the risk matrix is
S51

A,|
0
Apo!10
A3|
5

SQ

SB

5
O
8

9
6
O

When A, is added,

(payoff in risk units)

and A3 7s then optimal since its maximum risk is a minimum among the
maximum risks.

The pessimism—optimism index criterion of Hurwicz.

‘The maxi-

min utility and the minimaxrisk criteria are each ultraconservative (or
pessimistic) in that, relative to each act, they concentrate upon thestate
having the worst consequence. Why not look at the best state, or at a
weighted combination of the best and worst? This, in essence, is the
Hurwicz [1951 a] criterion.
For act A;, let m; be the minimum and M; the maximum ofthe utility
numbers w;1, Uj2, °° * 5 Uin- Let a fixed number a@ between 0 and 1,
called the pessimism-optimism index, be given. ‘To each A; associate the
index am; + (1 — a)M;, which weshall term the a-index of A;. Of two
acts, the one with higher a-index is preferred.
Note that, if a = 1, the above procedure is the maximin (utility) criterion, whereas if a = 0, it is the maximax (utility) criterion. If neither
of these are satisfactory, then how does one decide what a to use? One
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way is to see what seems reasonable in certain simple classes of d. p. u.
u.’s, for example, in the class:
51

S92

Ao|x

x

A,|0

1

(utility payoff).

The a-indices of A; and Az are 1 — a and x respectively. Consequently,
if one can choose an x such that A; and Ap? areindifferent, then one can
impute an a-level to oneself.

For example, if A; and A» are indifferent

for x = 34, then a must be 5¢.

Thus, by resolving a simple decision

problem an a-level can be chosen empirically, which, in turn, can be
employed in more complicated decisions.
But there are also objections to this criterion; one may beillustrated
by the following example:
S1

SQ

0
1

1
O

(441, 4) lL4

SZ

0
0

(utility payoff).

©

Ai|
Ao|

Suppose the a-level of 14 is chosen. The a-indices of A, and A2 are each
y%-0+(1 —%)-1 = 34, whereasthe index of (4441, 4A2)is}{-O+
(1— \%)-% = 3g. Consequently, although A; and Ag are each optimal, the procedureof tossing a fair coin and taking A, if heads and Ag if
tails is not optimal. Critics of the Hurwicz criterion claim that any

randomization over optimal acts (according to a particular criterion)

should itself also be optimal accordingto that criterion. Rememberthat
a randomization which uses only optimal acts will ultimately cause the
decision maker to adopt one of these optimal acts!
A secondpossible criticism of the Hurwicz criterion is that it resolves the
following d. p. u. u. counter to one’s best intuitive judgment:
$1
ol

S52 53
11

° * *
-+*)

Se °° * S100
does
|

Ae{1

0

-::+

O

O

+++

OF.

According to any a-level Hurwiczcriterion, both acts A; and A» have an
a-index of 1 — a, and so they are considered indifferent; however, if one
is ‘completely ignorant’? concerning which is the true state, then, the
critics argue, A; is manifestly better than A». But, in defense of Hurwicz,
is A, clearly better than Ay? What seemsto be implied hereis that the
““true’’ state 1s ““more likely” to be oneofthe states 52 to 5499 than s;. This,
however, is not what Hurwicz intuits about the notion of “complete
ignorance,” for he would assert that ‘“‘complete ignorance” implies the
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above d. p. u. u. is strategically equivalent to
sy! Sof

Ay |? |

Ag|1

O}.

A complete characterization of what he means by the term “complete

ignorance” can best be given in axiomatic form (see section 13.4).
The criterion based on the “principle of insufficient reason.”?

The

criterion of insufficient reason asserts that, if one is “‘“completely ignorant”
as to which state among sj, 52, - * * , 5, obtains, then one should behave
as if they are equally likely. Thus, one is to treat the problem as one
of risk with the uniform a priori probability distribution over states, and
to each act A; assign its expected utility index,

Ui + uj2+ * + + +Uin

3

n

and choose the act with the largest index.
At this juncture, it would be apropos to digress into the philosophical
foundationsof probability and to review the special role of the principle of
insufficient reason in relation to these foundations. But weshall resist
this temptation, for to do the topic justice would require a sizable digression, and there are already excellent expository accounts of this material.
(See, for instance, Arrow [1951 5], Nagel [1939], and Savage [1954]; each

of these references, in turn, gives a relatively complete bibliography.)

Wewill confine ourselves to a few simple remarks.
The principle of insufficient reason, first formulated by Jacob Bernoulli
(1654-1705), states in boldest terms that, if there is no evidence leading
one to believe that one event from an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive
events is more likely to occur than another, then the events should be
judged equally probable. This principle is extremely vague, and its
indiscriminate use has led to many nonsensical results. Writers since
Bernoulli’s time have attempted to add qualifications to the principle and
to specify limited interpretations so as to avoid some of the more blatant
contradictions.
From an empirical point of view, one difficulty with the principle is
this: Suppose we are confronted with a real problem in decision making
under uncertainty, then ourfirst task is to give a mutually exclusive and exhaustive listing of the possible statesofnature. The rub is that many such
listings are possible, and in general these different abstractions of the same
problem will, when resolved by the principle of insufficient reason, yield
different real solutions. For instance, in onelisting of the states we might
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have: s1, the organism remainsfixed; s9, the organism moves. In another
equally good listing we might have: s,, the organism remainsfixed; se, the
organism movesto theleft; 53, the organism moves to the right. Wecan
further complicate our description of the possible states of nature by
noting whichleg first moves, whether the animalraises its head or not, etc.
There is a counterargument to this objection. Although it may be
true that there are various acceptable interpretations as to what constitutes a state in a given real problem,it is not true that we will feel that
the states are “‘equally likely’ in each interpretation. In other words,
care must be exerted in the choice of states if one wishes to use this principle. As it stands, this defense is weak in that there is a crying need for an
empirical clarification of the term “‘equally likely.””> Eventually, we shall
examine two suggested clarifications. The first, an axiomatic treatment
due to Chernoff [1954], characterizes his notion of “‘complete ignorance”’
in such a mannerasto justify logically the principle of insufficient reason.
This will be described in section 13.4. In the second, the equally likely
assignment gains empirical meaning through the ‘‘practical’’ suggestions
for probability assignments offered by the personalistic school of proba-

bility (see section 13.5).

Incidentally, the arguments against the principle of insufficient reason
become even more cogent whenthere are an infinite set of pertinent states
of nature, for then it is difficult to single out a natural parametrization, or
enumeration, of the states tor which a suitable generalization of the
“equally likely’’ criterion is appropriate.
Before we turn to the axiomatic studies of decision criteria, what of the
poor decision maker whois now totally confused by the pros and cons of
the above criteria? Can he, in desperation, compromise by adopting
some sort of arbitrary composite of the criteria? Subsequently, we will
suggest some plausible composites; however, for the present, the following
example mustbe included as a note of caution, for some apparently acceptable compromises may notbe so acceptableafterall.
Take the case of a decision maker who cannot crystallize his preferences
among the maximin criterion, the Hurwicz criterion with a = 34, and
the principle of insufficient reason. He thus decides to define one act as
preferable to another if and only if a majority of these three criteria
register this preference. The following d. p. u. u. establishes that this
compromise procedure is not well defined:
5S}

SQ

S3

A,|2
Ae|5
A3|0

12
5
10

—3
—1
—2

(utility payoff).
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Preferences according to:
Maximin criterion

A» over A3 over Ay

Hurwicz criterion® (a = 34)

Az over A, over Ao

Principle of insufficient reason

A, over Ag over A3

A majority of the criteria select A; over Ao, Ag over A3, and A3 over A;—
an intransitivity. ‘The majority decision principle applied in social welfare contexts (Chapter 14) leads to the same embarrassing intransitivities
of preference. The reasons are analogous.
13.3. AXIOMATIC TREATMENT: THE AXIOMS NOT REFERRING TO
‘“‘COMPLETE IGNORANCE”’
Instead of applying specific proposed decision criteria to carefully
selected decision problems, thereby determining whether or not each
criterion complies with ourintuitive criteria (which we deem to be reasonable), let us, as so often before, invert the procedure. Let us cull from
our intuitions certain reasonable desiderata for decision criteria to fulfill,
which we can then investigate both as to compatibility with one another
and as to their logical implications. Our axiomatic presentation mainly
follows Chernoff [1954], but it is also a curious mixture of the works of
Milnor [1954], Hurwicz [1951 a], Savage [1954], Arrow [1953], and
unpublished comments by Rubin.
There are two distinct types of axiomatic approachesin the literature.
In one the criterion must establish for each d. p. u. u. a complete ordering
of the available acts. As in the four criteria we have previously mentioned, this is usually effected by attaching a numerical index to each act.
In the other approach, a criterion isolates an “‘optimal’’ subset of acts,
but it does not attempt to rank non-optimal ones. Of course, this can be
thought of as a complete ordering of all acts—butinto just two categories:
optimal and non-optimal! We will follow the latter procedure, for it is
closer to the natural demands of the problem area.
Let A’ and A”be twoarbitrary but specific acts in a decision problem.

Wedefine the following preliminary notions.

i. A’ ~ A”: meansthat the acts are equivalent in the sense that they yield

the same utilities for each state of nature.

ii. A’ > A’: meansthat A’ strongly dominates A’’ in the sense that A’ is

preferred to A” for each state of nature.

3 The a-indices of A3, Ai, and Ag are 14(10) + (34)(— 2) = 1,34(12) + (34)(—3) =
34, and (}4)(5) + (34)(—1) = %,respectively.
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iii. A’ > A’: means that A’ weakly dominates A” in the sense that A’ is

preferred to A” for at least one state andis preferred or indifferent to A’”’

for all otherstates.

Since any d. p. u. u. is characterized by a class of acts @, a set of states

of nature S, and a utility function u, we may symbolically identify the

d. p. u. u. with the triple (@, S, u).

A decision criterion associates to each

d. p. u. u., ie., to each (@, S, u), a subset @ of @; the acts in @ are called
optimal for (@, S, u) relative to the given criterion.
or optimal set.

@ is called the choice

Desiderata for criteria

Axiom 1.

For any d. p. u. u. (@, S, u), the set @ is non-empty, i.e., every

Axiom 4.

[f A’ belongs to @ and A" ~ A’ or A" ~ A’, then A” belongsto @.

problem can be resolved.
Axiom 2. The choice set for d. p. u. u. does not depend upon the choice of
origin and unit of the utility scale used to abstract the problem.
Axiom 3. The choice set 1s invariant under the labeling of acts, 1.e., the real
acts singled out as optimal should not depend upon the arbitrary labeling of acts
used to abstract the problem.
Axioms 1 through 4 are quite innocuous in the sense that, if a person
takes serious issue with them, then we would contendthatheis not really
attuned to the problem we have in mind.

An act A’is said to be admissible if there is no act Ain @such that A ~ 4’,
i.e., A’ is admissible if A’ is not weakly dominated by any otheract.
Axiom 5.

[If A’ belongs to G, then A’ is admissible.

Axiom 5 is equivalentto:

Given A’, if there exists an A such that A > A’( thatis, if A’ is not admissible),
then A’ does not belong to @.
It should be noted that as they were originally stated neither the maximin principle nor the Hurwicz ea-criteria satisfy axiom 5; however, both
can be appropriately modified in a trivial manner. Tosee the problem,
consider the following d. p. u. u.:
S1

SQ

S38

Afo 1 %
A.|0 1 Wi.
The strategy A» is not admissible, since A; ~ Ae; however, A; and Ag,
and all randomizations between them, have the samesecurity level, 0,
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and the same Hurwicz a-index. Consequently, any randomized act is
optimal according to these criteria. We can modify them to meet axiom
5 either by deleting all acts which are not admissible, or by deleting from
the class of optimal acts those which are not admissible. This point suggests the next axiom.
Axiom 6. Adding new acts toad. p. u. u., each of which is weakly dominated
by or ts equivalent to some old act, has no effect on the optimality or non-optimality
of an old act.
Example. A gentleman wandering in a strange city at dinner time
chances upon a modest restaurant which he enters uncertainly. ‘The
waiter informs him that there is no menu, but that this evening he may
have either broiled salmon at $2.50 or steak at $4.00. In a first-rate
restaurant his choice would have been steak, but considering his unknown
surroundings and the different prices he elects the salmon. Soon after
the waiter returns from the kitchen, apologizes profusely, blaming the
uncommunicative chef for omitting to tell him that fried snails and frog’s
legs are also on thebill of fare at $4.50 each. It so happens that our hero
detests them both and would alwaysselect salmon in preferenceto either,
yet his response is ‘‘Splendid, Pl] change myorderto steak.’’ Clearly,
this violates the seemingly plausible axiom 6. Yet can wereally argue
that he is acting unreasonably? He, like most of us, has concluded from
previous experience that only ‘‘good”’ restaurants are likely to serve snails
and frog’s legs, and so the risk of a bad steak is lessened in his eyes.
This illustrates the important assumption implicit in axiom 6, namely,
that adding newacts to a d. p. u. u. does not alter one’s a priort information as
to which is the true state of nature. In what follows, we shall suppose that
this proviso is satisfied. In practice this means that, if a problem is first
formulated so that the availability of certain acts influences the plausibility
of certain states of nature, then it must be reformulated by redefining the
states of nature so that the interaction is eliminated.
Axiom 6 can be strengthened to the following form of the principle of
the independenceofirrelevant alternatives:
Axiom 7. If an act is non-optimal for a d. p. u. u., it cannot be made optimal
by adding new acts to the problem.
A typical violation of axiom 7 is this incongruous exchange.
pocTor: Well, Nurse, that’s the evidence. Since I must decide
whetheror not heis tubercular, I'l] diagnose tubercular.
NURSE: But, Doctor, you do not have to decide one wayorthe other,
you Can say you are undecided.
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In that case, mark him not tubercular.

The example given at the end of the discussion of the minimaxrisk
criterion shows that axiom 7 rules out the minimaxrisk principle.
Note that axiom 7 does not prevent an optimal act from being changed
into a non-optimal one by adding newacts; this is true even if none of the
new acts isoptimal. Therefore, one might wish to strengthen axiom 7 to:
Axiom 7’. The addition of new acts does not transform an old, originally nonoptimal act into an optimal one, and it can change an old, originally optimalact into
a non-optimal one only if at least one of the new acts is optimal.
A further strengthening of axiom 7 is:
Axiom 7", The addition of new acts toad. p. u. u. never changes old, originally
non-optimal acts into optimal ones and, in addition, either

(i)

All the old, originally optimal acts remain optimal,

or
(ii)

None of the old, originally optimal acts remain optimal.

Theall-or-none feature of axiom 7’’ may seem a bit too stringent, but

one can offer this rationalization for it. Suppose that the merit of each
act can be summarized bya single numerical index which is independent
of the other acts available. ‘Then the optimalset of the original problem
is composed ofall the acts with the highest index. Now, among the new
acts elther there is one with a higher index, which therefore annihilates
all the old optimal acts, or there is not and theoriginal optimalsetisleft
intact. A severe criticism of axiom 7” is that it yields unreasonable
results when it is coupled with either of the more palatable axioms 5 and 6.
Take, for example, the following d. p. u. u.:
S51

SQ

S3

S4

A,!|0
Ao|4

4
0

2
0

2
4).

It is reasonable that some criterion should allow both A; and Ap» in the

optimal set.

Now add an A3 whoseutilities are

As[4 0 0.1 4]
Since Ag is weakly dominated by A3, axiom 5 implies that act A» cannot

remain optimal. But one mayvery well want also to keep A; as optimal,
in violation of 7’. The rationalization of axiom 7’ (namely, that each
act can be fully appraised by a single index) is apparently not suitable.
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This is suggested by the fact that acts Az and Az have the same indices
according to the maximin (utility), minimaxrisk or regret, and Hurwicz
(for any a-index) criteria. The criterion based on the principle of insuffcient reason, however, doessatisfy axiom 7”’.
> There is still another variation on the theme of the independenceofirrelevant
alternatives, which is especially suited to finding the logical consequences of some
combinations of these axioms.

Axiom 7’, An act A’ is optimal only if it ts optimal in the paired comparisons
between A’ and A, for all A in @.
This axiom enables us to transform the decision problem into a series of paired

comparisons between acts and to eliminate those acts which are not optimal in
any one of these comparisons. We will not, however, use this condition.
<q

Axiom 7 and its different versions are somewhat controversial. Each
of these rules out the minimax risk or regret principle. We are most

sympathetic to axioms 7 and 7’.

The others, 7’ and 7”, are slightly

harderto see through(i.e., they are a little less intuitive), so let us suspend
judgmentuntil some of their consequencesare stated.
The next axiom is due to Rubin. ‘To suggest it, suppose a decision
maker is given two decision problems having the samesets of available
acts and states but differing in payoffs. Suppose the second problem is
trivial in the sense that the payoff depends only upon the state and not
upon the act adopted. In other words, in the array representing problem
2, all entries in the same column are the same. [If the decision maker
knowsonly that he is playing problem 1 with probability and problem 2
with probability 1 — p when he hasto adoptan act, then he should adopt
an act whichis optimal for problem 1, since problem 2, which enters with
probability 1 — f, is irrelevant as far as his choice is concerned. It is
straightforward to formalize this requirement into an axiom, but wewill
be content merely with the following suggestive formulation.
Axiom 8. Consider a probability mixture of two d. p. u. u.’s with the samesets
of actions and states. If the second d. p. u. u. has payoffs which do not depend upon
the act chosen, then the optimal set of the mixture problem should be the same as the
optimal set of the first d. p. u. u.
Axiom 8 can be shown to imply that adding a constant to each entry of a
column of ad. p. u. u. does not alter the optimal set. Instead of Rubin’s axiom,
perhaps it would have been simpler to take the italicized consequence as
the axiom; however, wefeel, as do Rubin and Chernoff, that this property
is not as intuitively compelling as the axiom given.
Axiom 8 goes a long way towardsselecting a criterion. For example,
it rules out the maximincriterion andall the Hurwicz e-criteria. There-
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First, to argue

i. As stated, the axiom is not intuitive enoughto be giventhestatusof a
basic desideratum.
ii. Consider the following problems:
Problem 1

|

S]

0

Ao|—10

Problem 2

59

“3

04,

Sj

aT poe

S2

4

Ay} 1000 O|,

Problem 3
S]

mae

Ao}495

52

a

=O.

|,

where, it will be noted, problem 3 is a mixture of the other two in which

each is played with probability 14.

Intuitively, a plausible method for

analyzing these d. p. u. u.’s is to be somewhat pessimistic and to behave
as if the less desirable state is somewhat morelikely to arise. ‘The extreme
example of this rule is the maximiner whofocuses entirely on the undesirable state, but our point holds equally well for one who emphasizes the
undesirable state only slightly. In problem 1, s; is less desirable, and so
one is led to choose A;. In problem 3, Ssis less desirable, and so one
might be led to choose A». But if one subscribes to axiom 8, the same
alternative must be chosen in both cases, and so weare led to doubt the
axiom.
iii. Axiom 8, when added to axiom 3 (i.e., the choice set is invariant
under labeling of acts) and to axiom (i.e., the addition of acts cannot
make a non-optimalact optimal), both of which are extremely reasonable,
yields the following result: Jf an optimal act of a given d. p. u. u. is equivalent
to a probability mixture of two other acts, then each of these acts 1s also optimal.*
For example, in the d. p. u. u.
SS}

S9

A,|O

2

Ao|1

0

As|%

1],

if A3 is optimal, so are A; and Ag, since A3 is equivalent to (14441, 4Ao).

This also implies the result that one need never resort to randomized acts in
this type of decision problem. Since, it is contended, this consequence
is absurd, one should discard the weakest link in the argumentleading to
it. Therefore, axiom 8 should go.
Now,to argue against these arguments point by point:
i, Rubin’s axiom is not only intuitively meaningful but it seems perfectly reasonable. This is a matter of taste!
4 This proposition is referred to as the anticonvexity property of the optimal set.
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ii. The very compelling a priort quality of Rubin’s axiom argues against
the analysis which led us to choose A; in problem 1 and A2 in problem 3.
Certainly, the intuitive analysis cannot be used withoutrestriction, for it
would also lead us to choose A» again in
Si

A,}500

Az 100

S9

—0O.01

0

|,

and that seems counterintuitive. We suspect that most people who are
unaware of axiom 8 would find it difficult to resolve problem 3 above and
that they could easily be persuaded to choose either A; or Ag; however,
once they become aware of the axiom they will find it acceptable and will
use it to decide upon A, in that problem.

iii. Is the assertion that one need never resort to randomized strategies
inad.p.u.u.so absurd? Maybenot, for one can cite many “‘reasonable”’
criteria which lead to an optimal non-randomized act for any d. p. u.u.
Furthermore, there are arguments against randomization; for example,
part of the discussion found in section 4.10, where we examined the operational interpretation of randomizedstrategies and cast some doubt upon
their applicability, can be taken over almost verbatim. Finally, Chernoff
(1954, p. 438] argues as follows ‘‘It would seem that the need for randomization depends on thestatistician’s need to oversimplity the statement of his problem because with limited computational ability he cannot take full advantage of the actual relationships involved. Generally,
the simplification has the effect of combining states of nature which are equivalent when random samples are insisted upon.” [Italics ours.] This discussion
leads naturally to the next axiom.

Axiom 9,

If A’ and A”are both optimal for ad. p. u. u., a probability mix-

ture of A’ and A”is also optimal, t.e., the optimal set is convex.

Rememberthat a probability mixture using A’ or A” will in fact choose
either A’ or A”, and, if they are both optimal, certainly any mixture

should be. This seems very palatable; however, it rules out all Hurwicz’s criteria with a < 1. Put in anotherfashion, if we are committed
to using some oneofthe criteria of the Hurwicz family, and if we impose
axiom 9, then we must choose a = 1, that is, the maximin (utility)
criterion.
Hurwicz would argue, facetiously perhaps, that it does not grieve him
too much to be forced into the a = 1 camp, for that is where he started
from in the first place. He only invented the pessimism-optimism index
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as a modification of the maximin criterion in order to appease those souls
who were unwilling to endorse its pessimistic approach. However, he
would continue, axiom 9 is not as innocuous as it seems. Ifaxiom 9 were a
consequence of some other more basic axioms, he would not object too
much, but it does not seem to him to warrant the status of an axiom.
Suppose A; and 42 are both optimal acts. It is true that a mixture such
as (146A), 44A2) will, operationally, result in a selection of one of the two
optimal acts. Nonetheless, the mixture may evoke a_ psychological
response in its own right, and, before it is known which optimal act is
adopted, there is no compelling reason whythe anticipation of the mixture
must be as good as either A; or Ap. For example, an optimist mightlike
both A; and A» because in each case he can look forward to very desirable

returns if certain states obtain; however, with the randomization all
expected returnswill be mitigated, and so the anticipation is not nearly so
pleasant. Of course, the counterargument is that the apparent reasonableness of the axiom simply demonstrates the irrationality of the optimist’s wishful thinking. So the battle is joined. The present authors
are very partial to the axiom and believe the argumentagainstit is rather
weak.
So far we have not tried to characterize the notion of ‘“‘complete
ignorance.”” Our purpose in postponing this discussion is obvious:
Axioms 1 through 9 are pertinent to decision making where oneis not
‘““completely ignorant’ of the true state. It is interesting that, even without committing ourselves on the notion of ‘‘complete ignorance,” acceptance of axioms 1 through 9 serves to eliminate the maximin criterion
(eliminated by axiom 8), the minimaxrisk or regret (eliminated by axiom
7 or any of its variations), and the Hurwicz a-criteria (eliminated by
axiom 8 and, for a < 1, by axiom 9). Nonetheless, axioms 1 through 9
are compatible: the criterion based on the principle of insufficient reason,
for example,satisfies all of them.
The following theorem is basic:
To each criterion which resolves all d. p. u. u.’s in such a manner as to satisfy
axioms 1, 3, 4, 5, 7’, 8, and 9, there is an appropriate a priori distribution over the
states of nature which 1s independent of any new acts which might be added, such

that an act is optimal (according to the criterion) only if it is best against this a

priort distribution.

Note, this theorem does not say that if an act is best against this a priori
distribution then it is optimal according to the criterion. It only says the
converse. The theorem indicates that, if we are committed to axioms
1, 3, 4, 5, 7’, 8, and 9, our first step should be to search for a suitable
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a priori distribution. Whatdistribution is chosen will, naturally, depend
upon the information we possess concerning the true state of nature.
13.4 AXIOMATIC TREATMENT: THE AXIOMS REFERRING TO
*“‘COMPLETE IGNORANCE”’
Now weturn to the question of ‘‘complete ignorance.”?
following:

Axiom 10.

Consider the

For any d. p. u. u., the optimal set should not depend upon the

labeling of the states of nature.

Obviously, if we have reason to suspect that a given state of nature is
quite likely the true state whereas anotherstate is quite likely not the true
state, then in any abstraction of the problem we wishto distinguish between
these two states. Or, if we numberthestates of nature in a given problem
in such a mannerthat the lower the numberthe morelikely wefeel thatit
is the “‘true” state, then certainly we want to keep the labeling of the
states in mind and axiom 10 would not be at all appropriate. Loosely
speaking, whenever axiom 10 is not appropriate, we are not in the realm
of ‘‘complete ignorance.”
‘There is a tendency to read too muchinto this axiom. Somehold that
adopting axiom 10 is essentially equivalent to assumingthat eachstateis
equally likely. Although this is true when a suitable collection of the
other axioms is added to 10 (see below), it is not true for 10 alone, or for

10 and certain of the other axioms.

For example, if axiom 7’” is accepted

(i.e., A’ is optimal only if it is optimal in each paired comparison), then
axiom 10 has the following interpretation: If A’ is optimal and if the

utilities for A’, [u(A’’, 51), u(A”, 52), - > + , u(A”, Sn), are a permutation
of those for A’, [u(A’, 51), u(A’, 50), - * * , u(A’, Sn)], then A”is also optimal. This does not require that the states of nature be equally likely,
since the maximincriterion, for example, satisfies this requirement.
It is very easy to see the role that axiom 10 plays when appended to
axioms 1, 3, 4, 5, 7’, 8, and 9. As a consequence of these other axioms,
almost everything hinges on an a priori probability distribution over the
states of nature. Yet, if we must be indifferent to the labeling of the
states, it can be shownthatthe only possible a przorz distribution must make
each state equally likely, i.e., it must be the one which assigns the proba-

bility 1/n to each state if there are n states in all.

Thus, by coupling axiom 10 with the theorem westated for these seven
axioms, we knowthat an actis optimal only if it yields the highest average

utility (the average being taken overall n utilities associated with the act
and where each utility numberis given weight 1/n).

But with axiom 10
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added it can be shownthat the “‘only if”? assertion can be strengthened to
“if and only if,” 1.e., 7f an act has the highest average utility, then it 1s indeed
optimal. To round out the picture, the sameresult holds if for axiom 7’
one substitutes axioms 6 and 7. (Note that 7’ implies 7 directly, and
whenit is bolstered by 4 and 5 it also implies 6.)
In summary, then, axioms 1 through 10 (actually 2 is not needed) characterize the criterion based on the principle of insufficient reason,i.e.,
it is the unique criterion which satisfies them. ‘This result is due to
Chernoff [1954].
The maximiners and minimaxers, however, argue that, although axiom
10 is all right, it does not go far enough in characterizing the notion of
‘““complete ignorance.”’ For example, consider the two d. p. u. u.’s
D. P. U. U. 1
S1

$2 $3

54

5

5

als 2 2 |
Ae{O

5

D. P. U. U. 2
$1

and

52

als |
Ae|O

5].

According to the criterion based on the principle of insufficient reason»
Ag is optimal for d. p. u. u. 1 and A; ford. p. u. u. 2. But ef one zs truly
completely ignorant about the true state in each problem aren’t these problems identical? Ind. p. u. u. 1, se, 53, and s4 can be strategically lumped
into one state—call it s*. True, s* is “‘not less likely’? to be true than
either se, 53, or 54, but if we are completely ignorant we cannot say anything about s; versus s*. The principle of insufficient reason interprets
complete ignorance as ‘‘each state being equally likely,’’ so s* must be
treated as if it were “‘three times as likely’ as 53, and, therefore, this
criterion chooses A». But, in considering s* as more likely than sj, one
admits that he is not completely ignorant. According to some, the very
essence of complete ignoranceis to treat d. p. u. u.’s 1 and 2 as equivalent.
They would add that one is almost never in a state of complete ignorance, but they would insist that, if one wants to list reasonable desiderata
for criteria which purport to handle this case, the following axiom is
indispensable.

Axiom 11.

If ad. p. u. u. is modified by deleting a repetitious column (i.e.,

collapsing two states which yield identical payoffs for all acts into one), then the
optimal set is not altered.
Axiom 11 can be strengthened to:
Axiom Il’, If ad. p. u. u. is modified by deleting a column which is equivalent
to a probability mixture of other columns, then the optimal set 1s not altered.
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If one feels strongly aboutthe criterion based on the principle of insufhcient reason and also wants to endorse axiom 11, the two can be combined
into this criterion: In any d. p. u. u. delete all repetitious columns, and in
this modified d. p. u. u. choose those acts having the highest average
payoff (equal weights). This criterion fails to satisfy axiom 7 or any of
its variations. For example, consider the following d. p. u. u.:
S]

A,;|/11
Ao}
0
A3|
9

S92

S53

0
10
9

0
10
0

If the choice is confined to A; or Ag, Aj is optimal (since by axiom 11 s3
is deleted). If A3 is added to A; and Ag, then s3 cannot be deleted, and
according to this criterion Ag is changed from non-optimal to optimal
whereas A; is changed from optimal to non-optimal. ‘Thus, any variant
of axiom 7 is contradicted.
Axioms 10 and 11 together are said to characterize ‘“‘complete ignorance.”” Although axioms 10 and 11 are compatible, and axioms 1 to 9
are compatible, all eleven obviously are not. Something will have to be
deleted, and one possible candidate is Rubin’s axiom 8—which amounts
to saying that the addition of a constant to a column has noeffect on the
optimal set. The Hurwicz a-criteria, modified to the extent of deleting
all weakly dominated acts before applying the criteria, satisfy axioms 1
through 6, plus any version of 7, plus 10 and 11. The maximin(utility)
criterion, modified in the same way,satisfies these and axiom 9 in addition.
Arrow [1953], modifying a result due to Hurwicz [1951 a], has proved
the following result: If a criterion satisfies axioms 1, 3, 4, 7’, 10, 11, then
it takes into account only the minimum and maximum utility associated
with each act. However, the particular way these maxima and minima
are to be used toselect a specific act as best is left unresolved by the group
of axioms. For example, all the Hurwicz a-criteria are compatible with
this axiom set. Another compatible criterion is: An act is optimal if and
only if either its minimum is larger than the minimum ofany otheractor,
whenthere are ties for the largest minimum,it has the largest maximum
among those acts with the largest minimum.
Suppose that we let m denote the minimum utility associated with an
act and M the maximum,then if we acceptthis axiom set(1, 3, 4, 7’’, 10,
11) the crux of the problem is to decide upon an ordering between pairs
(m’, M’) and (m”’, M’’). If we also demand that axiom 2 be met, the
criterion must yield the same ordering when wechangethe utilities by a
linear transformation. Thus, if the criterion selects (m’, M’) over (m”’,
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M”’) then it must also select (am! + b, aM’ + b) over (am’’ + b, aM”+ 5),
where a > 0. In this connection, the following can be shown: If, for the
d. p. u. u.
S51

S92

Ay ° 1

Ao|x

x4,

there exists a number @ such that we would say A, is optimal for all

x £ 1 — a, and Ag is optimal for all x 2 1 — a, and if we demandthat a
criterion yielding this decision also satisfy axioms1, 2, 3, 4, 7’, 10, and 11,
then it must be Hurwicz’s with index a.
‘The approach just used, which will be employed again in the next section, warrants a comment. We first commit ourselves to a class of
axioms, thereby restricting the class of potential criteria. Second, we
consider a simple class of d. p. u. u.’s for which we feel able to make subjective commitments as to the optimal sets. If our choice of axioms and
special cases is clever, then by using the axioms we can logically extend
the consistent decisions given for a simple class of d. p. u. u.’s to a precise
formula which resolves all d. p. u. u.’s.
> Milnor [1954] states a set of requirements for reasonable decision criteria,

wherethecriteria do not select an optimalset of acts but yield a complete (transi-

tive) ordering for all acts. The analysis is much simpler in these terms. Weoutline his work here with a minimum of comments. In parenthesis after each axiom

we give the nearest corresponding statement in terms of optimalsets.

1. Ordering. All acts must be completely ordered. (1.)
2. Symmetry. The ordering is independent of labeling of rows and columns. (3
and 10.)
3. Strong domination. Act A’ is preferred to A” if A’ strongly dominates A".
(4 and 5.)
4. Continuity. If A’is preferred to A’ in a sequence of d. p. u. u.’s, then A” is not
preferred to A’ in the limit d. p. u. u. [A sequence of d. p. u. u.’s converge to a
limiting d. p. u. u. if the utility numbersfor each (act, state) pair converge to the
utility number of the (act, state) pair of the limit d. p. u. u.] (No correlate.)

5. Linearity. The ordering is not changed by linear utility transformations. (2.)
6. Row adjunction. The ordering between old rows 1s not changed by adding a new

row. (7, 7', 7%, 7.)

7. Column linearity.

(8.)

The ordering is not changed by adding a constant to a column.

8. Column duplication. Adding an identical column does not change the ordering. (11.)
“9, Convexity. If A’ and A” are indifferent in the ordering, then neither A’ nor A”
is preferred to (16A', 146A”). # (9.)
10. Special row adjunction. Adding a weakly dominated act does not change the
ordering of old acts. (6.)
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Milnor summarizes his results in the table.

Axiom

Laplace

Wald

Hurwicz

Savage

1. Ordering

&

@)

@)

@

2. Symmetry

@)

@

@

@®)

3. Str. dom.

@®

@)

@)

@)

4. Continuity

x

&)

@

@)

5. Linearity

x

x

@

x

6. Row adj.

®

@)

®

7. Col. lin.

@)

@)

8. Col. dup.

vs

@)

9. Convexity

x

&)

10. Sp. row adj.

x

x

@

@®
@

x

@

In this tabulation Laplacerefers to the criterion based on the principle of insufhi-

cient reason, Wald to the maximin utility criterion, Hurwicz to the a optimism-

pessimism criteria, and Savage to the minimax risk or regret criterion. An x
means the criterion and the axiom are compatible. Each criterion is characterized by the axioms marked @).

Note that, unlike Chernoff’s characterization of the Laplace criterion, Milnor’s
does not require the convexity axiom. ‘This discrepancy seems strange until it is
recalled that Milnor’s axioms 1 and 6 are stronger then their correlates in Chernoff’s system. Milnor demands a complete ordering, not just an optimal set, and
his sixth axiom corresponds to axiom 7” (cf. p. 289) whichis stronger than axiom 7
used by Chernoff.

Another point of discrepancy is Milnor’s use of strong domination and con-

tinuity.

All four of the criteria satisfy these conditions, but they would not if

weak domination (i.e., axiom 5, p. 287) were employed instead of strong domination.

To see this, consider the d. p. u. u.
Sl

S2

Ay | 0

|

Ag

3

1/n

.

By the maximinutility criterion, A is preferred to A, for all n, but in the limit as
n increases we obtain
Si

Ay |°
A,lO

$2

|
34,

so by weak domination A, is preferred to Ap.

both weak domination and continuity.

Thus, that criterion cannotsatisfy
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13.5 THE CASE OF “SPARTIAL IGNORANCE”’
A commoncriticism of such criteria as the maximin utility, minimax
regret, Hurwicz a, and that based on the principle of insufficient reason
is that they are rationalized on some notion of complete ignorance. In
practice, however, the decision maker usually has some vague partial
information concerning the true state. No matter how vagueit is, he may
not wish to endorse any characterization of complete ignorance (e.g.,
axiom 10 or 11), and so the heartis cut out of criteria based on this notion.
The present section is devoted to suggestions for coping with this hiatus
between complete ignorance andrisk.
As backgroundfor this discussion, consider a contestant on the famous
$64,000 quiz show whohasjust answered the $32,000 question correctly.
His problem is whether to choose act A, to try for $64,000, or to choose
act A», to stop at $32,000. His d. p. u. u. takes the form:
The $64,000 question is one that the contestant
S$) = could answer

A, = try for $64,000

Ay = stop

So = could not answer

Obtain $64,000 (tax-| Obtain a consolation
able) plus prestige,|
prize of a Cadillac,
publicity, etc.
plus knowledge that
$32,000 (taxable) was
lost
Obtain $32,000 (tax-| Sameas (Ag, 51) pair
able), get less prestige

and publicity than for
the (Aj, 51) pair

Weassumethatin utility terms the problem reduces to the form:
$1

52

Ay k °]

Ao|x

x}.

Let us suppose, further that no other contestant has ever tried for the

$64,000 question.

For all our contestant knows, the difficulty of the

question can run the gamutfrom the impossible to ‘‘What wasthecolorof
Washington’s white horse??? Everything hinges on his appraisal of the
relative possibilities of s; and s2.

He might take the point of view that he

is completely ignorant of the true state, but it is much morelikely that he
would take into consideration such intangibles as: (a) the public reaction
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against the sponsorif the question were too difficult; (b) the bad precedent
that would beset if the question were too easy; and (c) the trend in question difficulty in going from $4000 to $8000, from $8000 to $16,000, and
from $16,000 to $32,000. Although the problem surely is not in the
realm of complete ignorance,it is not obvious how this vague information
can be systematically processed.
Suppose, after due deliberation, the contestant chooses A;. We can
then assert that he behaved as if it were meaningful to assign an a priori
probability to s; of x or greater.» Conversely, one is tempted to say that,
if the “subjective probability” of s, is x or greater, then A, should be
chosen. It is this net of ideas which will be partially formulated now.
Weshall first report on the school led by Savage [1954], which holds
the view that by processing one’s partial information (as evidenced by
one’s responses to a series of simple hypothetical questions of the Yes-No
variety) one can generate an a prior: probability distribution over the
states of nature which is appropriate for making decisions. This reduces
the decision problem from one of uncertainty to one of risk. The a priorz
distribution obtained in this manner is called a subjective probability
distribution.
Savage, in his The Foundations of Statistics, ‘““develops, explains, and
defends a certain abstract theory of behavior of a highly idealized person
faced with uncertainty.”? The theory is based on a synthesis of the works
of Bruno de Finetti on a personalistic view of probability and of the modern
theory of utility due to von Neumann and Morgenstern. Since Savage
expoundshis position with vigor and clarity, we shall merely attempt to
capture what, to our minds, is the most salient contribution of his school.
Furthermore, we shall not follow Savage’s development of the subject;
rather weshall graft the new concepts onto the developmentgiven in the
two previous sections.
Let 51, 52, + * * , 5n be a labeling of the possible states of nature for some
concrete decision problem. Each of these labels refers to specific real
world phenomenaandwe(in therole of a decision maker) might feel that
some states are more plausible than others. Suppose, furthermore, that
after reflection we are convinced that we want to be consistent when facing problems of this type—consistent in the sense that our adopted decision criterion should satisfy axioms 1, 3, 4, 5, 7’, 8, and 9. Since these
axioms do not in any wayrefer to our state of ignorance concerning the
true state of nature, we are free to commit ourselves to them independent
of any information we possess or subjective feelings we haveasto therelative plausibility of the different states. Now, as we previously noted, any
> An equally valid interpretation of this single choice is that the subject applied a

Hurwicz criterion with index a < 1 — x.
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criterion which satisfies these axioms must select as optimal a subset of
the acts which are best against somespecific a prior: distribution. Furthermore, this a priorz distribution is independentof the particular acts available in a given problem (aslongasthestates 51, 59, - - * , S, are involved)
since adding new acts does not change non-optimalacts into optimal ones.
Thus, it is reasonable to assert that if there exists an ‘“‘appropriate”’
a priort probability distribution over the states, then this distribution
depends solely upon ourstate of information concerning 51, 59, °° * , Sn.
The strategy now is to considera series of simple hypothetical d. p. u. u.’s
with these states of nature, to resolve them accordingto our best intuitive
judgement, and then to use these commitments to infer a plausible a priorz
distribution.
Let us illustrate the procedure by a case which involves three specific
states 51, 52, and s3. In order to generate an “‘appropriate”’ a priori distribution over these states let us introduce two hypothetical acts, A; and
A», such that their consequences for the various states have the following

monetary equivalences:
S]

S9

Aslty

by

S3

ale $0 1]
Sy |.

Adjust act Ag, i.e., y, until we are indifferent between A; and A». Suppose the point of indifference (which is assumedto exist) is at $65. Suppose, further, that we are indifferent between obtaining $65 for certain
and getting $100 with an objective probability of 0.8 and $0 with an
objective probability of 0.2. Hence the utilities of $0, $65, and $100
can be taken as 0, 0.8, and 1. In utility payoffs we have

Ay

SJ

0

Ao|0.8

S9

oOo

0.8

S3

1

0.8].

Now, indifference between A; and A» is compatible with an a priori distribution only if the a prior: probability of s3 is 0.8. If we have no preferences about the statesthemselves then, as a check and possible short cut,
we could ask ourselves: ‘‘If we were given the alternative (a) of obtaining
a prize of x dollars if s3 turns out to be true and nothingif 51 or s9 were
true, versus the alternative (5) of obtaining a prize of x dollars with objective probability and nothing with objective probability 1 — p, for what
p would webe indifferent?”? ‘Tocheck, we would require that indifference
come at = 0.8 independentofthe valueof x, so long as it is positive! In
a similar manner, we could force ourselves to accept a probability assignment for s. and for s;._ In practice, however, one’s choicesfor a series of
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problems—no matter how simple—usually are not consistent. For
example, the a priori probability assignmentsfor 51, 59, 53 may not add up
to 1. Once confronted with such inconsistencies, one should, so the
argument goes, modify one’s initial decisions in such a manneras to be
consistent. Let us assume that this jockeying—making snap judgments,
checking on their consistency, modifying them, again checking on consistency, etc.—leads ultimately to a bona fide a prior: distribution. Now,
if we wish ourdecision criterion bothto satisfy the axiomsstated above and
to yield results that agree with our by now consistent set of preferences for
simple hypothetical problems, then we are committed to a criterion which
selects as optimal only acts which are best against this a priorz distribution.
> To describe precisely what Savage meansby a consistent set of preferences,

we must outline briefly his postulates for a personalistic theory of decision.

assumed ingredients of the decision problem are:

The

i. The set of states of the world—a set S with (an infinite number of) elements

s,s’, °° * and with subsets E, E’, - - - called events.
ii. The set of consequences—a set C with elements ¢, c’, °° iii. The set of acts—a set @ with elements A, 4’, ° °° .
iv. An assignmentto each act-state pair (A, s) of a consequence from C which
is denoted by A(s).
v. A binary relation > between pairs of acts which is interpreted to mean “‘is
preferred or indifferent to.”
Savage then postulates and defines the following:
Postulate 1.

The relation > is a weak ordering of the acts, i.e., every pair of acts ts

comparable and the relation is transitive.

Definition. The expression “A > A’ given E” meansthat, if acts A and A’
are modified so that their consequences are the samefor every state not included

in the event £, butif they are not changedfor the states in £, then the modification

of A is preferred or indifferent to the modification of A’.

This definition is not well defined unless the preference relation between modified acts is required not to depend upon the particular agreementselected for
states notin E. ‘The next postulate makes this assumptionindirectly.
Postulate 2.

Conditional preference, as defined above, is well defined.

Definition. If A(s) = c and A’(s) = c’ for every s in S, then we define c > ¢’
if and only if A > A’.
The given A and A’ of this definition are called “‘constant” acts since their
consequences are independentof which state holds. The relation > is extended
to the set of consequences by identifying each consequence with the constant act

whichyields it for each state.
Definition. An event ¢ is called null if every pair of acts are indifferent given

¢, i.e., for every A and A’, A > A’ given ¢ and A’ > A given ¢.

Postulate 3. If E is a non-null event and A(s) = c¢ and A’(s) = c¢’for all s in E,
then A > A’ given E if and only if c > c’.
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This asserts that conditional preferences do not affect consequence preferences.

Definition.

whenever
(i)

The event E is said to be not more probable than the event E’if,

cand c’ are any two consequencessuch that ¢ > ¢’,

(ii)

A(s) = cforsin E and A(s) = c’ for s not in E,

and

(iii)

A’(s) = c for sin E’ and A’(s) = c’ for s not in E’,

then A’ > A.
Postulate 4.
Postulate 5.

Probabilitywise, any two events are comparable.
There is at least one pair of acts which are not indifferent.

Postulate 6. Suppose A > A’. For each consequence c, no matter how desirable or
undesirable it may be, there exists a sufficiently fine partitioning of S into a finite number of
events such that if either A or A’ is modified to yield c for any single event of the partition

the preference for A over A’ is not changed.
Postulate 7. Let A’ be an act and let As’ be the constant act which agrees with A’ for
the state s.

(i)

Then,

A > A,’ given E for all s in E implies A > A’ given E,

and
(ii)

A,’ > A given E for all s in E implies A’ > A given E.

From these seven postulates Savage is able to show (amongotherthings) the

following two theorems.

Theorem. There exists a umque real-valued function P defined for the set of events
(subsets of S) such that

(i)

P(E) 20

(ii)

P(S) = 1,

for all E,

(iii) If Eand E!are disjoint, thenEWE’) = P(E) + P(E’),
and

(iv)

E is not more probable than E’ if and only if P(E) < P(E’).

P is called the personaltstic probability measure reflecting the individual’s reported
feelings as to which of a pair of events is morelikely to occur.
Theorem.

There exists a real-valued function u defined over the set of consequences

having the following property: If Ei, where 1 = 1, 2, ° + + , n, is a partition of S and A
is an act with consequence c; on Ej, and if E;’, where i = 1, 2, - - + , m, is another par-

tition of S and A’ is an act with consequence c;’ on E;’, then A > A’ if and only if
nm

>

z=1

u(c;)P (E;)

2 1, u(c;’)P (E,’).
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As in the von Neumann-Morgenstern

theory, it is unique up to a positive linear transformation.

<

A primary, and elegant, feature of Savage’s theory is that no concept of
objective probability is assumed; rather a subjective probability measure
arises as a consequence of his axioms. ‘This in turn is used to calibrate
utilities, and it is established that it can be done in such a waythat expected
utilities correctly reflect preferences. Thus, Savage’s contribution—a
major one in the foundations of decision making—is a synthesis of the von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility approach to decision making and de
Finetti’s calculus of subjective probability.
To transform vague information concerning thestates of nature into an
explicit a priort probability distribution, the decision maker has had to
register consistent choices in a series of simple hypothetical problems
involving these states. No one claims that this is an easy task, but some
go so far as to assert that in some contexts even these preliminary choices
are too difficult to make with any confidence. They hold, further, that,
if consistent responses are forced, the results are not very reliable and to
build upon them is a mistake. They feel, introspectively, that, if one
could instantaneously wipe out the memory of one’s past choices and if
the process for obtaining a subjective a priorz distribution were immediately
repeated, the newa priorz distribution could easily be quite different from
the old one.
There are two suggestions in the literature, Hurwicz [1951 b] and
Hodges and Lehman [1952], designed to cope partially with this problem.
Let A be a generic act in @ (the decision maker’s strategy set); let x denote
the generic randomized act in X (the set of all randomized acts); let s
be a generic state of nature in S (nature’s state set); let y denote an a priori
probability distribution over S; and let Y be theset of all a priori probability distributions. As we have seen, Savage suggests that partial knowledge can be utilized to find a unique a priori distribution y‘”, and the

decision makeris to choose an A whichis best against y‘.

Hurwicz goes

in the other direction: he suggests that partzal ignorance over S can be
effectively processed to yield complete ignorance over some subset Y of FY.
That is, although our knowledge may be insufficient to choose a specific
a priort distribution in Y, it may be adequate to eliminate certain a priori
distributions—let the remaining class be Y“. Hurwicz proposes that the
a priori distributions in Y‘” should be treated as new states of nature about
which one is totally ignorant, and that a criterion based on complete
ignoranceover these states should be utilized. For example, let M(x, y)
be the utility payoff when the decision maker chooses the randomized act
x and wheny is the a priori distribution. To apply the Hurwicz a-cri-
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terion, associate to each act x the a-index,
am, + (1 — a)M,,
where m, and M,are, respectively, the minimum and maximum payoffs®

which result from x as the a priori distribution y runs over its domain Y.

Choose an act which yields the highest a-index.
The spirit of Hurwicz’s proposal is quite clear, and there are contexts’
where wefeel his specific proposal can be employed. In general, however, we feel that his suggestions are too vague to resolve the problem.
Operationally, how does one characterize the elements of Y‘”? Evenifall
“reasonable” y are included in Y“, can’t some y’s be “‘more reasonable”
than others? Maybe one could capturethis differential plausibility for y’s
in Y by an a priori distribution on Y. But why stop there? Thereis
a next level, and a next, etc. Of course, expedient compromises can be
made, and Hurwicz’s original hopestill has merit: that from a lot of
special decisions about Y, one will come closer to extracting faithfully
one’s partial information about the states than by a forced choice of an
a priore distribution.
Independently of Hurwicz, Good [1950] has offered much the same
suggestion for processing information; however, he subsquently used the
maximin criterion rather the a-criteria.
Hodges and Lehmann [1952] also take the position that, in practice,
information aboutstates of nature often lies somewhere between complete
ignorance and a precise specification of an a priori distribution. For
example, an a priori distribution y‘” might seem likely and yet not be
sufficiently reliable to base decisions on. An act which is best against
y‘” might involve a large risk if some state actually turns out to be true.
(Note that Hodges and Lehmann,like most statisticians, phrase their
results in terms of risk payoffs rather than in utility payoffs.) So they
propose that: (a) An act (maybe randomized) be found which minimizes
the maximumrisk; let its maximum risk be C. (5) On the basis of the
quantity C and the context of the problem, choose a quantity Co, greater
than C, to serve as the maximum tolerable risk. (c) Choose an act x
which is best against y‘” subject to the condition that the act has a maximum
® There is some question here of the existence of the minimum and maximum; however, from a mathematical point of view, this can be taken careofeasily.
’ Let the two states of nature be whether a subject does or does not have tuberculosis,
and suppose that from medicalstatistics the proportion of people having T.B. is known
to be w. Because the subject is self-selected, we may be unwilling to say that the
a priort probability of T.B. is 7; but we mayfind it acceptable to say that it is anything
greater than or equal to z, and, conceivably, we might behave as if we were completely

ignorant as to which valueit has in this interval.
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risk not greater than Co.2 Naturally, the choice of Cy) will depend upon how
much confidence we have in y”.
13.6 GAMES AS DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY
The problem of individual decision making under uncertainty can be
considered as a one-person gameagainst a neutral nature. Someof these
ideas can be applied indirectly to individual decision making under conflict, i.e., where the adversary is not neutral but a true adversary. Ina
two-person non-zero-sum, non-cooperative game,let us refer to player 1
as “‘the decision maker” and to 2 as “‘the adversary.”? ‘The decision
maker wishes to choose an ‘‘optimal’’ set from the set of possible strategies
(acts) available to him. One modus operandi for the decision makeris to
generate an a priori probability distribution over the states (pure strategies)
of his adversary by taking into account both thestrategic aspects of the
game and what“‘psychological’’ information is known abouthis adversary,
and to choose an act whichis best against this a priorz distribution. ‘To
determine such a subjective a prior: distribution, the decision maker might
Imagine a series of simple hypothetical side bets whose payoffs depend
upon the strategy his adversary employs. ‘This is easier said than done,
however, since the decision maker cannot ignore the possibility that his
adversary will attempt to hypothecate such a procedure for him and will
adjust his choice of strategy accordingly. In other words, the decision
maker’s very selection of an a priorz distribution for his adversary sets up
indirect forces to alter this initial choice. If such is the case, one can
argue that the decision maker should keep on modifying the a priorz distribution until this alleged indirect feedback no longer produces any
change—auntil there exists an equilibrium in the decision maker’s mind.
Wesuspect that, roughly, this is the way games of strategy are actually
played. If in a given situation the theory is clear cut and if a decision
maker knows that his adversary will comply with the theory, then, in a

sense, the theory defines the decision maker’s choice of an a priori distribu-

tion for his adversary.
Of course, a decision maker maynotfeel very confident in his subjective
appraisals of his adversary, and so he might want to compromise in some
way. For example, he might use the compromise suggested by Hodges
and Lehmann [1952] and discussed in the precedingsection. Theystate:
® Once y‘” is chosen, the payoff for x is a linear function. Mathematically, then,
the problem is one of minimizinga linear function subject to linear inequalities—i.e., a
linear-programing problem (see section 2.3 and Appendix 5). Because of the equivalence between linear programing and two-person zero-sum gametheory,it is reasonable that game theory should be pertinent in proving theorems in this area. Itis!
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‘The formulations given here may be applicable also to games played
against an opponentrather than against Nature. ‘This would be the case
(in the two-person zero-sum game) if one believed from past experience
that the opponentis likely to make certain mistakes. One could then
take advantage of these and still protect oneself in case the opponent has
improved.” Or, the decision maker might use the Hurwicz proposal and
maximin, or he might use an a-index over somesuitably chosenrestricted
Class of a priorz distributions.
> It is interesting to reconsider the appropriateness of the axiomsfor a reasonable

criterion when natureis replaced by an intelligent adversary.

Axioms 1 through

5 seem equally acceptable in this interpretation. Axioms 6 andall versions of
7—the independence ofirrelevant alternatives—are open to the obviouscriticism
that adding a new actfor the decision maker can affect the strategic position of the

adversary and therefore the decision maker should reappraise the relative merits

of the old acts.

The minimax risk criterion of Savage, which was mainly criti-

cized on thebasis of its non-independenceofirrelevant alternatives, should therefore be re-evaluated. Rubin’s axiom 8 must be modified slightly in order for it

to make sense in this context. Recall that game 1 is played with probability
p and game 2 is played with probability 1 — p. Assume that in game 2 the
payoffs to player 1 are constant within any column andthat the payoffs to player 2
are constant within any row (remember the gameis non-zero-sum). In this case,
the modified axiom asserts that the decision maker should behave in the same way

both in the mixture of the two games and in game 1.

This modified axiom seems

just as reasonable in this context as the original did in its context. Axiom 9
(convexity of the optimal set) is just as reasonable as before. Axiom 10 (the

optimalset for the decision maker should not depend uponthe labeling of states

for his adversary) seems more universally applicable in the conflict context than
it did in the original context. As originally proposed, this axiom was designed to

capture the notion of complete ignorance, but no such interpretation need be
implied by its use in the present context.

Axiom 11 needsto beslightly modified:

If two columns haveidentical payoffs for both the decision maker and his adver-

sary, then one column can be deleted without changing the decision maker’s
optimal set. Axiom 11’ is modified in an analogous manner. The modified

axioms 11 and 11’ seem quite reasonable.
Certain weak implications follow from these axioms.

For example, the modified

axiom 8 rules out the Hodges-Lehmannproposal, the maximin (utility) criterion
(even modified for admissibility), and the Hurwicz a-criterion (even when applied

to restricted subsets of a priori distributions for the adversary). We cannot conclude from anysubsetof these axioms, however, that a// optimal acts for a specific

game must be best against somespecific a prior: distribution for the adversary.

For a two-person game-like situation where each player knows his own payoff,
but nothing about his opponent’s payoff, the axioms designed for decision making

under uncertainty can be interpreted directly: they are all meaningful—but not
necessarily reasonable. In essence, a player can treat his opponent’s pure
strategies as states, and his opponent’s choice as the “‘true state.’’ Certain twoperson non-zero-sum, non-cooperative games—especially with imperfections of

knowledge—areclose to this ideal type.

<
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Relatively little is known about n-person games (n 2 2) against nature.

By this we mean the following: Let a1, a2, °- - * , a», be the purestrategies
of player 1; let 81, Bo, - - - , 8, be the purestrategies of player 2; let the
states of nature be denoted by sj, se, - - - , 5: Corresponding to a
triple (a, B;, s,) there are payoffs ay and b\#) to 1 and 2 respectively.
If the players have ‘‘no information’’ aboutthe “‘true state,”’ what should
they do? An example of a two-person game against nature—the prisoner’s dilemma game repeated an indefinite number of times—was
described in Chapter 5. Another two-person game against nature, which
Robbins[1950] calls the ‘‘competing estimation problem,” has been considered. ‘Twostatisticians, with the same experimental evidence, have to
estimate an unknown parameter(e.g., the mean of a normaldistribution)
and the payoff is +1 to the statistician whose guess comesclosest to the
true parameter and —1 to the other statistician. Robbins, however,
considers only the case where an a priori distribution over thestates(i.e.,
the set of parameter values) is given, or where such a distribution can be
partially inferred from past problems.
> The two-person game against nature may be given an alternative “realistic”

interpretation.

As before, let a‘, 5% be the payoffs to players 1 and 2 when

state 5s; is true, but let us suppose that s, is not under the control of a ‘“‘neutral”’
nature, but of a benevolent third party, which we can conveniently think of as the

government or asa planner. The motivation is this: In Chapter 5 we established
that in games without preplay communication, equilibria can exist which are far
from Pareto optimal. A planning agency, instead of dictating the actionsof its
subjects, could attempt a form of planned decentralization which would exploit

the selfish aims of the players of the ““game.’’ ‘The problem for the planneris to so
tinker with the rules of the game that the membersof the society in pursuing their
own endswill be forced into an equilibrium which is Pareto optimal, or nearly so.
In effect, then the planner controls 5; in a manner such that the payoffs aS, bP
are jointly desirable from the planner’s viewpoint. He can thus consider himself

a third player (or in the general case, an (m + 1)st player), with, as a payoff, a
composite index which takes into account both the “social desirability’? of the

payoffs to the other players and the penalty (psychological, political, and financial)

the planner pays because of his involvement. Onetype of strategy a planner can
profitably use in somesituations is to be unpredictable, and soto playartificially

the role of nature insofar as the other players are concerned.

Milnor [1951] defines a pair of mixed strategies (x°”, y‘”) to be in
equilibrium if each strategy of the pair is optimal in the game against
nature when the other strategy of the pair is used by the other player.
Existence of equilibrium pairs depends upon the optimality criterion
employed in the games against nature; Milnor gives certain requirements
on optimality criteria to ensure existence. The conceptual generalization
from two-person to n-person non-cooperative games against nature is
straightforward, and Milnor’s results also apply to this case.
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Manyconflict situations, not bona fide games because the player’s
knowledgeis limited (e.g., with respect to strategy domains, utility payoffs,
etc.), can be considered formally to be games against nature. These
games, however, are quite difficult to formulate realistically, since it is
necessary to specify each player’s a priori information aboutthestates of
nature.
13.7 STATISTICAL DECISION MAKING—FIXED EXPERIMENTATION
Classical statistical inference is usually compartmentalized into two
categories: (a) the theory of testing hypotheses, and (b) the theory ofestimation. The theory of confidence estimation is then introduced as a
conceptual generalization of the theory of (point) estimation, but in technical detail it is more intimately connected with the theory of testing
hypotheses. For our purposes it will be easier to categorize inference
problems according to: (a) the numberofstates of nature, (e.g., exactly
twostates, a finite numberof states, a continuum ofstates), (b) the number
of pure terminalacts available, and (c) the type of experimental evidence
which is available or can be obtained.
In each case, our strategy will be to reducethe statistical decision problem to one of decision making under uncertainty. We will adopt the
formulation of the statistical decision problem due to Wald [1950 a], and
we will show where the more classical formulations fit into the overall
picture.
Illustration. An example of a two-state, two-act problem where the
type of experimentation is fixed.
The diagnostic problem of deciding whether or not a particular patient
is tubercular can be systematized as follows:
State of Nature
5s, = Patientis

Act

A, = Assert Patient is
Tubercular
A» = Assert Patient is
not Tubercular

Tubercular
Classify tubercular
correctly
Misclassify a tubercular

sq = Patient is

not Tubercular
M@*isclassify a nontubercular
Classify non-tubercular correctly

Often, to help decide which act to choose, an experiment & is performed
on the subject (e.g., an X-ray, a sputum test, a guinea pig test, or some
combination of these). Let 01, Oo, - - - ,0, be the set of possible out-

comes? of experiment &.

A decision rule (or strategy) is an overall pre-

* The set of outcomes {O1, Oo, - - - , O-} is called the sample space of &.
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scription which associates!® to each outcome a precise terminal act.
Since there are two acts possible for each outcome, and 7 possible outcomes, there are 2” possible decision rules. Let us list these as Dj, Do,
-, D; - ++, Der. Obviously we would like to adopt a rule which
associates A, to the outcomes which are “‘most likely’? to occur when 5s,
is true and A» to outcomes whichare “‘mostlikely’? to occur when So is true.

To formalize this, suppose that as part of the givens of the problem we
are told the probability of each outcome when s, is true and when 5¢is
true. To evaluate the decision rule D;, we first compute its performance
under s, and then under so.

Let

P\(A2 | Da)

the probability that, when s, is true, experiment &
results in an outcome for which JD; associates act Ao

(i.e., the probability of D; resulting in a misclassification of an s; patient).

P(A; | D;) = the probability that, when so is true, experiment &
results in an outcome for which D; associates act Aj

(i.e., the probability of D; resulting in a misclassification of an s2 patient).
In statistical lingo, P,(A2|D;) and Pe(A;|D;) are the probabilities of
errors of types 1 and 2, respectively. Naturally, one wishes to choose D;
to make these two probabilities small. The rub is that, if one of these
probabilities is decreased by a judicious choice of a decision rule, the other
is invariably increased, and so a tug of warexists. 1
The consequence of a (D;, 51) pair is a lottery with “prizes” (Aj, 51),
the correct classification of a tubercular, and (Ao, 51), the incorrect classification of a tubercular, with probabilities 1 — P(A» | D;) and P\(Ae| D:),
respectively. Similarly, the consequence of a (D;, se) pair is a lottery
with “‘prizes” (Aj, Se), the incorrect classification of a non-tubercular, and
(Ay, Se), the correct classification of a non-tubercular, with probabilities
P(A, | D;) and 1 — P2(Ai| D;) respectively. Assume that the decision
maker’s preferences for lotteries involving the consequences of the pairs
(Ai, 51), (Ai, 52), (Aa, 51) and (Ae, 52) may be faithfully summarized
10 More formally, a decision rule is a function whose domain is the sample space of &
and whoserangeis the set of terminal acts {A1, Ag}.
11'This problem is solved in the classical Neyman-Pearson sense by the following
ad hoc rule: Select a value ag (like 0.05 or 0.01) and find the rule D which minimizes

P2(A, | D) subject to the restriction that P;(42 |D) < ao. How apo is chosenis usually
not made explicit, but it obviously should depend upontherelative seriousness ofdifferent types of errors (i.e., on utility preferences) and on oura priori partial knowledge
concerningthe relative likelihoods of 51 and se.
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by a (linear) utility function, and let the utilities of the four basic conse-

quences be

SJ

Ay ju

S92

uy |

Ag|un ue2],
where an arbitrary but fixed choice of origin and unit has been made.
Thus, the utility for the consequence
1.
ll.

(D;, 51) iS u3,{1 - Pi (Ae | D;)] + u2Pi(Ae | D;) = u(D;, 51), Say.
(D;, 59) iS ujyoP (Ay | D;) + usa —- P/(Ai | D;)| = u(Di, 59), say.

With these assumptions and notations, our original problem shapes up
as follows: To choose amongthe acts D;, Do, - - - , Dor (these acts in this
modified problem arereally decision rules for the statistical decision problem), given the twostates of nature s; and s_ and the utility payoff array:
S]

Dy
Do

u(Di, 51)
u(De, 51)

S92

_

u(Da, 52)
u(Da, 52)
(utility payoff).

3

De |u(Dor, 51)

u(Dar, se)_

In this formulation, the problem is nothing but a decision problem under
uncertainty (d. p. u. u.), and our previousdiscussion is directly applicable.
Now,let us return to the general case wherethere are n states of nature
51, $2, * * * 5 Sn and m acts Aj, Ao, > * , Am. The analysis of the example can be extended in the obvious way, as we shall see. As part of the
data of the problem weare given:
1. The utility payoffs u;;,2 = 1,2, °° °,m,j = 1,2, °° - ,n, where
uj; is the utility of the consequence associated with the act-state pair

(A:, 53).

2. An experiment &, and a probability distribution over theset of possible outcomesof & for each state of nature.
A decision rule D assigns to each possible outcome of & a unique act.”
Consider the consequence of a decision rule D when 5; is true, 1.e., a
lottery whose prizes are the consequences of the act-state pairs (A1, 5;),
(Ao, 53), ° + * » (Am, 5;). The probability of the prize (A;, s;) is the
probability that, if s; is true, an outcome of & will occur such that D

prescribes A;.

Let this probability be denoted by P;(A;|D).

Hence,

12 Tf there are r possible outcomes, then ther- will be m” possible decision rules.
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the consequence of a (D, s;) pair is a lottery whose utility is
P(Ay | D)ui; + P,(A2 | D)u2; +-

which we call u(D, s;).
S]

7

f°

+P;(Am | D)umj

The appraisal of D is then given by
S92

e

e

e

Sn

D: [u(D, 51) u(D, 52) +++ uD, sn).
We have thus succeeded in transforming the problem into a choice among
decision rules, where the payoff for each decison rule depends upon which
state of nature is true. This is the typical form of ad. p. u. u., and so our
previousdiscussion applies directly.
Suppose that an a priori distribution is given!’ over the states of nature,
and let the probability of the states be P(s,), P(se), - - - , P(sn). Ifthe
experiment & were not performed, the choice problem would be one of
risk rather than uncertainty, and the utility of act A; would be
P(s1)ug1 + P(s9)uz2 +

.

fe

+ P(5n)Uin-

In this case, what purpose does performing the experiment & serve?
Since the likelihood of an outcome of & depends uponthe truestate, it
seems reasonable that, once the outcome of & is known, the probability
assignment over the states should be altered. Let © be the outcomeof &,

and let the conditional probability of s; given © be denoted! by P(s; | 0).

But now that & has been conducted and © observed, we are back to the
original problem of the optimal selection of an act when the probabilities
of the states of nature are known—however, these probabilities are now

P(s; | 0), P(s2| 0), -°- +, P(sn| 0).
observed,is

The utility of act A; when © is

P(s, | O)us1 + P(se| O)us2 + + + + + Pl(sn | ©)uin,
and the act which hasthe highest utility is optimal. Thus, to each outcome 0 we can associate the act which has the highest weighted average of
utility payoffs—the weights depending upon outcome ©. This prescription, which associates to each outcome O one of the particular acts
13 Recall that, in the Savage subjectivist school, an a priori distribution is always
meaningful and essentially given.
144 It can be shownthat

P(O | 5;)P(s;)
P(sj | ©) = P(O | 51)P(s1) + P(O | s2)P(s2) + + + + +P(O|
sn) P(sn)’
where P(O | s;) is the probability (likelihood) of O, given that s; is true.
sion is known as Bayes’ formula.

This expres-
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described above, is known as the Bayes decision rule against the a prioridistribution {P(s;), P(se), - - : , P(sn)}The following point can be easily verified: Amongall decision rules D,
the Bayes rule maximizes the index

P(s1)u(D, 51) + P(s2)u(D, 52) + + + + + P(Sn)u(D, Sn),
which is associated to each decision rule D. This result nicely tidies up
the loose ends of decision making under risk in light of additional experimental evidence. In short, the initial probability distribution over the
states is changed to the conditional one given by the outcome of the
experiment, and then one proceeds as in the case of no experimental
evidence.
> The final topic of this section can be given theelliptic heading ‘‘On the equivalence of two methods of randomization.” Suppose that D‘, D®, +--+, D™
are different (non-randomized) decision rules. If experiment & has the outcome
©, let D(©) denote the act specified by rule D™. A probability mixture over
decision rules, (6:D\, poD™, - - - , p-D‘”), where the p; are non-negative and
sum to 1, is analogous to a mixed strategy. Operationally, if such a probability
mixture is chosen and the experiment has the outcome 0, then act D(Q) is
adopted with probability p;.

We observe that, although p; does not depend upon

©, D™(O) of course does.
Instead of taking mixtures over decision rules, a more general scheme is to

define for each possible outcome of & a probability mixture over the acts.

The

number of acts used and the probabilities with which they are employed can
depend upon the outcome. For example, if 0’ occurs we might adopt (14As3,

¥As, 34Ag9), whereas if O’’ occurs we might adopt (146A, 14A6, 26A9, 14A13).
Any rule of this type which assigns a mixture of acts to each outcomeis called a

randomized decision rule. ‘The problem is this: Given a randomized decision rule,
does there always exist an appropriate probability mixture of non-randomized

rules (i.e., rules that prescribe a definite act to each outcome) whichwill yield the

same results?

Put another way, are we unduly restricting ourselves by first

considering non-randomized rules and then allowing probability mixtures over

these, instead of allowing for randomizedrules initially?

The answer to thefirst

question is Yes; to the second, No. We can exactly match any randomized rule
with a probability mixture of non-randomized ones provided the set of outcomes
of & is finite, and, even if the outcomeset of & is infinite, very modest assumptions
on the probability measures involved are sufficient to show that for each random-

ized rule there is an equivalent probability mixture of non-randomized rules—

equivalent in the sense that they yield the same utility payoffs for each state of

nature.

<

13.8 STATISTICAL DECISION MAKING—
EXPERIMENTATION NOT FIXED
Weconsider now the sametype of problem asin the precedingsection,
except that the experiment is not necessarily prescribed in advance.
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Again we assume that we have acts Aj, - - *- , Amand states 51, 50, ° °°,
s, and that preferences for consequencesof act-state pairs are tautologically mirrored by a utility function. As to experimentation, we might
have, for example, a set of possible experiments 6”, 6°, -- - , 6™,

- , where &‘” is an experiment which makes a single observation, 8°”

makes two observations by repeating &‘” twice, - - - , &™repeats 8) n
times, etc. We might be interested in the number of observations we
should take before coming to a terminal decision. Or, to take a more
complicated case, we might wish to employ a sequential plan of experimentation where the decision on taking another observation is made to
depend uponthe previous observations. Orfancierstill, we might wish
to make the decision as to the type of observation to be taken at a given
stage dependent upon the previous history of experimentation. In short,
in the present framework we wantto tolerate all sorts of sequential or
non-sequential designs of experiments, questionnaires, sampling proce-

dures, etc.

We only require that any decision rule (strategy) which the

decision maker adopts for experimentation and for eventual terminal
action should be explicit in the sense that it must assert unequivocally,
prior to any experimentation, exactly whatis to be done at each stage as
a function of the information available at that stage. Thus for each rule
(strategy) one can list, at least conceptually, all the possible outcomes of
experimentation and of terminal action. The problem in all its complexity reduces simply to a choice amongdecision rules (strategies).

Let us first evaluate D’s performance when 5; is true.

It is assumed that

each possible outcome that is compatible with D can be given a utility
index. This utility index will be a composite of two types of considerations: (a) the cost of obtaining the particular outcome (including the cost
of time, labor, materials, etc.) and (b) the losses due to wrong terminal
decisions. But, conditional upon the knowledgethat s; is true, we can
again (conceptually) compute the likelihood of each outcome which is
compatible with strategy D. ‘Thus, when s;is true, to each D we have
associated a massive lottery: the prizes are the consequencesassociated to
(outcome, s;) pairs weighted according to probabilities which are computed on the basis of s,’s validity. Let u(D,s;) be the utility of this lottery,
then D is appraised by
S}

SQ

Sn

D: [u(D, 51), uD, 52), +++, uD, sn)].
Once again we have reduced the given problem to the typical form of a
d. p. u. u., and our discussion of this case applies directly.
The following example, due to Radner and Marshak [1954] will serve
to illustrate some of the points raised above and to suggest others as well:
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We, the decision maker, are given a coin whose probability of landing
heads or tails is unknown (to us). The coil is to be tossed by a specific
mechanism, and the outcome—headsor tails— will be noted by a reputable outsider but not told to us. We have the choice of guessing heads or
tails and our payoff is:
5, = Heads so = Tails
A; = Guess Heads ne $10 Lose 10 |
Ag = Guess Tails

Lose $10

Win $10 |}.

As stated so far, the problem is an ordinary d. p. u. u. Now,let experimentation be introduced. Prior to making our guess, we are given the
opportunity to observe this particular mechanism toss the given coin any
odd numberoftimes at a flat rate of c dollars per toss. Assume we must
state in advance the numberof tosses to be made. Wewill confine ourselves to decision rules that can be summarized by a pair of numbers
(n, m), where n refers to the (odd) numberof observations to be taken and
where m has the following interpretation: if the number of heads1s less
than m, guesstails; if greater than or equal to m, guess heads. Intuitively,
for any n, the most reasonable m is n/2, but let us not prejudge the problem.
Since there is obviously an upper bound for n, the choice problem
involves a finite numberof decision rules.
Let us make the assumption that repeated tosses are independent and
that in the long run the ratio of the numberof headsto tosses will “‘stabilize’? to some numberf, which will be interpreted as the objective probability of the specific coin turning up heads when tossed by the given
mechanism. ‘The number f can take on all values from 0 to 1 inclusive,
and each value of p will be identified with a possible state of nature. In
other words, we have a continuum ofstates.
> Let us evaluate the decision rule (n, m) under the assumption that p is true.
Assumethatthe utility of a dollars is a units (i.e., the utility of moneyis linear in

money). Furthermore, let B(m, n, p) denote probability of getting at least m
heads in nm tosses whenthe probability of a head at each toss isp. ‘The evaluation
of decision rule (n, m) if p is true is:
Original Toss
H
H

T

T

No. of
Headsinn Trials
Less than m
At least m

Less than m

At least m

Utility of Outcome
Probability
—10 —en
p[1 — Bim, n, p)]
10 — en
pB(m, n, p)

10 — cn

—10 —en

(1 — p)[1 — Bln, n, p)]
(1 — p)B(m, n, p).

To find the utility of (n, m) when f is true (i.e., u[(”, m), p]) one must sum the
utility of each outcome times its probability over all possible outcomes.

this is done and the expression is simplified, we get:

ul(n, m), p] = —en + 10(1 — 2p) + B(m,n, p)[20(2p — 1)].

When

<
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The optimal decision rule according to the maximin utility criterion,
is not to take any observations whatsoever regardless of the cost of c, even if this
were as low as 100 observations per penny! Essentially, the reason is
that, regardless of the outcome of experimentation, there always remains
the possibility that = }4—andin that case knowing pf will not help us.
If we are completely pessimistic in outlook why spend any money whatsoever sampling? Just take heads with probability 4. Now suppose
one is completely optimistic. ‘Then the best p is 0 or 1, and, if we take
exactly 1 observation, we are sure to determine whichit is. The Hurwicz
a-criterion asserts that at most one observation is ever necessary, and it
should be taken only if a, the optimism-pessimism index, is greater than
20 c. In other words if ¢ is a penny, then one should take 1 observation
only if a > 0.2.
These solutions both go counter to intuition, and therefore the reasonableness of the maximin and the Hurwicz a-criteria is further cast into
doubt. The example illustrates a majorcriticism of these criteria, namely:
They focus so strongly on the best and worst states of nature that often they do not
permit one to gather negative information about the plausibility of such states, no
matter how slight the cost.
The minimax risk criterion, on the other hand, does not turn upits
nose so easily at cheap experimental evidence. Recall, however, that a
major criticism leveled at the minimax risk criterion is that it does not
satisfy the independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom. Radner and
Marschakillustrate this in terms of the above example as follows: Suppose cisa penny. If we are confinedto rules of the form (n, n/2) (i.e., we
choose headsif and only if the majority of the n tosses are heads), then the
minimax risk criterion yields as the optimal rule: 19 observations with
probability 0.9 and 21 observations with probability 0.1. If, however, we
may choose from all rules of the form (n, m), where m is not restricted to
n/2, then the minimaxrisk criterion suggests taking 37 observations with
probability 0.2 and 39 observations with probability 0.8 and (this is the
interesting point) heads should be adopted if and only if heads appears on
a majority of the observed tosses. ‘Thus, in this case when we adda richer
variety of rules from which to choose, the criterion selects as optimal a rule
which, although originally available, was then non-optimal!
13.9 COMPLETE CLASSES OF DECISION RULES
In a given statistical decision problem, let © denote the set of all
randomized or non-randomized decision rules (acts) and let D, D’, D”,
etc., denote specific elements of D. We have assumedthat it is possible
in principle to associate a utility payoff u(D, s) to each Din Dand sin S$
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(set of states of nature). This may be conceptually plausible, but in many
practical examples it is not mathematically feasible with present techniques; however, it is not uncommonthat the statistician can prove for
specific inference problems
u(D’, s)<u(D”, s),

for all s in S,

(i.e., D’’ strongly dominates D’) without ever explicitly computing the

values of u(D’, s), u(D”, s) for anys.
This observation suggests the following definitions which are employed
by statisticians:

1. A complete class of decision rules is a subset Do of D such that for every

D in D but not in Do there exists a D’ in Dp which weakly dominates D.
(Thatis,

u(D’, s) 2 u(D, s),

all s in S,

and > holds for some s]._ A statistician has nothingto lose if he confines
his attention to a completeclass.
li. A minimal complete class of decision rules is a complete class such that
no propersubsetofit is also complete.
Recall that a decision rule, D’, was said to be admissible if D’ was not
weakly dominated by any other rule Din. In decision problems where
the sets of terminal acts, states of nature, and outcomes of experimentation
are all finite, it can be shown that the set of all admissible rules forms a
minimal complete class of decision rules; however, in more complex cases
this need not be so. Consider the trivial counterexample where thereis
exactly one state of nature, no experiment, and a countable infinity of
terminal acts Ai, Ao, - - - ; let the utility of A4;be 1 —1/z. Hence A; is
weakly dominated by A», which is weakly dominated by A3, etc. In this
example, every act is weakly dominated by some other act, and so no
admissible act exists. Obviously, there exist complete classes. For

example, {A;, Aj41, °° *} isa complete class, but so is {Aj41, Ajie, ° °°},

and weeasily see that there is no minimal completeclass for this problem.
Statistical analysis of a decision problem is usually broken up into two

parts.

Part1. ‘To ascertain the existence of a minimal complete class, and to
characterize it; or, if no minimal complete class exists, to characterize a
‘reasonably small”? completeclass.
Part 2. To select an “optimal” decision rule from a completeclass.
Although our discussion of various decision criteria has been directed
mainly towards the problemsof part 2, the bulk of current research publications in statistical decision theory are devoted to topics in part 1.
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Although these topics are not conceptually difficult, the mathematical
techniques employed are often quite profound. It is commonly thought
that the results of two-person zero-sum game theory are important for
statistical decision theory solely because of its relation to the maximin
(utility) and minimax risk criteria. However, the most sophisticated and
wmportant uses of the two-person theory are in the existence questions of part 1.
Roughly, one finds theorems of this type: such and sucha class of decision
rules is complete if and only if each gamein such and such a family of
infinite two-person zero-sum games has a value and player 1 has a maximin strategy. In other words, existence questions in complete class theory
are intimately related to existence questions for induced two-person games
with an infinite number of pure strategies (which are briefly discussed in
Appendix 7). Sizeable portions of Wald’s Statistical Decision Functions and
Blackwell and Girshick’s Introduction to the Theory of Games and Statistical

Decisions are devoted to (1) the existence theory for two-person gameswith

an infinite numberofstrategies, (2) the relation of complete class theory
to game theory, and, (3) the applications of 2 to classical statistical inference problems.
Recent contributions to the existence theory for games with an infinite
number of pure strategies have had the peculiar effect of minimizing the
importance of gamesin statistical decision theory. The mathematical
techniques employed in these game theory papers can be applied directly
to existence questionsin statistical decision problems, and no explicit mention of game theory or the minimax theorem need be made. Consequently, future mathematical books onstatistical decision theory probably will de-emphasize the importance of gametheory.
13.10 CLASSICAL STATISTICAL INFERENCE VERSUS MODERN
STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY: SOME
VERY BRIEF COMMENTS

Since most social scientists are quite familiar with the conventional

topics of statistical inference—testing hypotheses, point estimation, and
confidence interval estimation—it is appropriate to trace the relation
between these matters and the problem of decision making under uncertainty in the light of experimental evidence. To do this, let us consider a
specific policy problem.!® A new vaccine is developed for immunization
against a certain disease, whose effects the Public Health Department
15 Simpler problems than this one could have been chosen toillustrate our points;
however, this one does have the decided advantage in that it shows that the analysis
is applicable to cases where there is more than one parameter and where inferences are
to be made about a quantity whichis a function of the several parameters.
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wishes to investigate statistically prior to making any recommendation.
Let us suppose they are willing to employ the following model: For those
who have and have not been vaccinated, let pi” and ps” denote, respectively, the “‘true”’ probabilities that an individual chosen at random from
the population will contract the disease within a fixed period of time.

Let © = p{/p6%.

In practice it is quite possible that p{°and p$° will

vary from time period to time period, since there may be epidemicsof the
disease, etc., but for the purpose of this analysis let us suppose that their
ratio \© remains invariant.
The following three problemsare traditionally considered:

i. To test the hypothesis that the true value \is greater than somepreassigned quantity \* versus the alternative that it is smaller than or equal

to A*.

ii. To point estimate the value of \°°in the sense of guessing, on the basis
of a sample, a number whichis “close” to the true value \.
iii. To interval estimate the value of \‘in the sense of guessing, again on

the basis of a sample, an interval which has a “‘good chance”’ of containing
the true value \.,

The solution to any of these problemsis not usually an end initself, but
rather serves to influence a policy decision. Although it is true that the

real world terminal actions which can be employed, the losses due to

wrong terminal actions, and the costs of experimentation are not explicitly
introduced into any of the problems as formulated, such considerations
will certainly influence some arbitrary procedural commitments which
must be madeto resolve such problems. This will soon be evident.
In what follows we let EF be a generic symbol for the strategy of experimentation, and we let D denote a typical decision rule which associates
to each outcomeof the experiment an appropriate guess for the particular
problem at hand. Weconsider the three problemsseparately.
First, the testing of an hypothesis: Suppose a strategy pair (EZ, D) is
given, then whether we guess that \‘“” 2 X* or not depends upon the
chance outcome of an experiment, and the probability of that outcome
depends, in turn, uponthetruestates p{° and p5°". Of course, we do not
know (p{°, »§°); nonetheless, by a probabilistic analysis, we can in

principle determine the probability that (£, D) leads to the guess that

\ < X*, given the assumption that (p{°, p$°) is a specific pair of numbers (fi, p2).

Symbolically, we can denote this probability as

P.p1,p2):guess that A“ < d*, given (E, D)].

Ideally, when pi/p2 < X* this probability should be (close to) 1, and
when f1/p2 > A* it should be (close to) 0.

By complicating E in one way
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or another, e.g., by taking a very large sample, we could presumably
adjust D to comeclose to this ideal. Furthermore, if we hold £ fixed,

then D can be so chosen that for some of the (f1, #2) pairs the resulting

probabilities are close to the ideal—but only at the expense of not being
near the ideal for other pairs. In practice, such a conflict is resolved by
an analysis (outside of the formal model) of such factors as alternative
policy decisions, losses resulting from incorrect decisions, the cost of
experimentation, a priorz subjective information aboutthe true values,etc.
The very choice of the value \* depends upon such an unformalized
analysis.
Possibly the most prevalent procedureis to select in advance a number
ag Called a significance level. Often ap = 0.05 or 0.01 are used. One
then demandsof an (£, D) pair that

Pp1,ps) [guess that A‘ < d*, given (E, D)] < ao,
for all (f1, p2) such that p1/pe 2 A*, and that for certain specific pairs
(p1, p2) with pi/po < d* the resulting probabilities be “reasonably” large.

The more sophisticated problems of inference center about the choice of
E, rather than about the choice of D for a given E.
Whenthe testing-of-an-hypothesis procedure is used, presumably two
possible policy actions are contemplated—onefor the guess that \‘? < d*
and the other for \‘” >2*. If, however, there are many morefeasible
actions, then it seems more appropriate to base the terminal action upon
an estimation of the value \“; this observation leads one to the problem
of point estimation.
In this problem a decision rule D associates to each outcome © of an
experiment E a guess D(0) of the value \“. Such a rule is called an
estimator in this context. Naturally, for those ©’s which are “‘likely’’ to
occur when (,°’, p§°’) is true we want D(©) to be near tod. Since,
again, we do not knowthetrue values (p{°, p§°”), we must examine the
estimate made by D for arbitrary values (1, p2). At least conceptually,
we can perform a probabilistic analysis of the situation to determine the
probability that the guess of the parameter \‘°falls in some specific
interval when the values are assumed to be (1, $2) and whenthestrategy
pair (E, D) is employed. Pictorially, the result for each (1, po), EZ, and

D will be a function of the type shown in Fig. 1.

The area under the

curve in any given interval represents the probability that, when (f1, po)
is true, E will result in an outcome such that D yields an estimate for \‘
which falls in the given interval. In statistical parlance, this curve is
knownas the probability density function, or p. d. f., of the estimator D
when experiment F is employed and (1, fe) is the true parameter. Our
aim is to choose (£, D) such that, whenthepair (1, f2) is true, the result-
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Then,

no matter whatthe true values (p{°, p$°”) are, D will be a good estimator

of \°%,

In classical estimation the following tack is taken.

For the triple

[(pi, p2), EZ, D], let m[(p1, p2), E, D] denote the mean (or average) of the

p. d. f. associated withit, and let o[(p1, po), E, D] be its standard deviation.
Our hope, in this case, is to choose E and D so that
{m[(p1, po), E, D| ~ pi/po}

are both small.

and

ol(pi, po), E, D

In case (£, D) is such that
m\(p1, p2), E, D] — pi/b2,

for all fi, pa,

Probability density

the estimation procedureis said to be unbzased. For unbiased estimators,
a reasonable index of the performanceof (£, D) is the standard deviation.

A=P,/P,
Fic. 1

More generally, a weighted average of {m[(p1, po), E, D] — pi/pe} and

al(pi, po), E, D] is used as a measure of performance. Theseclassical
proceduresdo not explicitly incorporate into the formal model thoseinitial
conditions which state the losses due to incorrect terminal decisions; one
must try to take such considerations into account by the interpretation
given to the measuresbeing “‘small.”” This gets confusing in somesituations; for example, in some cases it may be much worseto overestimate
°° than to underestimate it by the same amount.
More modern work attempts to take the consequence of erroneousterminal decisions into account. It is assumedthat as partof the initial data
oneis given a function L, where L(1, fe; A) represents the loss (disutility) of
guessing \ for \°") when A‘really is pi/p2. Thus, if E leads to an outcome © to which the estimator D associates the guess D(0), then the loss
is L[p1, p2; D(©)] when(1, 2) is actually true. To appraise (£, D) with
regard to wrong guesses, but not other factors such as the cost of experimentation, we can use the expected valueoftheloss, i.e., Z[1, $2; D(©)] is

multiplied by the probability (likelihood) that E leads to © when (1, 2)
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is true, and these quantities are summed (integrated) over all possible
outcomes ©. Since this expected value depends upon (1, po), E, and D
we may denoteit by Z[(f1, f2), (Z, D)]. The problem again is to choose
(EZ, D) so that this quantity is ‘‘small’’ for all ($1, f2). As before, this can
be doneby the choice of £, e.g., by taking a very large sample, and with
E held constant we can vary D so as to makethe loss index small for some
(pi, P2) values at the expense of allowing it to be large for others. To
resolve the latter conflict, certain arbitrary decision criteria must be
employed.
For many policy purposes, point estimation seems to be a dangerous
tool, for what in a given instance is the “‘best guess” of a parameter may,
indeed, be a “‘poor guess’ in actuality. A more sophisticated analysis
should yield a probability statement concerning the deviations between
the guess and the true value. From this knowledge, one can compute
the amountof “‘confidence’’ to hold in the estimate. For example, suppose we know that, regardless of the true value (p{”, §°), a strategy
(E, D) will lead with a probability of 0.99 or higher to a guess which does
not deviate from \“ by more than 0.05; then this information can and
should be exploited in policy decisions. It is such observations which led
to the theory of confidence estimation.
Let the rule D associate to each outcome © of experiment £ an interval
of values instead of a unique guess for \‘°; this interval we may denote by

D(©) (note the change in meaning for this symbol).
an interval should both be small and include \“.

To be useful, such

In much the same way

as before, we can ascertain for each (1, po) pair the probability that E

will result in an outcome to which D assigns an interval containing p1/p>.

Suppose that strategy (EZ, D) has the property that for each (pi, po) the

probability is 0.99 or greater that D associates to the outcome of & an
interval containing p;/p2. This meansthat if a given experiment E leads

to ©, then we can assert that “D(©) covers \© with confidence 0.99”,

that is, our batting average over a large numberof identical situations
will approach 0.99.
But why use 0.99; why not 0.95 or 0.50? One answeris that the confidence level chosen, or the type of interval used—this is often a choice
since D is not necessarily unique—depends upon the particular action
problem to which the method is applied. This does not seem entirely
satisfactory, for, if the end productis to be the terminal action problem,
whybreak it artificially into two stages: first an interval estimate and
then its conversion into an action? ‘This is by no means an easy question
to answer, and the best defense we know ofis entirely pragmatic: the
two-stage procedure is often more efficient than dealing with the action
problem directly. For example, the set of possible terminal actions, the
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losses due to wrong action, etc., may not have been thoughtthroughat the
time of experimentation,so, in lieu of a solution to the unformulated problem, the confidence interval statement constitutes a preliminary report
on the outcome of the experiment. Furthermore, to introduce losses into
a problem is not usually easy, so the fewer actions that have to be considered the better; sometimes knowing a confidence interval helps to
eliminate certain of the feasible terminal actions, thereby reducing some
of the delicate and time consumingappraisals of losses.
To a growing numberofstatisticians, this defense of confidenceintervals as a preliminary to the second stage of analysis seems weak and
spurious. If a confidence interval is merely to be used as a tool to summarize experimental observation, many would claim that there are more
informative summariesof statistical data which, when used by an expert,
can be efficiently converted into action choices. Others hold, however,
that, although often there are technically more informative summaries
than confidence interval estimations, the latter are especially easy to
understand, to assimilate, and to internalize. This point is usually
shrugged off by the remark, “‘It is but a matter of training.”
In summary, the essential difference between classical inference and
modern decision theoryis this: only in the latter modelis a formal attempt
madeto incorporate the actual terminal acts and the specific economic and
psychological losses attributable to wrong terminal decisions. ‘The
modern work attempts, in a sense, to come closer to the real world problem by introducing into the framework of the model more of the initial
conditions. The classical work, on the other hand, left many of these
considerations outside the formal model, only to incorporate them indirectly and informally via such concepts as significance levels, confidence
levels, and lengths of confidence intervals.
Thus, it is held, the modern theory is handicappedas an inferential tool
in scientific research. How can scientist realistically appraise the losses
from falsely rejecting or accepting a research hypothesis? Or how can he
evaluate the losses in estimating a parameter whenthis estimate may be
used for a variety of purposes—some of which may be unknownorirrelevent to him? Since these evaluations do not seem possible, perhaps one
should not assume them known. Furthermore,in scientific reporting the
problem often is to select an experiment whose results are most likely to
be maximally informative in some sense, not to arrive at an explicit
terminal action. In that event, it is argued, a classical approach is much
more sensible.
Decision theorists make several rejoinders. Even though theclassical
theory does not explicitly introduce losses, eventually they appear implicitly, for otherwise how can onedecide uponsignificancelevels, confidence
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levels, sample sizes, etc.? Second, statistical results which are obtained
for a given loss structure—a structure which is typically introduced more
for reasons of mathematical tractibility than for realism in mirroring
economic and psychological considerations—often remain “‘qualitatively
reasonable” for classes of loss structures which are“‘qualitatively similar’ to
the original one. Finally, if information is what is desired, then this
requirement should be formalized and attempts should be made to
introduce the appropriate information measures as a part of the loss
structure. Thishardly ends thecontroversy, however,for decision theorists
are only too aware that such a program is easier suggested than executed !

13.11 SUMMARY
Anindividual decision-making problem under uncertainty (d. p. u. u.)

wherethe act andstate spaces are finite, was formulated asfollows: given

an m by n matrix [u;;], where u;; is the person’s utility for the consequence
associated with act A; when natureis in state s,;, find the subset of acts

which are in somesense “‘optimal.’’ Ofcourse, the intriguing problem is:
whatconstitute reasonable criteria for optimality?
If one can say that the individual has an a priori distribution over the
states of nature, the problem becomesone of decision making underrisk.
This is simply dealt with by calculating the expectedutility of the acts and
choosing those with the largest value. It remained, therefore, to deal in
the chapter with the case where there is no apparent a priorz probability
assignment overthestates.
If having an a priori probability assignmentoverthestates is one extreme,
the other should be ‘“‘complete ignorance’’ about the “‘true state.””> We
avoided the temptation to discuss that conceptinitially, for we surely
would have floundered in semantic debate over the meaning of “‘complete ignorance’’; rather, we left the notion purposely vague while going
on to discuss certain decision criteria. By analyzing some of the pros and
cons (mostly cons!) of criteria such as maximin utility or minimax loss,
minimax regret, principle of insufficient reason, and the pessimismoptimism index, we hoped that the reader would glean some idea as to
what several authors have meant by the phrase “‘complete ignorance.”
Wethen altered our tack. Instead of analyzing and criticizing specific
proposed criteria, we culled from our intuition a number of reasonable
desiderata which a respectable decision criterion ought to fulfill. Naturally, we hoped as a result to be better able to discriminate among suggested candidatesfor a definition of optimality and, perhaps, to be able to
investigate whether or not our intuitions of desirability are themselves
consistent.
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In section 13.3 we discussed requirements (axioms) which donot in any

way refer to the individual’s knowledge of the likelihood of the states of
nature. Axioms 1 through 5, and to lesser extent 6, seem quite innocuous and, so far as we are aware,all serious proposals for criteria satisfy
them. ‘These axioms are: existence (1); invariance under utility transformations (2); invariance under labeling of acts (3); weak dominance
property (4); admissibility (5); and irrelevance of weakly dominated acts
(6). Axioms 7, 7’, 7’, and 7’” were variations on the themeof the independence of irrelevant alternatives. Axiom 7—a non-optimal act shall
not become optimal through the addition of new acts—suffices to rule out
the minimax regret principle. Axiom 8, which implies that a constant

added to a columnshall not alter the optimal set and, together with 3 and

7, implies that the optimal set shall be anticonvex, rules out the maximin
utility (minimax loss) criterion and all the Hurwicz a-criteria. For the
Hurwicz a-criteria, Axiom 9—convexity of the optimal set—implies
a = 1, i.e., the maximin utility criterion. Axioms 1, 3, 4, 5, 7’, 8, and 9
imply that there exists an a priort distribution whichis independentof any
new acts that might be added and which has the property that any act
which is optimal for the problem must be best against this distribution.
The notion of complete ignorance, which was bypassed earlier, was
captured in section 13.4 by two axioms: invariance of the optimalset
under labelings of the states of nature (10) and underdeletionsof repetitious columns (11). Chernoff has shown that the criterion based on the
principle of insufficient reason is characterized by axioms 1 through 10.
The Hurwicz a-criteria, modified by adding an admissibility requirement,
satisfy all the axiomssave 8 and 9, and theyarethe onlycriteria satisfying
axioms 1 through 4, 7’, 10, and 11 plus a continuity requirementfor simple
choices.
If we demandthata criterion completely order all of the acts instead of
selecting an optimal set, then the analysis is much simpler. We presented
Milnor’s axiomatic analysis, which pithily characterizes such criteria (see

chart on p. 298).

Whatis known of the no man’s land between complete knowledge and
complete ignorance was the topic of section 13.5. If one endorses
axioms 1 through 6, 7’, 8, and 9, then, as we havesaid,all optimal acts are
optimal against a particular a priort probability distribution over the
states of nature. Following Savage, we indicated how this distribution
can be generated from consistent answers to a hypothetical list of simple
questions. We also mentioned suggestions of Hurwicz and of Hodges and
Lehmann for coping with partial ignorance.
The appropriateness of these axioms when nature is replaced by an
intelligent adversary was explored in section 13.6. Some were not
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directly meaningful, and they had to be modified slightly. A numberof
these considerations seemed pertinent as guides in non-zero-sum noncooperative games and, especially, in games where the adversary’s payoff
is imperfectly known.
Next, we turnedtostatistical decision making. Again thereis a set of
acts, a set of states, and a utility payoff for (the consequence of) each actstate pair. ‘The new wrinkle added is this: An experiment can be performed in which the likelihood of any of its potential outcomes depends
upon whichis the “‘true”’ state of nature. ‘Thus, additional partial knowledge aboutthe states of nature can be gleaned by experimentation. How
should this partial knowledge be processed?
If an a priort probability distribution over the states is already known,
then experimental evidence merely alters it (by means of Bayes Theorem);
after the experiment, any act is chosen whichis best against the new—the
a posteriori—distribution over the states. If an a priori distribution is not
known or assumed, then the analysis is a bit more involved. Instead of
choosing among terminal acts, we now choose amongdecision rules, i.e.,
among rules which associate to each possible experimental outcome a
specific act. ‘The consequences of any decision rule-state pair is a welldefined lottery, and so it is evaluated by its expected utility. This processing of the experimental possibilities reduces the statistical decision
problem to the previously considered problem of decision making under
uncertainty.
If several experiments are available, the selection among them,as well
as the choice amongactions, can be incorporated into the decision rule.
Of course, the consequence now of any decision rule-state pair is a more
complicated lottery, for not only must we evaluate the consequences of
different actions for each state of nature but also the experimental costs
incurred.
In the final section we stated the nature of someof the classical problems
of statistical inference (testing hypotheses, point estimation, and confidence
interval estimation), and the essential differences between the classical
and more modern approaches were indicated. Wherever possible, the
modern decision model formally incorporates the actual terminal acts
which can be taken and the specific economic and psychological losses
attributable to wrong terminal decisions. ‘The classical approach left
many of these considerations outside the formal model, only to introduce
them indirectly and non-formally via such concepts as significance levels,
confidence levels, and lengths of confidence intervals.

chapter 14.

CGRoup DECISION MAKING

14.1 INTRODUCTION
Democratic theorists, economic as well as political, have long wrestled
with the intriguing ethical question of how “best” to aggregate individual
choices into social preferences and choices. In this chapter weshall survey some recent formal contributionsto this topic.
The nextthree sections of the chapter are devoted to describing Arrow’s
basic work in formulating a problem of social choice and to stating his

central (negative) result.

This theorem—the voting paradox—is exam-

ined at some length in section 14.5, and various schemesfor avoiding it are
described. One class of schemes—those which utilize individual strengths
of preferences—is of such importance and so thoroughly interlocked with
the unresolved question of interpersonal comparisons of utility that we
have treated it separately in section 14.6. The next two sections deal
with two aspects of majority rule: conditionsrestricting the possible individual preferences in such a way that majority rule is a plausible voting
procedure and its game-theoretic features. ‘The penultimate section 1s
devoted to gamesof “‘fair division,’ and the final one is a summary.
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14.2 SOCIAL CHOICE AND INDIVIDUAL VALUES:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Our section heading, “Social Choice and Individual Values,” is the
title of Arrow’s book [1951 a], a work whichinitiated much of the research
we shall examine. Asit is a basic reference for this and the following
three sections andsince we shall concentrate only on the formal aspects of
Arrow’s work, we urge the readerto go to his volumefor historical background material and for guidance throughtheliterature. We have taken
the liberty both of altering his notation slightly and of making minor
modifications in his formulation.
In its most general terms, the problem is to define “‘fair’? methods for
amalgamating individualchoicesto yield a social decision. As interpreted

by Arrow, this becomes a question of “‘combining”’ individual preference

patterns over various states of affairs to generate a single preference pattern for the society composed of these individuals. Some of the more
common methods or proceduresfor passing from the preferences of individuals amongsocial alternatives to a preference for the society are: convention, custom, religious code, authority, dictatorial decree, voting, economic marketinstitutions, etc. Not all of these are usually considered
fair and representative schemes, so part of our task will be to decide what
we might mean by a procedure which takes into account the welfare of
the membersofsociety, i.e., by a “welfare function.””» We maybest indicate those aspects of the problem wewish to abstract by first considering
some very simple examples; this will lead into the general formulation of
the next section.
Considera society of two individuals, 1 and 2, each of whom have preferences for the two possible alternatives x and y._ An individual can either
(a) prefer x to y, (b) prefer y to x, or (c) be indifferent between x and y.
These three cases are designated by R!, R*, and R®, respectively. (The
reason for this notation will appear later.) Schematically, we have:

R!

R?

R°

x

y

x—y

y

x

where the more preferred alternative is written above the less preferred.

Let R = {R', R’, R*} be the set of possible preference relations over the

alternatives x and y. If individual 1 prefers x to y and 2 is indifferent
between x and y, then the individual patterns of preference for this society
can be summarized by the ordered pair (R', R*). Conversely, to every
ordered pair of elements from ® there correspondsa given pattern of order
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preferences for the members ofthis society.

elements of ® will be denoted by ® XQ.
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The set of ordered pairs of

TABLE 14.1
1

2

Fy

Fo

F3

FP,

R}

R}

R}

Ri

R}

R?

Rt

R?

R$

R}

R}

R$

Ri

R$

Ri

Ri

R}

R?

R?

R}

R3

Ri

R?

R

R?2

R?2

R2

Ri

R2

Ri

R?

R$

R?

Rt

R?

R?

R$

Rt

Rt

R}

R$

R?

R?

R?

R?

R}

R

R$

R3

R3

R38

R}

R3

R}

Thefirst two columnsof Table 14.1 list all of the elements of R XQ,i.e.,
all the possible ordered patterns of preference between twoalternativesfor
a society of two individuals. The third column, labeled Fy, associates to
each element of R X@ an element of R. Thus, the third column exhibits
one method of amalgamating the individuals’ choices into a social preference pattern. For example, procedure F, sends (R*, R*) into R’, and the
interpretationis this: if 1 prefers y to x and 2 is indifferent between x andy,
then rule F, “‘combines”’ these choices into a social preference for y over

x. Columns Fo, F3, F4 represent other possible procedures for passing
from tastes of individuals to the choice for the society. Procedure 2 can
be characterized as an imposed procedure since the choice of the society
does not depend uponthe choice of the individuals. In procedure F’3 the
choice of the society depends only uponindividual 1’s choice and not upon
2’s, So we may term it dictatorial. F'4 does not seem a reasonable procedure; nevertheless, it is a method of amalgamation.
In each case, the F; represents a function with all of R X@ as its domain
of definition and with ®asitsrange. Naturally, there are other functions
from ® XR to R; indeed, there are 3° = 19,683 such functions. Most of
these functions, like /4, are more appropriately referred to as “‘illfare”’
rather than “‘welfare’’ functions. This raises the problem: what can one
intuitively mean by a “welfare” function?
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Consider, for example, the following requirement. [If all individuals
have the same preference, then society should have this common preference. For our two-person two-alternative situation, the require-

ment amounts to: (R‘, R') — R', (where the — is read: ‘‘is sent into’),

(R?, R?)— R?, (R°, R®) > R°. It cuts down the numberofpossible
functions mapping ® XR into® from 3° to 3°. However, if we accept this
restriction, then we can also argue that it is reasonable to insist that

(R}, R®) not be mapped into R®. First, note that (R}, R*) results from
(R°, R*) by 1 changing his mindin favor of alternative x. If society was

originally indifferent between x and y (which follows from thefirst requirement), it seems perverse for society to changein favor ofy when 2’s choice
is held fixed and 1 changesin favor of x. It is by “‘reasonable’’ conditions
such as these that we propose to eliminate manyofthe initially possible
functions from the category of ‘“‘welfare’’ functions. In section 14.4 the
full developmentwill be given.
Nowthat we have someidea of what weshall be doing, let us point out
several aspects of the general problem that weshall not discuss. Suppose that /’, is the method ofsocial choice used in the society consisting of
1, 2. If1 prefers x to y he will certainly not state this, i.e., R*, for that
ensures R! is not chosen by the society. He will register either R? or R®.
If he thinks that 2 will say R! or R’, he will choose R?; if he thinks that 2
will say R°, he will choose R*. Such strategy aspects of the problem will
not be discussed. We will assume that the choicesof the individuals are
part of the data of the problem. Alternatively, we might try to impose a
condition on the functionto the effect that it never benefits an individual
to misrepresenthis actual tastes; however, this idea seemsto be very difficult to formalize, and no attempt will be madeto useit.
A possible social rule is: a given coin is tossed; individual 1 dictates the
choice of society if it turns up heads; otherwise 2’s choice is the social
choice. This rule is certainly well prescribed, but it does not constitute a
function from ® XR into ®. For the pair (R}, R?) this rule prescribes R!
with probability p, where p is the probability of heads, and R? with prob-

ability 1 — p, ie., (R', R®) is mapped into the mixture [pR', (1 — p)R”).

The difficulty with such proceduresis that the social choice for fixed individual preferences can differ with repeated trials. Of course, this may
be a desirable feature; nonetheless, we shall not discuss rules of this kind.
We demandthat the rule map & X@ into @,not into probability distributions on @.
Finally, we assume that the given datais in the form of simple preferences, e.g., 1 prefers x to y and 2 prefers y to x. It is not of the form:
1 strongly prefers x to y and 2 weakly prefers y to x. Such considerations
lead into problems of subjective utility and interpersonal comparisonsof
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utilities, and we preferfirst to analyze the problem of social choice without
these complications. Later we shall consider how the model changes
when such features are introduced.
Returning to our problem, one cangain senseofits full complexity by
examining three alternatives and a society of three people. Let @ consist

of three alternatives labeled x, y, and z, i.e, @ = {x,y,z}.
preference-or-indifference relations on @ are:
R}

R?

R3

R*

R?®

Ré&

R?

x

x

y

y

a

a

x

££
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y
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y
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K
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TABLE 14.2

All the possible

k8

R9

R19

Ril

Ri

R}3

y

a

xX —Y

XZ

YZ

X—YyY— Zz

KY

Zz

y

x

YrFxK-—2

Thus in R°, for example, y is preferred to both x and z, and x and z are
indifferent. Note that, for every pair of distinct elements u, v belonging to
@ (i.e., uw is either x, y, or z, and v is either x, y, or z), either u is preferred to
v or uv is preferred to u or uw and v are indifferent. Further, preferences are
never allowed to be intransitive. Of course, in actual practice an individual may have intransitive preferences(e.g., x preferred to y, y preferred
to z, z preferred to x), in which event this model does not apply. One
way to avoid intransitive responsesis to insist that the individual choose
an element from the set

R= {RY RY, B+ -, RY},

i.e., rank-order the alternatives.
As before, to each ordered triple of elements of ® there is a corresponding pattern of choices for the individuals, and conversely. Thus to the
triple (R°, R®, R’) we have: individual1 prefers y to x to z; 2 prefersy to x,
y to z, and is indifferent between x and z; and 3 prefers x toz toy. Thus,

a function F from ® XR XR into R can be interpreted as a procedurefor
passing from the individuals’ preferences to the social preference.
14.3 GENERAL FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

As the numberof alternatives and people are increased beyondthreeit
becomes more and more cumbersometo exhibit all the possible preference
orders on the alternatives. Therefore, a simple, compact terminology
applicable to all cases is needed. The followingis suitable:

i. Alternatives.

ii. Individuals.

Let @ = {x,y, °- ° , z} bea set of alternatives.

Let the individuals of the society be denoted by 1,

2° yucca em.

iii. Preferences. For each individual z and anyalternatives u and v, one
and only oneof the following holds:
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‘‘t prefers u to uv,” which is written as uP;z,
‘‘t prefers v to u,”? which is written as vP;u,
‘2 is indifferent between u and z,” whichis written as u,v.

If “¢ does not prefer v to uv? we write vPju. This is clearly equivalentto:
either uP;v or ul;jv holds. We also demandthat each individual be consistent in his preferences in the sense that P,, I;, and P; are each assumed
to be transitive.
Wehavealready seen that for two alternatives there are three possible
preference orderings and for three alternatives there are thirteen possible

preference orderings.

In general, let R = {R', R®,---, R™} be the

possible preference orderings of the alternatives, where m depends upon
and increases rapidly with the number of alternatives. By a profile of
preference orderings for the individuals of the society, we shall mean an
n-tuple of orderings, (Ri, Re, - - - , Rn), where R; is the preference ordering for the zth individual.! The set of all possible profiles of preference

orderings will be denoted by AR = RXARX +--+: KR.

iv. By a social welfare function (or “constitution,” or “arbitration
scheme,” or “‘conciliation policy,” or “‘amalgamation method,” or “‘voting
procedure,” etc.), we shall simply mean a rule whichassociates to each
profile of preference orderings(i.e., to each element of R) a preference
ordering for the society itself. If / denotes such a rule weshall symbolically write:

F

(Ri, Ro,

7s Rn) > R,

which means that rule F “combines” the profile of orderings (Ry, Re,
- , R,) to yield the ordering R for the society.
Obviously, there are many conceivable functions from ®™? to ®; however, if we interpret the mathematics as a social problem, thereare several
requirements a function should satisfy before we would consider it “‘ethically’ acceptable. The requirements of ‘ethical acceptability’ are
purely subjective value judgments not subject to mathematical derivation;
however, in a mathematical treatment of their implications such desiderata have to be phrased as explicit mathematical statements.
Wecertainly do not wish to imply that there does or should exist a universal ethic, or even that an individual’s “ethical standard’? should be
invariant over different social choice problems. When weassert that a
set of conditions orrestrictions on is ‘“‘reasonable,”’ all that is implied is
that we think there are somesituations for which enoughindividuals will
subscribe to the conditions to warrant investigating their implications.
1 Note the different role of subscripts and superscripts. R* means the ith preference
relation in the listing ® of all of them; whereas R; means the preference relation for
person 7 in a particular profile of individual preferences.
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Imposing conditions on F of course restricts the class of permissible
functions. Arrow has shown that some seemingly innocuous requirements narrow F downto the point whereit is either zmposed or dictatorial.
However,he hasalso shownthat, if the domainof definition of F is suitably
restricted (single-peakedness condition; see section 14.7), then socially
desirable welfare functions do exist—socially desirable in the tautological
sense of satisfying the stated prerequisites.
Summarizing, the procedure to be adopted is as follows: There are
many specific social welfare functions which are well defined; however,
particular functions are often adversely criticized because they fail to
satisfy some “‘socially desirable” criteria. Hence, instead of considering
specific functions, we shall attempt to capture ourintuition of “‘desirable”’
by explicitly stating properties that any social welfare function should
satisfy. We shall examine a set of conditions, each of which individually
has merit as well as a long and illustrious history, but which collectively
are inconsistent, 1.e., no social welfare function exists which fulfills all these
conditions.
Assuch a conclusion may seem odd, the following example should serve
to suggest whyit is not so trivial to find “reasonable”? welfare functions
Simple majority rule. Corresponding to each profile of preferences, let
society prefer the alternative uw to the alternative v if and only if a majority
of the individuals prefer u to v. The following profile of choices for
alternatives x, y, and z illustrates the difficulty with this rule:

R}

R*

R°
Zz

x

y

y

Zz

Zz

x

y

Since a majority of individuals prefer x to y, y to z, and z to x, society
selects the intransitive relation: xPy, yPz, zPx. Consequently, the rule
does nottell us what elementof ® to associate to (R1, R*,R*°). Tobe sure,

we could alter the simple majority rule to let (R1, R*, R°) map into R*%,ice.,

(xIy[z), but then we would have a different rule—one which has other
faults.
14.4 CONDITIONS ON THE SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTION AND
ARROW’S IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM
The cases where the numberof alternatives is one or two can beeasily
handled separately. Indeed, for one alternative no analysis is necessary!
Hence weshall confine our attention to situations having three or more
alternatives. The number three plays an importantrole, since intransitivities can only occur on three or more elements.
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It is true that simple majority rule led to an intransitive result for the
profile (R', R*, R*), but this would be of no import in a particular society
of three membersif we had reasonto believe that this much disagreement
would never occur. For then we need not demandthat the function be
defined onall of @“*, but only on a certain restricted part of R“. The
smaller the domain, the easier it is to construct “‘reasonable” welfare
functions. In the extreme when only complete agreementis allowed, the
task is trivial. Some groups, possibly becauseofself-selection or because
of a commonethic, do not often exhibit a wide divergence of opinions, and
for such societies majority rule probably never will be embarrassed by an
intransitive set of orders. For more discussion of this point, see section
14.7.
Wechoose, however, to confine our attention to the mathematically
more interesting case where the domain of the welfare function is rich
enough to make ourtask formidable. For ease of presentation we shall
assume that the domain of the welfare function is all of R™; i.e., we
require the function F to be defined for all conceivable profiles of individual
orderings of the alternatives. Actually, the other conditions that will be
imposed on F continue to be incompatible even when the domainis
restricted to certain proper subsets of ®™). However, certain of the
restricted domains givenin the literature (Arrow [1951 a] and Inada [1954,
1955], do not allow oneto establish the contradiction asserted, as has been
pointed out by Blau [1957].
We summarize the abovediscussion as:
Condition 1.
or equal to three.

(a) The number of elements (alernatives) in @ ts greater than

(b) The social welfare function F is defined for all possible profiles of individual

orderings.
(c) There are at least two individuals.

As backgroundfor the second condition we considera special example.
Let @ = {x, y, z}, and let the society have exactly three members. Con-

sider the pattern (R!, R!1, R!*), namely:
R!}

Ri}

R}3

x

x —~ Zz

xX—~yYTE

y

y

Zz

and suppose that Fy is a welfare function such that society prefers y to z

for the profile (R!, R'1, R15).
namely:

Now consider the profile (R!°, R!}, R$),
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x—y
Zz

x—2Z
y

y
x—2Z
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If the first profile, (R', R'1, R1%), is modified by the first and third members’ pushing y up while keeping x and z fixed, then the second profile,
(R}°, R11, R), results. It thus seems “reasonable” that, since Fo selects y
in preference to z for the former profile, it should also do so in thelatter
one. Stated alternatively, a social welfare function is not “‘reasonable’’ if,
when the members choose (R!, R11, R13), society prefers y to z, and when
the members choose (R?°, R11, R38), society does not prefer y to z.
Condition 2 (positive association of social and individual values). If
the welfare function asserts that x 1s preferred to y for a given profile of individual
preferences, it shall assert the same when the profile is modified as follows:
(a)

The individual paired comparisons between alternatives other than x are not
changed,

and

(b)

Each individual paired comparison between x and any other alternative either
remains unchanged or it 1s modified in x’s favor.

To arrive at the next condition, consider the case of four alternatives
w, x, y, z and suppose that for some profile of individual preference a
specific welfare function Fy states that society prefers alternative x to
alternatives w, y, and z. ‘That is, given the particular choices for the
individuals, the rule F9 says that x is the “‘best’’ (most preferred) alternative from theset {w, x, y, z}.
Now supposewerestrict their consideration to the alternatives {x, y, z}.
Presumably, the individuals might change their preferences among «x,y, 23
but suppose they do not! If all paired comparisons madebythe individuals between elements x, y, z do not change, then isn’t it ‘“‘reasonable”’

to expect that, since x is socially best in {w, x, y, z}, it is also socially best in
{x, y, z}? To be very concrete, let us quote Arrow [1951 a, p. 27] on the

rank-order method of voting used in clubs:

With a finite number of candidates, let each individual rank all the candidates,
i.e., designate his first choice candidate, second choice candidate, etc. Let pre-

assigned weights be given to thefirst, second, etc., choices, the higher weight to
the higher choice, and then let the candidate with the highest weighted sum of
votes be elected. In particular, suppose that there are three voters and four
candidates, x, y, z, and w. Let the weights for thefirst, second, third, and fourth

choices be 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively.

Suppose that individuals 1 and 2 rank the

candidates in the orderx, y, z, and w, while individual 3 ranks them in the order
z,w,x, andy. Under the given electoral system, x is chosen. Then, certainly,if

y is deleted from the ranks of the candidates, the system applied to the remaining
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candidates should yield the sameresult, especially since, in this case, y is inferior
to x accordingto the tastes of every individual; but, if y is in fact deleted, the indicated electoral system would yield a tie between x and z.

As another example, let @ = {x, y, z}.
R19

For the profiles

R!

R4

x

J

Zz

x

R?

R?

R®

Zz
x—y

x
Zz

y
x—Z

x —y

Zz

y

Zz

and

J

the preference relations between x andy are identical for each individual,
so the argumentis that for both profiles society should reach the same
choice between x andy. The counterargument, however, notes that when
2 changes from
x
x
y
to
Zz
é

y

he seemsto be indicating that he prefers x to y ““more”’ in the latter than in
the former pattern. That is, alternative z is not zrrelevant in appraising the
*‘strength”’ of preferences for x versus y, and so it is not “unreasonable”? for
society to prefer y to x in the first profile and x to y in the second. In
Arrow’s voting example, the claim is that when w dropsoutof the race the
information regarding the preferences of the individuals is changed, even
though the paired comparison judgments remain constant.
The following example, taken from Goodman and Markowitz [1951],
further illustrates this point. A host has two dinner guests to whom heis

willing to serve either coffee or tea but not both.

Instead of asking which

each prefers, coffee or tea, this subtle host gets them to rank a whole class
of drinks. ‘Iwo possible profiles of responses are:

Profile 1

1’s Preferences
Coffee
Postum
Milk

2’s Preferences
Tea
Coffee
Postum

«Lemonade

Milk

Hot chocolate
Coca-Cola
\Tea

Lemonade
Coca-Cola
Hot chocolate
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and

Profile 2

1’s Preferences
Postum

2’s Preferences
Tea

Milk

Postum

Coffee
«Tea

Coca-Cola
Lemonade

Lemonade

Hot chocolate

Hot chocolate
Coca-Cola

Milk
Coffee

For profile 1, the host deemsit fair to serve coffee and for profile 2 toserve
tea. He reasons that the other drinks are not irrelevant, and their introduction permits him to appraise the relative intensities of preferences for
coffee versus tea.
Yet, is such reasoning really plausible! One can argue that this procedure introduces a notion of interpersonal comparison of utility, and,
af it is desirable to do that, then this is surely a naive way of doingit.
Indeed, zf such a statement as “1 prefers coffee to tea more than 2 prefers
tea to coffee (in profile 1)” has any meaningatall, then an alternative
rationalization of profile 1 can be given to showthat the host should have
served tea, namely:
L
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Having argued bothsides of the question of the independenceofirrelevant alternatives, we would claim thatit is a sufficiently ‘‘reasonable’’ condition to warrant an investigation of its implications.
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Condition 3 (independenceofirrelevant alternatives). Let @, be any
subset of alternatives in @. If a profile of orderings is modified in such a manner

that each indwidual’s paired comparisons among the alternatives of @, are left

invariant, the social orderings resulting from the original and modified profiles of
individual orderings should be identical for the alternatives in Qy.
If @, is simply any two-element set, then condition 3 reducesto:
If two profiles are such that each individual’s paired comparisons between two
alternatives x and y, say, are identical in both profiles, the society’s ordering of
x versus y Should be identical for both profiles.
This condition is extremely powerful. For example, suppose that we
treat the individuals of a two-person society symmetrically in the sense
that, if one prefers y to z and the other z to y, society shall be indifferent
between y and z. Let ustry to arrive at the social ordering for the profile:
1

2

x
y

Zz
x

z

y

Since both individuals prefer x to y, it is plausible that society should prefer
x toy. On the other hand, for x and z, y is irrelevant by condition 3, so
the symmetry assumption requires that society be indifferent between x
and z; similarly, x is irrelevant when comparing z and y, so symmetryleads
to social indifference between z and y. But indifference is a transitive
relation, so society is indifferent between x and y, contrary to our conclusion above that society prefers x to y.

Condition 4 (citizen’s sovereignty).

For each pair of alternatives x and y,

there zs some profile of individual orderings such that society prefers x to y.

Consider any welfare function for which condition 4 is notsatisfied; then
there exists a pair of alternatives x, y such that x is not preferred to y
regardless of the preference orderings of the individuals. In other words,
the citizens of the society do not exercise any sovereignty with respect to
the pair x versus y, and so we could say that society’s ordering “x is not
preferred to y’”’ 1s zmposed.
Condition 5 (non-dictatorship). There is no individual with the property
that whenever he prefers x to y (for any x and y) society does likewise, regardless of
the preferences of other individuals.
If a welfare function does notsatisfy condition 5, then this distinguished
individual is a dictator in the sense that if he prefers one alternative to
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another so does the society; the rest of the community has an effect on
society’s choice between twoalternatives only if he is indifferent between
them.
Arrow’s impossibility theorem states that conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
are inconsistent. ‘That is, there does not exist any welfare function which
possesses the properties demanded by these conditions. Stated alternately, if a welfare function satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3, thenit is either
imposed or dictatorial.
> The central steps of the proof can be outlined without too muchrigorous argument. With respect to a given social welfare function a subset V of individualsis
said to be decisive for the ordered pair (x, y) if whenever the members of V each
prefer x to y society does likewise—regardless of what membersnot in V have to
say about x versus y. In other words, if V is decisive for (x, y), then the coalition
V can always enforce x over y by having each member express preference for x

overy.

By condition 2, a set V is decisive for (x, y) if and only if society prefers x to y
whenall of the membersof V prefer x to y and all other individuals prefer y to x.
From conditions 1, 2, and 4 it is easy to prove

Pareto optimality: The set of all individuals is decisive for every ordered pair (x, y),

i.e., if each individual prefers x to y, so does society.

Arrow felt that conditions 2 and 4 were more basic than Pareto optimality, so

he chose notto introduce it as a basic axiom. Later, Inada [1955] attempted to
show that Arrow’s conditions 1 and 3, Pareto optimality, and a slightly modified
but equally innocuous version of 5 also lead to an inconsistency, but, as Blau
[1957] points out, his formulation possesses the sameslight flaw as Arrow’s. His
result is, however, true with our version of condition 1 substituted for Arrow’s, and
it is also true with our condition 1 somewhat relaxed, but not to the extent donein

these papers. Another formulation, based directly on decisive sets, is given by
Weldon [1952].?
Arrow’s fifth condition can be rephrased as: No individual is decisive for every
ordered pair of alternatives.

A proof of Arrow’s impossibility theorem is as follows:

i. Suppose V is a minimal decisiveset, i.e., it is decisive for some x against some
y, whereas no propersubsetis decisive for any ordered pair of alternatives. Such
a set must exist since, as we mentioned above,theset of all individuals is decisive

and the individuals can be removed oneat a time until the remainingset is no

longer decisive for any pair. ‘This remaining set must contain at least one individual, for, if it were the empty set, its complement, the set of all individuals,

would not be decisive for any pair.

ii. Letj be a specific individual in V, W the remainingindividuals in V, and U
the set of all individuals not in V. Since thesociety has at least two individuals,
U and W may not both be empty. Let z be anythird alternative, and consider

the following profile of orderings:

2 Care must be taken with Weldon’s paper, for it appears as if Arrow’s theorem is
proved without using the condition of the independence of irrelevant alternatives,
whenin fact it is used in the proof.
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{7}

WwW

y
Zz

x
y

x

U

Zz

y

Zz
x

iii. Since x is preferred to y for alli in V = {j}\JW, and since is decisive for

x against y, society prefers x to y, i.e., «Py.
iv. If society preferred z to y, this would mean that W is decisive for z against y
since all members of W prefer z to y whereasall others prefer y to z, which is contrary to the choice of V as a minimal decisive set. Therefore, society does not

prefer z to y, ie., zPy.
v. By transitivity, «Py and zPy imply xPz.
vi. But is the only individual who prefers x to z, so {7} is decisive for x against
z. Thus, {j} cannot be a propersubsetof V, so {j} = V, and by hypothesis {7} is
decisive for x againsty.
vii. Since we now knowthat {7} is decisive for x against any z different from x,
it is sufficient to show thatit is decisive for any w, different from x, against z and

for w against x.

Suppose w ~ x, and considertheprofile

17}
w

U
Zz

x

w

Zz

x

By Pareto optimality, wPx, and, since {7} is decisive for x against z,xPz. Thus, by
transitivity, wPz, so {j} is decisive for w against z. Next, consider the profile

{7}

U

w

a

a

x

x

Ww

Since {7} is decisive for w against z, wPz, and, by Pareto optimality, zPx. Therefore, by transitivity, wPx, so {7} is decisive for w against x, as was to be shown. We

have therefore established that {7} is decisive for all pairs and so {7} is a dictator.
But this is impossible, so no function exists which meets the five conditions.

q

14.5 DISCUSSION OF THE ARROW PARADOX

Whatare the ramifications of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem? Social
choice problemsstill arise and must be resolved, and so the impasse must
be side-stepped. As we see it, there are two distinct possibilities: (i) to
keep Arrow’s formulation of the problem and to reject one of his conditions
as being toorestrictive; or (ii) to alter the formulation of the problem itself
by changing the givens and/or the demandsonsociety’s final product.
Withrespectto the first possibility, we feel that the only possible bone of
contention can be the independenceofirrelevant alternatives. To deny
the other conditions is tantamount, in our view, to changing the problem
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and willbe better discussed under(ii). In the next section we will consider several proposals which fail to meet the independenceof irrelevant
alternatives condition, but which do address themselves to the same problem Arrow considered.
To illustrate once again a possible objection to the independence
axiom, considerthe case of two individuals in roughly the “‘same economic
positions” andlet their profile for two alternatives A, and Ae be:

Individual 1: A; preferred to A»
Individual 2: A» preferred to Aj,

and suppose the welfare rule says A; and Ag are indifferent for society.
Now let us add the following alternatives: $1000 given to each, $1 given
to each, —$1 given to each, — $1000 given to each. Suppose with these
new alternatives included, the preference profile takes the form:
Individual 1: ($1000 each) preferred to ($1 each) preferred to A; preferred to Ag preferred to (—$1 each) preferred to (—$1000 each).
Individual 2: Ag preferred to ($1000 each) preferred to ($1 each) preferred to (—$1 each) preferred to (—$1000 each) preferred to A}.
In a situation of this kind one might be inclined to say that these new
alternatives are not irrelevant, and zf we could believe 1 and 2’s orderings,
then a “welfare” rule should choose Az over A; for this society. If we
reject the axiom of the independence of irrelevant alternatives, we can
inject judiciously chosen hypothetical alternatives into the picture to
serve as a base line for evaluating comparative strengths of preference.
However, if the membersof society realize that these extraneous alternatives are not really feasible, it will behoove them to lie about their true
tastes and to play a gameofstrategy.
Asto reforming the problem itself, there are several ways to proceed.
i. Restrict the domain of the welfare function. Arrow required a social
solution for every profile of individual preferences over three or more
alternatives, no matter how chaotic it might be; possibly we should
accept a less universal rule. For example, we might assume thatthereis
some underlying structure to preferences which prohibits extreme divergences of opinion. ‘This hedge, in essence, weakens Arrow’s condition 1,
but in so doing it really changes the problem. We will return to this
topic later (section 14.7).
ii. Weaken the demands on the range of welfare functions. Arrow demands
that both the individuals and society completely orderall the alternatives.
Wouldn’t it suffice to have society choose only one or a few alternatives
as “optimal?” (Recall that in the previous chapter we concentrated on
selecting optimalsets, not on finding a complete ordering of acts.) Arrow,
we understand, did atfirst phrase his impossibility theorem in terms of
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choice sets for society and rankings for individuals; however, he elected
to publish his work for complete social rankings, because the exposition
and proofs are simpler for that case. Furthermore, that assumptionis not
without interest, since, when individual rankings that are obtained at one
timeperiod are used to reach social decisions at a later time period, certain
alternatives may turn out notto befeasible, e.g., a candidate may die. If,
however, a complete social ordering is determined, then the choicesetis
easily found for any subset of the alternatives. In any event, since
Arrow’s axioms are still inconsistent when translated into choice set
terminology, we cannot avoid the impasse merely by this expedient.
iii. Obtain more data on individual values. Had we demanded from each
individual only his optimal choice and not his whole ranking, there would
have been no difficulty in amalgamating these into a social choice. At the
other extreme, instead of asking each individual only to orderthealternatives, we could ask him to orderall of the orderings of the alternatives.
For example, with three alternatives there are 13 orderings, and each
individual could be asked to order this set of 13 orderings. Such addi-

tional information enables one to extract some data aboutthestrengths of

an individual’s preferences among the alternatives. (Incidentally, if
individuals ordered orderings, then a socially optimal set amounts to a
social orderingof the alternatives.) Or, looked at another way,if society’s
terminal action is an ordering of alternatives, then it seems reasonable
to ask each individual to rank society’s terminal actions(i.e., each individual should give an ordering of orderings). But even if this complication
is introduced, Arrow’s axioms can be given a direct interpretation by
treating an ordering of alternatives as a basic “‘alternative,’’ and his impossibility result still obtains. One should not misinterpretthis result: In no
way doesit say that we should not solicit more information about each
individual’s preferences; it only says that this particular information does
not allow those of us who are committed to Arrow’s axioms to bypass the
logical inconsistency.
Before going on to the nextlevel of individual information, it is interesting to draw an analogy betweenthe social choice problem as formulated
by Arrow and the decision problem under uncertainty discussed in the
previous chapter. When this identification is made and the conditions
imposed by Arrowaresuitably translated into slightly different terminology, a knownresult from the theory of decision making under uncertainty
yields Arrow’s impossibility theorem as a corollary. Furthermore, the
analogy will be suggestive of several new tacks for the social choice
problem. Finally, the format to be presented is quite flexible, and, in
particular, it is well suited to introducing morerefined information about
individual values.
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Let Ai, Ao, . . - » Am be “alternatives” (these play the role of the “‘acts”’
of Chapter 13), and let 51, 52, - * - , 5, be “‘individuals” or “subjects”
(these play the role of the “‘states of nature” of Chapter 13). Consider the
payoff array

ospotte

54

Sy

Ay

A;

Am |

- ++ u(Ay ss) --

|,

where u(A;, 5;) is a number which, in comparison with other numbersin

the same column, reflects something about s,’s preference for A;.

In

attempting to determine how muchsignificanceto give to the numbers of
the payoff array, it is helpful to decide when twoarraysarestrategically
equivalent. The m numbers u(Ai, 5;), - * + , u(Am, 5;) of column j reflect
s;’s preference for alternatives in the sense that the higher the number, the
more preferred the alternative; ties reflect his indifferences. Hence, each
payoff array induces a profile of individual orderings. Now, if we wish
to abstract away completely the notion of preference strengths, as Arrow
does, then we should treat as equivalent two payoff arrays which induce
the same profiles of individual order preferences—twosuch arrays we will
call order equivalent. Any strictly monotonic transformation of the numbers
in any columnyields an order equivalent array.
For payoff arrays, Arrow’s conditions can be paraphrasedasfollows:

Condition 1.

m23,n2 2.

A social ordering shall be associated to every possible array;

Condition 2 (positive association of individual values). Jf a given array
1s modified by adding positive quantities to some entries in the ith row, and if society
originally preferred A; to Ax, it shall do likewise after the modification.
Condition 3 (independence of irrelevant alternatives). Adding new
rows shall not change society's ordering for old rows.

There is a clear analogy between the axiomatic developmentof decision
making given in Chapter 13 and the present discussion of welfare axiomatics. The (act, state of nature) pair of the decision problem under
uncertainty is replaced by the (alternative, subject) pair of the welfare
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problem. (It is interesting to return to the axiomsdiscussed in the last
chapter and to interpret these in the welfare context.) Note that in
Arrow’s formulation of the problem it is necessary to impose the condition
that order equivalent arrays shall yield the same social ordering of alternatives.
This condition implies, among other things, that the social ordering for
alternatives should be invariant underboth positive linear transformations
(utility transformations) of the payoff entries and the addition of a constant
to any column. Since each rowis identified with an n-tuple of numbers,
ordering rows is equivalent to finding a complete ordering for theset of
n-tuples of numbers. But now there are so many constraints on the ordering of these n-tuples (constraints dictated by conditions 1 and 3, Pareto
optimality, and the requirement that order equivalent arrays induce
identical social orderings) that only a lexicographical orderingis possible.?
This meansthatsocial preference is determined by serial dictatorship in
which the ordering dutifully follows the preference dictates of one subject,
however, when heis indifferent, another specific subject takes over, etc.
The dictator always has his way; the dictator’s wife has her way when her
lord is indifferent; the dictator’s mistress exerts her influence only when
the dictatoris indifferent and does not have to appeasehis wife,etc.
iv. Introduce risky alternatives, lotteries, and utilitzes. ‘To gain more information about strength of preference amongalternatives, lotteries (probability
mixtures) of the basic alternatives A}, - - - , A» can be introduced. If
we are interested only in society’s ranking of Aj, - * - , Am, then Arrow’s
irrelevancy axiom requires that individual preferences recorded for lotteries (or for any other alternatives for that matter) shall not have any
influence whatsoever. But let us leave this objection to one side and continue along with the lottery idea for a while. The next objection to using
lotteries is that individual preferences among lotteries reflect not only
strengths of preferences but also attitudes toward gamblingitself, and
these attitudes are completely irrelevant in the welfare model which, in
essence, is group decision making undercertainty, not under risk. It can
be argued in rebuttal that if A;, - - - , Am are available to society so are
mixtures of them, and we should not prejudge the problem by ignoring

them.

If bona fide mixtures are undesirable for society, this should

become apparent from the analysis.
Whenevertheset of basic alternativesis inflated by consideringlotteries,
it is customary to restrict the individual complete orderingsof the lotteries
to those which can be summarized bya linearutility indicator. Thatis,
for individual s; there must exist m numbers u(A1, sj), °° + 5 u(Am; 55);
whichreflect s,;’s preferences for Ai, - - - , Am in such a way that any
’ This result is a simple modification of a theorem due to Blackwell and Girshick
[1954, p. 118].
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lottery L’ = (f1'Ai1, >> * , fpm’Am) is preferred to any L” = (1A),

“+ +, bm''Am) if and only if

5;).
y piiu(A:, s;) > y pil'u(As

1=1

1=1

With these assumptions, we can summarize the profile of individual
preferences for lotteries in terms of an m by n array, wherethe entry of the

zth row and the jth columnis u(A;, s;).

But since each subject’s m utility

numbers are defined only up to a positive linear transformation(i.e., the
origin and unit of measurementare not determined), two arrays should be
treated as equivalent, utilitywise, if each column of one can be obtained
from the corresponding column of the other by such a transformation.
We can now see one tremendous difference between the social choice
problem and the decision-making problem under uncertainty. In the
latter problem it is meaningful to compare the utility for the (act, state)
pair (Ag, s5) with the utility for the (act, state) pair (Ag, 54). However, in
the former problem, comparing u(Ag, 55) with u(Ag, 54) is meaningless (as
it now stands!) since this involves an interpersonal comparison between subject 5 and subject 4.
It can be shown (simply by modifying the Blackwell and Girshick
theorem mentioned in footnote 3) that conditions 1 and 3, Pareto optimality, and invariance underindividual utility transformations, again lead
to serial dictatorship, so it is clear that, if we are to exploit utility preferences
of individuals, some inner bond must be hypothesized between theutility
scales of different subjects. But how can this be meaningfully accomplished? Weturn in the next section to some proposals.
*14.6 SOCIAL CHOICE PROCEDURES BASED ON INDIVIDUAL
STRENGTHS OF PREFERENCES

Social choice procedures which attemptto reflect individualstrengths of

preference (not merely rankings) must eventually contend withtheinterpersonal comparison problem. Either a commensurating unit, or a base
of reference, or both have been suggested. Goodman and Markowitz

[1952] suggest an operational procedure for making interpersonal com-

parisons of differencesof individualstrengths of preferences. Nash’s work
on the bargaining problem can be generalized directly to yield a social
choice procedure for groups of arbitrary size. In this generalization no
interpersonal comparison ofutility is made, but the bargain situation has
a natural base of reference—thestatus quo point. Hildreth [1953] also
utilizes linear utility scales to capture strengths of preferences; but, unlike
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Nash’s work, his scheme in essence establishes a commensurating unit and
a commonorigin of measurement by singling out a pair of social states
which serve as a base of common reference. We will comment on these
proceduresin turn.
‘The commensurating unit used by Goodman and Markowitzis a variation of the just-noticeable-difference (j. n. d.) notion used by sensory
psychologists. Very roughly and not in the words of the authors, individual 1 prefers alternative A, to A2 more than 2 prefers alternative A3 to

A, if 1 “‘establishes’” more discernible potential distinct indifference levels’
between A, and A» than 2 does between A3 and Ay. ‘The authors assume
that “‘each individual has only a finite numberof indifference levels or
‘levels of discretion.” ... A change from one level to the next represents the minimum difference which is discernible to an individual.”
Let Ay, Ao, - - - , Am be m alternatives and 51, se, °° * , Sn be n individuals. ‘The profile of individual orderings and strengths of preferences
can be summarized in an m by n array where the entryin the(z, 7)th cell is
u(A;, s;). The numerical quantities are confined to be integers, - - > —2,
—1,0, 1,2, --- , having the following interpretation: If u(A;, s;) = 10
and u(Ax, 5;) = 6, say, then s; prefers A; to Ay, and s; can discern exactly
four indifference levels between A; and Ay. From this interpretationitis
easy to see that two (integral-valued) arrays are strategically equivalent
if one can be obtained from the other by adding or subtracting integers
from each column. ‘The authors require: (i) that to each integral-valued
array there be associated a complete ordering of alternatives; (ii) that
adding an integer to a column shall not change the social ordering;
(iii) Pareto optimality; (iv) that adding newalternatives shall not change
the social ordering of the old alternatives; and (v) that the social ordering
of alternatives shall not depend upon the labeling of alternatives or
individuals.
Wehave already commented on(i) and (ii). Pareto optimality needs
no discussion at this stage of the game. Requirement(iv) is an irrelevancy
axiom. Note that, in obtaining the payoff matrix, hypothetical, unattainable, and really irrelevant alternatives are considered by each individualin
order to ascertain his discernible numberof distinct potential indifference
levels between any two available alternatives under consideration. But
once the payoffs are determined, then deleting an originally available
alternative or addingan available alternative shall not change the existing
payoffs and shall not alter society’s choice for existing paired comparisons.
4 They are, of course, making the extremely plausible assumption that indifferenceis
not a transitive relation—that, for example, one can beindifferent between a and 8,
between b and c, and between ¢ andd butstill prefer a tod. Think, if you please, of
adding pepper to food one grain at a time.
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Conditions(i) and (iv) together state that the social orderingis fully determined by society’s choices for paired comparisons of alternatives. In
condition (v), the part about the labeling of alternatives is perfectly
innocuous, but the part about invariance underlabeling of individualsis a
major assumption. ‘This is an egalitarian, symmetry, or democracy
assumption which may or may not be applicable depending upon the
context of the problem.
From these five requirements it can be shown that society must order
alternatives strictly according to their average payoffs—or, what operationally amounts to the samething, society’s “utility”? for an alternativeis
the sum of the individual ‘“‘utilities’’ for that alternative. Note that the
Goodman-Markowitz requirements are mathematically identical to
Milnor’s axioms characterizing the Laplace criterion (i.e., the criterion
based on the principle of insufficient reason) in the decision-making problem under uncertainty.
Goodman and Markowitz do notspell out in sufficient detail just how an
individual can determine experimentally the numberof distinct indifference levels between two specific alternatives. One simple way is to
employ, at the outset, a “sufficiently rich” set @ of alternatives which
includes, among others, all the alternatives that the individuals and
society will be asked to rank. Each individual can then assign integers
to the alternatives of this canonical set as follows: the numerical assignment to A; is exactly one unit higher than that to A, if and only if both A;

is preferred to A; and there is no alternative in @ which is more preferred
than A; and less preferred than A;. Any specific social choice problem
will then involve a small subset of available alternatives from @, but each
of these will have a specific index for each individual.
It is difficult for us to see how the set @ can beinitially defined. However, even if we assume, for the time being, that operational numerical
assignments to alternatives can be effected, there still remains the real
question: Does the numberof “‘discernible discretion levels’? between a
pair of alternatives really measure strength of preference for a single individual, and should this be a basis for interpersonal comparisons in the
context of social choice? The next example is none too encouraging.
Consider two individuals s; and sz who haveto select one of two candidates A; or Ag; candidate A, is preferred by 51, and Ag by 52. To resolve

the strength of preference problem, these voters are also asked to rank

some non-available candidates, A3, A4, - - - , A1oo. Voter so is very discerning, and he ranks the candidates A, over A3 over Aq + * * over Agg
over Ayoo over Ay.

On the other hand, voter s; is dedicated to a single

issue and hedividesall candidates into two camps, namely, those who are
‘‘for’ it and those who are “‘against”’ it; he is indifferent among the “‘for’s”’
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In this case sq will have his way

since he can discern 99 indifference levels between A» and Ay, whereas 5;

can only discern one indifference level between them.
that s2 feels more strongly than 51?

But whois to say

Arrow [1951 d] points out that “‘the use of the minimum sensible as a

commensurating unit for utility functions goes back to F. Y. Edgeworth
[1881].”” More recently, it has been used by W. E. Armstrong [1939,
1951]. Armstrong takes the point of view that, although individual
preference is a transitive relation, indifference is not. For example, Ai
might be preferred to Az and at the same time A» might beindifferent to
both A, and A3!
> Recently, Luce [1956 a] has given a general formulation of preference relations
wherestrict preference is transitive and indifference is not, which is substantially
equivalent to the idea of minimum sensible utility differences. ‘These relations,
which are called semiorders, induce a natural weak order on theset of alternatives; and, if this weak order can be represented by a numerical utility function,

the semiorder can be represented bythat function plus two just-noticeable difference functions—onegiving the just-perceived increases, and the other the decreases.

Furthermore, the converse holds: if three functions over a set of alternatives meet
certain weak and natural conditions, then a semiorder is induced on theset.
This generalizes the non-probabilistic discrimination model used in sensory psy-

chology to arbitrary sets, and it does not suppose at the outset that just-noticeable
differences are equal to each other. These questions arise: when, if ever, in the
domain of preferences, is it reasonable to assume j. n. d.’s are equal; and, sup-

posing they are equal for each individual, when it is reasonable to equate the
j- n. d.’s between people?
In later work, unpublished at the time this book was written, this model has

been generalized to a probabilistic theory of utility (see Appendix 1 and Luce
[1956 5]).

It is supposed that the underlying set of alternatives consist of all

probability mixtures of a given set of basic alternatives.

(Note: In the above

example of two candidates, which was devised to cast doubt on equating j. n. d.
units between people, we probably could not have drawn the same conclusion
had wetaken all mixtures of the two candidates as the basic set of alternatives).

Undercertain sufficient conditions (see Appendix 1), it has been shown that a
linear utility function must have constant j. n. d. functions, so the j. n. d. may
be taken to be the unit. As to whetheritis at all plausible to equate these between

people, one can say at least this: it makes no sense to equate them unless a certain
theoretical psychophysical parameter is the samefor all people. It is an empirical
question, which has not yet been answered, whether this parameter exists, and
whetherit varies from person to person or is constant. Every indication, however, is that it varies, and, if so, one can show that the interpersonal, comparison
resulting from equating j. n. d.’s depends upon a purely artifactual parameter,
namely, the probability cut off one uses to decide whether alternatives are indifferent or not. Therefore, equating j. n. d.’s appears not to be an acceptable solution to the interpersonal comparison problem; and, even if the parameter does not
vary, it remains an open question whether this unit would bea satisfactory solution to the problem.
4
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Next, we shall briefly reconsider Nash’s work [1950 6] on the bargaining
problem and discuss its relation to the problem of social choice. An
n-person bargain is a simple generalization of the two-person case. ‘There
are n individuals 1, 2, - - - , n and individual z comes to the ‘‘market”’
with a bundle of goods 7;*, so the status quo pointis the n-tuple (71*,
T2*, - +--+, 7,*). Let 3 be the set of all possible trades or reapportionments of the whole set of goods, and let T = (7), To, ---, 7») bea
generic trade in 3, where 7’; represents 7’s share of the goods in trade T.
Each of the n individuals have preference orderings over the trades in 3,
and the problem is to amalgamate a profile of individual preferences over
the set of trades to obtain an optimal trade (or trades) for the n-person
society. There is one basic difference between the n-person (n > 2)
bargain and the two-person bargain: coalitions are possible, and so the full
complexities of n-person game theory arise. If we wish the “optimal’’
choice for society to reflect the strategic aspects of coalition structures, a
simple modification of the Nash two-person bargain analysis is not appropriate. However, in some contexts, coalitions (other than a coalition of
all players) are explicitly prohibited by the rules of the game; in other
contexts, even though coalitions might not be prohibited, the players may
seek arbitration which explicitly avoids the strategic aspects of coalition
formation. Since we havealready considered at length topics in n-person
theory which, in some sense, can be thought of as social choice procedures
which reflect coalition strengths (e.g., Shapley’s value and Milnor’s
reasonable sets), we now turn to the case where coalitions are either
explicitly or implicitly zgnored.
For completeness, we will state briefly an n-person modification of
Nash’s axioms for the two-person bargain.
Axiom 0. Lach individual’s preferences for trades and lotteries over trades
can be summarized by a linear utility indicator.
If T is a trade in 3, let u;(T) denote player 2’s utility for T and let
u(T) be the n-tuple [u:(T), wo(T), - - - , un(T)] representing the utilities
of T for the n players. For brevity, we write u* = (uw *, uo*, - * +, un*)
for u(T*). The set of all n-tuples u obtained by letting T vary overits
domain 3 will be denoted by R. Thus, a version of a bargain is the pair
(R, u*).
A social choice function associates to each bargain (R, u*) a single point

u’ = (u;’, °° * , Un’), which belongs to R.

The element wu’is said to be

the solution of the version (R, u*), and the trade or lottery whose utility
appraisalis u’ will be termed the solution of the real bargain (relative to the
specific choice function employed.) We shall assume for mathematical
convenience that there exists at least one point u = (uj, ua, °° * , Un)
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in R such that u; > u;* for? = 1, 2, - + + ,n.
social choice function:

Axiom 1.

Nash then demandsof a

The solution of the real bargain shall not depend upon the utility

scales (origins and units of measurement) used to abstract the problem.
Axiom 2 (Pareto optimality). Jf u’ zs a solution of (R, u*) then

(i)

uw’ belongs to R,

ii)

There does not exist au” in R distinct from u’ for which uj’ 2 u;{,i
= 13
3

2,

eo

68

e

; n.

Axiom 3 (independenceof irrelevant alternatives).

Adding new (trad-

ing) alternatives, with the status quo point kept fixed, shall not change an oldalternative from a non-solution to a solution.
Axiom 4 (symmetry). Let a version of a bargain have the properties that
(i)

u* = u;™, tandj = 1,2,°°-,n,

and
(ii)
then
where

Ifu = (uw, °° * , un) belongs to R, any permutation of the components of u
also yields an element of R,
uj = u;’,tandj =1,2,-°--- 4,
u’ = (uy, ue’, - * * , Un) ts the solution of (R, u*).

Nash’s proof for n = 2 can be modified directly to yield: u’ is a solution

of (R, u*) if and only if u’ belongs to R, u;) > u;* for alli, and
(uy’ — uy*)(u2’ — u2*) + + Cun’ — un*)

2 (ur — ui*) (ue — u2™) tt (Un Un *)

for all u = (uy, ua, °° * 5 Un) in R such that u; > u;* for all i.

Hildreth [1953] gives a set of conditions for social orderings which
bears somerelationship to this modification of the two-person bargain.
Each social state X in Hildreth’s work can be identified with an n-tuple
(X1, X2,°°*, Xn), where X; represents “a specification of amounts of
commodities to be received and furnished by the [zth] individual over a
given period of time or a probability combination of such specifications.”
Hildreth also assumes that each individual ordering of social states can be

represented by a utility indicator.

(Actually Hildreth’s axiomson indi-

vidual preferences are not quite strong enough to yield an individual
linear utility scale, but his intent certainly is to establish such scales.)
Both Hildreth and Nash demandindividuallinear utility scales, Pareto
optimality, and some form of symmetry condition. But here the similarity
ends. Nash only requires the selection of a best elementfor society (i.e.,
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a unique solution); Hildreth requires a complete ordering of alternatives
by society. Nash explicitly demandsthathis solution be invariant up to
individual utility transformations, whereas Hildreth makes no such
demand—indeed, his suggested schemesestablish both a commonutility
origin and unit of utility measurement. We will describe Hildreth’s
technique for accomplishing this below. Nash, like Arrow and Goodman
and Markowitz, invokes an irrelevancy axiom; Hildreth does not demand
this.
To summarize, Hildreth requires: (i) individual utility scales, (ii) complete order for society, (iii) the usual Pareto optimality, and (iv) strong
symmetry. The strong symmetry condition consists of two parts.
(a) Invariance with respect to labeling of individuals. ‘Thisis like the Goodman-Markowitz symmetry requirement, and it implies Nash’s symmetry
condition.
(b) Similar treatment for similar individuals. This will require some
explanation.
Let X“?) mean the social state which results if the zth and the jth elements of X are interchanged. In other words, 7 and j get in X“?) what
7 and z get, respectively, in X; the returnsto the other individuals are kept
fixed. Individuals 7 and j;are said to be similar if and only if (1) 7 reacts
to any paired comparison X versus Y the wayj reacts to X¥“versus Y“??,
and (2) other individuals treat z and 7 indifferently in the sense that
they are each indifferent between X and X“”for all X. Let S be any class
of alternatives such that (1) S containsall lotteries with elementsofitself
as prizes, and (2) if X is in S, so is X°. By similar treatment for similar
individuals, 1 and j, is meantthat, if X* is optimalfor society for the class of
alternatives S, 7 and j are both indifferent between X* and X*?),
Hildreth next adds an assumption which is innocuous enough as it
stands, but, as he applies it, it is clearly the weakest link in his argument.
He assumes:

“There exist two states, say X*, Y*, for which the following hold
(a)

(b)

X;* = Xx;*, Y;* =

X*P; Y* (all i).”

Y,;* (all 1, ds

We can find no fault in saying two such states X* and Y* exist—our
objection comes from the fact that they might be used as reference points
for interpersonal comparisons. If that is the intent, then some logical
underpinningis sorely needed. How doesone choose an X* and Y* from
the set of potential candidates? ‘The author does not say anything about
this, but implications can be drawnfrom the use he makes of X* and Y*.
Hildreth shows that the above conditions (plus two operational condi-
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tions which “‘are not motivated by ethical considerations but by the desire

for [technical] power and convenience of application [mathematical

tractability]’’) are consistent in the sense that there exist procedures which
satisfy all his desiderata. ‘To this end he proceedsas follows:
1. Choose utility scales for each individual such that
uX*) = 1, u,(Y*) = 0,

forz =1,2,°--°°: ,2,

where u;(X) represents 7’s utility for alternative X.

1. Let g be any continuous, monotonicincreasing, and strictly concave

function.

Associate to each X a social utility index U,(X) where

U(X) = glui(X)] + glue(X)] + + + > + glun(X)].
A procedure whichorders alternatives according to the magnitude of the

social utility index U,satisfies all of Hildredth’s requirements; this establishes consistency of the requirements.

> Still another way to attempt to deal with group decision makingis suggested by
the following example. Three industrialists decide to form a corporation with
themselves as board of directors. They anticipate that future disagreements will

arise, and, to forestall wrangling, they invite a consultant to draw up a constitution

giving the rules for resolving any potential division of opinion. The three men are
sincere in their efforts to cooperate, and there is no question abouttheir falsifying
their individual values. Essentially, the constitution must provide a techniquefor
amalgamating their individual values in any situation to obtain a choice for the

corporation.

The consultant ascertains

(i) That the strengths of individual preferences are important.

(ii) That the individuals are to be treated asymmetrically since their initial

capital investments, etc., differ.

The consultant might proceed as follows.

Using a set of alternatives that the

industrialists conceivably might be called upon to rank, he determines each individual’s utility function over them. Presumably, these utilities reflect strengths
of preferences. The consultant next takes a big jump: he assumesthatit is mean-

ingful to postulate a commonutility scale—even though he does not know howto
find it. ‘That is, if uw), v2, uz are the utility indicators of the three individuals, he
assumes there are (unknown) constants a, 51, a2, 62, a3, 63 such that the utility
indicators

au, + by,

agus + bo,

a3u3 + b3

are expressed in a common interpersonal unit. In terms of these utility scales,
each alternative A can be given an index, u(A), for the corporation as a whole,
namely:
u(A) = w |ayu1(A) + by! + wo[aouo(A) + bo| + w3|a3u3(A) + bsl,

where wy, we, w3 are weights whichreflect the relative influence or importance of
the industrialists. The a’s, 6’s, and w’s are unknownatthis point of analysis.
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By simple algebra
u(A) = €0 + €\u,(A) + C9U2(A) + c3u3(A),

where C9 = wyb, + webe + w3b3, ¢, = wal, Ce = Woda, 63 = W303.

The consultant now asks the industrialists as a group to rank-order some of the
alternatives as best as they can. From this series of group responses, the quanti-

ties ¢1, ¢2, ¢3 are estimated.

‘These estimates are then used to get group indices

on the basis of which groupaction is taken in other more complexsituations.

This method is similar to Savage’s procedure (discussed in the last chapter) for

getting @ priori probability weights for the states of nature.

There a series of

hypothetical problemswerefirst posed, and then a priort weights were derived from

an analysis of responses. The problem of estimating ¢1, co, cz; may present difficulties since a group may not be consistent with the model, in which case either

an error theory has to be introduced or the groupitself can be asked whichtriplet
of c’s comes closest to predicting the group responsesfor the alternatives they have
considered.

Note that no attempt has been madeto recover either the individual a and 6

parameters or the w parameters. Indeed, any attempt would befutile since they
are clearly non-identifiable. This analysis does not enable one to make either
interpersonal comparisonsof utility or an analysis of the distribution of influence

or importance.

<

> Let us draw another analogy, this time between social choice and individual
choice. Consider, for example, an individual who must ordera set of alternatives, or stimuli, each of which is complex in the sense that it evokes reactions with
respect to several attributes or ‘“‘psychological dimensions.”’ ‘The following analysis might be plausible: each attribute orders the alternatives, and the individual

amalgamatesthis profile of preferences over the relevant attributes when giving
his individual ordering. Interpersonal utility comparisons for the social choice
problem are replaced in this model of individual choice by interattribute utility

comparisons.

We imagine that most people feel it is easier to make operational

sense of interattribute comparisons within an individual’s mind than to make sense
of interpersonal comparisons. Anyhow, we do. But why? Primarily because
the individual himself can compare his psychological reaction to one (alternative,

attribute) pair versus another pair. In unpublished work, Abramson [1956] has
given a mathematical formulation of this model. Analogously, in the social

choice problem, an arbiter might conceivably ask himself whether he would prefer
being in s5’s shoes if Az were adopted orin 54’s shoes if Ag were adopted.

Although

such considerations are undoubtedly employed by professional conciliators, it
seems a most unhappywayof resolving interpersonal comparisons. It imposes the
tastes of an outsider and, according to our way of thinking, oversteps the natural

prerogatives of an arbiter.

<

14.7 MAJORITY RULE AND RESTRICTED PROFILES
Wehaveseenthat, if very dissimilar individual orderings are permitted,
simple majority rule can lead to an intransitive set of social preferences.
This leaves open whetherthere are any reasonable restrictions on the profiles of individual orderings—reasonable in the sense that they do not rule
out all practical, non-trivial cases—such that majority rule never leads to
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an inconsistent social ordering. If so, this is one way of side-stepping
Arrow’s impossibility theorem. The answeris that, if we do not demand
too much versatility of a social choice function, functions (including
majority rule) do exist whichsatisfy conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5 of section 14.4.
One “reasonable”’ restriction on the set of possible profiles of individual
orderings, which has been studied independently by Coombs[1950, 1952,
1954] and Black [1948 a, 5, c], is our present topic.
Let us, for simplicity, exclude all indifferences or ties in rankings
throughoutthis section.
In attitude measurement theory, Coombs noticed that often when a
group of individuals rank a set of stimuli many of the potential rankings are
conspicuousby their absence. For example, suppose that a large group of

individuals ranking the stimuli (or alternatives) {A,, A2, A3, Aa} yield

only the following 7 of the 24 possible rankings (recall that indifferences
are excluded):

An explanation, or rationalization, for these 7 and not the other 17 being
present is the existence of a “unidimensional underlying continuum.”
Suppose the alternatives A1, Ae, A3, A4 are situated on someattribute
continuum (e.g., a liberalism-conservatism scale when the alternatives are
political candidates) as shown:
<

e

Ay

A»

xX

e

A3

——)

A4

Assumeeach individuals; has an ideal on this continuum andthat he ranks

the alternatives according to their “distances”? from this ideal. Thus, in
the above diagram, s; would register the pattern of decreasing preferences:
A3, Ao, Ai, As. It can be verified that, if A, to A, are ordered as shown
andif the distance from A, to A2 is less than that from A3 to Aq, each of the

seven rankings (and only these!) can be generated by varying the location
of the ideal points. These seven rankings are said to be compatible with
an underlying joint quantitative scale.
Obviously, not every profile of individual rankings is compatible with
stimuli and individual ideals placed jointly on the same continuum and
with rankings determined accordingto the distances from stimuli to ideal
points. Furthermore, if a profile of individual orderings is compatible
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with an underlying joint quantitative scale, then the positions of the

stimuli and individual ideals are not uniquely located; however, certain

constraints on the ordering of stimuli and individual ideals, and on the
relative sizes of distances between stimuli, are dictated by the manifest
data (i.e., the profile of individual rankings).
For the time being, let us assume that we are omniscient to the extentof
knowing theexact position of the alternatives and the individuals on a joint
continuum. Given this underlying structure for a profile of individual
rankings, how can one pass from it to a ranking for society? Coombs
[1954] suggests that a reasonable ranking for society is that given by the median
individual along the continuum (assume for convenience that there are an odd
number of individuals so that the median is well defined). Goodman

[1954] has pointed out that in this model the ranking given by the median

individual ytelds the same ordering as that generated by simple majority rule.
This is simple to see. If the median individual prefers A; to A; (i.e., if
his ideal is closer to A; than to A;), then a majority of individual ideals
are Closer to A; than to Aj, so a majority of individuals prefer A; to Aj.
Asa trivial by-productofthis result, we note that, if a profile is compatible
with an underlying Coombsian joint quantitative scale, simple majority
rule yields a transitive ordering for society.
In practice, however, Coombshas noted that most profiles of individual
rankings cannot be rationalized by a joint quantitative scale, so he has
suggested a simple modification. A profile of individual rankingsis said
to be compatible with an underlying qualitative (in distinction to quantitative) joint scale if there exists some overall complete ordering of both
alternatives and individualideals such that
i. If, in terms of the overall ordering, s; is not between the two alternatives of a paired comparison, the alternative closer to s; in the ordering is
preferred.
ii. If s; is between the two alternatives, then s; may make either choice.
For example, suppose a profile of individual orderings contain the seven
rank orderings given on p. 354 plus the eighth ranking: A» over A3 over A4
over Aj. These eight rankings cannot be generated by any joint quantitatzve scale; this we can see as follows. ‘The original seven rankings require
that the distance between A; and Az, be less than the distance between A3

and A,. The ideal point of an individual registering the eight ranking
must be to the left of the midpoint between A» and A3 (since Ag is preferred over A3), and, therefore, A; must be preferred to A4, contrary to
assumption. However, these eight rankings are compatible with an
underlying qualitative joint scale. For example, an individual whoseideal
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is between A» and A3 (whenthe alternatives are ranked Aj, Ao, A3, A4) can
register the ranking Ag, A3, A1, A4. Indeed,all that is required of such an
individual is that he rank A» over A, and A3 over Az.

Before we introduce qualitative joint scales into the social choice problem, let us relate them to Black’s work. Black defines a profile of individual rankingsto satisfy the sengle-peakedness condition if there is some basic
ordering of the alternatives such that, in passing from one alternative to
the next in this basic ordering, each individual monotonically rises to the
peak of his preferences and then monotonically dropsoff in the direction
of dis-preference.® ‘Ilo see that the seven rankings on p. 354 plus the
ranking Ag over Az over A; over Ay, satisfy a single-peakedness condition,
consider the basic ordering from left to right: A1, Ao, A3, Ag.

It is routine

to verify that each ranking is single peaked in its preferences. For
example, an individual registering the ranking A3, Ao, Ai, A4 goes up in
his preferences as he goes from A; to Az to Az and then drops off. It is
not difficult to see that a profile of rankings 1s compatible with an underlying
joint qualitative scale if and only if it satisfies a single-peakedness condition.
Black [1948 a, 6] has shownthat, if the numberof individuals is odd and
if a profile meets the single-peakedness condition, then there is exactly one
alternative which receives a majority over any other alternative.® Arrow
has extended this result to show that for profiles meeting this condition
simple majority rule generates a transitive ordering of the alternatives.
Therefore, if Arrow’s first condition is modified to the demand that a
social welfare function be defined only for those profiles of individual
preferences which meet a single-peakedness condition (or, equivalently,

for those which can be generated from a Coombsian joint qualitative

scale), then simple majority decision satisfies this and his remaining conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5, provided the numberof individuals is odd.
> To gain further insight into these results, suppose that for a profile generated
by a Coombsian joint qualitative scale a majority of individuals prefer A; to A;, A;
to A, and A, to A;. We will establish that this assumption leads to a contradiction,

thereby showingthat intransitivities cannot occur.

The crux of the argumentis

the observation that, if an alternative of the joint scale lies between two others,
it cannot beless preferred than both of them for any individual. Try it! There

are three cases to worry about: on the joint scale either
(i)

A; lies between A; and Ax,

or

(ii)

Ax lies between A; and A;,

5 In this section we are assuming no indifferences in individual values for distinct
alternatives. If this assumption is weakened, some simple modifications of the conclusions have to be made.
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or
(iii)

A; lies between A; and Ax.

If, as is assumed in the hypothesis we wish to contradict, a majority prefers A; to
A; and a (not necessarily the same) majority prefers A; to A;, then there is at least
one person in commonto the two majorities, and so he prefers A; to A; to A;; but
this is incompatible with case (i). Similarly, if a majority prefers A; to A; and

another prefers A; to A,, then some person must prefer A; to A; to Ax, which is
incompatible with case (ii). If a majority prefers A; to A; and A; to A;, then some
person must prefer A; to A; to A;, which is incompatible with case (iii).

completes the demonstration.
along theselines.

This

An actual proof of Arrow’s result is constructed
<

14.8 STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF MAJORITY RULE
As we haveseen, no rule can satisfy all of Arrow’s demands, but some
seem to fail in better ways than others. Many feel that simple majority
rule is one of the best, its main failing being that it leads to intransitivities
for some profiles. For this reason and because of its considerable social
importance, it has been discussed at length in the literature.
One major feature of the simple majority rule is that it satisfies the
axiom of the independence ofirrelevant alternatives. ‘Therefore, society’s
choice between a pair of alternatives depends solely upon the profile of
preferences for that pair, and so any further characterization of the rule
can be based simply on paired comparisons. Under that restriction,

May [1952] points out that simple majority rule has the following four

properties:

1. Decisiveness. For any profile of individual choices, it specifies a
unique group decision for each paired comparison.
il. Anonymity. It does not depend uponthe labeling of individuals.
ii. Neutrality. It does not depend upon the labeling of the two
alternatives.
iv. Positive responsiveness. If for a given profile the rule specifies that y
is not preferredto x (i.e., xPy or xJy) and if a single individual then changes
his paired comparison in favor of x (i.e., changes yP;x to either yJ;x or
xPy, or changes yl;x to xPy), while the remainderof the society maintain
their former choices, then the rule requires that society prefer x to y for
the new profile.
May also proves the deeper result: semple majority rule is the only rule
satisfying these four properties. ‘The idea of the proof is straightforward.
> Suppose that a specific profile of individual choices for x versus y is given.

By

anonymity, the group choice will only depend upon three numbers: the number N,

of individuals who favor x, the number Ny; whoare indifferent, and the number
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By neutrality the group must be indifferent if Nz = Ny.

By

repeated applicationsof positive responsiveness (starting from Nz = N,) we conclude
that the group favors x if Nz > N,; therefore, by neutrality, it favors y if Nz < Ny.
But this is simple majority rule. The decisiveness property is employed all along

since we tacitly assumed a unique group decision.

<

Mayalso points out that these four conditions are independentin the
sense that rules can be devised whichsatisfy any three of them while not
satisfying the fourth. Examples are: (i) no decision in case ofties(i.e.,
N, = N,); (ii) simple majority rule where one specific individual has two
votes; (iii) two-thirds majority needed for x; (iv) unanimous decision
required. See also May [1953].
As we know, simple majority rule can lead to intransitive group preferences for dissimilar individual orderings. Modifications of simple majority rule have been suggested by Copeland [1951] which avoid the difficulty
at the expense of violating Arrow’s third condition. Let u(x) denote the
number of alternatives which lose to x, less the number which beat x in
simple majority rule. In one modification, alternatives are ranked
according to thisindex. For example, the Copelandindicesfor the profile
1

2

3

x
y
Zz

y
Zz
x

Zz
x
y
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Ifa new alternative w is introduced and the

&

are u(x) = u(y) = u(z) = 0.
profile is changed to

y

then u(x) = 1, u(y) = —1, u(z) = —1, u(w) = 1. Thus, Copeland’s
suggestion fails to satisfy the independenceofirrelevant alternatives, since
the paired comparison of x versus y depends upon whetherw is present or
not. It obviously meets the other axioms.
Another modification of simple majority rule which cannot generate
intransitivities is this: For each alternative x, let v(x) denote the numberof
distinct paired comparisons over all the individuals which involve x and
whichare resolved in x’s favor, less the numberresolved against x. Alternatives are ranked according to this index. (For example, if there are
5 alternatives and 10 individuals, there are 40 paired comparisonsinvolv-
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ing each alternative x. Should 25 be resolved in favorof x, 7 be against x,
and 8 be ties, then v(x) = 25 — 7 = 18.)
Political scientists may not feel too disturbed by the possible intransitivities of simple majority rule, since in most legislative bodies individuals
are asked to select a single alternative, not to order them by preference.

Often a single alternative to an existing law is suggested, and when there

are several alternatives they are forwarded in succession, each beingpitted
against the current status quo situation. Some may,therefore, feel that
intransitivities cannot arise underpresent practice. ‘This is a naive view,
however. Let x be the existing law, and let y and z be possible replacements. Suppose the legislative body divides into three equal groups,
which,if called upon, would register the profile:
Group 1
x
v
z

Group 2
y
z
x

Group 3
z
x
y

Suppose y is first pitted against x and then z against the winner. ‘This
ultimately leads to z, since, by majority rule, y loses to x and x toz. But,
suppose z is first pitted against x and then y against the winner. ‘This
ultimately leads to y since x loses to z and ztoy. ‘Thus, as is well known to
practical politicians, the final outcome can depend upon the order of
presentation of the bills. Ifa defeated bill is reintroduced and then wins,
the interpretation often made is that some people have changed their
minds. ‘This may be so, but it need not be. The interpretation usually
made ignores the different status quo’s in the two cases. Thus, given the
usual application of the simple majority rule in legislative bodies, observers
may be quite unawareof intransitivities even when they doexist.
Arrow points out that it can benefit an individual legislator to misrepresent his true feelings in legislatures which vote on successive motions by
simple majority rule. He cites the following example.
Let individual 1 have ordering x, y, z; individual 2, y, x, z; and individual 3,
Z,¥, xX. Suppose that the motions come upin the order y, z, x. If all individuals
voted according to their orderings, y would be chosen over z and then over x.
However, individual 1 could vote for z the first time, insuring its victory; then, in
the choice between z and x, x would win if individuals 2 and 3 voted according to
their orderings, so that individual 1 would have a definite incentive to misrepresent. ‘The problem treated here is similar to, though not identical with, the
majority game, and the complicated analysis needed to arrive at rational solutions
there suggests strongly the difficulties of this more general problem of voting.
[Arrow, 1951 a, pp. 80-81.]

Still another example in voting strategy is instructive. Let x be the
existing law, and suppose that a three-quarters majority is required to
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replace it. Consider a legislature composed of four equal groups, and
suppose groups 1, 2, and 3 all prefer alternative y to x, thus ensuring its
passage. However, in an attemptto keep y from becoming law, group 4
suggests an alternative modification z. Suppose the profile of preferences
for x, y, Zz 1s as follows:
Group 1

Group 2

z
y
x

z
y
x

Group 3

y
x
z

Group 4

x
Zz
y

Group 4 demands a vote between z and y to determine which will be
pitted against existing law x. If the legislative rules permit this order of
voting, z defeats y, but it fails to get the three-quarters majority necessary
to defeat x. Alternative x remains inviolate and group 4 gets its way.
Note: Group 4 could be perfectly sincere in suggesting z instead ofy!
Still another game-theoretic aspect of the simple majority rule has been
cited by Majumdar [1956]. He considers a legislature where there are

two people (or parties) which may sponsor bills, and a majority vote

decides which of the twobills is passed. Supposethat there are fourbills
M, N, O, and P of interest, that the transitive preference ordering for
sponsor 1 is M over N overO overP, andthat for sponsor 2 the orderingis
just the opposite. When any pair is presented, it is assumed that the
alternative which will prevail by majority rule is known. Suppose the
outcomes are those shown in Table 14.32. In Table 14.35 we have
TABLE 14.3
Sponsor 2
M N O P

MrM N M P

Sponsor V|N N
1
O|M O
PLP

N

O
O

a

O

WN
O

P

M

Sponsor 2
N
O

P

Mr(4,1) 3,2) (41) (1,4)

Sponsor NV (3,2)
1
O} (4,1)
PL, 4

(3,2)
(2,3)
(@,2)

(2,3)
(2,3)

b

(2,3)

(3, 2)
(, 3)

(, 4)

replaced the outcomes by numbers indicating the ordinal preferences of
the two sponsors. For example, if 1 sponsors N and 2 sponsors O, then O
gets a simple majority and the corresponding ordinal preferenceis (2, 3).
Note that, as shown in Table 14.3a, the legislature prefers O to N, N to P,
P to M, and M to O; as we know, such intransitives are perfectly possible
with the simple majority rule.
Majumdarsuggests that the appropriate strategy for a sponsor in this
gameis to bargain to be last bidder, and,if, unhappily, one is to movefirst,
then he should misrepresent his true tastes. We mayutilize our knowledge of two-person theory to comment on these observations.
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First, since the sponsors have strictly opposing preferences for the
alternatives, and hence the outcomes, the gameis constant-sum. From
what we have seen earlier, it is therefore never advantageous for either
player to disclose his strategy. It is not, however, disadvantageousto disclose (to a smart adversary) that one is going to use a maximinstrategy.
Since this gamefails to have a saddle pointin purestrategies, at least one
of the maximin strategies must be randomized. It is not difficult to see
that 1 should randomize between M and N and 2 between O and P if both

players are to move simultaneously.®

If the sponsor’s preferencesare notstrictly opposing, then the gameis not
constant-sum and so having the first move is not necessarily disadvantageous. Of course, problems of preplay communication, arbitration,etc.,
arise.
At first glance, simple majority rule appears to abstract away all individualintensities of preference. Dahl [1956, p. 90] writes:
Whatif the minority prefers its alternative much more passionately than the
majority prefers a contrary alternative? Does the majority principle still make
sense?
This is the problem of intensity. And, as one can readily see, intensity is almost
a modern psychological version of natural rights. For, much as Madison believed
that government should be constructed so as to prevent majorities from invading

the natural rights of minorities, so a modern Madison might argue that government should be designed to inhibit a relatively apathetic majority from cramming
its policy down thethroats of a relatively intense minority.

Yet we can argue that in some measure intensity of preference does
receive expression in actual practice through “‘logrolling.”? A senator who
feels strongly about bill g and indifferent about bills r and s will trade
his votes on r and s for the desired votes of senators indifferent about gq.
Thus, his strong preference for bill ¢g is recorded, and it may be passed
even thoughaccordingto the true tastes of the senators it should have been
defeated. Is this good? ‘That depends upon the bill g—at times we

grumble ‘‘Shameful!”’ and at others chuckle “‘Beautiful strategy !”’

The dynamic strategic aspects of legislative voting generate lovely
examples of n-person gamesin extensive form. If bill g would have been
passed without the sale of votes on 7 and s, then our senator has wasted
assets that could have been putto better use.

Filibustering and its threatened use is, of course, another method by

which an intense minority can exert pressure on the majority. A significant difference between filibustering and logrolling, however, is that an

intense minority can defeat an zntense majority with filibustering but not

with logrolling.

6 For player 1, row P is dominated by row N, so it can be deleted. Similarly, M and
N are dominated for player 2. Once M is deleted for 2, O is dominated for 1.
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There are alternative legislative voting schemes which makeitstill
easier for the legislators to express their intensity of preference. Consider
the following rule: A group of bills concerned with different issuesareall
debated and then simultaneously voted. Each individual is given 100
units to be distributed over the bills any way he wishes. The voting for
each bill and the apportionments of weights over all of them is by secret
ballot. ‘The game-theoretic aspects are manifest. In fact, it is appalling
to contemplate the ensuing havoc and recriminations.
Another important voting concept in democratic theory, which has
received some mathematical treatment, is proportional representation.

March and Levitan [1955] specify some “reasonable” conditions on a

‘political representation function,” which they show imply that the percentage of votes won in an election by a party must be transformed into
an equivalent percentage of seats wonin a legislature.
Let there be m parties, and let each of n individuals vote for a single
party. Implicit in their work is the democratic assumptionthatall individual voters shall be treated equally, so any set of individual choices
can be summarized by an m-tuple (x1, x2, - - * , *m), where x; represents
the proportion of votes cast for the zth party. A folztical representative function is a rule for assigning to each such (x, x2, * * * , Xm) an m-tuple (ji,
¥2, °° * 5 Ym), Where y; indicates the proportion of seats won in the
legislature by the zth party.’?. Weshall idealize the model by not requiring
that y; times the total numberof seats be an integer. Although this procedure is hardly to be recommended in practice, academically a nonintegral numberof seats can be interpreted to mean that a radomization
scheme will be used. March and Levitan require:
1. Equal treatment of parties. (That is, the procedure does not depend

uponthe labeling of the parties.)

2. Party legislation strength depends only upon party voting strength. (This
condition, similar to a condition of independenceofirrelevantalternatives,
requires that party representation be independentof theirrelevant dis-

tribution of the remaining vote over the other parties.)

In addition, one might be tempted to add a condition of No votes, no
seats (analogous to Arrow’s condition of non-imposition), or More votes do
not mean fewer seats (analogous to Arrow’s condition of positive association of
individual values). However, this need only be done if we weaken either
condition 1 or condition 2, for both are implied by our two requirements
“ Mathematically, the word “proportion” here implies
oS

Vi

\W

™

and

> y= 1
i= 1
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Indeed, if there are more than

two parties, conditions 1 and 2 imply that the rule must assign (x1, *o,

- | Xm) to the vote (x1, x2, - °° ,%m). That is, each party is represented strictly according to the percentage of votes it receives. ‘This is the
principle of proportional representation.
> The idea of the proof is as follows: From condition 2 (the proportion of repre-

sentation y; of the zth party depends only uponthe proportion x; that the zth party
receives), it follows that y; is some function ofx; i.e., yi; = f:(x:). By condition 1,
the function f; does not depend upon 2, so we can write y = f(x), where y is the

proportion of representation of any party that receives the proportion x of the

vote. If wand v are any two numbers between 0 and 1 such that uw + v < 1, it
follows that

G)

fw) +f) +f —u—2) =1,

and

Gi)

flutes +f —u—v) =1.

Subtracting (i) from (ii) yields

(Gii) flu +v) = fu) +f).
Let n be the total numberof people voting; then both u and v must be of the form
i/n, where z is one of the integers 0, 1,2, - --,mn. If we choose u = v = 0, then
(iii) reads f(0) = f(0) + f(0), and so f(0) = 0. Similarly, (ii) reads f(0) +
f(1) = 1, and so f(1) = 1. If we now choose u = v = 1/n, then (iii) reads
f(2/n) = 2f(1/n). If, next, we let u = 2/n, then (iii) reads f(3/n) = 3f(1/n).
Continuing in this manner, wesee that f(z/n) = if(1/n), for? = 0,1, ---, 2.
But, since 1 = f(1) = f(n/n) = nf(1/n), we conclude that f(1/n) = 1/n and

f(t/n) = 1/n, as was to be shown.

The numberof parties, m, had to be greater than 2 to justify step (i) above,

which required three parties getting proportions uw, v, and 1 — u — vrespectively. q

Condition 2, which demandsthat party representation be independent
of the way the remaining vote is distributed among the otherparties, is
extremely strong, and it has been and will be heatedly debated for a long
time to come. Since condition 1 is quite innocuous in most contexts,
debate over condition 2 boils down to a debate over P.R. itself—which
inescapably involves such dynamic game-theoretic aspects as coalition
formation and thestability of coalitions in the legislature itself. We could
easily be temptedto go off in this direction if only we had something new to

add.

14.9 GAMES OF FAIR DIVISION
All the methods so far described to amalgamate individual preferences
into a social preference have this one element in common: it is supposed
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that explicit rankings of the several alternatives are known for each of
the individuals. If these ground rules are changed,alternative procedures
must be used. For example, a game maybedevised to resolve the conflict
without necessitating that each individual present his schedule of preferences. ‘The rules will be so concocted that when players act “‘rationally”’
in their own selfish interests the outcomeis “socially desirable’”’ or ‘‘fair’’
to all the participants. On the macroscopic level it is often alleged that
economic markets fulfill such a role; it is clear, however, that this need not
always be the case. The economic analogueof the prisoner’s dilemma(see
section 5.4) appears not to result in a socially desirable outcome. In this
section weshall be concerned with games explicitly designed to lead to fair
outcomes.
First, let us reconsider and modify the two-person bargain from this
point of view (see Chapter 6). Recall that a bargain is characterized by a

set 3 of feasible trades or reapportionments of the collective sum of goods

and bya special distinguished trade T7’* representing the status quo point
(i.e., the division which gives each player the exact bundle of goods with
which he started). We shall modify this by assuming that the players
as a group are givena set of items to be divided among them, andnot that
they bring their own goodsto be bartered. ‘The set of items might be any
of the following: $100, a pie, a painting, a complex bundle of goods, several
pieces of real estate, a set of obligations which they must jointly perform,
etc. Itcan be argued thatin all these cases thereis also a status quo point,
namely, the state obtaining before they were given anythingto distribute.
A well-known two-person method of “‘fair division” is for one individual
to divide the commodity into two parts and for the other to choose the
part he prefers; the asymmetryof the two roles can be eliminated from the
gamebyassigning people to roles through a toss of a fair coin. In what
sense is this a “‘fair’? procedure? First ofall, it is egalitarian in that it does
not depend uponthe labeling of the individuals; and, second, there is a
presumption that the resulting outcome will be Pareto optimal. For example, if the commodity to be divided is $100, the obvious strategy for the
divider is an even split, and the same applies to a pie or any otherfinely
divisible commodity. Actually, even in these oversimplified cases, one
cannot always expect people to follow this simple procedure. Consider
a wealthy man and a pauper who together come upon $100. The rich
man mayprefer to give a larger share to the pauper, and therefore as
divider he may make a 60-40 split. Even with their roles reversed, the
pauper, in an obvious appealto the conscience of the rich man, mightalso
elect the 60—40 rather than the 50-50 split.
A commodity which is indivisible, such as a painting, presents a new
problem, for the divider has no real choice. ‘The procedure reduces to
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nothing but flipping a fair coin to determine the lucky player. This
resolution, although egalitarian and Pareto optimal for the problem as
described, may fail on the score of Pareto optimality if the scope of action
for the players is enlarged to include side compensation. Wehave in mind
this sort of modification: Each player adds x dollars to the pot, where x is
an amountclearly in excess of the worth of the indivisible commodity—a
painting, say—and then the usual fair division game is played with the
2x dollars plus the painting. The divider splits the pot into two parts,
(1) the painting plus y dollars, and (2) 2x — y dollars. The chooser
selects the part he prefers more. Hence, the non-trivial strategic element
of this gameis the divider’s selection ofy. To be specific, suppose the coin
selects 1 as divider and 2 as chooser. Furthermore, suppose 2 prefers the
painting plus y dollars if and only if y > yo. From 1’s point of view, the
unknown quantity y2 can be thoughtof as the true state of nature in his
decision problem under uncertainty, and his optimal choice naturally
depends uponspecifying his a priort knowledge of the true state. Suppose
1 feels indifferent between the painting plus y; dollars and 2x — y, dollars.
Then his maximin strategy is to divide the pot into these two indifferent
parts. If, as dividers, both players are committed to their maximin
strategies, clearly it is advantageous to be the chooser. On the other
hand,if each person has precise knowledgeof the other’s indifference point,
then it is advantageous to be thedivider. Sincethis is notentirely obvious,
let us look at it in more detail. Suppose y; < ye. As divider, 1 can get
slightly less than the painting plus y2 dollars; as chooser, 1 can only expect
slightly more than the painting plus y; dollars. So the advantage to 1 in
being the divider is roughly yz — y; dollars, provided, of course, each
player is awareof the true tastes of the other. A morestriking and wellknowncase of “‘divider advantage’’ arises when the divider is indifferent
about the painting but knowsthat the chooseris sentimentally attached to
it. ‘This knowledge of weakness—atleast in a society of business men—
can be exploited in the obvious way, so that when 2 chooses the painting
he leaves the bulk of the money for 1. On the other hand, if 2 is the
divider he can exploit 1’s indifference for the painting.
In each instance, the final outcome of the above procedure is Pareto
optimal in the sense that no alternative distribution can be suggested which
both players prefer. However, the procedure itself need not be Pareto optimal,
for both players may prefer an alternative procedure of “fair division.”’
For example, if the players toss a fair coin to determine whois to receive a
painting, the winner will not be willing to accept an alternate division—
therefore the final outcomeis Pareto optimal. Nonetheless, both players

might prefer to share the painting over time (e.g., having it alternate

years) than to gamble for its full possession.
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Steinhaus [1948] reports a generalization of the “‘divide and choose’”’

scheme to 7 players due to B. Knaster and S. Banach. Their solution,
which pertains to an infinitely divisible homogeneous commodity, such as
a cake, is as follows:®
The partners being ranged 1, 2, 3, - - - , m, 1 cuts from the cake an arbitrary

part.

2 has now the right, butis not obliged, to diminish theslice cut off.

What-

ever he does, 3 has the right (without obligation) to diminish still the already

diminished (or not diminished) slice, and so on up to n. Thr rule obliges the
“last diminisher”’ to take as his part the slice he was the last to touch. This part-

ner thus disposed of, the remaining n — 1 persons start the same game with the

remainderof the cake. After the numberof participants has been reducedto two,
they apply the classical rule [one divides while the other chooses] for halving the
remainder.

Knaster also suggests (cf. Steinhaus [1948]) a method ofdivision appli-

cable to the case where the bundle of goods to be distributed contains
fairly indivisible objects. To be concrete, suppose a father leaves his
single estate of four indivisible commodities to be shared “‘ equally’? among
his three children. Let the four commodities A, B, C, and D have the
monetary values shown in Table 14.4. For the time being, assume that
the monetary worth to each of the children of any subset of the itemsis
merely the sum of Ais monetary evaluations of the individual items.
Table 14.4
Items

1

A
B
C
D

$10,000
2,000
500
800

Total valuation
Fair share
Commodities received
Monetary worth of commodities
received
Excess
Final division

Individuals
2
$4,000
1,000
1,500
2,000

3
$7,000
4,000
2,000
1,000

13,300
4,425
A

8,500
2,833 .33
D

14,000
4,666.67
BandC

10,000
_ +5,575
A — 3,550

2,000
— 833.33
D+ 2,858.33

6,000
+1,333.33
B, C+ 691.67

Let us carry out the analysis for individual 2.

His monetary evalua-

tions for A, B, C, and D are $4000, $1000, $1500, and $2000, respectively,
for a total of $8500. In termsof 2’s own estimation, his fair share should be
le X& $8500 = $2833.33. Since heis high bidder only on commodity D,
this is the only commodity he receives. Commodity D is worth $2000
®Steinhaus represents the individuals by A, B, - - - and commodity units by
1,2,---:.
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to 2, so with it given to him heisstill
A similar analysis shows that 1 and 3
$1333.33 = $6908.33. When 2 is paid
excess of $6908.33 — $833.33 = $6075.

excess is 44 X $6075 = $2025.
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short (negative excess) $833.33.
have a total excess of $5575 +
his deficit, there remains a total
Each player’s share ofthis total

Hencethefinal division should give each

player $2025 in excess of his “fair share.” It is easy to verify that in
general the final division will give each player at least as much ashis fair
share.
This procedure can be generalized to unequal shares. For example,

suppose the wil! had stipulated 14 share to 1, 3g to 2 and 14 to 3.

The

fair shares are then 4% X $13,300, 34 X $8500, and 14 X $14,000,
instead of $4425, $2833.33, and $4666.67, respectively. From here the
analysis proceeds in a similar manner. It is also not difficult to suggest a
modified procedure for situations when the monetary worth of a set of
items is not the sum of the monetary worths of the items in theset.
Once such conciliation machinery has been established, players may
find it profitable to misrepresent their true tastes and to enter into coalitions. For example, suppose 1 knew 2 and 3’s recorded evaluations. It
would then be to his advantage to value A at $7001, B at $3999, C at

$1999, and D at $1999.

Player 1’s fair share is then 13(7001 + 3999 +

1999 + 1999) = $4999, and possession of A yields only an excess of
$2002. Thus, 1’s final division is A — $1135 instead of A — $3550. If1
does not know 2 and 3’s valuations, it can be dangerous for him to misrepresent his tastes too grossly. On the other hand, a collusion of
two players and collective misrepresentation of both their tastes is less
dangerous.
The “divide and choose” principle yields an alternate way for sharing

the estate {A, B, C, D} which does not necessitate a prior recording of

individual evaluations. ‘Tosurmountthe non-divisibility feature, let each
player add $10,000 to the pot giving a total commodity bundle of { A, B,

C, D, $30,000}, and then apply the n-person variant of the “‘divide and

choose” principle to this set of goods. Again, the relative advantage or
disadvantage in being the initial divider depends upon one’s a priorz
knowledge of the true tastes of one’s adversaries. A random selection of
the order for the players eliminates this asymmetry.

A group decision (welfare) function which dictates precisely how to pass

from individual valuesto social preferences is too cumbersome and impractical to be employed in many contexts. Often, an automatic adjustment
process is needed which modifies the social choice slightly without necessitating an intricate re-evaluation each time there is a slight change in
individual values. It is extremely difficult for a thoroughly planned
system, which attempts to be egalitarian, to be flexible enough to cope
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with the dynamicvicissitudes of individual tastes. Using a flexible game
mechanism to establish a “‘fair division’ is not a novel idea, and, as mentioned before, the economic market is one such mechanism. Social
planners can and doexercise indirect controls on the social outcome of a
game by changing its rules and by altering various parameters of the
system. The feasibility of introducing games of fair division to resolve
conflicts of interest in non-economic contexts is an intriguing area for
research. Ideally, such a game should yield a unique equilibrium point
(assigning a “fair share” to each player) which is Pareto optimal. It
would be nice if, in addition, the players would each act in accord with
their true tastes when at the equilibrium point. As long as we are dreaming we might as well throw in a demand for a dynamicstructure to the
game such that even moderately intelligent mortals will be inexorably
forced from non-equilibrium points toward equilibrium during repeated
plays of the game.
14.10 SUMMARY
The social welfare problem, as Arrow formulates it, is: Given the
preference rankings (ties allowed) of m alternatives by the members of a
society of n individuals, define ‘fair’? methods for aggregating this set of
individual rankings into a single ranking for the society. Such a rule for
transforming an n-tuple of rankings—onerankingfor each individual—into
a ranking for the society is called a social welfare function. Arrow has
shown that five seemingly innocuous requirements of ‘‘fairness” for social
welfare functions are inconsistent (i.e., no welfare function exists which
satisfies all of them). The five conditions are: (1) universal domain (the
function has to resolve all conceivable profiles of preference patterns);
(2) positive association of individual values; (3) independenceofirrelevant
alternatives; (4) citizen’s sovereignty (or non-imposition); and (5) nondictatorship. We discussed the meaning and motivation of each of these
conditions and sketched out the nature of Arrow’s impossibility proof.
Wefeel that the weakest link in the developmentis the axiom of independence of irrelevant alternatives, and we supported this contention by presenting counterintuitive examples.
In discussing Arrow’s paradox, an analogy betweenthesocial welfare
problem and the problem of individual decision making under uncertainty
was cited. Actually, a result in the latter area yields Arrow’s impossibility theorem as a corollary. The relationship between these two problems was also explored when the social choice problem is generalized to
include lotteries as alternatives, thus allowing utilities and strengths of
preferences to be introduced. If preference strengths are incorporated
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into the data of the problem, then we have to contend with the inter-

personal comparison problem in the sense of establishing either a commensurable unit and/or base of reference (zero).
discussed:

Four procedures were

i. Goodman and Markowitz employ a common unit which can be
thought of as a variation of either the just-noticeable-difference notion
used by sensory psychologists or the minimum sensibles of Edgeworth.
Their primary result is related to the criterion for decision making under
uncertainty based on the principle of insufficient reason.
ii. Nash’s work on the bargaining problem was generalized and interpreted as a possible resolution to the social choice problem. Although
this procedure does not introduce commensurable units, a base of reference
(status quo point) is required. The Chapter 6 discussion of the Nash
bargaining problem translates with only minor modifications into the
social welfare context.
iii. Hildreth also introduced strengths of preferences via utility assignments, and he established both a commonunit and baseof reference by
positing two special social states such that for each state the individuals
receive the same goods and services and for which their preferences can be
said to be equal.
iv. In terms of an example, we outlined a method which takes into
account both strengths of preference and the asymmetries of the roles of
the members of the group whereby a group might combinethe differing
individual values to arrive at a group choice. In essence, the group’s
manifest behavior in resolving some specific problemsis used to estimate
certain parameters in a hypothesized model, and in turn these estimates
are used, via the model, to reconcile other cases of group conflict.
One might have expected, a priort, that simple majority rule would
satisfy Arrow’s conditions. Indeed it does except when the individual
rankingsare very dissimilar, in which case it gives rise to intransitivities.
It is natural, therefore, to search for reasonable restrictions to be placed on
the profiles of individual rankings such that majority rule alwaysleads to
a consistent social ordering. The conceptof a profile which is compatible
with an underlying Coombsian joint quantitative scale was introduced, and
we showedthat for such profiles the median individual’s ranking on the
scale is the sameas that induced by simple majority rule. Black’s singlepeakedness condition is equivalent to the existence of an underlying
Coombsian joint qualitative scale, and Arrow has shown that, if these
equivalent assumptions are met and if the numberof individuals is odd,
simple majority rule can never yield a non-transitive social ordering.
The following three topics which relate to various aspects of simple
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majority rule were discussed: (1) May’s independentset of necessary and
sufficient conditions for simple majority rule. (2) As an alternative to
employing simple majority rule for a restricted domain of profiles, the
domain maybeleft unrestricted and the rule so modified that it always
leads to a transitive social ordering. The variations mentioned violated
Arrow’s axiom of the independenceofirrelevant alternatives. (3) Gametheoretic strategical aspects arise when simple majority rule is employed
for an unrestricted domain of profiles. This was illustrated by examples
of the difference made whenbills are presented to a legislature in different
orders.
In the final section we reversed our tack. Instead of suggesting different planned programsfor passing from individual values to social preferencesor investigating the gameaspects of such plans, artificial games were
concocted so as to have the property that when the players act in their
ownselfish interests the outcomeis “‘fair” in the eyes of the planner. The
use of gamesoffair division to resolve social conflicts has the distinct advantage that prior, detailed individual preference information is not needed.
This plus added flexibility allows for more decentralized planning.

appendix 1

A PROBABILISTIC THEORY
OF UTILITY

A1.1 INTRODUCTION
Utility theory as formulated by von Neumann and Morgenstern (see
Chapter 2) assumes, amongother things:
1. That, given two alternatives, a person either prefers one to the other
or is indifferent between them.
2. That there are certain well-defined chance events having probabilities attached to them which are manipulated accordingto the rules of the

probability calculus.

In criticizing that theory, we emphasized that some experimental data
suggest that the latter assumptionis in error; and, although we did not
particularly question the first assumption, we did stress the difficulty of
obtaining transitive preference reports. ‘These two may not be unrelated,
for, if we replace assumption 1 by the assumption that a person has a
certain probability of expressing a preference for one alternative over
another, then a single choice from each pair of alternatives cannot generally result in transitive patterns. Thus, it may really be assumption 1,
not transitivity as such, which is the source of some difficulties in utility
theory.
We knowof no direct empirical method to decide whether assumption 1
371
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or the assumption of probabilistic preferences is correct. Certainly, if
a person expresses his preference between two alternatives only once, we
cannotdistinguish between them. But, if we ask him to expresshis preference several times for a given pair of alternatives, other effects may enter,
and these, so long as they cannot be ruled out, seem to renderit impossible
to decide between the assumptions. First, the very act of making a choice
may changethesituation so that the person’s second choice is not made
under the same conditionsas his first one. Ifso, the expressed preferences
could be different without invalidating assumption 1. But, equally, even
if the choices are prefectly consistent, we cannot conclude that assumption 1 is necessarily supported. Ifthe choice expressed is remembered and
if consistency is an overriding virtue for the person, then the chance ofhis
making the same choice will be sharply increased from what it was originally. That is, one effect of memory may beto alter the probabilistic
structure.
So far as we can see, oneis forced to select between these two assumptions in terms of the overall adequacy and predictive power of the theoretical structures which are possible in each case, not in termsof direct
experimental evidence. Our goal here is not to reach and defend a
choice between them but to show one possible structure generated by the
assumption that preferences are probabilistic. Nonetheless, the a przorz
possibilities just mentionedraise basic empirical difficulties for both models.
If the very act of making a choice can alter the total situation,it is difficult
to see how byusing the present sequential methods one canever becertain
of obtaining appropriate data for the von Neumann-Morgenstern model.
But, equally well, if a probabilistic model is assumed, it is unclear how to
estimate the postulated probabilities. Our ideal would be an individual
who immediately forgets his choice upon makingit, for we need series of
independenttrials governed by the same probabilities. Since our idealis
unreal, we will have to resort to dodges. Possibly when a subject is confronted with a large collection of pairs of alternatives—especially fairly
complicated gambles—ina relatively short time, we are justified in assuming that he is unable to recall his choice for more than a few trials and that
the postulated probabilities remain constant. If it can be decided whatto
take as “‘a large collection,” ‘‘a relatively short time,’ and “‘more than a
few trials’? in order for both of these conditions to be satisfied, then
empirical estimates of the postulated probabilities can be made. No
doubt considerable experimentation will be required before a suitable
procedure is devised. We might mention herethat one of our theoretical
results suggests that money, or any other commodity having a wellaccepted simple ordering of worth, may give quite different results from
alternatives not culturally perfectly ordered; it appears that—no matter
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how convenient it may be—moneyshould not be employed in experiments
to the exclusion of other commodities.
Let us turn next to the second assumption mentioned above of the
von Neumann-Morgenstern theory. As we pointed out in section 2.8,
there is a fair amountof evidence to suggest that most people are behaviorally innocent of the calculus of probabilities. Moreover, casual observations suggests that they are not consistently certain as to which of
two chance events is more probable. Finally, many decision situations
depend upon what are commonly called chance events, but for which one
is very hard pressed to assign objective probabilities. Each spring a
farmer must estimate the chance of another frost; from time to time most
of us must decide about the risk of another plane trip; an investor must
consider the likelihood of the market falling or not; and so on. It is
difficult to see how to attach objective probabilities to these events in the
certain way one does to a carefully manufactured and tested die. ‘There
are complicated cyclical fluctuations in the weather which are not adequately summarizedin thestatistics available to a farmer; it is questionable
whether one plane trip compares to another in the wayoneflip of a coin
does to another; etc. Yet subjectively we each assign somesort of fuzzy
‘“‘probabilities’ to such events, at least to the extent of feeling that oneis
more or less probable than another. ‘The fuzziness is suggested by our
inconsistencies when we are forced to make the comparison several times,
especially when wedo not realize we are making the same comparison or
when wehave a lapse of memoryasto our previous choice. So the second
change we propose in utility theory is to admit that we shall be dealing
with fuzzy subjective probabilities, not sharp objective ones.
In sum, utility theory will be modified by assuming that people can
neither discriminate perfectly between alternatives with respect to preferences nor between events with respectto likelihood. ‘This is nota question
of psychophysical, i.e., stimulus, discrimination: we shall suppose that there
is not the slightest difficulty in telling one alternative from another, or one
event from another, as physical stimuli. ‘The assumed trouble is in separating alternatives consistently as to preference and eventsas tolikelihood.
The technique of investigation we shall employis this appendix differs
somewhatfrom that of Chapter 2 in that we will not give a set of axioms
that ensures the existence of a utility function. Rather, we shall assume
that both a utility function and a subjective probability function exist
and satisfy certain conditions, including the expected utility hypothesis,
and weshall also assume that the discriminations people make satisfy
certain plausible conditions, and then enquire into the implications of
these assumptions. Oneof our results is more like some of those in Chapters 13 and 14 than in Chapter 2 in that it is an impossibility theorem
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asserting that a set of conditions, each individually more orless plausible,
are mutually inconsistent.
Other studies in which preferences are assumed to be probabilistic are:
Davidson and Marschak [1957], Georgescu-Roegen [1936], Marschak
[1955], Papandreou [1953], Papandreoue¢ al. [1954], and Quandt[1956].
A1.2 PREFERENCE DISCRIMINATION AND INDUCED PREFERENCE
As in Chapter 2, suppose that a set A of pure alternatives is under consideration by the individual and that from these a set of gamblesis developed using chance events taken from a set (actually, a Boolean algebra) E
of events. Ifa and 6 are any twoalternatives, or gambles, and a is an
event in £, then the symbol aad will be used to denote the gamble in which
a is the outcomeif the event a occurs and b if it doesnot. (In Chapter 2, a
somewhat different notation was used. Assuming event a has objective
probability , we denoted the gamble by [pa, (1 — )b], so the analogous
notation for events would be [aa, @b], where & denotes ‘‘not a.’ It seems,
however, more convenienthereto use the slightly more compact notation
aab.) The set of all such gambles, including the pure alternatives of A,
that can be so generated will be denoted by G.
Axiom 1.

For every a in G, aaa = a.

In words, the gamble in which a is the outcome whetheror not @ occurs
is not distinguished as different from a itself. It is hard to quarrel with
this, although when combined with axiom 9 it implies that the subjective
probabilities of an event and of its complement sum to 1, which Edwards

[1954 c] has questioned.

If a and 5 are two gambles from G, we suppose that there exists an
objective probability P(a, 5) that the given individual will prefer a to 6.
Asweindicated earlier, it is not easy to see how to estimate such probabilities in practice, but we need not concern ourselves about that when describing the model.
Although it is true that imperfect preference discrimination has been
introducedin part to avoid the strongtransitivity requirements of the von
Neumann and Morgenstern theory, it would be folly to ignore the empirical evidence suggesting that preferences are approximately transitive.
It is easy to go astray at this point by assumingcertain inequalities among
the three quantities P(a, b), P(b, c), and P(a, c); apparently this is not
strong enough. Ourtackis a bit different. Observe that, in an induced
sense, a is “‘preferred or indifferent to” ) if for every c in G both
P(a, c) 2 P(b, c)

and

P(c, b) 2 Plc, a);
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wheneverthese two sets of inequalities hold we shall write a ~ 6. Itis
easy to see that ~ must alwaysbetransitive, but that in general therewill
be alternatives which are not comparable according to ~. A basic restriction we shall make about preference discrimination is that such comparisons are always possible,i.e.,
Axiom 2.

For every a and b in G, either a ~ b or b 7 a.

This a strong assumption, but we do notbelieve it to be nearly so strong
as the corresponding ones in Chapter 2. There, comparability was
operationally forced by the demand that the individual make a choice
but transitivity was in doubt. Here, transitivity is certain and comparability is in doubt. Although it is plausible that axiom 2 is met in some
empirical contexts, the following example strongly suggests thatthis is not
always the case. Suppose that a and 6 are two alternatives of roughly
comparable value to some person,e.g., trips from New York City to Paris
and to Rome. Letc be alternative a plus $20 and d be alternative 5 plus
$20. Clearly, in general
P(a,c) = 0

and

P(b, d) = 0.

It also seems perfectly plausible that for some people
P(b, c) > 0

and

P(a, d) > 0,

in which event a and b are not comparable, and so axiom 2 is violated. In
one respect this example is special: ¢ differs from a and d from b bythe
addition of an extra commodity which is always desirable; therefore, we
may expect perfect discrimination within each of these two pairs. As we
shall see, there are theoretical reasons for believing that the occurrence
of perfect preference discrimination may require a somewhat different
model from when it never occurs.
Let us say that a and 0 are indifferent in the induced sense, and write

a ~ b, whenever botha ~ band 6 > a. We next argue that certain two-

stage gambles should beindifferent.
Consider the gamble (aab)6c, where a, 5, and ¢ are pure alternatives.
If one analyzes what this means, one sees that outcomea results if both
a and 6 occur,i.e., if the event a()\6 occurs; b results if both & and @ occur,
1.e., 1f @C\8 occurs; and ¢ results if B occurs. A similar analysis of the
gamble a(a(\G) (bBc) shows that a, b, and ¢ occur under exactly the same
conditions. ‘Thus, there is no difference between the two gambles, and
so it is reasonable to argue that a person should be indifferent between
them. Weshall demandthatthis hold notstrictly but only in the weaker
sense of induced preference.
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If a, b, and c are in A and a and B are in E, then
(aab)Bc ~ a(a(\B) (bc).

Actually, the results that we shall state depend only upon the weaker
assumption

(aab) Bb ~ a(a(B)b,

which follows from axiom 3 by setting c = 5 and then using axiom 1.
A1.3 LIKELIHOOD DISCRIMINATION AND
QUALITATIVE PROBABILITY
Suppose that our subject must decide between the two gambles aab
and a8b. Hecan simplify his choice by asking himself which alternative,
a or b, he prefers, and which event, a or 8, he considers more likely to
occur. Of the four combinations, two should lead to preference for
aab over afb:
1. ais preferred to b, and a is deemed morelikely to occur than £.
2. 6 is preferred to a, and 6 is deemed morelikely to occur than a.
By assumption, the probability that he will prefer a to b is P(a, b). IRfwe
supposethat his discrimination as to the likelihood of events isstatistically
independentof his preference discriminations, andthatit is governed by a
probability Q(a, 8), then the probability that he will both prefer a to
and deem a@ morelikely to occur than 6 is P(a, b)Q(a, 8B). Similarly, the
probability that he will both prefer 5 to a and deem 8 morelikely to occur
than a is P(b, a)Q(@8, a). Since these twocases are exclusive of each other,
the sum of the two numbers should give the probability that he will prefer
aab to aBb.
The important assumption made in this argumentis that the two discrimination processes arestatistically independent. ‘This seems reasonable when and only when the subject believes the two gambles a and 6 to
be “independent” of the events a and 8,for, if alternative a depends on a
andhebelievesa is likely to occur, then he is really forced to compare the
outcomeof a whicharises when a occurs with a8d, in which case his preference between aab and aBb may be different from whatit would be if a were
independent of a. ‘Thereis at least one case whenit is plausible that the
subject should deem a and 6 to be independentof a and 8, namely, when a
and 6 are pure alternatives having nothing to do with chance events. We
shall assume our conclusion holds in that case.
Axiom 4. There is a probability Q(a, B) for every a and B in E such that, if
a and b are in A,
P(aab, aBb) = P(a, b)Q(a, 8B) + P(b, a)Q(B, a).
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There is, as yet, no direct evidence as to whether these two discriminations actually are statistically independent. Conceptually, we clearly
separate preferences among alternatives from likelihood among events,
and it seems reasonable that people attempt to deal with these as distinct,
independent dimensions. On the other hand, casual observation indicates that people do play long shots, and such behavior appearsto violate
the axiom. At the least, the axiom seems sufficiently compelling as a
dictum of sensible behavior to warrant its investigation, and it can be
looked on as a generalization of related, but non-probabilistic, assumptions found in other work, e.g., in Ramsey [1931] and in Savage [1954]
(see the second postulate in section 13.5).
Our next axiom is comparatively innocent. Let us state it first and
then discuss its import.
Axiom 5.

For every a and b in G,

P(a, b) 2 0

and

P(a, 6) + P(b, a) = 1.

and

Q(a, B) + Q(6, a) = 1.

For every a and B in E,

Q(a,8) 20

There exist at least two alternatives a* and b* in A such that P(a*, b*) > YW.
First, we have supposed that the P’s and Q’s are actually probabilities in
the sense that they lie between 0 and 1 inclusive and we have supposed
that the subject is forced to make choices between alternatives and
between events. ‘That is, he cannot report that heis indifferent between
aandb. Experimentally, this is known as the “‘forced-choice’’ technique,
and it isin standard use. It may be worth mentioningthat, if one allows
indifference reports in the sense of only demanding P(a, b) + P(b, a) < 1,
then the mathematics leads to two quite distinct cases—the one weshall
describe here and another one somewhatlike it but apparently less realistic. ‘The final condition simply demands that the situation be nontrivial in the sense that not all pure alternatives are equally confused with
respect to preference.
From axioms4 and5, it is trivial to show that

Q(a, 8) =

P(aab, afb) + Pla, b) — 1

2P(a, b) — 1

for every a and d in A such that P(a, b) # % [by axiom 5,at least one such

pair (a*, b*) exists]. This expression is useful because it permits one both
to determine whether a given set of preference data do satisfy the independence assumption and,if they do, to estimate Q(a, 8).
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In complete analogy to ‘‘induced preference,” we maydefine a relation

on the set of events E.

We write a ~ B if

Q(a, 8) 2 Q(B, 6)

and

Q(5, a) < Q(6, B)

for every 6in E. Weshall refer to this as the “‘qualitative probability”
(induced by Q) on EZ. One might expect us now to impose a comparability axiom like axiom 2 on qualitative probability, but this is unnecessary
as it is a consequence of our other axioms. Rather, an entirely different
assumption, peculiar to the notion of probability, is required. Weshall
supposethat the subject is certain that the universal event e of the Boolean
algebra E will occur. For the moment, we will demand that no event
have a qualitative probability in excess of e or less than its complement.

Axiom 6.

[f ¢ is the universal event in E, thene ~ a ~ @ for every a in E.

A1.4 THE UTILITY AND SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS
So far, our technique of study has been similar to that exhibited in
Chapter 2, but now wedepart from that tradition by assumingthat utility
and subjective probability! functions exist having, among others, properties like those established in Chapter 2. Of course, neither of these two
functions, however we choose them, can be a complete representation of
the assumed data in the samesensethatthe utility functions of Chapter 2
were. We no longer have a simple transitive relation to be represented
numerically but rather a set of probabilities. ‘The role of what weshall
continue to call the utility and subjective probability functions will be a
partial and—as weshall see—comparatively simple representation of the
probabilities. It is analogous to using a statistic such as the mean
or standard deviation to give a partial description of a probability
distribution.
Weshall suppose that there exists at least one real-valued function u on
G called the utility function and at least one real-valued function ¢ on E
called the subjective probability function and that the following axioms
are met.
Axiom 7. u preserves the induced preference relation on G, and @ preserves the
qualitative probability on E, 1.¢.,
and

u(a) 2 u(b) if and only if a ~ b,

for a and b in G,

o(a) 2 (8) if and only if a ~ B,

for a and B in E.

1The meaning of subjective probability here will be self-contained and is not
exactly the same as discussed in Chapter 13. There are, however, certain important
similarities.
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Asthis sort of condition is already very familiar we need not comment
on it.
Axiom 8.

¢(¢) = 1 and $(@) = 0.

This prescribes more clearly the role of the universal event e. It is an
event whichis subjectively certain to occur, and its complementis subjectively certain not to occur.
Given a subjective probability function ¢, we may follow the usual
terminology for objective probabilities and say that two events a and 6 are
(subjectively) independent if and only if ¢(aM8) = ¢(a)¢(B). It is clear
that we cannotascertain which events are independent until we know the
subjective probability function ¢, and so it would appear as though we
were rapidly getting ourselves into acircle. However, it turns out thatall
of our final conclusions can be stated without reference to independent
events provided only that axiom 4 can be extendedin a certain way and
that there are enough independent events—so many that no exhaustive
check would be possible anyhow. ‘These conditions will be formulated as
axioms 9 and 10.
Earlier, when we introduced axiom 4, describing the statistical independence of the two discrimination processes, we held that it should be
met whenever the two gambles a and 5b are “independent”’ of the events
a and 8, without, however, specifying what we might mean bythis except
that it should hold for all pure alternatives. We now extend axiom 4 as
follows:
Axiom 9. If a and b are in A and a and B are events which are subjectively
independent of event yy, then

Pl(ayb)ab, (ayb)Bb] = Playb, b)Q(a, 8) + P(b, ayb) Q(B, @).
Axiom 10. The subjective probability function $ shall have the property that,
for all numbers x, y, and z, whereO0 & x,y, z <1, there are events a, B, and y in
E such that

(i) g(a) = x, 6(8) = y, and $(y) = =.
(ii)

a@ and B are both subjectively independentof +.

This axiom postulates a very dense set of independent events, so dense
that every conceivable subjective probability is exhibited at least twice.
Put another way, we are making a continuum assumption aboutthe individual being described via the axioms. Although we have never madeit
so explicit before, such an assumption was implicit in the work of Chapter

2, for there wetacitly supposed(as is reasonable) that we could deal with
any objective probability.
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Axiom 11. These two subjective scales satisfy the expected-utility hypothesis in
the sense that, for a and b in A and ain E,

u(aab) = o(a)u(a) + $(a)u(d).
At this point there should belittle reason to discuss this idea further,
except to note that we have not previously restricted a and b to be pure
alternatives. Although no restrictions are usually stated when the
expected-utility hypothesis is made,it is always tacitly assumedthat it only
holds for gambles whose componentevents are independentof the event a
of the hypothesis. In utility theory, of course, independence is meant in
the usual objective sense. For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume the
hypothesis only for pure alternatives which are trivially independent of
events.

A1.5 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE SUBJECTIVE SCALES
Onthe basis of these eleven axioms, the following conclusions can be
established as to the form of the discrimination functions and the subjective scales. First of all, Q must depend only upon the difference of the
subjective probabilities of its two events. Put more formally, there exists
real-valued function Q* of one real variable such that

Q(a, B) = Q*[¢(a) — 9(8)].
This result is interesting because of its connection with a very old problem
in psychology. A century ago Fechner introduced into psychology
a concept of subjective sensation, which has since played a crucial and
controversial role in the development of psychophysics. Even today,
his idea in somewhatgeneralized form continyes to be debated and to be
the source of experimental studies. The modern statement of his formal
definition of a subjective scale of sensation is exactly the property stated
above for Q. The source of controversy in psychophysics need not concern us here.
Actually, we can give a much moreexplicit result than that ¢ is a sensation scale: we can describe the mathematical form of Q. ‘There are three
cases. In thefirst, there is a positive constant ¢ and Q is of the form

Q(a, 8) =
(See Fig. 1.)

4% + lola) — o(6))',
%,
4g — el[o(6) — o(@)]',

ifa > B,
ifa ~ B,
if B > a.

The secondis the discontinuous function

Q(a, 8) =

1,

ifa > 8B,

0,

if 8B > a,

1%,

ifa~B8,
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whichresults from thefirst case by taking the limit ase approaches0. This
represents perfect likelihood discrimination. The third is the function
obtained by taking the limit as e approachesinfinity, and it represents
almost total lack of discrimination.

(a) ~ (8B)
Fic. 1.

The function

Q(a, 8) =
for « = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5.

ts + l4[e(e) — 6(8)]5 a> 8B
14,
a~Bp
1g — elo(6) — ofa) B >a

It is easy to see that in the first case, but not in the other two, one can
express ¢ in terms of Q, namely, as

$(a) = [Q(a, @) — Q@, a)}”*
or, more usefully, as

d(a) =

gt W2Q(a,2)—- 1)",
4,

if Q(a, &) > ,
if Q(a, &) = 4,

Ye ~~ ofl ~~ 2Q(a, a) |”,

if Q(a, ) < ye.

Similar results hold for uw and P over the set A of pure alternatives.
First, P can be shownto be a function only of u(a) — u(bd), for a and 6 in A.
Second, assuming a ofthe first type above andletting € be the constant
determined there, then

7a + YalP(a*, 6*) — P(b*, a*)][u(a) — u(d)],
P(a, 6) =

ly,

72 — alP(a*, 6*) — P(b*, a*)][u(b) — ula),

ifa > 8,
ifa~ b,

if b > a,
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and

P(a, b*) — P(b*, a) \"

P(a*, b*) — P(b*,a*)]
u(a) =

P(a*, a) — P(a, a*)

-

P(a*, b*) — P(b*, a*

|

ifa > b*,
1/e
’

if 5* > a,

where a* and 5* are mentioned in axiom 5. Any positive linear transformation of wu is equally acceptable.
Thus, we have the following situation. Ifthe axioms are accepted and
if it is assumed that discrimination of events is neither perfect nortotally
absent, then the mathematical form of the model is completely specified
except for a single parameter e, which appears to reflect the individual’s
sensitivity of discrimination; and the two subjective scales can beinferred
from the empirical estimates of the probabilities P. The subjective
probability scale is unique, and the utility scale is unique except for its
zero and unit. ‘There is only one trouble withall of this: it is extremely
doubtful that people satisfy all the axioms.
An example and a theorem will formulate our doubts. Although the
mathematical argument used to establish our results rests heavily on
steps involving independentevents, the final results can be shown to hold
for events whether or not they are independent, so we need not worry
about independence in a counterintuitive example. Consider the two
chance events: rain on Wall Street at time ¢, and rain on both Wall
Street and 34th Street at time ¢. Since the locations are not widely
separated, both being in New YorkCity,it is highly likely that if it rains on
Wall Streetit will also rain on 34th Street, so the subjective probability of
rain on Wall Street alone will only be slightly larger than rain at both
places. Yet, if one is asked which is morelikely, it seems silly ever to say
the latter. Ifso, we have ¢(a) and ¢() very close and Q(a, 8) = 1. If
people actually behave in this way when makingchoices, then at least one
of our axioms mustbefalse.
A1.6 AN IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM
Casual observation suggests that there are manysituations, e.g., those
involving gambles of money, in which these conditions can besatisfied:
First, there are at least three prospects a, b, and ¢ which are perfectly
discriminated with respect to preference, i.e., P(a, b) = P(b, c) = Pa, ¢)
= 1. This will hold, we are sure, when all other things are equal and
a = $10, b = $5, and c = $1. Second, there are at least two events, a
and 8, which are neither perfectly discriminated nor equally confused,
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i.e., such that Q(a, B) # 0, %, or 1. The impossibility theorem asserts
that these two assumptionsare inconsistent with the eleven axioms we have
previously stated.
This result seems disturbing, for most of the assumptions upon whichit
is based have, by now, acquired a considerable respectability. Yet,
clearly, they cannotall be satisfied. The task of reappraising them is quite
delicate, for there are numerous reasons for supposing that they are not
terribly far from the truth. Some of these reasons have been given in
Chapter 2. Anotheris that the derived form of the discrimination function for events is sufficiently similar to much discrimination data to suggest
that we are not completely afield.
It would appear that six of our assumptions are subject to the greatest
doubt. Ofthese, three (axiom 2, requiring that every pair of gambles be
comparable by the induced preference relation; axiom 3, requiring that
two gambles which decompose in the same way be indifferent in the
induced sense; and axiom 4, requiring that the two discrimination processes be statistically independentfor pure alternatives) are subject to direct
experimental study. The other three (axiom 9, requiring that axiom 4
hold for certain gambles involving subjectively independent events; axiom
10, requiring that certain triples of independent events be extremely
dense; and axiom 11, requiring that the expected-utility hypothesis be true
for pure alternatives) are impossible to study directly. Because ofthis,
one can expect that most attempts to get out of the bind will be concentrated on the second three.
Sinceall the rest of decision theory is so dependent upon the expectedutility hypothesis, special attention will undoubtedly be given to axioms 9
and 10. ‘There is the intriguing possibility that these subjective scales are
discrete rather than continuous, as has generally been assumed, which
would make them more in accord with the way people seem to classify,
say, events: impossible, not very likely, etc. In that case, axiom 10 might
be abandoned. On the other hand, axiom 9 when coupled with our
definition of independence maybethe source ofdifficulty. As the axiom
seems reasonable for one’s intuitive idea of subjectively independent
events, it may be the definition that should be altered.
As it stands, two conceptual features of this theory are of interest.
First, by making the assumption that the two discrimination processes are
statistically independent, it has been possible to deal simultaneously with
both subjective value (utility) and subjective probability. Second, by
using axioms whichareclosely related to those of traditional utility theory
and the independence assumption (axiom 4), it has been possible to
demonstrate that both utility and subjective probability form sensation
scales in the Fechnerian sense. In psychophysics it has been argued,
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though never fully accepted, that subjective experience must be represented by such scales; however, the defining condition is neither simple
nor has it been derived from other assumptions. Thetraditional practice
has been to postulate this condition as an a priori definition of subjective
sensation, and, of course, many have objected that it is much too sophisticated to be accepted as a basic axiom. Whether a modelthatparallels
this one and that arrives at sensation scales as a consequence, not as a
postulate, can be developed for psychophysical problemsis not known.
For a fuller statementof this theory and for proofs of the assertions, see

Luce [1956 5].

appendix 2

THE MINIMAX THEOREM

A2.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The general two-person zero-sum game with finite pure strategy sets
can be characterized as follows:
i. There are two players, 1 and 2.
ii. 1 has a set A = {a@1, @2, - + * , @m} of m purestrategies.

iii. 2 has a set B = {81, Bo, - > + , Bn} of n purestrategies.

iv. Associated to each pair of strategies (a;, 8;) is a payoff of M(a;, B;)
units from player 2 to 1. M(a;,, 8;) is abbreviated by a,;;. Hence the
values to 1 and 2 of the strategy pair (a,, 8;) are a;; and —a;; units respectively. Because these values sum to zero for every (a;, 6;) pair, the game
is called zero-sum.
v. Player 1 may adopta randomized (or mixed) strategy by employing a1
with probability x1, @2 with probability xo, - + - , a, with probability
Xm, where
dual

and

x; 2 0.

Such a strategy is symbolically represented by X = (x1Q1, XQ, °° *
XmQ@m). The strategy (Oa1, Oae, - *
, lai °- +
, Oam), which places all
385
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the weighton a, is considered to be the sameas the purestrategy a;. The
set of all randomizedstrategies for player 1 is designated X,, (where m
indicates the number ofpure strategies available to 1).
vi. The generic randomized strategy for 2 is denoted by y = (y1f1,
yoBo, °° * 5 ¥nBn), where

> 93 = |
j=l

and

y; 2 0.

The pure strategy 8; is considered to be the same as the randomized
strategy (081, O82, ---:,18;,°° +: , OB,). The set of all randomized
strategies for 2 is designated by Yn.
vil. For each randomizedstrategy pair (x, y), the payoff M(x, y) to 1 is
defined to be
™m

1

> Xii3)j

t=1j=1

Ph443
R

M(x, y) =

nr

the payoff to 2 is — M(x, y).
The symbol

M(ai, y) = > Diz);
j=l

means the payoff to 1 when 1 uses the pure strategy a; and 2 uses y.
Quite analogously, when 1 uses x and 2 uses 8;, the payoff is:
M(x, 8;) =
Of course,

i=l

Qj5X}.

M (ai, B;) = a7;-

vill. Symbolically, we may denote the whole pure strategy game by the
triplet (A, B, M), which puts into evidence the principal ingredients,
namely, the two pure strategy spaces and the payoff function M. The
extension of (A, B, M) to spaces of randomizedstrategies is denoted by the
triplet (Xm, Yn, M).
ix. Player 1’s aim is to select a randomized strategy x from Xj, so as to
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maximize his return or, equivalently (because of the strictly opposing
nature of the game), to minimize 2’s return. However, the actual outcome of the game depends upon the players joint actions. ‘Thus, we are
given the number M(x,y) for each pair (x, y), and 1 attempts to maximize
M(x, y) by choosing x and, simultaneously, 2 attempts to minimize
M(x, y) by choosing y. The rules of the game require that each player
choose his strategy (pure or randomized) in complete ignorance of his
opponent’s selection.
x. For each x belonging to Xm, player 1’s security level is defined to be
v(x) = min M(x, y).
y

Since

M(x, y) = > Vi (> x0:;) = > yjM(x, Bj)
j=1

i=l

j=1

is a weighted average of the n payoffs M(x, B;),7 = 1, 2, -° +, n, it is
minimized whenall of the weight is assigned to the least of these, 1.e.,
v1 (x) = min [M (x, Bi), M(x, Bo),

my M(x, Bn) ].

Wemayinterpret v;(x) as the return to player 1 if he discloses to 2 that x
is his choice and if 2 is allowed to choosehis best response to x.
If 1 wishes to maximize his security level, he must choose a strategy

x‘such that

v(x) > v4 (x),

for all x of X;p.

Thus, if we let v;(x) = 0, then
vy = v(x”) = max v;}(x) = max min M(zx,y).
x

x

y

Note that v;(x‘) = v; implies M(x, y) 2 v1, for all y; hence, x‘”

guarantees to 1 a return of at least 7). A strategy x‘” which maximizes
1’s security level is called a maximin strategy for player 1. Maximin
strategies always exist, but they need not be unique. Welet 0, (O standingfor
optimal) designate the set of all maximinstrategies.1_ Thus, if x* belongs
to ©), then x* has a security level of v}._ If x’ does not belong to ©, then

x’ has a security level less than 2}.

xi. Because the game is zero-sum, we may phrase 2’s aims as the
minimization of 1’s return rather than the maximization of his own. If2

uses y, 1 cannot obtain a return greater than

oly) = max M(x, y).

1 The set ©, is a closed convexset.
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In perfect analogy to 1’s trying to maximizehis security level, 2 tries to

minimize v2(y). Let y‘” be such that
ve = voy) < vay),

Then,

for all y of Y,,.

ve = v2o(y‘) = min max M(zg,y),
y

and

x

M(x, y‘) & v2,

for all x.

Thestrategy y‘”is called a minimax strategy for 2. We let 02 denote the
set of all minimax strategies for 2. Thus, if y* belongs to Oo, then 1 can
surely be held down to at most vg by using y*. If, however, a y’ is used
which does not belong to Os, thenit is possible for 1 to get more than v».
xii. Thus, if 1 uses a maximinstrategy, he guarantees himself a return
of at least v; units. If 2 uses a minimax strategy, he guarantees that

1 cannot receive more than v2 units. Hence, it follows that v1 < vo.
xiii. A pair (x’, y’) is said to be in equilibrium if x’ is good against y’
fie., M(x, y’) < M(x’, y’), for all x] and if y’ is good against x’ [ie.,

M(x’, y’) < M(x’, y), for ally]. Theseconditions may be written simply
as

M(x, y’) < M(x’, y’) < M(x’, y)

for all x and y, or equivalently as
max M(x, y’) = M(x’, y’) = min M(x’, y).
x
y
The following theorem is fundamental to a real understanding of the
main result in the two-person zero-sum theory.
Theorem.
Condition 1.
Condition 2.

Lach of the following three conditions implies the other two:
An equilibrium pair exists.

vy = max min M(x, y) = min max M(x, y) = 2
x

y

y

x

(2.¢., the order of the operators max and min makes no difference, or, in technical
x
y
jargon, they are commutative).
Condition 3. There exists a real number v, an x‘ in Xm, and ayin Yn
such that

@) Yay>,

forj=1,-+ +42,

(6) Yay
£v,
/

fori=1,2,--+ yn

s
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(Thatis, by adopting x‘player 1 can guarantee himself a return of at least v, and
by adopting y‘” player 2 can guarantee that player 1 gets at mostv.)

Proof.

7 implies 2: Let (x’, y’) be an equilibrium pair.

We then have

ve = min max M(x, y) < max M(x, y’) = M(x’, y’)
(1)

sy

x

(2)

x

(3)

= min M(x’, y) < max min M(x, y) = 41.

(4)

y

(5)

«x

y

(6)

These equalities and inequalities are justified as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(6)

Definition of v2, numberxi.
Definition of minimum.
and (4) Definition of equilibrium pair, number xiii.
Definition of maximum.
Definition of v1, numberx.

But, from numberxii, v3 < ve, so v1 = 22.

2 implies 3: Let v = v1 = v9; let xbe maximin, and let y‘” be mini-

max.

Wethen have for all 7 andz

» aajx = M(x, B;) 2 min M(x, y) = max min M(x, y) = 2
(1)

a

(2)

y

(3)

«x

y

(4)

= min max M(x, y) = max M(x, y) 2 M(a;, y\”) = > aisy}

(6) y

x

(6) x

@

These inequalities are justified as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

®)

j

Definition of (x, y), numbervii.
Definition of minimum.
Choice of x.
and (5) Definition of v and condition 2.

(6) Choice of y‘”

(7) Definition of maximum.
(8) Definition of M(x, y), numbervii.
3 implies 7: From a and 6b of condition 3 it follows that

M(x, y) 202 M(x, y“),
for all x and y. But putting x = xand y=y“ we see v=
M(x, y©); hence (x, y©”) is an equilibrium pair by definitionxiii.
Remarks. (a) From the proof that 1 implies 2, we see that, if (x’, y’) is
an equilibrium pair, then x’ and y’ are maximin and minimaxrespectively.
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(b) From the proof that 2 implies 3, the commonvalueof 2, and22is the

v of condition 3.
(c) Westill do not know whether for an arbitrary finite strategy game,
(A, B, M), an equilibrium pair exists, or if v1 = ve, or if there exists a
triplet (v, x‘, y®) satisfying a and 6 of condition 3. The principal
theorem, generally knownin the literature as the minimax theorem,establishes this existence; it was first proved by von Neumannin his 1928 paper.
A2.2 HISTORICAL REMARKS
The several proofs of the minimax theorem whichexistfall into two general categories: those whichrest on fixed-point theoremsoriterative processes and those which depend upon separation properties of convexsets.
In giving some geometricalinsight into the principal theorem (Appendices3
and 4), in describing the linear-programing problem andits relation to
two-person zero-sum games (Appendix 5), and in surveying the methods
for solving such games (Appendix 6) we almost, but not quite, prove the
theorem in several different ways. As none of these incomplete proofs
are of the fixed-point variety, a complete and elegant proof due to Nash
[1950 a], based on Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, will be included in the
next section of this appendix. Butfirst some historial remarks, which are

little more than a partial summary of Kuhn’s [1952, pp. 71-84] excellent

survey of this literature.
The first proof of the minimax theorem was given by von Neumann
[1928]; it, too, made use of Brouwer’s theorem, but is quite involved.

Motivated by von Neumann’s 1928 proof, Kakutani [1941] presented a

generalization of Brouwer’s theorem which is tailor-made to prove the
minimax theorem—so muchso that it becomes almost a trivial corollary
of his fixed-point theorem. We have chosen to use Nash’s proof rather
than Kakutani’s, because it depends only upon the intuitively more
plausible Brouwer theorem. In addition, Nash’s proof is related to an
iterative technique discussed in Appendix 6.
The first elementary, thoughstill partially topological, proof was given
by Ville [1938]. Since the statement of the minimax theorem is completely algebraic, it should be possible to give an entirely algebraic proof.
The first one, andstill the shortest self-contained proof, is due to Loomis
[1946], who uses an induction on the total numberofpurestrategies available to the two players. Weyl [1950] succeeded in developing a noninductive, completely algebraic proof, but it is complex. Dantzig [1956]
has obtained a simple, non-inductive, constructive, and completely algebraic proof which uses his simplex method for linear programing. For

other algebraic-type proofs see Shapley, Snow [1950], Gale, Kuhn,

Tucker [1950a].
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A2.3 NASH’S PROOF OF THE MINIMAX THEOREM
In broad outline, Nash proves the theorem in this way: He defines a
transformation T which maps mixed strategy pairs (x, y) into mixed

strategy pairs T(x, y) = (x’, y’), where 7 has the two properties:

i. x‘and y‘are optimal strategies if and only if T(x‘, y‘) =
(x6 y°), i.e., if and only if (x6. y‘”) is a fixed point under the
transformation.
ii. T has at least one fixed point.
The transformation is defined in this fashion.

_
¢;(x, y) =

M(a;, y) — M(x, y),
0,

d(x,

M(x, y) — M(x, 8;),

y) =

eye”

0,

Let

if this quantity is positive,
.
otherwise;

if this quantity is positive,

otherwise.

Using the notation T(x, y) = (x’, y’), we define
x/ =

xi ci(x, y)

1+) cx(x, y)
k=1

and
Vj

ro

dj + d;(x, y)

n

1+ ) dex, y)
k=1

It is straightforward to verify that
x; 2 0,

> x, = 1,

i=l

yj 2 9,

and

> yj = 1.
j=l

Wefirst show that (x, y) is a pair of optimalstrategies if and only if it is a
fixed point of this 7.

Observe that c;(x, y) measures the amountthat a;

is better than x, if at all, as a response against y, and that d;(x, y) measures
the amountthat 8;is better than y as a response against x. Now suppose

that x and y are optimal.

Since x is good against y, it follows that

¢:(x, y) = 0 for all z, so x,’ = x;, for allz. Similarly, y,’ = y;. Thus, if
(x, y) is a pair of optimal strategies, T(x, y) = (x, y).
To show the converse, suppose (x, y) is a fixed point. Wefirst show

that there must be at least one z such that both x; > 0 and ¢,(x, y) = 0.
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Since, by definition,

M(x, y) = > xiM(az,y);
z=]

we conclude that M(x, y) < M(a;, y) cannot hold for all z such that
x; > 0. Thus, for at least one 7, ¢;(x, y) = M(ai y) — M(x, y) = 0.
But for this 7, the fact that (x, y) is a fixed point implies
ai

x4

1+ ) a(x, y)

’

k=1

SO > c.(x, y) = 0.

k=

But the terms c;(x, y) are all non-negative, so they

must all equal 0. Thus, x is at least as good a response against y as any
Q@%, SO x is good against y. Similarly, y is shown to be good against x,
and so (x, y) is an optimal pair. This concludes the proof of the first
assertion.
The existence of a fixed point for T follows from the Brouwerfixedpoint theorem. Weshall state a particular version of that theorem and
indicate how it can be used to prove that T has fixed point. The version
is this:
If a function maps each point of a sphere S (interior plus boundary) located in a
Euclidean space offinite dimension into another (not necessarily distinct) point of S
and if the function is continuous, then there exists at least one point which is mapped
into itself.
In our case, the set of mixed strategy pairs is certainly not a sphere—
but when wedonthe topologist’s glasses it can be madeto looklike one.
Morespecifically, we can find a one-to-one correspondence between our
set of strategy pairs and the points of a sphere which is continuous both
ways in the sense that points “‘close”’ together in one set come from or go
into points ‘‘close’’? together in the other. The mapping 7, which is
clearly continuous, when iterated with this one-to-one correspondence
induces a mappingofthe sphereintoitself that is easily shown to be continuous. By the Brouwer theorem, the induced mapping has a fixed
point; hence, so does 7.
» We cannot prove the Brouwer theorem here (for a proof see Hurewicz and

Wallman [1948]), but it can be made extremely plausible in 2-space, i.e., the
plane. Let S be the sphere, i.e., circle in the plane, and F the mapping, where

F takes z into F(z) (see Fig. 1). If F had no fixed point, i.e., if the image of every
point were to be distinct from the pointitself, then we could perform the following
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trick. For each z, let G(z) denote the point where the ray beginning at F(z) and
passing through z intersects the boundary of S. For zon the boundary, G(z) = z.
Since F(z) # zandsince F is continuous, it follows that Gis also continuous. But
a function which maps the whole sphere onto its boundary, keeping boundary

G(z)

Fic. 2

points fixed, necessitates “‘ripping’’ the interior of the sphere, i.e., there must be

points ‘“‘close”’ together in the interior of S which under the mapping are shoved
“far apart.’’ ‘Thus, the function is not continuous, contrary to what we have

shown for G. The assumption that got us into this contradiction was that F
had nofixed point, so we must conclude F(z) = z for somez.
<q

appendix 3

First
GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION
OF A TWO-PERSON
ZERO-SUM GAME

This appendix presents a complete geometric interpretation of the
minimax theorem when player 1’s pure strategy space consists of two

elements, namely A = {aj, ao}.
Consider the game

Player 2

Bi
Player 1 “1 [au
@2 1421

Be
a
422 |.

Any randomized strategy (x11, x2a2), where x; + x2 = 1, x; 2 0, and
x2 2 0, can be identified with a point (x1, x2) on the line segment of
length 1, as in Fig. 1. If player 1 chooses (x1a1, xea2) and player 2
chooses $1, the return to player 1 1s
M((x101, X02), B1] = €11xX1 + 421X2.
394
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Geometrically, we can exhibit the relation of M[(x1a1, xeae), Bi] to the
point (x1, x2) as in Fig. 2.
If, however, player 2 chooses Bo, then
M[(x101, X22), Bol = d\0xX1 + QA29X 2,

and a different, but similar diagram results. Superimposingthese twolines
we get a drawingof the type shownin Fig. 3. The particular case drawn
bw

1

|

ma

|

x9

><

(1,0).
Fic. 1.

>|

|
711

(xy, x9)

4

(0, 1)

The point labeled (x), x2) is x, units from (0, 1) and xe units from (1, 0), and

x1 t xo = 1.

a9)

a11

@11%1 + Agq1X9

(1, 0)

(x1,x9)

(0, 1)

Fic. 2

B, line
@12

@11
ptTY” (1)—__sp- ee2) $2

v

(1, 0)

xO

(0, 1)

Fic. 3

supposesthat a2] > doe, dio > 411, and aj2 > dg.

If player 1 chooses the

strategy (x1, x2), which lies in the interval marked X$!, then player 2’s
best response is 8;. The vertical distance from the point(x1, x2) to the By
line represents 1’s security level corresponding to (x1@1, x2a@2). Similarly,
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if (x1, x2) is in X$, then B2 is the best response, and again thevertical
distance from (x1, x2) to the heavy line represents 1’s security level.
Hence, the heavy line represents 1’s security level. Thus, x‘= (x{®,
x$°)) is 1’s unique maximin strategy, and the value of the gameisv.
If player 2 were to use 81, then 1 could secure ag; (>v) by employing
(Oa, 1a); and if he wereto use Be, then 1 could secure aj2 (>v) by employing (1a1, Oa2). Hence, to hold player 1 downto z, player 2 must use a
randomized strategy (y181, y282). The payoff resulting from these randomizedstrategiesis:
M([(x101, x2@2), (y181, 9282)
= aixiyi + aiexiye + derrxey1 + dooxeye
= y1(a11%1 + @e1x2) + yo(aiex1 + a22X2)
— yi M((x1021, x9012), Bi] + yoM[(x1401, x2a9), Bo].

So we see that (161, y282) yields a line which can be pictured on ourdiagram as a weighted average of the lines corresponding to 6; and By.

Since

yi + y2 = 1, the line associated with y = (y161, y282) must alwayslie

between the 6; line and the 2 line, and so it must go through the point

[(x§, x$), v].

Indeed, as y; goes from 1 to 0, a familyoflines is generated

which, so to speak, pivot clockwise about the point[(x‘, x§°’), v] from the
line 8; to B2. For each particular line y chosen by 2, player 1 has a
strategy choice which will maximize his return. In all cases, save when
the line is horizontal, the choice is either (1a), 0a2) or (0a1, lae), and his
return exceeds v. ‘To be certain that he will hold player 1 downto z, 2
musttherefore choose the horizontal line in the family. For the horizontal
line we have:

M[(x103, x202), (y}B1, ¥3°'B2)} =v,

foralll (x1, x2).

By setting x; = 1 and then x2 = 0, we obtain the equality

yar + Pare = yaa + ysaee

(=v).

Since y{% + y$ = 1, we cansolvefor (y$, y$) and forv. Ifvisknown
from player 1’s analysis, then we can simplify our computationslightly
since

yar td — pare = v.
Lest the reader assumethat all 2 by 2 games have the samestructure as
the one just analyzed, we present in diagrams a through of Fig. 4 someof
the different features which can occur. In ¢, d, and A, all of player 1’s
strategies are optimal (maximin). In J,e, g, and 7, player 1 has a unique
pure strategy [since the maximumof the (heavy) minimum function occurs
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in each case at the boundary—i.e., at (lai, O@2), or (Oa1, lae)j. Inf,
player 1 has an interval of optimal strategies which is less than the whole
interval of strategies.
In a, player 2 has a unique optimum (minimax) strategy. This case
was considered in detail above. In 6 andc, 8; isoptimal. Note that inc

all lines associated with the family (161, y282), where 0 < y; < 1, are
Bo

Bl

oe

Bo

p~&

B,

(a)

ee >

pe >

Bo

(6)

(c)

Ee
Bi, Be

Be
Bx

/

(f)

[\
ts

(e)

(g)

(h)

e

cS

—_

eS

Le————

BD

(d)

< >

<——

ee

By

(i)
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horizontal, but only the lowest line is optimal. Ind everything is optimal
for player 2. In e and f, 61 is optimal; in g, Bo; in A, 81; and in 2, even
thoughall of player 2’s strategies are minimax, Beis 2’s best strategy in the
sense that it not only is minimax butit is the best response against any
strategy of 1.
Whether or not one constructs the diagram associated with a game(it
cannot be done in two dimensions for games where both players have
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three or more purestrategies), one is interested in the intersections of the
lines (or planes or hyperplanes whenthere are morestrategies) with each
other and with the vertical boundaries. ‘These points of intersection can
always be found algebraically. ‘The above examples showthatthelinesor
planes may not intersect; may intersect at points where an x; is negative
(cf. eand A); mayintersect at a point representing a strategy, but one which

is not optimal (cf. g); may intersect at the unique optimal point (cf. a); or

may intersect at a non-unique optimal point(cf. f).
An extension of this analysis to games where player 2 has more than two
strategies is extremely simple. Consider, for example, the case where
A = {a), ao} and B = {f1, Boa, -- +: ,Bs}. Toeach@;,7 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

Bs

B,
Bs

Bo

v

(1, 0) BY“

x (0)

(0, 1)

Fic. 5

there is a line in the diagram asin Fig. 5. The security value for player1,
as a function of x = (x1a@, xea@2), is the heavyline in Fig. 5, i.e., the segments corresponding to the smallest 6; line. Player 1 maximizes his
security level by choosing (x{, x$°). If 2 wishes to hold 1 down to at most
v, he must use a randomizedstrategy involving only 82 and 83. For,if
2 places any positive weight on 8, 64, or Bs then by using (x{, x$°) player
1 will obtain more than v. Of course, if player 1 fails to play optimally

[i.e., fails to choose (x(a, x$a2)], then it may benefit 2 to use Bi, but

never Bs, Since Bo is always better than Bs, or 64, since there are mixtures of

B2 and B3 which are alwayspreferable to 64.

Without going into details, we may point out that, if A = {aj, ae, a3},

player 1’s randomized strategies can be identified with the points of an
equilateral triangle, and conversely. If player 2 chooses 8;, then player
1’s possibilities can be pictured as in Fig. 6. Player 1’s payoff if he uses x
and if player 2 chooses £; is the vertical distance from the point x of the
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horizontal equilateral triangle to the 8; plane. By superimposing the
B1, B2, °° * 5 Bn planes (of course, the diagram is terrifically messy by
now!), we can examine the minimum function or security level function, which
is now a surface whose values depend uponthe generic point of the equi-

lateral triangle (i.e., of the generic strategy x of player 1).

Player 1

eeeee
B; plane

(1, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 1)

Fic. 6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between randomized strategies x =
(x1@1, X2@, x33) and the points of the equilateral base triangle having an altitude of
unit length. Note that x; + x2 + x3 = 1 for every point of this triangle. For purposes of clarity, the front face (xz = 0) of the game cylinder has been removed.

chooses x‘) to maximize this security level. Player 2 uses a random
strategy correspondingto the plane(s) whichis a linear combinationof the
8, planes and whichis never morethanz units (the value of the game) from
the horizontal.
Onthebasis of such geometry one can develop a formal inductive proof

of the minimax theorem (cf. Appendix 1 of Kuhn [1952]).

return to this geometrical interpretation again in Appendix 6.

We shall

appendix 4

SECOND
GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION
OF A TWO-PERSON
ZERO-SUM GAME

The following geometrical interpretation can be presented pictorially
only if m, the numberof purestrategies for player 1, is 2 or 3. Weshall
illustrate it for m = 2, let the reader visualize it for m = 3, and assert
without proof that the geometry of these special cases carries over to any
finite m with only minor terminological modifications. Although the
concepts cannot be represented pictorially for m > 3, it is nonetheless
extremely advantageous to employ the same geometrical terminology as
developed from m = 2 and3.
Let (A, B, M) bea game where A = {a1, ae}, B = {B1, Bo, °° * , Bn},
and let (Xo, Y,, M) be its randomized strategy extension. For any

randomized strategy y = (yi81, yoBe, °° * , YnBn), we can plot the pair
of values M(a,, y), M(ae, y), where

nr

M(o1, y) = > 215);js
j=1
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nr

M(a2, y) = > 2595s
j=l

asapointinthe plane. ‘Thus, the point associated with y hasthe interpretation thatits zth coordinate is the return to player 1 if a; is used. (This
terminology extends to any m: if m = 3, the point associated with y is a
point in 3-space; if m > 3, it is a point in m-space). If player 2 uses y,
then 1’s best response is to choose the strategy corresponding to the
largest coordinate of the point associated withy.
Let [mi(y), me(y)] be an abbreviation for [M(a1, y), M(ae, y)] and let
SW be the set of all such points of the plane generated as y takes on values
in Y,. In symbolic notation,!

gM = {[mi(y), mo(y)] | y belongs to Y,,}.
Note that to each y belonging to Y,, there is associated a point in IN, and
that to each point in SW there is associated one or more elements of Yn.

If [mi(y’), me(y’)] = [mi(y”), mo(y’’)], then y’ and y” should be con-

sidered strategically equivalent since they present identical opportunities
to player 1.
Wecantherefore viewthestrategic role of player 2 as choosing an element
from the set WM. If player 2 chooses the point (7m, me) of MW and player 1

chooses (x1a1, xea2), player 1 receives x1m, + xem.

This is a weighted

average of the coordinates of the point of IW selected by player 2—the
weights being selected, of course, by player 1.
The geometrical nature of SW is particularly simple, namely, a bounded,
closed, convex polygon (i.e., it can be enclosed in a circle offinite radius,
the boundaryof IN belongs to M, if two points belong to IN so doesthe line
segment joining them, and the boundary is composedof linear segments).
In higher dimensional space (m > 2), the polygon becomes a polyhedron

and the boundary is composed of (hyper)planes.

1In other words, 91 is the set of points (m1, m2) where
Tr

m, = M(a, y) = > Q1j5)j7

j=l
nr

mz = M(ae2, y) = > A259;
j=l
nT

and

y is in Yp,ie.,

v= 1

and

vj 2 (OO.
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To make matters a little more concrete, let us consider the following
game:
Player 2

Bi Bo B3 Ba Bs

Player 1

aj{1

2

2

3

4

ao{3

1

4

3

34.

The set SW is constructed by plotting the points in the plane (2-space)

associated with the columns of the game matrix and then forming the

smallest convex set containingall these points, asin Fig. 1. For example,
the point m in Fig. 1 represents one of player 2’s randomizedstrategies
which placespositive weights only on 8; and Be.
Mtg

4e

Fic. 1

In the following discussion, let us consider the four special games with
the associated regions shown in Fig. 2. There is no loss of generality in
assuming that SW is in the positive quadrant (orthant, if we are in higher
dimensional space) since adding the samepositive quantity to all payoffs
of a game doesnotalter the strategic considerations involved. In all the

diagrams, the 45° line is dotted and labeled J.

Note that, below J,

coordinate m, is larger than me, and that, above /, mg is larger than mj.
Thus, for example, ag is a good response to player 2’s choice of (m1, mo) if
and only if (m4, m2) is a point of SW on or above1.
It is 2’s aim to select a point (m1, me) of MW such that its maximum

coordinate (the most player 1 can get from that point) is not greater than
the maximum coordinate of any other point of SW; in other words, he
wants to choose a point (m,, m2) corresponding to a minimaxstrategy.
Since 2 wants to hold 1 downtoaslittle as possible, it is reasonable to
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consider various values, such as v*, and to ask whether 2 can hold 1 down
tov*or not. It is easily seen that this is possible if and only if the set 31
contains a point both of whose coordinates do not exceed v*. Butthis

(a)

(6)

Fic. 2

7
Wa" v*)

oe
a
a

da

\

*

my,

Fic. 3

occurs if and only if the region labeled 9t(v*) in Fig. 3 contains at least
one point of It. Formally,
JU(v*) — {(m1, m2) | my < v*, me < v*},

so I(v*) is the negative orthant with its origin displaced to (v*, v*).
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There exists a value v (the value of the game) suchthat player 2 can hold

player 1 down to v but not below v.
boundary point(s).
examples.

Hence 9(v) must touch WM at some

See Fig. 4 for these points of contact in our four

If the quantity v* is small enough, then (in a particular game) player 2
will not be able to hold player 1 down to v*. That is, 9t(v*) will be dis-

joint from SW. As v* increases, the displaced negative quandrant I(v*)
gets translated in a northeasterly direction, so to speak, and there is a

Uy,Yl,

Midd

quantity v such that 9t(v*) just touches SW when v* equalsz.

y

SUK

v)s

SOs

(b)

Li,

IW

NVQ

MSN

(d)

Fic. 4

Any point that player 2 chooses which is commonto SW and Nv) holds
player 1 down to at most v. Hence any such point corresponds to a
minimax strategy for player 2. Observe that, in the games corresponding
to W,, I,, and Ig, the minimaxstrategy for player 2 is unique,” whereas
for Sit, there is a whole segment of minimaxstrategies for player 2.
For any two convexsets, such as I and Iv), there is a line (hyperplane
in higher dimension) separating them.* ‘That is, a line exists touching
2 Recall that strategies with equivalent payoffs are considered identical.
3 For v* < 2, the sets JU(v*) and OI are disjoint, and so the perpendicular bisector

of the shortest line segmentjoining JU(v*) and SI separates those bodies. It is possible
to choose a sequence of values v, * approaching v in such a mannerthat the perpendicular bisectors approach a limiting line which can be shown to separate the bodies
Jt(v) and J. The discussion of this appendix carries over to the case when the
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both 9W and 9(v) such that 9 lies on oneside of the line and I(v) on the
other side. (As canbe seenin J, this line need not be unique.) We next
show howit relates to player 1’s solution of the game.
Let L be a line separating IN and N(v). Such a line can be thoughtof
as the set of points (mm, m2) whichsatisfies an equation of the form
xmy + x mo =k,

where (x{°, x§°) determines the slope of the line and & fixes which particu-

lar line is chosen from the family of lines whose slopes are dictated by

(,
xf).
It is easily seen andis easily proved that:

i. Neither x{° nor x$° can be negative [for otherwise we could find an
(m1, m2) on the line whichis interior to 9U(v), i.e., not on the boundaryof
ili. The point (v, v) is on the line LZ (checkthis in ¢ and d above).

From (i), we lose no generality in assuming x{% + x$? = (for if

x0) + xf) 5 1 we could consider the line
40)

1

or MY
x (0) + x60)

x§0?

k

—or7 1 FT)?
(0) + x0)
(0) + x§0)

and relabeling we would get
x1/'mq + xo/me = k’,

where x}! + xo’ = 1).

Since (i) enables us to take x{° + x$° = 1 and

since (v, v) lies on L, we may conclude that

xy + xy = k= (x6 4 xy = a,
sok =v.

Hence
L= {(m, me) | x{O my + x5" ms — v},

where x{+ x$? = 1, x{2 0, and x$2 0.
right of L, or above L, mustsatisfy

But thenall points to the

x Om, + x5 mo > v.

Thus, for any (m,, me) of IN, we have
x Om + x§%me > v.
number m of pure strategies of player 1 is greater than 2. Instead of the geometry
being embedded in 2-space, it is then embedded in m-space. ‘The separation of the
two convex bodies 9IU and JU(v) by a hyperplane is by far the deepest mathematical
result needed in the proof of the minimax theorem which results when the outline we
have given here is made rigorous.
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Hence,if player 1 chooses the strategy (x( a1, x§ ao), he can get at least

v for all points (m1, me) of IW.

Thus such a strategy is maximin for

player1.
In a, c, and d the separating hyperplane is unique, and so player 1’s
maximin strategy is unique. In 4, there is not a unique strategy since
there is not a unique separating line. Inc, the line is vertical and hence of
the form
1m, + Ome = UV,

i.€., @, is maximin for player 1. [Indeed, a; is best for all (mm, me) of
MV, since all of 9M, is below /.] In d, the separating line is horizontal,
namely:
Om, + 1m, = 2.

In other words, a» is maximin for 1; however,it is not best for all (m,, me)
of IWg since Sg intersects J.
" This completes the story as far as optimum*strategies are concerned.
In addition, using these same geometric considerations, it is easy to see the
possible effects when player 2 chooses a non-minimaxstrategy. To this
end, let us suppose that player 1 chooses (x1@1, xea2). If player 2 chooses
the element (m, m2) of SW which lies on the line

xm, + xome = k,
then player 1 receives an amount &.

Consider the family of lines

xm, + xome = k,
where & takes on different values, as shown in Fig. 5.

Since player 1

chooses (x1a@1, x2@2), any of the points on the sameline of the family yield
the same return. Hence player 2’s response to (x,a1, x22) amounts to
choosing a line in the family; but, of course, not all lines are available to
player 2—only those which contain points of M@. ‘Thus, his best response
to (x1a@1, xea@2) = x is the line which both contains elements of SW andis as
far left (or down) as possible in the family. For the case drawn, the heavy
line represents 2’s best choice.
Player 1’s expected return when he uses x and when 2 choosestheline of
best response is the security level of strategy x, which is denoted 2;(x).
Thus, the equation for the heavy lineis
X1My1 + xomo = v1(x).

4 Throughout, ‘‘optimum” means either “‘maximin”’ or “‘minimax,”’ and it should
not be allowed to acquire the flavor of “‘this is what the player should do.” Such
statements are the meta gametheoretic, not game theoretic.
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This line must intersect the 45° line at the point [v1(x), v1(x)]. Hence to
represent the security level of a strategy x, draw the family oflines associated with x, and choose the one whichis a left-sided support of SW.
The commonvalueof the coordinatesof its intersection with the 45° line,
1, is the security level of x. Player 1’s security level is maximized by a
m2

\

Line of Sh
supp
Hint Preece
Line of left support

\\\\

XM, + XoMo= UV, (x)

\\ \ \ \

Fic. 5

strategy x‘” such thatits line of left support intersects / as far to the right as

possible. Clearly, for the case shown in Fig. 5, the maximum security
levelis given bythe line (x(a, x§a2). The readerwill find it profitable

to check through the above discussion for IN, IU,, and Ig, shown in Fig.
4. Rememberthat, since x; and x2 cannot be negative, the slopes of the
lines cannotbe positive.
The geometry of the minimax theorem described in this appendix was
formulated by Gale, Kuhn, and Tucker in 1948. Later it was utilized
by Gale [1951] and Karlin [1950].

appendix 5

LINEAR PROGRAMING AND
TWO-PERSON ZERO-SUM GAMES

This appendix 1s divided into three sections.

In the first we will demon-

strate that a two-person zero-sum game can be reduced to a special
linear-programing problem. In the second we will define the general
linear-programing problem anddiscuss its duality theory. ‘The material
in section 1 serves as motivation for the duality theory. In the third section we will employ the duality theory to show how the general linearprograming problem can also be interpreted as a two-person zero-sum
game. The principal reference is Dantzig [1951 a]; however, we shall
depart from Dantzig’s treatment at several points in an attemptto achieve
maximum clarity. We shall also use Gale, Kuhn, Tucker [1951].
A5.1 REDUCTION OF A GAME TO A LINEARPROGRAMING PROBLEM
Let us assume we have a specific two-person zero-sum game(A, B, M),
where A = {a1, - + * 5 @m}, B= {B1, ° * - , Bn}, and where a;; = M(ai,
8;) is positive for allz andj. The last requirement does not entail any loss
of generality since adding the same positive quantity to all the payoff
entries does not alter the strategic structure of the game.
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Player 1 can guarantee himself at least v*, (v* > 0), if there exists an
m

x = (x1, °° * , Xm), where x; 2 0 and > x; = 1, such that
=

M(x, B;)

2 v*,

for j = 1, 2,

ye ym,

(1)

which is equivalent to
™m

> a;jx; 2 v*,
forj = 1,2, °° +, 7.
(2)
i=
By dividing eq. 2 by v* and writing x;/v* = u;, it is seen that player 1 can

get at least v* if there isa u = (uj, uo, * * * 5 Um), where u; 2 0,forz = 1,
2, °° °,m, and > uz; = 1/v*, such that

2, asus 2 1 ;

forj=1,2,---,7n.

(3)

Equation 3 is equivalent to eq. 2 since multiplying by v* and writing
u;*v* = x; yields eq. 2. Consequently, we can view the problem confronting player 1 as follows:
Player 1’s problem. Let Ubethe set ofallm-tuplesu = (wi, ua, °° -,
Um) such that
and

u; 2 0,

fori = 1,2, -°°-,m,

2,aiite 2 1 ;

forj =1,2,°-°- ,n.

To find those u belonging to U such that > u; 1S a Minimum.

i=l

Remarks.

(1a) If u = (ui, - * * , um) belongsto U, we have seen that

.

t .

player 1 can guarantee himself at least y

i

.

Inorder to secure the maxi-

uy

mum guarantee, player 1 should attemptto find a u in U which maximizes

1

y
i

uj

or, equivalently, minimizes > Uy.
i

(16) The problem of minimizing a linear form such as > u; (or, more
i
generally, > cu;) subjectto restrictions involving linear inequalities such as
2
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> a;;u; 2 1, forj = 1, 2, - - + , m (or, more generally, d aap 2 b;, for
j=1,2,+- +, n), where u; 2 0,7=1, 2, +--+: , m, is called a linear-

programing problem (of the minimizing variety).

Wenextinvestigate the game problem from player 2’s point of view and

reduce that to a maximization problem involving linear inequalities.

Player 2 can guaranteethat player 1 gets at most v* (v* > 0), by using

y= (yisya 0: ,Jn)s where ) 3 = landy; > 0,forj = 1,2, --- ,n,
J

provided that
M(a;, y) < v*,

fori = 1,2, °°: ,m,

(4)

or, equivalently, provided that
> 2593 < 0%,

for? = 1,2, °° *,m.

(5)

j

Equivalently, it is easily seen that player 1 can get at most v* if there exists

aw = (wi, Wo, °° * , Wn), where w; 2 0, forj = 1, 2, +--+, m, and
> w; = 1/v*, such that
j
d ago; SA,

for z = 1, 2,

7s

8 ym.

(6)

J

Consequently, we can view the problem confronting player 2 as follows:
Player 2’sproblem. Let Wbethesetofalln-tuplesw = (wi,we, °° -,
W,) such that

w;20,

and

> a;jW; <1,

forj=1,2,:--,72,
for z

1,2, °°: ,m.

j=l

To find those w belonging to W such that > w,;is a maximum.
Remarks.

j=l

(2a) If w = (wy, we, * + * , Wn) belongs to W, we have seen

that player 2 can hold player 1 down to at most y

1

-

In order to hold

W5
dj

player 1 down as muchaspossible, player 2 should attemptto find a w in
1
W which minimizes y

» or equivalently, maximizes > W3.

Ww

j

j

j

.
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(2b) The problem of maximizing a linear form such as > w,; (or, more
generally, > b;w;) subject to restrictions involving linear inequalities such
as > a;; <1, for? = 1, 2, - + + , m (or, more generally, > ai; S 63,
fori = 1, 2, -- + , m), where w; 2 0, forj =1,2,-- - hy is called a

linear-programing problem (of the maximizingvariety).

(3) Player 1’s problem and Player 2’s problem are said to be dual
linear-programing problems.!

1
Any u in U guaranteesplayer1 at least =—-

Yu

at most

1

2,3

2

-

Any win W guarantees 1

1

1

Since player 1 can getat least =— and at most Yu, we must

2,

j

a

Ww;
J

ys
Jers]
=

1.€.,

But we knowthatall zero-sum games have a value which canbeinterpreted as follows: Player 1 can getat least v (i.e., there is a u‘” in U such
that
1
> 46

= v),

2

and player 2 can hold player 1 downto at most v (i.e., there isa w*™ in W
such that
1

>w

= v).

j

Summarizing, we have the symmetric problem.
1In remarks 15 and 26 following the two problems, we indicated how the linearprograming problems are generalized by introducing numbers (51, - - - , bn) and
(c1, * * * 5 Gm) as data of the problems. This was done in such a mannerthat the
problems given in 1) and 28 arealso said to be dual.
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Symmetric problem.?

To find u™in U and w in W such that

¥ 0 = F yo
n

Mm

(0) —

(0

j=

Remarks.
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i=1

(4) If u&, wsolve the symmetric problem, then
v=

1

=

>w
j

1

> (0)
2

and x= (x(9, + - + | x0) where xf? = v- ul, fori = 1, 2,
“mM,
is maximin forPlayer1; and y = (yi, + - yO), where y =
=v"
0
for j = 1, 2,
, m, is minimax for player 2. Conversely, if (x60)

y‘°, 2) constitutes a solution of the game, defining uf? = x{%/v, wi? =

ys /v yields a solution of the symmetric problem.

Furthermore, ajis a

Solution of 1’s problem, and w is a solution of 2’s problem.
A5.2 DUALITY THEORY OF THE GENERAL LINEARPROGRAMING PROBLEM

The data of the general linear-programing problem are an n-tuple b =
(by, boa, > + + 5 bn), an m-tuple c = (¢1, C2, ° + * 5 Cm), and an m by n
array of numbers a;;, where z = 1, 2, °°: ,mandj=1,2,-°-- , 7.
These may be any numbers—in particular, they are not assumed to be
non-negative.
The minimization problem. Let U betheset of all m-tuples u = (uy,
ue, * * * , Um) such that

(i)

(ii)

uz 2 0, for? = 1,2, °° + ,m.

yay; + ueae; + ++ + + Umdmj 2 5;, forj = 1,2, °° + yn.

Find those u belonging to U such that the index (whichis a linear form)
Cyuy + Cog + °° * + omum
is a Minimum.
The maximization problem. Let Wbetheset of all n-tuplesw = (w1,
wo, * * * , Wy) such that

(i)
(ii)

w; 2 0, forj=1,2,---,n.
waz, + wea + + + + + Wadin < Cy for? = 1,2, °° - ,m.

2 Moregenerally, if the dual problems are taken to be the general versions of remarks

1b and 26, then the symmetric problem is to find u™in U and w\in W such that
> eu” = > bw.
2

j
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Find those w belonging to W such that the index (whichis a linear form)
is a Maximum.

byw, + bowe + + * * + dnWn

The symmetric problem.

To find those pairs (u, w), where belongs

to U and w belongs to W suchthat,

Cyuy + Cola + °° + + bpm = byw, + bowe2 + °° * + Onn.
Remarks. (1) The maximization, minimization, and symmetric problems stated here are obvious generalizations of the problems encountered
in the previous section.
(2) The “‘diet problem”’ discussed in section 3 of Chapter2 is in the form
of the minimization problem. In that example, the following interpretations were made: a;; 1s the amountof nutrient 7 per unit amountoffood7;

b; is the minimum amountofnutrient j required; and ¢;is the cost of a unit

amountof food:. A ‘“‘diet’’ isan m-tuple u = (uj, °° * , Um), where u;is
the numberof units of food z in the “‘diet.”’
(3) For given data b, c, [a;;] it can happen either that there are no
m-tuples u in U or that, although there are m-tuples in U, there is no
lower bound to the index > cju;
lem has no solution.

In either case the minimization prob-

Similarly, W might be the empty set or there may

be no upper boundto the index

6;w; when itis non-empty.

Again, in

dj

either case there is no solution to the maximization problem.

Principal theorem of linear programing.

1. If there exists a u in U and a win W,then

cy + ++ + emilm 2 byw t * + + + dawn.
2. If (u, w°) is a solution to the symmetric problem, then u“”is a
solution to the minimization problem and w™is a solution to the maximization problem.
3. If u™is a solution to the minimization problem and w
is a solution to the maximization problem, then
cul t+ .-- + cpus? — byw” fee ee bw”,

i.e., (u™, w) is a solution to the symmetric problem.

4. If a solution exists to one problem, then solutions exist to the other
two problems.
5. If both U and W are non-empty, then all three problems have
solutions.
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Remark. We will outline two different proofs of this theorem. The
first, given in small print in the remainderof this section, does not depend
upon the minimax theorem for games, but rather upon a theorem about
polyhedral cones due to Farkas. ‘Thus, this section is self-contained in
that it includes both the statement and a proof of the duality theory of
linear programing. Incidently, this proof can be used to providestill
another proof of the minimax theorem. In the next section, a second
proof is given which rests on a slight generalization of the minimax
theorem; it demonstrates clearly the intimate relationship between twoperson zero-sum games and linear programing.
» Proof.

1. This follows from a chain of three inequalities:
> b jw; < > () wiass) wi = > () ais) uj; < > eis.

j

J

2

t~

9

%

Thefirst of these arises if we multiply the jth inequalityof (ii) in the minimization
problem by w; and then sum over allj. The middle equality follows from a change
in the order of summation. The last inequality arises if we multiply the ith
inequality of (ii) in the maximization problem by uw; and then sum overall 7.

2. If (a, w) is a solution of the symmetric problem, then u belongs to
U and w to W. Furthermore, by the inequality of part 1, the index for u°®
must be a minimum andthe index for wmust be a maximum. Hence u
and w are solutions of their respective problems.
3and4.

These two assertions are mathematically much deeper than the preced-

ing ones, and the proofs are correspondingly more difficult.

Weshall be content

merely to outline the nature of the proofs, which hinge on the following non-trivial

lemma(first stated and proved in 1902 by J. Farkas).
Lemma. Let the following array of numbers be given:
dy
do1

os
dp4i,1

di2
d22

ct diy
"da,

dpo
Gpai,2

- 2+ dor
°° *° Apatite 4s

where no rowconsists entirely of zero elements.

p,) such that

pidii + pedig + ++ * +p,dir 2 0,
it follows that

If for any r-tuple (91, po, °° °
for? = 1,2,°°° ,p,

P1dp41, 1 + Podpat,2+ °° * +Prdpi1, 7 2 0,

then there exists a p-tuple 2 = (Ai, Ao, * * * 5 Ap), such that
and

A; 2 0,
Asdij + Agdo;3 +

fori = 1,2,°°°,p,

mS +Xpdpj =

p+, 9 for] = 1, 2, rie
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‘The lemmaasserts that, if whenever a p vector makes a non-obtuse

angle with eachofthe first p row vectors it also makes a non-obtuse angle with the
(p + 1)st row vector, then the ( + 1)st row vector is a non-negative linear com-

bination of the first row vectors. When wesay that 9 = (91, °° ° , pr) forms
a non-obtuse angle with d; = (dj1, - - - , dir), we merely mean that
pidi1 treet P,diz 2 0.

Some geometrical insight into this lemma can be gained if we examinethe case

r = 3andp = 3. Thenthe three rows canbeidentified with three points in 3-space.
(See Fig. 1.) The rowvector d4 = (d41, dae, daz) is a non-negative linear combination of row vectors d, = (di, dj2, di3), do = (dot, doo, do3), and d3 = (d31, d39,

d33) if and only if da is a point in the polyhedral cone in Fig. 1.

d3 = (d3), 39, daz)

To illustrate the

silaag da = (dai, dae, dag)

d,; =(d11, d12, d13)

Fic. 1

plausibility of the lemma,it suffices to show that, if d4 does not belong to the cone
generated by the other row vectors, then there exists a vector 9 = (1, P2, P3)s
which forms an obtuse angle with dy (i.e., da: @ = da1p1 + d4op2 + dasp3 < 0)
and a non-obtuse angle with dj, do, dg (ie., ds -@ = di191 + di292 + dizp3 2 0
forz = 1,2,3). If d4 does not belong to the cone, then intuitively it seems clear
that there is a hyperplane going through the origin which separates dg from the
cone, where by “‘separates’”? we mean that d, is on oneside of the hyperplane and
the polyhedral cone is on the other side. ‘The deepest mathematical aspect of the
lemma is the proof of this separation property. Assuming the existence of the
separating hyperplane, we now showthatits algebraic interpretation yields a

proof of the lemma (in this special case).

A hyperplane passing through the

origin is the locus of points d = (dj, d2, d3) such that

dip1 + dope + dzp3 = 0,
for some suitable 3-tuple 9 = (91, p2, 93). Put in other terms, the hyperplaneis
the locus of all points orthogonal to the vector 9. Since dj, de, and dz lie on one

side of the hyperplane and dzlies on the other, the quantities
d;*o@ = 43191 + di2p2 + dj3ps,

2 = 1, 2, 3,
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d4°o0 = d4aip1 + daop2 + dazp3

is of the opposite sign.

Thus, the orientation of @ can be so chosen that d4- 9 < 0

and d;- 9 > 0 forz = 1, 2,3,aswastobeshown. This proof, once the separation
property is proved in general, can be extendedto arbitrary 7 and p.

Having paid tribute to the lemma,let us return to our main task of proving
parts 3 and 4 ofthe principal theorem. To this end, we will show that 7f uzs
a solution of the minimization problem, then there exists awin W such that
cul +

o

8

+ emu <

byw” +

ee

+ 6,0,

Oncethis has been established, then we know bypart 1 that the equality sign must
hold, and so, by part 2, w© must solve the maximization problem.
Considerthe following array:
uy

us

wee

z{®
2

1
0

0
1

soe
mo

26)
26)
wi
wi)

0
0
aii
ay2

0
0
a21
aoe

wo

Um
0
0

z
0
0

1
0
Ami
am2

0
1
—Ob1
—be

—by

Qin

QA2n

"oes

aQmn

C1

C2

7

Cm

— Hb

:
: defined to be cy}?(0) + coug?(0) + wae +¢Cmuy,’,
(0) where u\” (0) is
; a
The quantity
pw is
solution of the minimization problem. The vector (w1, °° * , Um, z) will play
the role of the 9 vector in the lemma, the number m + 1 + therole of p, and
(c1, C2, ° * *° 5 Cm, —H) is the (p + 1)strow. To apply the lemma, we must show
that, if (ui, - * ° , Um, z) forms a non-obtuse angle with eachofthe first m + 1 + n

row vectors, it also forms a non-obtuse angle with the last row (i.e., the (p + 1)st
row). Once this is shown, the lemmaestablishes the existence of non-negative
numbers 2{, - + + , 2), w§®, - + + , w®such that:

(1) 2% + wPant ++ +wPam =e

(2)

2) + wae, tres + woaon = C9

G) 2% + wan + ++ + wan =
(m) 2) + w{ami + + + wamn = Cm

(m +1) 26a — (APB + = + + w!Mn) = =a
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But, since
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0, the zth equation gives

war ters + wan < cy,

fori = 1,2, ° °° ,m,

and since 2{9, 2 0, the (m + 1)st equation yields
wb, +

oe +wd, > im

(= cui +

--- + emu).

But this means that w= (w{”, w, - - + , w©) is a solution of the maximization problem, as was to be shown!
To finish off the job, westill must show that, if (ui, - °° , um, z) forms a non-

obtuse angle with the first m + 1 + 7 rows, Le.,
(i)
(ii)

u2O0, for? =1,2,-°-°: ,m;
z20;
uyayj + °° * +unam; — 2b; 2 0, forj = 1,2, °°: , 2;

then (w1, °° * , Um, 2) forms a non-obtuse angle with the last row,i.e.,
(iii)

uycy tue + °° * +uUmtm — zu 2 0.

Wewill consider two cases, namely, z > 0 and z = 0.
Case 1 (2 >0). If (ui, °° * , Um, 2) satisfies inequalities (i) and (ii), then

(us/z, u2e/z, °° * , Um/z) belongs to U and therefore
“1

u

Ser
tee + ons + em — #2 0,
z
since # is defined as the minimum of the u indices.
multiplying the last inequality by z.
Case 2 (z= 0).

Suppose (ui, * * * , Um, 0) is such that
u; 2 0,

and

Statement (iii) follows by

fort = 1,2, °°-°,m,

Uiaig-+ °° * + UuUmanj 2 0,

forj = 1,2, °° -° , 7;

then we must show

usr t+ °° + Untm 2 0.

If u= (ui, - - - , uM) is a solution of the minimization problem, then we
assert u* = (uf + Au, uf? + Aue, >>>, US + Aum) belongs to U for all

A 2 0, since:

(az)

uS + rAu; 2 0,

fori = 1,2,°°°,m,

and
(wf+ rAuyarzy + (UG? + Au2)ao; +--+ + (UO + dAuUm)amj
= {uiMar; +aap tits tuams} + [Auiaiy + °°
*

2 ua; + -°+ +uamz

\W

(6)

b;,

+ Umams)}

(since the second bracketed expression 2 0
by hypothesis)

forj =1,2,°-- , 2a.
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Furthermore, the index of u* must be atleast p, so

< (uf + Auer +--+ + UO + Aun)em

= {uf%c, t+ +uPem} + {A(urer + + + + Umtm)}
=p +A(uyei + + + +--+ Umtm).
Hence, it follows that
as was to be shown.

uicy + °° * + Umtm 2 0,

Summarizing, we have shown that, if u is a solution to the minimization

problem, then a solution w to the maximization problem exists and
cui + :+--

+ mu _ byw + ---

+ b,0

In a parallel fashion we can show that, if w™is a solution to the maximization
problem, then a solution u“to the minimization problem exists. This estab-

lishes 3 and 4.

5. Part 1 asserts that, if u belongs to U and w to W,
> cvs 2 » bie

a

j

Hence, the set of numbers 1) cust, for u in U, is bounded from below.
a

the greatest lower bound of these numbers.
u) in U such that

Let u be

We wish to show thatthere exists a

> cad? = pL.
2

Instead, we shall show there exists a w‘in W such that
d bw )

which will prove that the maximization problem has a solution; and therefore, by
4, the minimization and symmetric problems have solutions. The existence of
such a w) is established by making some minor modifications in the proof of 3

and 4. The interested reader should check to see that all steps encountered in the
proof of 3 and 4 remain valid except for the following points:

i, uw is not defined as 2 cusince in the present proofit is not initially known

that such a u™exists. " Instead, pu is defined to be the greatest lower bound of

> eis for all w in U.
i

ii. In the proof for the case z = 0, we can no longer take u* = u+ Au,
where u®is a solution to the minimization problem. Rather, we use a u’ where
u’ belongs to U and

BS) cm! <u te
3
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This leads to the inequality

BS wtEFD) wics
2

Butsince ¢€ is arbitrarily small, we can conclude that

> ue; 2 0,
which was to be shown in that partof the proof.
This concludesthe first proof of the principal theorem.

<

A5.3 REDUCTION OF A LINEAR-PROGRAMING
PROBLEM TO A GAME

Wehavea dualaim in this section: First, as the heading advertises, we

will show how linear-programing problem can be reduced to a game.
Second, we will prove the principal theorem of linear programing by
means of the minimax theorem.
Consider any linear-programing problem of the minimizing or maxi-

mizing variety described earlier. We shall now exhibit a two-person
zero-sum game whosesolutions provide solutions to the linear-programing
problems, provided solutions exist at all.

‘The appropriate game matrix

is:

Bi

Be

Bn

Bn4m

Bnim4+l

ay
a2

_

0
0

0
0

QO
O

—a1, —421
~aig —4a229

—ami
—Am2

by
be

an

0

0

0

— in

—42n

—amn

An+1

a1

412

ain

O

0

QO

Anim

aml

On+2

do,

An4+m+l1 | — by

429

am2
—be

aon

Amn
—bn

Bn41

O

Bn+2

0

- *

bn

—-c

0

—e

—lm

0

0

0

Cy

C2

Cm

0 :

Because the game matrix is skew symmetric, one conjectures that the
value of the game must be zero. This is easily shown: if both players use
identical mixed strategies (i.e., put the same probability weight on their
jth pure strategy for; = 1, 2,--: *,n-+m-+ 1) the payoff to each is
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zero.

‘Thus, there is no strategy which will guarantee player 1 a positive

return.

Since the value is zero, the mixed strategy
0

[z (OB),

-

0

"y z B;,

0

0

mrs zu Bns Zn) Bn41,

me

0

sy ZnB

my

0

ZemBntms 2
20)4 Bntm+1l

is minimax for player 2 if and only if it holds player 1 down to 0, that
is, if and only if

2 >0,

fork=1,2,---,n+m+1,

ntm+l1

> 2 = 1,

k=1

and
(i)

— [20 a1; rete + zy)aij +:

|b zntmtims] + Zem+10j

(Gi)

[z{Pan +--+ + 2a; +5 +2 ain] — entmtici S 0,

(iii)

—[z2{Pb. + os Hzba) + [eer to + 2)am] &¢0.

SO7=1,°°°,2,

z= 1,

, mM,

The principal theorem of linear programing, as we havestated it, contains five assertions. ‘The first two are easy and we will assume them

proved (cf. the proofs on p. 414).

In establishing the other three asser-

tions, there are two cases to consider.
Case 7. ‘There exists a minimaxstrategy for player 2 with 2°Dm41 > 0.
Dividing each inequality of(i), o and (iii) by z°°an4, and denoting
0

0

ZblZom41 by us° ,

0)
7,0
0
09/20041
by w5,

-

for? = 1, 2,

mr

ty mM,

forj=1,2,-°--,2,

wefind that
v6) = (46 us, ae us) belongs to U,
w) = (wl), wl. - +, w{) belongs to W,
and

wibys + pwby 2 uyMcr + + + uncm

From assertion 1 of the principal theorem of linear programing and the
above inequality we conclude that (u°, w) is a solution of the symmetric problem, and therefore by assertion 2 of this same theorem u°°
and w”are the solutions of the maximizing and minimizing problems
respectively.
Case 2. There does not exist a minimax strategy for player 2 with
Zim1 > 0. For this case we will first show three things:
(a) Either U or W is empty.
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(b) If W is non-empty, then the index
wb; + wobe + °° + + Wabn,
where w is in W, can be madearbitrarily large (i.e., the maximization
problem has nosolution).
(c) If Uis non-empty, then the index
Uyey + ugg + ° + * +.Unlm,
where u is in U, can be madearbitrarily small (i.e., the minimization
problem has nosolution).
Once a, 6, and c, are demonstrated, the three remaining parts of the
principal theorem follow easily. For, if U and W are both non-empty,or,

if solutions exist to either the maximizing or minimizing problems, then
case 2 does not hold; but when case 1 holds there is a minimaxsolution of

the game which yields solutions to all three versions of the linear-pro-

graming problem.

Before we establish assertions a, b, and ¢ we will prove three preliminary
remarks which arevalid for case 2.
i. The crux of the proof depends upon the following assertion aboutthe
game with the payoff matrix given on p. 419. If al/ minimaxstrategies of
player 2 yield a return of exactly zero against @n4m4,1, then player 1 has a
maximin strategy which puts positive weight on a@nim4i1-. But, by the
symmetry of the problem, this would mean that player 2 has a minimax
strategy which puts positive weight on Bn4m™41 and, under the assumption
of case 2, this cannot be. Consequently there is a minimax strategy z‘”

for 2 which gives 1 a return less than zero against @nim41.

This means

nr

— 2, 2b, + \ Zniti <
j=l

L€.,
)
> Wer < Vz(05
j=1

(ii) If there exists a w’ in W (i.e., W is non-empty) then for z‘of (i) we
show
nT

>

j=l

205; > 0.

Weestablish this by first observing
nr

m

nr

nr

m

0
0
> z0, > 2(0ne
Ci > > Zn
() a;;0;') = > w,' (> 20.a:3),
‘

j=1

(2)

i=l

j=l

(3)

j=l

z=1
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where (1) follows from (i) above, (2) from the requirement that w’is in
W, and (3) by interchanging summation signs. Now,since

>) 22a 20,

i=1

for all j,

by the inequalities (i) on p. 420 (remember Zhm41 = 0), assertion (ii)

follows.
iii. If there exists a u’ in U (i.e., U is non-empty) then for z‘”of (i) we
show
nr

>

Observethat,
n

Zz; <

0.

j=l
n

m

mm

ais),
Dw (CY
au’) = i=1
Y 29 CY
d1 24; < j-1
j=1
j=l

j=

wherethe inequality follows from the requirementthat u’ is in U and the
equality follows from a summation interchange. Since
>

2a;

<

0,

for all 1,

j=l

by the inequalities (ii) on p. 420 (remember Znn41 = 0) assertion(iii)
follows.
Now backto assertions a, 6b, and c¢.
Assertion a, that U and W cannot both be non-empty, follows because
(ii) and (iii) are then in contradiction.
Assertion b, that even if W is non-empty no maximum exists, is proved

as follows [note: The z‘® used in this proof is the same z‘° used in pre-

liminary remarks, (i), (ii), and (iii)|:
If w’ = (wi, - * * 5 Wy’, °° * 5 Wn’) lies in W, then so does
(wy HAZ ee, w+ 25%, 2 + wy! + Azi%)

for \ > 0,

since
nr

nr

nr

> aij(w;) + dz4) = > a;jw;/ +X > ajzz5 Zot+rA 0=6;

j=l

for allz.

j=l

j=l

But the index for this pointis
nr

> b;(w,’ + zi) =

j=l

> bw,’ + A () bj)
g=l1

j=l
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and since by (ii) of p. 421,
j=l

(0) > 0,

b;z;

this index can be madearbitrarily large by making A large enough.
Assertion c, that even if U is non-empty no minimum exists, is proved

similarly.

in U then

It requires the dualof assertion (ii), namely: If there exists a u’
™m

> zni < 0.
t=1

This completes the demonstration.
A much simpler reduction of the linear-programing problem to a game

can be given providedall the components of b, c, and the matrix [a;,] are

positive. In the minimization problem, given on p. 412, make the change
of variables u,’ = cu; (¢ = 1, 2, °° +, m) and a;;’ = a;;/(b,c;). The

problem then reducesto player 1’s problem on p. 409.

Observe that the

inequality

> utes 2 b;

becomes, on division by ),,
uj’ aij" 2 1.

Similarly the maximization problem on p. 412 reduces to player 2’s prob-

lem on p. 410 if we let w;’ = bjw; and a;,’ = a;;/(bjc;).
to the study of the game {A, B, M’} where

Thus weare led

A= {a1 °° +, em},B = {B1, °° + Bn}, M’(en, Bj) = aij’ = aij/(b;¢;).

If x0 = (x(9) - - + | 6) is maximin for player 1, ify“?
= (y{?, ---,
y\) is minimaxfor 2, andif a is the valueofthis game, then u? = (uf,
- , uf). where
ug)

—

x! /(cv),

t

=

1,

2,

7°

3 Mm,

is a solution of the maximization problem; and w™ = (w$”, - - - ,w%),
where

w5 — yf/ (b;2),

g=i,2,--+:+ yn,

is a solution of the minimization problem.
In this case the equivalent game problem is m by n instead of (m + n +
1) by (nm +n"-+ 1). However, as weshall see in the next appendix, for
certain computational procedures, it is advantageous to have the gamein
symmetric form.

appendix 6

SOLVING TWO-PERSON
ZERO-SUM GAMES

A6.1 INTRODUCTION
To render this appendix relatively self-contained, we repeat (with minor
modifications) some observations madeearlier in the body of the book (see
section 4.12).
> Now that we knowthat all two-person zero-sum games with a finite numberof
pure strategies have solutions, our attention turns to methodsoffinding these solutions. Here, at best, the story is quite discouraging. Although several methods

are knownfor solving games, these algorithms usually require a fantastic amount
of work, at least for games which purportto berealistic replicas of actual conflicts

of interest. The realism is achieved only at the expense of introducing a fabulous
number of pure strategies. One might hope that cases involving such a large
number of strategies could be idealized by a continuous model and that refined
analytical methods could be brought to bear on the idealization. In part, this
is possible as we shall see in ourdiscussion of infinite games in the next appendix.
However,in all honesty, we must admit that the numberofexisting techniquesfor
the infinite cases is small, and even in examples that havetheir “‘natural’’ description in the infinite case the usual hope is to reduce them to approximate finite

games (cf. discussion on polynomial and polynomial-like games in Appendix 7).

There are two saving features in the solution of many games whicharise in

practice. First, although a game may involve a huge numberofstrategies, one
can often use the practical context to help reduce the model down to its bare
424
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essentials by discarding manyof the inadmissible strategies.
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Second, the context

of the game often leads one to shrewd guesses aboutsolutions or, in iterative procedures, about intelligent starting points.
Webelieve, and probably most of our colleagues will agree, that many important and interesting games will never be solved.

This does not imply that game

theory will never contribute anything to these realistic games. Often, a modus
operand: for a complicated case is to consider an auxiliary game which is motivated
and related to the original one in such a way that many of the important phenomenaof the original are retained while the auxiliary remains solvable.

From

the solution of the auxiliary game one speculates informally how theresults are
modified in the original game. Thus, for example, there are simplified variants
of both poker and bridgein theliterature. Such studies are in much the same
spirit as economic analyses of idealized Robinson Crusoe or Swiss Family Robinson
economies which, by meansof a lot of hand waving, are used “‘to explain’’ economic phenomena and to reach policy decisions concerning the economyatlarge.
This is dangerous, yes! Yet it is quite stimulating to our creative intuitions and
often helpful in purely literary, pseudological (not said deprecatingly, but rather

pragmatically) theorizing.

<

A6.2 TRIAL AND ERROR
The most common methodof solving games whicharise in practiceis to
guess at the solution and then to check that the proposedstrategies are in
equilibrium. Since pair of strategies provides a solution to the problem,
if and onlyif they are in equilibrium, the methodis foolproof—provided,of
course, that one either can guess phenomenonally well or is undaunted by
failure. When one comes across a statementto the effect that “‘ . . . if
we try the following pair of strategies, we see they solve the game,”’ generally it is not known whether the solution was arrived at by brilliant
mathematical insight or by sheer hack work. Usually, it is a combination
of the two.
There are a few guide posts, however, for one who indulgesin this guessing game. Let us suppose that (x6. y‘”, v) represents a solution to a
given game (x is player 1’s maximinstrategy, y is player 2’s minimax
strategy, and v is the value of the game). Since M(x“, 8;) 2 v, for
j=1,2,°°-°, 2, the strategy y™can utilize with positive probability
only those 8; for which M(x0 B;) =v. Forif y uses a 8; with posi-

tive probability for which M(x, B;) > v, then M(x, y©) would have

to be greater than v, which contradicts the optimality of y‘.! Hence,
if y uses each B;,7 = 1, 2, - * * , n, with positive probability, then of

necessity x") must have the property that M(x", B;) = v, for j = 1, 2,
- ,n.

Inmany games, y‘”uses each 8; with positive probability, so it

1 This follows from the fact that M(x, y) is an average of the numbers M(x), B,),
all of which are not less than v. So if any of them is greater than v andif it is weighted
positively, then the weighted average mustalso be greater than v.
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is usually wise for the guesser to seek an x*, say, such that M(x*, B;) does
not depend upon 7. (Such an x* can be found by solving a system of
simultaneous equations.) The procedures for finding a strategy which
equalizes a player’s expected payoff over all of his opponent’s strategies
have been carried to artistic zeniths in some modern work onstatistical

decision theory. Even ifanx* is found such that M(x*, 8;) is independent
ofj, one muststill verify that x* is maximin. Finding a strategy y* such
that x* is player 1’s best response against y* is a foolproof check, since,
if x* equalizes the possible returns to player 2, then certainly y* is good
against x* (as are all strategies for player 2). Thus the pair is in equilib-

rium since x* and y* are good against each other.

Howto find y* isleft

aS an exercise in mathematical ingenuity only for the expert and the
lucky.
A6.3 CHECKING ALL CRITICAL POINTS
In Appendix 3, we introduced a geometrical model whichis useful in
solving games. ‘There we considered diagrams such as those shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. We are mostly confronted with games where player1 has

f———__|
b

d

u*

U

x (1)

x (0)

oe

(1, 0)

Fic. 1.

e

(0, 1)

Diagram for a game where

A = {ai, a2} and B = {81,Be, Bs, Ba, 85}.
more than three pure strategies, so we cannot usually depend upon having
a two- or three-dimensional pictorial guide. Nevertheless, it is convenlent to explain what weare aboutin termsof these simplecases.
Onecan see in these cases, and “imagine”? in more complicated ones,
what the minimum function (player 1’s security level) looks like. It isa
concave polygonal figure composed of pieces of “‘lines’’ (“‘planes’’ for

m = 3, “hyperplanes” for m > 3), each generated either by a 8; or
by a bounding (vertical) line (plane or hyperplane). A typical point on
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this minimum function is characterized by a pair of coordinates (x, z),
say, where x isa m-tuple (x1, x2, °° ,%m),such that x; 2 0 and ) x, = 1,
and where z is the height of the point from the base plane.

t

Theset of

points (x, z) of this minimum surface for which z is a maximum (i.e., for

which z = v) can be “‘visualized’’ as a convex polygonal (polyhedron)set
which in turn is characterized by its extreme points. For example, the

(1, 0, 0)
Fic. 2.

Diagram for a game where

A = {aj, a2, 3} and B = {f, Be}.
For purposesof clarity, the front face (x2 = 0) of the game cylinder has been removed.

set shown in Fig. 3 is a convex polyhedron with extremepoints, a, b, c, d,
e, f. Wealso note that, when m = 2, an extremepointarises as the intersection of two lines; when m = 3, it arises as the intersection of 3 planes;
and in general it arises as the intersection of m hyperplanes. Hence, a
plan of attack is to find all the points, known ascritical points, which
arise from an intersection of any m hyperplanes. (Note: We also have to
consider the bounding hyperplanes. Thus, if player 1 has m strategies and
player 2 has n strategies, there is one hyperplane for each purestrategy of
player 2 and m bounding hyperplanes, or a total of m ++ n hyperplanes.)
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Finding the critical point associated with any given set of m hyperplanesis
equivalent to solving m linear equations, and thusit 1s equivalentto invert-

ing a square matrix of orderm.

Once we havefoundall the critical points,

we Can eliminate many of them as intersections outside ourfield of interest
(e.g., fin Fig. 1 above)—that is, one or more componentsof the (%1, xo,
- , Xm) part of the point are negative. Referring to Fig. 1, we see that
Cc

. area tet eet ee

e

Fic. 3

the critical point ¢ has coordinates xand 2, and that M(x, B;) 2 4,
for all j. Similarly, the critical point b, with coordinates (x‘”, v*), is
such that M(x”, 8;) 2 v*, for allj. In this manner, we can verify that
only the points of intersection a, b, c, d, and e are on the minimum function, and by enumeration wesee that c, ie., (x‘, v), gives player 1’s
maximin strategy and the value of the game.

Kaplansky [1945], who madethe first formal contribution to finding

solutions of zero-sum games, presented an inductive procedure to determine the value of a game in a finite numberof steps. Later Shapley and

a”

(0, 1, 0)

Fic. 4

Snow [1950] gave a constructive procedure to determineall solutions(i.e.,
all minimax and maximin strategies) of a game; for a very lucid account
of this procedure see Kuhn [1952]. We shall describe it only for m = 3,
but this caseillustrates the basic idea. Suppose that v is the value of the
game and that x‘ = (x{%, x§, 0) is an extreme maximin solution, (see

Fig. 4).

Thus (x, ») is a critical point on the bounding hyperplane

A6.3]
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x3 = 0. Restricting ourselves to this bounding hyperplane, the point
(x6, £9, »(%) is the intersection of two 6; planes, sav 6;, and 8;,. Thus
(x6, x69), v°)) is the unique solution of the system of equations
415,%1 + aoj\x2 = 0

Q175.X1 + Aajx%2 = 0
x1 + xe = 1.

If a solution exists to this system, it can be simply expressed in termsof the
determinant

ais, ayy!
(F@lj2

4252 |

and its cofactors.
To take another example, an extreme minimax strategy x‘? =
(26% 69), x§9)), where x!” > 0, z = 1, 2, and 3, is detected as part of the
unique solution to the equations
415,%1 H @aj,%2 + a37,x3 = 2
A15.X1 + GozXo TF 37.%3 = U

41j,%1 1 G2j,%2 1 43;,%3 = 2
x1 $+ x2 + x3 = 1
for suitable indices j1, 72, and 73 from the set {1, 2, - - - , n} of indices.
Again, the unique solution (if it exists) to this system for any specific
115 72) 3 Can be expressed in terms of the determinant
@1j,

225,

a3;,

Qj;

4273

4353 |

Qijz A2j. 43;

and its cofactors. The extreme minimax strategies y‘” are found in a
similar way.
The algorithm consists, therefore, of isolating a//] square submatrices of
the payoff matrix [a;;] and computing for each such submatrix the potential
extreme maximin strategy, extreme minimaxstrategy, and value. All of
these are expressible in terms of the determinant and cofactors of the submatrices. From the set of potential candidates it is then a simple matter

to check which fulfill the prerequisite equilibrium requirements for a

solution.
The Shapley-Snow procedure also applies to linear programs; see, for
instance, Goldman and Tucker [1956]. However, this procedure is not
currently competitive as a computational algorithm, even though it is of
extreme technical interest.
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A6.4 THE DOUBLE DESCRIPTION METHOD
Motzkin, Raiffa, Thompson, and Thrall [1953] have suggested a computational method, called the double description method, for determining
both the value andall the solutions of a two-person zero-sum gamewith a
finite number of pure strategies. Their procedure is also applicable to
linear-programing problems. In explaining these results, we shall use the
geometry discussed in Appendix 3.
In the double description method the minimum function is built up by
introducing the hyperplanesassociated with the 6,;’s (called 8; planes) one
at a time. First, we consider the minimum function, called the B1, Be
minimum function, generated by the 6; plane and 62 plane. Next, we
introduce the 63 plane and thus generate the 6), 62, 83 minimum function.

B, plane

(By, Bo, B3, Ba; Bs)
a

A?
.
minimum function

(1, 0)

e

(0, 1)
Fic. 5

We continue in this fashion until the 61, Be, - - - , 82 minimum function
is generated, from which the maximin strategy and the value of the game
can beread off.
To be specific, consider a case where A = {a}, a2}. Suppose we have
carried the procedure to the point where the 8), B2, - - - , 85 minimum
function is known, and suppose that it is the function shown in Fig. 1
above. ‘This minimum function is, therefore, characterized by the points
a, b,c, d,e. Now, we introduce the #¢ plane (actually, line in this case).
First, we compute whether the 8, plane lies on, above, or below the
critical points of the 61, G2, - - - , @; minimum function. If the B¢. plane
lies above all the critical points, then it is not a part of the 8), -- - , Bg
minimum function. However, if it lies below at least one critical point
of the 61, - - - , 85 minimum function, then the Bg, plane must be an

integral part of the 6), --~*, 8s minimum function. Hence, new
critical points must be introduced andat least one old one must be discarded to characterize the new minimum function. To be specific, suppose that the 6, plane is above b and below c, asin Fig. 5. A new critical
point g is introduced on the line segment joining b and c, so the point c
will certainly be discarded. To find the exact location of the new pointg,

A6.4|
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we merely find where the line segment joining b and c pierces the 6g plane.
This simple calculation can be easily mechanized, even in higher
dimensions.
There is, however, one non-trivial complication. Suppose, for example,
that the 6. plane is above b and below d. The point wherethe line segment connecting b and d intersects the 6, plane is extraneous, since that
line segment is not a part of the 61, - - - , 8; minimum function.

In

Fig. 5 the 81, - - - , 8; minimum function is characterized by points
a, b, c, d, and e, whereas the 61, - - - , 8. minimum function is charactcr-

ized by points a, b, g,h, ande.

For A = {ai, ae}, it is extremely simple

to check whetherthe line segment joining twocritical points of the minimum function is in fact a part of the minimum function. Such pairs of
critical points are said to be adjacent. But, if player 1 has a large number
of pure strategies, there is no picture to help visualize the procedure, and
so it is difficult to know whetheror not twocritical points of a minimum
function are adjacent. In m-space, two critical points are adjacent if and
only if there are m — 1 planes commonto their characterizations.
This difficulty can be overcome by a bookkeeping scheme. To each
critical point of the minimum function (for the stage under consideration)
associate not only its coordinates, but also the 6; planes which pass
through the point (and thus implicitly characterize it). This double
description of the point (coordinates plus a recording of the planes which
define it) enables one to keep track of whichcritical points are adjacent,
and so precludesintroducingfalse critical points.
To illustrate the next point specifically, let us suppose that player 2 has
ten pure strategies, that we have determined thecritical points of the
Bi, B2, - * * , Bs Minimum function, and that the critical point (x*, v*) is
highest on this minimum function. We can check whether any of the
planes Bs to By lie below (x*, v*). If not, then x* is maximin and v* is
the value of the game. So, in general, it zs not always necessary to compute
the entire minimum function to find the maximin strategy and the value of the game.
This raises another important issue: since the labeling of player 2’s pure
strategies is irrelevant, in what order shall we consider the planes in this
sequential procedure so as to minimize the computational effort? One
suggestion is this: at anystage find the maximumcritical point of the corresponding minimum function and introduce the 8; plane whichis furthest below it. ‘This plane is easy to ascertain, and, if there is no plane
below the maximumcritical point, we might as well stop for we have what
we are lookingfor.
For some purposesit may be extremely advantageous to know, in whole
or in part, the final minimum function. For example, suppose x‘is
the unique maximin strategy of a game with value v, and supposeit has
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the special property that M(x, y) = v for all y. Thus, x‘ equalizes
player 2’s opportunities, and so, if player 1 uses x‘, he will only get 2
even when player 2 does not play minimax. If player 1 suspects that
player 2 is not going to play a minimaxstrategy, then he could try for
more than v. This is only possible, however, if he avoids playing maximin. But player 1, although willing to take a risk to get more than z,
may not want to expose himself to excessive dangers. For example, he
might set up a safe value v* < v and decide to exploit 2’s stupidity or
non-conformity onlv to the extent of using strategies which havea security
level of at least v*. To do this, 1 can refer to his minimum function to
determinethe set of x values for which the minimum functionis above v*;

his deliberations will then be confined to that set. If player 2 is not a
strictly opposing player, setting up a security level v* < v might be quite
realistic. Sce the discussion in Chapter 13 of the Hodges-Lehmanncriterion and also Hodges and Lehmann[1952].
Given the minimum function of a game, which presents an analvsis
from player 1*s point of view, techniques are known which shorten considerably the parallel analysis for player 2.
A6.5> THE SIMPLEX METHOD
The simplex method is a computational technique, devised by Dantzig
[1951 5], to solve linear-programing problems. Since two-person zerosum games can be reduced to programing problems (of a very special
form), the simplex method also yields a computational procedure for
solving games.
The Simplex problem. Let U" be the set of all m-tuples u = (uw, we,
* , Um) such that

(i)

uw,20,

(11)

U1a1; + U242; rot Umaimj = b 5,

fort =1,2,--- ,m.
for J =1,2,°-- yn.

Find those u belonging to U’ which minimize the index
Cyl] + C2uUa tot

+ CU.

The simplex problem is a slight modification of the minimization problem of section A5.2. The inequalities (11) of the minimization problem
are replaced by exact equalities. At first glance, one might think that
this restriction would result in a loss of generality, but this is not so because
an inequality can always be changed into an equality by introducing
dummyvariables. For example, the inequality
Uj\a\5 +s + Umamj 2 b 5,
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is changed to an equality by introducing the non-negative quantity z;,
where
ua; +

7

+ Uma mj —_ 45 = b;.

A simplex problem also has its dual maximization problem, but there1s
no longer a nice symmetry between the dual problems.
The dualof the simplex problem. Let W’ be thesetof all n-tuples w = (w1,
- 5 Wy) such that:
wWid;1 + wea + - ++ + wndin < cj,

forz = 1,2, ° °° ,™m.

Find those w belonging to W’ which maximize the index
70104

+

7

es

+ WnOn-

Note that the dual problem doesnot require the w,’s to be non-negative!

Also, the m constraints are given by inequalities, not by equalities.
The duality theorem for the simplex problem asserts: A solution of the
simplex problem exists if and only if a solution to its dual problem exists, in
whichcase,

If u belongs to U’, we shall say that u is a feasible solution. If u =
(u1, U2, ° * * 5 Um) is such that u; > 0, then we shall say that u uses coor-

dinate z.

Finally, u will be called a basic feasible solution if u belongs to

U’ and if u uses at most n coordinates, where n refers to the n equations
of (ii) in the statement of the simplex problem. It can be shownthat:
1. If a feasible solution exists (which it certainly does for the linearprograming problem derived from a zero-sum game, but need not in general), then a basic feasible solution exists.
2. If a solution to the simplex problem exists, that is, if there is a
minimal feasible solution (cf. the parenthetical remark in 1), then a minimal feasible solution exists whichis also basic.
Onefinal definition: two basic feasible solutions are said to be adjacent
if there are n — 1 coordinates which they both use. Hence, if a basic
feasible solution is modified by eliminating one used coordinate and by
using a new coordinate, then the modification is a basic feasible solution
adjacent to the original! solution.
T'wo assumptions will be made about the simplex problem. Thefirst,
known as a non-degeneracyassumption,” implies amongotherthings that

* The non-degeneracy assumption actually asserts that all n by n submatrices of the
augmentedcoefficient matrix (n by m + 1) of eqs. (ii) are non-singular. If this assumption is not fulfilled, mathematical difficulties are encountered in the formal proofs
which may be surmountcd by perturbating the coefficients slightly so that the assumption is met.
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twofeasible solutions which use the same n coordinatesarein fact identical.
Stated alternatively, we assumethat stipulating a specific set of n coordi-

nates which are to be used uniquely determines the solution to eggs.(ii).

Second, we shall assume that a minimal feasible solution does exist.
This is always so for the problem associated with a game. Actually, for
any linear-programing problem, the simplex method detects in due course
whether or not a minimal feasible solution exists.

The simplex technique establishes the following:

1. Howto find a basic feasible solution.
2. Given a basic feasible solution, how to find an adjacent basic feasible
solution with a smaller index—provided oneexists.
3. If no basic feasible solution adjacent to a basic feasible solution u‘”
has a smaller index than u, then u is a minimalbasicfeasible solution.
In other words, a local minimumis always a global minimum.
Knowing this, the procedure is nowstraightforward. Beginning with
anybasic feasible solution, we proceed along some path from one adjacent
basic feasible solution to the next in such a mannerasto decrease the index
ateach stage. Since, by the non-degeneracy assumption,there are onlya
finite numberof basic feasible solutions, the process must terminate at a
minimal feasible solution.
In a linear-programing problem arising from a game problem, it is
always easy to find a basic feasible solution; however, in a general linearprograming problem,finding a basic feasible solution is non-trivial. It is
accomplished byan iterative procedure which leads from a feasible to a
basic feasible solution and which is analogous to the procedure outlined
above for going from a basic to a minimum basicfeasible solution.
A point of crucial concern is the speed with which this iterative procedure converges. This depends both uponthe initial basic feasible solution chosen and uponthe particular path taken. The pathis not unique
since several solutions adjacent to a given basic feasible solution may each
have a lower index. There are several ad hoc rules for selecting among the
alternatives which, in empirical tests, have proved efficient, but mathematical proofs of their optimality are still lacking.
In practice, approximately n iterates are required to go from a nonminimal to a minimal basic feasible solution. Computational techniques
exist which require 2n? + »-+ m multiplications per step, or, roughly,
2n® + n® + mn multiplications in all. (With modern machinetechniques,
the numberof multiplications required gives a good indication of the total
computation time.) Ifa basic feasible solution is not immediately apparent, the total numberof multiplications may jump to 5n® + 2n? + 2mn.
Thefinal part of Cowles Commission Monograph13, on activity analysis
(see Koopmans [1951]) is devoted to computational proceduresin linear
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programing. There, following Dantzig’s presentation of the theory of the
simplex technique, Dorfman [1951] illustrates its use for a simple explicit
game problem.
A6.6 A GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE SIMPLEX
AND DUAL SIMPLEX PROCEDURES

Lemke [1954] offers neat geometrical insights into Dantzig’s technique,
as well as into his own variation of the simplex technique. ‘These can be

aj

*b

a3
Fic. 6

presented graphically when n = 2, in whichcase the equalities (ii) of the
simplex problem take the form:

QiyUy + aque + °° + anitm = 61
Ayo, + aoott2 + * + * + Amaum = oe.
Denote the points (4@;1, a;2), for: = 1, 2, - - - , m, by a;; then a basic
feasible solution exists if and only if the point b = (61, be) is a linear com-

bination, with non-negative weights of the points aj, a2, °° * , am, 1.€.,

b = uwja; + weag + * + + Uman,
where u; 2 0, for i = 1, 2, -- -,m.

Geometrically, this means that

a feasible solution exists if and only if the point b lies in the convex polyhedral cone generated by the points aj, a2, °° * , am. For example,
feasible solutions exist for the case shownin Fig. 6, but not for that shown in
Fig. 7. Indeed, in Fig. 6 a basic feasible solution exists which uses only
coordinates 1 and 2 (i.e., points a; and ag) and another which uses only
1 and 3; however, none exist using only 2 and 3, since b does not belong
to the cone generated by ag and a3.
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Let us next look into the geometry of the dual to the simplex problem.
Each of the inequalities
fori =1,2,-°°-°-, mM,

W451 + W2di2 < Cys

can be depicted by drawing the line wia;1 + weajg = c; in 2-space, as in

Fig. 8. The points (wi, we), which satisfy the zth inequality, lie on or
below this line. The set of points satisfying the z:th inequality forms a

ay)
a9

ag

Fic. 7

We

/

oN

/

/

/

/a;= (a;),
@;0)

Line: W1a;) + Woo = Cj

/

1
Fic. 8

half-space, and theset of points satisfying all m of the inequalities is the

intersection of (i.e., points commonto) all m half-spaces.

The normalto the zth line has direction numbers a;; and a;2._

Thus, we

mayloosely identify the point a; with the normalto thisline.
Suppose we examine the simplex problem with n = 2 and m = 6 and
having the geometry shown in Fig.9. The convex region W’ (speckled on
the diagram) is characterized by its extreme points, g, h, 1, j, and k.

According to the indicated direction of increasing indices, g = (w$”,
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Line: w,b, + wobop =U

Line:

W111 + W202 = Cy
ie
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L
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Line: wQo) + wWe@go = Co

—

.

Line: w,@5) + woase = Cs

a5
Line:

W 4; F Wogo = Cy

26
b

L

YS

41

a4
a3

Line: w) a3) + Wo@g9 = c3

ag

Line: w,@g) + Woago = Cg

ay

Fic. 9

w§) is the solution of the dual of the simplex Problem,i.e., there exists
a number pu such that
wo by +- ws”bo = 4p,

and
wb, + wb» < b,

for all (w1, Ww) in W’.

Weobservein Fig. 9 that the point g is characterized as the intersection
of the lines associated with a; and a4 and that b lies in the cone generated

by a; and ag (i.e., there is a basic feasible solution using coordinates 1 and

4).

The other extreme points of W’, h, i, j, and k, do not havethelatter

property.

Specifically, h is characterized by a; and a; but b is not in the

cone generated by a, and a;; 11s characterized by a» and a; but b is not in
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This unique propertyof the extreme

point g of W’is algebraically related to the duality theorem.

The point d is characterized by a4 and as, and lies in the cone generated by a, anda;. Thus there exists a basic feasible solution using a4

and as, but it is not minimal since d is not in }WV’. There also exist basic
feasible solutions using a3 and a, (characterizing e), using ag and a;
(characterizing f), and using a4 and a (characterizing g).
The simplex technique might start, for example, with the basic feasible
solution which uses a; and a3, i.e., with the point e.

Since e does not

belong to W’, it is not minimal. The technique instructs us to move to
an adjacent basic feasible solution with a lower index, 1.e., to either f or g.
If we go to g, we are done; if we go to f, then one morestep takes us to g,
since from f the index is only lowered by movingto g.
Lemke suggests a variation of the simplex technique, known as the
‘dual simplex method,” which involves moving from one extreme point
of W’ to another in a mannerthat increases the index at each stage. For
example, suppose we begain at the extreme point j of W’. The point jis
not a solution since the cone generated by a2 and a3 (which characterizes
j) does not contain b. We move from j in a direction perpendicular
either to ae or ag until we come to the next adjacent extreme point—either

iork. (In m-space, we movein a direction perpendicular tom — 1 of the
normals characterizing the extreme point.) Suppose we moveto k; then

we Can go either to j or g.

Since we have just come from j, we would

surely go to g. But suppose we had begun at k; then we would wantto
make sure to go to g, not toj. This is done as follows: Change the sign
of one ofthe normals characterizing the point, in this case a3, so that bisin the
cone generated by —a3 and a4.

Then, move in the direction orthogona!

to the normal whose sign was not changed, 1.e., orthogonal to a4.

that this takes us tog.

We see

Had we been ath, then b isin the cone of —a; and

a1, so we move orthogonally to a; and again move tog. In m dimensions
the process is similar. If b is in the cone generated by the normals
characterizing our point, we have a minimal basic feasible solution. If
not, changing the sign of some normals will yield a cone containing b,
and, after deleting one of the normals whose sign was changed, we move
in the direction orthogonal to the remaining m— 1 normals. The
process is repeated until we arrive at a point characterized by set of
normals which, without reversal of signs, generates a cone containing b.

AO.7 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLUTIONS OF SYMMETRIC GAMES
Brown and von Neumann [1950] have given a proof of the minimax
theorem whichis “‘ ‘constructive’ in a sense that lends itself to utilization
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whenactually computingthesolutions of specific games. The procedure
could be ‘mechanized’ with relative ease, both for ‘digital’ and for

‘analogy’ methods.””

(Brown and von Neumann [1950] p. 73.)

Their procedure applies to games which are symmetric in the sense
that the two players have the same number m of pure strategies and
M(a;,B;) = —M(a;, 8;), fori,7 = 1,2, --+-,m. Although the method
is not directly applicable to non-symmetric games, it would be if we could
symmetrize them, and then interpret the Brown-Neumannsolution of
the symmetrized gamesin termsof the original games. Hence, after discussing the procedure for symmetric games, we shall describe two procedures for symmetrizing other games.
The value of a symmetric gameis zero, for, if player 1 had strategy
guaranteeing at least v > 0, then by adopting the correspondingstrategy,
player 2 could hold 1 down to at most —a, which is a contradiction.
The Brown and von Neumannproceduregoesas follows: Begin with an
initial (time 0) mixed strategy [y1(0), ye(0), - - > 5 ym(O)] for player 2.
If it does not hold player 1 down to at most 0, a “‘force”’ (to be formalized

by a system of differential equations) is exerted on the strategy which

tends to bringit “‘closer’’ to equilibrium. Thus we conceive of a continuous time path y(é) = [yi(2), yo(t), ° - - » ym(t)], where y:(t) 2 0 and
> y:(t) = 1, of mixed strategies, which will be constrained so as to move
toward a solution. That is, if v(t) denotes the most that player 1 can
obtain when player 2 uses y(t), then we want to constrain y(¢) so that
1. v(t) approaches zero as time ¢ increases indefinitely.
2. If, for any to, y(¢o) guarantees that player 1 gets at most zero, then
y(éo) is in equilibrium in the sense that there are no forces acting on
y(to) to moveit.
Our problem is to set up a differential equation whosesolution has such
properties.
For the strategy pair [a;, y(¢)], let u:(t) = M[a:, y(é)] (= the return to
player 1 correspondingto this pair of strategies). We observe that y(#) is
a minimax strategy if and only if u;(f) < 0, for i= 1, 2,-°-, m.
Define ¢;(¢) = max [0, u,(t)]. That is, ¢;(¢) is 0 if a; gives a non-positive
return to player 1 when used against y(¢) andit is 1’s return when that

return is positive.

So player 2 wishes to find a strategy y(#) such that

o;(t) is zero (or very small) for all z.

One index of y(#)’s ability to hold

downplayer 1’s payoffis ¢(t) = » @;(t), for, if P(t) is very small, ¢;(¢) is

i=l

small for all 2, and conversely. Brown and von Neumann require that
y(t) move along a path dictated by the following set of differential
equations:
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t= 1,2, °° 75m.

They show that:
(i)

(ii)

-y;(t) 2 O, for all z and all ¢.

> y(t) = 1, forall ¢.

(iii) o,(t) < c/(1 + te), where c = V2).
Properties (i) and (ii) show that the path y(¢) can always be interpreted
as a mixed strategy, and (iii) says, among other things, that by using y(t) player 2 can hold 1 down to at most ¢/(1 + tc). This quantity approaches
zero as ¢t increases indefinitely. ‘The number ¢ reflects the efficacy of the

initial guess y(0).

The path y(t) need not necessarily approach a limit

but mayoscillate amonglimiting points, all of which are minimaxstrategies for player 2. Since the game is symmetric, optimal solutions for
player 1 are identical to those for player2.
Bellman [1953] presents a variant of the Brown and von Neumann
differential equation approach to symmetric games; he claimsthis yields
an exponential rate of convergence, which of course is much faster than
the rate of 1/t of the Brown-von Neumann process; however, a question
has been raised and not yet resolved about a crucial step in Bellman’s
argument.

H.N. Shapiro informsus that he has also obtained some newresults on
rates of convergence, but these were not available to us in written form at
the timeof writing.
AG6.8 SYMMETRIZATION OF A GAME
Perhaps the simplest symmetrization of a non-symmetric game (A, B,
M) is due to von Neumann(cf. Brown and von Neumann [1950]). It has
the following verbal description. The opponents, Mr. Jones and Mr.

Smith, will be assigned the roles of players 1 and 2 in (A, B, M) according

to the toss of a coin: if it turns up heads, Jones plays 1’s role and Smith 2’s
role; if tails, Jones plays 2’s role and Smith 1’s role. This is just the
symmetrization used to make chess a fair game. Certainly, the overall
game generated in this manner from (A, B, M) is symmetric, and an
optimalsolution for Mr. Jones in the auxiliary game mustprovide optimal
solutions for both players 1 and 2 in (A, B, M). A purestrategy for
Mr. Jones in the auxiliary game can beidentified with a pair (a, B;) of
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pure strategies in (A, B, M). The interpretation is that Jones will use
a; if he is player 1 (i. e., if the coin turns up heads) and 8;if he is player 2
(i.e., if the coin turns up tails). Hence, both Jones and Smith have mn
pure strategies. ‘This symmetrization appears to increase excessively the
number of pure strategies involved; however, Brown and von Neumann
showed that the resulting system of mn simultaneous equations can be
reduced to an auxiliary system of only m + n simultaneous differential
equations.
Gale, Kuhn, and Tucker [1950 a] have given a direct symmetrization
involving only m + n+ 1 pure strategies; it is intimately related to the
reduction of a gameto the symmetric form ofits associated linear-programing problem (cf., Appendix 5). This is their procedure: For the given
game (A, B, M), form player 1’s associated linear-programing problem.
As shown in Appendix 5 (cf. p. 409), this will be a problem of the minimizing variety where the parameters 0,’s and c;’s are all 1. But associated in
turn to this linear-programing problem is a two-person zero-sum game
(cf. p. 419), which takes the form:
1 ~@yy

aay

—ami

1|

! —@j\2

—@92

—am?2

1

Amn

1

0
421n_

Q11
ao}

ai2
a2

— 22n :

Qin |
Aon |}

—1
—1
0

Ami ameti71

—1

—1

—1

1

1

1

0|

Clearly, the induced game is symmetric, and an optimalstrategy for
either player yields optimal strategies for both players in the original game.
A verbal interpretation offered by Gale, Kuhn, and Tucker of their
symmetrization is quite interesting.
We consider a game in which the players are denoted by white and dlack.
We assume that white has an advantage(i.e., if white is the first player, v > 0).
Then the symmetrized gameis given bythe following rules.
The plavers choose independently to play white or black, or to hedge. If they
choose the samecolors or both hedge, the play isa draw. If they choose different

colors, a play of the original game ensues.

As for the remaining possibilities, a

hedge wins one unit from white and loses one unit to black.
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It is evident that this is a symmetric game. That we learn how to play the
original game by playing the symmetrized version follows from the fact that an
optimal strategy for the symmetric game must include playing both white and
black with positive probability. The cyclic nature of the possibilities (white,
black, and hedge), reminiscent of stone, scissors, and paper, makethis intuitively

plausible.

(Gale, Kuhn, and Tucker [1950 a], p. 83.)

AG6.9 ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF GAMES BY FICTITIOUS PLAY

Brown [1951] gives
a very simple iterative method for approximating to solutions of discrete zerosum games. This method is related to some particular systems of differential

equations . . . whose steady-state solutions correspond to solutions of a game

The iterative method in question can be loosely characterized by the fact

that it rests on the traditionalstatistician’s philosophy of basing future decisions on
the relevant past history. Visualize twostatisticians, perhaps ignorant of minimax
theory, playing many plays of the same discrete zero-sum game. One might

naturally expect a statistician to keep track of the opponent’s past plays and, in the
absence of a more sophisticated calculation, perhaps to choose at each play the

optimal pure strategy against the mixture represented by all the opponent’s past
plays. [Page 374.]
Before describing this process in detail, we define the auxiliary notion of
an empirical mixed strategy. Suppose that, in s iterations of a game, player
1 used the purestrategies (a‘?, a, - - - , a), where adenotes the
pure strategy he used on the 7th iteration. If 7 denotes the number of
times pure strategy a; appears in the set (a, a”, - + - , a), then let

x) denote the randomized strategy in which pure strategy a; occurs

with probability r/k. For example, if in five iterations player 1 uses az,
9, 4, G2, a3, then x"? = (2ae, 2%az, Kas). The strategy x“ is called
the empirical mixed strategy for plaver 1, which results from the sequence of

pure strategies (a, a, - - +, a).

The empirical mixed strategy

y‘* for player 2 which results from the sequence of pure strategies (8"”,

BO, - ++, B) is defined similarly.

Brown’s procedure, which applies to iterations of a fixed game,is
described by the followingsteps:
Step 71.

(a) Player 1 chooses a pure strategy whichis called a‘.
x) = Gg,

Then

(b) Player 2 chooses a pure strategy 8°” which is best against x‘?

(i.e., against a), If this instruction, or any of the instructions to follow, is ambiguous because of non-uniqueness,
choose any oneofthe possible pure strategies compatible with

Step 2.

it.

(a) Choose a‘?best against y‘(i.e., against B“).
(b) Choose 6“best against x‘) corresponding to fa‘, a}.
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(a) Choose a‘*best against y‘” corresponding to {8'?, 6B}.
2)
(6) Choose 6“ best against x‘ corresponding to {a‘?, a,
a

Step k.
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(3)

.

(a) Choose abest against y“*—corresponding to {p‘”, - - -

po}.

(b) Choose 8“ best against x“corresponding to {a‘ 1) )
Q (%)

}.

Ls

)

Note that the process possesses only one completely arbitrary choice,
namely, the starting point a‘. Again, let us denote by o;(x) player 1’s
security level with the strategy x, and by ve(y) the maximumthat player 1
can get if player 2 uses y. Naturally, for each k

vi(x™) vo < w(y™),
wherev is the value of the game.

Clearly, if lim v;(x“) = lim v2(y“’),
k> @

ko

this common value must be the value of the game, and so x“) and y“

must be “nearly” optimal for large k.

Julia Robinson [1951] showed that

iterative procedures of this type must converge in the limit, so the Brown
procedure yields the value v in the limit.
In light of these results, finding the approximate value of a gameis very
easy. One merely iterates the game, as we have described, usingfictitious
players, and at each stage the pair of numbers [v;(x), vo(y“’)] are
calculated. Since v lies in between them, the process is terminated when
the desired degree of accuracyis attained.
Brown’s results are not only computationally valuable but also quite
illuminating from a substantive point of view. Imagine a pair of players
repeating a game over and over again. It is plausible that at every stage
a player attempts to exploit his knowledge of his opponent’s past moves.
Even though the game may be too complicated or too nebulous to be subjected to an adequate initial analysis, experience in repeated plays may
tend to a statistical equilibrium whose (time) average return is approximately equal to the value of the game.
Note, however, Brown’s procedure requires each player to use pure
strategies which are best against the empirical mixedstrategy defined for
all preceding pure strategies of the other player. It is natural, therefore, to
ask: what happensif the players have only finite memories(i.e., can only
remember the preceding p moves, say)? For example, if p = 1, each
player chooses the best strategy against the pure strategy just used bvhis
opponent. This procedure need not converge, andit is conjectured that
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no finite memory procedure will work for all games. To see that a
memoryof order 1 will not work, consider the following game:

Bi By Bs
Q]

5

2

0

a»

4

3

4

a3{O

2

5

Starting with aj, we get 83, since it is best against a,, then a3 (best
against 83), then @;, then a;, and the process repeats. However, (a2, 82) is
in equilibrium, and a, is uniformly better than the empirical mixed
strategy (14a1, }4a3) which arises from the iterative process.
A related criticism of Brown’s procedureis that it gives the initial pure
strategies as much weight as the later ones. Since the earlier strategies
were not pitted against as much accumulated knowledge of the opponent’s
strategies, it would seem that they should be minimized. Whatis called
for is a damped memory—but not so precipitous a dampingas finite
memory. The discrete analogue of the Bellman differential equation
method for solving games (mentioned on p. 440), which is obtained if the
differential equation is replaced by a difference equation, has a damped
memoryeffect and furnishes a new iterative algorithm which converges
faster than Brown’s statistical iterative procedure. The Bellman procedure is applied directly to symmetric games; therefore other games
must be symmeterizedfirst.
Von Neumann [1954] describes still another numerical method for
solving two-person zero-sum games. Given the matrix [a;;], 7 = 1, 2,
-,mandj = 1,2, - - - ,n, itis desired to find: (i) anm-tuplex = (%,
xo, °° * 5 Xm), x; 2 0, for all z, and > x; = 1; (ii) ann-tuple y = (41, y2,
i=1
-* + yn), 93 2 0,for allj, and > yj; = 1; and a value v such that
j=1

(iil)

d aap Z 2,

for? = 1,2, -°--°- ,42,

> assy; Su

for? = 1,2, --:,m.

and
(iv)

j

The von Neuman procedure begins with trial triplet (x’, y’, v’) satisfying (i) and (ii), and an iterative procedure is prescribed for going from
triplet to triplet such that a limit is monotonically approached which
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satisfies (iii) and (iv). To each triplet (x’, y’, v’) the following index is
assigned to indicate how “‘close’’ it is to a solution:

¢’ = > (x! — > a;;x/)” + > (> aisyi — 0’) °,
J

4

%

j

where the sum >’ is taken overall j-indices for which the inequality(iii)
J

fauls to hold, and » is taken overall z-indices for which the inequality(iv)
fails to hold.

It can also be written

¢’ = > vj/> + > ui”,
Jj

where
°

( 0.

,

if ) 4jX; Zu

/

v;j =

/

t

| wo

Qij;Xi,,

/

i

and

> Qijvji

,

,
— UV,

:
if
) aisxi) , SU,f

A

.
t
J
if ) Aig)5 2 U.

j

Starting with the triplet (x’, y’, v’), von Neumanndefines the triplet
(x’, ¥’, 5’), where
~~ uy
7

D,i ww
v;

if =e

2
i

y= Sons!
2,3

Observe that thc constant relating wu,’ to ¥;’ is so chosen that %’ = (%1’,

- , Xm’) is a probability vector. Note also that the size of u,’ depends
upon how goodplayer1’s zth strategy is against y’ relative to an “‘aspiration level’’ of z’, so tospeak. The von Neumannrecursive procedure then
defines (x’”’, y’’, v’’) as a suitable weighted average of (x’, y’, v’) and
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(x’, y’, 3’), the weights being so chosen that the index ¢” attached to the
triplet (x”’, y’’, v’’) is small.
The procedure thus generates a sequenceoftriplets, namely,
(x’, y’, v’) —> (x’’, y”, v!”) — (x (3) y®, p63?)

ae (x, y, pM) ee,

and if we let ¢™be the index associated with the Ath iterate, it can be
shown by elementary meansthat:

(i)

oP 2 6” 2 og2B

and

(ii)

@™ €

m+n

[max a;; — min a;;]°.
z,J

oe)

Hence, ¢“— 0 as h increases.
Von Neumann [1954] indicates how the above technique can be programedfor a machine,and he calculates the operation time of eachiterate.
Wequote:
In evaluating the method it ought to be compared with G. Dantzig’s “‘simplex
method.”’ In the latter method the a priori guarantees for the length of calculation and size of numbers are considerably less favorable than ours, but the available
practical experience with the “‘simplex method” indicates that its actual perform-

ance—at least under the conditions under whichit has been so far tested—is much
better than the limits that can be guaranteed.

Limited comparisons of our

method with the “simplex method” again indicate that the latter convergesfaster,

but there is reason to believe that our method can be accelerated by varioustricks
which amount to smoothing the iterative recursive sequence which is involved,

and making this recursion dependent on several predecessors. ‘The description of
the method is offered here as a first step in this direction,1.e., in order to illustrate

the new method, andto furnish a basis for the possible improvements referred to
above. (Von Neumann [1954], p. 115.)

appendix 7

(GAMES WITH
INFINITE PURE STRATEGY SETS

A7.1 INTRODUCTION
An extension of the minimax (equilibrium) theoremto special classes of
games involving an infinite number of pure strategies was first accom-

plished by Ville [1938].

However, particular examples of partitioning-

like games (deployment of military forces) with infinitely many pure
strategies were treated by Borel in 1921 long before Ville’s systematic
treatment of a class of infinite games. In the last decade, a great deal of
research has been concentrated on infinite games, the primary motivation
being games of timing (e.g., when to fire in an air duel) and gamesof
partitioning (e.g., what proportion of one’s resources to allot to a given
endeavor). In many of the examples, it is suitable to identify the pure
strategies with real numbers in the unit interval andpairsof strategies with
points in the unit square. A sizeable literature nowexists for such games
over the unit square.
Independently of Ville, Wald published a series of papers [1945 a,
1945 6, 1950 a] on statistical decision theory in which he developed an
extensive theory for two-person games having infinitely many pure
strategies. Much that Wald did instatistical decision theory using the
game theory he so ably developed can now be accomplished, perhaps more
447
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elegantly, without it; but in all likelihood, today’s formulations would not
have been achieved so readily had Wald’s pioneering game-theoretic
framework been lacking.
A7.2 GAMES WITH NO VALUE
Provided each player’s set of pure strategies is finite, every zero-sum
(strictly competitive) two-person game has
i. A value z.
ii. An optimal (maximin) strategy for plaver 1.

iii. An optimal (minimax) strategy for plaver 2.

To see that this need not be so whenstrategysets are infinite, consider

the following game: Players 1 and 2 each choose a positive integer, say a
and 6 respectively. Player 1 receives one unit from player 2 if a > 8,
zero units if a = 8, and he gives one unit to plaver 2ifa@ < 8. The whole
idea of the gameis to pick a “‘large’* number. ‘This game, as wewill show,
has no value and the players do not have optimalstrategies. The pure
strategyset for each playeris theset of positive integers {1, 2,3, - - -}, and
a typical randomized strategy for player 1 is a sequence {x, x2, - °°},
where > x; = 1 and x; 2 0.

i=1

This strategy simply requires plaver 1 to

choose the integer 7 with probability x;, 7 = 1, 2, -- +. Wenow show
that, for any strategy x, plaver 1’s securitv level, v1(x), is —1. Since
the sum ¥ x; can be made arbitrarily small by choosing Nsufficiently
iv
large, 2 can always render the chance of 1’s winning arbitrarily small.
So, if 1’s choice is known, 2 can hold him down to as near to —1 as 2
desires. Thus, every x = [x1, x2,°°°*} has a security value 2;(x) = —1.
Similarly, for any of player 2’s strategies, player 1 can ensure a return as
near to 1 as he desires. Consequently,
ty = max 7\(x) = —1 < ve = min oo(y) = +1;
x

y

hence the game has no value.
Furthermore, for plaver 1 the strategy in which the integers 1, 2, - - +k
are selected, with probability zero, and the integers k + 7, with probability
xi, for? =1,2,---,ie, {0, 0, --- , 0, x1, xo, - - -}, is uniformly
better than {x1, x2, - - °} in the sense that the formeris at least as good a
response as the latter for any y andstrictly better for some. Wesaythe

latter is inadmissible (because it is dominated bythe former).
strategy can be admissible.

Thus, no
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For such a game, therefore, one can reasonably take the view (as we

shall) that there is no “value” in ascribing a value (a number)to it.

Although one might take the opposite view, arguing that the perfect sym-

metry of the game shouldresult in a (generalized) ‘“‘value”’ of zero, this has
not proved to be a useful definition.

Westill wish to establish a suitable abstract definition of value for some
gameswithinfinite strategy sets. A gameis, as before, a triplet (A, B, M),
where A and B are players 1 and 2’s sets of pure strategies, respectively, and
M isa real-valued function definedforall pairs (a, 8), where a is in A and B
in B. If (a, 8) is chosen, player 1 receives M(a, 8) and 2 receives — M(a, 8).
No assumption is made that A and B are finite. Wefurther assume that
from A[B] a set X[Y] of mixed or randomizedstrategies is generated? having x[y] as a generic element. Corresponding to the pair (x, y), the
expected return to 1 is denoted by M(x, y).
For the game (A, B, M) with the mixed extension (X, Y, M), the following terminology is employed:
1. ‘The gameis said to have a value v if, for every positive e, however
small, player 1 has a strategy in X which guarantees him a return of at
least v — e and player 2 has a strategy in Y whichlimits 1 to a return of at
most v-+e.

Such a gameis said to bestrictly determined.

ii. A strategy from X is said to be maximin if it guarantees player 1 an
amountv, and if no otherstrategy will guarantee him more.
iii. A strategy from is said to be minimax if it guarantees that player1
receives no more than vg andif no other strategy in Y will hold 1 down to
less.
There are, by now, classic examples of games, both with and without a
value, where neither, one, or both players have optimal strategies. If
players 1 and 2 have maximin and minimaxstrategies, respectively, then

v1 < v9; the equality holds if and only if the gamehasa value.

1In the infinite case the set of a// distributions need not be a meaningful concept,
and so somefurther specification is needed. A numberoflevels of generality are possible, including:
i. X uses at most a finite number of purestrategies (i.e., for each x in X thereis
a finite subset wy of A-such that probability, according to x, of choosing an @ in
wy is 1).
ii. X uses at most a denumerable subset of purestrategies.
iii. All measures x are densities (with respect to some specified dominating measure
over a suitably chosen field or c-algebra ofsets).
iv. x is a completely additive measure over some o-algebra.
v. x is a finitely additive measure with all sets measurable. [With this convention,
the value of the game “‘to select the larger integer’”’ (discussed on p. 448) is zero.]
Naturally, whether or not the gamehas a valueor player 1 has a maximin strategy
depends upon the definition of X we choose.
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Therest of this appendix is devotedto classes of infinite games for which
results have been published. Throughout the discussion we shall assume that
the payoff function M ts bounded.

A7.3 GAMES WHERE A (oR B) Is FINITE
Let us assume that A = {a1, a2: * * , Qm} and B is arbitrary.

To

each y of Y, we mayassociate the point [M(a1, y), - - - , M(am, y)] in

ms

\

Line: xm, +x2m, =u

my

m-space (cf. Appendix 4). As y ranges over Y, the associated points
generate a region Si which is convex in the sense that the line segment
joining any two points of SW is in MW. Figure 1 is illustrative for A =
{q1, a2}.

Note that the set 9 need neither be polygonal (as when B isalso finite)
nor containall of tts boundary points. If the point (v, v) belongs to MM (see Fig.

1), then, by choosing this point, player 2 can hold 1 down tov. If, however, (v, v) does not belong to 9M (located as in Fig. 1), as is possible, then
player 2 cannot hold 1 downto z, but he can hold 1 down to v 4 ¢, for
each small positive e«. On the other hand, player 1 can guarantee himself at least v by using (x$a1, x$% ae). Hence we see that the game has a
value and player 1 has a maximin strategy. ‘This result holds for all games
where A is finite. Ifthe gameis such thatthe set IW contains its boundary
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points (at least in the lowerleft part of 31), then player 2 has a minimax
strategy. Note that the dashed 45° line in Fig. 1 does not necessarily
haveto intersect the region IM (cf. Fig. 2¢ p. 403).
A7.4 GAMES WHERE AZ Is ‘SALMOST’’ FINITE
Of considerable significance are those games whereplayer 1 can restrict
his randomizationto a fixed finite set of pure strategies with the knowledge
that he will sacrifice less than e, say, regardless of what player 2 does. To

be specific, suppose ¢ is given (e.g., it might be e = 107°). Then, we

assume there is a finite set A, = {a;,, aj, °° * , a:,{, where r depends

upon e, such that for each x of X there is a ““matching”’ randomization x*
over A,, with the property that

\M(x, y) — M(x*,y)|<«,

for all y in Y.

Wecan think of A, as a finite e-approximation to A.
Now,since A, is finite, the mixed extension of the game (A,, B, M) hasa
value and player 1 has an optimal strategy. By letting e approach 0, it can
be shown that the mixed extension of (A, B, M) also has a value. However, player 1 need not have a maximin strategy—its existence depends,
in part, upon how general we choose to make X.
Speaking very roughly, if A is finite, then a value and a maximin
strategy both exist; if it is not finite but can be approximatedbya finite set
in such a mannerthatthesacrifice is arbitrarily small, then a value again
exists, but a maximin strategy need not.

A7.5 GAMES OVER THE UNIT SQUARE
The infinite games which have received most attention are those whose
pure strategy sets are the real numbersin theclosed interval from 0 to 1,
1.€.,
A= {al0 <

B= {g|0<B
If M is a continuous function on the unit square {(a, 8)|0< a@ < 1,

0 < B < 1}, then, for every e > 0, a finite e-approximation to A can be
found by choosing sufficient points scattered uniformly over the unit interval. Thus, all such games have a value. Players 1 and 2 have optimal
strategies provided X and are taken to bethesets of all cumulative distribution functions over the unit interval [case (iv) in footnote 1].
Morerefined problemsare: (i) Is it possible to characterize the optimal
strategies for games with a continuous payoff over the unit square? (il)
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For which subclasses of such games are there optimal pure strategies?
(iii) For which classes of games are there optimal strategies which use
only a finite numberof pure strategies?
So far as we know,no general characterization in answerto (i) has been
given, and, unhappily, a number of extremely complicated and pathological examples have been exhibited.
Asregards(ii), the importantstrictly convex, or convex-concave, games have
pure strategy solutions. In particular, if, for each a, M is a convex func-

tion of8, i.e., AM(a, 8’) + (1 — r)M(a, 8”) 2 M[a, 6’ + (1 — A)B"),

for all B’, B’’, and 0 < Xd < 1, then player 2 has a minimax purestrategy
and player 1 has a maximin strategy which uses at most two purestrategies. If M is concavein a for each 8,i.e., AM(a’, B) + (1 — A)M(a”, B)
< M[Aa’ + (1 — A)@”, B], for all a’, a’, andO < X < 1, and convex in 8
for each a, then both players have optimal purestrategies. See Bohnenblust, Karlin, and Shapley [1950 6] for further results.
As to question (iii), the first important class of games which have
optimal solutions involving only a finite number of pure strategies are
called polynomial games. ‘They are defined by the condition that there
exist constants m, n, and a;; (i= 1,2, °°: ,m3j =1,2,---,2) such
™m

nr

that M(a, 8) = > > a;;0°B!.
i=1j=

A great deal is known aboutsolutions to

these games; see Dresher, Karlin, and Shapley [1950].

It wasoriginally

hoped that polynomial games would serve as a bridge from the finite case
to infinite games with continuous payoffs, since any continuous payoff can
be uniformly approximated by a polynomial. Unfortunately, this pro-

gram has not been too successful so far.

> The analysis of polynomial gamesis intrinsically related to the moment problem
of statistics. If F and G are mixedstrategies (cumulative distribution functions)
for players 1 and 2, respectively, then

M(F,G) = |, |, M(a, 6) dF(a) aG(6)
5 y a;;0'B7 dF(a) dG(B)
I I, t=1
j=
) y vi(F)aizv;(G),
t=1j=1
1.

1.

where v,(F) = I, a’ dF(qa) is the ith momentof F, and »;(G) = I, B? dG(8)is

the jth moment of G. Consequently, player 1’s strategic problem reduces to the
judicious selection of an ordered set of m real numbers—these being the first m
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By

changing 1 to 2, m to n, and F to G, an analogousstatementholds for player 2. <q

Ms
R48

Because of its increased versatility, an expression of the following form
a;;7;(a) s;(8) )

t=1j=1

where 7; and s; are continuous functions, seems to be a more promising

approxiinationto an arbitrary continuous payoff. Games with payoffs of
this type are called polynomial-like. For given m and n they can usually
approximate an arbitrary continuous game more closely than can the
polynomial games, but this advantageis offset by the fact that at present
much sharper results are known for polynomial games. Dresher, Karlin,

and Shapley [1950] show that in every polynomial-like game both players
have optimal mixedstrategies which use at most min (m, 7) pure strategies.

Finally, Blackwell and Girshick [1954, p. 54] have given an example ofa

continuous gameover the unit square in which every optimal strategy uses
all of the pure strategies. If X and Y are restricted to randomizations over
at most a denumerable numberofpurestrategies, then their example has
a value, but no optimalstrategies.
A7/.6 GAMES INVOLVING TIMING OR PARTITIONING
Games involving either timing or partitioning often can be reduced to
games over the unit square, but in contrast to those we have examined
previously the payoff function is not continuous. To illustrate how the
discontinuities arise, consider the game in which the two players—duelists
—are separated by a distance of two units. At a signal, they begin to
approach one another at the same constant uniform rate. Each is at
liberty to fire a single shot at any time he desires. A pure strategy for
player 1 [player 2] is a number a, OS a <1 [8,0 < B <1]. This is
interpreted to mean that 1 [2] fires when hehastraveled a@ [@] units, unless
2 [1] has fired earlier and missed, in which case 1 [2] holds his fire until
they are together. It is postulated that each player knows his own and
his antagonist’s probability of a kill as a function of the distance between
them—these probability functions are assumed to increase monotonically
and continuously as the distance between the players decreases. If
Pi(y) [Pe(y)] denotes the probability that 1 [2] hits 2 [1] if he fires when
they are a distance y apart, then a possible payoff M is:

(a) M(a, 8) = (1)Pi(2e) + (—1)[1 — Pi(2e)],

ifa <8,

(c)

ifa = Bp.

= (1)PiQ2a) + (—1)P2(2a),
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For example, in case a 1 shoots first. The probability that he hits 2 is
P}(2a), and so the probability of his being hit by 2 is 1 — P(2a), since, if
1 misses, 2 will hold his fire until he cannot miss. We have no wish to
defend the realism of this payoff function; it is merely presented to illustrate that a natural payoff in a duel is not continuous. Thereis a line
of discontinuity along a = 8, since if a < @ 1 shoots first, and if a > 6
2 shoots first. The payoffs on the two sides of the line can differ
appreciably.
Such games with a line of discontinuity in the payoff function have a

value and the players have optimal strategies? (Karlin [1950], p. 141).
Shiffman [1953] generalized this example to what hecalls a symmetrical

game of timing: a game over the unit square where M is:

i. Strictly increasing in a, for a < 6 and @ fixed (ie., the payoff to 1

improves the longer he waits—solongas hefires before 2).

li. Strictly decreasing in 6, for 6 < @ and a fixed(i.e., the payoff to 1
diminishes the longer 2 waits—so long as 2 fires before 1).
ili. M(a, 8) = —M(£, a) (ie., the player’s capabilities are symmetric).
He showsthat, aside from sometrivial cases, the optimalstrategy is a
randomization of a density type. This density function can be expressed
as the solution to a certain integral equation which, in turn, often can
be shown to be equivalent to a system of ordinary linear differential
equations.
Karlin [1953] indicated that the salient feature of symmetrical games of
timing whichleads to an integral equation for the optimal strategies is the
diagonal discontinuity in the payoff function arising from the order in
which the players act.
The history of games of partitioning dates back at least to Borel, who,in
a paper published in 1921 (a translation appears in Econometrica; see

Borel [1953]), posed the following problem:

2 Someinteresting variants of the simple duel are:
i. Each player is unaware when his opponenthas fired except when heis hit.
pistols havesilencers.)
ii. Only one player has a silencer.
iii. Player 1 has m bullets and 2 has n bullets.
iv. Combinations of(iii) and (i) or(ii).

(The

In cases (i)—(iv), the players know all the data of the problem, including the hit
probabilities. To be really complicated, we can supposein case (iii) that 1 does not
know the initial n and 2 does not know theinitial m.

Blackwell and Girshick [1954,

pp. 69-73] discuss (iii) in detail under the assumption that the players have identical
hitting accuracies and m and n are known.
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- two players A and B each choose three positive numbers the sum of which
is equal to 1, viz:
e+tyt+z=1,

x+y +2’ =1;

and each player arranges the numbers he has chosen in a determined order. A
winsif two of the numbers chosen by him are superior to the corresponding numbers of B.
For example, we can think of two opposing generals with equal forces
each of whom must partition his own forces amongthree battle areas without knowing howtheother will deploy his. Each aims to have a numerical superiority at two of the threesites.
Tukey [1949] and Blackett [1954] studied a more general class of games
of partitioning called ‘“‘Blotto games.” ‘Tukey analyzed Blotto games of a
symmetric type, and Blackett examined a specific asymmetric form.
Without actually defining these games, their nature and possible applications are suggested by the quotation from Blackett:
The particular problem of Colonel Blotto illustrates a general class of ““Blotto”’

games in which:

Two players (A and B) contending on N independentbattlefields (labeled 1,

2, - - - , NM) mustdistribute their forces (F and G units, respectively) to the battle-

fields before knowing the opposing deployment.

The payoff (a numerical meas-

ure of the gain of A or equivalently of the loss of B) on the ith battlefield is given by
a function P;(x, y) depending only on the battlefield and the opposing forces x and

y committed to that battlefield by A and B.

The payoff of the game as a wholeis

the sum of the payoffs on the individual battlefields.
An interesting mathematical problem connected with these gamesis the deter-

mination of their solutions from the payoff functions of the individual battlefields.

Instead of studying this in general, the present paper illustrates the possible
applicability of Blotto games to problems of logistics and tactics by analyzing a

particular problem which maybe considered as an especially simple Blotto game.

Suppose a supply system is to deliver a shipment of material from a rear area to
an advanced area by one of N independentroutes subject to interdiction by enemy
assailants. (By ‘“‘independentroutes” is meant routes such that a single assailant

cannotinterdict more than one.)

If the route must be selected in ignorance of the

interdiction plans of the enemy and the enemy muststation his assailants without
knowing the route the shipment will travel, the situation described may be

regarded as a Blotto game in which A selects the route (battlefield) for the shipment (A’s forces) while B distributes his assailants (B’s forces) among the different

possible routes (battlefields). In this game, P;(1, y) represents the gain of A (the
loss of B) on the 7th route when the shipmenttravels the ith route and y of B’s G
assailants interdict this route. The analogous quantity when the shipmenttravels
some route other than theith oneis P;(0, y).
In one military interpretation of this situation the shipment is a naval convoy
andthe assailants are submarines. In anotherthe shipmentis a truck convoy and

the assailants are attack aircraft. In a third the shipment is a bombingstrike
against an enemytarget andtheassailants are interceptors. [1954, p. 55.]
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A7/.7 A MODEL OF POKER DUE TO BOREL
Anotherclass of games on the squareis described in the following quotation from Kuhn’s extremely fine Lectures on the Theory of Games [1952,

p. 139]:

A fertile source of examples of infinite games is provided by models of common
card games. Indeed, they invite treatment by a continuous variable on two

grounds. First, the combinatorial complexity of finite models precludes consideration of any but the simplest cases. Second, the natural linear ordering of a

large number of hands in games such as pokervirtually invites the passage to a
continuum of hands. Consider, for example, the following modelof poker due to
Borel:

‘La relance.

An ante of a units is required by each of the two players.

At the

beginning of a play they receive fixed hands, s and ¢, chosen at random from the
unit intervals 0 Ss =1and0#ZtxZ1. Then 1 either bets an amount 0 — a

or drops out, losing his ante.

If 1 bets, then 2 can either see the bet or drop out,

losing his ante. If 2 sees a bet, the hands are compared with the higher card
winning the total wager 0b.”

Weshall assume that 1 uses pure strategies of the following form: he chooses a

number q@ in the unit interval, 0 S a S 1, and decides to bet when his hand
exceeds a and to drop out otherwise. Correspondingly, a pure strategy for 2 will
consist of the choice of a number @ in the unit interval, 0 S 6 S 1, and the deci-

sion to see any possible bet when his hand exceeds 6 and to drop out otherwise.

(The careful reader will want to verify that every other pure strategy is dominated
by one of these. He will also remark that the original game had too many

strategies to be a game on the square.)

If M(a, 8) is the game matrix, it can be shown (cf. Kuhn [1952, p. 140])
that M is continuous and convex in 8, for each fixed a, and concavein a,
for each fixed 6. Thus, by the theory of convex-concave games, the
b—a\?
» player 1 has a pure
game has a value in this case v = -a( To
a
maximin strategy a” = (

b—

2

‘) » and player 2 has a unique minimax

b—
strategy, which is pure, BS? = TF
a

Player 1 also has randomized

Maximin strategies—he can use any randomized strategy whose mean
b—

2

valueis ( + ‘) -

a

Thus, although 1 can “bluff in an optimal fashion,

he cannot “bluff? so as to guarantee more than that guaranteed by his
pure maximinstrategy. In other variants of poker, this is not always the
case!

appendix 8

SEQUENTIAL COMPOUNDING
OF TWO-PERSON GAMES

A8.1 INTRODUCTION
Wefirst encountered sequentially compounded(i.e., temporally repeated) two-person games in Chapter 5, whereit will be recalled compounded
zero-sum games seemed to be reasonably well behaved but compounded
non-zero-sum games exhibited certain anomalies (e.g., the prisoner’s
dilemma). Here we shall explore the structure of compounded games
more fully, using more complex compounding rules than in Chapter 5,
but confining ourselves primarily to component games which lead to a
zero-sum overall game.
The relevant literature which dates back, even if we are generous, only
to 1951, is already extensive. Apparently, the time was ripe in the
early °50’s, for independently a number of workers attacked variations on
the theme of compounding. Unfortunately, this has led to a good deal of
redundancy, both conceptual and technical, in the literature.
‘The central ideas are these: In one class of games (recursive and
stochastic) a normalized gameis played at each stage, and the player’s
strategies control not only the (monetary) payoff but also the transition
probabilities which govern the game to be played at the next stage. In
anotherclass (survival and attrition games) there is but one component
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game and it is repeated. ‘The players have limited initial resources, and
these fluctuate in time according to the outcomes of repeated plays of the
given game. The overall game is concluded when oneof the playersis
bankrupt. In still another class (compound decision problems) a given
gameis repeated, and each player attempts to control the average payoff
by exploiting the statistical records of his adversary’s previous choices.

The final class (economic ruin games), which wediscuss only briefly, is

typified by the problem of corporate dividend policy: The more generous
the dividend policy of the corporation, the less secure it is against future
exigencies; however, in opposition to this platitude is the truth, imposed
by interest rates, that a dollar today is worth more than the present value
of a dollar to be delivered in the future.
As we explore these topics we will also indicate some of the interrelations: how the theory of stochastic games suggested that of recursive games
which,in turn, is related to the theory of survival and attrition games; how
Blackwell’s approachability theory, which was motivated byattrition
games, can be used to analyze compound decision problems; and how
approachability theory is technically similar to a generalization of the
theory of survival games.
A8.2 STOCHASTIC GAMES
The first game to be described is a specific stochastic game which
involves these two payoff matrices:
Component Game T°!

ay)
ao'|

By

4 & (0.48, 0.5T, 0.177)

—2 & (0.68,

OF’, 0.467)

Bo"

0 & (0.28, 0.57}, ns |
2 & (0.85, 0.2r1,

oF?) |,

Component GameI”

By?

ay? » &( 18, OF}, or’)
ay?
2 & (0.18, 0.574, 0.47?)

Bo”

2 & (0.68, 0.27, oar|
5 & (0.38, 0.664, 0.1F?) |.

The meaningof the entries will become apparent ina minute. Suppose,
as an initial condition, the stochastic game starts at component game I’
with the players making simultaneous choices. Suppose 1 selects a1 and
2 selects B11, then the resulting payoff 4 & (0.48, 0.5T4, 0.1) meansthat
player 1 receives 4 units from 2 and a lottery is performed in whichthe outcomes “Stop,” “Play I’! next,” and “Play I next” occur with probabilities 0.4, 0.5, and 0.1, respectively. If, for example, the lottery yields
outcome I’,ie., “Play F? next,” then the players do just that—they play
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the component game I’. Suppose 1 chooses a2” and 2 chooses 61”; then
the payoff is 2 & (0.15, 0.5T’, 0.47”). As before, this means that player 2
gives 2 units to player 1 and a lottery is conducted in whichthealternatives
“Stop,” “Play I) next,” and “Play I’? next” occur with probabilities 0.1,
0.5, and 0.4, respectively. The play continues until a lottery yields a
‘Stop’? outcome, and the overall payoff to each player is the sum of his
payoffs in the component gamesof the play.
The play proceeds from component game to component gameaccording to transition probabilities controlled jointly by the players. At each
trial, each player must consider not only the probable effect his choice has
on his positional payoff at that trial but also its effect on his chances of
playing the several component gamesin the future. Since each lottery
has a positive “stop”? probability, the play is ‘‘almost certain” (i.e., with

probability 1) to terminate in a finite numberofsteps.

The generalization is straightforward. The r component games I’,
r?,--++,T" are given. In game I“, player 1 has the purestrategies
ay”, ag*, +, Om,” and 2 has the purestrategies Br", Bo, - + +, Bn,*.
If 1 uses a,” and 2 uses B;*, the payoff is
|
ai; & (pi;*°S, pijfT}, pij’T?,

where
and

,

ek , bij"T"),

biz”? > 0, pij*! 2 0, for? = 1,2, °° -,7,
bij” + p;* +

,

ke

+ pij*” — |.

These payoffs are interpreted to mean that player 2 gives 1 a;;" units
and a lottery is performed in which the play terminates with the posztzve
probability p;;*° and the component game I” is played next with prob-

ability p;;"",l = 1,2, --°,7.

If we let T' standfor the collection {r+,r?, - - - , 7}, then the specific

game which begins with I maybe denoted bythe pair (T; I).
Shapley [1953 d] first defined stochastic games, and he characterized

their solutions in this sense: for each initial condition, he gave a method
for finding the value of the game, 1’s maximin strategy, and 2’s minimax
strategy. Weillustrate his procedure for our specific example.
First, the given game is truncated attrial n as follows. It is played
without any modification as long as it terminates prior to the nthtrial.
But, should it last n trials, then, instead of playing a component gameat
trial n + 1, player 2 gives 1 a fixed amount w$”, if ' was to be played,
and w$), if [? was to be played. Elliptically, the game is said to be
“truncated at trial n by means of the payoffs (w{”, wS”).” If n is large,
it is intuitively clear that the truncated gameis not very different from the
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original game, and the particular values w{ and wi” which are used
should not critically affect the overall value of the truncated game. If
this is so, it is importantsince the truncated gameis easy to analyze. Let

us see why.

Attrial n (if the gamelasts that long) the payoffs are:
Game I! (w\” wi”)

a;

ao

By

4+ 0.5wi) + 0.1w$

—2 + 0.40§”

Bo?

0.5wl” + 0.3w$”

2+ 0.20|,

Game T?(w{, w$°)
By’

Bo"

2 + 0.20!+ 0.20
~1
oy
ae? 2 + 0.56 + 0.405 5 + 0.606 + 0.1w$”].
Note the labeling: the payoff matrix of component game I™attrial n is

denoted I*(w\”, w§), & = 1, 2.
Let

w'!) = value of zero-sum game I'(w$, w$) = val T4(w)”, w§”)
ws) = value of zero-sum game I'?(w6”, w§”) = val T?(w$”, w$”).
We now work backwards. Attrial n — 1, the outcome “Play I* next’?
has the value of w{!’ to player 1,4 = 1,2. Thusat thattrial, the players

should behave as if they are playing T'(w{”, w$) and r?(w$, w$)).

Continuing our backward induction, for any integer s,0 < 5 < n — 1, let
wet) = val Te(w, wi),

for k = 1, 2.

In particular, at the first trial we have
w™ = val I*(wi"—), wi"-?),

for k = 1, 2.

Thus we see that w{” and w{”are the values of the games (T; I) and

(T'; 1), respectively, when they are truncated at n by (wi, w$).

These considerations suggest that we define what may be called the
value transformation: the function T which mapsthepair (wy, we) into the
pair [val T'4(w1, we), val T'7(w1, we)] = T(wi, we). In terms of T, the
above induction can be written:

Twp”, w3”) = (wy, w”)

T*(wy, wy?) = Toy”, wy?) = (wy, wy)
T™(wi”, wy”) = (wi, wy”).
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It is intuitively plausible (and Shapley provesit) that:

1. As n increases, T”(w, ws) has a limit which is independentof
(w(”, wS). We denote it by (w1*, w*), i.e.,

lim T*(w{”, w3”) = (wi*, wo*).

nN@

2. (w1*, w2*) is the unique pair with the property that
T(w1*, we*) —- (w,*, we*),

i.e., (w1*, we*) is the unique solution of the two equations in two unknowns:

Ww, = val T' (wi, we)
we = val T?(wy, we).
In the general case, (w1*, wo*, - + * , w,*) is the unique solution of the

system

w, =T*(wi,w,-°°+,w,),

fork=1,2,°° +r.

3. Player 1 has a maximinstrategy for the stochastic game which con-

sists of playing a maximin strategy for T“(w,*, wo*) whenever the com-

ponent game I“ arises.

This guarantees player 1 an expected return of at

least w;,* for the game (T; Tr). Changing 1 to 2, maximin to minimax,
and w,* to —w,;*, an analogous statement holds for player 2.
Shapley points out that, if player 2 has only one pure strategy in each
component game, he is really a dummy player and this degenerate
stochastic game amounts to a dynamic programing problem for player1.
A8.3 RECURSIVE GAMES
Recursive games and stochastic games are closely related, the only
difference being the form of the payoff functions in the component games.
Recall that, when 1 chooses his 7th strategy and 2 his jth strategy in the
component gameI™ofa stochastic game, then the payoff is
a;;" & (pij*°S, pi"'T", mn pij"T"),

r

where p;;"° > 0, pi; 2 0, for! = 1,2, -- - ,7, and p;;"° + > bij’ = 1.

1=1
In a recursive game two small, but important, modifications are made:
1. A payoff of actual units (such as a;;") only occurs when the play
terminates.
2. The probability of stopping, p;;*°, is not necessarily positive.
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A typical payoff in a recursive gameis of the form:

[pi;*°(a:;* and S), pij'T?, pi;**07, - > + , pij*T"),
where bij" 2 0, for! = 0,1, 2, -- - ,7, and > bij" = 1.
1=0

This is the

interpretation: With probability p;;*° (not necessarily positive!), the play

stops and 2 pays 1 a;;* units, and with probability ;,;*’ the game TY
is played next (and no units are exchanged atthis trial!), for / = 1, 2,
- ,r. The basic reference for recursive gamesis Everett [1954].
The conceptual differences between stochastic and recursive games are
illustrated in the following simple examples discussed by Everett:
Example 7.

Bi*
Tr: ay! (rt

Be?
1].

There is only one component game, and player 1 is strategically a
dummy. If 6;! is always played, then the component gameis repeated
indefinitely, and so the recursive game never terminates. This real
possibility must be taken into account by the rules of recursive games.
Weshall say that the payoff to each playeris zero for any non-terminating
play of a recursive game.
Example 2.
1,0

; Bx" B2*
T

1

nm ae" F

5|

By using the mixed strategy [(1 — e)a1}, ea2!] repeatedly, where

O < e< 1, player 1 can force the play to terminate with probability one,
yielding him an expected return of at least 1 — e, regardless of 2’s strategy.
For, if 2 uses 6;' at any stage, then the play terminates with probability e,
yielding player 1 a return of one unit; and, if 2 uses B2', then the play
surely terminates yielding 1 an expected return of 1 — e units. Therefore, player 1 can guarantee himself an expected return arbitrarily close to
1; but he cannot reach that value, and so he is said to have e-maximin
strategies.
For this recursive game, the analogue of the important functional
equation which arose in the analysis of stochastic gamesis:
w,

re YA"
=

val

11

|“!

which has the unique solution w;* = 1.

0

#4,

However, although the unique
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maximin strategy for the game
Wy *

1

1

0

is a1, its repeated choice leads to a security level of 0, not 1, since player

2 can prevent the gamefrom terminating by choosing 8;' at eachtrial.
Example 3.

r}
By? Bot

ay,

Tl

T!

ae!

Tr?

20

a3'|{20

YT?

T?
Bi?
ay? [—10]

This third example is simple to analyze, since the payoff I’? in component game I? is trivially worth —10 to player 1. Player 1’s maximin
strategy is always to use (0a;1, Yae!, a3") in the game I}, player 2’s

minimaxstrategy is (14811, }482') for component game I"}" and the valueis
+5. By denoting the payoff for (a31, B2') and (a2, B11) as T?, not —10,
several points about recursive gamesare easily demonstrated:

i. In general, the solution of a recursive game cannot be obtained as the
limit of solutions of truncated games. For suppose that this recursive
game begins with I! and that, when the play does not terminate by the
nth trial, the payoff is zero to both players. This truncated game has
value +10 to player 1, since he can play aj! for the first n — 1 trials and
(Oa14, Yaz!, Yas) at trial n. Regardless of player 2’s strategy at trial n,

1’s payoff is the lottery (14 20, }4T'”), which is worth 10 units to him since

the outcome I’? ontrial n is worth only zero when the gameis truncated at
n. But, as we noted, the value of the recursive gameis 5, not 10.
i. A fixed point of the “‘value transformation”’ does not necessarily yield
the value of the game. Also, there is not necessarily a uniquefixed point,
and, therefore, we cannot conclude(as for stochastic games) that, starting
with any initial point, repetitions of the value transformation will necessarily yield a sequence converging to the value of the game. Asanillustration, observe that the system
W1
Ww, = vallwe
20

wy
20}

we = val [—10] = —10,

wo

has (w;, —10) as a solution for every w; 2 5. Furthermore, if westart
with (w{”, wS) = (0, 0), then we get T(w{”, w§”) = (10, —10) and

T?(w\”,, w§) = T(10, —10) = (10, —10), etc. Thus 77”(0, 0) con-

verges to (10, —10) instead of the value (5, —10).
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‘These examples establish that, mathematically, there must be a considerable divergence betweenthe theory of stochastic and recursive games.
Nevertheless, Everett [1954] shows that every recursive game has a value
and that valueis a (notthe/) fixed point of the value transformation. ‘The
players do not necessarily have maximin and minimaxstrategies, but
Everett characterizes what maybecalled their e-optimal strategies. His
results, although more complicated than those for stochastic games, can
be outlined as follows:
1. Suppose a recursive game has the components (Tf, I”, - - - , I’).
An r-tuple (wi, we, °° * , w,) is obtainable by player 1 if the “‘value transformation” 7,
T
(w, W2, °° * y Wy) > (wy’, We, nn) Wr’),

where

wy! = val T*(w1, wo, - - * , re);

fork = 1,2, °°: ,7,

has the properties!
(i)

(ii)

wy’ > wy,

wy,’ 2 we,

whenever w; > 0,

whenever w; < 0,

fork =1,2,---,7. If (wi, - °°, w,) is obtainable and the game
begins with I, then by playing a maximinstrategy of I*(w), wo, °° ,
w,) whenever the component game I occurs, k = 1,2, ° °° 47, player 1
can guarantee himself an expected return of at least w;. The analogue
for player 2 is: the r-tuple (wi, we, * + * , w,) is obtainable by 2 if
(i)
(ii)

wy’ < wy
wy’ < wy

whenever w;, < 0,
whenever w;, 2 0,

fork =1,2,---,7r. If (wi, - °°, w;) is obtainable and the game
begins with I, then, by playing a minimax strategy of I*(w,, - - + , wr)
whenever the component game I“ occurs, k = 1, 2, -- - , 7, player 2
can guarantee that player 1 gets an expected return of at most w,.

Definition. The r-tuple (w{”, w$, - - + , w) is said to be a critical

vector if, for each e > 0 however small,
(a) There exists another r-tuple which is obtainable by 1 and is (componentwise) within e€ of (w(, +--+, w{),
(b) There exists another r-tuple which is obtainable by 2 and is (componentwise) within ¢ of (w{”, - - - , w%).

1To appreciate the delicacy of requirements (i) and (ii), the reader can check that

wy satisfies (i) and (ii) in example 1 if and only if w; < 0, and in example 2 if and only

ifw, <1.
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A critical vector(if it exists) is unique, andit is interpreted as the “‘value”’
of the recursive game.
2. If the critical vector exists, then it is a fixed pointof the “‘value transtormation” T, i.e., T(w ”, w$, - - - , w&) = (w§, wh, - - - 5 wh).
3. Every recursive game possesses a critical vector.
p> Although formulating the definition of an obtainable vectoris delicate, once it is

done correctly proving the assertions in 1 is a straightforward analytical matter.

Assertions 2 and 3 are somewhat deeper. First, consider a recursive game with just
one component I"},i.e., '1 is played repeatedly until termination occurs(if it does).
Let m and M be,respectively, the minimum and maximum payoff entries in "1.
Weshall consider val I'!(w) as a function of w, which can be plotted asin Fig. 1.

Fic. 1

The following can be shown: val I'!(w) is monotonically non-decreasingin w,it is

continuous, val I'4(m) 2 m, and val T!(M) < M.

These four properties imply

that the graphof the function for m < w < M must cutthe 45° line which passes
through theorigin, i.e., there are solutions to the equation w = val T4(w). In
Fig. 1, w* is a critical vector since, for any e > 0, w* — € is obtainable by 1, i-e.,

val T}(w* — €) > w* — e€, and w* is itself obtainable by 2 (i.e., val T4(w*) < w*
andw* > 0). So the recursive game has value w*, 2 has a minimaxstrategy, and
1 has €-maximin strategies. (A set of inequalities, which we have not presented,
rules out the possibility that the graph again crosses the 45° line as w increases.
Thus, certain potential pathological examples do not really plague us.)
Next, we consider a recursive game having two components, I"! and T?, and now

we let m and M be the minimum and maximum entries of the two payoff tables.

If we werearbitrarily to substitute the numberwy» for I’, then the given two com-

ponent recursive game would collapse into the one component recursive game
T'!. As we know, this game hasa critical value which, of course, depends upon
we. To show this dependence, we shall denote the critical value by w1*(wz).
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As the reader will have anticipated,it

can be shownthatin the interval m < we < M this function is monotically non-

decreasing and continuous, it neither lies below the 45° line at w2 = m nor above

that line at we = M,and it never crosses the 45° line from below to above as we

increases. A plot of val I'*[w *(we), we] versus we is similar in form to Fig. 1.
Let w.* be the pointclosest to the origin where the graphcrosses the 45° line (such a
point exists because of the properties we have just stated). Our claim is that
[w1*(w2*), we*] is a critical vector of the recursive game.
To provethis assertion, one must show that both players have (different) vectors

which are obtainable and whichlie arbitrarily close to [w1*(w2*), we*]. As an
illustration of how this can be done, we will take the case where w,*(we2*) > 0 and
we* > 0, and wewill only worry about a vector obtainable by 1. Choose wy’ below and ‘“‘very close’’? to w2*; then by continuity w1*(w»’) is very close to w1*(we*)
and, since w2* is the point nearest the origin where the curve cuts the 45° line,
val T'?[w y*(we’), we’] > we’.
Now,wi*(w.’) is critical for the reduced game I‘! when wz’ is substituted for T'?;
therefore, there exists a wy’ arbitrarily close to w1*(we’) which is obtainable in the
reduced game, namely:
val T'4(wy’, we’) > wy’.

Finally, we note that wy’ is ‘close’ to w ,*(we*), and, since wy’ is also close to
w1*(we’), continuity implies
val T'2(wy’, we’) > we’.

Therefore, (w1’, we’) is obtainable by player1.
Everett gives a rigorous inductive proof that a critical vector exists for every
recursive game whichfollows along the abovelines.
<
Everett [1954] actually proves results more general than the ones
we have stated. For example, the component games need not have a
finite numberof pure strategies provided that each game has a value when
any r-tuple (wi, we, * * * , w,) is substituted, and maximin and minimax
strategies do not have to exist.
As Everett points out, his results include Shapley’s existence theorem for
stochastic games as a special case. Weelected to outline Shapley’s work
first because the importanceof the value transformation is readily demonstrated and because at present the results for stochastic gamesare stronger.
Let the stochastic game have a payoff of
aij

ke

& (p:7°°S, pi?T4, mn Ny pij*’T)

assignedto the strategy pair (a;*, B;").
payoff
. «0
pij

A related recursive game has the

aie
_Alpl
p kO0 & S 9 pij
Yr ’
tJ

...

_Arpr
’ pij Yr

* The rigorous version of this proof uses the familiar (e, 5)-method.
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for the same strategy pair. Since p;;"° > 0 (a basic assumption for
stochastic games), the quantity a;;"/p,;"° is well defined. We note that
in the stochastic game the paymentof a;; units is certain to occur; whereas,
in the related recursive game, the expected value of the paymentis a;,"
units. Also, the transition probabilities for the outcomes “‘Stop” and
“Play Inext” are identical in the two games. Consequently, the strategic
analyses of the stochastic gameandits related recursive game are the same.
In the theory of stochastic games, if the assumption thatp,,"° is strictly
positive for all z, 7, and k is dropped, a value does not alwaysexist. ‘This
can beillustrated by a simple example. In the game I:

Bi"
ay" [1 + Tr’),

player 2 gives player 1 one unit at each stage and the gameis repeated.
So the ‘‘value”’ (if it can be said to exist) must be infinite. Ifthe meaning
of ‘‘value’’ is extended to include any finite numberplus “‘numbers’’+
and — o, then it is easily shown that for one-component stochastic games
an ‘“‘extended value” always exists—evenif p;;1° = 0 for somei, 7; however, this result is not generally true when there are two or more components. For example, in the game:
ComponentI'?

Component I?

atf1 +7)

a[—-14T4

Bx"

Bx"

players 1 and 2 transfer one unit back and forth, and so a “value’’ does
not exist in the usual sense. However,if all the a;;” are non-negative (or
non-positive), an extended value does exist. These games Everett calls
univalent, and one-component gameshecalls semple.
A8.4 GAMES OF SURVIVAL
Gamesof survival are one of the possible generalizations of the classical
gambler’s ruin problem: Two gamblersinitially have r and R — r dollars,
and at eachflip of a (not necessarily fair) coin the loser pays the winner a
dollar. The game is terminated when one of the gamblers’ capital is
exhausted—whenheis ruined. Centering attention on the gambler with
initial capital 7, let p be his (constant) probability of winning a dollar and
q = 1 — p his probability of losing a dollar when the coin is tossed. Let
q, denote the probability that he is ultimately ruined. It can be shown
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(cf. Feller [1950, p. 283]) that

(q/p)® — (q/p)" )

a)rm)
"

Jp,
R

ifip

1

er?

~—

1

’

if p = 2

Feller also discusses the distribution of the time duration of the game.
Once the gamblers are committed to playing this ruin game,nostrategy
problem is involved. But one can be introduced by the following modification. As before, assume two gamblers, players 1 and 2, enter into a
game of survival with ry and R — 7 dollars, respectively, but, instead of a
chance device determining the paymentat eachtrial, they play a given
zero-sum (in monetary units) game. If player 1 uses strategy a; (2 = 1,
2, °° *,m) and 2 uses 8; (7 = 1,2, - - - , m) at anytrial, then 1 receives
a;; dollars from 2. ‘The gameis repeated until one of the playersis ruined.

As an example (Hausner [1952a, b]) suppose:

(a) Player 1 has 7 dollars, where r = 1 or 2 or 3.
(6) Player 2 has R — r dollars, where R = 4.

(c) At each trial the players play the zero-sum game
Bi

Be

A)

2

—|

a9

—2

1

.

This ruin game is equivalent to the following three-component recursive
game:
Component
Component
Component
Game [!
Game I?
Game I?

Bi" Be"

ai'|T® 0

aot {|O

7}

Bi” Be"

ay*{1 It]
ag?}0 Te}

Bi>

aft

Ba"

1?

afr? 1

|,

where Iis interpreted as the game faced by player 1 whenhiscapitalis
k dollars. Player 1’s payoffs (0 if he is ruined and 1 if his adversaryis
ruined) are selected so that the value of the game has a naturalinterpretation in terms of ruin probabilities. Suppose players 1 and 2 choose
strategies; then the expected valueto 1 1s:

0 X (Probability that 1 is ruined + Probability of a
non-terminating play)
+1 X (Probability that 2 is ruined).
Hence, the expected payoff equals the probability that 2 is ruined.
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The value transformation for recursive games applied to wj, we, w3
yields
WwW

Wo

w

= va

= va

?
,
;

I

= Va

}9

we

1

im

(0 wel

= ———)

w3 + we

W3
= ——____—_)

4

|

mw,

1

wet1 — wy,
1 — wywe

=

2— w.— wy,

V2

we* *
= 0.5,

mw, * =1- 2 = 0.293,

IS

It can be shown that this value transformation has only one fixed point
(w1*, wo*, w3*), where
w3* =

= 0.707.

Since w,* > 0, wo* > 0, w3* > 0, the general existence theory of recur-

sive games implies that (w1*, we*, w3*) is obtainable for player 2 and that

a minimaxstrategy for player 2 is to play his minimaxstrategy in each of
the component games I'*(w,*, wo*, w3*), k = 1, 2, 3. In this special
game, the composite strategy in which player 1 uses his unique maximin
strategies in the component games I'*(w1*, wo*, w3*), k = 1, 2, 3, is
maximin.
In summary: if the two players have a total capital of four units and
repeatedly play the zero-sum game

Bi
then:

a)

2

ag}

—2

Be
—1

1 |,

Current Capital Probability of 2’s
Maximin Strategy Minimax Strategy
of
Ruin When 1’s
for 1 When 1’s
for 2 When 1’s
Player 1
Current Capital Isr Current Capital Isr Current CapitalIsr
r=1
r=2
r= 3

0.293
0.5
0.707

(0.41401, 0.586a)
(0.5a1, 0.5a2)
(0.586a1, 0.414a9)

(0.41461, 0.58682)
(0.293681, 0.707Be2)
(0.41461, 0.58682)

Hausner’s treatment of this game, which differs from that given here,
predates Everett’s work on recursive games and Shapley’s work on
stochastic games.

As another example, also given by Hausner [19524], suppose the players

each begin with one unit and they play a game of survival based on the
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zero-sum game
Bi
Oy

0

ag}1

Be
1

—1}.

If (ai, Bi) is used at eachtrial, the play does not terminate. Thus, if each
player aims to guarantee his ownsurvival(i.e., non-ruin), the gameis non-

zero-sum and using (aj, 81) at every trial can be thought of as a coopera-

tive “solution.” By “‘player 1’s survival game”’ let us refer to the gamein
which 1 “‘wins” if and only if either 2 is eventually ruined or the play is
non-terminating. In this game, using a, at each trial guarantees that 1
will “win.” By “player 2’s survival game” let us refer to the game in
which 1 “‘wins” if and only if 2 is eventually ruined. Thereis no strategy
which makes 1 certain of winning in player 2’s survival game.
The induced recursive gamefor player 2’s survival gameis
Game Fr!

Bi* Be"
a!

r}

a! i

1
5

This one-componentrecursive game has already beenstudied(cf. p. 462).
It will be remembered that w,* = 1 is a critical value; that 2 can obtain

the value 1; and that for any e, however small, 1 can obtain the value
1 — ein the sensethat, if player 1 uses a mixed strategy which is maximin
for the game
1—e 1
1
0
at each trial, he can guarantee himself an expected return of more than

1 — e (butstill less than 1) in the recursive game. Thepurestrategy a! is

maximin in I'4(w,*), but it is not maximin in the recursive gamesinceit

only gives a security level 0 (because 81' versus a,' leads to a non-terminating play).

Peisakoff [1952] extended Hausner’s work on gamesof survival, which
wasrestricted to those generated from two-person zero-sum games with
two pure strategies for each player, to those with an arbitrary finite
number of pure strategies in the component game. Again weshall
reverse the historical order, arriving at Peisakoff’s results via Everett’s
theory of recursive games. (Everett did not indicate this connection in
his paper.)
Data of the problem.
i. The players have a total initial capital of R units.
ii. Player 1 has an initial capital of ro units (r9 = 1,2, °° - ,R— 1).
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ili. A two-person zero-sum gameis given wherethe payoff to player1 is
ay; 1 1 uses a; and 2 uses Bj, for: = 1,2, -- + ,m,andj = 1,2, °° ,7n.
The return a;; 1s an integer for all 1, 7.
iv. This zero-sum gameis played repeatedly until one of the players is
ruined (i.e., his capital is reduced to zero).
v. Player 1 “‘wins” if and only if player 2 is eventually ruined. (This is
‘“‘player 2’s survival game.’’)
The above game induces a recursive game with R — 1 component
games IM4=1,2,°-°--,R—1. If1 uses a,* and 2 uses B;* in I*, then
the payoff is:

(az)

Tt)

if1 Ck +a; <¢R—-1,

(c)

1

ifk +a; 2 R.

(b) 0

ifk + a;; < 0,

From the general existence theory of recursive games we know: 1.

This game has a uniquecritical vector—an (R — 1)-tuple (wi*,we*, --: ,
wp *)—whichis the value of the gamein this sense: If 1’s initial capitalis

rg units, then he can guaranteethat 2 will be ruined with a probability that
is arbitrarily close to w,,*, and 2 can guarantee that he will survive (not
that 1 will be ruined!) with a probability that is at least equal tol — w,,*.
2. The critical vector is a fixed point of the value transformation, 7,
which maps (w, we, °° * , WR_1) into (w)’, we’, - * * , wr_i’), where
wy = val T*(w1, wo, - - * , wR_i),

k=1,2,°---:,R—-1.

Finding this fixed point of the value transformation entails solving R — 1

equations in Rk — 1 unknowns.

3. From the interpretation of the problem,

0S wi* Swe*®* f+ ++ Lwei*® <1;
therefore, (w1*, wo*, - - * , wr_1*) can be obtained by player 2, and his
minimax strategy is to play a minimaxstrategy of T*(w,*, wor, ss,

wp—1*) whenever the component game I™ occurs.
4, Starting with the (R — 1)-tuple (0, 0, - - - , 0), successive iterations
of the value mapping yield a componentwise monotonic non-decreasing

sequence of (R — 1)-tuples
i

(wi, ws ,

mT

1

2

2

sy wes), (w ,, ws ,

*

*

2

as 9

’

(p)

(w;” ’ wy, ms Wie), ms

which converge componentwise to the fixed point (wi*, we*,---,
wp_i*). The vector (w\?, wf, ---, wP) is the value of the recursive game truncated at trial » by the vector (0, 0, - - - , 0) in the sense
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that, if 1’s initial capital is 7, units, his probability of ruining 2 bytrial p is
w\? ) provided that optimalstrategies for the truncated gameareused.

These results are similar to, but do not follow from, Shapley’s [1953 d]

theorems about stochastic games; however, they do follow from Everett’s
results on univalent games which in turn were motivated by Shapley’s
results. Ofcourse, neither Shapley’s nor Everett’s results were available to
Peisakoff. Peisakoff’s paper contains many of the ingenious tricks used
later, but arrived at independently, by Shapley and Everett.

Milnor and Shapley [1955] have further generalized the scope of the

theory of games of survival by assuming that the payoffs a;; are not necessarily integers. Since they need not be commensurate quantities, an
infinity of different distributions of capital can occur during a single
play of the game.
Again, let the total capital of the players be R units, of which player1
hasrg units. Neither A nor 79 need be integers. At each stage they play
the m by n zero-sum game[a;;], where the a;,’s are not necessarily integers.
It is assumed that a;; ~ Oforallzandj. If any row hasall positive entries,
its repeated use would automatically ruin player 2. Similarly, if any
column has all negative entries, player 2 would be certain of ruining
player 1. ‘These cases are both trivial and special, so they are excluded
from the theory, i.e., we assume every row and every column has both
positive and negative entries. The ultimate payoff to player 1 is
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

0 if player 1 is eventually ruined,
1 if player 2 is eventually ruined,
An amount P,, if the play is non-terminating.

(A)

Milnor and Shapley show that such games have a value which is
independent of the number P., and that both players have strategies
which are uniformly optimal for all P,. The argument leading to
these conclusionsis fairly subtle, but we shall sketch it for those who are
interested.
> When the a;;’s are integers and, therefore, when player 1’s potential set of

resource allocationsis finite during any play, the value of a game ofsurvival is a

fixed point of the value transformation. A related result holds for the generalization, but, rather than use the notation (w1*, - - + ,wr—1*), which would be awkward in the present context, let us employ the symbolism [y(1), ¢(2),- °°,
g(R — 1)].

Then the fixed point of the value transformation must satisfy the

functional equation

g(r) = val}

g(r +411)

*** or + ain)

g(r + m1)

(B)
7

g(r + Amn)

’
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where

r) =

or)

0,

ifr < 0,

l

ifr 2R.

C

)

When is restricted to integral values, the functional equation B, with boundary

conditions C, simplifies to R — 1 equations in R — 1 unknowns. In the general
case, 7 Is not restricted to integral values, but B and C still play a centralrole.
In a given play of the survival game,let 7, represent player 1’s capital at the end
of k trials. The sequence {ro, 71, 72, - °°} gives a trial-by-trial record of 1’s
financial holdings in the given play. If0 <7, < R for all k, then play does not
terminate and 1’s payoff is P.;if0 <1, < Rfork =0,1,°°°,N—t1dandry <
Oorry 2 R, then the play terminates at trial NV, and we assume ry4p = rn for

p=0,1,°°.:.

If the players choose pure strategies for the survival game,

then the sequence {7;} is uniquely determined; if they choose mixed strategies,
then they jointly generate a probability measure over the set of {7} sequences.
In probabilists’ parlance, the set of sequences plus a probability measure over them

is called a stochastic process, and a particular sequenceis said to be a realization
of this stochastic process.
Suppose a given play results in a sequence {7;}. If player 1 is ultimately ruined

(rw < 0) his payoff is zero regardless of the value ry, i.e., the payoff does not vary

with the difference ry — 0. Similarly, if player 2 is ultimately ruined (rw 2 R),
1’s payoff is 1 regardless of the value of ry, 1.e., the payoff is independentof the
difference ry — R. Neglecting these differences, which is conceptually trivial to
do, leads to some mathematical complications. Let us see why. It is plausible

that, for two different initial amounts of capital, player 1 can have the same
expected payoffs. Mathematically, this means that the function ¢(r), which

eventually will be identified as the value of the game to player 1 whenhisinitial
capital is 7, will not be strictly increasing in the interval O <r < R. Without

strict monotonicity, and therefore without a 1 to 1 relation between g(r) and r, we
cannot make exact inferences about the sequence {71, 72, °° -} from an analysis of

the mathematically more tractable sequence {y(r1), p(r2), - * *}-

Wecaneliminate the difficulty by modifying the payoffs of the survival game to

take into accountthe excess by which the capital limits are exceeded.
ple, the payoff given in A can be changedto:
(i)

€TN,

if ry < 0,

Gi) 1+ery-R—M),
(iii) Pp,

if~v>R,
if 0 <r < R, for all k,

where M = max |a;;| and € is a small positive quantity.
tJ

evaluated as € approaches zero.)
changed to

For exam-

(D)
(Later, limits will be

Similarly, the boundary condition C’ can be

er,

ifr <

ar) = LY ew Ra

if r 2

(E)

Notethat as € approacheszero, the payoffs in D approachthose in A and the boundary conditions in FE approachthosein C.

Nowlet us assume that we have a function ¢ whichsatisfies B and £ and whichis

strictly increasing inO <7 < R.

For the gamewith payoff D,let player 1 adopt

the strategy that, if he has a capital accumulation of 74,0 < 7, < R, at trial k, then
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he plays a maximinstrategy for the zero-sum game

[oe +a),

@=1,2,°°+,m and j= 1,2,°--,n.

Player 1’s capital accumulation at trial k + 1 therefore depends upon chanceif

either player’s strategy at trial k is mixed. To stress this fact, we denote his
capital at trial k + 1 by 7441, where the dot stands for ‘‘random quantity.”’ For
example, the probability that 7.41 = 7x + a,j; is the product of the probability

that 1 chooses a; and the probability that 2 chooses 8; at trialk. The value which
the function ¢ assumesat trial k + 1 depends, therefore, upon chance.
Suppose now we have a known past history (70,71, °° * , 7x) attrialk +1. If,
as we assumed, 1 plays maximin in the game [y(7; + a;;)] and 2 plays any fixed
strategy, then the random variable ¢(7.41) must, by the meaning of maximin,

have an expected valueat least as large as val [y(7, + a:;)].

But by the assump-

tion that ¢ satisfies eq. B, this must equal y(r;). Thus, if 1 follows this strategy at
every k and 2 plays any fixed strategy, a measure is induced over the sequence

{r~}, and therefore over {y(r1)}, with the property that

Elo(te+1) | e(re)s * > * P(r0)] 2 ore)
for each k and each partial sequence 70,71, °° * , 7x.

(F)

That is, for any past history

70, 71, °° ° 5 rk [or equivalently, y(ro), o(r1), - °° 5 o(rz)] the random quantity

(7x41) is well defined and its expected value, conditional uponthepast,is at least
y(7z). (To make this assertion mathematically precise, one must insert some

‘“‘with probability 1” qualifiers.) A stochastic process whichsatisfies F is said to be
a semimartingale (Doob [1953]). Milnor and Shapley apply Doob’s existence
theorem for semimartingales to show:
1. The set of infinite sequences {y(rz)} for which the limit of g(7;,) ask ©

does not exist has probability zero.

‘Thus, intuitively, we can think of any play of

the game as generating a sequence for which lim ¢(r;) exists.
k—

2. The limiting value must depend upon chancesince the sequenceitself de-

pends upon chance, so, for emphasis, we write

lim (7).

kk @

The probability

distribution of these limits is such that its expectation, conditional upon knowing

ro, is at least v(7o), namely:

E|lim o(Fx) | e(r0)] 2 (ro).
From these facts we can conclude, as follows, that the probability of the play not

terminating is zero. According to 1 the probability that the sequence {¢(r;)} does
not converge is zero, and, since ¢ is assumedto be strictly monotonic, this implies
that the probability that the sequence {7;} does not converge is also zero. But,
since 7x41 = rk + aij for some i andj and az; # 0, regi ¥ rz, if0 <r < R. This

with the convergence of {7,} implies the eventual ruin of one player. Let N
be the first trial where one of the players is ruined. Now notingthat, if 1 is eventually ruined ry < 0 and (rw) < o(0) = 0, and if 2 is eventually ruined

R&€&m<€<R+M and g(ry) < o(R + M) = 1, we get

E{lim g(¢z) | e(ro)] < 0 X Prob [1 is ruined | ro] + 1 & Prob [2 is ruined | ro],
k— ©

and therefore by 2

Prob [2 is ruined | 70] 2 ¢(ro).
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If ¢ is a solution to B and £ and if player 1 plays maximin in

[p(r + a:j)] whenever his current capital is 7, then, regardless of 2’s strategy, the

play terminates with probability 1 and the probability that 2 will be ruined is not
less than g(ro). A similar analysis, with the roles of players 1 and 2 interchanged,
showsthat, if player 2 plays minimax in [g(r + a;;)] whenever1’s current capitalis
r, then, regardless of 1’s strategy, the play terminates with probability 1, and the

probability that 2 will be ruined is not greater than y(ro) + «M. Note that the
function g depends uponthevalue of the e€ in boundary condition £, so wereally
should write ¢.(79) instead of merely y(r9). The value to player 1 of the original
gameis therefore

v(70) = lim Yelro),
ce

and this is independentof Px.

To show that there is a strictly monotonic solution to B and £, as we assumed

earlier on p. 473, is a majorfeat in itself. As a step in this demonstration, Milnor
and Shapley use the fact that player 1’s survival game (i.e., 1 loses only if 1 is
ruined, i.e., P. = 1) has a value.

This was demonstrated by Scarf and Shapley

[1954] in a very abstract paper, which in turn depends upon work of Glicksberg
[1950].
Milnor and Shapley [1955] go on to show that each ofthe players actually has an

optimal strategy which forces an end to the play with probability 1, and that,

therefore, such a strategy is uniformly optimalfor all Po.

<

Milnor and Shapley’s results, although proved constructively, would be
terribly difficult for a player to use, so a simple approximationto the solution is desirable. They give one which is quite good provided that max

|a;;| is small compared with the player’s initial fortunes, r9 and R — 1p.

Let

p*(r) —_ jer i 1)/Xo,

ne * 0,

1,

if Ao = 0,

where Xo is the unique?® solution to
f pr@iy — j

erin —

A

r

val

1)

:
ere mi _ 1

= 0.

erh2mn _ 1

Now,if at each trial of the given survival game players 1 and 2 use maximin and minimaxstrategies of the game [¢*(a;;)], then the game termi-

nates with probability 1.

If —m = min a;; and M = max a;;, then
td

J

player 2’s probability of being ruinedis at least p*(ro)/e*(R + M) and at
3 The solution can be proved both to exist and to be unique.
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most 9*(ro9 + m)/e*(R +m). Therefore, if v(r9) denotes the value of
the survival gameto player 1, we have the bounds

eM) cy.) < Sot m),
e*(R+M)~ *” ~ e*(R+m)
which, of course, increase in precision as m and M are made smaller relative to 79 and R.
>A sketch of the proof follows.

increasing.

First, y*(r) is clearly strictly monotonically

Second,it satisfies eq. B since

pro(r+ais) —1

“val [p*(r + ai;)]

val

Ny

(ds —1\

= val | (
=

er—1
Xo

+ e*

Ao

,

or

va ]

)+

dort
Xo

eisii — J
Xo

——_.

= g* (r),

using the definition of y* and the fact that Ao is the solution to val [(e*— 1)/A]
= 0. Third, the maximin and minimaxstrategies for the game [y*(r + ai)]
are completely independentof 7 for, by what we havejust seen, [p*(r + a;;)] and
[p*(azj)] are strategically equivalent, i.e., differ only by a linear transformation of
the entries, and the latter does not depend upon 7. Now,if at each trial 1 plays
his maximin strategy for the game [y*(a;;)], then the sequence {y*(r;,)} is a
realization of a semimartingale stochastic process which converges with probability
one.

But in that case, as we saw before,

e*(ro.) < E[lim o* (rx) | e*(ro)] < ¢*(0) Prob [1 is ruined| ro]
ko
+ p*(R + M) Prob [2 is ruined| ro].
Since 9*(0) = 0, we conclude

Prob. [2 is ruined | ro] 2

(ro)

e*(R + M)

The analysis for player 2 is similar.

<

A8.5 MULTICOMPONENT ATTRITION GAMES

A whimsical instance of a multicomponentattrition game, which may
be titled ““Women andcats versus men and mice,” is due, as is the general
class of games, to Blackwell [1954 a]. In each component game, team 1,
whichinitially consists of a{° women and a” cats, puts either a woman
or a Cat in the ring without any knowledge of what team 2 will do; in
similar ignorance, team 2, whose initial composition is b$° men and b§
mice, sends forth a man or a mouse. ‘The outcomeis determined by the
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rule: a womaneliminates a man, who eliminates a cat, who eliminates a
mouse, who in turn, eliminates a woman,1.€.,

Woman]

‘Team 2
Man
Mouse
Team 2 loses ‘Team 1 loses
aman
a woman

‘Team 1

Cat

Team 1 loses
a cat

‘Team 2 loses
a mouse

The overall gameis one ofattrition in the sense that the component games
are repeated until oneside is decimated, whichit really is, of course, whenever one of its two components is reduced to zero. Clearly, each team’s
mixed strategy at each engagement should depend upon the current
resources of both teams.
Blackwell’s general class of gamesis a fairly straightforward generaliza-

tion of the example.

Player (or team) 1 has R different types of com-

modities with an initial supply of a” units of type r,7 = 1,2, --°-,R.
Player (or team) 2 has S different types of commodities with an initial
supply of 5S” units of type s,s = 1,2, --° +, 5. It will be convenientto
denote the initial R-tuple (a{, aS”, - - - , a) by a, and, similarly,
2’s initial S-tuple by b‘”. We assumethat the players have m and n pure
strategies, respectively, and that the effect of each play of the gameis to
reduce their current supply of the commodities. ‘This reduction is given
by the attrition matrices [a,(z, 7)], where the typical entry is the amount
that player 1’s rth commodity is diminished whenstrategies i and 7 are
used, and [@,(z, 7)], where the typical entry is the amount that player
2’s sth commodity is diminished whenstrategies 2 andj are used. Thus,if
the strategy pairs (21, 1), (22, 72), °° * 5 (tk, 7%) are used duringthefirst &
trials, the remaining amounts of resourcesare:
k

a®) = gi) — > a,(ig jq), if this numberis positive,
q=1

= 0, otherwise,
and

ke
bo) — p60) > Bs(%q) Jq), if this numberis positive,
g=1

= 0, otherwise.

It is assumed that each player tries to exhaust one—any one—of his
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adversary’s commodities without, however, allowing any of his stocks to
vanish.
This is a recursive game, as we can see by defining player 1’s payoff on
trial k to be either the gamewith the resources remaining after the game on
trial k, provided neither player has lost all of any one of his commodities,
or 1 if any of player 2’s stocks go to zero, or 0 if none of 2’s stocks go to
zero and at least one of 1’s do. (Observe that the convention has been
madethat player 1 “‘wins’? whenever both players simultaneously exhaust
a commodity.) The play terminates when either a 0 or a1 payoff occurs.

To guard against infinite play, Blackwell requires that at least one com-

modity be diminished in each engagement and that no resupply ever

occurs.

Stated formally, for every (2, j) pair,
R
> a, (t, )) +
r=]

and
and

Ss
> B.(2, )) > 0
s=]

a(t, 7) 2 0,

for every 7,

B;(z, 7) 2 0,

for every 5.

In sum, a multicomponentattrition game is described by two complexes
of information: the initial resources (a, b ), and the attrition matrix
[(a(z, 7), BC, 7)], which we shall abbreviate simply as («, §). Each entry
of the matrix (a, 6) is an (R + S)-tuple, the first R components of the
(z, 7) entry [ai(@z, 7), °° * » er(2, 7)], being designated by a(z, 7), and the
last S components, [61(z, 7), > - ° , 8s(z,7)], by BG, 7). Since the payoffs

have been chosento be 0 and1, the value of the gameis merely the prob-

ability, which we denote by Pla, 8; a‘, b{], that player 1 wins when
both players use their optimal strategies. Since multicomponentattrition
games are special cases of recursive games, we know that, when P is
treated as a function of (a, b), with (a, 8) held constant, it must

satisfy the basic functional equation of stochastic and recursive games.

Of course, even in special instances, that equation is monstrous, and

Blackwell does not attempt to solve it as such.

Rather, he investigates

the asymptotic behavior of P as the resources (a‘”, b‘) are increased
indefinitely subject to the condition that their relative sizes are fixed.
For example, one can look for the set of (a, b) pairs such that

lim Pla, 6; ta‘, th] = 1,

t— 0

where, of course, ta‘? = (ta, ta$, - - - , ta) and similarly for tbh.
For the women and cats versus men and mice example, Blackwell shows
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= 1,
—

aa > 46560),

Note, for example, that (0, 0; 1, 0), which is the (1, 1) entry of matrix
(a, 6), has the interpretation: team 1 loses zero women andzero cats and
team 2 loses one man and zero mice.
A8.6 APPROACHABILITY-EXCLUDABILITY THEORY AND
COMPOUND DECISION PROBLEMS
The asymptotic theory of multicomponentattrition gamesis based on
Blackwell’s [1956 a] analogue of the minimax theorem for games with

ay c(2, 2)

Fic. 2

vector payoffs. In such games, the players have m and n purestrategies as
usual, but the payoff correspondingto the (z, 7) strategy pair is a Q-tuple

(or vector in Q-space) of the form c(z, 7) = [¢1(7, 7), cet, 7), °° * 5 co(@, 7)]-

The multicomponentattrition gamesareof this form with Q = R-+ Sand
c(z, 7) equal to the attrition payoff, but, as we shall see below, quite different interpretations of vector gamesalso exist.
Let us denote by C the convex hull of the set of points (in Q-space)
c(z, 7), where 7 and j vary over their domains. For example, if Q = 2,

m = 2, and n = 3, then a typical region C is shownin Fig. 2.

Blackwell

raises this question: If such a game is repeated in time, can player 1 force the
average payoff to approach a preassigned closed subset T of C? Equally well, when
can player 2 exclude the average payoff from T?
The following notation will be useful. Let x = (x1, x2, * * * , xm) be
one of player 1’s mixed strategies on a component game; then if player 2
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uses pure strategy j, the expected payoff will be

c(x, f) = ) xl, j).
a

Thus, his expected payoff when heuses x will lie in the smallest convex set
containing the n points c(x, j), 7 = 1, 2, - - - , nm; we denote this set by
C(x,:). Exactly parallel notation [y, c(z, y), and C(-, y)] is introduced for
player 2. Finally, the average payoff for k trials is denoted

&) = [e(ti, 71) + e(t2, jo) + °° + 4+ ete, Je) I/h,
where (ip, jn) denotes the strategy pair chosen ontrial A.
Weobservethat a sufficient condition for T to be excludable by player 2

is the existence of a strategy y‘” such that C(-, y‘) is disjoint from T,forif
y is used at eachtrial the average payoff will approach C(-, y”), and so

not T. Blackwell shows, in essence, that this is a necessary condition too.
To be moreprecise: any convex set T 1s either approachable by 1 or excludable by 2,
and the latter is equivalent to the existence or a y‘” such that T and C(-, y‘™) are
disjoint. Furthermore, he displays a strategy for player 1 which will force
the average payoff to approach T wheneversucha strategy exists.
The idea is simple. If at trial k, the average payoff ¢™is already in T,
select any x on trialk + 1. If, however, é) and T are disjoint, choose x
so that C(x, -)and T lie on the sameside of the supporting hyperplane of T
which both passes through the point c’ of T that is closest to ¢“) and which
is perpendicular to the line joining these two points. (See Fig. 3.) Such
an x can be showntoexist if and only if the convex set T is not excludable
by 2. (Roughly the idea is this: Suppose 1 tries to get an expected payoff
which lies as far below the separating hyperplane as possible. Player 2
cannot guarantee that 1 will not get a point on or below this hyperplane
since C(-, y) intersects 7 for all y. Now weinvokethe usual form of the
minimax theorem to conclude that 1 can therefore guarantee a point on or
below the hyperplane.) Since the expected payoff c* on trial k + 1
will, of course, be in C(x, -), let us, for heuristic reasons, simplify the
argument by supposing that the actual payoff on trial k + 1 is the point
c* in C(x, -); then the average payoff ¢*t” will lie on the line joining

é® and c*. If & is large, +) will be much nearer to ¢than to c*,
and so it will be nearer to c’ than ¢“) is. This suggests that in time the
average payoff will approach 7. As yet, however, the argument is not
tight for we have been dealing with expected values at a giventrial,
whereas the approachability theorem asserts something about the time

sequence {é‘*)} being true with probability 1.

This gap is bridged by a

probability existence theorem that we will not discuss except to remark
that it is similar in spirit to the martingale theorem which arose in the
section on recursive games.
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Two points about approachability-excludability theory need clarification: whyis it related to the study of multicomponentattrition games, and
in whatsense is it an analogue of the minimax theory? ‘The first seems to
be a problem since we know that multicomponent games are recursive
games, whereas the present theory is not cast in thatform. But recall that
Blackwell confined himself to questions about ruin probabilities when the
initial resources are held in fixed proportion and increased without bound.
It is thus plausible that each player’s ability to control the limiting behavior of the time average of the attrition payoffs will govern the outcome,
and in fact it does.
Next, let us turn to the sense in which the theory generalizes the minimax theorem. Suppose that the payoffs c(z, 7) are actually real numbers,

/>~Hirperane through c’ perpendicular

to line from ¢™to e’
Fic. 3

i.e, Q = 1, and that they are interpreted as 1’s payoffs. If we let a
denote the minimum and J the maximum of these mn numbers, the set C
is simply the interval of the real line from a to b inclusive. If v denotes
the value of the game, player 1 can approachtheinterval[v, b] and player
2 can approachtheinterval [a, v]. Or in more familiar words, using the
law of large numbers, the expected value v of a two-person zero-sum game
can be given a frequencyinterpretation as the limiting value of a temporal
average.
Earlier we promised a second and importantinterpretation of the approachability-excludability theory, and it is now timeto fulfill it. Let us
suppose that a two-person gameis to be repeated and that player 1 is
solely interested in his long-term average payoff. He can certainly
secure a limiting average at least equal to the maximum value of the component game by playing maximin at each stage. But, as we have pointed
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out previously, it has long been recognized that such a strategy is not very
realistic in any of the followingcases:
1. In a zero-sum game whenplayer 2 is not a conscious minimaxer.
li. In a non-zero-sum game.
iii. When player 2 is “‘nature’’ in the usual decision problem under
uncertainty—thestatistical inference problem.
Robbins [1951] has emphasized that whena (statistical) decision problem is repeated in time, e.g., when a stream of individuals mustbeclassified
by their individual test responses, the statistician can often do as well
asymptotically with no prior information as when he knows the exact
limiting proportion of times player 2 uses each strategy. To be more
specific, suppose 1’s payoffs are a;; and that a prior: he knowsthat the proportion of the time player 2 will use strategy 7,7 = 1, 2, - + - , n, is y;*.
He can, therefore, achieve the limiting average return

oly*) = max () aiy;*)
by playing that strategy 7 which maximizesthe right-hand expression on

each trial. Hannan [1957] shows that asymptotically player 1 can do as
well as p(y *) without knowing y * beforehand provided thathe baseshis choice

at each trial on his knowledge of 2’s previous choices and on chance.
(Actually, he need only consider 2’s empirical mixed strategy over the

preceding moves.)

Blackwell [1956 5] showsthat this can be concluded from approachability-excludability theory. He chooses Q = n + 1 and defines
c(z, 7) = (0, 0,

7" , 0, 1, 0,

7° , 0, a3),

where the 1 appears in the jth position and a,; is the (2, 7) payoff of the
given game to player1. ‘his definition may seem strange, butit is less so
when one observes that the first n components of ¢) equal player 2’s
empirical mixed strategy over the first & trials and the last componentis
1’s average payoff during those trials. Now, let 7 be the set of all
(n + 1)-tuples whose first n components represent a probability vector,
call it y, and whose last component, ¢y41, is at least equal to p(y), i-e.,

T = {theset of all (¢1, c2, * * * 5 ny ni) such that ¢; 2 0,

forj=1,2,:--,” yo =
j=l

and ¢ny1 2 > a;;¢j,

fori = 1, 2,

, m}
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The result is proved if we can show that T is approachable by 1, for, if it is
approachable, then with any limiting distribution y* player 1 receives a

limiting average value ofat least p(y*).

Note that we do notnecessarily

assume that the empirical mixed strategy over the first & trials, y‘”,

approaches a limit ask —> ©. Whenthelimit doesnotexist, the result is
interpreted roughly as meaning that the average payoff for large k will be

close to p(y“).

The approachability of T follows from the observation that, for each y,
the set C(-, y) just touches 7. This we can see as follows: If y = (41, ya,
"+ + 5 yn), then C(-, y) is the set of (n + 1)-tuples (yi, yo, °- °° 4 ya;

Cn41), Where min aj;y; S engi < max az;y;, so it intersects T at the
isJj
i
point [yi V2 °° * 9 Yns p(y) ].

The choice of a strategy which leads the average payoff to approach T
is far more subtle than it may seem. For example, player 1’s “‘obvious”’
strategy of playing optimal on trial k + 1 against 2’s empirical mixed
strategy calculated overthe first & trials need not force the average payoff
to converge to J. Rememberthat player 2 may not employthe limiting
mixed strategy y* at every (or indeed, any) ofthetrials.

Besides this asymptotic result, Hannan [1957] also has a great deal to

say about the rates of convergence for certain reasonable classes of player
1’s strategies. Other papers which extend the pioneering work of

Robbins [1951] on compoundstatistical decision problems are Hannan
and Robbins [1955], Laderman [1955], and Johns [1956].

A8.7 DIVIDEND POLICY AND ECONOMIC RUIN GAMES
Most of the games we have encountered in this appendix meet the
following very general description: a known stochastic process is under
way, but at periodic intervals two players, perhaps opposing, can exert
some influence on the process. Shubik [1957] has pointed out that
corporate dividend policy can be looked upon in this way, and he has
begun to examine games suggested bythis interpretation.
The simplest case is the degenerate single corporation gamein whichits
assets fluctuate from period to period according to a simple chance
mechanism. For example, if the capital accumulation is Z units (units
in terms of thousands or tens of thousands of dollars) in one period, we

might assume that in the next period it becomes Z + 1 with probability

p, or Z — 1 with probability g = 1 — p. ‘The corporation is ruined if at
any period its capital drops below zero. Clearly, its chance of being
ruined within a specified time periodis less the greater the capital at the
beginning of that period, but, on the other hand, moneyin the corporate
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till does not satisfy the stockholders until dividends are declared, which, of
course, reduces the capital. Furthermore, a dollar delivered to the
stockholders & periods from the present is assumed to be only worth p* at
present, where, in general, p depends upon the interest rate andso is of the
order of 0.95. The conflicting motives are clear: should the corporation
declare a dividend of s dollars at present, and thereby increase its chance
of ruin, or should it wait until its financial position is more secure, knowing
that money paid out in the future is of less value than if it were paid out
now? If one assumesthat the corporation wishes to maximize the present
value of all future dividends during the period that the corporation is
solvent,’ then clearly an optimal dividend policy depends upon # and p,
and the problem becomes one of dynamic programing of the inventory
type.

Asstated, the problem is naively simple, but we can complicate it in a
variety of ways. First, it can be made a one-person game against nature
by supposing that p is unknown. Of course, as the random walk unfolds,
data will be accumulated and inferences about can be made. But what
about dividend policy in the early stages?
Second, another corporation may be assumed, also with prescribed
initial assets, and the two play a competing survival game. ‘That is,if at
any trial corporation 1 plays z and corporation 2 plays 7, then their assets
are changed by a;; and 0;; units, respectively. ‘This survival game, quite
likely with a non-zero-sum component game, proceeds as usual, but as in
the simpler case both corporations must worry about dividend policies.
The problem is not completely formulated until it is known what happens
to one corporation once the other becomesinsolvent; one possible assumption is that the remaining one gains 6 units per period in perpetuity. ‘This
does not result in an infinite reward because of the ever-present discount
rate p. ‘The collusion possibilities are enormous.
Third, the entry of new funds can be introduced in the sense of allowing
corporate assets to be bolstered by new shareholders. Such entry can be
assumed to depend upon presentassets and past dividend policy. So the
model increases in complexity, if not in tractability.
In the past few years, Shubik and others have begun to take nibbles at
this extremely inviting set of problems.
4 To be sure, boards of directors rarely are solely interested in maximizing the present
value of future dividends—if nothing else, the present value of their future salaries
should have some influence on their policies. Conceptually, such features are easily
included; but since weare only trying to point to a class of problems, and notto give a
valid economic analysis, we shall suppress such realistic embellishments.
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